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PRIVATE CORRESPONDENCE OF 

LORD GRANVILLE LEVESON GOWER 

CHAPTER XIII 

1805 

MISSION TO RUSSIA 

In January, Mr. Addington was created Viscount Sid mouth, 

and appointed President of the Council in place of the Duke 

of Portland who remained in the Cabinet without office. Lord 

Sidmouth resigned a few months later. Further attempts were 

made to induce Mr. Fox and members of the Grenville party to 

join with Mr. Pitt in forming a strong Coalition Government, 

but as in the previous year, these again failed. 

On the 6th April, Mr. Whitbread moved his resolutions for 

the impeachment of Lord Melville for malversation of naval 

funds. In the division on the 8th, numbers being equal, the 

Speaker gave his casting vote against Lord Melville, who at 

once resigned, and his name was erased from the Privy Council. 

While England's victories by sea during the year, culminating 

in the Battle of Trafalgar, had practically annihilated the com¬ 

bined French and Spanish Fleets. Napoleon was continuing his 

conquests by land. He entered Italy early in the spring, seized 

and converted the Cisalpine republic into a kingdom, and was 

crowned King of Italy in May. The negotiations for an alliance, 

offensive and defensive, which Mr. Pitt had been endeavouring 

to form with Russia, Austria, and Sweden, were at length con¬ 

cluded by a treaty. The objects of the Coalition were, the libera¬ 

tion of the smaller States from French tyranny and the establish¬ 

ment of peace in Europe. Great Britain was to give subsidies 

and the Continental powers were to furnish 500,000 men exclusive 

of British troops. 
I 
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Napoleon issued a Manifesto reprobating the folly and injustice 

of the allied powers, declaring that if hostilities were commenced 

by them against any of his allies, particularly Bavaria, he would 

instantly march his whole army to avenge the affront. He 

declared that the war was created" and maintained by the gold 

and hatred of Great Britain. Disregarding these threats, the 

Austrians entered Bavaria with 55,000 men. But whether 

owing to their precipitate action, or to the delay of the Russians 

combined with the opposition of the King of Prussia, the great 

objects of the Coalition failed. A series of disastrous reverses, 

ending with the Capitulation of Ulm (20th October) and the 

Battle of Austerlitz (2nd December), were followed by the Peace 

of Presburg, signed on the 26th December between France and 

Austria, by which the Emperor Francis II. conceded to France 

the States of Venice and resigned the Tyrol, etc., to the newly 

created King of Wurtemberg. 

No. 25. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Jany. 1. 

. . . Yesterday I saw Lady Carlisle, who enquir’d a great deal 
after you, but complain’d of your never writing to Sol., which 
she said vex’d him, and I really believe it does. She also told 
me Ld Harrowby had been out to air. You take in the Morning 
Chronicle, I think, and there you will see the song in which you 
are desir’d to crack no more jokes on the Dr. I know you 
believe Mr. Pitt (as Roman Catholics do the Pope) infallible, but 
the Pope crowns Buonaparte and Mr. Pitt solicits the Dr.’s 
forgiveness. Do not scold me for being vex’d; it is so far from 
a proof of Enmity that my friends all enjoy it, especially Mr. 
Sheridan and all the most violent against our wishes last year 
chuckle and crow and make such work that it quite provokes 
me, and I really think, if Mr. Pitt could know how the medical 
people talk, it would provoke him too. Mr. Tierney declares 
publickly that it is a compleat and entire victory, and i due 
fratelli1 say every where that the thing was settled with the 
King before Mr. Pitt knew of it; that he had no choice left but 

1 Mr. Hiley Addington, and Mr. Bragge Bathurst. The following are some 
of Mr. Canning’s lines on Lord Sidmouth: 

“ When his speeches hobble vilely, 
What ‘ hear him’s ’ burst from Brother Hiley ! 
When his faltering periods lag, 
Hark to the cheers of Brother Bragge !” 
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resignation or compliance, and that the latter, tho’ against the 
grain, was oblig'd to be compleat; that a week before he had 
made overtures and proposals which were rejected disdainfully 
by Ad11, but that afterwards letters from the King settled the 
whole business, and Mr. Pitt was inform’d he must be reconcil’d; 
that there is public proof that on the 10th of Deer, there was 
no negotiation on foot by the date of what I mention’d to you 
before and hoped you had got. . . . 

No. 26. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Thursday, 3d. 

If you were here I know you would feel almost as indignant 
as I do, and as much puzzled at something that has happen’d 
to me, or rather to my Caro. Think of her receiving a letter 
fill’d with every gross disgusting indecency that the most de¬ 
prav’d imagination could suggest—worse, indeed, than any thing 
I ever heard, saw, read, or could imagine amongst the lowest 
Class of the most abandon’d wretches. It is what I am quite 
convinc’d you could not believe possible, even supposing it 
address’d to some of the women in the street: think, then, of 
writing thus to a Girl! She luckily only read the first few lines, 
when she was so shock’d that she flew to me and gave me the 
horrid letter, which the writer (lest the coarseness of the language 
should prevent her understanding) had taken care to add ex¬ 
planations to. What adds to our perplexity is, that what is 
not too nasty and disgusting to look at, is very well written, 
and alludes to conversation and jokes that pass’d at my Sister’s 
a very few days ago. The letter is written in the name of Mr. 
Hill, in consequence of her having been told (as she was a few 
nights ago by Georgiana) that he thought her the cleverest and 
prettiest Girl in London. She answer’d: “Dear Mr. Hill! I 
shall set about admiring him whenever I meet him;” and two 
or three times since she has ask’d her Cousins whether her Dear 
Mr. H. was to be there. This is alluded to in the letter, and also 
some things said by Georgiana. Is it not inconceivable ? Poor 
little soul! she has been quite ill with it. I do think it very 
hard; there never was a purer, more delicate mind existing than 
hers, and certainly as innocent from sins as any human being 
that ever breathed. C’est l’innocence de l’Enfance meme. 
Forgive me, Dear G.; you bid me say all I feel: how can I resist 
telling you what certainly occupies me very painfully at this 
moment ? There can be nobody on Earth so wicked as to wish 
ill or think ill of her; therefore it must be because she has a Mother 
unworthy of her. 
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... To night my Sister has been here and put me into a 
flame at what is generally believed of the Pope s having made 
an Apology1 at Mr. Pitt’s desire to Lord Hawkesbury, and 
offering to" go out or retract. Tom Grenville prais’d him ex¬ 
tremely to her, and said he thought highly of him both as oo 
talents and high honour and integrity, but could not help regret¬ 
ting, both that Mr. Pitt should insist and the Pope have sub¬ 
mitted to so great an inconsistency as apologizing and retracting 
in private for what he thought due to himself to declare in 
public. As my Sister heard the story from you last year, she 
stoutly denied his having done so. Tom Grenville said he 
believ’d as she did for a long time, till he found it publickly 
talk’d of by Ld Hawkesbury himself and all his friends, and 
corroborated by all the Ministers, who equally asserted it, un¬ 
contradicted by the Pope. I cannot tell you how all this and 
the exultation of the Addingtons vexes me. 

No. 27. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Saturday (Jan. 5th). 

. . . Lord Cornwallis’s going to India at 66 surprizes me; 
he can have little hope of ever returning, and— 

“ Why should he with wealth and honours blest 
Refuse his age the needful hours of rest ?” 

I heard it reported this morning that Ld. Wy2 was to relieve 
Lord Mulgrave3 from the burthen of his undertaking when he 
returns, but I hope this cannot concern you, for it will be more 
than a twelvemonth from now before he can return. . . . 

Monday. 

I dined at my Sister’s yesterday, drew K. and Q. with the 
children, and came home al solito to Brood over my grievances 
of various kinds. The King and Prince, as probably you know, 
are come to a pretty tolerable agreement. I saw a letter from 
the King to his son—very kind, agreeing to having the little 
Girl as a Visitor only, and her abode to be with her Father, 
whom he is to consult upon all appointments, &c.; and ex¬ 
plaining that his visits to his Daughter in Law are not consulta- 

1 On 18th June, 1804, Mr. Canning, then Treasurer of the Navy, speak¬ 
ing on Mr. Pitt’s Additional Forces Bill, spoke of the inefficiency of the late 
Ministers. Mr. Bathurst Bragge (Addington’s brother-in-law) replied, and 
taunted Mr. Canning with the assertion that he owed his position to early friend¬ 
ship with Lord Hawkesbury. The latter, very much annoyed, wrote to Pitt 
resigning his office. Mr. Pitt replied, begging tjiat nothing further should 
be done in the matter. The story was spread by Lord Hawkesbury’s friends 
that Mr. Canning had asked pardon or made apologies to Lord Hawkesbury. 

2 Lord Wellesley was returning from India. j 
3 Lord Mulgrave was thought by many not up to the post of Foreign Minister 
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tions, but merely to inform her what is settled. Mrs. F. says 
this is all very fine, but she knows they will Debate so on every 
appointment, and be so slow, that the little Girl will be grown 
up before it is settled how she is to be educated. The Ring has 
great objections to the appointment of Lord Mulgrave,1 and it 
certainly was not announc’d on Saturday as it was expected to 
be. I am very unhappy; to day I have receiv’d another in¬ 
famous letter address d to me, and also Adair brought me the 
manuscript of the Paragraph, of which a great deal was taken 
out by the Editor. It was originally excessively ill natur’d to 
me, Harriet- and L^un ;3 but the worst of all is the hand it was 
written in.4 I will not think the letter can be from the same 
person—this is bad enough. I was not allow’d to keep the 
xVIanuscript. After the chief parts are allotted to Lady Aber- 
corn, Lady B., and Mr. Hill, was added: “ for which they are 
daily preparing themselves b}r rehearsals, the angry scenes per¬ 
form d by the former, the tender ones by the two latter persons.” 
Then comes the account of the bail, with, “ The amiable Hostess, 
who is always eager to contribute to the convenience of her 
friends, to save confusion, has allotted the Partners.” Then 
follows a long detail d description of Harriet’s slim and graceful 
person, and of D. s brilliant wit. But I will not bore you any 
more with all this, which, if you have not read the Morning Post 
or the Courier, you will scarce understand. God bless you, my 
Dear G. I am hurt and vex’d, and even to you cannot explain 
all the cause. 

No. 11. 

G. L. G. to Lady B. 
Decker 10»>. 

The greatest pleasure I have had since my arrival at Sc P. is 
the reading your Letters; I go regularly twice through them the 
day they come, and have recourse to them again when I want 
a Cordial to my Spirits. They are of a sort that must interest 
me: did they contain nothing but assurances of your thinking 
of me, they could not but be most grateful to me; but they are 
such as could not fail to be extremely interesting, were they 
written by a Person I had never seen. You always talk of my 
other Sources of Information; nobody writes to me: from the 
Pope,6 from my Sisters, from the Don,6 from Morpeth I have 

1 Henry Phipps, first Earl of Mulgrave (1755-1831). Had been appointed 
Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster by Pitt, 1804; he succeeded Lord 
Harrowby at the Foreign Office 11th January, 1805. 

2 Lady Harriet Cavendish. 3 Lord Duncannon. 
4 Lady Bessborough was subsequently convinced by evidence which appeared 

to her conclusive that Sheridan was the writer of these letters. 
5 Mr. Canning. « Lord Boringdon. 
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not received a Line (with, the exception of Susan’s) since I arrived 
here. Thank you for the history told by Ly. Warren; I like to 
know all that is said, but she has cooked up an extraordinary 
Mess. I have taken the very house which the Signora1 had 
engaged. The Signora is now here, but in a very few days is 
going to join the Signor, who is at bis Country House. I have 
seen her 2 or 3 times, have found her the same unassuming, 
quiet, good natured person, but always appearing (as she did 
when I knew her before) to have no notion of attachment to 
any one but her husband. You will probably hear that I am 
extremely reserved, and excepting with Czartoryski, and upon 
particular and partial politics with one or two Members of the 
Corps Diplomatique, I scarcely ever speak upon political Sub¬ 
jects. I have before told you that in the miserable pied a terre 
in which I have been till now living, I have not been able to 
give Dinners, or had it in my Power to shew attention and 
civility to any person; before this Letter is finished I hope to be 
established in my new house. 

In the New House, 
Decber 24th. 

Here lam, but still unsettled. It is the Custom of the Russians 
when their Houses are completely out of order, and the furniture 
all broken, to travel, and let their house to some Foreigner. 
The proprietor of this House has followed the Custom of the 
Country, and I find that the Hinges of the Doors are all coming 
off, that the Chairs are all patched up, and, in short, that I must 
be ruined in providing furniture. I proposed to a Tapissier to fit 
up one little Room with Scarlet Cloth, and he told me that it would 
not cost much above £500. I must be as improvident as you, 
were I to lay out such a Sum upon one room in a house which I 
have only for nine months, If the Public Business in which 
one is occupied was not extremely interesting, I believe.Lsho.uLL 
nbUsurvjveTEe LnmliTiTThi'sH^HCeWoiicWs not allowed even to 
remain quietly''at home. “ Mai~CR7'TTAmbassadeur, vous 
n’etiez pas"chez la princesse Belosielski hier au soir.” Answer: 
“ Je me suis trouve un peu indispose et je suis reste a la maison.” 
“ Mais pourquoi ne m’en avez vous pas averti, j’aurois passe 
chez vous,” &c., &c., &c., &c. This Excuse for staying at home 
I find will not do, for in consequence one is persecuted with 
questions about one’s health. I am not in Love—no, not the 
least bit, In former times, I remember little tendresses I usecT 

''to experience in most places whenTTesided~2 montEsHbgether, 
but whether it is my advanced timeof LifeTor whether the 
Coldness oFthe Climate, or whether?like Pitt, it proceeds from 
tfuToccupatibn of Eu~siness)T knowlnot, but mv heart is grown 
quite callous. Though I am amused with the Conversation of 

1 Madame Panin. 
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] lincess Galitzin, and she.is inclined to talk in a friendly and | 
confidential manner about herself, I ammot r.apf.iva.tprl %i|iy \ 

equally unmoved by the Ladies of St. Petersburg!!. Pray 
sSEd me-some extracts of his Letters, that I may know how he I 
really likes being here. Do not think I mean to complain of 
him, because he seems extremely desirous of doing every thing 
I lecommend, but his habit of lying in Bed I cannot cure him of. 
I have spoken to him jokingly and seriously, I have desired 
Stuart to talk to him, but I believe between eleven and twelve 
is the earliest hour of his Breakfast. I beg you not to write to 
him, as if I complained, on no account. His French Master is 
to come at Ten in future, and I hope that will bring about a 
Reformation. . . . An old Mad. Orlofi asked me the other Day 
whether la belle Miladi Spencer was alive whom she had known 
at Spa, et sa petite fille Cadette qui etoit si jolie, si leste, est elle 
mariee ? Do you know, I had pleasure in hearing this Question. 
I like even old Mad. Divofi for having praised you. You im¬ 
mediately came into my head the other night upon a Dispute 
between Princess Galitzin and Mad. Toulolmin, a Sister of 
Count Panin. They were talking upon the subject of the 
Hanoverian Woman who stole Mad. Demidoff’s Diamonds. 
Mad. T. maintained that she should be more inclined to prose¬ 
cute a Woman of Birth, &c., who committed such an offence than 
a common Robber who robbed one upon the Highway. Ps G., 
on the contrary, said that nothing could induce her to bring to 
shame by a public accusation a woman with whom she had been 
in the habit of living in Society. They both maintained their 
opinions with some Cleverness. I joined with P. G., though I 
think she had the worst of the argument, but I am sure she felt 
as you would have done. God bless you. . . . 

No. 32. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Jan. 22d. 

... I din’d at home and alone yesterday, and was dressing 
to go to Ly. Abercorn’s, when a message came from my Sister 
telling me two other horrible letters in the name of Mr. Ward, 
containing the most indecent Prints, had been sent to Harriet 
and Caro St. Jules. The Paragraphs against my Sister and me 
continue daily also, but are not now put in, as a Dr. Fleming, 
who manages the Morn® Post, stops them, and has brought some 
of the manuscripts to shew. The hand is dreadfully like one I 
know very well; the purport, attacks on my Sister for many 
concerns and Politicks; on Harriet, on the light Elegance of her 
Nymphlike Figure. But the abuse is chiefly levell’d against 
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me—old stories ripp’d up about Sb., C. W., Ld. Paget and now 
Mr. Hill consoling me for other diplomatic losses; sometimes cuts 
at a display of melancholy, but usually accounts of violent 
dissipation and gaiety. As all this has not even the slightest 
shadow of Foundation, except, perhaps, that never going out 
and being out of Spirits may be call’d a display of melancholy, 
it certainlys eems like a plan to hurt me. ... If you knew how 
it sickens me of the world ! 

No. 34. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Saturday (26 Jany). 

I meant to write up my journal since Monday, but it is so 
uninteresting I have only to tell you that as usual, Tuesday, I 
spent all the morning in making up my Packets. ... I supp’d 
at My Sister’s. I believe I told you, and find Lord Morpeth has 
seen my Sister twice, who is to draw up whatever is to be pub¬ 
lish’d between the Pope and Ld Hawkesbury. Wednesday it 
snow’d, so there was no stirring, and old L. [illegible] came with 
a long petition about a pension which he thought he might get 
by an application from Ly. Melbourne to Mr. Huskisson,1 who 
is now supreme in favour ! I staid all evening alone, then the 
news of poor Pen’s death" came, and I spent the whole day at 
White Hall. It was dreadful; I should never, I believe, have 
gone thro’ the day, but for the bright gleam of your letter coming. 
When Ly. Mel. went to bed I came to My Sister. Lord Morpeth 
play’d at Chess with me; we had nobody but Georgiana, the 
Girls, and Lord Ossulston, dear G. looking so pretty and always 
speaking so kindly about you. We read the Spanish declara¬ 
tion, which I think too long and tortille, too much an imitation 
of French style; the attitude and the honourable propensities of 
a nation is too much forc’d, to be quite good taste. II y a du 
frileux la, but the letters, I think, make out a much better case 
than w“as expected, tho’ I always believ’d so from some circum¬ 
stances which you know I heard as early as August. The 
Spaniard3 has written a very clever but very strong counter 
case to Mr. Fox. Madame is ill and they remain at Lisbon, and 
I suppose B. Frere4 will contrive to have returns of his Ague. 
Friday I wrote to you, and then again spent all the day at White 
Hall.6 Your Sister in law open’d the window to make gracious 
signs to me as I pass’d, but I hate seeing them there. You 

1 Was Secretary to the Treasury. 
2 The Hon. Peniston Lamb, elder brother of William Lamb (1770; died 

24th January, 1805). 
3 Lord Holland. 
4 Mr. B. Prere, Secretary of Legation at Lisbon 
5 At Lady Melbourne’s. 
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know, I suppose, that they have bought Ld. Castlereagh’s house ? 
What will your poor Mother do if you do not like hers ? My 
Mother came to town to night, to a Lodging she has taken in 
Jermyn Street, where I went when I left White Hall, and pass’d 
a comfortable hour with her and my Brother. Miss Trimmer is 
in a great fuss on her going or not to a great family which is now 
determining. The Dow1' Ly. Clifford1 is appointed at the recom¬ 
mendation of the Pss. The Prince approves, pour la premiere 
fois qu’ils sont du meme avis; it was offer’d to Ly. Townshend, 
who refus d. The King ne se separe plus de son medecin; he 
dotes on him and speaks to no one else. But he has a new 
passion—Ly. Ilchester;2 it began by the sea side, or rather on 
the sea, and I believe it is the first time that the act of sickness 
ever inspired love. You must expect some exaggeration in my 
stories, as they usually reach me thro’ a jaundic’d medium; il 
n y a pas moyen de ne pas s’en ressentir, but I keep in remem¬ 
brance that amongst the Enemy there are some of your friends 
and those who you wish well to. I cannot wish against—at 
least, only in a way that I think you would too, and that even 
the Pope join’d in wishing—I mean, that Mr. Pitt should be so 
disgusted as to leave them all. He call’d on me yesterday 
morning, but Lord Morpeth came with him, as he had threaten’d 
me he would do. I cannot imagine why he dreads my seeing 
the Pope alone. . . . 

I am just come home very much out of spirits. The Mel¬ 
bourne’s were in a shocking state with the details of poor Pen’s 
having been open’d. Without a single symptom of it, his Lungs 
were completely decay’d, and Farquhar says he thinks Emily3 
in a very precarious state. 

Sunday. 

This morning as I was walking to Ly. Abercorn’s I met the 
Pope, who told me if I could be for once exact to an appointment 
he would meet me in an hour at home. We met at the door as 
I return’d, and he was very kind to me. ... He talk’d a great 
deal of his own situation, and feels all its bitterness as strongly 
as I fear’d he would. Whilst he was with me Mr. Grey came; 
they shook hands, but with less cordiality than I had hoped. 
I found afterwards that odious Ld Sidmouth has put about a 
story that the Pope made him proposals two year ago to join 
him—soliciting it as a favour, and was rejected. He says he 
has letters to shew from the Pope, one asking and another 

1 Sophia Campbell, third daughter of Samuel Campbell, Esq.; married 
Edward, seventeenth Baron Clifford. 

2 Juliana, daughter of William Digby, Dean of Durham, and widow of the 
second Earl of Ilchester, who died 1802. 

3 Afterwards married Lord Cowper, and, secondly, Lord Palmerston. 
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resenting the refusal, which is the cause of all his enmity. 1 told 
Mr. Grey that without knowing more about it I would stake my 
head on the falsehood of the story, and have entreated him to 
insist on seeing the letters, which he could do if they existed. 
As it was, Ld. St. Vincent told Mr. Grey’s Father.1 Ld. Sidmouth 
offer’d to shew him the letters from the Pope. When he left 
me I went to White Hall, then to my Mother, and supp’d at my 
Sister’s, where I told Lord Morpeth this story, who promises to 
make enquiries without telling the Pope. But he says he thinks 
he guesses what it is grounded on; he would not tell me what. 
There has been some terrible play going on. Your old [illegible] 
’s friend, Sr. W. Burrows, lost 26,000 in two nights. He paid 
all but 9,000 to the House, which, not answering for him, nobody 
would play with him, and the [illegible] people all flock’d to 
Brooks’s. He rais’d all the money he could, paid the 9—, and 
the moment he was free began playing again, and lost 10,000 
more to it, and is quite ruin’d, and going back to India. I have 
some compassion, even tho’ he was your adversary, but I hope 
he will stay in India. Col. Roberts (odious man) and Ld. Peter¬ 
borough play at cut throat picquet every night at Brooks’s 
(which, par Parenthese, is going to be remov’d to the D. of 
Leeds’s in St. James’s Square). Ld. Thanet is in town, but 
says he is going back to the Country, and plays at nothing but 
fives without Bets, tho’ there are tens and deep betting in the 
same room. Heaven grant perseverance to all reforming 
gamesters, and Heaven grant I may never again feel anxiety on 

this horrid subject. 

Lady Stafford to G. L. G. 
Bad., 

Febry. ye 3 d. 

... I saw a Letter to a Friend of yours in this House, which 
the Post brought Yesterday. It mentions that you had been 
confined with a Cold, but was well again; it mention’d the 
extreme Coldness of the Weather at St. Petersburgh, &c., &c., 
but the Part of the Letter that was Satisfaction to my fond and 
aged Heart was the great Commendation of you and the whole 
of your Conduct: Kind and obliging to all around you, pleasing 
all the People with whom you have any Intercourse; going 
regularly to the Factory Chapel on Sundays; never playing at 
any Games; and, in short, gaining the Approbation of every 
Body there. Dearest Granville, I ought to bless my God for all 
the Blessings he has so bountifully bestow’d upon you and all 
my Children. . . . 

1 Lord Grey of Howick. 
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Febry. ye 6th. 
I have a Letter from Ly. B. She writes with much Compassion 

about Ly. Melbourne’s great Affliction for the Death of her Son. 
She does not mention it, but I hear you have sent some very 
handsome Presents to your Devonshire-House Friends. Those 
Sort of Attentions are very pleasing, and I doubt not their 
receiving so kind a Remembrance from you was very gratifying. 

Has any Body written to you that Mr. Fox meant to defend 
the seven Years Old Sheriffs? Is it not extraordinary to think 
of espousing the Cause of these Men, who were found guilty by 
a Committee of the House of Commons ! But he has made it his 
practice to side with Rebels and Men of Villainous Character. 
He has a strong Mind and great Abilities, but surely there must 
be some strange Weakness in his Composition, or he could not 
be so continually drawn in to vindicate Men whose Characters 
are infamous. Perhaps he is like the Dss. of Devon., who knows 
not how to say No. Were I to write all the false Reports circu¬ 
lated by The Prince of Wales, and his Brother, the Duke of Kent, 
you might suppose a great Disagreement between the King and 
Mr. Pitt. It is odd that Ly. B. and her Sister, &c., should give 
Credit to him, whom they know so well to have so inventive a 
Genius. I hear Lady Boringdon is in high Beauty, and, what is 
still better, that they are a very happy Couple. You recollect 
that Story of Lord Hawk, having told his Sister in Secret, but 
to be repeated, that Mr. Pitt had said to him that he would turn 
out your Friend C. if Ld. Hawk, wish’d it. There were some 
Insinuations on this Subject in one of Cobbett’s1 Weekly Papers, 
which vex’d Ld Harrowby, and gave Occasion to his-telling me 
how well Cg had behaved to Mr. Pitt about his Speech in the H. 
of Commons, and how reasonably Ld. Hawk, took it, and how 
totally false Ly. E. Foster’s Report was, for he could not believe 
that Hawk, had ever said any Thing of the Sort. I find that 
lately this Report has come to C-’s Ears, and, in short, that 
he was exceedingly angry, and had gone to Mr. Pitt on the 
Subject, who had been very much worried to prevent serious 
Consequences, and though Lord Morpeth is in Opposition, Mr. 
Pitt employ’d him to be judge and to talk with C., and to persuade 
him how false, and indeed improbable, the Report was. The 
Letter that related all this was from Ld. B., and he added that it 
was rather hard upon Mr. Pitt, in the Press of Business which he 
has, that he should be plagued with the idle Tattles of talking 
Women. Lady Stafford is accused of being the Cause, through 
the influence of Ld. Castlereagh, of her Husband going into 

1 William Cobbett (1762-1835), then conducting the Weekly Register. The 
story was true. 
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Opposition. Ido not believe it; from several Things I have 
heard lately I am convinced the Garter is the true Foundation of 
his Change in Politics. 

Your Sister and the Duke desire their kindest Love. The 
Harrowbies are to be in London next Monday from Brighton in 
their way to Bath. I am ashamed to send you this prosing 
Letter, yet I think you may hke, at such a Distance, to read any 
Thing from England. . . . 

No. 37. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Wednesday (Feby. 6). 

La belle chose que l’Amitie; thus did I in pure good will and 
kindness to Adair condemn myself to the dullest bore last night 
that ever fell to the lot of patient Mortal. Madelle De H. would 
go to the beginning of the Opera, and we were there before the 
Lamps were half lit, shivering and quaking, for it felt like an 
ice house; however, it being my first Opera, I had no great 
objection, as the overture is beautiful; and tho’ it was the Lotto 
di Proserpine,1 which I have seen, instead of Zaire,2 which I have 
not seen, I did not complain. . . . Mrs. Billington sung delight¬ 
fully, but afterwards we had the largest, dullest, ugliest ballet 
you ever saw. As it was a Roscius night, the House was very 
empty. Dillon, Mr. Ward,3 and Ld. Cov.4 were all my visitors, 
except some of the French Princes. I find there has been a good 
deal of sparring in the House. Dillon made his lamentations, 
too, about the Dr.; his is the oddest creed I ever heard. He 
admits the Dr.’s favour with the King and Mr. Pitt’s want of 
favour, but says that does not signify. I regret Mr. Fox’s 
friends being so violent, les degouts sont si forts d’un cote que 
s’ils etoient un peu radoucis de l’autre, peut-etre pouroit on 
encore voir jour a travers tout ceci. If it was but as it was last 
year, nothing could withstand them, and in less than three 
Months all would be as it ought to be. There was a grand 
assembly at Mr. Fox’s to night, but they were in quandaries. 
Lord Grenville has prepared some thing for both Houses5—very 
good, Mr. Fox says, but very long, which he thinks the worst 
fault of all, for if a thing is ever so bad, but clear and short, it 
will be remember’d. But the most eloquent tirade, tho’ it may 
bring fame to the Author, does but little good to the cause; it is 

1 By Paissello (1801). 
2 Tragedy by Voltaire, music by Winter. 
3 John William Ward, afterwards eleventh Earl of Dudley (1751-1833). 
4 Seventh Earl of Coventry (1758-1831). 
5 Probably the approaching debate which took place on 11th February in 

both Houses of Parliament, upon the subject of the rupture with Spain. 
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forgot or misunderstood, ce qui est bel et bon, but the Devil a 
bit would Lord Grenville stir for all that, and Mr. Fox said he 
believ’d he would see all Op. d-d rather than change a comma 
in what he had written. Was not that always Lord Grenville’s 
fault ? But these are not the only grievances. Mr. Windham 
has given notice for a long time of his intentions and prepared 
his Musette to make sweet Music on the general state of things, 
when, to spoil the harmony, Sheridan has taken the most vehe¬ 
ment wish to come forward on the defence. B. has got the 
P. of Wales on his side, and wants to make Mr. Fox desire Mr. 
Windham to give way to him. Mr. Fox was so teaz’d with them 
altogether that he threaten’d going into the country and leaving 
them to settle it as they liked. I have not stirr’d out to day or 
seen a Soul Morning or evening except Lord B., who was at 
Mr. Fox’s and gave me this account. I am nursing Caro’s and 
my cold, and besides am in a sort of tiff with Lord Morpeth, 
whom I know I should meet if I supp’d out. He is incompre¬ 
hensible, but whenever I am inclin’d to be angry with him he 
expresses such unequivocal and (for him) warm praises and 
kindness for you, qu’il me regagne le coeur. 

Thursday. 

Little Roscius has tried Romeo tonight with less success than 
most of his other parts: I think it a proof of his genius rather 
than the reverse. One may apply to him what Romeo does to 
the Friar: How shouldst thou speak that which thou canst not 
feel ? In all the latter part he did perfectly, but in the love 
scenes he was too cold, too tame a Lover; he talk’d to Juliet as 
he would to his Sister, yet the parting scene made the tears come 
to my eyes. . . . But why in all plays are women so much the 
warmer in their love—is that in nature ? I hope not. . . . 

Friday. 

Do not think me Roscius mad, but I must tell you a speech of 
the boy’s to Kemble which I think shews great judgement. 
Kemble told him he was not strong enough to act Rolla1—that 
he might conceive the part well and pronounce it properly, but 
it requir’d stronger Muscles to bear the weight of a Child on‘ 
one’s extended Arm. “ So it may,” answered the boy, “ but 
where is the necessity ? I dare say Rolla would never have 
thought of it. I should think he only snatch’d the child, hugg’d 
it close to his bosom and ran away as fast as ever he could, or 
the Spanish Soldiers would certainly take it from him.” This 
was said with perfect Nature and very modestly, not as a cut, 

1 Rolla, the hero in Sheridans “ Pizarro,” which he adapted from Kotzebue’s 
tragedy, “ Rolla.” 
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for he never saw Kemble, whose acting in this part is beautiful 
stage effect, but certainly not quite Natural. You must submit 
to a little of what makes the sole conversation of London. 

No. 38. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
(Feby. 9th). Saturday. 

. . . Voici mon courant. Yesterday I din’d at White H. 
tete a tete with Ly. Melbourne, return’d here and dress’d for the 
ball, where, excepting Lord Morpeth, whom I saw a good deal 
and who did nothing but scold me, I had pour tout potage Ld. 
Petersham hanging over me like a drooping flower, and keeping 
me in a constant fidget by practising your joke, of keeping his 
eyes so steadily fix’d upon some part of my person or dress that 
it was impossible not to think there was something derang’d, 
and to keep worrying to set it right. We stay’d till three. 
None of your flames, except Pauline1—very pretty, but fatter, 
rather too much. She always appears delighted to see me. 
My Son and Abimileck2 will end with fighting for little Mrs. 
Payne. To day I did not go out till late. My Brother and Ld 
Morpeth came and told me (what the Prince afterwards 
repeated at White Hall) that Mr. Pitt certainly had written to 
the King declining for the service, but none of them could say 
what was the result, and I am afraid by this long silence it is 
too good to be true, at least to be lasting. My only chance of 
hearing the account of it will be back again from Russia. I can 
only give you the common rumour. Tonight a number of people 
supp’d at my Sister’s. Georgiana and Ld Morpeth had been 
dining at the Pope’s with Sally and her Husband, but they had 
no news. 

Sunday. 

I was not at the play last night, but my Sis. was, and in coming 
out had a long conversation with Mr. Pitt and Lord Melville. 
They were both delighted with the boy, and think him the 
finest actor that has appear’d for many years. The suffrage of 
three such people as Mr. Pitt, Mr. Fox, and Fitzpatrick3 (the 
most difficult of all to please), is alone sufficient to stamp his 
fame, but we are all puzzling to make out what Mr. Pitt could 
mean by saying (on my Sister’s regretting the Boy’s benefit 
falling on a H. of C.’s night): “ It is very unlucky; I wish to God 
it was our benefit instead.” I go on giving you the courant of 
reports, that you may compare them with the facts you have 

1 Miss Wellesley Pole. “ Certainly the prettiest girl in London.”—Letter 
from Lord Aberdeen, April, 1803. 

2 Lord Abercorn. 3 General Hon. R. Fitzpatrick. 
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and future events. Those most about to day are the King’s, 
saying he should go to his Country House at W. and remain there, 
because he knew they meant to confine him on the 18th of Feby., 
and he had better be ready there. He never sleeps in London, 
scarcely ever sees Mr. Pitt, and still less the Queen. What is 
rather more than report is the New Lord’s1 having had it con¬ 
vey'd by Mr. Tierney, both to the P. of Wales and Mr. Fox, 
that he should not be at all unwilling to divide against Mr. Pitt 
on any question that he had supported last year, and Lord St, 
Vincent2 3 told Ld. Albemarle he intended to demand an enquiry 
of his conduct, and that the New Lord had pledg’d himself to 
support him in opposition to Mr. Pitt. Your Brother also told 
Lord Carlisle that he should not go down tomorrow, but that on 
the first good question he would divide with Op. This is the 
first soft day we have had. I walk’d in the Park in the Morning 
and met Mr. Hill at my door as I return’d; we had more conver¬ 
sation concerning Hetty, and also some concerning Pauline. 
The family of the latter question’d Mr. Hill concerning Mr. , 
Arundel —whether he had ever heard a reason given for his not 
persevering when he seem’d so much in love, and whether he 
was under any engagement to Lady Hester; also whether Mrs. 
Newton4^was suppos’d to have influence with him? and to try 
bo prevent his marrying. On the other hand, Hetty talks as if 
she had been ill treated; says Mr. A.’s notes, language, and manner 
were slTchTas to induce her _to suppose he meant verY differentLyL. 
ByFeF, and~thaiTshe can only attribute the failure to the treachery 
of Mrs. Newton. What is still more extraordinary is Mr. Hill’s 
assuring me that a strange servant who, it seems, is very much 
in Hetty’s confidence told him (one day that she was very ill) 
that it ~was~aITowing to Mr, Arundel’s dishonourable conduct, 
Entthat he Kid "been deceiv’d and over-persuaded by that 
D——d Mrs. N-. who—under the mask of faka-Mendship had. 
worm’d out his Mistress’s secrets from her, and then by her arts, 
broke off the match, C’est agreable, n’est ce pas ? I dare not * 
mention this subject to the Pope,6 but it is a little hard; and 
Heaven knows the heart aches all this caus’d Mrs. N. at the 
time—and now to be accused of treachery and falsehood ! I 
cannot help it, but I wish you were here. Lord Carlisle has the 
gout and cannot go down. My Brother, who is to move the 
amendment, has the whooping cough and will probably scare all 
the Lords out of the House as he attempts to speak. 

1 Lord Sidmouth. 
2 Admiral Sir John Jervis, created first Earl St. Vincent (1731-1823); had 

been First Lord of the Admiralty in 1801-1804. 
3 G. L. G. 4 Lady Bessborough. 5 Mr. Canning. 
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Monday, 11 th. 

Going for the beginning of the play is such a hurry one has 
no time to do any thing. It was an overflowing benefit, not¬ 
withstanding the H. of Lds. and Commons. The Princess of 
Wales was there, and the boy excelled himself in Tancred; he 
is indeed wonderful. At my Sister’s I found a note from Adair, 
which I would have sent you, as I ask’d him to write for that 
purpose, but I mislay’d it. The purport was merely that Pitt 
spoke for 3 hours finely in parts; Ld. Castlereagh1 very long, 
but weak and dull; Mr. Grey clear and sometimes eloquent; 
but that in the Lds. the new one, notwithstanding a positive 
promise, compleatly deserted Ld. St. Vincent.2 If anything 
could reconcile me to your absence it would be the difficulty of 
knowing how to act in these troublesome times, but then, on 
the other hand, how much good you might do. . . . 

Tuesday, Feby. 12. 

I have but a moment, tho’ ten to one, after all my hurry, the 
post does not go today. I saw Beau,3 Sol, and Farquhar. A1 1 
sides agree Lord Grenville never at any Period of his life made 
so fine a speech as yesterday—so clear, so animated, so strong, 
so Eloquent (I have not read it yet, and am only repeating). 
He attacked all Ministers a little, but spoke very highly of Ld 
Harrowby, and regretted his absence; he was not so civil to 
Ld Hawkesbury. But I am afraid they are all jogging on again, 
for I find Mr. Long praises the Dr. up to the skies for his dismal 
oration. Do not think me violent for wishing so earnestly to 
see Mr. Pitt out; I wish it to be his own act, and think it the 
only one that can replace him in his proper attitude (to borrow 
a-Ministerial phrase). I cannot bear to see a man like him in a 
situation where he must suffer dishonour, and when I remember 
this man is your friend, it makes me ten times more anxious he 
should be, and appear what he ought to be. I know in this the 
Pope wishes as I do. Probably you have got his paper, but lest 
you should not, I will write it out and send it Friday. Yr. 
Brother has been affronting one of your Baronets—Oberon’s 
brother-in-Law4—very foolishly, I think. He sent an authori¬ 
tative Message to him announcing his intention of voting with 
Lord Grenville’s friends, not immediately but soon, and wishing 
him to vote immediately. All the Baronet’s independent blood 
rose at this order, and tho’ he was on the brink of going to tell 

1 Lord Castlereagh, afterwards Marquis of Londonderry (1769-1822). 
2 This was the debate on the rapture with Spain on 11th February. 
3 Topham Beauolerc. 
4 Sir John Wrottesley, afterwards Lord Wrottesley; married, in 1795, Lady 

Caroline Bennet, eldest daughter of Charles, fourth Earl of Tankerville, and 
sister of Lord Ossulston. 
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your Brother the day before that, from disapproving of the New 
lord, he wish’d to oppose him, he was almost tempted (he told 
Oberon) to do the contrary, merely to shew he look’d upon 
himself as free. However, he contents himself with going out 
of Town, and said among other things that he neither liked the 
manner of being told what he was to do nor the changeableness 
of the person who told, for that if in consequence of this he 
join’d Mr. Fox’s friends, ten to one your Brother would make it 
up with Mr. Pitt in a week or two, and want him to go back. 
The P. of Wales gave a great supper last night after the house, 
and kept them up till seven drinking; this is very bad for Mr. Fox, 
who is to speak tonight on the adjourn’d question. . . . 

Pray do not mention the story of yr. Brother and the baronet, 
or it woukbget me into a scrape with Lord Ossulston. 

No. 39. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Feby. 14. 

You will expect an account of debates or News, and I can 
give you nothing, Dear G., except that I suppose Mr. Pitt’s 
Speech must have been wonderfully fine, since Lord John Towns- 
hend and Sol admitted that, tho’ fallacious, it was most brilliant. 
But all yesterday and to day I have been dying with head ache, 
and am vex’d and fretted past my patience. The letters I have 
so often mention’d continue de plus belle. I do not know that 
it would be possible to shew them to you even were you here, 
yet I wish you could see them to form an Idea of what they are. 
Tuesday evening I got one beginning as usual with verses. . . . 
I went to my Sister’s out of sorts with this—hating being in the 
power of a person who could write thus; hating, too, what was 
said of you, false as I knew it to be—and I found my Sister in 
a great fuss at one she had also receiv’d, very abusive of us all 
—Bess, K., our whole Society, not omitting your Brother’s Wife 
and Lord Carlisle, but chiefly again attacking me, saying my 
Sister had forbearance enough to stop short of danger and only 
took money from her lovers, but that I-. ... We were still 
full of this yesterday when we saw Mr. Hill in eager conversation 
with Lord Morpeth, and it seems he, too, had receiv’d a letter 
in my name—m the same style but I cannot learn the purport, 
only I fancy great advances in the same sort of language and 
sign’d by my name. Is not this too bad ? and the news paper 
persecution going on all the while. We have thoughts of sending 
what follows to the Morning Post; it will only be understood 
by the writers and receivers of the letters: 
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“ Shame to the pen whose coward poisons flow 
In secret streams with baneful malice fraught. 
That emulates th’ assassin’s Midnight blow. 
By hate directed and by Vengeance wrought. 
'tet generous Minds the name will ne’er reveal, 
Tho’ known ! nor deign a stigma to impart, 
But leave the dastard miscreant to feel 
The conscious pangs of a corrupted heart.” 

The word Vengeance must be alter’d; it cannot be vengeance ! 
Heaven knows they have no cause—none on Earth ! 

Friday. 

... I send you what is, I believe, to be publish'd in Cobbett.1 
I am very much hurried and whatever news I can pick up shall 
come in my next: how I long to hear. 

Misrepresentations having gone forth of circumstances con¬ 
nected with Mr. C-Speech of the 18 of june last, and parti¬ 
cularly a report having been industriously circulated that Mr. C. 
had ask’d pardon or made apologies to Ld. H. for what he said 
on that occasion, We are enabled from undoubted Authority 
to assert that that report is entirely false and unfounded, and 
that it has never been circulated by any person acquainted with 
the transaction.2 

No. 40. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Sunday (February). 

I was interrupted yesterday in my letter to you, as I was in 
the morning in my Conversation with the Pope. Bess, C., Ld. 
FitzWilliam, and Ly. Pembroke, came a la file; the latter is in 
a great taking at the renewal of overtures from the King. I 
din d early alone to go to the new play, but we were so many 
that my Sis. and I went to Dy Lane to see the Honeymoon,3 
which is very good. But think of my agony: I discover’d that 
b) some mistake I had thrown into the fire the Pope s paper, 
of which I sent you the copy. I knew Lord Morpeth would kill 
me, and of two evils, chusing the least, I determin’d to write 

the Pope; but. seeing him in his box, I sent up to him from 
the Prince s. He came to me and we pass’d the evening tete a 
tete; he was very good natured and promis’d to write it over 
again without telling Sol. Ma, d’un Parlar a l’altro, he told me 
all the history of the first. going out in 1801, and told me he 
would come today and bring the correspondence we talk’d of 
yesterday’ as he should like to have a fair opinion from a person 
who had not been fretted by the slow progress. He said he 

1 

2 

3 

Wflimm Cobbett (1762-1835), then conducting the Weekly Register. 
Abovejis in Mr. Canning s handwriting. ' * 
The “Honeymoon” comedy by Tobin, published 1804. 
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should like, too (if it were possible to know it without asking it), 
Charley Grey’s and Mr. Fox s opinions. When I came to my 
Sister’s I was attacked on all sides for my tete a tete, and Mr. 
Grey began a most furious attack upon the story of soliciting office 
from the New Lord,1 who declared to Lord St. Vincent that he 
had in his possession letters from the Pope2 to that effect. Mr. 
Fox and Mr. Grey prais’d and like the Pope so much that it 
provokes me beyond measure this foolish story should gain 
ground. I am so certain it is false that I defied Mr. Grey to 
make Ld. Sidmouth produce the letters, but I am in doubt whether 
or no to tell the Pope. Would you were here, tu m’empecherois 
de faire une sottise. Mr. Fox has just been, and was very 
pleasant and good humoured. He prais’d the Pope, but also 
alluded to Mr. Grey’s story. I am going tonight to yr. Brother. 
. . . Here comes the Pope. 

Monday. 

I have so much to say to you my letter will swell to a Volume. 
It would, at least, if I was to attempt repeating the Pope’s 
conversation; he was delightful, and staid with me till past six, 
but making my blood boil at Ld Hawkesbury’s unheard of shabbi¬ 
ness (which he does not know the extent of as well as I do). 
Mr. Pitt, too, has not been quite fair, I think, to the Pope, for 
he gave him up certainly a little to Ld Hawkesbury, which he 
never told him till now. I hope you will approve of me. I 
kept in mind 'what you would wish, and when he said very 
sorely: “ I will not drag Mr. Pitt into the quarrel, but in making 
use of my offer to go out without telling me he neither acted 
fairly nor generously.” I answer’d that it seem’d more probable 
Mr. Pitt might have mention’d the Offer, not by way of giving 
him up, but in praise of him, and that when the other mistook 
it for an offer to him and was by that means quite reconcil’d 
to every thing, Mr. Pitt did not think it worth while to set the 
quarrel afloat again by undeceiving him. The Pope said it was 
very good in a Foxite to try to make up differences, especially 
as I had not the credit of it, for that when last they met (which 
I am sorry to say is sometime back) Mr. Pitt said rather crossly: 
“ I know how all this flame has been blown up; you are always 
listening to the exaggerated Op. reports cook’d up at the Duchess’s 
on purpose to ferment differences.” Luckily at that time I had 
never mention’d the subject to him, so that he could affirm with 
great truth that he did not hear it from us or from you, who, 
by the by, I was oblig’d to assure him knew very little of the 
reports, and that little under solemn promises to me not to reveal, 
and lucky it is you did not. The Pope also told me how they 

1 Lord Sidmouth. 2 Mr. Canning. 
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now stood, which he has probably written to you. I mean that 
upon hearing of the disturbances and quarrels among the Ministers 
and the reports that he help’d them on as much as he could, he 
went to Mr. Pitt and told him that as he should be unwilling to 
be question’d on such a subject, he came of his own accord to 
assure him, much as he disapprov’d of what was going on, that 
he had let himself be persuaded to remain. He neither had or 
ever would in any underhand way endeavour to hurt those who 
were unfortunately join’d with them, but that he also must 
declare (and beg Mr. Pitt would not urge him to any thing con¬ 
trary to it) that he never would have any thing to do with them 
or pledge himself to any thing that might prevent his attacking 
them fire and sword whenever the blessed opportunity came of 
being against instead of with them. To finish this before I 
begin another subject (for I think the Pope told me he had not 
written you the details), he heard the first reports before it 
appear’d in Cobbett’s paper from a Clergyman in the Country. 
He contradicted it strongly, and the foohsh man in consequence 
wrote the letter you saw in C.’s paper, and then told the Pope 
of it, which precludes his publishing any thing, as if he did he 
must first unsay the word disgraceful conduct, which, however 
true, is unhandsome. When he first came to town he wanted 
to put it in Mr. Pitt s hands, and to make him repeat before them 
both (Ld Hawkesbury and the Pope) what he said at the time 
to Ld Hawkesbury, the Pope also repeating what had pass’d 
between him and Ld H. before him. Mr. Pitt sent no answer, 
took no notice of this, and after waiting about a fortnight, he 
wrote at once to Ld Hawkesbury himself, and desir’d Lord 
Morpeth to take the letter. The correspondence was voluminous, 
with endless shufflings and shabbiness on the part of Hawkes¬ 
bury. At length on the clamour of some of the Ministers, Mr. 
Pitt took fright and sent Lord Castlereagh first to Lord H. and 
then to the Pope, desiring him to come to him. The Pope 
wrote word it was then too late, and as he would not undertake 
it when he might have done good, he ought not now to inter¬ 
meddle at all. After much negotiation Mr. Pitt drew up a paper 
containing, first, what I sent you, and a second part with a 
statement of what pass d between him and Ld Hawkesbury, so 
different from what the Pope had always understood to have 
pass d, that tho it did not amount to what Ld H. said, it yet 
disagreed very much with what the Pope imagin’d to be the 
right statement. He therefore cut ofi that 2d part, saying he 
desir’d the first to be unequivocally agreed to, but sending back 
the second as impossible for him to accede to. That first part 
(which you have) he has got with Lord H.’s unequivocal acqui- 
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escence to the truth of it sign’d in his presence by Lord Morpeth. 
Some message brought by Ld Castlereagh made the Pope imagine 
that after this Lord Hawkesbury shrunk from what he had done, 
and tried to explain it away (which is the fact most shamefully, 
but I dare not say it, I am so afraid of their hot headedness). 
He wrote to him, saying he hoped he understood the acquiescence 
to be absolute, and that he should circulate it. He got a strange 
answer—agreeing to the truth of the statement, objecting to 
publication, and begging not to be understood a 'parly to IT. 
This equivocal it is as difficult to understand as the rest of this 
mysterious note. The Pope replied rather warmly that he could 
not suspect Lord H. of wanting to shrink from what was done, 
and unless he heard to the contrary, he should reckon himself 
at Liberty to circulate the minute. Ten days are pass’d and he 
has receiv’d no answer; he ask’d me whether I did not think 
him at perfect liberty to do so. I could not answer positively 
yesterday (as at first the paper I sent you Was alone to be cir¬ 
culated, and not the minute), but today I am going to write to 
him to tell him by all means to shew it. I shall not give my 
chief reason, which is knowing Ld Hawkesbury’s family and 
society, if not himself, abuse the Pope abominably, deny every 
word that pass’d between Mr. C. and H., and say it is only from 
friendship to Mr. Pitt that Ld. Hawkesbury does not expose the 
Pope, and has consented tacitly to give credit to a compleat 
misrepresentation. I am out of breath as if I had been talking 
instead of writing; the story is complicated at the best, but in 
writing, and as I write, unintelligible, I fear. I send it, how¬ 
ever; you need not read it if it puzzles you, for the Pope will 
write it you clearly and fully, I do not doubt. Now for another 
history. But first I must tell you what entertain’d me by the 
annoyed way it was said. Lord B. came up just as the Pope 
went out, and said: “Had not you better have candles? I 
wonder you chuse to keep your company sitting in the dark 
and with the fire gone out this cold day. In the evs I went to 
White Hall. ... I had not been long in the room when your 
Brother came up to me, and asking if I had heard lately, told 
me he had call’d twice to speak to me, but never could find me 
at home. I was frighten’d, and more so when on his wife’s 
coming near he call d her and said: \ ou are to speak to- Lady 
Bessborough. She then question’d me on what I suppos’d your 
line of conduct would be. I pleaded perfect ignorance. She 
ask’d if I had written an account of all the strange events that 
had occurr’d, and said she wish’d extremely to have it explain’d 
to you that your Brother had avoided writing from delicacy— 
that any explanation of his intentions might appear like wishing 
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to sway you, and much as he hoped your opinions and conduct 
would coincide, yet after having been so much misapprehended 
by one of his friends who mistook explanation for injunction 
(the story I told you of your Baronet), he would not venture 
any thing which you could take ill; and that he also fear’d very 
much your being bias’d by Ld Harrowby and your Mother both 
against him, and against acting as he did. I only answer’d that 
I could not see how any mark of confidence from one brother to 
another could be taken ill; that I was sure you had great pleasure 
m hearing from them, as I knew your affection for your Brother. 
She replied: ‘ Will you undertake to explain all this ?” I said 
1 could not that I was not enough acquainted with ye circum¬ 
stances, and that you might think it impertinent. “ That was 
impossible, and it is of consequence it should be properly ex¬ 
plain’d.” " Why cannot you explain it ?” answer’d I. She 
gave some reason I did not understand, and I said: “ I will 
write any thing you or he like to dictate.” This she went to tell 
your Brother, and it ended that he is to come and see me— 
which frightens me, and I am distress’d, too, at the state of 
things. . . . 

No. 41. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 

rp, (*eby. 20), Wednesday. 

the long expected Courier is at length come: six mails from 
b-othenburgh are arriv’d, and I have got a letter from you, and 
m it some expressions that delight me. 

... Will you think I am pumping you as people do where 
y°Wfe’ complam a little of the total silence you keep on 
whetherjw no you are satisfied—whether you are likelvto con- 

t^an voulmagin’d. and how 
g^fiJ^Soryski.^U^iperor amUthe^Ernpress, their other 
Semnfs whom you have an~y~fEmg-1o Wd with, and vour own 

? I write every thing to you, 
viaTas it may Be, that the chain of confidence and free com¬ 

munication which has so long subsisted between us may not be 
broken, fecarce a day has pass’d since we parted that by looking 
back to my letters you may not see how I pass’d it or what 
chiefly occupied me. This is of little consequence to you-but 
o me . Oh, if the gap you have left in all you have said and 

been occupied with since we parted were equally fill’d up, how 
much it would alleviate the pain of separation 

V ' On Wednesday I din’d at Lady E. Monck’s, and in the 
eye" went t0 f factious party at my sister’s, where I had the 
pleasure of refuting with the Pope’s Authority the story of ye 
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letters to the new Lord. Eliza’s brother in law the Brewer1 
said: “ But the letters have been shewn by Ld. Sidmouth and 
read by the person who told Mr. Grey and me.” Mr. Grey 
replied: Yes, but if she is really authoriz’d to deny them from 
the Pope, I would certainly take his word,” and Mr. Fox added: 

If he denies them I should believe the letters forgeries, were I 
to see any, for I never was so much impress’d with conviction 
of truth and integrity in any two people in my life as in the Pope 
and Ld Granville.” . . . 

Friday. 

The House which was expected to sit all night was up at ten. 
YY indham’s an excellent Speech of three hours and a half, if any 
fault too brilliant; Mr. Canning’s very good and with great 
temper—in short, so as to do him credit, I hear, on all sides. 
Ld. J. Townshend, Genl. Fitzpatrick, and Ld. Robert Spencer, 
were lock’d out. I am glad a debate which was expected to be 
so Hostile turn’d out so mild. 

. . . The arrangements in the Royal family are not yet corn- 
pleated ; the Father wants her to be too much in the Country, 
the son in London. But think how strange. You know who 
the Governess2 is. She took the child to see her Grandfather, 
when after some conversation he sent the child out of the room, 
wanting to speak to the Governess; but instead of speaking he 
embrac’d her repeatedly, much to her dismay and consternation. 
There are a thousand stories of this sort about not worth the 
telling, but I write this, knowing it to be true. 

Lady Stafford to G. L. G. 
London, 

March ye 1th. 

I came to Town last week, and left Charlotte quite recover’d. 
The Harrowbys were two Days at Badminton; he look’d pretty 
well; they were going to Bath. He told me that as he pass’d 
through London from Brighton he had the most interesting of 
the Dispatches that had arrived (since his Fall) pick’d out and 
sent to Grosvenor Square for his Perusal, and that yours really 
exceeded his Expectation. I cannot tell you how gratifying the 
whole of what he said of you was to me. He mention’d having 
received a Letter from you, I believe dated the 9th of Janry., 
by which he found you had heard of his Accident, but he thought 
by the Way you mention’d it that you had not received any 
Acct. of its Danger and Consequences. He express’d very great 
Impatience for your Answer to a long Letter that he wrote on 
the Subject of the Reconciliation. Though he thought he was 

1 Samuel Whitbread (1758-1815) married Charles Grey’s sister. 
2 Dowager Lady Clifiord. 

VOL. II 3 
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almost certain that you would see it iu the same Light that he 
does, yet he fear’d some turbid Spirits might represent that 
Transaction very falsely to you. He had not seen Mr. Cang, 
but he understood that though he was at first much dissatisfied 
on the Subject, he soon took his Parti, and has behaved to Mr. 
P. as a real Friend should; but I suppose Can. writes to you all 
these Sort of Things, so why should I plague you to read them 
at second Hand ? But I must mention that Ld. Lowther was 
sadly dissatisfied, and went into the Country. Mr. Pitt, in 
consequence of that, wrote to him a most kind Letter to beg of 
him to return to Town, when (for a Letter could not explain it) 
he would communicate the whole Transaction, Cause, and Reasons 
for the Reconciliation, and he thought it would meet with his 
Ldship.’s Approbation. This is murdering the Letter, for it was 
kind, and so well express’d ! You will be surprized when I tell 
you, but I must not tell you, in case my Letter should be open’d, 
but Mr. P.’s Letter has not the desired Effect. How little should 
he value such a Friend ! The Ball at Windsor last Monday was 
most magnificent, and our dear King perfectly well—the Pss. 
of W. there, and the Pss. Charlotte. Your Brother’s Eyes so 
inflamed that he could not go. Ly. S. was there. Ly. Charlotte 
is to be presented in a Fortnight; she looks very pretty. Charles 
Paget1 has succeeded in taking one amazing Spanish Prize and 
some smaller ones; he is supposed to be now worth £150,000, 
so he is return’d full of Love and Money, and was this Day to 
be married to Miss Monck. Ld. Ux. does not speak to him; his 
Mother is in the Country. I have not seen Ly. B. since I came 
to Town, but I have heard of her at the Play, and the Opera, 
so I hope she is well. I rather believe she does not know that 
I am come, for I am not in my own House; it not being furnish’d, 
even with Grates, or Beds. I am getting those necessaries, and 
many others. ... No Parent can love a Son more tenderly 
than I do you, nor be more interested in his Welfare and Happi¬ 
ness than I am in yours. Perhaps we may never meet in this 
World; therefore, my dearest, beloved Granville, allow me to 
repeat that I offer up constantly most fervent Prayers to Almighty 
God for your Health and Happiness, and above all that he will, 
in his infinite Mercy, direct and guide you in the Ways of Virtue 
and Religion, and make you a real good Christian—and which 
will make you happy here and for ever more. I have not been 
at all well. Your Sister’s Kindness to me has been more than 
I can express. Could having the most affecte. and best of 
Children console for the Loss of such a Husband, I should be 

1 The Hon. Captain C. Paget, fourth son of the Earl of Uxbridge; married 
Miss Elizabeth Arabella, second daughter of Henry Monck, Esq., on 7th March. 
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sufficiently comforted; few People are bless’d with such as my 
four are, and I am thankful for them. Adieu, my Dear. Geor- 
giana is better; the Weather being milder than it has been, has 
lessen’d the Pain in her Side, and she has less Fever. She loves 
you dearly. . . . 

No. 42. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
(Feby. 24), Sunday. 

. . . Friday, after sending to you, I din’d at my Sister’s, the 
Morpeths, and our two families. I hurried home at nine, to be 
dress’d by the time the Don1 came, who appointed me at ten. . . . 
I was in the bed room, and I heard somebody play a few notes 
on the piano forte. Oh G., mi palpita il cuore; how often 
have I flown at that call. I cannot tell you the feel it gave me. 
Candles were not brought, and as I push’d the door open I only 
saw the tall figure of a Man, which tho’ very unlike you in fact, 
seen so and at that time, made an impression on me I could not 
recover the whole night. . . . He stayed with me till past twelve, 
when the two Carolines grew impatient, and sent me a message 
that it was time to go to Lady Abercorn’s ball. I sent him 
away, but with regret, for he had been talking of you. . . . The 
Don gave me an entertaining account of the party at the Queen’s 
the other night. The King persisted in talking to Esther2 so 
much that the Queen, after repeatedly tapping him on the 
shoulder and trying to draw off his attention, at length begg’d 
Esther to come into another room with her. To Esther’s son 
he gave a large Diamond George, and he has just sent him a 
second, also in Diamonds but smaller—because he wish’d him, 
he said, to come to the ball tomorrow, and he would want a 
lighter George to dance in. This is exactly true, but the worst 
are the stories with the Princess of Wales; they are shocking. 
I do not believe them, but they are daily gaining ground, and it 
would be a good natured act in any body to let her know how 
much they are believ’d. Mr. Pitt hardly ever sees him. Lord 
Morpeth is writing to you by the desire of your Brother; it is 
much better than my having any thing to do with it. I often 
think with pain, dear G., of the pain you will have in that Mass 
of letters you will receive at once, and which contain so many 
unpleasant things to you—Ld Harrowby’s fall and subsequent 
resignation; that terrible junction and your Brother’s Opposi¬ 
tion, which I am. afraid you will not like. All this will come to 
you at once and unprepared; I almost wish it were possible you 
should begin with my letters, as, from being written daily, they 
would make you forsee a Catastrophe. . . . They kept me till 

1 Lord Boringdon. 2 Lady Pembroke. 
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five at the ball, which was very dull for the Chaperons. Mrs. 
Sheridan (qui soit dit en passant has caught a red face from her 
Husband) enquir’d a great deal about you with a thousand regrets 
and tendresses. ... I got up late yesterday with a head ache, 
wrote a long letter to your Mother and mine, had a visit from 
Lord John, walk’d to my Sister’s, and hurried home to dress for 
the play—Roscius—where I went with Lady Carlisle, my 
daughter, and Fitzpatrick; from there to my Sister’s, where I 
beat the General at chess. This morning I got up to church 
notwithstanding a very bad cold. The Don made me a long 
visit, and told me several things I am too sleepy to repeat just 
now, but will tomorrow. I announced M. de Bodes departure, 
which Mr. Broughton had just told me, and both he and Lord 
Morpeth will write, and the Pope also, I hope, so that- my news 
is pretty near superfluous. I send you Fleetwood (tell me how 
you like it), Ly. Pomfret’s letters, and the Honey Moon—a play 
in great Vogue at present, and which is extremely well acted by 
Elliston and Miss Duncan. 

Mond, y. 

Yesterday I din’d and stayed the evening at my Sister’s, 
which is quite an hospital; her son is ill and was blooded in the 
Morning, and her Daughter (to whom Lord Abercorn pretty 
near makes love) is also confin’d with a bad cold. It really is 
quite unpleasant, and Lady Abercorn begins to dislike it. I 
think both my Sister and Harriet wrong to suffer the kind of 
mark’d and familiar attention he shews her. It is a foolish 
story altogether, and began with pique on all sides. Duncannon 
was angry with her, and I believe merely to pique her flirted 
very much with little Mrs. Payne, who, being very coquettish 
as well as very pretty, encourag’d him till I am afraid he is now 
seriously in love with her. Lady Abercorn did not discourage 
the flirtation, because she was jealous of Mrs. P. and Lord 
Abercorn, who, extremely angry at Dun.’s attentions, after many 
remonstrances told Mrs. P. Dun. should never be invited to his 
House again if she did not immediately cut him. (I wonder he 
did not know human nature better; there is nothing so dangerous 
as creating a common interest between two people inclin’d to 
like one another.) She, indignant at this prohibition, told him 
she should go on exactly as she had done, but that if Dun. was 
banish’d on her account, she should think herself oblig’d to make 
him amends, which Lord Abercorn would have to answer for, 
and that from the moment he ceas’d coming she should also. 
Whether this threat, half joking and half earnest, frighten’d 
Ld Abercorn, I know not; he has suffer’d Dun. to be invited as 
usual, but never speaks to him, and immediately after this 
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conversation, seeing Mrs. P. and Dun. talking together, he 
began the most mark’d flirtation with Harriet, and the same 
thing seems to have befallen him that did Dun.—beginning 
from anger and continuing from liking. There was a great 
dinner at Ld. Buckingham’s1 yesterday. Lord Morpeth told 
me your Brother had commission’d him to write to you announc¬ 
ing his change and his reasons for it—not as wishing to sway 
you, which is the reason he does not write himself; but wishing 
you to understand his motives, and hoping you will approve his 
conduct, he has now waited, suspending his determination for 
three weeks since he first gave Mr. Pitt notice of his dissatis¬ 
faction, and Mr. Pitt has taken no notice whatever of him. 
\ esterday he declared to Lord Grenville his intention of joining 
him and voting with him Monday Sennight. The Pope went 
to Mr. Pitt some days ago and told him he had two unpleasant 
things to say. One, to tell he had lost your Brother by what 
he might call negligence, but what the world in general call’d 
ingratitude, and that unless he would write to him or try some 
means to conciliate him, he should think your Brother perfectly 
justified in leaving him. The other circumstance was the 
compleat neglect and confusion in all the lower offices—no 
business of any kind, trifling or of consequence, being done 
or- 

Tuesday. 

I was interrupted in my Story by the Pope, who came very 
good naturedly and stayed with me till dinner time. He had 
been reading your dispatches, which he approv’d of extremely, 

"alKt'totfl me alsoGhaJ ML ITtT~Ead~given_you the best proof of 
Els"approbation by filling up the Interval of Ld 1 iarrowby’s 
illness himself. We talk’d over your’’Brother, and I was sur- 
priz’dto find soTittle disapprobation from him, for tho’ I really 
think your Brother has had quite enough to make him act as 
he does, yet of course we should imagine those who act differently 
would disapprove; but he said the Cases were so different. He 
ask’d me if I had been giving you advice. I told him I never 
did—that, considering your judgement as much better than 
mine, it would be presumption, and that in a case so delicate as 
this I should not even venture to give my opinion; and then I 
ask’d him the same question. He said: “No—no advice; for 
the fact is, if he was here and ask’d it, I should not know what 
to say to him;” that he had written very fully before to you, 
and should now only write a few lines. I suppose he gave you 
an account of the strange conversation between Mr. Pitt and 

1 He had been appointed to the Duchy in place of Lord Mulgrave, who had 
been promoted to the Foreign Office. 
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the King concerning the B. of Lincoln, whom the King persisted 
in refusing as not Orthodox, and not a Gentleman; and of Mr. 
Pitt’s letter of resignation in consequence, which the King never 
has taken the least notice of. The Duke of York persuaded 
Mr. Pitt to rest there lest persistency might make his Father 
ill, but I do not think it would, for he certainly takes pleasure 
in throwing every possible slight on Mr. Pitt. I must finish, and 
fear my letters are of little use or satisfaction to you. It is 
impossible for me to tell you the anxiety I feel concerning you, 
nor the pain all these political disturbances occasion me. I 
never heard the Pope admit so much of the King’s derangement 
as yesterday. I live in hopes of hearing more frequently from 
you soon. Pray write to Lord Morpeth. Ch. Paget has taken 
a great many prizes, and is to be married to Bessie Monck im¬ 
mediately. Willy will tell you the story of Sr. Michael Cromie, 
which is more extraordinary than any Romance: like M. de C., 
he shut up his wife for 15 years, saying she was dead. That 
strange Mr. Larry Quin1 has shot himself for love of Georgiana 
Hunlock, who is dead. He was at supper with Lady Cahir and 
Ly. Clare, when he heard of her death; he jump’d up, ran home, 
wrote down this cause of his despair, and shot himself. . . . 

G. Canning to G. L. G. 
Somebset Place, 

Feb. 25,1805. 

Your other Correspondents, I know, have communicated to 
you a general notion of the present state of things here; and 
Morpeth is, I understand, particularly commissioned to inform 
you of your Brother’s recent determination. Upon that point 
I shall say nothing to you, beyond giving you fairly my opinion 
that it need not, and ought not, to affect in any degree your 
resolution to stay where you are till you have done your business 
—or found it cannot be done (which latter, I hope, is not now 
likely); and that the only Case in which it should Weigh with 
you as to coming home is that one in which, at all Events, your 
own inclination would point the same way—of your having to 
decide whether, after your work done, you would continue at 
St. Peters® as a Representative Ambassador. I cannot wish 
you at home, for your own sake, at this moment. It is for that, 
and for his own sake too, that I lament your Brother’s decision. 
For P.’s, not at all. To him I think it is a salutary lesson. I 
hope and believe he will feel it as such. But he will not own 
that he does so. And the Public is so apt to confound dates, 

1 Mr. Henry Quin, son of Dr. Quin, a collector of rare books and a well-known 
member of Dublin Society, shot himself on 18th February. 
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and P.’s near friends are so dexterous, and (I think) at times, 
too, so little scrupulous in availing themselves of that confusion, 
that six months hence I am afraid it will hardly be remembered 
how much previous provocation Your Brother had to justify 
the step that he has now taken—how long he forebore to take 
it, in the hope of some communication from P.; and how long, 
how pertinaciously and unjustifiably any such communication 
was withheld. Why would not your Brother listen to your 
suggestion last year—(or did you not suggest it ?)—of a Party 
of P.’s friends out of office ? Had such a party been formed at 
the time of the formation of P.’s Government, things have 
turned out so as to demonstrate, what I then thought probable— 
that such a party, however small in number, would have held 
the balance, and that It, and not Addington, would have been 
looked to for strength at the beginning of this Session—might 
have brought the best part of Opposition with it. But those 
are schemes thought romantic at the time, and now, whether 
originally practicable or not, wholly out of the question. 

Whether any and what sort of changes may be looked for 
between this Session and the next I will not venture to con¬ 
jecture. I have some faint hopes, but so faint and indistinct 
that I dare hardly trace them out in any intelligible shape to 
myself—much less communicate them to any body else; and 
every thing that happens of the sort that is now taking place 
with respect to your brother, contributes to cross and perplex 
them. 

As to the effect of opposition in turning out the Government, 
it is quite, quite out of all prospect or calculation. The K.’s 
health is the only chance against P.’s continuance in power— 
even if that be one, of which, from what I hear of Ld Moira’s 
language, I am far from certain. The Majorities in Parliament 
are as decisive as need be. The Finance of the Year is settled, 
including 5 millions for foreign Subsidies, and that question— 
of Subsidy—is thus almost disposed of without a word being 
said against it. The debate—if it is debated—will come very 
flat and feeble after the provision of the money and taxes; and 
of the taxes one only is opposed which can be modified without 
material inconvenience. Add to this that the Catholic Petition, 
it is now hoped, will not be pressed into discussion by the Catho¬ 
lics themselves, though it will be presented to the Parliament, 
and you see the main difficulties of the Session are nearly over. 
I would that all this could contribute to P.’s stability, without 
upholding at the same time the miserable Colleagues whom he 
has thought fit to associate to himself. 

We rather expect to have done with every thing in the H. of 
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Coms before Easter—except Your Treaty, which we reckon may 
arrive here about that time, and the discussion upon it remain 
the single thing to be done after the holidays. 

This is the general state of things here. My own particular 
share and situation in them is very shortly described. I com¬ 
municate with perfect cordiality with P. upon all subjects coming 
before Parliament, and I have made him a Speech upon the 
subject on which he most wanted one—his Military Defence 
(of which, if I can pick up a paper that contains a good account, 
I will enclose it in this Letter). I fully intended speaking upon 
the Spanish Papers, but found no opportunity. I live as much 
with him as is consistent with not living with any of his 
new Allies—that is, he dines here now and then, and I at Downing 
Street sometimes after a debate—and I call when I have any 
thing to say, but never otherwise, in a morning. But I do not 
talk with him upon general subjects: upon internal arrangements, 
upon plans and systems; upon things or persons—in short, I 
do not attempt nor desire to be upon our ancient footing; nor 
will I. I have read your dispatches, however, as yours—and 
the Instructions sent to you (the long Instructions, I mean, in 
the shape of a Draft to Woronzow) as his. He is very proud of 
them, I think—and, I think, very justly. And I really think 
you have done as well as possible—I do not say better than I 
expectech but~quite~as~well—and that, with such expectations 
as I had formed, is as much as you could desire. 

Once only I have sought any conversation with P. upon sub¬ 
jects relating to himself and his Government. That was about 
a month ago. And the first subject I began upon was that of 
his treatment of your Brother. I said I would not enter into 
the question of the Blue Ribbon—of the influence which pre¬ 
vented him from bestowing it where all the World had bestowed 
it for him, but that I felt it a duty I owed to him (P.), and it 
was one that I felt the more deeply and thought myself the more 
bound to execute, however unpleasant to both of us, because 
other persons—and I named Woronzow as one—had represented 
it to me as a thing that I ought to do—to remonstrate against 
his neglect, his want of confidence, and his apparent distrust 
of Ld S.’s attachment, and to tell him plainly that all the World 
talked of him not only as unaccountable in such conduct, but as 
ungrateful to the Man of all others to whom he owed the most. 
I exhorted him to pluck up resolution to go and call upon Ld S. 
and apologize to him for his past reserve, and—and he almost 
;promised he would do so. I said I was persuaded it was not yet 
too late, but that ere long it would be: that I said this, however, 
only from my own observation—not from any communication 
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from Ld S.; that I was not in any degree employed or authorized 
by him to say any thing upon the subject, and that I did not 
desire to have any thing to do in it, that, on the contrary, I 
assured him Ld S. never should know from me what I had said—- 
whether it succeeded, or no—but that success could not be hoped 
for, I thought, thro’ any mediation half so confidently as by his 
(P.’s) going himself—which it was incumbent upon him to do— 
and offering, apparently of his own accord, a plain, manly, 
friendly explanation. He gave me hopes, as I have said, that 
he would do so; but he has never done any thing like it, and it is 
now too late. 

The other point related to myself. It was just at the period 
when the different Newspapers of Gov1 were taking their sides 
with the different component parts of the Administration, and 
setting up P. and A.1 against each other. I said: “ I wish you 
to understand that in this warfare between you and your new 
Allies I have nothing to do directly or indirectly. I do not 
desire to be informed how far it is agreeable or disagreeable to 
you or to them that such discussions should go on, for in any 
case I will take no part in them. If I had gone out, as I wished 
to do, I should have been at Liberty to do them all the mischief 
I pleased. But having consented to stay with you after their 
accession, I do not think that I should act fairly in endeavouring 
to set you by the ears, and in essentially weakening your govern¬ 
ment by weakening the reputation of your preponderance in it. 
I do not ask to know how this part stands. I hope you are 
supreme. If you are it becomes you, as speedily as possible, 
to make it plain that you are so. In that Case these people 
will sink into their intrinsic nothingness. In the other case of 
their predominating over you, you must go out; you may choose 
your own time with reference to public Events and prospects, 
but out you must go—I do not care how soon. But as, on the 
one hand, I will not, while your government stands and I con¬ 
tinue in it, contribute to disgrace it in the eyes of the public by 
keeping alive all the dissensions which belongs to such a junction, 
on the other hand, I beg you to be perfectly convinced that it is 
not in any degree for the sake of your new Allies that I forbear; 
that I have no disposition to conciliate them; that I will have 
nothing to do with them—no making up, no shaking of hands, 
no intercourse or community of feelings or councils—no such 
thing. I will do nothing while the union lasts (how little a while 
it lasts I care not) that shall make it inconsistent in me to oppose 
them, with fire and sword, in the event of your separation. 
He took all this perfectly well. And from that time there has 

1 Pitt and Addington. 
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never a word passed on what is called general politicks be¬ 
tween us. 

In other respects I live as I like, and with whom I like—a good 
deal with Morpeth and your Mother—and look with the most 
perfect indifference on all that passes in Park, in which I am 
not personally concerned. Ly B. tells me that she has given 
you a sketch of the Jenksbury history, which is not worth a 
second repetition, and I abstain from it the more willingly as I 
could not enter into it without expressing my anger against you 
for having kept from me what you knew upon the subject last 
Summer. Ly H.1 is still at Walmer, whither she went the day 
before the Birthday, and no intimation of her return. Bor.2 
has not been long settled in town—not long enough yet to give 
a dinner. I have not seen her for some time. She was unwell 
Sunday or we should have met at Whitehall. God bless you. 

No. 43. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Holywell, 

Wednesday (Febv 27). 

It has just struck eleven, but except the wind and my unquiet 
self, the whole house is in quiet slumber; I cannot say whether 
it is the early hour, or all my Grand fathers and Grand mothers 
to the third and fourth generation staring in at my Curtains 
that prevents my sleep, but I am not in the least inclin’d to it, 
so here is my daily letter. Yesterday the pain upon my breast 
and cough were so troublesome I did not go out at all or see 
any body. My Sis. wrote me word Mr. Hill had also had another 
letter. It is too bad, but we shall grow callous in time. The 
most shameful part (the worst, that is, for all is bad) are that 
the letters to the Girls, besides their coarse indecency, alw'ays 
contain horrible Prints or drawings, which it is shocking for 
them to see. Now, however, they never open a penny post 
letter till we have look’d at it to see if it is one of these, for the 
hand, folding, post mark, &c., are varied each time. I am 
come here for a few days, partly to see my Mother and partly 
to try if change of air will do good to my obstinate cold, which 
has hung about me more or less for above two months. Farquhar 
says it must be conquer’d, and wants to discipline me; he may 
do what he pleases—I care not. It is quite shocking, with the 
number of Claims I have upon me, to feel as indifferent as I do 
to where I go, what I do, or what becomes of me. Before I set 
out I had a visit I little expected—from Prince Stahremberg.3 

’ Lady Hester Stanhope. 2 Lord Boringdon. 
J The Austrian Ambassador. 
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... In course of conversation he gave me an account of the 
origin of his quarrel with Count Woronzow. One day, dining 
with Count Woronzow and Monsignor En1', and talking of some 
report of Buonaparte’s being assassinated, Count Woronzow 
said: “ Que je voudrois embrasser le galant homme qui porta le 
coup.” P. Stahremberg said he might be glad of the consequence, 
but never could like the means or the perpetrator, and that as 
to Buonaparte, “ je n’aime pas trop le Gueux, mais encore moms 
FAssassinat.” This was violently disputed by Cl Woronzow 
and Monsignor, but when P. Stahremberg added that, glad as he 
should be to hear of his fall, if he were to meet him unattended 
in a wood but by two or three assassins, he should be more 
inclined to fight for him, than against him. “ Sauf de me battre 
avec lui le moment d’apres.” Cl Woronzow jumped up and 
declared he could not sit at the table any longer with such a 
jacobin. “ Monsignor—d’un ton Patelin, voyant comme la 
chose allait, se mit a dire dans son mauvois Francis. Pour 
moi si je me trouvois une bonne fois Solo a Solo avec lui— 
j’auroisbien de la peine a resister (faisant le geste du stiletto).” 
On which Count Woronzow ran up to him, took him by the 
hand, and call’d him un Galant homme. From that' day to 
this no endeavours of Prince Stahremberg have been able to 
appease Count Woronzow or prevent his looking on him with 
a suspicious eye, notwithstanding all that happen'd when he 
refused to visit Buonaparte in his own house. He added that 
at that time Monsignor, who was also there, was paying the 
most abject court both to Buonaparte himself and all that 
approach’d him. One day he Was more than usually obsequious 
and sounding Buonaparte’s praises very loud as they were 
surrounded with his friends. P. Stahremberg went up to him 
and whisper’d: “ Solo a Solo.” Monsr caught his arm and 
exclaim’d in terror: “Mon ami, par pitie ne me perdez pas.” 
“ Voila ce que c’est que d’etre jesuite et Nonce,” added Prince 
Stahremberg. I was entertain’d with his way of telling the 
story, but I think I have heard he is not quite to be depended 

upon. 

Duchess of Devonshire to G. L. G. 

Friday, ls2 March. 

My dearest Ld. Granville,—I have been a very bad 
correspondent to you, but I know you have one of the best. I 
write to beg of you to send the inclos’d to the Due de Polignac. 
It includes one from Corise,1 and as he belongs to Russian Poland, 
we thought it best to trouble you. I do this with less reluctance 

1 Mademoiselle de Gramont. 
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as She is at St. Albans. I might therefore add the latest news 
if there was any, but there is, I think, none. 

It would require Volumes to touch upon the odd state of 
parties. Mr. Pitt has contriv’d to offend all his own friends, 
and your Brother is, 1 believe, to vote in opposition on Ld.King’s 
motion. I know how painful this must be to you, especially 
as you have not, like us, watch’d the progress of little events— 
c’est vraiment plus que jamais les grands effets produits par des 
petites causes. The King certainly was back at Windsor, but 
his attentions to his belle fille very much mark’d. He is re¬ 
ported to have worn the picture of a Lady veil’d at his button; 
some say the Queen when young, but i do not believe it—I 
believe the whole a lie. The Slave trade was lost last Night 
by 7. Pitt was there, but his friends did not attend. Fox sent 
for Morpeth and Ld. 0., and I took them there and lost, by 
patriotism, the best scene of Young Roscius in Frederick. He 
continues to gain ground. 

I know not what to say to you of those who may interest 
you, for I have been a prisoner for a week with Harriet and Hart, 
who were both ill, but are recovering. My Sister looks well, 
but is out of Spirits. Your Sister Harrowby was in town for 
a few days looking remarkably well; she supp’d here. Poor 
Ly. Villiers is alter’d not to be known; it is thought she frets at 
not being grosse, and quacks herself. Ly. Charlotte Greville is 
out of health and does not look well. Ly. IT. S. is at Walmer. 
Ly. Cahir not come from Ireland; Larry Quin shot himself after 
having sup cl with her and Ly. Clare—some people say on acc1 
of G. Hunlock’s death. 

I sent 3 invitations to Mr. Novosilzoff, but never cd. see him. 
Next person who comes give them a letter for me, for I suspect 
Devonshire H. is represented as Le foyer de l’opposition to 
them. We have had, however, not only Ly. Castlereagh, but 
Sturges to supper. 

Ly. Boringdon looks with child and is not so; he directs not only 
her visits, but the hours she is to pay them. I imagine that he 
gives out his orders like a General, and that he points out her 
route and where her stations are to be. Attention !—turn to the 
Right; Halt at Ly. Bessboro’s at 3, D. House 4, &c. 

I write nonsense to you and as if I were in Spirits. I am not 
so. The world is full of spite and Malice, and I hate it, and I 
hate (at a moment when one wants to have all one’s friends 
and protectors about one) that you should be away; some of 
our persecutions, I believe in my heart, wd. not have arisen if 
you had been here. 

God bless you. Comment va le coeur ou plutot la tete ?— 
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pas montee du tout % Ah ! do not forget us, not if the rnost 
perfect and first of beauties tried to make you. God bless 

you. . . . 
No. 44. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 

Cavendish Square, Tuesday (March 5). 

... At night I went to Lady Abercorn’s (who, by the by, 
affronted me by refusing to let Frederick come, saying her 
Numbers were limited, and then let me find all London). Ly. 
Hamilton did her attitudes beautifully, notwithstanding her 
enormous size—at least, the grave ones; she is too large for the 
Bacchante. Roscius was there—very shy, but amus d with 
the attitudes. When his Father insisted on his repeating some¬ 
thing, he came up to me and said: “ You are so good natured: 
do beg me off, for I hate it.” However, it was insisted upon; 
and then he came back again, faisant la moue and saying, 
am going to make my stage after all, for they teaze me so, it will 
be shorter to do it and get it over.” He did repeat some things 
wonderfully, but was very indignant at Ly Hamilton kissing 
him, and colouring up like scarlet said: ‘ 1 m too old to be 
kiss’d, Ma’am,” as if he was resenting the greatest insult. We 
are grievously out of favour at Lady Abercom s, for G. Bess 
and I went away to sup at my Sister s, where we found the 
poor unask’d—my two sons, Besses, and Sol, the latter Grosser 
than any thing you ever saw at our meanness, as he call d it, m 
going at all. He told me that if you had been m England you 
would not have let me go, mais je n’en crois nen. They are 
very absurd in their anger to whoever voted for Postponing 
Judge Fox’s1 trial. Lord B. and Lord Carlisle are m this case, 
and”accordingly in great disgrace, besides Dons disgrace on 
another subject. Yesterday Lord Morpeth came and began 
telling me a long story about the Pope and the Princess of Wales. 
She dined with the Pope the other day. I have. not a good 
opinion of her, and am afraid of her getting him into scrapes, 
she has her husband’s defect-not being to be depended on, 
but Mr. Adair came in and cut short the story and my Morning, 
for he stayed with me till I was oblig’d to beg him to let me 
breathe the air. The Morpeths, my Sons and I wenthear 
the new farce; the overture is very pretty with the ranz des 
vaches, the rest not bad. To day the first thing I heard was 
Lord John T. in my dressing room calling thro the door to tell 
me Sir Francis Burdett has carried his Election. Last mg 
2. Fox had quite given it up. and thought there was no chance. 

1 Luke Fox an Irish Judge. 
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He is confin’d with the gout, but they want to persuade him to 
be carried down to the House tomorrow to take his seat. Hetty 
is still at Walmer, where she has been very ill and confin’d to 
her room for some time. I do wonder whether my fears were 
justified. I am very angry with her on many accounts, but 
chiefly on yours, for she publishes every where your having com- 
pleatly jilted her. I always fear’d this. 

No. 45. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 

In the eveg I sent to the House and got the enclos’d from 
Lord John T. I send it you, tho’ it does not tell much, but 
you us’d to like seeing accounts of the debate, and I sent for 
it on purpose. Good night . . . when shall I hear ? 

Lord John Townshend to Lady B. 

t past 10. (Wednesday, 6th March.) 

Dear . . 'Windham has just sat down after a most elo¬ 
quent reply to (I think) a very flat, insipid Speech of Pitt, but 
the impudence of which in its allusion to junction and coalition 
and such like call'd for the reply. It was admirable, I thought 

full of wit, not Jokes, but fine elegant Wit, and most sarcastic 
and severe, and certainly much felt by Pitt. Sheridan’s Speech 
was a most unequal performance, in my opinion—-very good in 
parts, but extremely digressive and irrelevant, to use the parlia- 
mentary phrase. And the conclusion of all, which seem’d to 
prepare us for great things and a fine Tirade, as it is call’d, 
seem’d to fall very short, and disappointed every body—so it 
struck me, at least: Some good Jokes, and an excellent Story 
of Garrick’s extremely applicable to Ld. Melville, and admirably 
told with great effect. Upon the whole, however, I did not 
much like the Speech; there (was) very much more to condemn 
than applaud. We shall divide, the knowing ones say, about 
130.1 But I am no judge, being in this respect as ignorant as 
well as innocent as the Child unborn—You know I am the latter 
So God bless you. A Mr. Langham, I think is his name, an 
Addmgtoman, is now speaking, and by his preface I imagine 
will vote with us. This, I suppose, may bring others of that 
gang, and help our numbers. I have taken this opportunity to 
slip out and scribble you a line. Fox, I believe, means to speak 

1 The numbers were: for Mr. Sheridan’s motion for the repeal of the Additional 
lorces Act, 127; against it, 267; Government majority, 140. 
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as he was rising when Langham got up. But it will be a pity if 
nobody of the ministerial side speaks before him, in which case, 
I rather hope he won’t speak.—Yrs. ever, &c., &c. 

No. 12. 

G. L. G. to Lady B. 
Jan'i'v lsf, 1805. 

I must write to you upon the first Day of the New Year, and 
express my anxious wish that you may not during the next 
Twelve Month undergo such sufferings as you have experienced 
in the Course of the last Six. . . . No Letters yet! . . . How I 
do long to return to England ! The being established in a com- 
fortable warm House has not the least abated My impatience 
to~~return Fome!~ I dislike the whole system of Diplomatic 
Representation, and will not stay here longer than there is really 
interesting business to occupy my attention. There is some¬ 
thing sodlsagreeable to me in all the formalities attendant upon 
my SitnationUif one ma.Vp.a a. how too little, it is immediate 
matter of observation, and there is something quite_absurd.in. 
the mysteriousness with which one is told that a Courierjs 
arrived from Berlin or Vienna. T am not, however, altogether 
unamused with the different manners of pumping one for News: 
{Here are those who keep beating about the Bush, and.endeavQur 
By indirect Conversation to get at what they want to know; 
there areUthers who try to force_ one.into mdiscretion_bx-tEg 
plainness and impudence of their Questions. Some, as the 
Don1 would isay7'7?redfrate, and ask questions by making asser¬ 
tions. Mv complaints upon the disagreeableness olth& formality 
wTEUwhich one is treated'rem i n d me of a story told of Ly. Warren 
(nhwHEUsHouncI buff that I am not a particular friend of her 
Ladyship you have no idea of the Quantity of stories I have 
heard respecting her pride and Grandeur). She said to the wife 
of the Prussian Minister: Comme vous etes heureuse Mad. de 
Goltz, de n’etre pas comme moi ambassadrice, &c., &c.; and 
poor quiet Mr. Clifford, seeing a chair vacant next to Ly. W., 
meaning to be very civil, placed himself in it (this in the Drawing 
Room not at Dinner). She immediately said: “ Mr. C., I think 
it right to tell you that the place next to me is not that which 

you ought to take.” 
J ° Jann Qth. 

I am as usual wearied with writing upon public Business, and 
it is now just Dinner Time, so I must confine myself to writing 
but a few Lines. Of our Mode of Life you have probably heard 

> Lord Boringdon. 
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an Exact account from Willy. We cannot boast of much variety. 
I have given up^ in some degree the formal Circles of Large 
Parties, and pass very frequently my Evenings at the Jittle 
Barbarian’s"UlSfe is certainly very clever and entertaining; she 
talks upon all subjects—politics, Scandal, &c.—without that 
Reserve which usually characterizes the conversation of most 
people" here. It would be not continuing that sincerity which 
Uhave always observed, and wEjcE~~T shall never discontinue, 

"observing, were I not to say that something of flirtation is mixed 
up in our Conversations; but I see no probability of its proceeding 
beyond what it is at present_. 

How I do long to hear from England: the not receiving Letters 
ought to be added to the List of Tortures to which the un¬ 
righteous are consigned in the next World. . . . 

No. 48. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 

Wednesday (March 13). 

... I pass’d the early part of the eves at home reading over 
again and again your letter, then went to sup at my Sister’s; 
only family, Mr. Hill and Ld. Aberdeen. They came in full of 
the division, having beat Gov1 by three votes.2 Mr. Fox says 
bribery and corruption has been us’d for the Salt tax, for Mr. 
Rose3 sent him a piece of very excellent Salt Pork, dress’d, 
according to his statement in the H. of Commons. To day the 
Don, Lady E. Monk and Mr. Hill were all with me, and as it 
was very fine, I walk’d to Paddington to see Rollo’s4 picture, 
which is to go to the Exhibition. The Don5 amus’d me with a 
story of Ld Abercorn. He is so proud of his ribbon that he 
will wear it over his coat when no one else does, and persisted 
in this even at the Breakfast at Frogmore, on which two pages 
came to him from the King to tell him it was against etiquette, 
and he was literally oblig’d to take off his coat and put it under 
in the room. It could have happen’d to nobody so comically 
as to him. Tomorrow Roscius acts Hamlet for his benefit. Do 
not smile at this as a trifling piece of information. You would 
not know London. Mr. Pitt, the Pope, Mr. Fox, my Brother, 
all the great statesmen, 

“ Lawyers, Peers and grave Divines,” 

1 Princess Galitzin. 

* On the second reading of the Agricultural Horse Duty Bill, opposed bv 
Mr. Coke of Norfolk. 1L 

3 George Rose (1744-1818), Vice-President of the Board of Trade, and joint 
Paymaster-General in Pitt’s Government, 1804-1806. 

4 The dog. s Lord Boringdon. 
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every man, woman and child, are up in arms to get places, and 
talk of nothing else. I din’d at my Sister’s today, and imme¬ 
diately after dinner your old flirt, Ly. Asgill, came; she enquir’d 
a great deal after you. She is looking very well, in high beauty, 
and twines herself round whoever she is speaking to, more than 
ever. She did not stay long, and we were very comfortable, hke 
a House in the country—some reading, some playing at chess 
some on the Pianoforte, and others conversing or looking over 
prints. 

Thursday. 

You will think I borrow’d my last sentence from Milton’s 
description of the infernal regions, of which the great fault is 
making the Devils appear very comfortably employ’d. 1 must 
tell you that when Mr. Hill call’d on me yesterday he read me 
part of a letter from Hetty, but unwilling, I suppose, that I 
should lose that part he did not like to read, he held the letter 
in a manner absolutely to invite looking over; I did not attempt 
to do it by stealth, but leant quite down and read over his 
shoulder, which he let me do, with perfect leisure, but when I 
had quite finish’d, pretended to be in the greatest fuss possible, 
tho’ he at last ended with saying he was not sorry I had seen it, 
if I would promise never to let her know it. Remember, you 
are bound to my promise. The first part most certainly lead 
me to think there had been great tendresses between them 
formerly, but then she goes on with avowing that now one 
person had taken the sole possession of her heart, reign’d supreme, 
and had driven all others out. She then tells him he knows 
the cause of her illness and of her being oblig’d to fly from every 
one, and why should she return to the scenes that only remind 
her of past pleasures ? She tells him his letters once were de¬ 
lightful, even since the time when they were every thing to her, 
but that now he can no longer tell her of the person she wishes 
to hear of, and she can no longer listen with any pleasure to 
other subjects. She sends him a little print of a cupid from 
whose eyes flow two fountains—Deux Sources intarissables is 
the device. She wishes he would send this to Russia, “ tho’ 
they would freeze before they fell where the climate is cold, as 
the author of them;” but “ Malheur a ceux qui l’ont rendu tel.” 
I really am vex’d at her having taken this Idea so strongly; 
how can she, when she remembers all, when she must suspect 
at least that the Pope and you have talk’d together on the 
subject ? 

Friday, March 15. 

Yesterday, except writing a few lines to you and taking a 
little walk with Frederick, I did nothing all day but get ready 
for the play, where I was before the Curtain drew up, and found 

VOL. ix 4 
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the House quite full. Directly opposite Mr. Fox, and in ye next 
box Ld. Sidmouth, with the whole train of Ministers, box after 
box along the row, already there, and above their Head, next 
to our box, the Pope and Mr. Pitt. I was in the Prince s, but 
could not help thinking the Audience alone (many of whom 
have gone repeatedly) are sufficient fame for the boy. He was 
very much afraid of failing in Hamlet, saying it must make or 
mar him, but he succeeded much beyond my expectation. 
There were faults, but so many more perfections, that he is 
undoubtedly the best Hamlet I ever saw. His first seeing the 
Ghost, his advice to the players, and reproaches to himself for 
lauding the play, the scene with his Mother, and the more 
familiar parts with Rosencrantz and Guildenstern, were all as 
good as possible. To be, or not to be, he did not speak so well, 
and the Scene with Ophelia I thought he fail’d very much in; 
but on the whole he met with excessive applause, and what 
applause ! Mr. Pitt, Mr. Canning, Fox, Fitzpatrick, K.,1 and Sol— 
all of them as good and as severe judges as one could pick out. 
Mr. Grey alone remains a Heretic, but I believe from pure Spirit 
of Contradiction, and to please Ly. Asgill, whom he is at present 
great friends with, and who, not admiring the boy at Dublin, 
does not know how to retract her opinion. Expect no politicks 
or news of any kind, for nothing but the boy is talk’d of. 

I have yet much left to answer in your letter, but I read it 
over, in gratitude for the kindness it contains, and for the greatest 
proof of kindness—unlimited confidence. But, dear G., it 
contains something also — “wormwood, wormwood,” as the 
boy said so well last night. You have given up the larger 
society of P. (which from your situation you are call’d upon either 
tomix in or to form, by receiving yourself) to pass evening after 
evening—till two o’Clock in the Morning !—with the Barbarian 2 
You must do her harm by these frequent visits, and conse-. 
quently give her claims upon you. If you are in love with her, 
it must in a thousand ways prove prejudicial to you. . . , But 
then you end that day’s letter so kindly, I have not heart to 
scold as much as it deserves. You will not long count the days 
you have been absent, but dread those which bring you nearer 
your return, I fear, if this goes on. . . . I must finish, and this 
letter, I am sure, will not be welcome. I saw your Mother 
today; she has been very unwell, but is much better.—Yr. 
affectionate 

Anne Newton. 

1 The Duke of Devonshire. 2 Princess Galitzin. 
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Tuesday, 19 th. 

Oh, G., My Sister was taken very ill Sunday night with an 
attack like the one last year. I have not been in bed these 
two nights. Thank Heaven ! to day she is better; but still, till 
she has got rid of the cause of her illness (Gall stones) there is 
very little ease to be hoped for. Sir Walter1 says there is no 
possible dangef, and to day looks on this attack as over. I am 
quite worn out with fatigue and anxiety. Sunday Morning the 
Pope call’d on me and said he was pleas’d to find you agreed so 
much in opinion (tho’ too distant to converse together or guess 
at what the other thought) that your expressions on the junction 
were almost literally the same as those he had made use of to 
Mr. Pitt. . . . 

Lady Stafford to G. L. G. 
London, 

March ye \§th, 1805. 

My dearest Granville,—. . . I am now in my own House. 
I hope you will like it; it was with that View I took a Lease of 
it. Most gratifying will it be to me, to see you pleased with it, 
and with what Heart-felt Satisfaction shall I give it up to you 
when you get a Wife ! I assure you, the only Satisfaction the 
having this House gives me is the Hope of its being useful and 
comfortable to you. I think with Pleasure of your enjoying it 
with a virtuous good Wife, making each other’s Happiness, and 
that I have contributed to that Happiness, though in so small 
a Degree, will delight my aged Heart. The Bishop2 ask’d me 
what you had written respecting the Reconciliation. “ Very 
little, but certainly regretting it, as his Lordship and many 
others do.” He said he hoped it would not affect your Stay 
at St. Petersbourg, where he heard (from every Body) you were 
doing so well; that he should be much hurt were you to forfeit 
the public good Opinion by a Step you yourself and your Friends 
could not justify. He added that he thought it fortunate that 
you are now out of England, being convinced that you would 
not oppose Mr. Pitt were you here, though you might not approve 
of his Conduct to your Brother, and he thinks it would be very 
disagreeable to you, that you and your Brother should not act 
together. I had the Pleasure of seeing Lord Boringdon look 
very well a few Days ago. I think Matrimony has improved 
his Hair Dressing. He seems to be thoroughly happy, and, I 
am told, so is his little Wife, though Envy, Malevolence, and 
Disappointment have circulated very contrary reports. 

1 Sir Walter Farquhar, her doctor. 
2 Her stepson-in-law, Vernon Harcourt, Bishop of Carlisle. 
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No. 50. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
(March 21), Thursday. 

. . . All London is ringing with the famous 10th report, 
which of course is sent to you. Why, I wonder, if Ld. Melville1 
has not made money (which I cannot suppose he has not), does 
he not at once deny it ? And still more, why does that foolish 
Mr. Trotter2 answer so decidedly no—when question’d as to 
the other Treasurer of the Navy having made Money—and say 
he cannot answer as to Ld. M. ? Is not this avowing at once 
something wrong ? I forget whether I wrote you word of this 
when I was first told of it some two Months ago. 1 intended to 
do so, but disbeliev’d it so much, perhaps I did not think it 
worth writing. I was sure you would regret My Uncle’s new 
associates; how could he ? It has been a bitter pill to him 
already, and yet I believe he is not half aware of the harm it 
has done him. I spent the whole of yesterday at my Sister’s, 
as I have done every day since Sunday. Today the P. of Wales 
came there and shew’d me a letter from Lord Moira, announcing 
to him his intention of resigning his present employment3 and 
taking a more active part in the Grenville party. Your Brother 
gives a great dinner to all that set on Sunday. I have been 
reading Marmontel’s Memoires to my Sister; they are very 
entertaining, and as I doubt whether you get French books 
easily, I shall send them, tho’ they are very difficult to be had. 

Lord Abercorn is furious at this moment with us, with the 
P. of Wales, but most of all with Ld. Thurlow, who told him it 
was the first time he ever heard of the same man being accuser 
and judge. He has'disgusted every body with his violence on 
trial of Judge F., but chiefly by voting the other day when they 
were exactly equal, and thus giving the casting vote against 
the Man he was accusing—among other crimes—of annoying 
and vexing the Marquis of A., etc. The Prince takes him ofi 
remarkably well—lying along on the benches with his Arms 
across, looking very fierce, and stretching out his legs as if he 
Was trying to kick Lord Grenville, who sat opposite. He is 
now so angry with the Chancr that he almost threaten’d him 
the other day with a challenge—that is, he told him that if his 
office did not protect him, he should say his conduct was in¬ 
sulting and ungentlemanhke. C’est un peu Irlandois, for certainly 
telling a person what you would say is very like saying it. 

* A Commission had reported that abuses and frauds had been committed in 
the administration of the navy. Lord Melville was First Lord of the Admiralty. 

2 Deputy Treasurer of the navy. 
3 Lord Moira was appointed Commander-in-Chief of the Forces in Scotland 

in 1803. 
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No. 52. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Fri., 29 (March), 

... All yesterday was pass’d as usual by my Sister’s bed 
side. Sbe is better, but not materially. Dun. is return’d from 
Yorkshire and elected, but his opponent means to Petition, I 
hope without much chance of success. If Townspeople are 
admitted to vote, we have three to one against us. How pro¬ 
voking it is not to get letters. Ly. M. Fane told Dun. a messenger 
was come, and had brought Ly. Westmorland heaps from Ld. 
Burghersh: if seems, by her account, that W. is gone to Moscow 
with her Brother. How I do long to hear from you ! London 
rings with nothing but the 10th report. I saw Mr. Fox for a 
minute yesterday, who is—as he always is—very good natur’d, 
saying it is a bad scrape, but that in the same case (the thing 
done) he does not know how he should act, but that Mr. Pitt 
ought not to abandon Lord Melville. 

My Brother is just gone; he says Ld. St. Vincent and Ld. 
Darnley are making foolish Motions against Ld Melville, and he 
came away; that he thinks him in a great scrape, but that he is 
disgusted with the appearance of triumph there is in all the 
Doctor’s friends. He says his own answers on his examination 
in the eleventh report will make as bad a figure as Lord Melville’s 
and Mr. Trotter’s, but that the “ I do not know ” he so often 
repeats is literally fact, for that he had compleatly forgot the 
whole transaction. He now recollects it, and says he does not 
understand why so great a mystery is made about it. It was 
money advanc’d for the use of some of Buonaparte’s people 
who were here—in great want and no provisions at hand to 
supply them with. Ld Melville has ask’d to be re-examin’d, 
which I am glad of, as it is said Mr. Pitt has given him leave 
to account for Sums lent to him in his public capacity, and how¬ 
ever illegal such loans may be, they are much better than its 
passing for private profit. The worst part is the gambling : 
what would Mr. Trotter and he have done if they had been 
unsuccessful in their Speculations, and how would the deficiency 
have been supplied ? The defence, their being at a certainty 
from their official intelligence, makes it worse, for then it was 
absolute cheating. Mr. Grey talk’d a good deal to the Pope, 
who is extremely out of Spirits on this as on every other Politic 
subject. I am to see him tomorrow. 
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No. 53. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
(March 31), Sunday. 

I have had a challenge from Mr. Fox, who is gone chess mad, 
and was near being too late where he was very much wanted, 
from being so taken up with a game that, as he said himself, 
he wish’d all the Politicks of Europe at the bottom of the sea and 
the Politicians with them. I told you C. Paget was ill, but not 
the cause, which I have just learnt from his Physician, Sir Walter 
and Lady E. Monck. He is very odd temper’d and was teaz’d, 
first by his own family, and then by his little wife and hers, and 
in a fit of vexation swallowed a whole Phial of Laudanum, 
which luckily made him sick, but enough of which remain’d to 
cause a severe illness. He must be a strange man, for he cer¬ 
tainly seem’d extremely in love with his wife, but when Sir W. 
express’d his astonishment at what he had done, he answer’d 
(but seriously and angrily): “ Can you wonder when you know 
I have been D-d fool enough to marry, and have endured 
it almost a fortnight ?” Lady E.1 is on an unpleasant footing, 
not allow’d to see her Daughter when any of his family are 
there; but she is in pretty good spirits, and has some hopes of 
Ld. Waterford marrying Kitty. Another Marriage is very much 
talk’d of—voyez si le cceur vous en dit ? Pauline2 and Ld. 
Grantham. He is very assiduous and very well receiv’d. Cer¬ 
tainly a month ago she still thought a great deal of you, and I 
think with hopes and expectations for hereafter—mais Ton ne 
tient pas contre un grand Lord, soi disant beau avec vingt 
milles louis de rentes. I must own this match (if it takes place) 
will give me pleasure. I always have felt a great interest in 
little Pauline. She is so pretty, it must be difficult not to be 
in love with her. 

I send you Marmontel’s Memoires, which are entertaining, 
tho’ not as much so as I thought from the extracts in Pelletin 
il a des longueurs. There is another book I was half tempted to 
send, as we are all full of it, but it is very large and not in your 
style. I know you would scarcely allow yourself to read it, 
and be disgusted at two or three Scotticisms. It is the Lay 
of the last Minstrel; I send you a specimen. Do not be in a 
passion; it is much better than any thing I have to tell you and 
much to the same purpose.3 

1 Lady Elizabeth Monck. 
2 Miss Wellesley Pole. 
3 Three verses beginning: “ And said I that my Limbs were old, and said I 

that my blood was cold ?” are omitted. 
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Tuesday (Ap. 2). 

If you did not assure me you like it, I should think an attempt 
at telling you what I hear quite ridiculous, unless to compare 
rumours with facts. But besides this amusement, as I know 
the Pope is very busy and a good deal vex’d, it is possible he 
may write less frequently, and probably your new Chief does not 
write as confidentially as the old one. I told you Lord Melville 
had demanded a fresh investigation of his affairs. The reason 
given for this is that till now there were many things he was not 
at liberty to explain, but things being push’d to extremity, 
Hetty’s relation1 (who lives with her) means to come forward 
and take great responsibility on himself, pour sauver la ban- 
queroute. This will change the nature of the accusation, but 
make a prodigious cry—for this is what is said to have been the 
transaction. Hetty’s relation was so press’d for money to carry 
on the courant of business, that he would have been constrain’d 
to call a meeting of the persons concern’d (which at that moment 
was particularly unpleasant to him), had not Lord Melville been 
able to lend him a large Sum entrusted to his care, which enabled 
him to do without assembling the other trustees. This money 
was repaid, but there were other large sums gain’d by successful 
speculations and appropriated to the same use. All specula¬ 
tions are dangerous or fraudulent; therefore that is a bad enough 
example of itself, but what will add to the clamour in this case 
is the disapprobation of the other trustees to this new mode 
of raising money and disposing of it without consulting them, 
which certainly is a most dangerous precedent. Yet of the two 
in their places, I had rather bear all the consequences of this 
fault, than the suspicion of having made money out of what 
did not belong to me; and however loud and just the cry (for it 
will be just), I shall admire Hetty’s relation if he comes forward 
boldly and takes upon his own shoulders what now presses so 
heavily on his Companion’s. Whatever else he may be accus’d 
of, he will never be suspected of unfair dealing in money matters 
—as far as related to himself, at least. All this intelligence 
may be untrue; probably, if it is not, you knew something of it 
before you left England. Lord Grenville told it to Tom Gren¬ 
ville, from whom I heard it. The latter is violent beyond 
Measure, but my Brother, Lord Grenville, and Mr. Windham 
are very unwilling to take any part. Mr. Fox, Grey, &c., are 
some violent, some goodnatured, some amus’d, and all curious, 
and disgusted at the exultation of part of their opponents. 
There is no public news of any kind that I can hear. Mr. Pitt 
was very unwell two days ago, but is better again, and was to 

1 Mr. Pitt. 
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be at the House today, when your Cousin Ld. Douglas makes 
his second speech. They say he spoke well but violently; I 
could fancy I see him with his black stocks and low bows, begging 
pardon of the House, tho’ not of Mr. Grenville. 

No. 54. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 

Tuesday night, 2d (April). 

Though I wrote this morning, as every body is employ’d I 
may as well write to you. My Sis. is so much better that I went 
to the play to see Elliston’s Penruddock,1 and the King, who 
was there. The “ Wheel of Fortune ” has been twice acted 
lately, and you can conceive nothing like the long and loud 
applause of one sentence: the Governor says, “ Tho’ I have had 
a place, I have got no money, for I did not understand the art 
of Government.” Elliston did very well, but not so well as 
Kemble. I hear the Pope was at the other house to see young 
Roscius for the fourth time in Douglas. You sometimes accuse 
me of being so bias’d by my friends that I forget who are yours, 
but this is so little so, that I was quite frighten’d and shock’d 
at something that happen’d at a place where I was, and where 
The King and his family also were. Some thing rather abusive 
that was said was thought applicable by the company to some of 
your friends, and they were so eager to make the application, 
that notwithstanding the presence of such a Man as the King, 
whom one might think would inspire more respect, they com- 
pleatly interrupted the conversation for the space of nearly 
twenty minutes. This happen’d also the night before in a 
similar society, but what shock’d me most was hearing Mr. Pitt 
and Lord Melville’s names call’d out in the way the Mob do at 
an election—like No Mainwaring, No Burdett—and this was 
again repeated when The King took his leave, instead of the 
civility with which he is usually treated by his friends. Indeed, 
I am very sorry for it, and the more so as I know many of Mr. 
Pitt’s companions (those we dislike) foment the cry, if they do 
not join in it, and would heartily, if it was not from fear. Public 
news is as unpleasant as private; it is reported tonight that 
Santa Lucia is taken and the French fleet out. The motion in 
the House of Commons on Ld Melville’s business is put off by 
Mr. Pitt’s desire from Thursday to Monday. 

1 A recluse and generous-hearted character in “ The Wheel of Fortune,” by 
C. Cumberland, published 1779. 
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No. 14. 

G. L. G. to Lady B. 
Febrv 1C th, 1805. 

Every day brings fresh disappointment—no post, no Mes- ( 
senger arrives from England. The Sort of Impatience I feel 
for the arrival of Letters is not to be described; it is a kind of 
Malady which must wear the Constitution, and if I were to die 
at present, the Coroner’s Inquest ought to bring in a verdict of 
“ Died for want of Letters.” . . . 

My Mode of Life continues much the same. I pass most_of 
my Evenings with the Barbarian,1 and stay there tilla late Hour; 
She ls~always“clever”and Entertaining. . . . Do not be quite 
sTTorked~ff T tell vouldiat therhis-another Lady whose Disposi- 
flfflrto coquette witk~me I have nut wlollgldiscouraged—i£Is 
the Sister TnXaTw of the Person who you say spoke favorably 
flTjTTppnH na.tnrerllv of meTa friend ofthe Prince of Wales._She 
lfTPohsh by Birth,2 is particularly amiable, has a-very. pretty 
ftgurelahd~a clever^;ountenance, and eyes very expressive. . . . 
These two Ladies, whose characters have occupied all I have as 
yet written, Lseldom see excepting at their own Houses; but as 
ram obliged frequently to go To Balls and assemblies, in order 
tcThave some little occupation at these stupid places, I bow and 
then coquette with a pleasant quiet little woman, whose husband 
is going to England to stay a year. Uehis-not foolish, —but 
Ennuyant. I must give him some Letters of Introduction, and 

Thope~you will be civil to him, though I must not disguise that 
he will bore you unmercifully. 

Febrv l&h. 

Still no Letters ! . . . The Barbarian’s late Travels in Italy 
have made her a little too fond of virtu and antiques, and a 
Gen. Khitroff, whom you must have seen at D. H.—and who, 
by the bye, is certainly rather clever—sometimes calls upon her, 
and they go on talking of Chlamydes and Tuniques, and of 
Statues and Draperies, for hours together. He attacked her for 
her change of Taste; in Italy and at Paris, he said, Apollo was the 
model of Perfection, but within these two months she seemed f 
to think of nothing but Antinous.3 You see how I go on writing, 
to you every thing, even to the most absurd nonsense. How I 
do wish that instead of writing I could talk with you; the idea 
of returning to England is, I assure you, the only thought which 

gives me any real pleasure. 

1 Princess Galitzin. 
2 Madame Zoubow. 
3 Lord G. L. G. was supposed to be like Antinous. 
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Febrv 20th. 

I have heard an History, which by a Novel Writer might be 
worked up into a very pretty Novel. The other Night at the 
little Barbarian’s a man mentioned the arrival at Petersbnrgh 
of a Girl of 18 from Siberia, to which place her Father had been 
exiled. The Little Barbarian was struck with this Story, made 
diligent enquiries after the Girl, found out where she lodged, 
and has had her with her. The Story is this: Her Father was 
banished to Siberia 12 years ago on account of some Fraud, 
and Embezzlement of public Money; he was, in his banishment, 
obliged to support himself by his own labour, and the Daughter 
has for some years contributed by her labour to the support of 
her Father. She found, however, that she could do but little 
to assist him, and she took the Resolution of setting off to St. 
Petersburgh on foot without a farthing in her Pocket in order 
here to petition the Emperor to pardon her Father. She has 
been above six months upon the Road, and has subsisted all 
the way upon the bounty of the Peasantry, to whom she told 
her Story, and it is really to the Credit of the Character of the 
common people of this Country that she scarcely ever was refused 
lodging and nourishment. Her manners are the most striking 
I ever saw—a mixture of dignity and Modesty such as is scarcely 
to be found amongst the best of civilized people. She does not 
curtsey, but bows with as much grace as Grassini. The Bar¬ 
barian contrived that an Aide de Camp of the Emperor should 
talk to him of her interesting manner and history. He has 
alleviated the situation of her Father and given her 2000 Roubles 
(about £250). 

Febrv 28th. 

... I wish I could make you understand the real comfort 
and pleasure I derive from your Letters; I read them over and 
over again. I fancy myself with you, and in fancying that, I 
fancy all that could make me most happy. But I learn with sorrow 
that you are still subjected to vexations from anonymous Letters, 
&c. I suppose that Sheridan is the author, though one should 
have imagined that, however depraved his morals, and however 
malignant might be his mind, he would have had good taste 
enough not to have resorted to such a species of Vengeance. 
I have received by this Messenger a Letter from Lady Hester 
of 20 closely written pages; to make an abstract of this Letter 
is no easy matter, and it is equally difficult to describe the nature 
of it, or to exactly understand the motive with which it was 
written. She begins with expressing apprehension that her last 
little Note, of which I wrote you word the Day I left London, 
was unkind; the refusal of the locket of hair, and my silence 
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for three months, she says, can admit of no other interpretation 
than that of my wishing that she shd. entirely forget me. She 
(with great generosity, I think) exculpates me from any thing 
like Blame with respect to three Events the communication of 
which gave you so much uneasiness. She says, being persecuted 
by a woman, as a man I could not do otherwise. She talks of 
you as if she loved you. . . . She means, she says, to avoid seeing 
me, and that when we meet we are to appear as not acquainted; 
that to avoid all society in which we may meet is one of the 
reasons which have induced her to give up the pleasure of 
seeing you; and she ends her letter by insisting upon my not 
answering it. I wish I could have your advice upon it—without 
wishing (as I trust you will believe) to give her the least idea of 
renewing that Intercourse, that has subsisted between us. I 
should be sorry she should imagine that I am totally insensible 
to the generosity of the avowal of which I talked to you a few 
minutes ago. 

March 2nd. 

I was at a Bal Masque last night, which was more dull even 
than the Balls where masks are not worn. One sees, however, 
the costumes of the different Provinces of the Empire, and a 
very great display of Diamonds and Pearls. The little Bar¬ 
barian was there, and was much admired. There is_H-;&ort 
of Notion prevailing here that I am in. love with her, and_ _jt„ is> 
T fancy, on that account that people come up to me with nothing 
else"to say than ^Qiie'liTTrincesse est .belle.. comme elle est 
amiable.’5 But I am not in love with her, though I enjoy the 
'Quietness of her House and the amiability of her Conversation. 
Good night. 1 Tiave been reading through all the newspapers.. 
for a dozen back, and also Cobbett—I am ashamed to say, from [ 
idleness, for I ought to have been writing an account of a con- J 
ference to day with Czartoryski. 

March 3rd. 

The State of Politics at home is such that I confess that were 
it not that all my affections cling to London, I should think 
myself in luck to be far removed from the scene of domestic 
Politics. I have had a letter from Pitt, in which he apologizes 
for the step he has taken, expresses his fears that I shall dislike 
it, and justifies it upon the ground of the necessity of strengthen¬ 
ing Govt, under the present circumstances. I have read his 
Letter with attention and his assertions with awe, but I am 
not convinced. The same Sort of lies, the same misstatements 
and misrepresentations which the friends of Canning thought 
so gross that it was necessary that the authors of them should 
retract, will without doubt be Employed by the Doctor s Peop e 
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against Pitt. Of the falsehood of some of the Morning Chronicle 
Stories I happen to have pretty good proof. Many columns of 
that Paper are employed in representing how Pitt’s Influence is 
over, citing the appointment of Sutton to the See of Canterbury 
as a proof. Now I happen to know that Pitt always considered 
Sutton as the Man who ought to be the archbishop. I_have 
been at the Barbarian’s all the Evening as usual, in quiet friend¬ 
ship: 'UrOod Night: 

No. 55. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Sunday (April 5th). 

... I was literally near dying for want of letters. Why is 
this so ill manag’d, dear G. ? Surely there must be some means 
of more frequent communication between England and Russia 
than we know of, or how can business go on ? I shall consult 
my city friend Mr. Goldsmid, who knows all about postage to 
every quarter of the globe. I am afraid you are grown very 
profligate, but I envy the Barbarianherquiet evenings, and 
much as I dread Mad. Zouboff with her wicked eyes, yet perhaps 
There is safety in numbers: 

“ For who could Florio’s flattering words withstand 
If gentle Damon did not squeeze her hand?” etc. 

C’est tou jours quelque chose que de faire diversion—therefore 
1,-Will be very civil (bored or not) to the gentleman who is kind 
enough to leave his wife under your care, and bestow all his 
tediousness upon us^ I must not write much at a time, for I 
ani very weak and scarce dare trust myself with the nervousness 
of reading your letter. . . . Antinous,1 you see, retains his 
name and likeness in all countries. . . . If you knew the pleasure 
you give me in writing to me, especially when you say I make 
part of your regrets. . . . Your story of the Siberian Girl is 
delightful. . . . I wonder what you answer’d to Mr. Pitt—I 
hope, telling him of your disapprobation. Sincerity in such 
cases is a double duty—public and private; he is but too much 
surrounded with those who dare not tell him truth. I dare say 
you are right in thinking he did not disapprove of Sutton,2 
and there is but too much misrepresentation and misstatement 

Lady Bessborough placed a cast of the statue of Antinous amidst myrtle 
pots in a vestibule of her house.”—From Lady Hester Stanhope’s Memories bv 
her doctor. J 

2 “ Pitt had wished Pretyman (his former tutor) to be made Archbishop of 
Canterbury, but the King refused, and Sutton was appointed.”—From Lord 
Malmesbury’s Diaries. 
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on all sides; but what certainly gives some foundation to the 
Morning Chronicle’s conjecture is ye story I told you of his 
proposing the Bishop of Lincoln,1 and his letter of resignation 
in consequence came from the Pope, and that I understood it 
was Mr. Pitt himself shew’d him the copy of the letter and 
repeated the conversations both with the King and afterwards 
with the Duke of York, persuading him not to persist in resigning. 

. . . We are in great anxiety to know the event of tonight’s 
debate.2 I cannot tell you the anxiety of this whole week. 
Lord Morpeth is decided not to vote (tho’ his Father is violent, 
if any thing like a defence can be made out), as he thinks the 
Pope is vex’d and harass’d, and it would add to it. He was 
very nervous about it, and I begg’d my Sister not to press him. 
But I hear there is a compromise between the Dr.’s people (who 
were all to vote with Op.), and Mr. Pitt; he agrees to proposing 
a Select Committee if they agreed to not voting with Whitbread. 
The resolutions are very strong, I hear. What strange times ! 

Tuesday. 

Dun. came to my bed at seven this Morning, just return d 
from the House. Think of the astonishment! He says both 
Mr. Fox and Mr. Pitt look’d equally amaz’d. I have written to 
you by the post before I knew a Messenger was going tonight. 
I am in great agitation at it, for having seen only Opposition, 
do not know whether Mr. Pitt is going out or not, tho what he 
last said seem’d like it. I have not time to write, and you will 
hear everything so much better from others. Here are the few 
details I could pick up. Mr. Pitt’s Speech was not reckon’d 
good, and he is suppos’d to have given Ld Melville up too much 
and not tried to defend him, which seems like giving way to 
the Dr. (I tell you I have seen only some Op. people). But 
Morpeth's note to Georgiana was: “ Pitt has decided my vote, 
he has made so bad a defence that I have neither doubts or 
delicacies left.” Mr. Fox and Mr. Grey say the Pope spoke m 
a firm, manly manner, and did the best that could be clone in 
a bad cause.3 Ld. H. Petty4 made a most eloquent Speech. 
I would send you Mr. Adair’s and Lord John Townshend s 
accounts, but they are long and would provoke you by abusing 

1 George Pretyman (Tomline), Bishop of Lincoln (1750-1827), took the name 
of Tomline in 1803 on being left an estate in Lincolnshire by Mr. Marmaduke 

102mone'6th April Mr. Whitbread moved a set of resolutions against Lord 
Melville. The House divided (216-216), and the Speaker gave the casting vote 

for Mr. Whitbread. 
3 Lord Melville was Mrs. Canning’s great uncle. 
i Succeeded his half-brother as third Marquis of Lansdowne in 180J. 
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Mr. Pitt. All the cheering was on the Op. side, but at past 
three Fox said he should be contented if they divided within 
40, but did not hope it: 160 was the outside expected. Mr. Pitt 
stopp’d and look’d round as he was going out, as if surprised at 
the number that stayed, and on the telling, Lord Grenville’s 
fat Nephew roar’d out: “Even, by G-!” The Speaker1 
spoke before he voted, which is not in the Newspapers, explaining 
that his opinion coincided perfectly with the oath he gave, and 
he could not in conscience do otherwise; on which the cheer 
was so loud from Op. that it was reported they huzza’d, but 
they all declare it was only “ hear hear.” Do you know, I 
should feel more regret and anxiety at all this than pleasure if 
it was not for the hope that Mr. Pitt is decided to go out. He 
can do very httle good in the present state of things, and, indeed, 
he is ruining himself by staying in. If he goes out now he frees 
you and the Pope—the others cannot stand long—and after a 
few Months are over perhaps all may be as we wish’d so much 
last year. The reports for this last week concerning your 
Mission are, as you will see by the papers, very unfavourable. 
I have not seen the Pope, so judge of my uneasiness. I am a 
bad Patriot and a bad Politician, for I own my whole Soul is 
set on your success, with very little care as to what it does for 
us. . . . 

Is it true, as it is firmly asserted by Lord Grenville, that Lord 
Melville accepted 1500 a year from the Dr. unknown to Mr. 
Pitt ? and then on his pressing him came up with the famous 
20 proxies in his pocket ? I only tell you the story, for 1 am 
very sorry for Lord Melville. 

Lady Stafford to G. L. G. 
London, 

. 5th of April, 1805. 
This Day, my dearest Granville, I received yours of the 7th 

of last Month. I hope your Shin2 is long ere now “ in a whole 
Skin,” and that you are as happy and as well as I wish you to 
be. I must not forget to mention that Sir John Warren speaks 
of you very highly; I have not heard his Lady’s Opinion since 

r<^rn d to England. . . . The young Roscius, and Lord 
Melville s Story, are the Chief Subjects of Conversation at present- 
the first I have not seen, but he is (by all Accts.) a wonderful Boy,’ 
and as for Lord Melville, you have more accurate Accts. of that 
Business than I can give you. I fear Mr. Pitt is worried about 

00l0l“St6r (1757'1829)’ el6c,ed SP“k“ 18»2' 

my shm?'GranViile ^ WriUCn °n 7th Mar°h: “ 1 yesterday contrived to break 
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it, for I fear if he can in any Way exculpate his Friend, or in 
any Way diminish the Odium in the Eyes of the Public, he will 
not think of himself or the Calumny it may cause, for that is 
Mr. Pitt where a Friend is concern’d. Some say Canning is to 
vindicate what has been done by Lord Melville, others think 
the Master of the Rolls is to be his Champion. Opposition hope 
to drive Ld. Mel. out of Place, and are working hard in the City 
and in different Counties to try for Petitions for that Purpose. 
All agree in giving Lord Harrowby the Character he deserves - 
of perfect Integrity, of Uprightness, and Honor in all his Dealings 
—in short, in those Respects, a fac Simile of Mr. Pitt. Your 
Servants write a delightful Acct. of your Health, of your Good¬ 
ness, and of your Popularity, and they do not fail to represent 
the Grandeur of your Establishment, with no little Pride. I 
suppose Lady B. gives you an Acct. of the Dss. of Devonshire s 

having been so ill. . . . 
April ye 17th.—My Eyes have been so very bad these last ten, 

or twelve Days, that writing or reading have been out of the 
Question. I now write without the Permission of Mr. Phipps, 
the Oculist. I have felt unhappy by being obliged so long to 
delay finishing this Letter. Although I am not connected with 
Ld. Melville, I feel very, very sorry for him, being convinced that 
he received no pecuniary Advantage from the Cause of his Fall. 
He was always extravagant and careless about his private 
Affairs—that leads to Misconduct in Several Ways. The 
Violence, Virulence, and unfeeling Conduct of Opposition have 
been shameful, in the H. of Commons and out of the House. 
Mr. Canning made a fine Speech, which was observed to gall 
some of them to the Heart—though Mr. Grey made an apt 
reply. Mr. Canning’s Speech was excellent, but the Manner was 
much condemn’d even by his Friends; he thump d upon the 
Table with such Vehemence that many in the House could not 
hear what he said, and the Speech being the finest Irony, the 
Appearance of Rage and Passion had a bad Effect, and were not 
proper Accompanyments for Irony, but I liked to hear Mr. 
Eliot say much in Commendation of the Speech. I do not 
know who is to succeed Ld. M. in the Admiralty, but I believe 
it will be Mr. Yorke. I wish my Eyes would permit me to write 
with tolerable Ease, for I long to say a great Deal about Politics. 
Ld Harrowby arrived in Town, from Bath, last Night. He is 
much better. His Wife has still the bad Cough she had last 
Summer. I suppose you know that Ld. Lowther was so offended 
at the Reconciliation that he and his Members have not attended 
Parliament, but the late Violence against Mr. P. has brought 
him to Town, and as zealous as he formerly was, and most 
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desirous to break the Connection your Brother had form’d with 
the Grenvilles. I wish he may succeed, but I fear. Adieu, my 
Dear. I pray God to bless and direct you ! . . . 

No. 57. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Cavendish Square, 

April 10 th. 

Six tedious Months, dear G., have pass’d since that horrid 
day on which we parted; above half the time of our separation 
ought to be over. Yet, barring the pain of losing you, I confess 
I think it better you should have escaped the distressing occur¬ 
rences you must otherwise have been involv’d in. Nothing 
ever was more disastrous in every way than the second career 
of Mr. Pitt—as much so as his first was brilliant. I neither 
could have wish’d you to forsake your friend, or borne to see 
you involv’d with him in the very unpleasant situation he has 
put himself into. A short time must change this one way or 
other: either he will quit his present situation (the best thing 
I think that can happen), and by that means free you and the 
Pope, or he must do something to redeem some of that popu¬ 
larity he once enjoy’d. Unless he is in every res'pect different 
from what you have taught me to think him, he cannot go on 
in the humiliating state he stands in at present. It is not 
merely what happen’d the other night, but a whole series of 
events one after another—a compleat and evident change in 
public opinion which it is impossible to describe, but which he 
is continually made to feel every day more and more. It 
seems as if an evil influence reign’d over every thing he under¬ 
took. I am not now talking to you the language of my friends, 
but that of his also, I assure you, and what from your love of 
him I am very sorry to hear; only that I still hope by retiring 
from his ill omen’d undertaking he may return to where he was 
last year and commence in a short time a new Ad. as strong as 
this is weak. Last night my Sister, the Morpeths, &c., came to 
me. Lord Morpeth had seen the Pope in the Morning; he asked 
why Mr. Pitt made such a d-lish bad speech. The Pope 
answer’d: “ Because it was in defence of such a D-lish bad 
cause.” Ld Melville intended to resign if the Committee had 
been carried, but what was hard on him was hearing at two in 
the Morning that the House was two to one for him, on which 
he went to bed, and at six was waked by Mr. Pitt’s note, who 
wrote to him and to the King before he went to bed * Ld 
Castlereagh and Mr. Yorke1 are talk’d of in his stead, neither 

1 Charles Philip Yorke (1764-1834), son of Charles Yorke, Lord Chancellor. 
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very brilliant. I cannot help being sorry for him, and at the 
Ady he is very much regretted; but I suppose it is very very 
bad, since even the Pope says so. As Mr. Pitt went out to divide 
he was overheard to say very angrily: “Every Man of them shall go 
out.” No one can make out who he meant, whether people in 
places who went against him or all that belong’d to the Navy 
Off., but it has created great alarm. 

Roe, 

April 11. 

I came to this place yesterday after being a good deal tired 
with a long visit from Ld John and Mr. Adair. I had also a 
long visit from the Don, but that rather did me good as more 
belonging to you. He told me he saw the Pope Monday Morning, 
and press’d him extremely to be temperate and not attack the 
Commissioners; this he promis’d, and after the debate ask’d if 
he had not done as he was desired. I commission’d the Don to 
tell him of Mr. Fox’s and Mr. Grey’s praises, as I am most anxious 
to keep up the good intelligence on both sides which hitherto 
nothing has tended to diminish. Roe. looks beautiful. . . . 

Friday, 12. 

I cannot tell you how vex’d I am at what pass’d in the House 
Wednesday; now all my hopes of conciliation or agreement are 
over. I am provoked with our people for pushing every thing 
too far and forgetting, in the triumph of party, all humanity. 
Yet many of them, I know, were not violent. Why would the 
Pope be so, and attack Mr. Grey on so tender a point as any thing 
concerning his Father ?1 It was sure to create acrimony and 
was really unprovok’d, as he had been quite silent in the former 
debate—and this, too, when the Pope own’d himself to Sol that 
there was scarce any thing to be said. I have a note from my 
Sister lamenting over it. Lord B. went out to ride this Morning 
and met with Ld Melville, and immediately join’d him; he was 
so afraid of his suspecting him of avoiding him. He seem’d 
out of Spirits, but talk’d on common subjects, ending with 
saying he was settled in the Neighbourhood and did not mean to 
return to London at all. I cannot help being very sorry for 
him. What will all this end in ? The K. received the address 
very graciously, but I should think he must feel a little for a 
man who has been so long belonging to him. . . . 
... If you had been here you would have prevented the Pope 

from saying so much the other night. I admire him for not 
forsaking a man because there is a cry against him, but ill tim’d 

1 Mr. CanninQ; alluded to the charges brought against Sir Charles Grey and 
Sir John Jervis in 1795 for some transactions abroad, when they were defended 
by Lord Melville, “ and this was the return made by his family.” 

VOL. II 5 
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violence does more harm than good. However, I have only 
heard one side of the question, and could hardly read the debate 
for vexation, yet his Speech seems good. 

No. 58. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Roe, 

April 12. 

The weather has been beautiful these two days, and has given 
me all the benefit of change of air which I wanted, for tho' quite 
recover’d from my short illness, it has left me ridiculously weak. 
... It is impossible to tell you my vexation at what happen’d 
the other night in the house. I have seen no one but Dun. since, 
but he says he never saw any body so angry as the Pope, and 
that he believes he himself was sorry afterwards and thought 
he had been intemperate. What vexes me the most is that 
Mr. Grey and Mr. Fox both say they have both throughout the 
Session tried to their utmost to avoid any thing yt. might vex 
the Pope, and often for his sake warded off attacks on Mr. Pitt 
that might have distress’d the other. Mr. Grey said he never 
rose more unwillingly in his life to answer any one, but so call’d 
upon should have been asham’d of sitting still. Now I am 
afraid they will both be violent; he will retort, and there is an 
end of every thing like conciliation or forbearance. Very few 
of the Op. went up with the address, not even Whitbread. The 
King said to Gen. Burrows as they came out: “ The best of the 
joke is that I am here and Whitbread is not.” 

Saturday 13. 

. . . The King wrote to Ld Melville yesterday regretting that 
any incaution of his should make his resignation necessary, and 
praising him for his conduct in the Admiralty. Mr. Grey told 
my Sister that he was hurt and surpris’d beyond measure at 
the Pope’s attack, which he thought the harder upon him as he 
had purposely avoided taking any part in the debate. Why, 
why would the Pope, after having so often join’d with me in 
rejoicing at the sort of good intelligence that still subsisted 
between them, and wishing to avoid any thing like hostility 
between Mr. Grey, Mr. Fox, Mr. Pitt, and himself—why would 
he strike the first blow and set the whole Op. in a flame ? It 
makes me quite unhappy, for now I doubt not the breach will 
grow wider and wider every day. 

Tuesday 16. 

I have written a few lines by the post, not knowing till now 
that the Messenger went tonight. I stayed quietly at Roe. 
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quite alone with Lord B. and my Daughter from Wednesday 
till yesterday, when I went to my Sister’s to meet the Don and 
Donna.1 She is a good humour’d Girl, but does not seem to 
have much in her. He stipulated before they came that they 
should sleep in separate rooms, saying if it was inconvenient 
they could return at night; is that to be French ? I had a letter 
from the Pope this morning, a delightful one. He admits his 
having been too violent, but says the provocation was violent 
and personal also, and that he meant it at Whitbread, not at 
Grey. He had call’d at C. Sq., and begs me to come to Town to 
see him, which I have accordingly done, and am now waiting 
for him; it is too vexatious, but I see no hope of any good. The 
reports are going on (I detest them, whatever justice there may 
be in them, for the acrimony they create); but can it be fairly 
presum’d that with such arms furnish’d to any Op. they should 
forbear making use of them, when by doing so thqg act according 
to their own constant principle (promoting enquiry) ? They 
have the whole Country with them; they harass, distress, and 
even vanquish Ministers. If in doing this they could avoid 
personality, I grant both in policy and good taste it would be 
better; but in that Mass—considering the prejudices of party 
and heat of debate—can it be much wonder’d at if they do not % 
The reports that are coming, the 12 and 13 (for now they will 
go on, you may be sure, to all Eternity) are, they say if any 
thing stronger than these. The people most involv’d, I under¬ 
stand, in them are: Mr. H.,2 who married Thais’ Niece (the 
name sake of Ly. Haddington’s Dame de compagnie); La hella 
flora,2, Mr. Pitt’s protegee; a Mr. Davison, who lives in St. James 
Street; and something not handsome or quite fair about money 
that attaches to the Duke of York. This is the account I heard 
from my Brother, but vaguely. 

The Pope is just gone. Ld. J. T. will prove right: I shall 
certainly end with being in love with the Pope; he is delightful, 
but laments, as I do, the turn every thing is taking. 0 how 
unluck}7! for perhaps it was on the evening of being all I wish’d. 
The Pope has allow’d me to repeat part of what he said to me 
to Mr. Grey; if it were but possible to keep those two or three 
still quiet, how glad I should be ! . . . 

1 Lord and Lady Boringdon. 
2 Mr. Huskisson; married, in 1799, Elizabeth, daughter of Admiral Mark 

Milbank, and was a niece of Lady Melbourne’s. 
3 Not deciphered. 
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G. Canning to G. L. G. 

Tuesday morning, April 16th, 1805. 

My dear Granville—I just hear that a Messenger is to go 
to-day, and therefore, though 1 can write but little and that little 
of the unpleasantest sort, I put a force upon myself, and will 
write that little before the business of the day begins. 

The situation of public affairs is worse than we used to prophesy 
(this time twelvemonth) it would be, if Pitt was prevailed upon 
to make a narrow Government. P. is weaker than the Dr. 
ever was. If this tended only to an exit, and an honourable 
one, it would be no great matter—or if the times were such that 
a struggle for maintaining his post could be carried on without 
material public detriment. But as things now are, if he falls 
he must fall disgraced, and if he can just support himself in 
Parham* that is all that he can do; and in the mean time all the 
hopes of doing good, all politicks worth thinking of, foreign or 
domestic, must go to ruin. What will be the sensation at Peters- 
burgh when the result of last week’s debates is known ? I 
confess I had ceased to be very sanguine after what I heard of 
the last dispatches, tho’ the Foreign Office still thought Novo- 
silzoff’s presence would set all right. I had ceased to be very 
sanguine as to War, in the first instance, and had turned my 
thoughts (you will be surprized, perhaps) wholly to a joint 
negotiation for general peace. But will even this be now to 
be had ? Not, I think, without a thorough Change of Ad¬ 
ministration here. And how is this to be effected ? My wishes 
are still what they were last year, but I own I feel a difficulty 
in pressing them upon P. after the usage that he has received. 
If those wishes continue the same in other quarters, some decent 
forbearance, some sort of respect to his 'personal feelings (and 
I will say to mine also), ought to have been shewn, and might 
have been shewn without at all impairing the fair force of parlia¬ 
mentary opposition. Still, however, I see no safety for the 
Country but in a Change. I should like that change better if 
it were possible that it could be total, and P. form no part of 
the new Gov1; but that cannot be, I am afraid, without such a 
loss of character, such a complete confession of defeat and dis¬ 
grace, as would make him powerless, without following or 
authority, out of office—and that I do not wish to see. Could 
he be out of office on other terms, and leave the opposition to 
form such a Government as they can, that, I think, would be 
best for him, and ultimately best for the Country too, as against 
such a Government he must, so situated, be brought in again, 
but, if he falls now, he is extinguished. 0 ! how those miserable 
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selfish advisers who urged him last year to acquiesce in the narrow 
system must repent (if they feel for him at all) of all the diffi¬ 
culties and discredit which they have helped to bring upon him. 
I say nothing of myself. You will hear enough, probably, from 
others as well as from the writer of the inclosed Note. I think 
myself ill-used on all sides, but I will still do and advise, exactly 
as I think right.—Adieu. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Chiswick, 

Tue., 23d (April). 

We came here to my Sister’s yesterday to meet the P. of Wales, 
who takes K.1 to the installation, which is to be magnificent. 
Ld Hawkesbury is to be 1. Ld. of the Ad. for two months till 
Ld. Hardwicke’s son2 is of age; then Mr. Yorke gives up his 
seat to him, and takes the Ad. under the title of Ld. Morden— 
that is, if Ld. Nelson, to whom it is offer’d, refuses. I saw Ld. 
Aberdeen yesterday. He told me I was the only person he would 
speak to here; but he is extremely out of spirits, as Trotter, 
after having promis’d to sign an affidavit which might be of 
great use to Ld. M., has taken fright, and now absolutely refuses. 
He says that, so far from being rich, if this is push’d it will 
compleatly ruin Ld. M. almost to beggary. I hope it will not, 
but there is no stopping now, for it is out of Mr. Fox’s or even 
Mr. Grey’s hands; the city people have taken it up. Sir F. 
Burdett must, they think, have his leg cut off. Sir J. Shelley 
has got into a bad scrape—-winning 8000 one night of Mr. Mellish 
when he was drunk, and, as a bystander says, making him deal 
every time at two handed commerce. I hope this is not so; 
he seems a good natur’d fool, and I should think any man like 
a Gentleman incapable of such downright cheating. 

Lady Stafford to G. L. G. 
London, 

April ye 25th. 

The great Doings at Windsor, the Installation, &c., &c., &c., 
were much talk’d of last Week in Idea, and the Preparation of 
Dresses employ’d Ladies and Gentlemen, as well as the Trades 
People; but the Business this Day in the H. of Commons seems 
to engage every one’s attention now. The Violence and Mal¬ 
evolence of Opposition beggar all Description—one of the^ Chief 
of them said the other Day that he should not Object to a btatue 
of Gold being made to the Honor of Lord Melville, so they could 

1 The Duke of Devonshire. 
2 Philip Viscount Royston, lost in a storm off Lubeck, 1st April, 1808. 
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but implicate Mr. P. in this Business. Is not that Fiend like ? 
and can any Thing prove more strongly how little they Care 
for their Country ? That to get into Place is their Heart’s 
Desire, though it might be the Ruin of these Kingdoms ? If I 
can get it, I will inclose a Letter out of one of the News-Papers. 
Ld. St. Vincent is the original Mover in this Overthrow of Ld. 
Mel. He has raised a Flame, that will consume his own Char¬ 
acter—in short, I think it humbling to the Nation, to human 
Nature, that a Man in so high a Situation should have perjured 
himself, which, is said, will appear when the 11th Report is 
examined into. . . . 

Saturday, ye 21th.—I am very glad to hear by some Letters 
that arrived in London Yesterday from St. Petersburg that 
you (my own dear Granville) are quite well. I will not attempt 
to relate what pass’d in the H. of Commons last Thursday, as 
those who can narrate better, and the News-Papers likewise, 
can give you a more exact Acct., but I had Pleasure in hearing 
that the Opposition, though all determined to vote any thing 
to destroy Ld. Mel., yet there was a delightful Difference of 
Opinion among them respecting the Method to be pursued for 
accomplishing this their fix’d Purpose. Mr. Pitt’s Proposal of 
Inquiry into the different Departments confounded them, and 
they repent sorely their having espous’d the Roman Catholic 
Emancipation Bill, upon finding it a most unpopular Business, 
and I am told that Lord Grenville will not aid them on that 
Subject. It is supposed that Mr. Can’s Reason is convinced 
respecting the Union with the Doctor, but if that is not the Case, 
I honor him the more for acting the Part he now does; it proves 
the Sincerity of his Friendship, and the Affection which he has 
always profess’d for Mr. P. He is very glad that you are at a 
Distance whilst things are in so jumbled a State. Your Brother 
is not violent, nor will he have any Thing to do with Fox. Lady 
S. is most exceedingly so, and not only against Mr. P., but she 
is become a thorough anti Dundas. . . . Mr. Sheridan made a 
Witty flourishing Speech last night, with a Motion to repeal the 
Defence Bill. It was a Composition of Satire and Invective 
against Mr. Pitt, which gave Mr. Pitt an Opportunity of breaking 
forth into a Flow of Eloquence, pointed Repartee, and severe 
Animadversions on Mr. Sheridan, which had great Effect on the 
House. How I love to hear of Mr. Pitt speaking so well ! and 
of his gaining the Approbation of all who hear him ! Opposition 
even wonder’d at his Powers. 

Susan was quite disturb’d to hear Lord Boringdon say, at 
Lady Bath’s, that you dislike St. Petersburg. We wonder that 
sensible young Men should think it necessary to repeat any 
private Opinion mention’d in a Friend’s Letter. 
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G. L. G. to his Mother. 

St. Petersburgh, 

March 18i/i, 1805. 

... I am sorry, but not surprized at the line of Politics my 
Brother has adopted; I cannot believe that either Lord C. or 
Tom Grenville, or the mere circumstance of not having the 
Garter, have caused his determination. There is indeed ample 
matter for disgust in the Reconciliation with the Dr., and in 
the admission of every person most decidedly doctorial into 
very high office, and to any high honour which was either vacant 
or in which a vacancy could be made. But to whom is the 
Garter given ? To Lord Abercorn, the Man who came down 
to rail at my Brother for bringing in a motion in the House of 
Lords, the effect of which was the Return of Mr. Pitt to office. 
Is not this Reward of Enemies at the expense of Friends suffi¬ 

cient to damp attachment ? .... 
I have heard from Morpeth the history of his negociation with 

Pitt respecting Canning and Hawkesbury—and his account of 
it is by no means the same as that which it appears reached 
Badminton. It was indeed highly necessary that some Ex¬ 
planation should take place upon this subject. C. could not 
suffer his character to be whispered away by the false assertions 
which were industriously propagated about the Town. How 
Would you have felt for me if you had heard of stories|being pro¬ 
pagated of my saying one thing in public and another injprivate]? 
And however Pitt might be hurried with Press of business, I am 
sure he wd. have been sorry not to have had the opportunity 
of putting a stop to calumnies injurious to the Reputation of 
one of his very best friends. If C. sees the necessity of the 
Reconciliation with the Dr., he sees the measure in a point of view 
which I cannot catch at this distance from the Beene of Action; 
but I rather apprehend that his attachment to Pitt leads him 
to acquiesce in that which his Reason disapproves and at which 
his feelings Revolt, and a stronger proof of attachment could 

not be given. 

No. 15. 

G. L. G. to Lady B. 
March 11 th, 1805. 

I have been very idle about writing since the last Courier 
went; it is disinclination to set the fingers in motion for I think 
of you Morning, noon and night, and do long for the lime of 
ofiT meeting with an indescribable impatience.^ 
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I go on passing my Evenings with the little Barbarian,1 but 
another interruption to my visits has occurred. . . . When 
my thoughts are not in London, which they usually are. arid 
when I am not engaged in Business, I am chiefly occupied with 
tbisjitth- woman. I am in pretty good humour upon State 
affairs, no great Reason to be Contented with myself. a.nd should 
be very nervous if my conduct was to be criticised in the wav 
that Frere’s will, or rather has been, by the House of Commons. 
However, with respect~to~public business, I do not repent of the 
acceptance of~the mission. ... I am very much engaged in 
business, and the day is not half long enough for what I have 
to~do^ The State of Pohtics at home is really painfuT to~me. 
I cannot, however, on any account prolong my stay here beyond 
my originally intended period; do not, however, talk of my Return, 
because—Heaven having taught Letters not only for some 
wretches aid, Some banished lover, and some captive maid, 
but also to circulate Reports—such a Rumour wd. return from 
London to Petersburgh, and I had rather it was not known here 
that there was any question of my quitting this Place. I hear 
of domestic Politics only from you, and now and then a Letter 
from my Mother about the wickedness of Mr. Pox in supporting 
the wicked sheriffs of Middlesex. From the Pope, indeed, I 
have received some long Letters with accompanying documents, 
but my last from him was of the 30th of January. Mr. Hill’s 
conversation about Lady Hester and me is extraordinary. I 
rather think I have already told you of a generous and kind 
letter I received from her, of which I have taken no notice in 
any way whatever^ my neglect to her hangs a little heavy upon 
my Conscience. You see by my manner of writing to you that 
absence has not diminished, no not an iota of the unlimited 
confidence I have in you; but It is very late, near 4 o’Clock, and 
I must be up before 10 to receive a man upon Business. God 
bless you, ever, in Mrs. Inchbald’s sense, notwithstanding your 
prohibition. 

Writing from St. Petersburg in November, 1813, Sarah, Lady Lyttelton, says 
ol Princess Serge Galitzm: She is a woman about thirty, and has been most 
strikingly handsome, with wonderfully fine black eyes, coal-black hair, and a 
strangely powerful and sweet expression of countenance. Her conversation 
was very superior to any we have heard from foreign ladies yet; in admirable 
trench, and both lively and lovable. She is said to be perfectly virtuous 
Lord G. soupira en vain pour lrois ans, they say, and that, you know, sets her 
powers of resistance amazingly high. She leads a strange life; goes to bed at 
uhree in the morning, and stays in it twelve or thirteen hours, and carries her 
head and wears her shawl m a way of her own, which has got her the reputation 
of being an eccentric genius.”—The correspondence of Sarah, Lady Lyttelton 
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March 22d. 

I have really been so busy for some days that I have had no 
time to write nor time to “see the little Barbarian. I was this 

^ Morning obliged with the whole Corps Diplomatique to see an 
examination of a Convent of Girls in Geography, Music, Dancing, 
&c. It lasted six hours; the consequence of this has been that 
I have not had the pen out of my Hand since 9 o’Clock, and it 
is now 4 o’Clock in the Morning. I am sorry you did not make, 
acquaintance with Novosilsoff; he is a person of real Importance 
in the Affairs of Europe, and he is very unassuming and very 
sensible, and we are already become quite intimate. 

No. 62. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Chiswick, 

Wednesday (.dp. 24). 

The P. of Wales and Duke of Clarence din’d here in their 
return from the installation, where I think I was very stupid 
not to go, but there were great difficulties. I hear nothing ever 
equal’d the Splendour. Amongst other things I must tell you 
K.1 says the King cried very much when your Father’s Banners 
were brought in. I had just heard this, which, as you may 
suppose, pleas’d me, when the D. of Clarence began abusing 
the King in the most indecent manner; it disgusted me so much 
that I look’d perfectly grave, and on his telling me something 
and adding, “ Is not it too bad V I answer d: It must be bad 
indeed when even yr. R.H. cannot deny it. I suppose he was 
angry, but I do not care. They stayed very late, which tired 
me extremely. We made Duncannon dress up in K. s dress, 
which is magnificent but clumsy. 

Thursday, 25. 

There has been a good deal of Thunder today, which always 
disagrees with me, and I flatter myself is the cause of my extreme 
stupidity yesterday and today. I am going to Town, but 
Mr. Grey writes my Sister word that Mr. Pitt wants to put off 
the debate on account of the ball at the Queen s. I have told 
you of all the new Peers in my letter by the post; you will hear 
enough of them, but in case my letter does not reach you, these 
are the reported ones: Sir Ch. Middleton2 (present 1st Ld. of the 
Admiralty), Ld. Barham; Mr. Yorke3 (when he takes the Ad¬ 
miralty three months hence on Ld. Royston’s coming of age), 

1 

2 

3 

Duke of Devonshire. 
Admiral Sir Charles Middleton, first Baron Barham (1726-1815). 
Charles Philip Yorke (1704-1834). 
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Ld. Morden; Sir H. Mildmay,1 Ld. Fitzwater; Mr. Lygon,2 
Mr. Thelusson,3 and two others I do not remember. There is 
a debate. Georgiana and Caro are just return’d from the play— 
(my Sister, &c., are in the Country, ainsi le souper est chez moi). 
The Don gives so puzzled an account of what is going on we can¬ 
not guess what he means. 

Friday, 26. 

. . . More events. My letter was broken off with the intel¬ 
ligence that the Doctor and his friends have resign’d, and I 
suppose there can be no doubt, as Ld. St. Vincent and Ld. 
Auckland told it Mr. Grey. They nam’d Ld. Sid mouth and 
Ld. Buckinghamshire as having actually resign’d, and that their 
friends would follow. What can this be ? Why would Mr. 
Pitt ever bring them in, merely to have the disgrace of joining 
with them, without even securing the convenience of their 
support ? 

Saturday, 27. 

All London is in conjecture at this strange resignation. Sol 
din’d at the R1 Academy, where it was publickly announc’d. 
He saw the Pope, who told him it was true, but that Mr. Pitt 
never had told it him. The Doctor has tim’d it ill, for if he had 
gone out on Lord Melville’s business he would have created a 
great effect, with the cry of the Country as strong as it is. They 
say it is on the appointment of Sr. Ch. Middleton to the Ad¬ 
miralty and the Peerage Ld. Barham, with remainder to his 
Nephew. 

Sunday, 28 A'pril. 

I have seen the Pope, who rejoices at having got rid of the 
Dr. He thinks the latter has hamper’d himself by some promises 
to Ld. St. V., but that it is not yet over, and is still a doubtful 
point whether the Dr. or Mr. Pitt go out, and that he most 
heartily wishes the latter; but if not, the next best thing is to 
get rid of the Dr. at any rate. He said they were all delighted 
with you, which delights me. He seems in good Spirits, tho’ 
very gloomy about the Wl Indies, which he thinks are going to 
rack and ruin, and amongst other evils that C. Ellis will be 
taken. ... I am just return’d from the Don’s, where I din’d 
with Monsieur, Mad. de Coigny, Mad. de Vaudreuil and all the 
French; of English, only Ld. Pembroke, Ld. Grantham and Mr. 
Frere: with the latter I made a great acquaintance, and like him 
very much, tho il est un peu leste in his observations. . . . He 
ended with confirming the news of the Dr. and Ld. Buckingham- 

1 This rumour was not correct. 

180("Wllliam Lyg°n WaS n0t created Baron Beauchamp until 26th February, 

3 Peter Isaac Thellusson was created Baron Rendlesham 1st February, 1806. 
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shire being out. Ld. Westmoreland says they were at Windsor 
this morning to resign, but yet it is certainly true that the Pope1 
does not now know it from Mr. Pitt. 

Tho’ it is so late I must add a line. I return’d to the Don’s,2 
who had a drum (as he calls it) with all the Girls, and am just 
come back. I found your whole family there, both your Sisters 
as usual very kind to me, and your Sister in Law not only kind, 
but downright coaxing and full of questions about you. I 
found the whole room in sensation at a report of a reconcilia¬ 
tion between Mr. Pitt and the Dr. Mr. Sturges and Mr. Frere 
would not believe it, but soon after Lady Chatham came in 
and announc’d it publickly. Mr. Pitt went to the Dr. on his 
return from the King and stayed three hours with him (just at 
the time he had appointed the Pope, who was wondering what 
was become of him—bad Uncle,3 why would he be reconcil’d at 
all, or at least why not make the Dr. come to him ?). The end 
of it is the Dr. has yielded, but whether unconditionally or no 
reste a savoir. Your Sisters look very well, especially the Dss., 
who did my heart good by really seeming glad to see me. . . . 

Tuesday—The Toulon fleet appeard off Cadiz, and so superior 
to Sr. J. Orde that he was oblig’d to retreat.4 I hate this, but I 
hope the delay will enable Ld. Nelson to overtake them. 

Lady Stafford to G. L. G. 
May ye 1st, 1805. 

My dear Granville,—You will be glad to be inform’d that 
Mr. Can. spoke particularly well last Night—and with Energy, 
without the Violence which is so much criticized by his Hearers. 
All the Speeches of last Night, I am told, are sadly given in the 
News-Papers of this Day, Mr. Pitt’s Speech quite mutilated. 
Will111 Eliot thought Lord Castlereagh spoke better than he had 
ever heard him speak. The Opposition are more outrageous 
than ever; I trust that all their Tricks and Contrivances will 
fall upon themselves. How do you think of Lord Fitzwilliam 
making his Nephew vacate his Seat for the Borough of Malton, 
to bring in Mr. Grattan (that Irish Fire-Brand) till the Roman 
Catholic Question is over, believing (in which it is thought he 
will be disappointed) that Grattan will be of great Use to them 
in the H. of Commons. The K. has written a most handsome 
and kind Letter to Mr. P., thanking him for his steady Conduct 
in withstanding all the Efforts of Opposition, and for his Conduct 
in a late Transaction with the Dr., in which the Physician s 

1 Mr. Canning. 2 Lord Boringdon. 3 Mr. Pitt. 
i Sir John Orde (1751-1824), Admiral, was in command of the squadron ott 

Finisterre, 1804-05, when Villeneuve escaped through the Straits of 
Gibraltar and was joined by some of the Spanish ships. Orde had retired 

northwards before the superior force of the enemy. 
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Behaviour had dissatisfied his M-y very much. I hope when 
all this Bustle and Noise about Lord Melville subside, we shall go 
on prosperously, and as all true Lovers of their Country wish. 
I believe the Gren. Party has notified to the Foxites—that is to 
say, to Mr. Fox—that they cannot go all the Lengths to which 
they seem to be driving—of this I am not certain, but it is be¬ 
lieved. I must not forget to tell you that Mr. Hammond had 
flattered himself, when Ld. Harrowby and Mr. Eliot left the 
Office, that you would sometimes have written to him; I heard 
that he said he would complain to you of his being disappointed. 
This Morning I saw Monsr. Woronzow at Ld. H.’s; he inquired 
most kindlwafter you. and he hoped that you are as well satisfied 
with your Situation as every Body at St. Petersbourg are with 
you. He was very agreeable on the~iSubject. IlTave not got 
your Picture. Lawrence has not touch’d it since you left 
England; he pays no Attention to my repeated Messages. He 
is accused of constantly keeping all the Pictures that are pay’d 
for, and of sending those unpay’d Home to receive the Money 
when they are finish’d. That is a sad illiberal way of going on. 

May ye ith.—You will see by the News-Papers that Fox is 
return’d to his old Pranks of haranguing the Mob ! doing his 
utmost to make Confusion. He is a veritable Fire-Brand. He 
and his Party, I am told, repent their having undertaken to 
protect the Roman Catholic Bill, from finding that it is tho¬ 
roughly unpopular all over these Kingdoms, and the bringing 
Grattan (the Irish ring-leader) into our Parliament to support 
the Roman - Cathohc Question. It causes many injurious 
Opinions respecting Lord Fitz., his having placed Grattan in 
one of his Boroughs, they think, for the Purpose of Mischief and 
Confusion. Lord Melville’s History is very unfortunate at this 
Time, but I doubt not that the Noise, Violence, and Clamour 
of Opposition will do more for Lord Melville than his Friends 
can do for him, as it proves that their Clamour proceeds from 
the Desire to drive these Ministers out of Place, to make Room 
for the Fox Party. . . . 

No. 64. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
a . . May 1 st, 1805. 

bol has just had a note from Ly Affleck giving an account of 
the Hollands’ arrival at Falmouth. I cannot tell you how Had 
I am at the thought of seeing them, but I am frighten’d at the 
rapidity with which these years have pass’d: three years next 
month—does it appear so much to you ? On voit passer les 
jours apres les jours et enfin la vie—cette vie si courte et si 
troublee, et que nous attristons encore souvent nous memes par 
nos propres volontes. ... 1 
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Thursday, 2. 

I am much too nervous to write tonight. My poor Caroline’s 
fate is probably deciding for ever. I have long foreseen and 
endeavour’d to avoid what has just happen’d—W. Lamb’s 
proposing for her; but she likes him too much for me to do more 
than entreat a little further acquaintance on both sides, and 
not having this declar’d immediately which precludes all possi¬ 
bility of retreat. In some things, I like it. He has a thousand 
good qualities, is very clever, which is absolutely necessary for 
her; and, above all, she has preferr’d him from childhood, and 
now is so much in love with him that before his speaking I 
dreaded its affecting her health. But, on the other hand, I 
dislike the connection extremely; I dislike his manners, and still 
more his principles and his creed, or rather no creed. Yet to 
her his behaviour has been honourable and his letter is beautiful 
—amongst other things, he tells her: “ I have lov’d.you for four 
years, lov’d you deeply, dearly, faithfully—so faithfully that 
my love has withstood my firm determination to conquer it when 
honour forbad my declaring myself—has withstood all that 
absence, variety of objects, my own endeavours to seek and like 
others, or to occupy my mind with fix’d attention to my pro¬ 
fession, could do to shake it.” See how I am intruding what 
concerns myself only upon you, but my mind is so compleatly 
occupied with this, I could not write at all were I not to continue 
it. I have no news to tell you except frightful accounts from 
the W. Indies. Mr. Pitt seems to have weather'd the Storm a 
second time, but not as gloriously as the last. . . . 

No. 65. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 

Monday (May 6), 1805. 

... My Caro’s Marriage is settled and declared, and their 
love for each other and his behaviour have quite reconciled me 
to it. Indeed, it is impossible to see the change in her and 
have a doubt. I believe all her ill health, all the little oddities 
of manner and sauvagerie that us’d to vex me, arose from the 
unhappiness that was constantly preying upon her. ; . 

Tuesday, 1th— Mr. Pitt has given up L'1 Melville,,it is said, to 
the Dr. However that may be, he is to be scratch’d out of the 
Privy Council, and on the Committee yesterday Mr. Pitt also 
avow’d having borrow’d 40 thousand of the Navy money to 
lend to Mr. Benfield and Boyd1 to compleat the quota of the 

1 They were Government agents to whom Pitt had advanced this large sum 

out of money voted for the Navy Services. They shortly afterwards became 

bankrupt. 
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loan; some people say this is very bad, some that it does not 
signify in fact, but is impeachable according to the Act. The 
Hollands1 are come, looking very well. 

No. 65. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
[May 8), Wednesday. 

I sta11 beg111 my journal from Friday, as it will remind me of 
all the things I have forgot in the hurry of this last week—or, 
rather, from Thursday. We came home late from D H and 
entering my room, Caro gave me a letter from W.; and throwing 
hex arms round my neck, told me she lov’d him better than any 
thing but me but would give him up if I requir’d it. I told 
you how well she answer’d his letter, but all Friday pass’d in 
agitation on both her part and mine, for a letter from my Brother 
intimating his wish that Caro should belong to his son and hoping 

tPat a m°re 'ntimate acquaintance might bring this about 
added to our distress. As Caro wish’d nothing to be talk’d of 
till all was decided, she would not hear of W.’s coming to the 
House, and we met him at Dy. Lane. I never saw any thing 
so warm and animated as his manner towards her, and of course 
he soon succeeded m obtaining every promise he wished I had 

t0’ and he follow’d me int0 the passage 
(behind the D. lane box). I was very nervous, and on telling 
him I knew Lord B. join’d with me in leaving every thing to 
Caro s decision, he answer’d: “ And that decision is in my favour 
thank Heaven ! and so saying, threw his arms round me and 

a Me'xTA ^hat very moment I look’d up and saw the Pope 
and Mr. Hammond before me in the utmost astonishment. 
W., tnghten d at their appearance, started back and ran down 

toaW fb°p P ’ Can PpT- t0 7°^ m7 confusion’ but, unable 
y 3rT fl PoPe 8 mortifying conjectures even till all was de- 

T,?’ kflew afterjum’ and filing him out, told him the cause 
oi what he saw, and you can have no conception of his kindness- 
he was delighted quieted all my fears, assur’d me my objections 
were Idle-praisM William extremely, and did me moJe good 
than any one thing I had heard before. He touch’d ml to 

hl h^Tr i hl,sT kindness I could not resist pressing 
his hand to my lips (I hope it was not wrong ?). From the nlav 
we went to D. H. and had a most tragic scene with poor H^rk 
.vho, on hearing what had pass’d, went into violent hystericks’ 
reproach d Caro bitterly, saying he look’d upon her a/his wife’ 

They had been in Spain for three years. 
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that no plan he had ever form’d of future pleasure or happiness 
was separated from her, that she might think it hard to wait 
for him, but that he would have waited any time for her and 
had always been in hopes his papa would let him marry her 
when he was 18—in short, it ended with his being so ill we were 
oblig’d to send for Farquhar. Sunday, as the P. of Wales and 
Farquhar had been inform’d, and Lord B. receiv’d and accepted 
a formal proposal, all London came to wish me joy. Amongst 
these the Pope, who also talk’d to me a good deal of the sad 
state of Politics, and of his own uncomfortable situation, cer¬ 
tainly far remov’d from Mr. Pitt’s confidence and the last to 
hear any event—for, as he assur’d me, / have twice been the 
first to inform him of what happen’d in the Cabinet and what 
appeared next day in the news papers, tho’ both times he had 
been walking with Mr. Pitt a few hours before we met. I told 
him I understood the reasons for the Dr.’s remaining in was 
Mr. Pitt’s yielding to Ld Melville’s being scratch’d out of the 
Privy Council, and that it was to be done the next day. He 
assur’d me it was impossible, that he had then mention’d it to 
Mr. Pitt, who seem’d not to have heard of it. The next day 
came and, as you will read in the papers, Mr. Pitt acknowledged 
he had been oblig’d to adopt the measure. Sunday evs I went 
to White Hall and afterwards to D. H. al solito. Caro was gone 
to St. Albans with my Mother and William to Brocket. Monday 
I pass’d the Morning as before with tides of people to wish me 
joy, amongst them your two Sisters, both of them as kind as 
possible, but Charlotte1 talking to me with a degree of confidence 
and affection absolutely equal to my own Sister—there is scarce 
any thing I could not say to her. In the evg I went to Holland 
H., and was receiv’d with such warmth by both that it did my 
heart good. She is return’d in great beauty. I have seen 
Bartholomew Frere, but she assures me it is la bonne et paisible 
amitie. Tuesday I again din’d at H. H. with Morpeth, Mr. 
Fox, Fitzpatrick, Tierney and Mr. Frere. Wednesday we were 
all amaz’d at the account of Mr. Pitt’s examination. I wrote 
you word of the first thing, the bold avowal of which I think 
rather fine; the 2nd sounded less well, he acknowledged. Mr. 
[illegible] had come from the Bank to give him an account of 
the manner in which the money was made use of; in consequence, 
he says he spoke to Ld Melville, who denied that any such trans¬ 
action had taken place or that Trotter had any money in hand. 
. . . The Catholick Question came on to day; all the Bishops are 
going down to oppose it. Ld. Carysfort also opposes, but the 

1 The Duchess of Beaufort. 
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House is to be clear’d. . . . Ld. Larnsdowne1 is dead; lie has 
left 6,000 a year to Ld. Henry. . . . 

May 11. 

Commissioners are sent to try Sr. J. Orde for having fled from 
the French and sent home the W. India fleet unnecessarily, to 
the great distress and displeasure of the city. The fact is, he 
was taken up with getting prizes and dollars, and his Ships were 
too heavy laden to fight. He also disagrees compleatly with 
Ld. Nelson. I am miserable about Ld Melville; his nephew2 told 
me last night he was very ill, and so compleatly ruined by all 
this that he could not even keep the House at Wimbledon. I 
hear great praises of you, but cannot find out what you have 
done yet, as it is kept very secret. I shall, however,' hear to¬ 
morrow when I have seen the Pope. 

No. 16. 

G. L. G. to Lady B. 
March 31s£. 

I am very busy in diplomatic affairs, and you would tremble 
for me if you knew the difficult situation in which I am placed 
and the Responsibility I have upon my shoulders—and’m the 
midst of all this I am tortured with the Tooth-ache, worse almost, 
than I ever had it. I can neitherwalk about, nor sit still. It 
is really hard that when I am obliged tcTdiscuss and argue here, 
and whenPtrls~necessary to make a clear and forcible Repre¬ 
sentation at home of my Conduct, that I should be totally in¬ 
capacitated from making any exertion. 

April 1st 

lam still unwell; I have a bad Coldandiny^Eyesareinflamed, 
-J&djLet-I must Witte' And read. I have not seen the TWharih.n 
these three days; I have my mind too much occupied with the 
business upon which I am actually engaged to think of her or 

hvim-Wyhat is of much more consequence—the state of Politics 
at home. IfTis an odd way which my Brother has taken of 
notifying to me the Line he intends pursuing; he speaks not to 
Sol.3 himself, but to him thro’ the Medium of Lady P. I cannot 
take any decision. I certainly disapprove, and most heartily 
regret that Pitt should from any consideration have been in¬ 
duced to be reconciled to the Dr.; but, on the other hand, nothing 
can have been more flattering than the manner in which I have 
been treated in my Situation here both by him and Lord Mul- 

1 John, first Marquis of Lansdowne; born 1737, died 7th May, 1805. Lord 
Henry Petty was his second son by his second wife, Lady Louisa Fitzpatrick 
and succeeded as third Marquis, 

2 Lord Aberdeen, 3 Lord Morpeth. 
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grave they have shewn a confidence in me and a reliance upon 
my discretion such as is scarcely ever granted to a Foreign Minister. 
Foreign Politics is one, if not the most material feature in the £ 
conduct of the Govt. Well, if upon this Point they give me a , 
loose Rein, and act upon my Suggestions, how can I with any 
degree of Justice oppose those measures of some of which I was ( 
perhaps the originator, and of others the executor. 

No. 66. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Sunday (May). 

Y esterday (Saturday) I was taken up with writing for the 
Courier, and hearing Tom Grenville and Mr. Grey’s account of 
the debate in the H. of Lords. There is a strong report that 
Mr. Pitt will secede on Friday, but I should rather imagine he 
will follow Ld. Mulgrave’s ground, who probably spoke his 
sentiments in the H. of Lds. To day all London is en rumeur 
at the activity of the Bishops in another way. I was not at the 
opera, but sat at home with my two Children and then supp’d 
at D. H. In the middle of the ballet, as the clocks struck twelve, 
an order sent from the Bp. of London and forwarded by the 
Chamberlain came to D’Egueville to drop the Curtain, which 
was accordingly done. Today Ly. Salisbury, Ly. Stafford and 
Ly. Hertford have receiv’d a strong and rather harsh exhorta¬ 
tion toi put a stop to the Sunday concerts. Notice is also given 
that the Bishops intend all clubs (what would become of you ?) 
shall be clos’d on a Sunday. So far, tho’ I think it an unwise 
exertion of their power, they have still a right to say the observ¬ 
ance of the Sabbath falls under their cognisance, but they are 
also attempting a reform of hours which, however salutary, is 
very arbitrary. All assemblies, balls, &c., &c., are to end at 
twelve throughout the week; this will be, I should think, an 
arduous and vain attempt. I answer no part of your letter. 
What can I say ? When you go every night to the Barbarian 
and stay there some times tete a tete till three, the cause, what¬ 
ever it arises from, must end in being probably dangerous to 
you. I go tomorrow to St. A. and return Tuesday. . . . 

No. 18. 

G. L. G. to Lady B. 
April 20th and 24th. 

I see and acknowledge the Truth and Justice of your Lecture 
about TEe Barbarian, bufTT^owTiOlriiow'T anr-eufiramed7~she 
piques me into Perseverance. She is regarded by every body 

VOL. XI -S' 
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at Petersburgh as “ unstained and pur® as 18 ^ie white, 
and the contradictions and inconsistencies of her Conduct lead 
me to be of the same opinion. She seems to like me. . . . I 
go to her almost every Evening as usual. I am very often put 
SuTof humour by the long visits she receives from People who 
chnnot be hinted into going away. I have been occupied^ this 
Morning m'aTmelanchoIy way in attending the funeral of the 
Hanoverian Minister, who died here a few days ago. To me 
has devolved the care of all his Papers, as well as that of his 
funeral, &c. He was a quiet, good man, whom you may perhaps 
remember to have seen with the Duke of Sussex at Rome, his 

name was Tatter.1 
I know not whether I have repeated to you before that to you 

I owe the happiest Moments of my life, but a truer opinion was 
never uttered or written by me; and I am persuaded that if it 
had been my Lot to have been married to you, I should have 
passed a life of happiness such as is enjoyed by few people. When 
I used to praise you, I remember you told me always that I 
viewed you under a temporary delusion. Whether that were 
so or not, I will not pretend to say, but I can with sincerity 
affirm that to this moment I look upon you as far, far superior 
to any other human being I ever met with; and I look forward 
to the Time of our meeting with feelings of impatience such as 
I cannot describe. 

No. 67. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 

(May 15), Wednesday, 1805. 

I return’d from my Mother’s last night, but did not go out. 
W. L. came, and I heard from him and this morning on all sides 
of the brilliancy of Mr. Grattan’s Speech.2 Ld. Holland says 
the best proof of its goodness is that not a smile was seen at all 
Mr. G.’s contortions, which were as wonderful as his Eloquence. 
Last night’s debate I have just had an account of from Ld John 
Ta, which I enclose. Mr. Fox was very good in his reply. I 
have had millions of people all the morning, but am vex’d and 
fretted and anxious beyond measure concerning Mr. Arundel,3 
knowing nothing from him (which pray understand I am not 
blaming, but think quite right, however I may dislike it). My 
only channels of information are thro’ the Pope, thro’ a person 
tvho knows Count Woronzow very well, and thro’ Mme Gerebzoff, 
who some how or other knows every thing that is going on. 

1 Mr. George Tatter, Hanoverian Charge d’Affaires, died on 16th April 

aged forty-seven. 
2 On Catholic Emancipation. 
3 G. L. G., with reference to the Treaty with Russia. 
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From the two last of these I heard Mr. A.1 had compleated his 
business, and given in the settlement sign’d and seal’d (with 
many particulars concerning which, tho’ they alarm’d me in 
some measure, yet my confidence in his judgment made me feel 
secure would turn out well). Hearing this two different ways, 
I thought it would be immediately known by all concern’d, and 
mention’d it to Lord Morpeth, who, on questioning the Pope 
concerning it, found it to be known to no one. 

Thursday, 16. 

I broke off my history in the middle, as it was time to dress 
for Mrs. Dupre’s Masquerade, where I took my family. It was 
very splendid and very gay, and I walk’d all night with Lady 
Harrowby. To go on with my Story, I find he, Mr. Pitt, &c., 
&c., &c., all deny the signature of the settlement, and I am 
terrified lest there should be some misunderstanding that may 
be unpleasant to Mr. A. I mean, lest they should disapprove 
of any part, and therefore not reckon it settled when he does. 
I really have scarce a moment to write. My whole day passes 
in seeing milliners and Mantua Makers for Caroline’s marriage. 
I din’d at Holland House to day and return’d with Ld B. and 
Fitzpatrick, with whom I play’d at Chess all evening. Mr. 
Grey and Mr. Fox supp’d with the former and assur’d me Mr. A. 
was in some scrape for that they knew from undoubted authority 
(somebody thro’ whom Lord Grenville receives intelligence) of 
the signing of the settlement and yet when question’d it was 
publickly denied in the House by those most interested. Mr. 
Fox said: “ There is some mystery about all this, but never 
mind, I have a very good opinion of Mr. A.; he will get into no 
scrape, and do the best that can be done, I have no doubt.” 

Sunday, 19 th. 

To begin with news, I have just seen Lady Holland. There 
is a strong report of Jerome Buonaparte’s being taken and now 
in the downs, and also a report of 5,000 men being landed in 
Ireland this last week: I think they would have made more 
noise were it true. I wrote a few lines to you by Friday’s post, 
chiefly to tell you the Pope’s visit had cured my fears by his 
assurance that all was as it should be with regard to Mr. A., 
but he is sadly out of spirits as to public affairs e Dio sa che moi 
sara. Friday night my Sister had a great concert very brilliant 
in beauty; all your friends were there except Hetty, who remains 
in the country ill and out of Spirits. Do not think me unjust, 
but notwithstanding her letter, I cannot help thinking hopes 

1 Lord G. L. G. 
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are entertain’d that at Mr. Arundel’s return he will marry her. 
If I do not mistake, little Pauline1 has much the same plan. Of 
other marriages besides Emily Lamb and Ld. Cowper, the only 
extraordinary one is the present Ld. Lansdowne and Ly. Giffard 
—a Vulgar Irish woman near fifty and larger than Mrs. Fitz- 
herbert (at least, this is the account given of her). I suppose 
it is point d’honneur, for she has liv’d with him publickly as 
his Mistress for some years past. Ly. Maria Hamilton is sup¬ 
pos’d to be very much in love with Ld. Henry Petty, but I 
suppose it will not be reckon’d good enough; his Father to the 
last gave him hopes of a great fortune, but it does not exceed 
at the utmost £3,000 yearly, which, tho’ a good fortune for a 
younger Brother, is not a quarter of what he was taught to 
expect. Yesterday I rode for the first time for ages on a pretty 
new horse I have got. In the eveng I went to the Opera, and 
Mrs. Siddons or Roscius are a joke to Grassini’s acting the 
Oneiza.2 There is a ti ho perduto mio tesoro e vivo ancora 
and a mi muoie, Oh Dio ! that would draw tears from the most 
obdurate. She looks beautiful with her black dishevell’d hair 
and pale face, and when she exclaims, Oh scelerata Gloria, on 
her Brother’s triumph, the whole House rings again with ap¬ 
plause . 

21, Tuesday. 

I must send my letter off in a hurry, or it will be too late. 
It is positively said Lord Melville is to be impeach’d; I am quite 
unhappy for him. His nephew says he is compleatly ruin’d. 
They have parted with their House in Town and at Wimbledon; 
he is going to Scotland, she to Bath. The cause of their im¬ 
mediate distress is all this condition coming at once upon them. 
How shabby ! 

I have just got your letter of the 24th of April. I know 
preaching never yet did good, and now I must only close this 
with praying God to bless and guard you, dearest G. Thank 
you for thinking kindly of me. 

Tuesday, 21. 

The debate is very ill given, they say, in all the papers. Mr. 
Fox’s was a very fine Speech; he recommended strongly and 
openly a junction of parties, and declared that (tho’ he should 
always disapprove of the system of exclusion) he individually 
would be no impediment to the junction he thought so material 
for the country, but would rather submit to be excluded. All 
London is talking of nothing else, some approving, others angry. 
[Illegible] told him as he went out he had rather have follow'd 

1 Miss Pole. 2 Oneiza, in “ Thalaba the Destroyer.” 
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him to his grave than hear him make that Speech. Sheridan, 
too, is moving heaven and earth to throw all back again, and I 
doubt whether Mr. Pitt will meet him half way. 

Lady Stafford to G. L. G. 
■ London, 

May ye 31 at. 

Your Cousin, Lord Douglas, Breakfasted with me Yesterday, 
and seem’d much pleased with this House. He could say little 
of the Furniture, as the House contains little, and that of the 
most plain Sorts. With his Love, he desired me to say that 
you must chuse the only Essential Furniture in any House— 
that Piece of Furniture that either makes the Happiness or the 
Misery of a Man’s Life, which gave me an Opportunity of talking 
seriously to him on that Subject. But he is so odd ! so different 
from every other Man ! that I could not find out whether or no 
he means to marry. His great Coat, long Queue, and Fingers 
cover'd with gold Rings are as you left them, and he in every 
particular as foreign as when he came first from Abroad. I see 
little of his Brother (Arch.); no Matter of Regret to me, for I 
think him disagreeable, though very good natured. He is, I 
am told, a violent Politician, of the Holland House School. I 
have not heard any Thing of the fair Mistress of that ancient 
Mansion, but her great Unwillingness to return Home from 
amusing herself in Spain in the Way most agreeable to herself. 

No. 71. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Tuesday (ith June). 

One line only. Caroline was married last night: they are 
gone to Brocket, but the agitation has been too much for me. 
... I will write more tomorrow. 

No. 72. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Tuesday (June 7). 

. . . Ever since Caroline left me I have been so unwell I 
really could not write. It is very foolish, but I cannot tell you 
how much I feel the separation, and so does she. Sunday we 
went to Roehampton, and in the evening she was rather low and 
frighten’d. I told her W. L. would think it unkind if she was 
unwilling to go with him. She turn’d round to him and said: 
“ My dear William, judge what my love must be when I can 
leave such a mother as this for you. Girls who are not happy 
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at home may marry without regret, but it requir'd very strong 
affection indeed to overpower mine.” (I believe I told you this 
before, but it made a strong impression on me from her eager 
manner of saying it and the extreme kindness of his answer both 
to her and me; indeed, I am so flatter’d by my children it will 
turn my head.) She was very nervous at going away, which was 
increas’d by the immense crowd that gather’d in the Square. . . . 
Poor little Caro has been ill, and she would see nobody—not 
even me—till today. I am just going. Of news I know none. 
The K. told the Archb. of Canterbury on the Birth day that 
he should die in Peace from the Consciousness of having defended 
the Church in a moment of extreme danger, and that he hop’d 
the Majority in both Houses had laid the Catholick question 
asleep for ever. There never was a fuller birth day, and in the 
invitations to Buckingham House in the eveg much more pains 
was taken to mark those who voted for or against the Catholic 
Petition than those who voted with or against Gov. on other 
questions. Lord and Lady Grey were ask’d merely on account 
of his vote in that instance. I saw your Mother for a moment 
yesterday morning, better than she has been for some time; 
she talks of going immediately to the sea side. Think of being 
again almost arriv’d at Summer, tout passe et le chagrin comme 
autre chose. . . . My Sis. and all her family return’d home 
from a ball last night full of Hetty and the story of the accouche¬ 
ment which they insist upon she affiches—that is, she goes out 
without rouge, much fairer than she was, and so languid and 
faint that she did faint at Mad. Dupre’s. I do wonder what all 
this means. I should not have a doubt after the letter I saw, 
only you say nothing of it. From my soul I pity her, tho’ 
sometimes I fear she has been doing very wrong from the mis¬ 
taken notion that I deceiv’d her—but no matter. I defend her 
thro’ thick and thin among those who are strongly prejudic’d 
against her. Every thing concerning Russia seems sunk into 
the profoundest calm; it is a subject no more mention’d than if 
such a country and such a negociation did not exist—except 
when Lord Hawkesbury’s society chuse to give dark mysterious 
hints that puzzle and frighten me, but are, in fact, totally in¬ 
comprehensible. . . . 

G. L. G. to Lady B. 
Saturday, May 3. 

Just before my Dinner arrived the German Mail, and with it 
a set of English Newspapers (half of my newspapers come with 
my Letters by Sweden, and another set by Hamburgh). Well, 
the latter are arrived, and in the last the account of the Debate 
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upon Whitbread’s Motion on the 10th Report. What do you 
think was my feeling upon the Result of the Debate ? An 
unchangeable and steady system of administration is so neces¬ 
sary for any thing like success in foreign Politics, that I confess, 
situated as I am here, I dislike as long as I remain that any 
thing should occur which should give cause to distrust the con¬ 
tinuance of the same system which has connected these two 
Countries. I felt also sorry for Dundas, for though his conduct 
is not to be defended, I do not see in the transaction that base 
vile desire of gain which revolts one whenever it is discovered; 
but I felt also satisfaction at the manifestation to the world 
that the House of Commons are not a body blindly obedient to 
a minister, and that when upon questions of general politics, 
of defence Bills, &c., &c., he can command a majority of 150, 
that upon one in which there is question of turning to his private 
advantage the property of the public, such majorities cannot 

be relied upon. 
Sunday. 

Willy and I have been playing at Chess to night; I gave him 
a Bishop and had great difficulty in beating him. He is a very 
nice and amiable boy; he has a degree of prudence and discretion 
of which I never saw the parallel, but he is very shy and re- 
reserved ; I have the greatest difficulty in persuading him to 
go into Society, and when he is with Foreigners I scarcely ever 
observe him to answer more than “ oui ” or “ non ” to what 
they say to him. In point of health I think he is really better 
than when he left England, he looks stouter and more manly, 
and if he would but go to bed earlier and not get up so late, I 
doubt not but that his Cheeks would become blooming. Upon 
this subject I have repeatedly talked to him (certainly not 
angrily, for I have never said an angry word to him since he has 
been with me), but very seriously—I fear, however, not with 
much Effect. When I return home late at 2 o’Clock in the 
morning, he is the only person I find not gone to Bed. He has 
written a great deal for me and has really been very^ useful. 
He seems to be getting on in German; he reads daily Greek or 
Latin with Mr. Pitt, and assures me that he translates and re¬ 
translates French very constantly, and that he is much im¬ 
proved. He will have seen with me sufficient of the Diplomatic 
Line to be able to decide whether it is a profession into which 
he wd. like to enter; if it should suit his Taste, I am sure he has 
two of the great Essentials towards success in that Line, which 
are good abilities and great discretion. _ I am pretty well this 
Evening, but a good deal of cough remaining. 
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Monday. 

I have been so much better to day, that if it had not been 
for a cold Easterly wind, I should have gone out airing this morn¬ 
ing. I had a very long visit from the Austrian Ambassador 
this Morning, who seemed to think it necessary to make up by 
the length of his visit for the number of times he told me he 
had lately called when I was too unwell to receive him; he came 
into my Cabinet de Travail, and was so struck with the Machinery 
of the Penna Duplex that he begged me to procure him such a 
one from England. Will you undertake the Commission, but 
remember not to forget it ? 

Friday, 9th. 

I have neglected writing to you for two days; on Tuesday I 
was occupied with examining my Iron and Coal accounts, and 
writing to Mr. Woodhouse respecting them. Prince Czartoryski 
was with me also all the Evening. On the following day I went out 
airing for the first Time, and in the Evening went to Czartoryski’s, 
and being once out I called in-my way home on the Barbarian.1 
She seemed delighted to see me, but there were people there, 
and I was too much tired to outstay them, so that no practical 
effusions of pleasure at meeting after near a fortnight’s Separa¬ 
tion ensued. I was obliged last night, though still very weak 
and having a good deal of cough remaining, to go to a grand 
Ball given by the Empress Mother, and I was so tired with the 
heat and standing up that I tumbled into Bed the moment I 
got home. The attention she shews to her Guests is beyond all 
example; we ambassadors are the only men who have the honour 
of sitting at Supper at the same table with the Empress and the 
Grand Dutchesses, but the Empress Mother never sits down, 
but walks round the different Tables talking to each person; 
she standing, and we the people continuing to sit still. There 
is something extremely interesting in the young Empress;2 she 
has a beautiful expression of countenance, but withal an air of 
melancholy that is quite touching. I danced with her a Polon¬ 
aise which is nothing more than a walk about the Room, handing 
the same Lady for about five minutes. I assure you I was quite 
moved by the Tristesse of her manner of talking. The Emperor 
treats her with respect, but there is great mutual coldness 
between them; it is doubtful on which side the coldness first 
began. The more one knows and hears of the Emperor, the more 
one must like him—his whole object in Life seems to be to make 
his subjects happy; he has a strong sense of Justice, great 

1 Princess Galitzin. 

2 The Empress Elizabeth (1779-1826), was a Princess of Baden. She was 
marned to the Emperor Alexander, 9th October, 1793, when he was only 
sixteen. J 
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generosity, and great mercy in his disposition; he has nothing 
of Ostentation, and goes about on Horseback followed by no 
one but a single groom, and in the plainest sort of Carriage with 
one footman. 

No. 73. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Brocket House, 

June. 

I came here yesterday and found Caro very nervous, but she 
soon recover’d, and the menage seems very comfortable. I 
never saw any thing so kind as he is; but, really, being married 
is a state of great sufferance to a Girl in every way. I do think 
it very hard that men should always have beau jeu on all occa¬ 
sions, and that all pain, Moral et Physique, should be reserv’d 
for us. It was very provoking to me yesterday only to hear of 
the Messenger going just as I was setting out—a sort of judge¬ 
ment, I suppose, for not having a letter ready; but, kind as you 
are in taking interest in my concerns, the details of a marriage 
with all the fears and frights of Mother and Laughter could 
not engage you much, and could I write on any other subject 
at such a moment ? Every time I read over your last letter it 
makes my heart ache. ... I cannot bear your suffering so 
much and being so far remov’d from all your friends. . . . 
Your account of Willy, on the whole, gives me great pleasure; 
I was so afraid of his being an encumbrance instead of any use 
to you. He must try to conquer his shyness and Laziness, 
especially the latter. Pray tell me parL-parenthese howSilcncc1 
goes on, and what makes him so unpopular ?_I told you what 
Count Woronzow said of him, and I have heard him otherwise 
Terribly found fault with._Do you like him ? Pray, how is the 
Pc.nrm. Duplex to be sent to you for I find it is too large for the 
Messenger ? I am answering your letter as I read it; you prob¬ 
ably have forgotten it. I cannot help feeling grateful to the 
Company at the Barbarian’s'; the meeting would have been too 
tender'Tele a'Lete. Pray do not fal l in love with the young 
Empress. . . . IsTB true that Prince Czartorysfois her lover ?— 
and Low can the Emperor be so amiable and yet treat a creature 
every one reckons beautiful and interesting with coldness ? I 
have just got a letter from my Sis., who tells me an Ad1 polling- 
wood2 is the only Ad1 Ministers allow to have behav’d well. 
She also tells me another story of Mr. Adair’s absurdity. An 
old Frenchman at Richmond says he saw a handsome French 
lady walking up and down the terrace with a Servant and a 

1 Mr. Stuart. 
2 Cuthbert Colbngwoocl, first Lord Collingwood (1750-1810). 
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dog, shewing evident marks of impatience. At length the 
servant and dog were dismiss’d, and Adair supplied their place; 
suddenly she gave a loud shriek and he disappear’d. She ran 
up to the old Frenchman: “ Vous etes mon compatriote, Monr; 
voulez vous me rendre un grand service ?” “ Volontiers, 
Madame, si cela depend de moi.” “ Savez vous ou est le Mon¬ 
sieur qui etoit tout a l’heure avec moi ?” “ Ma foi ! je n’en 
sais rien.” “ Eh bien, Monsieur, j’ai lieu de croire qu’il va se 
noyer comme un suicide;” and so saying, she took his arm and 
rush’d down the Hill, where on a stone on the bank of the Thames 
sat Adair in an attitude, with his hands covering his face and 
supported on his knee. On their approach he started up wildly, 
and running towards the brink, was preparing to jump, when 
Mad. d’H. threw herself into his arms and fainted. “ Voyant 
la tournure que prenait la chose, je crus qu’on pouvait se passer 
de moi; je les ai quitte done, pour leur donner le loisir de se 
noyer, ou de se marier comme bon leur semblerait.” 

Sunday, 9th. 

Ld B. and D. go back to London tonight. Tuesday comes on 
the impeachment debate. If I was Lord Melville I should 
bribe the news papers not to take up my defence, or at least 
not in the style of the Oracle of yesterday. I do not believe 
Ld. M. to have any motive but general carelessness about money 
concerns (and no one knows better than I do how many very 
wrong things may be done by carelessness and distress united, 
even by the most honourable and generous people); but certainly 
Ld. M.’s defenders would lead one to think they imagine him 
capable of any fraud, and only pride themselves at his not having 
denied borrowing ten thousand pound of the Public money, 
when by his high situation he might have pocketed it unques¬ 
tion’d. 

Brocket, 

Monday, \0th. 

I am still here, but go back to town tomorrow; we are out all 
morning and in the evening William reads to us while she and 
I draw. I hope from my heart they will be happy, and I think 
they promise to be so; he is delightful, and his maimer to me 
every thing I could wish, but, as Harrio1 says, it is not enough 
for a man and woman to like one another and marry, but they 
must also marry Father and Mother, Brothers and Sisters on 
both sides, jusqu’au Petit cousin, that wore out even Belphegor’s 
patience.2 I like William of all things, but I could dispense 
with some of his entours—but this I must not even whisper. 

1 Lady Harriet Cavendish. 2 By Dennery and Fournier. 
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Tuesday. 

Ld. B. is just come back from the H. of C.; he saw the cere¬ 
mony of Lord Melville’s introduction. He sat with his hat on 
in the middle of the House, but on speaking he took off his Hat 
and leant on the back of the Chair. How distressing a situation 
with every eye turn’d on him, and most of them Hostilely. 
The Penna Duplex is come home pack’d and ready to send, but 
how is it to go ? I must consult Mr. Broughton. 

No. 74. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
June 12. 

I am writing to you to the sound of the fiddles and tabours of 
a ball which is still going on for Caro’s marriage; first 1’Office 
and now the Servants’ Hall are footing it away in honour of her, 
and I conclude getting very drunk, as I heard my health this 
moment drank with three loud cheers. All this gaiety does not 
make me feel the House less forlorn without her, but she is so 
happy it would be very selfish not to feel so also. Last night X 
went to White Hall, but some how or other I am not comfort¬ 
able. The Thorn (William’s Mother), tho’ she seem’d delighted 
with the marriage, has throughout had a degree of sharpness 
towards me that is very unpleasant to me. Yesterday, after 
various very unpleasant cuts, she told me she hoped the Daughter 
would turn out better than the Mother, or William might have 
to repent of his choice, and would not (like many Husbands) be 
made to repent impunement'. This was said half joke, half 
earnest; but there are subjects too sore to bear a joke. Con¬ 
sidering all things, I think the observation, however deserv d, 
would have been better omitted. I felt hurt and possibly could 
have retorted, but check’d myself, however, and only said 1 
hoped and believ’d she would prove much better— especially 
(I added) with the help of your advice ” (I would not say ex¬ 
ample) Tout cela m’attriste; whether it is a plan of subduing 
me, or, as my Sister thinks, a little jealousy from fancying 
William pays me more attention than her (which is far from the 
truth), I do not know, but it is uncomfortable. I have been all 
to day reading the debates to G. Ld. Melville’s Speech appears 
to me impressive, but I do not think it has had all the effect 1 
should have imagin’d; he seem’d very nervous, they say, poor 
man ! And Whitbread’s was very coarse; but I cannot under¬ 
stand his not pressing for trial if he feels innocent, instead o 
wishing to avoid it; and it strikes me he was injudicious m seeming 
to doubt the impartiality of any jury, Peers or other, that might 
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try him, as it must give offence. What can he mean by this 
mysterious 10 thousand ? I like his stoutness in saying he 
would have borne any Obloquy rather than own the 40 thousand 
till Pitt did so. I do not think Mr. Pitt defends him warmly 
enough; why does not he make one of his brilliant speeches ? 
I suppose he reserves himself for tomorrow. 

Thursday. 

Duncannon waken’d me at six this morning to tell me the 
extraordinary event of the debate. What have your friends 
been about ? Both Mr. Fox and Mr. Grey declare they neither 
expected or wish’d it, and that if Mr. Pitt had exerted himself a 
little he might have beat them. If he had contriv’d to bring 
the 2d question forward first (the criminal prosecution), all our 
friends would have voted against it; that done away, it is prob¬ 
able the impeachment would have been thrown out, but if not, 
surely it was much the best of the two. What do you say now 
to the Dr. ? I cannot bear his triumph both over Mr. Pitt and 
in some degree over Opposition; and there is no one has done 
well but the Pope. He in true, manly honesty and courage 
stood forth alone, in defiance of Public opinion, in defence of 
the friend he thought wrong’d; every other friend or dependant 
have left him to his fate. Even Mr. Pitt could listen to Hiley 
Addington and Mr. Bond, and not say one word to prop or 
give an impression in his favour: I do pity him from my heart, 
but I think Mr. Pitt must also feel it heavily and deeply. 

Friday. 
Thank Heaven ! the debate has pass’d off better than I 

expected: Whitbread’s resolution was very mild; Pitt made a 
most excellent Speech in his best manner and perfect good taste; 
Fox answer’d extremely well, but rather complimentary to p! 
than otherwise'. Mr. Lascelles’ amendment was so little different 
that I wonder it was not at once adopted by Op.; as it was not, 
I wonder some of P. s friends did not try for a division—the 
House was so clearly in his favour, and none of ye Grenvilles 
(Mr. Windham excepted) and very few of old Op. attending. 
Sol1 came away early and thought Mr. Windham spoke not well 
and illiberally; he thought the Pope a little provok’d it, but I 
do not wonder, as it must have been tempting to try for a 
division which would be such a triumph for Mr. Pitt and a nuzzle 
to the Medicis.2 ^ 

Sunday, 16. 

• • • ye Bishops will not let the opera go on after twelve, 
D Egueville thought proper to let down the curtain at half after 

1 Lord Morpeth. 2 Lord Sidmouth’s party. 
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eleven in the middle of the ballet, to revenge which some Gallant 
Heroes from the Pitt, such as Mr. Dillon, &c., chose to destroy 
not only the scenes, Chandelier, trap doors, &c., &c., but all the 
poor Violins, Harps, Harpsichord, and tear all the Manuscript 
Score Music, so that for half an hour less dancing we poor peace¬ 
able subscribers shall be depriv’d of any more operas this year. 
Several people were hurt, for then they threw the chairs and 
forms from the boxes and Galleries into the Pitt. 

I din’d at Hd H., sat some time by poor Ld. Holland’s bed, 
who is very bad with the ague, and who, feeling very low at 
dinner when he was left alone, sent for Alexandrine, Ly.H.’s 
maid, to tell him a story ! My neck was nearly broke in my 
return in a fray that took place between Munday and a Gentle¬ 
man’s servant who struck my horses and was very insolent to 
me; I supp’d at D. H.—la famille; but was vex d at what I 
heard there. I have been in great hopes that the Medici s 
shabbiness and Mr. Fox’s civility would lead to some good, and 
the Pope was in such spirits all yesterday it confirm’d this; but 
alas ! he told yr. belle Soeur today another vile, shabby, patch d 
up reconciliation had taken place. How can Mr. Pitt thus 
sacrifice honour for a few paltry votes which he cannot make 
sure of ? for now these people know he fears them. “ Moniat 
knows her power and will make use of it,” on 1 abusera de 
deplaisir, and he will wait; but it is too late to go out or to stay 
in with honour. He had already done so, only, thanks to the 
brilliant debate Mr. Whitbread’s folly brought on, he had another 
opportunity, and if immediately after he had by some act of 
Vigour avow’d his resentment for the Medici’s conduct, I do 
befieve he would have been stronger than before he joined them. 
I know Mr. Fox thinks so. The King din’d with Lord Grenville 
at his Country House, and was all civility to him and the P. of 
Wales. Civility is the order of the day every where. I was 
quite shock’d to day with hearing of the death of Mrs. Walker; 
she seem’d so gay and well a very short time ago. 

Tuesday, 18. 

I got letters yesterday—letters that gave me joy and pain, as 
all yours do. I cannot bear your illness do not be surpris d 
if you see me arrive. For Heaven’s sake ! quit a_Climate which 
evidently disagrees witliybu, and return where you are so miss’d, 
siTwish’d for, long’d for, waited for. ... I am going to St. 
Albans and shall write more on my return, but send this for 
fear of a Messenger. I send the Penna Duplex: it is directed 

by mistake to W. 
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G. L. G. to Lady B. 
(20th May). 

. . . How do you think I have been occupied these last two 
hours since I wrote the foregoing ? In looking over your Letters. 
The Numbers are all complete to No. 58 inclusive, excepting 
No. 3, which deficiency is made up by a Letter without any 
Number. Have I been so ungracious as not even to acknowledge 
the various presents of books and Prints you have sent me ? 
I have read Mad. de Pompadour and am reading Marmontel. 
Some anecdotes in the former are amusing, but I am provoked 
with the vanity of Marmontel; the uninteresting details of his 
superiority over the dirty little boys with whom he was at School 
are so tedious that I was very near giving up reading the book 
altogether; having found, however, a passage marked by your 
hand, the book has acquired a very considerable additional 
Interest with me, and I shall read all the four volumes. The 
Print of Pitt is a very strong likeness; you have sent me another, 
but I am at a loss to know of whom it is the Portrait. I wish I 
could find any thing to send to you from here. A Baron 
Stroganoff, who is appointed Minister in Spain, passes thro’ 
London on his way to Madrid; I shall give him a Letter of re¬ 
commendation to you and your Sister. He is really a clever 
man, and he has shewn himself an adept in one art in which you 
have excelled, though not to the same degree as your Sister: 
I mean that of spending Money.WEEs Lxtravn,glmceTiefe~three 
or four years ago is proverbial; his fetes are represented as 
exceeding in magnificence what we read of in fairy tales. When 
his money was exhausted he sent his wife and children to travel, 
and he shut himself up out of all society, and has been reading 
indefatigably. 

" ' May 22d. 

I am still unwell and afraid of going out. ... I have just 
received the English Newspapers by the way of Hamburgh up 
to the 26th of April. I find Pitt has rallied his Forces in the 
House of Commons. I have not read the Debate very atten¬ 
tively, but I think Canning’s defence of himself in not turning 
out Mr. Wilson perfectly satisfactory. I confess I am a little 
disgusted with the violence with which the attack is carried on 
by your friends, and I cannot see what occasion the D. of D 
had to sign his name to a Requisition to the Sheriff of Middlesex". 

May 24th. 

I was very busy all yesterday reading over Papers sent to me 
by Gzartoryski, he came and sat with. m6 in the Evening, and 
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was very agreeable. I went out for the first time, and contrary 
to the advice of my Physician, at eleven, to sit an hour with the 

Barbarian. . . 
No. 75'. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Holywell, 

June 19 th. 

I came here to my Mother’s yesterday to meet Caroline and 
her Husband and brother-in-law, George L. She looks very 
well, but so unlike a wife, it is much more like a School Girl. 
As according to the hours of this house I am up at day break 
that is, at nine o’clock—I am attempting to write to you while 
my Mother is busy; but I am, alas ! fast asleep, the sure con¬ 
sequence of what are call d good hours. . . . 

I was stupid enough to be puzzled at first with a passage in 
your letter (where you tell me that without hearing from me 
you have had some communication with me), till I recollected 
Marmontel; there are many parts amusing but many dull, and 
on the whole it certainly is not as amusing as with those materials 
it ou^ht to be. . . . I send you Mad. de Stael’s publication of 
Necker’s maxims; it is affected, like all her language, but with 
pretty things. The worst is the disgusting way she has of 
talking of her affection for her Father as if she was in love with 
him- regretting not having been married to her Father shocks 
and appears to me perfectly unnatural it takes off from, instead 
of adding to, that pure, delightful tenderness affectionate children 
feel for their Parents. I hate spoiling what is good by trying 
to make it better. Leo the 10th, by Roscoe, is too big to send 
you unless you wish it—four large quarto Volumes—and the 
Revence de Marmontel trop rabattu ; these are the only new 
books at present, except Massinger’s plays, with notes by Mr. 
Gifford. I also send you a fashionable seal as Caro does to Willy, 
the setting of the seal must represent your crest, et “ point de 
Salut ” sous lettres Saxonnes—unless you chuse your motto on 
the seal instead. This or a thing that looks like a cork screw 
are la vogue, but do not let it quite supersede poor tornero, that 

I so seldom have to bless my Sight with. . . . Thuraday^ 

I told you, I believe, that Agioli had a beautiful concert on 
Monday at Dev. House, where I sat ye greatest part of the night 
with your two Sisters, both in the highest beauty. Mr. Hill 
came and told me all sorts of history about you chiefly, however, 
that you had succeeded better and quicker than any one else 
could have done. But all round the room first from Mr. Grey 
and then twenty others, I heard nothing but of your being m 
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disgrace with the Emperor on account of some woman. Now, 
you assur’d me you withdrew at once from the beautiful Pole, 
and you have been so taken up since, I think it impossible. 
Driving four in hand is rather too much—I do not know why I 
say four, for if I took England into the reckoning, dozens would 
scarcely suffice’.' Fye, G-.! what a character you bear ! I find 
from Mr. Grey that the Pope spoke to him and his Brother in 
Law1 today to see if nothing could be done to change the Criminal 
Prosecution for Impeachment. They have no objection, and it 
would certainly be better; but there are fears of the House, 
especially the Saints,2 objecting. How angry the Medicis will be 
if it can be manag’d ! How surpriz’d you must be at the various 
events which come to you in a lump without preparation—when 
we are all staring who see the gradations; who would have 
thought at the beginning of this year that Mr. Pitt would be 
asking as a favour from Op. to try to obtain impeachment for 
Ld. Melville !—and doubts be entertain’d whether even this 
could be manag’d because the Medicis are grown so Powerful 
they over-awe the Cabinet, and by being able to decide the 
Majorities which way they will, in fact command Mr. Pitt, the 
Opposition and the Country! Vergogna, Yergogna! You 
know, I suppose, J. Villiers is out of Park ? He expected, I 
believe, your Brother would give him his liberty, but in con¬ 
sulting- him upon his doubts yr. Brother only advis’d him to 
take the Chiltern Hundreds. I forget who is in his room. 
Tuesday I went to St, Albans and return’d yesterday to a ball 
at my Sister’s, where I again sat with your Sisters and a good 
deal with Lady Cahir, who is just return’d from Ireland, where 
she has been very ill. She talk’d a great deal of you, and Sol 
was kinder to her than usual, which brighten’d up her coun¬ 
tenance. . . . 

Sheridan was at the ball for the first time this year: he fol¬ 
low’d me about like my Shadow, and wanted to sit by me at 
supper (always pretending to cry), but Sol took hold of 
me, and pushing me up close to the P. of Wales, squeez’d 
himself in between Sheridan and me, for which I was much 
oblig’d to him. . . . 

No. 76. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Sat. (June 22). 

. . ; I was sent for to my Sis., and found her under Phipps’s 
hands in agony. Luckily it is the same eye as before, but she 
suffers dreadfully. She cannot bear the least degree of light, 

1 Mr. Whitbread. 

2 Lord St. Vincent’s friends; he had been First Lord of the Admiralty. 
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and as I am almost constantly with her it prevents my writing. 
You heard of Mr. Fox’s delightful Speech on Thursday. The 
yelping underlings of opposition have tormented and goaded him 
till they made him undo all again yesterday; notwithstanding 
which Mr. Dent gave an Opposition dinner to day, or, as he told 
Mr. Grey, a Ministerial dinner (I am afraid he forestalls; nothing 
so good as a junction will take place)'. 'Whitbread, Mr. Grey, 
Sheridan, Lord Morpeth, and more of the same sort. Lord 
Morpeth got so drunk he could hardly stand or speak, but he 
said the dinner was pleasant. They were all for giving way on 
the point of impeachment. Sheridan said the Attorney General 
was Diabolus Regis, and should have nothing to do with it. At 
the end of dinner Mr. Dent drank success to a junction, Sheridan 
shook his head, but Mr. Grey fill’d him a bumper, and quoting 
from his own song, said: “ Let the toast pass.” Good night; it 
is past three,. My Sister continues quite shut up. 

Sun., 23. 

I can only bid you good night; I am weary in mind and body. 
My poor Sis. has been very ill all day, and it is now near four 
in the morning. What say you to the fate of Genoa H Think 
of Eugene Beauharnais almost a Sovereign. I wonder whether 
the Dss. of Bedford has any regrets; the Dss. of Gordon avows 
hers. By the by, poor woman! she has broken the back sinew 
of her leg and is quite Lame. She is going to be separated from 
the D. of G., but complains of the shabbiness of 5,000 a year. 

Monday, 24. 

. . . When the King was told of Ld. Rosslyn’s2 death, he 
would not for a long time believe it, but repeated constantly, 
“ Are you certain ?” The person who inform’d him reiterated 
his assurances, but with great caution, conceiving the doubt to 
arise from his grief; At length he was convinc’d, and then said: 
“ Well, be it so; he has not left a greater Rascal behind him.” 
Did I tell you this story before ? I feel as if I did, and it was 
not worth twice telling. Je me repete cruellement, but that 
must happen in writing as I do. I have just seen the oculist 
who attends my Sis., and who was sent for express to day to 
the King. His eyes are in a dreadful state, encreas’d by the 
irritation of his nerves and heat in his blood. His tour is to be 
put off'. Poor man ! I pity him; he dreads blindness, and yet 
dreads as much the consequence of an operation. All this is a 
great secret, and would ruin the oculist were he known to talk. 

1 Napoleon had annexed Genoa and Parma, and assumed the title of King 
of Italy. 

2 Alexander Wedderburn, first Earl of Rosslyn (1733-1805). 

VOL. II 7 
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He has only, I believe, to my Sis. and me, whom he has known 
so long. The King ask’d him how long he might retain his 
sight without an operation. Phipps answer’d till the cataracts 
were compleatly form’d, which might be sooner or later, but^cer¬ 
tainly within twelve Months. “ Then,” said the King, the 
operation is useless, for I shall not be alive twelve months hence. 

Tuesday, 25. 

Think of me a good Foxite being rather pleas’d than not at the 
defeat of opposition tonight. Mr. Grey, Mr. Whitbread, Sheri¬ 
dan, with all the chiefs (Mr. Fox excepted), were for granting 
the impeachment, but Mr. Fox suffer’d himself to be over per¬ 
suaded by some underlings whose whole aim is to link him to 
the Medicis, in which, thank Heaven ! they will not succeed. 
Nothing appears to be more harsh and inconsistent than pro¬ 
posing impeachment as a proper mode of Trial, and this merely 
because a few of the Addingtons jockied the House out of a vote— 
the moment Ld. Melville seem’d to wish it, to refuse it him. Sol 
came away, which I was very glad of; there was no very good 
speaking. I cannot bear the Adds, having the casting vote in 
nearly every question as they have had lately; but yet what a 
state—with numbers of the Op. out of Town or staying away, 
with some of the Medicis afraid and keeping aloof, and with all 
the exertions Mr. Pitt could make, carrying it only by twenty 
three ! It is suppos’d it will be in the H. of Lds. and not West¬ 
minster Hall. What strange things happen ! Sol and I were 
agreeing you would doubt your own eyes, if without hearing any 
thing previous, you merely saw a list of those who voted for 
and against this impeachment; all Ld. M.’s friends for, all his 
enemies against. 

Thursday, 27. 

Caroline and William are return’d to Town; they are with me 
for the present, and I have made them a very comfortable apart¬ 
ment. My Sis. is better. Lord Morpeth din’d here; he had just 
seen Phipps, who came from the King: he was terribly agitated 
at signing the commissions for execution. He said to Phipps: 
“ I wish to go into Gloucestershire, for tho’ I can see nothing, I 
may still have the pleasure of shewing my family what is worth 
seeing, and I shall not be very long with them to do so.” We 
supp’d at D. H. last night, but my Sis. was not well enough to 
see Caro. 

Friday, 28. 

... I find Hetty was with Lady Harrowby for two hours. 
The Don1 told me he knew as a fact that Hetty took poison on 
Mr. Arundel’s2 going out of England, but that by being sick it 

1 Lord Boringdon. 2 G. L. G. 
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only made her ill without killing her. If this is so, it explains 
the note she wrote Mr. A. just as he was setting out and her 
saying, “ Never mind me; you shall see what I will do.” The 
Don talk’d a good deal, too, about the other circumstance so 
much believ’d in London. I told him that I was certain, what¬ 
ever might have pass’d between them before his departure, he 
never gave her the least reason to imagine he had any thoughts 
of her as a wife; that I behev’d all the stories were false, but if 
true, that my opinion of Mr. A. was such I was sure it must have 
been her fault as much as his. He agreed with me in this, but 
Heaven knows how it is all to end. 

No. 21. 

G. L. G. to Lady B. 
May 21th, 1805. 

• • • ^ have been passing my Evening, as usual, with the 
Barbarian. Lfen1 J±itroff7whom you saw in England last summer, 
was there; indeed, he jseems to seek her society almost as much 
as I do—he professes nothing but Friendship^. . . We had a 
long argument to night upon the character of Robespierre. 
Hitrofi holds him up as a Hero, a Patriot, and thus he supports 
his opinion—that, attacked as France was by a general con¬ 
federacy of all Europe, she had no Means of salvation but in the 
employment of all her resources, both in money and men; that 
the first could not be got at, nor the latter driven to the armies, 
but by the Establishment of the System of Terror; that the 
System of Terror could be kept alive only by devoting daily to 
death numbers of persons indiscriminately of all ages and of 
both Sex; that the poverty in which he died, and the humble 
style of his manner of living during the Time of his illimited 
power, prove that his conduct was influenced by no view of 
self gratification; and his argument then finishes with the con¬ 
jecture that if he had been allowed to live till all danger to France 
from external Enemies had been entirely at an End, he wd. 
have abandoned his Power, even though Such an abdication 
would necessarily have been followed by the sacrifice of his Life. 
There is some ingenuity in this argument, but he did not con¬ 
vince me nor the Barbarian, who observed que c’etoit le beau 
ideal Politique. 

G. L. G. to 6r.' Canning. 
St. Petersbukgh, 

June ls£, 1805. 

My dear Canning,—I scarcely receive a Letter or Newspaper 
from England that does not give me fresh reason to lament 
Pitt’s acceptance of Power upon the condition of excluding Fox 
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from a Participation of it. He flattered us at the Time, I re¬ 
member, with the Hope that by an habitual Intercourse with 
the King, he should acquire influence sufficient to persuade 
H.M. to agree to the formation of the broad administration he 
had originally recommended.' Instead of attempting the accom¬ 
plishment of this object, he has been beating about for assistance 
from stray Parties, and has at last joined himself to that which 
brings with it neither Talents nor Consideration, and from which 
he can look for nothing but hollow and insincere support. He 
now, perhaps, begins to repent: 

“ His is a damned, reluctant, forced, repentance. 
Such as a Newgate Malefactor’s after sentence.” 

But his repentance comes too late; were he to attempt to per¬ 
suade the K. to admit Fox into a share of Power, and even 
succeed in that attempt, it is doubtful whether the opposition 
would agree to take office upon the condition of Pitt remaining 
Prime Minister. In short, I can see no possible good issue out 
of the present miserable state of domestic Politics. It is hard 
that you, who have uniformly disapproved of every step which 
has led to this situation of things, should be involved in all the 
uncomfortableness and evil arising out of it. Pitt cannot but 
be strongly impressed with the generosity of the support you 
have given him in this affair of Lord Melville. I cannot help, 
however, regretting that you carried the War into the Enemy’s 
Quarters. I understand that the attack was able, but perhaps 
the friends of Pitt, by whom I have heard it was commended, 
were the more gratified with it because it tended to widen the 
breach between you and those with whom you had always 
counselled a Junction: Notwithstanding the uncomfortableness 
of the present state of Parties, I still continue in the Intention 
of returning home in the autumn; I hope that by that Time 
every thing I was expected to do when I left England will have 
been accomplished; I may, however, be disappointed in this 
expectation. Different circumstances have occurred to delay; 
the Delays, hbweverrthat have taken place in NovosilzofE’s 
departure may possibly defeat my intentions. I cannot leave 

"'this before the termination of his negotiation. I cannot believe 
that it will end in Peace, and in the case of war many points 
oFdetail will remain to be arranged, which I ought not to leave 
to be finished by my successor. The footing of familiarity and 
confidence which I have established between Czar tor v ski and 
myself may afford to me a facility"1 in the conclusion of such 
arrangements which a new person would not possess; but I make 
aTgreat sacrifice of private comfort in remaining separated from 
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every person for whom I feel affection and friendship, and looking 
forward- with anxious impatience to the period of my return to 
England, I shall not protract my stay longer than is absolutely 
necessary. 

No. 79. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Wed. (July 10th), 1805. 

If I have no variety in my Style, you must admit I have some 
in my paper; this sheet certainly might be the Grandfather1 of 
my last letter, but I enclose a book in it; no less than Mr. Dillon’s 
work.' I think it rather good. On second thoughts I shall only 
enclose you the songs and put the Pamphlet up by itself. . . . 
We are going to St. Anne’s Hill—the Hollands, my Daughter 
and her Husband, and the Prince of Wales—the last self invited, 
for we would have excus’d it. 

Thursday, 11. 

Per dirti buona notte, for I am so sleepy I cannot write. 
We had a very pleasant day at Fox’s, whose place is beautiful. 
Ld. Holland is sadly indispos’d towards the marriage2 I mention’d 
in my last; he would prefer medical3 assistance, owing, I believe, 
to the constant harping of his wife on that subject, who is sway’d 
by Mr. Tierney and just now, too, very angry at not having 
carried her point in retaining Mr. Frere. Think of her sending 
Ld. Holland himself to solicit his stay; she is really too foolish. 
I return’d to supper at D. House, found Sol just come back from 
Sally’s, where he din’d; she looks ill, he thinks, and has her 
head still bound up.4 There is a report of Talleyrand’s death 
and also of our having taken 8 Ships of the Line, blown up the 
Spanish Admiral, but in return lost Nelson, who died of his 
wounds; but neither of these seem much authenticated—the 
latter you have probably heard as it comes from Holland. I 
did your commissions, but Huskisson was very cross, as he says 
the Barbarian5 owes him a large bill already which she left 
unpaid. I told him I could not help it, but he might put down 
the Parcel to me. So you are jealous of Gen1 Hit roll ? How 
do you like the sensation if "I t is the first time, I believe, you 
ever felt it. ... Men’s hearts are so hard they are only picoted 
a little^ more from Vanity than any thing else; women s are 
made of softer Materials and are pierc’d thro’ and thro’. . . . 

1 This letter was written on a foolscap sheet, the previous letter on modern 
notepaper size. 

2 Coalition between Fox and Pitt. ■’ Addington’s party. 
4 Lady Villiers had been thrown out of her husband’s curricle, owing to the 

breaking of the pole and the horses bolting. Her head was badly cut. 
5 Princess Gahtzin. 
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Friday, 12. 

My hospital is still in a sad way—my Sis. in bed and Caroline 
in sad pain, I drove mad with every day hearing of some fresh 
Claim on my Sis., whose affairs are to be put into my hands, as 
the only person she will entirely trust, and K.1 says he has so high 
an opinion of my integrity that if I give him my word that no 
new debt shall be enter’d into, and that I tell him the whole 
Sum to the best of my knowledge, he will trust implicitly to me 
and not enquire the names or circumstances; but you cannot 
think how worrying this is. Then somebody has been cruel 
enough to tell my Mother, and she is wretched. Just as she 
was recovering from the shock of first hearing of it a curricle 
drove against her carriage, the Gentleman was thrown under her 
wheel, and, I fear, kill’d; the consequence is her being.extremely 
ill. But I will not weary you with family affairs and misfortunes; 
therefore goodbye; I send you the Songs which did not go last 
time; two of them, I believe, you know; but they are the rage 
at present, and I am not sure you have them. 

Lady Stafford to G. L. G. 

Bognoe Rocks, 

Friday, ye 12th {July), 1805. 

My dearest dear, beloved Granville,—Your Letter of the 
10th of last Month gave me very great Delight. Your having 
taken a Villa proves that you did not then mean to leave St. 
Petersbourg soon, and Lord Harrowby is so zealous and eloquent 
on that Subject, that he has persuaded me to wish you to remain 
there another Year, for whatever, I am convinced, is for your 
Advantage will always be one of the chief Wishes of my Heart. 
This will be a short Letter, for I have not many Minutes to write 
before the Post goes from hence, but I do not like he should 
depart till I have inform’d you that Lord Harrowby is appointed 
to the Duchy of Lancaster; for many Reasons I rejoice. . . . 
The King was exceedingly gracious to Ld. Harrowby when he 
kiss’d Hands. I think Mr. Pitt is as great a Fav’rite as ever 
the Doctor was, who is now thought of there as you have long 
thought of him. He is a mean, shuffling, interested Mortal, and 
not ht for any Thing but a Shop, where he may calculate Pds., 
Shillings and Pence, with some Advantage. Are you not pleased 
with Ld. Harrowby’s Appointment ? Even Richard Ryder 
must approve and be pleased, for it is not attended with much 
Study and Business, but great Patronage. I will write again in 
a few days.—Ever your most affecte., &c., &c., &c. 

1 Duke of Devonshire. 
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No. 80. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Sat. (July 13). 

This whole Morning was pass’d with Col. McMahon,1 whom I 
am in a long transaction with about some unfortunate money 
concerns of my Sister’s. I hope I shall be able to settle all 
without eclat, but it is terrible; meanwhile she suffers martyrdom 
and has no chance of getting well. My Caroline, too, continues 
ill, and I run backwards and forwards between the two. Yet 
last night I went to a ball, where I saw your two Sisters, and sat 
with them the greatest part of the night, but luckily they were 
gone before Sheridan’s attack upon me. I sat between Prince 
Adolphus and Mr. Hill at supper; Sheridan sat opposite, looking 
by turns so supplicating and so fiercely at me that every body 
round observ’d it and question’d me about it. I could only say 
what was so, that he was very drunk. When I got up, he seiz’d 
my arm as I pass’d him, begging me to shake hands with him. 
I extricated myself from his grasp and pass’d on; he soon after 
follow’d and began loud reproaching me for my cruelty, and 
asking me why I would not shake hands. I was extremely 
distress’d, but at last told him his own sagacity might explain 
to him why I never would, and that his conduct tonight did not 
tend to alter my determination. I then hurried out of the room, 
and by way of compleatly avoiding him, cross d a very formal 
circle of old Ladies, and went and seated myself between Ly. 
Euston and Ly. Beverly. He had the impudence to follow me, 
and in face of the whole circle to enter into a loud explanation 
of his conduct, begging my pardon for all the offences he had 
ever committed against me, either on this night or in former 
times, and assuring me he had never ceased loving, respecting 
and adoring me, and that I was the only person he ever really 
lov’d. Think of the dismay of all the formal Ladies ! I really 
thought I should have sunk into the earth. ... Luckily he was 
so evidently drunk that a great deal pass’d for that, and they 
did not know how extraordinary his speaking to me at all was. 
I was told afterwards that I turn’d so pale they thought I was 
going to faint, and Ly. Euston says I took fast hold of her arm 
and quite clung to her, which I am not conscious of. 

Lady Stafford to G. L. G.2 

Bognor, Saturday, July ye Yitli, 1805. 

The shabby Letter I wrote to you Yesterday, my dearest 
Granville, is a poor, stupid Answer to yours of the 10th of last 

1 Private Secretary to the Prince of Wales. 
2 This is part of the last letter found from Lady Stafford to her son. 
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Month. I therefore take up my Pen now. to write more at length 
on several Subjects. You ask me about the Madeselle Stewart 
mention’d in Marmontel’s Memoires. He means your Mother, 
at that Time Lady S'. Stewart. You ask how and where I shall 
pass this Summer. I do not know. I am now at Bognor Rocks, 
to bathe in the warm Sea-Bath, by Fraser’s Advice. About a 
Fortnight hence I intend to return towards the Metropolis, to 
be a Week or ten Days with the Eliots, who intend to go abroad 
early in the Autumn—I believe to Madeira, if they can be there 
with Safety—and to take all their Children with them; and then 
I mean to go to Rose-Castle for a short Visit, and to proceed 
further north to Gal. House'. But I look upon all Intentions as 
uncertain, and that every one Thing in this World is of that 
Sort, and which, without looking forward to another, would 
make all the Events in this Life perfectly insignificant; and yet, 
my Granville, I cannot divest myself of sometimes indulging 
great Satisfaction in the Idea of seeing you return well to Britain, 
and happy in the married State. 

No. 83. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Roe 

(July 25), Thursday. 

Phipps the oculist return’d from the King to day; they are 
by the sea side, lodg’d in four small Houses and all Pack’d 
together, the Queen sadly in disgrace and Lady Pembroke all 
powerful. He, poor Man ! having suffered dreadfully from an 
inflammation in his eyes, but which may ultimately turn out 
beneficial, as sometimes it absorbs the Cataract without an 
operation. Mr. Pitt and Hetty are settled in the neighbourhood; 
they gave a great dinner a few days ago as a farewell to Lord 
Melville, who is going into his own country. The Pope, Mr. 
Hill and all Mr. Pitt’s particular friends dined there, but Hetty 
was the only woman. I wonder whether we shall ever meet 
in our rambles ! We never have since the day she call’d on me 
last November. Lord Melville says he is so poor he has hardly 
enough for his journey. His Nephew1 (whom I like extremely) 
is to be married in a few days; he has bought the house Ld. 
Melville had in the neighbourhood, but I think more with a view 
of keeping it for him than for himself. Ld. Abercorn told him he 
expected handsome settlements, and that his Daughter should 
be maintain’d in the style of splendour she had always been 
us’d to, and which was proper for her rank in life. His son in 

1 Lord Aberdeen, married, July 28th, Lady Catherine Hamilton. 
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law answer’d that he would do every thing in Ins power, but 
that his Brother and Sister must be provided for, and he must 
buy his Uncle’s house before any thing else could be thought of. 
I had a melancholy letter from Lady Abercorn. I cannot tell 
what is the matter with her, but in talking of and pitying my 
Sister she says: “ She at least has the comfort of society, of being 
surrounded by friends who love her and are always trying to 
soothe and please her; to know the horrors of illness, she should 
feel it as I do in solitude and with no participation. But life 
is too short to repine, and in fifty years hence the happy and the 
miserable will be equally swept from the face of the Earth and 
forgotten.” I copied this from one of her letters: what can it 
mean ? Whilst I am writing on I try to avoid tiring you with 
repetition of my anxiety, but really the not hearing from you is 
very extraordinary. . . . 

No. 85. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
(July 31), Wed. 

My letter was scarcely gone before I got a note from Mr. 
Adair telling me Mr. Fox had receiv’d information that Mr. Pitt 
was setting out for the King’s, to lay before him a plan for new 
arrangements, which were afterwards to be propos’d to Mr. Fox 
and Ld. Grenville. Heaven grant this may succeed, but I am 
terrified lest all should fail from foolish Punctilios on both sides. 
You know how few good friends Mr. Pitt has-—all the others are 
vehemently against; and on our side Mr. Fox and Mr. Grey 
alone are really anxious for the marriage. The friends on both 
sides will, openly and secretly, throw every possible difficulty 
in the way. Were you here, possibly you might again prove 
a steady mediator in whom both parties could trust, and who, 
fair to both, would have temper and judgement enough to smooth 
the difficulties without irritating the wounded pride of either side. 
Now, I dread either want of talent, want of will, or want of 
temper in the negotiation. Mr. Adair is too dull; the Pope1 or 
Lord Morpeth too hot, any of Lord Grenville’s family or of Mr. 
Pitt’s other friends too much disinclin’d. The Don,2 who is 
ambitious of having a finger in the pie, is too whimsical, too 
cautious, and held too cheap by our friends, to have a chance of 
success; meaning better than any one, he has such strange 
disparates. I could tell you such a story—but no ! It is not 
fair at this distance. I love the Don—he has a thousand good 
qualities; he loves you most truly and is always kindness itself 
to me. He does not want for good sense or information; what 

i Mr. Canning. 2 Lord Borindgon. 
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is it that prevents any of this standing him in stead, and makes 
him so conspicuously absurd ? I cannot make it out—now, too, 
particularly that he wishes to avoid the sort of ridicule he courted 
before. I cannot tell you how kind he has been to me, nor how 
sincere a regard I have for him; but never was any one so strange. 

Roe, 

Aug. 1, Thursday. 

I say nothing on public News because you will see all I know 
in the News papers, except that Lieut. Nicholson asserts having 
seen the engagement renew’d the morning he came away. I 
hope it may be so, and that we shall have more good news. 
Two ships are not much, but a great triumph for 15 against 20. 
There are various opinions on the recall of NovosilzofE ; some 
people rejoice at it, others regret it, from thinking it too late for 
any warlike execution this year, and fearing that the Emperor 
Alexander (and Prince Czartoryski) only wish to amuse us with 
promises. Selon l’ancien caractere de leur Pays se rejettant 
tbujours sur les preparatifs pour gagner du temps, ecoutant tout, 
donnant des esperances, sans s’engager trop avant, sans se 
compromettre, et surtout sans rien faire. 

No. 86. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Chiswick, 

Sat. (August 3d). 

We din’d at Holland Ho. yesterday. I am afraid she will do 
mischief; she has taken violently to Politics lately, is a profess’d 
Addingtonian, influenc’d by Mr. Tierney, and opposes with all 
her might (and certainly with might on Lord Holland’s mind) 
all designs of Union with Mr. Pitt. When I look’d at our Com¬ 
pany at dinner I could hardly help smiling at the Spectre1 and 
Ld. Minto2 being there on a footing of great famiharity, the latter 
an inmate at the House. Do you remember how violent Ld. 
Holland us’d to be in abuse of them ? I never heard him say 
such violent things of any one as of Ld. Minto. We came after 
dinner thro’ thunder, Lightning and rain to my Sister’s, who is 
rather better, tho’ far from well yet. . . . 

1 Sir Charles Warren. 
2 Sir Gilbert Elliot; born 1751, died 1814, created Baron Minto 1797. Had 

been Viceroy of the kingdom of Corsica, and previously Minister Plenipo¬ 
tentiary to Vienna in 1779. 
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Sunday. 

Mad. de Stabremberg1 and the Dss. D’Urzel came here; I have 
not seen the latter for many years, but knew them both when I 
was quite a child and liv’d with my Grand mother at Brussels. 
They told me of a severe but too true observation of Buonaparte 
when Mad. de Boullie solicited being Dame d’Atours to Mad. 
Louis Buonaparte. B. said: “ Voila ce que c’est que la Noblesse 
Franchise, j'ai ouvert la porte de l’armee, personne ne s’est 
presente; j’ai ouvert celle de l'anti-chambre et il y a foule. 
I am sorry to say my friend Lally,2 who was so violent, who 
would be naturaliz’d in England, who us’d to talk hours and hours 
to prove that fortune alone and not merit of any kind, even 
valour, had contributed to raise B. to what he is—que c etoit 
un petit Esprit plein de mesquineries, who would not bow to 
Chauvelin because he had the bassesse to go to St. Cloud—Lally, 
even, is humbly soliciting a place ! The Vicomte de Segur says 
qui l’auroit dit, qu’apres, tout a la preuve, un fat auroit plus de 
caractere qu’un bel Esprit et un Philosophe—vive les Vaude¬ 

villes. . . . 
Monday. 

The Hollands and Morpeths din’d here, and stayed so late I 
have only time to seal this up. A Frigate just come in with letters 
from Sr. R. Calder3 says the combin’d fleets are again lost; it is 
to be hoped some of our Squadrons will find them, and to some 
purpose. As to Home News, I am dying with impatience to 
hear the result of some overtures that are begun; but whether 
the King has really relented as much as is said, and whether 
supposing he has we shall not be stubborn, is more than mortal 

can tell. . . . 
No. 87. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Friday (Aug. 9th). 

I was so hurried all yesterday, and am so still today, that 
I can hardly write. It is the first warm day we have had, and 

1 Wife of Prince Stahremberg, Austrian Ambassador. 
2 Count Lally Tollendal. . , „ 
3 “Admiral Sir Robert Calder (1745-1818), in July, 1805, was ordered to Cape 

Finisterre to intercept the combined French and Spanish fleet on its return from 
the West Indies. He had only fifteen ships of the line to their twenty. On 
22nd July the weather was thick, but he succeeded m bringing the enemy s fleet 
to action and in cutting off and capturing two of the Spanish ships. The next 
day, anxious to secure his prizes and uneasy as to the danger of his position, 
allowed Villeneuve to slip away, and on the 24th the hostile fleets lost sight of 
each other. He was recalled, but was not tried until 26th December. The 
Court found that in his conduct on 23rd and 24th July he had been guilty of an 
error of judgment, and sentenced him to be severely reprimanded. hiom 
“ Dictionary of National Biography.” 
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what with being out with my Sis., receiving the Aberdeens, and 
dressing in a hurry to dine at Holland Ho., my whole day is 
gone. We are to meet my Caroline at the Hollands’: she came 
to town, I hear, last night. I have not seen her this fortnight. 
No news of any kind yet but what you see in the papers, Ld. 
Nelson being pass’d Gibraltar. He seem’d to have a velleite to 
pursue the French to Egypt again, where I believe he thinks they 
grow. I hope we may have some famous news before the Mes¬ 
senger goes to send you, for it seems impossible they should 
escape us every where. Have you read Mr. Knight’s book1 ? 
It will entertain you, for tho’ he is very absurd in many parts, 
it has ingenuity, variety and information, and even when he is 
wrong he contrives to quote well, as, for instance, his attack on 
Milton, which tho’ unjust is certainly well supported. There 
are quantities of new books of French anecdote, &c.—some bad, 
some very clever. I send you Talleyrand’s Memoires, which is 
considerable, fill’d with exaggeration and falsehoods, but where 
there are some two anecdotes and eleven amusing letters of his 
to Mad. de Flahault, which I believe are genuine. You will 
think I send it because I am mention’d and complimented. 
Marmontel’s Regence is good (which I sent Willy), and Wilkes’ 
Life of the Queen, but too long, I think, to send you. I hope you 
are indignant at the plan in the Oracle of giving strictures on 
private Characters, and the invitation to correspondents with a 
promise of secrecy; it is an invitation to every species of calumny 
and ill nature. If you read the 12th of the Ed. review, the 
attack on Mr. Gell (whom you may have seen at D. Id.) is by 
Mr. Drummond and Ld. Aberdeen. . . . 

There are many candidates for your situation upon the report 
of your return: the three foremost, your chief correspondent,2 the 
person we met near Mr. Pitt’s last year—he has still, notwith¬ 
standing what he is now, a great wish to go; the other the Don; 
but the one suppos’d most likely to succeed, Dry Drummond.3 

No. 89. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Roe 

(August 10), 1805. 

I wrote to you yesterday by Mouraview. When the packet 
was gone I went with my Daughter, her Husband, Ld. and Ly. 

1 Richard Payne Knight (1748-1824) devoted a great portion of his time to 
classical literature and to making a splendid collection of ancient bronzes, 
medals, and pictures, in his house in Soho Square, which he left to the British 
Museum. 

2 Lord Mulgrave, who was Secretary of State for Foreign Afiairs. 
J Sir William Drummond (1770-1828), scholar and diplomatist; was Minister 

at Naples, 1801-1806; Ambassador to the Porte, 1803-1806. 
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Cowper, Lord B., Mr. Monck and Robinson, to Sadler’s Wells. 
The farce was excellent and the last scene a very fine Spectacle. 
We supp’d afterwards at White Hall, but all this was very 
fatiguing to me, for I have never told you that I am grown very 
lame again. I cannot account for it, unless it was the anxiety 
and fatigue I went thro’ during my Sister’s illness, but it has 
been coming on gradually for some time, and I am afraid you 
will find me quite a cripple. We din’d today at my Sister’s, 
who is very much mended, and then came on here. I met with 
my Brother, almost as lame as I am from a fall he got on board 
a ship coming back from his Sail in some very rough weather. 
He look’d into Boulogne Harbour, which he says is very full of 
boats, but not fuller, he thinks, than last Summer, but a great 
appearance of bustle and preparation. He was near enough to 
distinguish a review on shore, and aGen,;s uniform on the person 
reviewing; them. He is discouraging about the fleet, for he says 
the Harbour at Ferrol can only be seen well into from the heights, 
and the Captain who brought the dispatches only look’d in— 
and, even so, said there were more ships than before, and my 
Brother is persuaded they are there. He says Calder has done 
himself more harm by his letter than good by his action, for that 
if he had not talk’d of renewing the fight it would at once ha,ve 
been thought impossible, and people have been contented with 
what happen’d; but by raising their hopes and expectations 
and then attempting nothing, he made himself appear wanting. 
The Captain who came home with the dispatches told my Brother 
the Fog was so thick and came on so fast that after the first 
signal to engage they never could see any other or distinguish 
friends from foes but by incessant cheers from one ship to another, 
and often saw only the flashes of the Cannon and Muskets, and 
not the Ships from whence they came. 

L Monday, 12. 

... I have just heard your Mother is unwell; if I can hear 
more i will write you word of it before the man goes. 

No. 23. 

G. L. G: to Lady B. 
July 4th. 

The uniformity and dullness of the Life _I lead here exceed 
anythingT ever before experienced. For the last three or four 
Days I have had no public Business whatever to do, and my 
Days have thus passed: "I get up about eleven; dressing, break¬ 
fast, and Newspaper Reading last till about one; I then read 
some idle book till towards threey_I ride er drive till five, dine, 
go" to the Spectacle, and finish as usual my Evening with the 
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Barbarian, where I stay till 2—the last two hours are Mte a 
tete; ~w(T talk politics, Metaphysics, Literature, Beaux arts, 
Scandal, Love. . . . 

July 6th. 

I have been somewhat more busy than when I last wrote, 
but the dullness of a Petersburgh Summer is excessive. IJhave 
these two days endeavoured to give some variety to my occupa¬ 
tion by going upon the Water, and dining at a small Country 
House I have taken about two miles out of Town, but the gnats 
or Mosquitos are so extremely troublesome among the Trees 
near the water that I am not much inclined to repeat these 
expeditions. Do not be alarmed when I tell you that the Bar¬ 
barian has taken a house about three doors from mine';' her 
coming to lodge in this vicinity has created some talk among 
those who are inclined to commerage, and she had foiblesse 
enough to be frightened by the Propos of the malevolent into 
an endeavour to get off the Bargain she had made with the 
Proprietor, but her endeavours were unsuccessful. She is this 
day gone for a few days to remain at her Sisters' in the Country 
while her furniture is removing, and as hitherto I have not been 
in the habit of visiting the Sister, I shall not now begin it. 

July ith. 

I have just received a letter from you dated from Brocket; 
the account you recd from W. Lamb surprizes me, but I will not 
enter into the discussion of a question upon which I must write 
a great deal to explain my opinion. I like Silence1 very much, 
but he is not without his faults; he has good abilities, is aware 
of it. 

July 8th. 

I was interrupted by Silence himself, who reminds me of the 
drives last Summer between Chiswick, London and Roehampton. 
It is a melancholy recollection, for my impatience to return is 
becoming intolerable. . . . 

July 16th. 

Whenever the happy Time does arrive of my seeing you again, 
how much I shall have to say to you, how delighted I shall be 
again to talk to a person to whom I have been in the habit of 
speaking as if I were thinking aloud ! . . . Willy is making a 
Tour in Finland. He has written to me once since his Departure, 
and he seems delighted with his Expedition; he is accompanied 
by Mr. Pitt. He will probably be returned before the Departure 
of the Courier, and therefore I shall leave to him to give an 
account of the wild Romantic Beauties he has been to see. It 

1 Mr. Stuart. 
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seems odd that to you, to whom I am in the habit of saying 
every thing, I shd. never have mentioned Foreign Politics in 
my Letters, hut there are many reasons Why I could not write 
to you all the secrets, and I cannot write to you by halves upon 
any Subject.1 You wd. be quite nervous were you here with 
me, and knowing every thing; the waiting for Intelligence and 
the arrival of Couriers gives one the same sort of Feel as when 
one has a great Stake upon a card, which card will not come up. 

July \2th. 

I have been sitting to night tete a tete for an hour and a half 
witF a Princess Bagration, who is reckoned very pretty, But 
who in point of fact is not so. She has, however, a singular 
way of thinking and acting. She married her husband because 
she heard him much praised for his bravery when he commanded 
the advanced guard of Suvarow’s army in Italy. She has never 
accorded to him ses droits maritales, but she makes no secret of 
the favours she has granted to others. She is daughter to a 
niece of Potemkin’s, whom you may have seen at Naples, a 
Comtesse Scavronski, now en seconde noces a Comtesse Litta. 

July 15 th. 

I have been this day reading the Debate upon Foreign alliances, 
in which I have read with great Regret a speech of Fox, of which 
the substance is that, as all opposition to the Views of France 
must end in defeat, the Powers of the Continent had better 
submit at once to the will of Bonaparte. I am sorry to observe 
also that Ld. H. Petty, who speaks in general so well, should 
have talked so ignorantly upon this Question. I begin to flatter 
myself that the Division in the present cabinet will lead to a 
coalition with your Friends; I had rather for the sake of the 
Country that such a coalition should be produced by the im¬ 
mediate admission of Fox, Grey, Grenville, &c., into the Cabinet, 
but the next best thing to that wd. be that Pitt shd. leave the 
Dr.in Possession, and join with the above mentioned Gentlemen 
to turn him out. . . . 

No. 90. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Tuesday (August 13). 

Letters are this moment come, and I have a most comfortable 
one from you, beginning July 4th, ending 21, which I will answer 
bit by bit as if I was talking to you. You must not expect 

1 Lord G. L. G. had successfully negotiated the Treaty of Consort between 
England and Russia which was signed on 11th April, 1805, by himself and 
Prince Gzartoryski—England to provide subsidies and Russia troops. 
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me to regret extremely the dullness of the life you complain of; 
were you too well amus’d, what hope should I have ? You do 
not tell me any thing of the Spectacles; are they good and like 
the Paris ones, or how ? I prefer that amusement very much 
to what follows, those two hours tete a tete with the Barbarian. 
... I heard of your Country House from John Gale,1 and was 
half alarm’d at it'. I know it is too small for your suite, and 
fear’d it might be destin’d to the same purpose as the Italian 
Casino’s at Venice and Florence. 

Salut a tout l’essaim d’insectes Ephemeres who have kindly 
pleas’d to forbid your stay there—at least, if that was the pur¬ 
pose of your Villa; if not, I should regret your being driven 
from it, as a little quiet country air would be good for you. . . . 
L&m sorry Silence interrupted you just as you were telling me 
what you thought of him, for I haveheard such various accounts 
and characters of him that I am anxious to know a quoi n?en 
fenir. I have been puzzling for a long time at a scratch’d out 
ImeTn your letter; I suppose it refers to the Empress. It is 
amazing how much her connection with P. Czartoryski is believ’d, 
which is very hard. Does the return of summer remind you as 
strongly as it does me of the last ? . . . 

W ednesday. 

I was interrupted by the arrival of my Son Frederick, the 
Aberdeens and the little Monck, who din’d with us. Fred.’ came 
all the way from Hastings and was oblig’d to return after Dinner. 
The reports of invasion are so strong that no officer is allow’d 
to leave his post for four and twenty hours together. Gen1 
Moore has been practising his men to fight breast high in the 
water—at the suggestion of Mr. Pitt, he says, and that he is 
determin’d to attack before they land. But notwithstanding 
all the hustle that is made—the Volunteers call’d out (and, by 
the by, behaving with great spirit and receiving the order of 
permanent duty with Shouts which now the novelty is over is 
really meritorious), every thing driven from the coast and prep¬ 
arations in every quarter—I cannot perceive that it is much 
believ’d in. . . . I have not been surpriz’d at your not writing 
to me on Political subjects. I am convinc’d that, were I with 
you, there is no one you would so soon trust with any secrets, 
and let me add (without great appearance of vanity) that I think 
I am not undeserving of such confidence, but I should be, were 
I unreasonable enough to wish for it when it could be attended 
with no one pleasure or advantage to you, and made you run 
the risk of things being known which ought to be kept secret; 
for tho’ I believe your letters come quite safe, one never can be 

1 Her son’s servant. 
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certain. But most certainly I have suffer’d great anxiety; if I 
had known nothing, it would have been more bearable, but 
partly thro’ the Pope, Count Woronzow, Mme. Gerebzoff, and 
Pr. Stahremberg,1 I have pick’d up enough to put me upon 
thorns continually and yet not enough to satisfy me—except 
that all agree in praising you. On private concerns also, think 
how anxious I must be when I am told that even now you cannot 
get the signature of the Emperor Alexander to the bond, and 
that the Emperor Francis, after great professions, hesitates and 
draws back, sheltering himself by some subterfuge on the recall 
of the person I could not arrive at seeing.2 Mme. Gerebzoff says 
of you “ qu’il a le diable au corps pour l’entetement, et qu’il ne 
se dediroit pas d’une seule phrase pour sauver L’univers.” Are, 
jyou on very confidential terms with the Barbarian? Thisjs 
not a question of mere jealousy, but do you remember what 
Mr. xAdderley3 told me he heard Prince Stahremberg say of the 
"means that would be employ’d to surprize your secrets ? Do 
not be angry; this is no accusation against the poor little Bar¬ 
barian—at least, none of mine, but it was told me to day again 
as the only means that could be successfully tried with you; 
therefore, be on your guard, that you may have it in your power 
to say you have trusted no one either here or there. The office 
oT Husband in Russia seems to be a sinecure; your new friend, 
tike Pope’s Philomel——*- 

“ Chaste to her Husband, frank to all besides ” 

—by giving you this information, probably meant to insinuate 
that you need not despair. But pray keep to being on a Hus¬ 
band’s footing with her. I knew her Mother very well; she was 
too fat, but very handsome, not unlike Ly. Orford—surely you 
saw her at Naples ? The debate on forming alliance I omitted 
reading at the time, so only know by hear say; but I believe a 
great deal of it was rais’d from mere vexation of Spirits after 
having been teaz’d to death with accusations of flattery and 
endeavours to curry favour with Mr. Pitt and the King, for tho’ 
I do not think Mr. Fox and his opponents would ever quite agree 
on this subject, I know they do not differ half so much as from 
this debate they appear to do. Fox thinks rather too much, 
perhaps, that the days of Chivalry are past, and that one must 
aim more at what is achievable with a hope of durability than 

1 Prince Stahremberg, Austrian Ambassador. “ Is by far the most insincere 
Minister ever employed^ He is trusted neither by his own Court, nor the Court 
where he resides; yet his rank is high and his manoeuvres keep him afloat. He 
will never be set aside.”—Prom Lord Malmesbury’s Diaries. 

3 M. NovosilzoS. 
3 Son of Thomas Adderley of Innishannon. His mother married, secondly, 

Robert, Lord Hobart. 

VOL. II 8 
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what one might wish to achieve or really succeed in doing, but 
only for a short time—that is, he thinks we should not be likely 
to have great successes; but if we had, and push’d them to the 
utmost to make too good conditions, those conditions would 
either not be submitted to, or broke thro’ the first opportunity. 
I hope you were endow’d with prescience when you said you 
hoped the division in the Cab1 might end in Coahtion. I too 
hope—even now—but there are endless difficulties. Had the 
Dr. stay’d in and your friends come out, then indeed a great 
deal might have been done, but now I dread the pride on both 
sides putting a stop to every thing ! The P. of Wales din’d at 
the Mels, to day; he goes to Stowe tomorrow to meet Mr. Fox, 
&c. Think of Mr. Fox at Stowe ! Sheridan is not ask’d, but 
is gone to the Highlands to the D. of Athol’s—to levy tribute of 
homage for his vote, Mr. Fox says, and adds that Sheridan, 
tho’ poor, would never be brib’d by money to vote against his 
opinion, but by flattery might be brib’d to do any thing upon 
Earth, and so fond is he of it he will not even vote according to 
his conscience without securing being paid in this coin for it. . . . 

Lord Harrowby to G. L. G. 
London, 

Aug. 13, 1805. 

Dear Granville,—As you have not heard for some time from 
any of us, you will probably be anxious to learn how we go on, 
and I wish it were in our power to give you better intelligence. 
Ever since Lady Stafford came up from Bognor (on this day 
Se’ennight) we have been under a good deal of uneasiness about 
her. She brought with her some fever, and some unpleasant 
twitchings in one arm, which were succeeded in a few days by 
a kind of fit of the Epileptic kind. She has since had several 
returns; and if they should continue, both Fraser and Baillie 
think it is difficult for her to regain any strength. They have 
evidently much weaken’d her/but we hope this weakness pre¬ 
vents her suffering. 

The Dss. of Beaufort is here, on her return from Gloucester¬ 
shire (where they have lost Gloster) to Rottingdean; and Susan 
has not yet left town. She has recover’d wonderfully well from 
her premature delivery last Friday three weeks, after some alarm 
during the first five days. I fear this attendance will throw 
her back. Georgiana is at Greenwich, much as usual, with the 
intention of setting out for Madeira next month. 

I hardly know whether I do not act unkindly in giving you 
by this letter uneasiness which you 'possibly might have 
escaped; but in such a state of things, I could only do by you 
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what I should have wished you in a similar case to do by me.— 
Believe me, Ever very sincerely yrs., 

H. 

The physicians have just been here, and think her pulse 
weaker than yesterday. 

Lady Harrowby to G. L. G. 

Grose Square, 
Friday, 16th August, 1805. 

My very dear Granville,—After the sad letter the last Mail 
brought you from Ld. H. you will not be surprized to receive the 
dismal tidings that our dear, dear Mother is now no more.1 She 
expired yesterday Afternoon soon after three o’Clock without a 
Groan, having, I fear, previously suffered considerably during 
a whole week; her death was therefore a release to her, and 1 
trust now she is receiving the reward of her exemplary and 
actively virtuous and pious life. You may judge of Charlotte’s 
feelings and mine upon this occasion by your own upon the 
receipt of this. She Was the kindest of Mothers to us all, my 
dear G., and I hope and trust you will always bear in Mind her 
particularly fond, doting Affection for you, together with the 
earnest Advice she has given you these few last years. The last 
letter I reed, from her (not written a fortnight ago) from Bognor 
expressed the greatest anxiety concerning you. Poor Ly. 
Euphemia’s Attention to her was unwearied to the last moment, 
and I am sure you will join with me in rejoicing that my Mother 
has so kindly remembered her in her Will, of which I send you 
a Copy. It was opened in presence of my Brother, Charlotte 
and the Duke, Mr. Eliot, Ld. H. and myself; and as my Brother 
is not remaining in London (having arrived from Wolmers to 
Day upon this business merely), and as the Duke of B. must 
go to his Regt. at Lewes, as he has reed, peremptory Orders so 
to do, the Invasion being daily expected, such being the case and 
Mr. Eliot at Greenwich, busied with preparations for their 
departure for Madeira the middle of next Month, Lord H. has 
undertaken to pay Servants, Bills, and to do a few necessary 
things for you about which he is to consult Mr. Lowndes. The 
remainder will all remain just as they are now, till orders are 
reed, from you. When Mr. E. left Croom’s Hill this Morng. 
Georgiana was not made aware that all was over, but she knew 
every thing short of that, and bore it fully as well as one could 
expect. I therefore hope that tho’ the stroke will be a severe 

1 Lady Stafford died on 15th August, in her house in Stanhope Street, 
aged sixty. 
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one to her, and will and must affect her strongly, yet that her 
health will not be materially injured by the sad truth. You 
shall hear again from one of us after Ld. H. has seen Mr. Lowndes. 
—Adieu, My dearest Brother, Yrs. in haste, 

S. H. 

No. 91. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Roe, 

Sat. (August 17). 

I have scarcely heart to write to you, dearest G. No words 
can tell you how much I regret being from you at this moment— 
how deeply I feel your loss, and, let me say, my own, for I can 
never think without gratitude and affection of her kindness to 
me. I hope you will have been in some degree prepar’d, as I 
find your Sisters have been so for above a week past. I had a 
letter just before her return, then heard she was ill, but with 
my usual sanguineness flatter’d myself she would recover till 
quite the last. Think of what I felt when on driving to the door 
to enquire I found all over. Both your Sisters were there, but 
Ly. Gr. Eliot was not told for some days. She lov’d you so 
tenderly and you were so good a son, that I know how much 
you will feel it; but yet these very circumstances should give 
you comfort. There can be no doubt that for her it is a blessing; 
she never has been happy since your poor Father’s death, and 
never could have been so. Dear Gf., am I doing wrong to write 
thus to you ? I cannot bear driving from one’s mind all re¬ 
membrance of people one has lov’d. I should talk to you of 
your poor Mother were I with you. I can think of nothing else, 
and therefore write so. . . . 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Tuesday, 20tli Aug. 

Nothing is talk’d of but bringing Sir Robert Calder to a Trial: 
fusilier un amiral pour encourager les autres, but indeed his 
conduct does seem extraordinary. The combined fleets were all 
the time in Vigo close to him, and publish every where that they 
repeatedly offer’d to renew the fight, and we declin’d. This is 
a bad moment in every way, and the private negotiations are 
slowly going on; I am afraid they will come to nothing. My 
Sis. has got a letter from you recommending the Prince de 
Strogonoff, who is arnv d with an immense train. She begs me 
to tell you that tho not well enough to do much, she will certainly 
do all she can to be civil to him. How anxious I am to hear of 
you—to hear of your health and spirits, and success. . . . 
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No. 92. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Roe, 

August 21, 1805. 

This morning as I was sitting very quietly by myself in the 
Library, a person was announc’d to me whose name I did not 
hear, and who, odd as it may seem, I never saw before, at least 
not near enough to recognise; in short, it was the Chief Baron,1 
but you cannot think how long it was before I made him out. 
He told me a variety of things; amongst others, gave me an 
account of a letter among your Father’s Manuscripts from Pope 
to your Grand father, recommending Dr. Johnson, when a very 
young man, as private tutor to your Father. He also told me a 
great deal about your Sisters and all your family. . . . The last 
Paragraph in your letter alarms me sadly; I fear you mean to 
put off your return, and if you do much longer, it will be too late 
to leave Russia this winter. I own I dread a second winter 
there for you. . . . 

Thursday, 22. 

... We are still in surprise at the conduct of our fleet, or 
rather of its Admiral. I saw my Brother yesterday, who says 
there are letters from Starling condemning him extremely. He 
Was just return’d from Stowe, which he says was Magnificent, 
beyond all one ever read of or fancied, and makes it quite im¬ 
possible for any body ever to receive a Prince again, for that 
no fortune he knows of would support the expense of one day 
like any one of the five at Stowe. I write to you uncomfortably; 
I am out of spirits myself and know you are, yet I do not like 
continuing to talk to you on one sad subject only, tho’ all others 
must be uninteresting.' I believe, much as your poor Mother 
was lov’d, not even her own family can regret her more sincerely 
than I do. . i . 

No. 93. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Roe, 

Sun., 25 (August). 

We din’d at Holland Ho., but M. Stroganow was ill and did 
not come. You will see the only news I can tell you in the papers 
—that the combin’d fleets are again out in great force, and Sir 
Robert Calder with 20 sail of the line in search of them; they say 
he is likely to use every endeavour from the double motive of 
duty and fear, as nothing but a Victory can save him a court 
Martial. Poor Ld. Jersey died on Thursday as he was walking 

1 Sir Archibald Macdonald. 
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with Ld. Villiers, who, finding him silent all at once, turn’d 
round and saw him extended on the ground quite dead. It 
was a spasm on the heart—that same dreadful disorder which 
I us’d to he so subject to, but which I have had much less of 
lately. There are two reports very prevalent just now con¬ 
cerning you” One of thern I ask’d you before, and which, tho’ 
'Tam“certaih it is false, I wish you would have empower’d me, 
by contradicting it, to say I know it to be groundless; for tho’ I 
Say'Eo;~I cannot say it quite so securely as when I have your 
authority. It is that you have play’d almost as much and as 
deeply as'last year'. . . . The other is your haying been de¬ 
ceiv’d by Prince Czartoryski, &c., who, whilst they amus’(Lyou 
Fy brilliant promises of Cause commune, made your affairs, in 
fact, compleatly secondary, and were wholly taken up with the 
separate arrangement of their own. This I think as improbable 
as the'btlier story, but T should tell it you if you were here, and 
therefore do so now; I dare say it is nonsense, but it is impossible 
for your friends not to be anxious, especially those who hear 
only reports. 

Monday, Aug. 26. 

It is past three in the Morning, and if I do not seal up this to 
night it will miss the Foreign post. We din’d at my Sister’s— 
our two families, the Hollands, Ld. Meath (the present reigning 
favourite of Lady Holland), Mr. Horner, the Ed. Reviewer, and 
your friend Mr. Macdowel; the consequence was that dinner 
lasted till near one, and then we had to come home here to 
nostra Campagna. I told you of poor Ld. Jersey’s death; Sally 
was with him at the time—how shocking for her ! She is 
behaving with the greatest kindness to Ly. J., and shewing her 
every possible attention. The D. of Gloucester1 is also dead, 
and all England to go into Mourning. I saw Mr. Fox today, 
who in talking of the report concerning you, said: “ I think him 
too clever to be deceiv’d, and therefore hope whatever the 
Emperor Francis is to do is not separately, but jointly with us, 
in which case I think there is a chance of accommodation from 
the Interests of all parties centreing in amity” He thinks 
Buonaparte and the King equally worn out by the suit they are 
engag’d in, and that P. Czartoryski and the Emperor Francis 
must wish, if possible, to keep on good terms with Buonaparte. 
I find your Servant does not think you are coming yet, and J. 
Gale writes home for more cloaths for Willy. . . . Hetty is 
living by herself in London, with Mr. Hill there from Morning 
till night. Mr. Pitt is displeas’d with her for something, and she 
is not to come here. . . . 

1 William Henry, Duke of Gloucester, the King’s brother (1743-1805), who 
had married, 1786, Maria, Countess of Waldegrave. 
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No. 94. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
August 28, 1805. 

This Morning I receiv’d a note from Ly. Jersey1 entreating 
of me to come and see her, and reminding me that poor Ld. J. 
had been the earliest friend my Father ever had. I went and 
found her really very ill and very much affected; I expected it, 
tho’ everybody laugh’d at me for saying so, for she certainly 
us’d to treat him very ill. I do not mean only in infidelities 
(Heaven knows, bad enough !), but she made him unhappy 
teaz’d and turn’d him into ridicule in every possible manner; 
yet I was quite certain the moment I heard of his death that 
she would be miserable. 

But die, and she’ll adore you—then the bust, the Temples 
rise, &c., &c. Sally met me on the stairs and kiss’d me. I found 
Ly. J. very low and looking very ill. She threw her arms round 
me, and told me she had very often tried to hate me, but could 
not—that she had lov’d me when I was an infant, and should 
continue doing so as long as we both liv’d. Afterwards she told 
me I could form no Idea of what it was to be separated for ever 
in one moment from a person who had been one s constant 
companion for five and thirty years, and who, when all the 
world deserted her, continued to shew her undiminish’d and 
unremitting kindness. Sally is kindness itself to her never 
leaves her, and would have quite enchanted me had it not been 
for one expression which Ly. J. repeated to me. She said they 
were going to Worthing. u All places must be alike to me, tho 
I should have prefer’d a more retired one; but Sarah says she 
loves Worthing—that she went there the year before she married, 
and enjoy’d the seeing Yilliers in secret there and making all 
the arrangements for their Marriage, which makes her like the 
place from recollection.” How could she walk and talk with 
you as she did, and assure you she was free, if this was the case ? 

No. 95. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Monday, 2d (Sep.). 

... A note from Lady E. Monck tells me she heard at Rundle 
and Bridges that within these last ten days you had sent for the 
remainder of your things. Can this be ? Within these last ten 
days I heard from you that you had hopes of returning. . . . 
I am teaz’d, too, with the variety of reports I hear. Mr. Fox 

1 Frances, only daughter and heir of Philip Twysdon, Bishop of Raphoe, 

married fourth Earl of Jersey, 1770. 
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believes for the first time in Continental War, but had heard a 
report that the Emperor Francis refus’d all communication with 
the King’s Commissioners, and would have nothing to do with 
them but thro’ P. Czartoryski’s intervention. This I hear, on 
another hand, is not so, but great doubts of success in bringing 
any thing like a correspondence to bear between the Emp. 
Francis and the King, and still more difficulty in execution than 
in promises. I also hear there is the most terrible jealousy 
existing between Sir Arthur Paget and you. If this is so, it must 
be entirely on the side of the first, as I told my informer that 
you are superior to any feeling of the kind, nor can there be any 
question of competition between you. My Maid has receiv’d a 
letter as late as the 5th of August by the post; it gives an account 
of a Magnificent Fete where you all were, and as far as it goes 
gives a good account of you, for it says you were playing at 
Cards with the Dowr. Empress—an Employment I very much 
approve of in such company, for probably she does not play 
deep, and Barbarians, &c., &c., are kept at a distance in their 
decorous situation. 

No. 25. 

G. L. G. to Ladij B. 
Aug. 1st. 

I told you in my last of my having written to Ld. Mulgrave 
expressing my wish to return home in October. I thought it 
fair by the Barbarian to communicate to her in confidence the 
same tMng7~and had no conception that this communication 
wd. have produced a melancholy scene; but she appeared to be 
in the depth of despair, and expressed a positive determination 
not to see me again till the Day before my departure, and gave 
rne to understand in pretty direct terms that I possessed her 
affections. I, however, persuaded her to give up her resolution 
of not seeing me, but whenever I take hold of her hand since 
my intention was made known to her, she says, Oh, pourquoi 
partir ?__^I went yesterday to a grand fete, a sort of masquerade 
given to the Public by the Emperor at one of the country Palaces; 
there were 15,000 Tickets issued. The illuminations were 
beautiful, but I was stuck down to a Piquet Table with the 
Dow. Empress for 2 hours, and was extremely bored. 

No. 96. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Friday, Sep. 

What makes me chiefly add this note to you is to tell you 
Charles Ellis1 is safe arriv’d; he came yesterday morning, and 

1 Charles Rose Ellis (1771-1845), first Baron Seaford, 1826. 
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is I believe at Portsmouth. ... Ld. Nelson is going out again 
immediately. He din’d at the Fishes1 two days ago, who ask’d 
him how Mr. Pitt had receiv’d him; he answer’d: “ As a Minister 
of a great Country ought to receive an Officer.” Crawford 
said: “ You mean such an Officer as Ld. Nelson ?” “ I mean, as 
any Officer who has done his best ought to be received.” C. 
then question’d him about Sr. R. Calder; he said: “He had 
great difficulties, and I hope all this will be forgotten amidst the 
huzzas and illuminations for a glorious Victory;” (and after a 
pause): “ But, by the by, it is Dev—sh disinterested in me 
to hope so.” 

No. 98. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Hastings, Sepr 10. 

I have been reading a book of Dugald Stewart’s2—rather too 
deep for me, but of which I like parts very much, especially his 
saying that half the disputes in Metaphysicks, Philosophy and 
Religion, and the chief Arguments against Christianity, are mere 
disputes on words, and turn entirely on the same expression 
conveying a different meaning to different people (rather, per¬ 
haps, the reverse of this—different expressions being made use 
of by different people to express the same thing); that this had 
impeded the progress of Science more than any other obstacle, 
for that the time that might have been employ’d with profit in 
examining and extending the power of the human mind, and 
purifying Morals and Religious tenets, in rectifying errors, and 
prosecuting discovery, has been spent in petty squabbles which 
must be endless, as they are useless and inexplicable; that whether 
Ideas are innate or acquir’d, and that which inspires them 
Spiritual or material, is of very little consequence, and can 
never be prov’d or disprov’d by argument; but how far the mind 
may be made to act upon the body, and what extent of improve¬ 
ment it is capable of receiving, is of the greatest, and is the 
noblest pursuit Philosophy can embrace ! You know I have 
that certain proof of a weak mind, the never resisting telling of 
what I am reading. I cannot help it, and you must suffer a 
little for my stupidity, which now encreases daily. 

Wed., 11. 

I always write you a line at night and always dead tired. 
The Moon Light on the sea is so beautiful and the air so soft, I 
cannot bring myself to come in, and I stay out till I am ready 
to drop. But certainly my lameness is better since I came here. 

1 Mr. James Crawford. 
2 Dugald Stewart (1753-1828), Professor of Mathematics and Moral Phil¬ 

osophy in Edinburgh University, perhaps his “ Elements of the Philosophy 
of the Human Mind.” 
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Today I walk’d a good deal and with but little assistance. There 
are some delightful rocks close to the sea quite like a Couch, 
and so out of the way that, once in, nobody can see you; but 
I contriv’d to stay till I was nearly block’d up by the sea, and 
if Thomas had not come to my rescue, I must have waited till 
the tide went back. I began to be in a great fright. 

Thursday, 12. 

The best thing I can do is to write you an account of a dinner 
with Ld. Nelson; Bess1 and Ca.2 din’d at Crawford’s Tuesday 
to meet him. Both she and he say that so far from appearing 
vain and full of himself, as one had always heard, he was per¬ 
fectly unassuming and natural. Talking of Popular Applause and 
his having been Mobb’d and Huzza’d in the city, Ly. Hamil¬ 
ton wanted him to give an account of it, but he stopp’d her. 
“ Why,” said she, “ you like to be applauded—you cannot deny 
it.” “ I own it,” he answer’d; “ popular applause is very accept¬ 
able and grateful to me, but no Man ought to be too much 
elated by it; it is too precarious to be depended upon, and it 
may be my turn to feel the tide set as strong against me as ever 
it did for me.” Every body join’d in saying they did not believe 
that could happen to him, but he seem’d persuaded it might, 
but added: “ Whilst I live I shall do what I think right and 
best; the Country has a right to that from me, but every Man is 
liable to err in judgement.” They thought he meant to allude 
to Lord Melville in some of the things he said. He was very 
kind to Bess, and in taking a letter from her to Clifford3 said: 
“ Now kiss it, and I will carry him the letter and the kiss.” He 
says nothing short of the annihilation of the Enemy’s fleet will 
do any good. “ When we meet, God be with us, for we must 
not part again till one fleet or the other is totally destroy’d.” 
He hopes to be return’d by Christmas, and has the whole com¬ 
mand of the Mediterranean, Cadiz included, and near 30 Ships 
of the Line; the Enemy, he says, have 100, and on being ask’d 
how many we had in all, he answer’d: “ Oh, I do not count our 
Ships.” . :. 

No. 100. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Hastings, 

Tuesday (Sep. 17). 

Stahremberg din’d at Chis. the other day and prais’d you 
extremely, saying you were the only one on the Continent who 
had shewn firmness. He ask’d if Stadion4 had not talk’d you 

1 Lady Elizabeth Foster. 2 The Duke of Devonshire. 
3 Lady Elizabeth Foster’s son. 
* Philippe, Comte de Stadion (1763-1824), was the Austrian Ambassador 

at St. Petersburg. 
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to death. . . . He told my Sis. that Cobenzel1 once said to him 
of Sir A. Paget, N’est il pas un peu fou ? and that Sir A. had 
said of Cobenzel, N’est il pas tres faux ? “ Tous les deux avoient 
raison.” 

Thursday, Sep. 19. 

. . . Ld. Holland says Ly. Hamilton told the Fish that if 
she could be Ld. Nelson’s wife for one hour she should die con¬ 
tented, and that he always invokes her in his prayers before 
action, and during the battle cries out very often, “ For Emma 
and England.” Ld. H. adds that Nelson was always as much 
cried up for his devotion as his bravery, but that if this mode 
of invocation was commonly known it would ruin him with the 
Saints. 

Sir R. Calder was so little aware of the manner in which his 
Services would be view’d, that he wrote home to his family to 
consult them upon the title he should take. . . . 

No. 101. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Friday (Sep. 20). 

Monsieur2 din’d at Chis. two days ago. On seeing Talley¬ 
rand’s Memoires, he told Bess a story of him that makes him 
appear rather less ungrateful to them. He liv’d entirely in 
Monsr’8 Society, and very early in 88 came to him and told him 
that unless the K. would put himself at the head of his army, 
all was lost, and begg’d he would tell him so. Monsr told Talley¬ 
rand next day that he had spoken, but that the K. was, on the 
contrary, determin’d to sanction the decree of the Etats generaux. 
“ En ce cas,” answer’d he, “ sauve qui peut, et ne trouvez pas 
Mauvois, Monseigneur, que je prenne mon parti et que chacun 
suive ce qui bon lui semble pour son propre interet.” 

Saturday, 21. 

I can write to you but a few lines tonight, for I have been ter¬ 
ribly agitated to day. Duncannon has involv d himself in a variety 
of scrapes. Heaven grant that what is to terminate them all 
may turn out for his happiness. I told you all his history with 
Mrs. Payne: it had been going on violently till within this three 
weeks. A little before I left London I found out there was some 
coolness between them, but whether on her side or his I cannot 
tell. The year was almost come round again and the time 
approaching when Duncannon and Harriet,3 who have been 

1 Count Louis Cobenzel (1755-1808), Minister for Foreign Affairs of the Low 
Countries. 

2 The Comte d' Artois. 3 Lady Harriet Cavendish. 
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quarrelling the whole twelvemonth thro’, were to decide whether 
they lik’d each other well enough to marry. Ca.1 and my Sis., 
as well as Lord B., were anxious for it; and to me, had they lik’d 
each other, it would have delighted me and scarcely have been 
a change. They seem’d to like each other, and My Sis. told 
me H. own’d to her she should like it, but that he must promise 
to cure himself compleatly of flirting, for she could not bear it; 
and nommement, Mrs. P. and a new flirtation with Ly. Maria 
Fane must be given up. I ask’d him about the latter one; he 
only laugh’d at it, and said: “What nonsense!” He added 
that he liked his Cousin extremely, but was not over anxious 
to marry at present, and above all things would not bear rules 
to be prescrib’d to him by any woman living. I told him they 
were reasonable; he avowed that might be, but that, reasonable 
or unreasonable, his wife must not attempt to govern him—■ 
that he had not been us’d to it in a Mother, and certainly should 
not submit to it in the person he was to pass his life with. I 
came out of Town rather uneasy at all this, and heard no more 
till a letter from my Sister in a great fuss told me H. was quite 
convinc’d D. meant to marry LJ M. F. I believe I wrote you 
word of this and of his assurances to the contrary. This morning 
I receiv’d a letter from him telling me he had proposed and 
was accepted by Ly. M. F., begging me to tell his Father and 
desire him to write to Ld. Westmorland. I had at the same 
time a letter from my Sis.; the agitation has made her ill. D., 
of course, is right to judge for himself, but as Ca. and my Sis. 
(tho’ he is far from being a good match) were kind enough to 
wish it, and that he knew H. so much better and seem’d to like 
her so much, I own I should have preferr’d it very much. I 
do not know Ly. Maria at all, and am not very partial to all the 
Fane family; however, it is certainly a much better marriage 
for him in point of fortune than he will be for her—so much so, 
that I cannot believe Ld. W. will be satisfied with the very 
httle we can do for them. Lord B. will do all he possibly can 
now, and means to share with them every additional encrease 
of income we may have from Leases falling in, &c., which for 
some years to come will be pretty considerable, as we have 
some leases from the time of Oliver Cromwell; but still, as I hope 
and trust, Lord B. is likely to live many, many years, they have 
nothing to look forward to but a small income for the best part 
of their lives. 

1 The Duke of Devonshire. 
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No. 26. 

G. L. G. to Lady B. 
Aug. 22d. 

I have been much occupied for some days past, partly in 
writing, and partly in seeing sights, such as going to Czarsko-zelo, 
and accompanying the Guards upon their marching out of 
Petersburgh; they are going immediately to the Frontiers. 
This intelligence, and the account you will soon receive of the 
Russian Troops having passed into the Austrian Territories, 
will satisfy the English Politicians that we have not been idle 
here; whether the price at which we obtain Continental co-opera¬ 
tion will be approved of is a different question. 

25th. 

Are you aware that the diplomatic Service is a school for 
falsehood and dissimulation ? I am really sometimes shocked at 
myself for the degree of deceit which I am under the necessity 
of practising. It is not sufficient to be silent or to pretend to 
be ignorant of things of which one is informed, but one must 
hold a language calculated to inculcate a Belief of what is directly 
the contrary to the real Truth, and you Cannot conceive the 
degree of amusement the persons who are in the secret derive 
from the dupery of those whom they deceive; comme il est bon 
ce pauvre. . . .” 

How I do long to return home and talk over many many 
things that I cannot write ! 

Aug. 27th. 

I cannot tell you how vexed I am at the hours which Willy, 
notwithstanding continued representations on my part, persists 
in keeping. I have this instant, three O’Clock, sent to propose 
to him to take a Ride, and I find he is not out of Bed. It is 
bad for his health, and he will, besides, acquire a habit which it 
will be difficult for him to leave off. I have spoken to him 
seriously—angrily I cannot; with his disposition I am persuaded 
that if remonstrating in a friendly and serious manner is in¬ 
effectual, there is no chance of any effect being produced by 

speaking in anger. 

I am waiting with great Impatience for Letters from England. 
I cannot but be anxious to know whether my conduct will be 
approved of; circumstances have been such, and events have 
taken place so suddenly and unexpectedly, that I have of neces¬ 
sity been obliged to take a great deal of responsibility upon 
Myself. I am also anxious for Ld. Mulgrave’s answer to My 
Letter in which I expressed my wish to return Home this autumn; 

i 
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that wish becomes stronger every day, and if any circumstance 
should prevent the realisation of it, I shall be vexed to the very 

Soul. 
Sepbre 3d. 

I have been as long hunting for this Scrap of a Letter as wd. 
have taken me to have written twice as much, and I have no 
time now to write. I must, however, tell you—but in con¬ 
fidence—that as the Emperor is going to the Frontiers of Lithu¬ 
ania, it is very probable that I may be invited to accompany 
him. Such an invitation would not, however, prevent my 
returning to England the end of October, provided Lord Mulgrave 
agrees my request to be recalled.- I should probably embark 
at Koenigsberg or Memel instead of Cronstadt. The Emperor 
sets off on the 22d of this month; if I go I shall, of course, take 
Willy with me. Do not talk of this. . . . I see the Barbarian 
very constantly, but in a quiet, friendly manner. 

No. 103. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 

Hastings, Sep*. 27. 

At length the courier is come. I was almost in hopes by the 
long delay you were coming yourself. Half the pleasure of your 
letter was taken off by considering how soon you would receive 
bad news; it seems wonderful to me that so late as the 3d of 
Sepr it should not yet have reach’d you, and I once more dread 
your reading it first in the papers. So by this time, dear G., 
perhaps you and W. are marching with the Armies, and Military 
Mad. You see, your great doings have forc’d even the Morning 
Chronicle to sing the praises of Government and approve of the 
Continental war. I know you have been oblig’d to take great 
responsibility upon you, but, thank Heaven ! all you have done 
that is public is universally prais’d and approv’d, and whatever 
may be more secret must still have succeeded compleatly, for 
I Jcnow Ministers are highly pleas’d with you. C’est beau et 
bien rare de reussir ainsi'de tous cotes, but I cannot bear this 
diplomatic falsehood you talk of. Do you remember Figaro’s 
account of an Ambassador—paraitre ignorer ce que Ton sait, 
savoir ce qu’on ignore, &c., &c. I cannot bear your being 
implique in all this treachery and duplicity; cela retrecit l’esprit 
et le gate. 

Saturday. 

... I have just receiv’d a very pretty letter from ma Bru, 
and two very kind ones from Sally and Ly. W. The former is 
out of Spirits about her Husband, who is still very ill; but they 
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really speak with so much pleasure of this Marriage and the 
Connection with us, and praise Dun. so much, it is impossible 
not to be pleas’d with it. I hear on all sides such praises of the 
Character and disposition of Ly. M., and like her letter to me 
so much, that altogether it makes me feel much happier than 
I did, and I really think Dun. is very lucky. 

Sunday, 29. 

The Pope din’d at Chis. the day before the Morpeths set out 
for C. Howard. I am quite proud of the fine things he said of 
me to G., and still more delighted with his assuring my Sister 
you would return this Autumn. I suppose he knows they have 
agreed to it; this would indeed be delightful. He is out of 
spirits as to home Politics. I am afraid your success makes 
the King willing to try Mr. Pitt’s strength alone a little longer; 
this is bad policy, for if there ever is to be any negotiation it 
will make it appear the effect of necessity, not choice. It is 
the same fault which I think they have had throughout with 
Ireland, with France—with Parhament, for in all the history 
of Ld. Melville and even Ld. Sidmouth, it has been the same, 
appearing to yield from want of strength, reluctantly and not 
free will. 

No. 104. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Wednesday, Ocl. 2. 

My whole day has been taken up by a horrible adventure. 
I found a little boy almost naked, crying bitterly and nursing 
a baby in his arms; he told me his Mammy was dying and had 
nobody to help her. I ask’d where she was; he got up and led 
the way to a miserable house, so miserable that I drew back 
unwilling to go in. The child held my gown, and looking up 
piteously, said, “ Won’t you come ?” in such a tone, that I 
reproach’d myself for my fine Ladyship in doubting, and forc’d 
myself to go on. Indeed, dear G., I could not have imagin’d a 
human being reduc’d to so much wretchedness: in a miserable 
hole on a rug on the stones lay a creature almost naked, almost 
a skeleton, distorted, hideous and disgusting to the most frightful 
degree, so helpless that her arms, face and bosom were cover’d 
with flies, which seem’d devouring her and which she had not 
strength to drive from her. She was groaning terribly, and to 
all appearance in the last agonies of death. I was so overcome, 
so shock’d, that my head swam. I totter’d against the door 
and for fear of fainting was moving out of the room, when in 
a hollow voice and rolling her great eyes towards me, she said: 
“ Have mercy upon me.” I cannot tell you how I felt, my 
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heart sunk so within me. I went up to her and tried with my 
handkerchief to drive the flies away. She said several things 
I could not hear, bat at last I heard she told me, “ I am a great 
Sinner—pray for my poor soul.” I knelt down almost mechani¬ 
cally and pray’d fervently (scarcely knowing what 1 did) for 
her and for myself, for I thought it presumption for me to pray 
for any one. She thanked me and said I was the only person 
that had pitied her. As soon as I got out, after charging the 
woman of the house to take care of her, I went to the apothecary’s 
(but this house is next to a public house, and the noise of singing 
and drunkenness almost mixes with the groans of this poor 
dying creature). The man whom I made go with me came out 
almost as shock’d as I was, but told me a dreadful story. He 
knew the woman; he saw her five years ago—young, very pretty, 
and a decent kind of woman. She married a Soldier who got 
drunk, beat and abandon’d her, since when she gave herself up 
to every kind of vice; in short, her disorder is the consequence 
of her way of life. His expression to me was horrible, but, in 
short, that every part of her, inside and out, was decay’d, and 
for this last fortnight it seems she had been compleatly neglected. 

Will you forgive me for this long story ? J’en ai 1’esprit frappe, 
and can think of nothing else. We go from hence Sunday to 
Compton place, Tuesday to the Pavilion, Friday to the Jersey’s 
at Worthing, and Saturday to town. 

Thursday, Oct. 3. 

Only one line. First, my wretched woman is dead, et j’ai sur 
les bras a little child of four years old and another of one. 

I saw the P. of Wales for a moment the other day, saying he 
knew all along Mr. Pitt had no intention of proposing any thing, 
and full of a visit he had made to the Dr. on his return from 
Weymouth. 

No. 105. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Oct. 4. 

Guess what my occupation has been all to night ? Reading 
over my old Paris letters to you, and tho’ there is nothing I 
hate more or that makes me more asham’d than my own letters 
(which, par Parenthese, are always so ill written and ill spelt 
that I wonder any one has patience to read them), yet I really 
was extremely amus’d by them, especially as never reading them 
over when I write, they had the merit of novelty to me and 
recall’d many circumstances I had forgot. . . . Amongst other 
things that entertain’d me is my own excessive violence. I am 
always a good Englishwoman, but I was still more so at Paris 
than in England, and certainly talk’d with more acrimony of 
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Buonaparte—perhaps for the reason given me by the person I 
quote so often in these letters, M. de Narbonne, who on my 
making this very observation to him said: “II ne faut jamais 
s’approcher de trop pres d’un Heros de Theatre, le beau point 
de vue est de loin—alors le Clinquant paroit de Tor.” You 
must have thought me excessively vain for repeating to you all 
the fine things that were said to me, and as I always do it on 
every opportunity, perhaps you do. And you are quite wrong 
—there is no surer sign of humility than boasting of compli¬ 
ments. A vain person thinks them their due, and would as 
little boast of this as of being call’d by their proper title. 

Compton Place, 

Sunday, Oct. 6. 

This is a shabby letter, but yesterday we came to this place, 
and from over kindness Ly. George1 will not give me a moment 
to myself. Ma Brit’s brother2 supp’d here; he is very good 
humour’d, but how he does talk ! I shall die if she does half as 
much. 

No. 107. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Compton Place, 

Oct. 7. 

This will not go, as it ought, to-day, but every thing has been 
put wrong. Ld. and Ly. George are the best people I know, 
but she, I think, is tiresome, and fussy in her kindness; she 
never will let me go my own way. But she is so much, much 
better than her daughter that there is no comparison. I never 
yet saw so odious a girl; it is quite extraordinary to see any thing 
of eighteen so disgustingly pert and disagreeable. Sally’s 
Brother din’d and spent the evening with us. He is very good 
humour’d, but a sad rattle—between his chattering and Miss 
C.’s strumming la tete me tourne. 

The Pavilion, Brighton, 
9th. 

Ly. George, as I told you, from over care never gave me a 
moment’s breathing time, so that I could not write. She made 
me do all sorts of proper things—go to see Ly. Chatham and 
Ly. Lowther, who were graciousness itself, and prais’d Ly. 
Maria very much to me; the former shew’d me a letter from her 
full of praises of Dun cannon and of my reception of her—recep¬ 
tion by letter, for I have never seen her yet. But I must tell 
you my yesterday’s adventure. At Seaford we were stopp’d 

1 Lady George Cavendish. 
2 Lord Burghersb (1784-1855), alterwards eleventh Earl of Westmorland. 

9 VOL. II 
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for want of Horses, as every chaise, horse, or conveyance possible 
had been put in requisition to go to the Boxing Match between 
the Chicks and somebody else. Ours were very tired, but we 
began slowly going on, when a little Mr. Johnson whom I never 
saw came and entreated us to convey him back to Brighton, 
as he was to receive the Prince at dinner, and was in agony at 
being too late. We stuck him up on the Dicky, but had not gone 
far before the P.’s Barouche and horses arriv d, enquiring every 
where for us. He sent them to meet us, imagining we should 
be delay’d. We arriv’d late and Ld. B. prepared for the dinner, 
but as Mr. J., whom I do not know, had said nothing to me, I 
was sitting very quietly in my travelling dress at the Inn, when 
the Prince arriv’d, and insisted on taking me as I was to this 
great dinner, shewing me a note from Mr. Johnson saying he 
did not know till he met us that Ld. B. was married ! There 
was beautiful music which you would have lik’d, but think of 
poor me sitting quite undress’d in a formal circle of people I 
did not know all over Diamonds and Gold—from 8 till past two. 
To-day I have been going all over the Pavilion, which is really 
beautiful in its way. I did not think the strange Chinese shapes 
and columns could have look’d so well. It is like Concetti in 
Poetry, in outre and false taste, but for the kind of thing as 
perfect as it can be, and the Prince says he had it so because 
at the time there was such a cry against French things, &c., that 
he was afraid of his furniture being accus’d of jacobinism. 

Thursday, Oct. 10. 

His way of living is pleasant enough, especially if one might 
chuse one’s society. In the Morning he gives you horses, Car¬ 
riages, &c., to go where you please with you; he comes and sits 
rather too long, but only on a visit. Every body meets at dinner, 
which, par parenthese, is excellent, with the addition of a few 
invitations in the evening. Three large rooms, very comfort¬ 
able. are lit up; whist, backgammon, Chess, trace Madame— 
every sort of game you can think of in two of them, and 
Musick in the third. His band is beautiful. He has also Viotti1 
and a Lady who sings and plays very well. A few people have 
the entree and a few more are invited. Mrs. Fitzherbert is ill 
at present and confined to her bed, so he makes me do the honours. 
The D. of C., with three beautiful boys, is here, and the two 
Orleans—the D. of 0. and Beaujolais.2 I like the former ex¬ 
tremely, and play at chess with him every night. This Morning 

1 Giovanni Battista Viotti (1755-1824), violinist and the first performer of 
his time. 

2 Duke of Orleans and Count Beaujolais, sons of Louis Philippe. 
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we drove in the Barouche to Worthing to see Sally1 and her 
Husband, who is very ill. She was extremely kind to me, and 
after talking on various subjects, ask’d if I had not a son in 
Russia, how he was going on, and when he was likely to return, 
but did not name you. His Mother2 is with them, and I see 
intends to renew all her former intimacy with us. The Prince 
of Wales put himself in a passion when I came back, saying My 
Sister and I always had been and always would be her dupes. 
I said she had behav’d very well, praising Ly. Maria extremely 
and speaking well of Duncannon, which, considering all that 
had passed, I thought good natured of her. He answered (and 
I am afraid it is true; he knows her very well) that he would 
have sworn she would do so—that her aim was renewing with 
us. She did all she could to make D. marry her daughter3 in 
spite of us, and when that fail’d, after abusing us all like Pick 
pockets, she at once turns about and seems as much pleas’d at 
D.’s marrying into Sally’s family because it is still a connection. 
Letters, dear G. I have got yours from the 8th to the 15 of 
Sepr. . . . 

No. 27. 

G. L. G. to Lady B. 
Sepbre &th. 

You know I am sometimes infected with a Bibliomanie; I 
have ~aTfit upon me at this Moment, and I am every day hunting 
through Loads of dirty Books in the hope of finding something 
qurious. Willy seems to have a little of the same Taste, and I 
am afraid he is ruining himself in buying Prints, &c. 

I have read Mr. Knight, and have been much amused with 
his Reflections and Criticisms; it would have been more manly 
to have attacked Burke during his Life Time. The subject he 
treats is extremely difficult; I have never yet read a book that 
satisfied my mind upon the Question of Taste. I am a little 
out of humour at receiving no dispatches from Lord Mulgrave— 
the Invasion seems entirely to occupy, the Minds of Govt, and 
continental affairTareJleSrtp shift for themselves. I have taken 
upon myself the responsibility of doing all sorts of things, and 
cannot learn whether my Principals are satisfied with my Pro¬ 
ceedings. My Impatience is not a little sharpened by my anxiety 

'Tor an answer to my request to have my successor appointed. 
I fear the little Barbarian will be very sorry when the time of 
my Departure arrives; do not imagine from this that we are 
upon any other Terms than those I have before told you, . . . 

1 Now Lady Jersey. 2 Dowager Lady Jersey. 
3 Lady Elizabeth Vilhers, who died unmarried in 1810. 
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. but she seems uncomfortable if a day passes without my seeing 
( her. She seems afraid of displeasing me; she talks to me with 

* the greatest unreserve. 
& Sevhre 10<N 

Conceive my horror this morning at reading in the Newspapers 
the account of my poor Mother’s Death; I cannot Express to 
you the shock I felt. You know how tenderly she loved me, 
you know my affection for her; I tried to persuade myself that 
as I had no Letters the report was untrue, but, alas ! I have now 
received Letters from home confirming it. All her expressions 
at parting with me, all her fears that we should never meet again, 
are present in my mind, and I cannot tell you how unhappy I 
feel. It would have been a comfort to her in her last moments 
to have had me near her, and I regret that I ever accepted this 

Mission. 
Sevbre 12th, 

I am almost shocked at Myself for having so soon recovered 
from the terrible depression I felt when I last wrote to you, but 
I have been forced into Business, and though when I think of 
the loss I have suffered I feel very unhappy, yet I can go on 
talking upon Politics and even less important things almost 
with gaiety. I have received all your Letters up to the 22d. 
of August. I knew well that your affectionate Heart wd. feel 
bitterly the Event that has happened — indeed, I do most 
poignantly regret my long absence from you; I look with san¬ 
guine expectation to the arrival of the next Courier, hoping that 
I shall receive permission to return to England next Month. 
At the same time, if Pitt and Lord M. both urge me to remain 
some months longer, I cannot do otherwise than conform to 
their Wishes; but the concert of Measures being all arranged, it 
will be but a dull occupation to have nothing left to do but to 
pay money. I believe I told you in my last Letter that I am 
invited by the Emperor to go with him to his armies upon the 
Frontiers; it is supposed he will remain there some months—a 
winter passed in the wilds of Lithuania will not be very agreeable. 
I shall be sorry even to leave the Barbarian when it is not for 
the purpose of going to you. ... I could not but be pleased 
with her manner when I first saw her after I had received the 
melancholy news from England; she saw I was much affected, 
and she shed tears and cried even as you would have done. 
Adder ley’s story will not apply to her; I never tell her any thing, 
though we often quarrel about Czartoryski. She is violently 
against him, and is a very great frondeur. Comment! Un 
Polonois premier Ministre de la RussieT! ! 
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No. 109. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Sunday, \Wi October. 

... We came here (Chis.) yesterday and I am now going to 
Roe. . . . Every body is full of the Arch Duke’s1 proclamation 
and the Austrians retreating; surely there can be no hitch. I 
cannot tell you how anxious I am about it. . . . Not a word 
of news of any kind—except the poor King’s extreme low Spirits 
ever since his Brother’s2 death, and imagining he must live and 
does not wish it. . . . 

Wednesday (16th Oct.) 

The Hollands din’d at Chis. yesterday. I am vex’d at what 
he told me—a violent quarrel between them of which I was the 
unconscious cause. It was some dispute about coming or not 
coming to C. Sqr the night we arriv’d (you remember I told you 
I thought something vex’d him). At length she told him to go 
at his Peril (this was before the other people in the coach). He 
immediately pull’d the string to stop,but she forbad the footman’s 
opening the door, and told him to enquire for Dr. Willis’s direc¬ 
tion, for that Ld. H. avoit perdu la tete; and quickly turning 
to Mr. Allen, told him that perhaps he was not aware there was 
madness in the family, that she had often suspected it before 
and entreated him to shave and blister Ld. Holland’s head. 
As all this was done angrily and not in joke, he was provok’d, 
and in spite of her commands to the contrary, jump’d out and 
came to C. Sqr. When he return’d home he found a bed order’d 
for him down stairs. She would not see him that night, but 
next day told him he should repent his conduct very long, and 
that she reckon’d herself at liberty to do any thing to make 
him unhappy—this is the way it rests at present. She has taken 
a House at Brighton and another in Piccadilly, neither of which 
he as yet knows of. I am really quite vex’d at it. 

I have also heard from Sol in consequence of a long Conference 
with the Pope. Alas ! Mr. Pitt has given up (as probably you 
know) all plan of junction. The King, it seems, has put himself 
entirely into his hands, but wishes him to try what he can do 
alone—a proposal too congenial to Mr. Pitt’s own inclinations 
to be withstood. The King also recommended reconciliation 
with the Medicis. Mr. Pitt went there3 (which I approve of, for 
he is very unhappy about his son). There is a sort of paix forcee 

1 The address of the Archduke Charles on taking the command of his army, 
dated Padua, 21st September, 1805. 

2 William Henry, Duke of Gloucester; born 1743, married 6th September, 
1766, Maria, Countess Dowager of Waldegrave, and died 25th August, 1805. 

3 Lord Sidmouth, whose son was seriously ill. 
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worthy of the Medicis, still they are to be neither one thing nor 
the other; their consciences prevent their joining a friend of 
Lord Melville’s, and some other motives no less forcible prevent 
their opposing the Minister quelconque for the time being. I 
am interrupted every moment by Cooks, Kitchen Maids, Maitres 
d’Hotels, and a long, &c., of tradespeople who all want to come 

to Dun. ... 

No. 110. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Oct. 19. 

Think of my being to dine tete a tete with Ly. Westmorland1 
the day after tomorrow ! Je ne brille pas dans le tete a tete 
with a person I do not know, and I am afraid she will think me 
very stupid: how we shall discuss! My cold is still very bad, 
but as I promis’d to meet my Mother at Chis. I took a circuit 
and went round by Wimbledon, to introduce Ly. Maria to My 
Sister in Law. D. drove her back to town in the Curricle. . . . 

. Sunday, 20. 

Le Pere2 de la future has just been here. What a strange 
looking Man he is ! and he has an affectation of knowing nothing 
about his family, but talking of them as strangers. He told me 
his son, calling him his Lordship, was to embark on Thursday 
with five other English Regiments and the German Legion for 
Holland. Monsieur de Kolb says Stahremberg is in great 
Spirits with this encroachment on Prussia and hopes it will 
determine the King of Prussia to act. ... I must go in, for I 
have all my family screaming for me and the old Baron impatient 
for Chess. You will scold Caro if she is not better before you 
return; she and her Husband flirt as incessantly as you us’d to 
say Ly. G. and Mr. Eliot did. They are never asunder a moment, 
but it is delightful to see two creatures so happy and so suited 
to each other. 

21, Monday. 

Here I am all by myself in town going in great awe to B. Sqr. 
Every body is full of this attack on Prussia. . . . 

1 Lady Westmorland, daughter and co-heir of R. H. Saunders, M.D., 
married Lord Westmorland, 1800, and died 1857. 

2 John, tenth Earl of Westmorland (1759-1841), had married, first, Sarah 
Anne Child, by whom (who died 1793) he had one son and three daughters. 
Sarah married Lord Villiers; Augusta married Lord Boringdon; Maria married 
Lord Duncannon. 
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No. 111. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Oct. 23. 

It was impossible for me to write a line in peace yesterday, 
I was so hurried; we were going to the beginning of the play, 
the fair Penitent,1 and the Lambs and Chiswickers din’d with us 
at half after four, for the purpose of trying Monsr. Marique’s 
savoir faire in cooking, to see if he would do for Dun.; and I 
only arriv’d from Chis. in the Morning, having been detain d 
first by Lavinia and then by my Mother. As Dun. says he means 
to live a great deal at home, a good Cook is, you will admit, a 
matter of some consequence. I believe we have got a very good 
one. No signs of you yet, but reports on every side that you are 
not coming. We were all elate yesterday with histories of Vic¬ 
tory, and terrified today with dreadful ones of defeat. Good 
Heavens ! what a dreadful crisis this is to the whole world, and 
with how much indifference it is discuss’d and pass d over as a 
thing scarcely worth dwelling upon. The first new play, the 
numbers that will divide the two parties at the meeting, and 
whether Mr. Pitt will or will not admit the Medicis into Gov1 
again, create ten times more interest than all Europe put together 
can awaken, and the success or failure of the war seems more 
look’d to on both sides as an arm for or against gov1 than as 
the decision of the fate of Empires, our own amongst uhem. 
My own anxiety is perhaps at bottom grounded on little better 
motives. I am so good an Englishwoman that at all times I 
should rejoice in our arms being victorious, and next to ours in 
those we have bought. But now my anxiety is beyond measure, 
every triumph of the Austrians or Russians I shall look upon as 
your work, and tho’ your success is past recalling, let what will 
happen, you have achiev’d more than the most sanguine ex¬ 
pected. Yet, knowing as I do how many people judge entirely 
by the event, I would have it out of the possibility of any one 
to say, we paid too dear for what was gain’d, which if the Allies 
prosper no one will venture even to hint, and if they do not, 
will, you may be sure—right or wrong—be the cry. . . . 
Ly. Holland this moment writes me word from Wool- 
beding that little Charles has wounded his thigh with a knife 
very badly; it was sew’d up immediately, but he has a good 
deal of fever. How unlucky they are, and how hard it is on 
poor Ld. Holland ! Charles is a very fine boy, but not strong, 
and this will quite throw him back. 

1 “ The Fair Penitent,” by T. Rowe, published 1703, taken from the “ Fatal 

Dowry,” by Massinger. 
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Thursday, 24. 

Ly. Abercorn was here this Morning full of the play that is 
going to be acted at the Priory—Lydia Languish,1 Lady Cahir; 
Julia, a Miss Graham they us’d to have; Falkland, Ld. Aberdeen; 
Cap11 Absolute, my son in law; and Squire Acres, his Brother 
George. 

I hope the approach of the Russians will stop B.’s career; if 
they are in numbers sufficient, I think he in his turn may be in 
a scrape. 

Friday, 25 Oct. 

Ld. Harrowby and Mr. Hammond being announc’d as going 
to Berlin has set all London into amaze, and made the Stocks 
rise, for they think it argues a negotiation. Ld. Cathcart2 also 
is announc’d for Russia. What joy this would give me, except 
for one consideration—if there is a chance of there being a Con¬ 
gress and Negotiation of Peace very soon, much as I long to see 
you, I would forego the pleasure, to have you the person ap¬ 
pointed to go there, and to have you finish the great work you 
have brought about, and which in that case you would have 
gone thro’ from beginning to end. The Pope is out of town, and 
I know nothing but what I pick up from hearsay report. . . . 

No. 112. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Sunday, 27 Oct. 

I went to Jane Shore3 last night and broke my heart with 
Mrs. Siddons. We only, Caro," Harriet, and Mr. Adderley. He 
saw your Sister in the morning, who is very uneasy at Ld. Har- 
rowby’s going without her. You will probably meet, for I hear 
you are gone with the Armies, and I rather wish it. You will 
probably come home the sooner for it, and it will at any rate 
be a most interesting scene (I conclude the crown’d heads will 
be kept out of danger, and as you represent one you will be 
equally guarded, or I should be half in a fright). I came here 
yesterday and pass my time in poring over the map of Germany, 
sticking wafers on pins like Carnot’s famous Map in the Con¬ 
servatoire Senate, but grieving sadly over the reports of defeat. 

Monday, 28. 

I have just had a delightful letter from the Pope—so like 
himself, so warm, so kind to you. I have written to him to 
thank him for loving you so, and indeed I love him to my heart 

1 Lydia Languish in “ The Rivals, ” by Sheridan. 
2 Lieut.-General Lord Cathcart (1755-1843). 
3 “ Jane Shore,” by T. Rowe, published 1713. 
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for that very reason. His letter has reviv’d me; it is so long 
since I heard from you, since I have seen any one with whom I 
may talk of you freely, that my heart sicken’d, and I felt the 
wintry influence freezing and chilling every thing inside and out 
—moral et Physique, as the Don says. His letter has thaw’d 
and reanimated me. 

My Sister is just return’d from Town, and I am terrified with 
the bad news. I withstood all the croakings from knowing our 
people see en noir, but this comes from Sir Sidney Smith;1 how¬ 
ever, it is only the French accounts, but indeed, dear G., they 
quite dispirit in spite of the King of Prussia’s promises. Good 
Heavens ! if you should get into any danger ! I dare not think 
of it. But how, why is it that everything gives way to this 
man, or by what fatality do we and our allies always chuse the 
least good officers to send against the most active and determin’d 
enemies ? I do not know what P. Czartoryski and his Master 
may have pick’d out, and Heaven grant they may be good ones ! 
But why, when the Emperor Francis2 has one good one, does he 
send him out of the way and put in his stead the stupidest man 
that ever liv’d—for so the Arch Duke Ferdinand certainly was 
to all appearance when I knew him. I hope it is not true Gen1 
Mack3 is taken—it makes me shudder; yet I cannot suppose 
Buonaparte is always to be irresistible ? We have sent a sad 
stupid man with our expedition—very good, they say, in gar¬ 
rison for drilling and putting the barracks in order, but pro¬ 
verbially slow and dull. En revanche, to have something to 
sweeten all this, all sides, all parties, agree in their praise of you. 
I ask’d the Pope whether he thought it a good thing for you to 
return now. His answer is: “I am so glad of his return that I 
cannot persuade^ myself to doubt its being good for him; in 
respect to his Mission, certainly it is, for he returns with his 
work done, and his reputation at the highest point.” He goes 
on: “ As to domestick concerns, they are so disagreeable a subject 
that I would forget them, if it were possible, altogether; if I 
cannot do that, I at least want the consolation of having him to 
talk with about them.s All last year I said I was (and I was 
unfeignedly) happy to have him out of the way, but I am not 
sure that my generosity is not exhausted, for I find myself 
regretting every day even the temporary delay which I fear 
there will be in his arrival.” You remember the person to whom 
Russia was offer’d on your refusing it last year—a cousin of 
mine, Ld. Pembroke ? it has been offer’d again to him, as 

1 Admiral Sir William Sidney Smith (1764-1840). ~~ 
2 Francis II., Emperor of Germany. 
3 Charles, Baron von Mack, Austrian General (1752-1829), notorious for his 

ill-concerted military operations. 
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the circumstance which hinder’d it last year was done away. 
He told me he refus’d entirely because he dared not follow a 
person who had shewn such uncommon ability, that he should 
despairoTdoing'as well,- ai id if he did not would not be able to 
bear the contrast Do you like to hear all these fine things 1 
To hie they" are balsam que j’avale doux comme lait. It does 
indeed delight me to have your worth more known. Bess had 
some letters from Cliff, today; they guess from the boats that 
came out that the combin’d fleets are in a state of actual famine 
(it is shocking to be forc’d to rejoice at such misery). Ld. 
Nelson sails out 15 or twenty leagues to the Westward now and 
then to tempt them out, and when his letters came away they 
could perceive with their glasses the top sails up and a bustle 
on hand which made them hope they would risk it. Heaven 
grant us some good fortune ! At least at sea, I think, we must 
be secure. But I had berceed myself with such fine hopes— 
still, I think a great deal may be done, but I remember Moreau’s 
old description: “ C’est l’inspiration C’est la foudre—on se sent 
frappe avant d’avoir vu partir le coup-—-jamais vous ne lui tiendrez 
tete a moins de trouver un chef aussi actif que lui ”—he nam’d 
Sir Sidney as the only one who ever had—“ mais la chute sera 
terrible car il joue toujours va tout.” I told you all this more 
correctly at the time, but I repeat it now because it seems so 
verified in all he has done. Nothing could be so rash, but his 
wonderful promptitude has given him success. . . . 

No. 114. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Sat. (Nov. 2). 

I was at the Priory all yesterday, and left Caro much better, 
I hope safe from what she apprehended. To day the Pope has 
been with me. He was astonish’d when I told him you were 
still at Petersburg the 2d. of Oct., and said you were suppos’d 
to be where they very much wish’d you, and it was of great 
consequence you should be with the Emperor Alexander. The 
only way he could account for it was your thinking yourself 
oblig’d to wait at St. P. for Ld. Cathcart’s arrival, which he 
says was not the least necessary; on the contrary, that Ld. C. 
will probably go to the Armies before he goes to P.—it is reckon’d 
of such moment to have some one from hence with the Emperor. 
He desponds sadly as to home politicks, and says every thing 
is as bad as possible, and that he longs to have you to talk to. 
I see Ld. Harrowby sail’d the day before yesterday, and soon, 
I suppose, we must hear something officially, but the French 
papers which are come contain nothing. 
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Sunday, Novr 3. 

The good news I heard yesterday concerning the King of 
Prussia1 is contradicted today. This suspense at such a moment 
is dreadful—they say it is owing to all the packets being on one 
side; but surely it would be worth while for our agents to send 
off a fishing boat or any thing with some correct intelligence. 
The D. of York with his two younger Brothers, Edward2 and 
Ernest,3 are going immediately—D. of York to join the Emperor 
Francis, Ed. to accompany Armfeldt,4 and Er. heading a party 
of horse. Amongst the various accounts one hears every 
moment it is impossible to guess what is true and what false, 
and as I always conclude you know every thing it is scarcely 
worth while to send you rumours. This, however, Ld. Hutchin¬ 
son told Lord Holland, and I think added he too was going. . . . 
I din’d today at Holland Ho. The boy is recover’d; she in high 
Feather, but beginning to look very big. They both crow’d 
over me for the complete failure of any attempt at junction. I 
suppose all chance is over, and both sides every day widening 
the breach. What a length of time has pass’d since I heard 
from you! Sepr 15 is the last date. How I regret your not having 
from the first written by the post! I might then have heard 
regularly and constantly. William’s letter is the 2d of Octr, 
and I hear some are come as late as the 15th. . . . 

Nov. 5th. 

I am so terrified, so shock’d with the news, I scarcely know 
what to wish for you. This man5 moves like a torrent, and if 
Mr. Arundel6 is with the Emperor Alexander I shall tremble for 
his safety; yet I dread his being blam’d if he is not, as I hear so 
much reliance laid upon his keeping the Emperor steady. As I 
see every one believes it, and the Pope also, I have mention’d 
to no one but him my letter of the 2d. Now in my heart I 
hope Mr. A. is at P. Bless you, dear G., you have no idea of 
the consternation here7—all depends now on your Russians for the 
smallest chance. I hope you hke Stahremberg’s spirited letter. 

1 That he would join with the allies. 
2 Duke of Kent. 
3 Duke of Cumberland, afterwards King of Hanover. 
4 Gustave Moritz, Baron von Armfeldt (1767-1824), was Swedish Minister 

at Vienna in 1802. After the cession of Finland to Russia, he entered the 
Russian service. 

6 Napoleon. 
6 G. L. G. 
7 Definite news of General Mack’s capitulation of Ulm, 22nd October, with 

30,000 men had reached London on Sunday, 3rd November, by means of a 
Dutch newspaper, but had been preceded by rumours to that effect a day or 
two before. 
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No. 28. 

G. L. G. to Lady B. 
Seybre 26t'K 

I have at last received a Letter from Lord Mulgrave, by which, 
to my great Joy, I find that my request to be allowed to return 
to England is not refused. I fear, however, I shall have some 
difficulties in getting away. . . . I must go to the Polish Frontier, 
both to finish some arrangements between the Court of London 
and the Imperial Courts, and also to take leave of the Emperor. 
The Frost sets in about the end of October, and I shall very 
likely be obliged to return home through Germany, the un¬ 
certainty in which I am kept is very unpleasant. 

Sepbre 28. 

The absence of the Emperor renders Petersburgh completely 
dull. I pass my Evenings invariably with the Barbarian, and 
I have a bad habit of sitting up with her very late, generally 
till past three. . . . 

October 2cl. 

I cannot understand what pleasure or interest people can 
have in circulating false Reports about me; I have never gamed 
'Here unless playing at a game of skill about once a month, and 
for Sums that with the utmost possible bad Luck I could not 
lose above £30 or £40 can be considered as gaming. I do not 
claim any merit for my abstinence from Play, because, to -tell 
fFe Truth, I have not been exposed to Temptation. If I wished 
to play Deep, I must seek a particular Society, which is known 
only for having amassed fortunes by gamings The other Reports 
which you have heard about me are equally without foundation. 
I_certainlv have never been in the way of rivalizing the Emperor; 
you know that all my Idle Time is passed with the Barbarian 
who has never been within side of the walls of the Palace since 
she was presented upon her return from her Travels. Neither 
have I been jealous of A. Paget; all communication with-the 
Emp. Francis having passed through my Hands, I-could-have 
no ground for jealousy. I can easily conceive that he may have 
beenhhft'’at'hhe DispohTtrdnsJihd VieAvs of the Emperor F. being 
made known through me, and at the arrangements that .have 
taken place having been settled at St. IL 

~—  ,-— ■ Ocber 4<fc. 

Yes, I will subscribe to your Box. What Joy I feel in thinking 
that perhaps in less than six weeks I shall again be with you ! 
You will not give the less credit to this assurance because I add 
that I shall feel very sorry at taking leave of the Barbarian; 
when I bid her adieu, it will be in all probability the last time of 
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my ever speaking to her, and having for some months passed 
almost everyday 3 or 4 Hours with her, the idea of never seeing 
her again will certai n ly^b&-pa,in£uL .My leaving Petersburg!! 
depends upon the arrival of the Messenger from England, of 
whom I am in daily expectation; I shall probably set off The 
day after to join the Emperor, who is now established at P. 
Czartoryski’s House near Lublin, in the Austrian Territory. 
I have told the Barbarian that my Letters give me Reason to 
imagine that I shall be recalled, but I have not told her what 
must in fact happen—that I shall not return to Petersburgh 
from Poland. ... 

Ocber 6Mt. 
I am still in the same uncertainty as to my return to England. 

I have received an Invitation from Prince Czartoryski to go 
immediately to Pulavie, and at the same time a Letter full of 
the Most flattering expressions of regret at my having asked for 
my Recall. The urgent instances he makes that I should remain 
to see the development of the Measure we have been concerting 
are such that if my return now depended upon me I should have 
difficulty in refusing to comply with his wish of deferring my 
departure. Good night. 

No. 115. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Roe, Nov. 6. 

Yesterday I drove to town intending to go ... to Queen 
Street and fo Duncannon’s House, where I had appointed people 
to meet me. The fog, which was bad when I set out, grew 
thicker and thicker, but when I got into the park was so compleat 
that it was impossible to find the way out. My footman got 
down to feel for the road, and the holloing of the drivers and 
screams of people on foot were dreadful. I was one hour driving 
thro’ the park; Queen St. it was impossible to find, and as I 
Was oblig’d to come here, and it was as dangerous to try to go 
home, I set out with two men walking before the horses with 
flambeaux, of which we could with difficulty perceive the flame 
_the men not at all. Every ten or twenty yards they felt for 
the door of a house to ask where we were—it was frightful 
beyond measure; in three hours' time I reach’d Chelsea, when it 
begun to clear a little; I find Ly. Vilhers, who rode to see me, 
was overtaken by it in her return, and nearly drown’d by riding 
into the Thames. How many accidents she has ! It seems as 

if her life being- 
Good heavens! what news!1 How glorious if it was not so 

1 The Battle of Trafalgar, 21st October. 
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cruelly damp’d by Nelson’s death ! How truly he has accom¬ 
plish’d his prediction that when they meet it must be to exter¬ 
mination. To a man like him he could not have pick d out a 
finer close to such a life. But what an irreparable loss to Eng¬ 
land ! I wish they would do what the Courier proposes—order 
a general Mourning for him. Courage and perseverance like his 
cannot be too highly honour’d, and it will encourage others to 
follow his noble career of glory. I can think of nothing else, 
and hardly imagin’d it possible to feel so much grief for a Man I 
did not know. Mr. Mander says he liv'd to hear of his Victor)'’, 
and gave signs of joy tho’ he could not speak. Do you know, 
G., it makes me feel almost as much envy as compassion; I think 
I should like to die so. Think of being mourn’d by a whole 
Nation, and having my name carried down with gratitude and 
praise to the latest generations. 

Thursday, 7 Novr. 

Still I can write of nothing but Nelson; if glory can soothe 
the dead, his Spirit must exult in the regrets and. enthusiasm 
which his name inspires. I have just heard from Stahremberg 
some better news. The accounts, as I hoped, were very much 
exaggerated, and it is very much' believ’d here that Mack was 
sold to the French; nothing but treachery can account for 33 
thousand men giving up as they did. I wonder whether you 
are with the Empr and, like him, to be at Berlin the 29th. I 
begin to think I shall never hear again. Yet this long silence 
seems as if you were moving, but why did you not write when 
W. did 1 I go from hence tomorrow to the Priory to see Caroline, 
who is still confined there; by the time of my return more news 
will be come from the Continent—Heaven grant it may be good ! 
What frightens me is that both Gov1 here and abroad seem to 
set themselves against receiving unpleasant intelligence and only 
to give credit to what they like, which is helping to deceive 
themselves. They do not either, I think, prepare enough for 
the disadvantage of fighting under various Leaders of different 
Countries, with often jarring interests to adjust, against one 
Leader who has the peculiar talent of knowing human Nature 
and how to animate his Soldiers, and has no one to consult but 
himself, and with supreme power to put his plans into execution. 
Despotism (horrible in every other situation) is absolutely 
necessary, I believe, for success in war. There is nothing so 
Despotic as our Naval officers on Board their own Ships, but see, 
too, what they achieve ! Another great fault I find with all the 
wise heads at home and abroad is reckoning upon B.’s being a 
bad General: it is not above a week ago I heard Gen Manners 
explaining how ill Buonaparte had manag’d; that he ought to 
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be in the Line of the Black Forest instead of attacking Ulm, 
and ridiculing his want of Generalship, to the greatest degree.1 
The fact is that, whether good or bad as to general rules his 
wonderful activity, combination, and power over his Soldiers, 
with the advantage of one single head conceiving and acting 
almost at the moment, must be irresistible, as long as we resolve 
to repel all this only by adhering to old rules of tacticks, and 
always to provide against a less danger than really exists. Are 
you tired of my animadversions ? Well you may, but it is from 
anxiety to have this Man oppos’d as he ought to be oppos’d that 
I am out of all patience at having him fought only in words, and 

>. not in action. I wish we had some Lord Nelson at the head of 
your Russians and Austrians. I have some hopes in Armfeldt. 
... I am glad to find from Stahremberg that the Archduke 

Ferdinand is not the stupid man I knew at Florence, but a very 
promising one. When shall I hear from you ? 

No. 116. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Chisk, 

Sunday, Novr. 10.’ 

No intelligence of you yet. It is so discouraging I hardly 
know how to write, and no one ever was so ingenious in tormenting 
themselves, for in my doubt of where you are I have made it 
out clearly that wherever it is I must be uneasy. If with ye 
Emperor, your neighbourhood to the French appears unsafe to 
me; if not, I dread your being blam’d for not going. I must 
still rave to you of Nelson; it has taken possession of every one’s 
Mind. Mr. Pitt had been writing a long dispatch to him and 
was just gone up to bed; about two in the morning he was call’d 
up again with the news. He was most extremely affected, for in 
this last time of N.’s being in England he had seen a great deal 
of him, and his opinion of his merit and great conception was 
higher than it had ever been before. Almost every body wears 
a black crape scarf or cockade with Nelson written on it—this 
is almost general high and low; indeed, the enthusiasm is general 
beyond anything I ever saw. The scene at the Admiralty was 
quite affecting—crowds of people, chiefly women, enquiring for 
Husbands, Brothers, and Children. I was touch’d and pleas’d at 
what happen’d to us in returning to our carriage. Somebody 
nam’d us, when two sea officers, that look’d like Lieutenants or 
Mates, push’d thro’ the crowd up to us, calling out “ Mr. Spencer 
is safe; I hope My lord knows it.” I thought it seem’d as if 

1 Napoleon, advancing on Vienna, had manoeuvred his troops between that 
city and General Mack’s army at Ulm. 
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they lov’d my Brother, and guess’d immediately the object of 
our enquiry. This is a bad moment for Sir R. Calder, who is 
also arriv’d, and who seems to have always had a great character 
for over caution. Mr. Pitt said that he was one of a junto who 
gave out that Nelson deserv’d to be punish’d for the battle of 
the Nile, as it was in contradiction to all former naval tactics—- 
these terrible tactics that they all swear by so much, and which 
I believe ruin all our armies, and would our navies too, if some 
Spirited officers had not genius to break thro’ them. They are 
very good as general rules, but the difference of a great or a 
common man is the knowing when to apply and when overlook 
general rules. However, I am in better spirits about the war. 
Merfeldt, I hear from every one, is a good General, and I know 
such'a Romantick history of him that it makes me feel interested 
'about him. He is the famous Pss. Kinski’s Lover, whose Hus¬ 
band left her the day they were Married. I was going to tell 

■you the whole history, but it would be sending coals to Newcastle ; 
but I was surpriz’d at his nomination, as he is one of the people 
your friend Gentz said was eloigned from all employment from 
Queen Louise’s jealousy of any person of merit approaching her 
Husband and gaining sway over him, which now she possesses 
exclusively. If I remember well, he gave but a bad account of 
alTtEese personages: the King of Prussia bon homme mais 
petites vues et petits moyens; the Emperor Alexander the best, 
but even he caractere Polonois, Ardent mais peu durable, feu de 
paille, that wants frequent rekindling and depends a great deal on 
the favourite adviser for the time being. Do all these characters 
answer, dear G. ? What reminded me of them was a dispute 
to night with the Baron, who, from respect to his master, thinks 
all people of the same profession must be perfect. How much 
I shall have to ask you when you return, and when shall we find 
hours long enough for uninterrupted conversation ? You will 
be wanting to fly about to fifty places in a minute, and I dis¬ 
tracted to keep you with me, on which subject we shall have a 
quarrel before you have been three days in England. Yesterday 
it was reported that one of two Dukes, yours or Sol’s Brother in 
Law, was going to Ireland, but today I hear it is Ld. Powis.1 
Great news is expected soon from Sir Sidney;2 he is gone stimu¬ 
lated with the double motive of saving his Country and revenging 
his friend. What do you think of Mr. Wright’s death ?3 It 

1 It was John, Duke of Bedford, in March, 1806. 
2 Was commanding the English Expedition off Sicily. 
3 Captain Wright had been taken prisoner off the coast of Brittany in 1804 

and imprisoned in the “ Temple.” On 29th October the French papers re! 
poitGa that he had cut his throat on the 27th, upon hearing of the surrender 
oi the Austrians. It was generally believed that, like General Pichegru, he had 
been first tortured and then put to death by a mameluke. 
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seems unlikely he should have kill’d himself, yet why should 
they disgrace themselves with an unnecessary Murder ? 

No. 117. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Saturday, Novr. 16. 

. . . Dun. was married about an hour ago—they are gone to 
Roe. I thought Dun. very nervous all day, and especially just 
before the Marriage; but we all behav’d very well. She told 
me this morning she should not mind going, and when I carried 
her my Diamonds, &c., she threw her arms round my neck and 
said: ” I do not wonder at Ly. Caroline being miserable at leaving 
you, for already I have receiv’d more kindness from you than I 
ever did from my own family.” (Do not say this.) Ly. West¬ 
morland and I are great friends. But think how odd ! The 
Dow1' Ly. Jersey insisted on my going there the moment the 
marriage was over; she made such a point of it I was oblig’d to 
comply. I drew my shawl close to hide my favour, but she 
pull’d it open, on which Ly. A. Windham1 chose to go into 
hystericks; je ne savois quel contenance tenir. ... I will write 
again tomorrow. 

18, Monday. 

I have heard of les Maries; she behaves better than Caroline. 
They walk’d out together, and Sally heard her singing and 
playing in very good spirits. I really hope they will be very 
happy, and that she will attach herself to me and love me like 
a daughter. I shall always treat her as if she really was my 
own, but when I hear Ly. Duncannon talk’d of, I turn round 
and think it is me. Poor K. is confin’d to his bed with the gout 
in his ITip, which is extremely painful. I came to Chis. yesterday, 
but they are all ill, I think, and out of spirits. . . . 

Ld. Cathcart, they say, goes in a fortnight. . . . 
Tom Sheridan is married—has been so secretly for near a 

year—to a pretty but very poor Miss Callanders; you may re¬ 
member her, perhaps—very pretty, but dressing like a mad 
woman. You have no notion of our Anxiety for Continental 
news, and yet what we have generally had is not so pleasant as 
to make one wish for more. I hope the King of Prussia is in 
earnest, and that there will be no shuffling. Is it impossible to 
beat this Man ? Think of all the fine Prizes destroy’d; it equally 
destroys their enemies’ naval power, but how fine it would have 

1 Lady Jersey’s second daughter, Lady Anne, married, first, 1791, Mr. 
William Lambton, and, secondly, the Hon. Charles Windham, a brother of 
Lord Egremont. 
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been to bring them in ! There is a strong report again of dis¬ 
solution of Parliament, from a wish, it is said, of getting rid of 
the Impeachment. I am very sorry for Ld. Melville, but nobody 
ever manag’d so ill, and the quashing the impeachment will take 
from him every possible means of clearing himself. I am afraid 
by what I hear from his friends it will at any rate be difficult, 
for tho’ he never dreamt, I doubt not, of embezzling the public 
money, and his fault is on the contrary extravagance and care¬ 
lessness, yet he has been so careless in borrowing it continually 
without any account that it will be very difficult to disprove 
the allegations against him. It was a most unfortunate transac¬ 
tion to be brought before Park, for there are many things which 
may be necessary to carry on Govt, in time of difficulty which 
may be known and wink’d at, but if once brought formally 
before Park must be reprobated and punish’d. If Mr. Pitt and 
Ld. Melville had on the first mention ask’d for a bill of indemnity, 
it would have pass’d almost without enquiry. There is no one 
in England, even in opposition, who thinks the worse of Mr. Pitt 
for his part of ye transaction, tho’ it was as much a breach of 
the act of Park as the others; but Ld. Melville, unfortunately, 
has been so manag’d as to leave a stain upon his private Character, 
which however unjust, nothing, I am afraid, but absolute proof 
will ever wash out. I do not know him, but the chief cause of 
my regret is its having prevented at the moment and probably 
for ever the junction I was so anxious for. 

No. 119. 

Ladij B. to G. L. G. 
Roe, 

Nov. 27. 

This writing on and on without the chance of an answer is 
very sad. This morning I had a long visit from Bess’s Brother; 
he told me the good news of four of the prizes being sav’d and 
carried in to Gibraltar, and also that Villeneuve is landed. I 
should have been very angry had he escaped. Maria was so 
unwell today she could not dine at Chisk. I hope she has not 
bad health. Nothing can be prettier or kinder than her manner 
to me. I think the only things in the shape of news I brought 
home were a Marriage and a death—Ly. Madeleine StClair to 
Major Palmer of the 10th, and poor Ly. C. Hornby, whose 
strange history made so much noise a year or two ago. 
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Thursday, Nov. 28. 

You will see in the Gazette today Ld. Collingwood’s1 and 
Solana’s2 letters. I like this handsome way of carrying on war, 
so unlike the illiberal manner into which the French and we have 
got of late years. I delight in.the old Chevaleresque fashion of 
Courtesy and kindness—giving one’s faith and dying rather than 
forfeit a particle of what was promis’d. War has relaps’d into 
all the savageness of old times without the bright honour and 
brilliant courage that us’d to make one overlook its cruelty, 
and negotiation, as you yourself own, is the art of tricking well, 
instead of simple good faith and plain dealing; why, I wonder, 
is what would be disgraceful between Man and Man suffer’d 
between Nation and Nation ? If the same rectitude, honour, 
truth, and integrity were requir’d in Public as in private life, 
surely Governments might go on with their Neighbours without 
being half so troublesome to each other as they are now. I am 
reading a strange book—Horne Tooke’s3 2d Vol. of the Diver¬ 
sions of Purley. It is impudent, ingenious, indecent, and enter¬ 
taining—that is, its extreme ingenuity and sometimes its im¬ 
pudence amuses, when its coarseness and indelicacy does not 
disgust, or too long a list of words tire. He brings almost all 
nouns, adjectives, and adverbs into the past participle of the 
verb they have to do with. For instance, he gives various 
quotations in prose and verse, some from Shakespeare, where 
an old English verb, to Blyn, or stop up, is made use of; blind, 
he maintains, is only the past participle of that Verb. The 
same, odd—from to owe; when we are counting by couples we 
say one pair, two pair, &c., and one wanting—one ow’d to make 
up another pair, an odd Man, an odd Action, is unmatch’d, 
without a fellow—not such another, one ow’d to it to make up 
a couple ! All this is told in dialogues between him and Sir F. 
Burdett, and, as you may imagine, nothing is wanting or ow’d 
in the examples pick’d out by way of explanation that may set 
his republican Doctrine in the strongest light. What makes this 
more comical just now is that, tho’ formerly great friends, Sir 
F. and he have now quarrell’d, and Sir F. professes great Loyalty, 
&c., and is quite on his good behaviour, and I suppose furious 

1 Admiral Cuthbert, Lord Collingwood (1748-1810), Nelson’s second in 
command at Trafalgar. 

2 Marquis de Solana was Captain-General of Andalusia and Governor of 
Cadiz. The letters concerned the release of the wounded Spanish sailors and 
for their exchange. 

3 J. Horne Tooke (1736-1812). He was a warm opponent of the American 
War, and in 1775 was prosecuted and imprisoned on a charge of having libelled 
the King’s troops in America. He defended himself with spirit, and published 
his '‘Letter to Dunning,” which formed the basis of his subsequent philological 
work, “ The Diversions of Purley ” published in 1786. 
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with the book and its author. You would dislike it, as the 
quotations are almost all in old English. 
^ Nov. 30, Saturday. 

My letter could not go today, and I have only to add lamenta¬ 
tion: what dreadful news ! If Vienna is taken I fear all is over. 
It need not be even now if the Emp. Francis would be stout 
and the K. of Prussia sincere; but I doubt and fear this. I 
should say to the King of Prussia, like Faulconbridge: 11 I-do 
suspect thee very grievously.” What is to happen, dear G. . 
and to day, too, all the news papers are full of Ld. Cathcart not 
going, which will be another delay to you. I cannot bear all 
this. More bad news for me—the tenth are order’d to march: 
what will become of them before this Man ? Oh, G., I am a bad 
Heroine; I am pleas’d with Frederick’s Spirit and anxiety to go, 
but my heart sinks within me at the thought of it, and I reproach 
myself, for I feel I have done ill by him. All this while he has 
been urging me to secure for him an Aide de Camp s place under 
Gen1 Moore1 or the Duke of York. I had the oiler once and the 
dread of clinching his going made me delay—till now his regiment 
is order’d, and he says it is too late for that. He woidd not on 
any account leave the Reg1 as it goes, and yet I believe an aide 
de Camp is rather less expos’d, so that if any thing happens I 
shall have my own folly to thank for it. 

30 Novr. 

I have heard such a variety of things to day that I must 
write journalwise to remember half,—not that there is much use 
in telling reports and conjectures of which you know the truth, 
and I almost hope will read in England, for surely you must 
come soon, and this strange change will not delay you. Yr. 
Sally and her Husband came to Roe this Morning; he almost 
fainted from another blow he receiv’d from Ch. Ellis’s little boy. 
They told me that Ld. Harrington,2 who was on the point of 
going to Ireland, is setting out for Vienna, and is to seek the 
Empr wherever he may be. What a person for a difficult negoti¬ 
ation ! I also hear that Mr. Pitt, after long labouring in vain, 
has at length prevail’d on the King to give up sending his 2d 
son abroad. Ld. Cathcart is to go Commander in chief into 
Germany, but who then succeeds you ? Ld. Harrington, I 
wonder ? I went to Town in my way to Chis., where I heard 
some of this, and that Park did not meet till the end of Jany. 
Thank Heaven ! for it will put off the cry, and surely some good 
must come before then to balance all these misfortunes. I found 
Ly. Westmorland at old Ly. Jersey’s; she confirm’d Ld. H.’s 

1 Afterwards Sir John Moore (1761-1809). 
2 General Charles, third Earl of Harrington (1753-1829). 
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going, but was much fuller of T. Sheridan’s Marriage than all 
the misfortunes of Europe. Old Sh. says it is very hard, for if 
it had not been for this marriage he was going to be the richest 
man in England. T. Sh. answers that tho’ the Lady is poor, his 
Father must admit she comes of industrious Parents, for that her 
Father is allow’d by every body to be the greatest Swindler in 
England, which I believe is true. It seems he got acquainted 
with her last Summer too intimately; they were separated and 
forbid by her friends to meet, but about a month ago she wrote 
to inform him that every consequence had followed their inti¬ 
macy, and she could no longer conceal it. He immediately 
went, was privately married, and then declar’d her his wife, 
saying he was married to her last summer. This old Sh. tells 
a qui veut l’entendre. This story was interrupted by a report 
trac’d to Ld. Warwick that B. was kill’d—by a Russian Soldier 
in Vienna. I am not bloody minded, but such a deliverance 
in fair warfare would be a great blessing; and I should not 
wonder, only all the bad reports prove true and all the good ones 
groundless. Think of the King’s eldest Daughter1 writing her 
Mother a letter full of praises of Buonaparte, saying he is much 
belied ! ! In this time of extreme despondency Mr. Fox is the only 
person who affords me comfort. He says it is very bad, but if 
they are stout, not lost; that a great deal might still be done; 
that Vienna is not all Austria, and no one ever gave up for the 
Capital being taken; that if the K. of Prussia wd. be stout now, 
his not having been so sooner would be all the better, as it is 
still something new to have in reserve: what will come of it ? 
You will be sorry for Cha. They say her Father2 cannot live, 
that he can leave neither of his daughters any thing, and that 
their Brother will not be very kind to them. This moment I 
hear the worst news of all—that Austria has made a separate 
peace, and that you do not return till Spring. Oh, G., is this 
so ? Why, why was I given hopes only to make the disappoint¬ 
ment more bitter ? I cannot support it. 

Decr 2, Monday. 

Yesterday I went to the Priory, which is more like Bedlam 
than a house in the Country, fill’d with people all acting and 
spouting their different parts together. I should have been 
entertain’d if any thing could entertain me after hearing what 
I heard yesterday, and what your last letter confirms—for you 
say if your return still depended on you, you should have diffi¬ 
culty in refusing to stay. Alas, alas ! then you will stay, spite 

1 Princess Charlotte; married, 1797, Frederick, Duke of Wurtemberg, made 
King by Napoleon in 1805. 

2 Duke of Portland. 
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of the freezing Climate which disagrees with you—and with me, 
for now you are away every thing seems to me at freezing point. 

S | 

G. Canning to Lady B. 
South Hill, 

Dec. 3, 1805. 

I really did not like to be the first to communicate to you 
such unpleasant news, and I thought it possible that you might 
have heard (tho’ I had not) from himself. His stay has every 
thing personally gratifying to him to make it satisfactory. It 
is in consequence of a Letter from Czartoryski, written at the 
express desire of the Emperor, to intreat him, in consideration 
of the high esteem they bear him, &c., &c., if possible, and if 
consistent with his health, not to leave them for at least a few 
months to come. His health, one is happy to hear, did not 
afford him the excuse. And indeed, under all the circumstances, 

/1 do not see how he could well make any other. 
I think, however, that your informant has represented the 

misfortune as greater than it is. I have no sort of apprehension 
of another year. Next Spring I think we shall certainly see him. 
Had no Successor been appointed, it might have been another 
thing; but that appointment having actually taken place, I 
have little doubt that a jew months are all the delay in his return 
that We have ground to apprehend. I say We, for with all my 
conviction that it is right, I long for his return with an impatience 
which I cannot reason down. 

As to the state of things on the Continent, it is fearful indeed, 
but not hopeless. I cannot believe in the Separate peace, and 
nothing else is fatal or irretrievable.—Yours most truly, 

G. C. 

No. 29. 

G. L. G. to Lady B. 
Ocber 15th. 

I am wearied to death with the preparations for my journey 
to Pula vie; Eleven hundred Miles through a Country unprovided 
with Inns is no pleasing Prospect. 

I have had, in the midst of my hurry and confusion, to transact 
business, to settle money Payments; my Head is confused and 
stupid. Pray wear as a bracelet the necklace that accompanies 
this Letter, I hope you will find it to be of a pleasant odour, and 
that you will like it as coming from one who never ceases to 
think of you, notwithstanding the long Time that we have been 
separated. 
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No; 30. 

G. L. G. to Lady B. 
Brunn, Novbtr Qth, 1805. 

I should have written to you from Minsk, whence you will have 
received a Letter from Willy, had I not imagined that from 
Warsaw to which Place I then intended directing my Steps you 
would sooner hear from me than from the Capital of Lithuania: I 
found, however, when I advanced nearer Germany, that the 
Emperor of Russia was likely to go to Vienna, and therefore I 
have been travelling night and day to get there as soon as possible. 
I had got within 80 English Miles from that Capital, when I 
found that if I proceeded I should more likely meet the Emperor 
of France than the Emperor of Russia, and I met all the Austrian 
Court, Ministry, Corps diplomatique, &ci, all coming to this 
Place. The E. of Russia and Czartoryski are expected to day. 
If the mihtary arrangements had been as good as the diplomatic, 
the allies would have been upon the Frontiers of France instead 
of the French being in possession of the Capital of Austria. 
There is no reason, however, to despair; when all the Russian 
Succours arrive, we hope that affairs will take a more favorable 
Turn. Of my own destination, how long I shall stay here, 
where I shall go, whether be at liberty to return straight to 
England or be obliged to go back to Petersburgh, I know nothing 
whatever. My anxiety to get to England is become quite a 
malady. ... I must finish, for Cap. Taylor, who is this instant 
arrived here from Vienna in his way to England, says he can 
only wait an hour, and I must write by him a Dispatch to Govt, 
Addio. I shall very soon send off a messenger by whom I will 
write more at length. I expect Paget here in a few hours. 
Ponsonby will probably give you the details of our Journey. 
I am sorry on his account that circumstances prevent our going 
to Vienna; he has been in perfect good health during our travels, 
and the sleeping in carriages seems to agree with him better 
than going to Bed. Once more addio. 

No. 31. 

G. L. G. to Lady B. 
Brunn, Novber 15th. 

It is from the Newspapers alone that I learn the appointment 
of my Successor ;x the Time of his Departure from England is 
not mentioned, but I make no doubt that it will take place soon 
enough to render it unnecessary for me to return to Petersburgh. 

1 Lord Cathcart. 
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The Idea of seeing you, perhaps, in the course of four weeks is 
grateful and really pleasant; how happy I shall be again to see 
you to whom I can say every thing from the very recesses of 
my Heart; Do not think this the less sincere because I at the 
same Time tell you that I feel some Regret at the idea of never 
again beholding the Barbarian, and that she should be to me in 
future as if she were dead. I set off to morrow morning to 
Olmiitz, at which Place it is now expected that the Interview 
between the Emperors will take place. I hope you admire 
the activity of my Emperor; he has really performed wonders; 
I feel as proud of him as if I were a Russian Subject. The 
Russian Soldiers fight delightfully well, and have with a very 
inferior Force constantly repulsed the French whenever they 
have been attacked in their Retreat. 

16^. 
To what a miserable situation this poor country is reduced 

by the folly and obstinacy of one man. It makes me unhappy 
to see the rage and indignation of the officers who have been 
taken Prisoners, and who are here upon their Parole; they all 
unite in saying that the Austrian army was never in so fine a 
state, and all to a man attribute the reverse it has experienced 
to the incapacity and • Stubbornness of G- Mack;1 he is now in 
confinement and must be tried. There seems to be a certain 
fatality attending the Plans of this Austrian Court. They left 
a General at Vienna whose sole business was to break down the 
Bridge over the Danube before the French entered the Town. 
Murat persuaded him that Peace was about to be made, and that 
it wd. be a pity to break down the Bridge when in a few days 
the Emperor wd. have to rebuild it. It is but a slight consola¬ 
tion that this General is sent in Irons to the fortress of Kceniggratz. 
This story is a good Pendant to that of Mack, who was made to 
believe by the French that a revolution had taken place at Paris, 
and that Bonaparte was marching his Troops into France to 
restore his Govt., but it is melancholy to reflect upon the alarming 

consequences of such folly and credulity. The existence of the 
Austrian Monarchy depends upon Russia and Prussia; if the 
latter acts with the same Energy as the former, all may yet be 
well, and I am sometimes even sanguine enough to think that 
the whole French army might be cut off. But is it not to me 
personally provoking that what I have been labouring to bring 
about for this twelvemonth should be marred by the imbecility 
of the military commanders. If every thing had been executed 
upon the plan previously arranged, one would have felt some 

1 The surrender of Ulm with 30,000 soldiers by General Mack, on 20th 
October. 
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satisfaction in returning home—one would have looked back 
without regret at my labours during the last year; but when 
money is to be given for measures which have, in fact, augmented 
the Power and Glory of Bonaparte, I suppose that I shall not 
escape censure. 

No. 120. 

Lcidij B. to G. L. G. 
Deer. 4. 

Three packets from you and as many from W. have only left 
me dying with impatience for another Messenger. Willie tells 
me you are sending him and Silence1 with your Servants, baggage, 
&c., further off and remain with one Servant. He says he is 
longing to stay with you—that he would do without any thing 
to obtain it, but dares not mention it lest it should cause you 
inconvenience. I must rejoice at his going to a place of safety, 
but I shudder at your remaining so unattended, so near the enemy, 
and such an Enemy. Good Heavens, G.! If a battle should be 
given and lost while you are there, how will you escape ? or even 
if the Russians were victorious I cannot know you so near the 
danger without agony. The anxiety for news and the dread of 
it being bad is almost insupportable. Heaven grant this first 
turn in the favour of the Allies may continue. If the K. of 
Prussia2 would but act! What can he be about ? I dread 
Buonaparte’s making some tempting offer to him and the Emp. 
Francis—et puis tout est dit. What is this story of Baron 
Armfeldt and the K. of Prussia disagreeing, and the former 
returning home in anger ? Is it true ? I find, dear G., all my 
fears are confirmed, my disappointment certain. You do not 
return, and it is by your own choice you remain. Do not think 
I blame you—you will perceive what I thought while it was still 
in doubt, and that I preferr’d what was right for you. . . . 
... I admire your Emperor, and think he has acted Nobly. 

May he be successful. . . . 
Dec. 6. 

Did I tell you of seeing Ly. Hamilton and the account Cap" 
Blackwood gave of Ld. N. before the battle ? He took him to 
the Cabin, and shewing him Ly. H.’s picture, said: “This is 
what inspires me; she loves glory and will either triumph in my 
fame or weep over my Grave.” She does not get out of bed, 
and the present Ly. Nelson (not his wife) attends upon her 
almost like a maid. I am very sorry for the poor wife too, tho’ 
I believe she is a disagreeable woman and teaz’d him. There 

1 Mr. Stuart. 
2 The King of Prussia was still hesitating to join the Allies. 
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are reports of Victories, but I am afraid nothing more can be 
known yet. You see what the Pope says. I will pin my faith 
to his words, and not despair till a separate Peace is sign d. 
really feel ten thousand times more secure of all going well since 
you are there; but then, if you should get into danger ! lhe 
only news I know of is a very young Marriage in our family— 
Ld. Milton, who is 19, to his cousin, Miss Dundas, Ld. Dundas s 
daughter, who is 16. Poor Ld. Fitz. is still but very indiflerent 
God bless you, Dearest G. Take care of yourself, take care oi 
Willy, and write to me as often and as much as you possibly can. 

No. 121. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
* Dec. 6. 

. . . How I do long for something good ! Perhaps something 
very good would alter every thing and you could still return. 
What is the K. of Prussia doing ? I hear Mr. Pitt went out of 
Town much better in health and in good Spirits, but said nothing 
could be known of the K. of Prussia’s determination till the 
messenger had been and return’d. It is this slowness of decision, 
this length of negotiation that gives Buonaparte his advantage 
over us. Some people say the K. of Prussia is for being Mediator, 
others that he offers conditions, one of them wanting the King s 
White Horse it seems so doubtful whether the Horse can be 
kept at all, that I wish he had him, especially if he would give 
up any thing for him. Is there any truth in all this ? If there 
is, I am afraid the Succour will be like Princess Charlotte’s 
Education—so much time spent in settling the Manner that the 
child will be grown up, and the use of assistance over before it 
is decided on. The King of Prussia’s character is like Regnault’s 
qui court au secours de la prosperity Perhaps he is willing to 
see where that lies before he decides. I saw Sir Sidney Smith 
yesterday: he has been living with Hetty;2 I wonder whether 
acting the part of a consolateur ! Lady Cahir is in town rather 
in disgrace at the Priory; most unjustly her husband will not 
let her act, and they are angry at her submission. She sends a 
million of messages to you every time I see her. . . . 

No. 32. 

G. L. G. to Lady B. 
Olmutz. 

Novber 19 th, 1805. 

The extreme hurry of moving about from Place to Place, and 
the quantity of business which the critical situation of affairs 

1 Hanover. 2 Lady Hester Stanhope. 
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throws upon my hands must be my excuse for not writing above 
a single Line. I feel humiliated at being driven thus about 
from pillar to Post by the French army, and it is melancholy 
to see the plight of all the women; the finest Ladies, the Dol- 
goroukis, Bagration, &c., all lodged in miserable rooms not fit 
to keep pigs in; but it is, I assure you, satisfactory to see my 
Emperor under all the misfortunes which the incapacity of those 
employed by the Emperor of Germany have brought upon the 
allied Troops. His zeal and energy are not damped by the dis¬ 
asters. I know that Lord Cathcart1 is appointed my Successor, 
but I know nothing of the Time when he is to set out, and am 
consequently ignorant of the Period when I shall be at liberty 
to return. ... I have just received two Letters from you that 
have made the detour by Petersburgh; they make me long to be 
in England; nothing but Duty could lead me to remain a moment 
longer in Germany. Addio. 

No. 122. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
11 Deer. 

The report of the Russian army capitulating must, I think, 
be false; it seems impossible such an event should take place at 
Zhagen on the 15 and you not know it at Olmutz on the 19th, 
and surely if you had known it you would have mention’d it. 
Yet how extraordinary in an official Bulletin ! The newspapers 
announce letters from you to Govt, of the 24th or 29th; this I am 
also unwilling to believe, as I should be jealous of Ld Mulgrave 
since I have none. I dined at the Goldsmids’ today with heaps 
of people—none that I knew much but Sir S. Smith and Sr. J. 
Warren, both immediately going on service, the latter more in 
his element than at P. He will make a better commander than 
an Ambassador. Sir J., tho’ a Fanfaron, has luckily great 
cleverness as well as courage; he told me some interesting things. 
One that a young man, who was in Prison with Cap. Wright, 
had just written to him, to tell him that the day they were 
separated Capt. W. contriv’d to convey a few lines to him of 
which he sends Sir John the copy, as near as I remember as 
follows: “ Our separation and my stricter confinement forebodes 
me no good; if I am doom’d to share the fate of Pichegru,2 do 

1 Lieut-.General William Scliaw, tenth Baron Cathcart (1755-1843), advanced 
to an Earldom in 1814. Married, 1779, Elizabeth, daughter of Andrew Elliot, 
Esq., Governor of New York, and uncle of the first Earl of Minto. 

2 General Charles Pichegru (1761-1804). After the Georges Cadoudal con¬ 
spiracy he was arrested and confined in the Temple. On the morning of 
6th April, 1804, he was found strangled in his cell, and in England it was be¬ 
lieved to have been done by Bonaparte’s orders. 
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not let the same stigma rest on me. I ask it of your friendship; 
Vindicate my Character when I am gone.” If he really wrote 
this it is very strong. Sir Sid. complain’d very much of the 
remissness of Govt, here, said every thing depended on routine, 
and the only answer to any proposal of amendment or active 
undertaking was always, “ It is against the Establish d forms.. 
This, he says, gives our enemies more advantage than all their 

armies. 
Friday, 13 Dr, 

Here is amende honorable. The Messengers say they mistook, 
and the 19th is the latest date. Now we shall hear nothing for 
ages, I suppose. Every thing is froze up. Horrid reports are 
stirring, but I trust groundless. My letters did not go to day, 
but it is no great matter, for I am certain in this cold nothing 
could stir. I came to Town for a day yesterday and have been 
freezing at D. Lane to see Mrs. Skeffington’s Sleeping Beauty, 
which is not worth the cold; it made me suffer tho’ Mrs. 
Mountain sings beautifully. ^ 

Before I say any thing else I must describe the place I am 
writing to you in—a small, low, neat kitchen close to a blazing 
fire, by the fight of a lamp set on an Oaken table on one side; 
on the other, three dirty Children stuffing bread and milk for 
their supper, and opposite an old woman sitting on a three 
corner’d stool stirring up something in a black sauce pan which 
she says is to be a pudding, and which most probably I shall 
think myself lucky if I get some of by way of a dinner. To finish 
the picture I must tell you I am in the midst of a wide heath, 
and excepting the Children, this old woman, Thomas, Sally, and 
myself, no other inhabitants in the house, or as I believe within 
two miles of me. Snow covers the ground on every side and 
patters against the casement, thro’ which the wind whistles 
most mournfully: it is a bitter frost and perishing cold ! 

“ It was a winter evening, and fast came down the snow. 
And loudly o’er the wild Heath the winter winds did blow; 
Oh, cruel was the Marquis that shut his doors on me. 
And cruel was his Lady that such a sight could see!” 

You know how long Caroline has been confin’d at the Priory; 
I must see her some time. The House is very full, and I am 
somehow or other out of favour, for, full as it is, I know they 
could give me a room if they chose it, but they do not chuse it, 
and I hate favours, and have therefore always (once excepted) 
gone back at night; but the weather is so piercing cold, I really 
had not courage for my Servants’ sake as well as my own, and 
therefore have borrow’d Mr. Lloyd’s Villa about two miles off 
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on Harrowweald Common. The villa proved to be an absolute 
cottage, but that I do not mind. Unfortunately, on my arrival 
there was fire nowhere but in the Kitchen. As Caroline assur’d 
me I should be sent for, I sent off a note to her and Lady Aber- 
corn to announce my arrival. Six, seven, eight o’clock came, 
no news from the Priory. At last a Hack Chaise drove to the 
Door, and said one of the Lord H.’s grooms had come to the 
post House and order’d them for me. Being very hungry and 
very cold, I with some difficulty got in and went rattling off, 
holding muffs and tippets to my mouth, as one of the windows 
was broke and the snow beat in. After these mesaventures my 
reception ought to have been very warm to make up for them, 
but alas ! I found the Master and Mistress at freezing point, cold 
as the icicles that hung round my windows; but to make up my 
own, Caro, her Husband, and Lady Cahir seem’d so delighted 
to see me that it made ample amends. The latter I was oblig’d 
to use all my influence with to prevent a quarrel; she was so 
angry at what she calls Lord A.’s impertinence, and Caro said 
it was with great difficulty she prevented Lady Cahir from 
setting out on foot thro’ all the snow to come to me. . . . 

16 Dr. 

I was doom’d to adventure, and spent almost as long on the 
Common yesterday as I had done in the kitchen the day before, 
unable to get backwards or forwards from the sheets of 
ice that cover’d and conceal’d the road, and on which my horses 
could not take a step without falling. At length we slid down 
Harrow Hill, and in due course of time arriv’d safe at Chiswick. 
Bess and Ca. remov’d to Town this morning; my Sis. and the 
Girls follow on Thursday. I came to town also and went to 
see Roscius’s second debut. I like him still better than last 
year; he is grown, his action is more manly and dignified, and 
on the whole Chaster, tho’ a little less passionate. After which, 
I went to see Ca. at D. H. He is not the worse for his journey 
there. I found Sr. Walter1 in great Spirits at a letter he got 
today from Mr. Pitt2 telling him he had a regular and severe fit 
of the gout in both feet, and wrote this as he might not be able 
to write again, being threaten’d with it in his head. I ask d 
Farquhar why he rejoic’d so much. He says he would not own 
it before, least it should give rise to discussions, but for this last 
Month he thought Mr. Pitt so ill that he was quite alarm d about 
him; that he had been trying to give him a regular fit, but 
despair’d of his having strength to throw it out; and that, un- 

1 Sir Walter Farquhar. 
2 Mr. Pitt was taking the waters at Bath. 
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pleasant as this might be to bear, it was perfect cure. This will 
stop the Cabinet at Sion’s Hill, which was to have been tomorrow. 
Farquhar wrote Mr. Pitt that whilst he prescrib d flannel to his 
feet, he recommended a continuation of port for his head; that 
the impossibility of getting letters was the best medicine. I 
differ with him—anxiety is almost the worst of evils; and why 
may not the next letters bring a cordial instead of more disasters ? 

17. 

I am writing to you from Mr. Atkins’, waiting for his return 
about some business of little O.’s. All yesterday I heard nothing 
but attacks on Govt, for ill treating Sr. R. Strahan and not 
giving him the red ribbon. I have just had an explanation of it; 
a new order is to be created, of which he is, if he chuses to be, 
the head. It consists of three Classes—the first for Naval and 
Military commanders and great Victories, the 2d for the 2ds in 
command, the third for subaltern officers and single acts of great 
brilliancy and courage. Medals are also to be struck for the 
common soldiers. This moment Mr. Atkins is returned with 
the report of a glorious victory, thank Heaven ! . . . I hope 
to have letters from you. 

No. 33. 

G. L. G. to Lady B. 
Olmutz, 

Novher 23>d. 

I am delighted to find by Letters that I received this morning 
that I am soon likely to be released from my duty by the arrival 
of my Successor. I am living here most uncomfortably; I have 
thought it prudent, on account of difficulty there wd. be of 
procuring post horses in the case of the French army beating 
that of the allies, to send away all my heavy baggage, and with 
it Stuart and your Son, and I am now quite alone with Saxe, 
and a light carriage ready to carry me away should victory 
declare in favour of Bonaparte. The Russ, and Austrian army 
is encamped about 2 miles from the Town, and the advanced 
posts of the French are immediately opposite those of the 
Russians. A great battle is momentarily expected; the numbers 
of the French are supposed to be about equal to that of the 
allies. It is a most critical and anxious moment, for upon the 
Issue of this Battle rests the dependence or independence of 
the Continent. The Russians have fought with unexampled 
courage during the whole of their retreat; constantly attacked 
by an army nearly double their Force, they have not lost a single 
standard, and have taken several from the French. Prince 
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Bagration,1 whom I knew very well at Petersburgh, has really 
done wonders; to save the main body of Kutusow’s2 army by 
checking the pursuit of the French, he remained with the rear 
Guard, consisting of 5,000 men, and was at last surrounded by 
30,000 French. Murat had a conference with him, and repre¬ 
sented the inutility of his resisting, shewing to him his vast 
superiority of numbers. Bagration replied that he wd. not 
surrender were the French army treble what it was, and upon 
the French commencing the attack, he cut his way through, 
took some Prisoners and some Standards, marched 30 English 
Miles after the battle, and regained the main body of the Russian 
army under Kutusow. Bonaparte had been sent for by Murat 
to witness the capture of this Corps of 5,000 Men. Of all Liars 
that ever yet appeared Prince Murat is the most impudent, with 
the exception, perhaps, of Marechal Soult; the former in the 
above mentioned conference assured Bagration, parole d’honneur, 
that Bonaparte had made Peace with the Emperor of Germany, 
and that on the following day the Austrians would join with 
the French to attack the Russians. Marechal Soult wrote a 
Letter to the Austrian General who was on the right wing of 
the Russians telling him that Peace having been concluded with 
the Court of Vienna, the war only continued between the 
Russians and French, and begging him not to expose himself 
to the French Fire. The Austrian General, with the infatuation 
which seems to have possessed all their Generals, and which has 
brought the Austrian Monarchy nearly to the verge of Ruin, 
believed this Lie, retired, and left the Flank of the Russians 
exposed to the attack of the Enemy. Are you bored with all 
these details ? We think here of scarcely any thing but posi¬ 
tions, and entrenchments, and advanced Posts. 

No. 123. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Dec. 18. 

I hear the greatest encomiums on all sides on your Emperor, 
but I find Sir Arthur Paget’s account of the battle is thought 
so confus’d that it could not be publish’d, and they cannot make 
out from it whether the Victory rests with the allies or the French. 
Our poor expedition is all beat back. How I do wish we had 

1 Prince Peter Bagration, Russian General and Councillor. He especially 
distinguished himself in the campaign in Italy under Suwarrow; was at the 
Battles of Austerlitz, Eylau, and Priedland, and was mortally wounded at the 
Battle of Moscow in 1812. 

2 Michael Kutusow (1745-1813), Russian Marshal, had been in the campaigns 
of Poland, Turkey, and the Crimea under Catherine II. 
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a wheel or two more either in the Heads or hands of those who 
act for us ! We are always a day too late, and like Gen. Mack’s 
plans of a Campaign, they are excellent on paper, but vile in 
practice. Great expectations are making upon Sir H. Popham’s1 
destination; his taking up Mules at the Madeiras and provisions 
only for a fortnight seems to contradict the notion of the Cape, 
and many people think it is South America. Hearing this 
reminded me of something you once heard from Mr. JohnFrere 
concerning Spanish affairs there. I wonder whether this has 
anything to do with the plan then talk’d of. I return’d home 
yesterday, and Sir S. Smith and his Brother dine and sleep here; 
the latter is as conceited as his Brother is Fanfaron, but both 
in their way are very clever. The Brother talk’d a great deal 
of Queen Louise, who, he says, governs where any body can 
govern what has, in fact, no Character at all, and that he under¬ 
stands your Emp1' won him thro’ her—is this so ? 

Thursday, 19 Deer. 

Sally is just returned from London with an account that 
great news is arriv’d—a confirmation of the Victory or, as I 
hope, the account of another. How I long to hear ! But we 
can get no papers tonight. 

No. 126. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Roe, 

Sunday, Dec. 29. 

The eagerness for news and variety of reports, which are all 
even Govt, can get at, would really be laughable if it did not 
cause such dreadful anxiety. Ld. Castlereagh told me they 
were in hopes of some intelligence from a Mr. Hankey of Putney 
(your friend with the red collar), who it was reported had a 
letter of the 13 from Berlin. I drove there immediately. He 
smil’d when I mention’d his letter; said the report, which was 
perfectly Groundless, had caus’d him to be highly honour’d, 
for that Ld. Mulgrave and Ld. Hawkesbury had both been there 
in the course of the morning on the same errand. They have 
at length found a man who had a letter on the 11th with good 
reports, but still nothing sufficient to ease the uneasiness created 
by the French papers. Ministers themselves seem so anxious 
and uneasy that I should give all up for lost if Mr. Fox had not 
comforted me. I saw him a moment yesterday. He thought 
the story of the Argus seemed so evident a forgery it was not 

1 Sir Home Riggs Popham (1762-1820). In 1805 he commanded the ex- 
pedition to the Cape of Good Hope, which he retook from the Dutch. 
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worth paying the least attention to, but added: “When you 
f*’’ sc°ld him for not being more alert in sending 

intelligence—it is the great fault of all our Foreign Ministers^ 
but 1 expected more activity from him.” Ld. Mulgrave told 
Lord_ Bristol they had not heard from you since the 19th, so I 
found my complaints were unjust, since I have one date later, 
winch 1 kept closely to myself. It must weary you to death to 
write of nothing but our complaints and conjectures, especially 
as you will get them when all is long over; but how can I think 
and consequently write on any other subject ? I will try to 
give you an account of the Actors faute de Mieux. Lady Cahir 
look d very pretty in Lydia Languish, but was rather too violent 
tor the Character; Mrs. Hesseltine perfect in Julia; Ld. Aberdeen 

ratTm o°L° reserv’d’ but very good, in Falkland; Mr. Dawkins 
and I. Sheridan perfect imitations of Banister and Smith, there¬ 
fore very good in comic parts, but in serious ones T. Sheridan 
mouths and speaks as if he was bamboozing his own acting; 

illiam excellent in the Chef de Bardit, perhaps rather too 
V ehement now and then, as Captain Absolute less good, but very 
Gentlemanlike and nothing bad. G. Lamb—by far the best 
actor I ever saw any where—in Emery’s style. I told you of 
poor little Mrs. Duff—it is a most horrible story. They were 
compleatly ruin d, and he, a little while ago, attempted to kill 
himself. She sav’d him, but was so violently agitated that for 
some days she was delirious. She had but just recover’d, when 
a favourite Dog she had flew at and bit her, and died in con¬ 
vulsions; this prey d so on her mind that, catching a bad feverish 
cold,^ it turn d to a brain fever of which she died after three 
days raving Madness. I wrote to my Nephew to enquire after 
his wife. ^ He answer d that “ it was a very disagreeable business 
altogether ; this is as odd an expression for such a catastrophe 
as I ever read. Every body is dying with violent coughs and 
colds—they call it an influenza; whatever it is, I have got it, 
tho’ not so bad as my poor Caro, who has been again blooded. . . . 

No. 34. 

G. L. G. to Lady B. 
Troppau, 

Deeper Qth, 1805 

A very bloody engagement,1 of which the Event was favorable 
to the French, but in which the Russians behaved with great 
Courage, has driven us out of Olmiitz, which has been placed 
en Etat de Siege, and to this place are we miserable fugitives 
arrived; I begin to be terribly impatient for the arrival of my 

1 The Battle of Austerlitz, 2nd December, 1805. 
VOL. II 11 
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Successor, not only from my extreme desire again to see you, 
but also from the very uncomfortable situation m which we find 
ourselves at these wretched Provincial Towns. You will perhaps 
be surprized, if not alarmed, at hearing that Princess Bagration 
travelled all night with me in my Carriage; it was, however a 
Voiture a quatre places—Armfeldt and your Son made up the 
partie carree. I am afraid the latter must have been a little 
shocked at the Propos’s, which were not altogether as decorous 
as those to which he was accustomed in the Society ol the 
Sissons and the Trimmers. The Sister in Law .of Ly. Whi 
with whom I remember I told you I had before had some little 
Flirtation, is also here, her husband being in command in t e 
army. In circumstances like the present people naturally 
Become familiar and unreserved. ... She is pretty and very 
clever. She is lately married, and is supposed to be extremely 
in Love with her husband. My Stay upon the continent cannot 
be retarded by her charms, because it depends unalterably upon 
the arrival here of Lord Cathcart, who I trust will have left 
England long before you receive this Letter. This last battle 
which I mentioned in the beginning of my Letter has been 
extremely bloody; it is painful to see the numbers of wounded 
Officers and Soldiers who are every hour arriving. The Guards 
particularly suffered, and we hear of nothing but the Deaths o 
men whom one was in the constant habit of meeting in Society 
at Petersburgh. The Husband of Corisande s Sister is wounded, 
as I heard this morning. This report may, however, not be 
true; therefore do not alarm her. The regiment m which he 
serves was nearly cut to pieces. The Russian Emperor exposed 
his Person most imprudently, and was for many hours in the 
very hottest part of the Battle. Addio. We must, I hope, 
meet in four or five weeks—that is, in about two or three after 

you receive my Letter. 
No. 35. 

G. L. G. to Lady B. 
Ratisbon, 

Decker IQth, 1805. 

I cannot let the Messenger go without one Line from me to 
you. I was really in despair at receiving a Letter yesterday 
from Lord Mulgrave, in which he begs me to continue in my 
diplomatic functions till next Spring. I am as yet not informed 
of all the particulars of the Austrian and French armistice. 
My decision will depend in some Measure upon the part that 
Russia takes in this negotiation.I 2 God bless you. 

1 Madame Ouvarofi. 
2 The Peace of Presburg was signed on 25th December. 



CHAPTER XIV 

1806 

A YEAR OF SORROW—RETURN FROM RUSSIA 

This was a year of much sorrow, public and private. Mr. 

Pitt’s death in January was followed by the formation of the 

“Ministry of all the Talents,” with Lord Grenville as Prime 
Minister and Mr. Fox at the Foreign Office. 

The death of the Duchess of Devonshire in March was a most 

grievous and lasting sorrow for Lady Bessborough, and she also 

deeply felt the loss of Mr. Fox, who died in September. 

Lord Melville’s trial before the House of Lords, in Westminster 

Hall, took place in April. It lasted fifteen days and resulted in 
his acquittal. 

Lord Granville had asked to be recalled from Russia. His 

private affairs made it urgently necessary for him to return 

home, but he had to wait some time before his successor, Lord 

Douglas, was appointed, and he did not reach England until 
August. 

No. 127. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Jany. 1st, 1806. 

One line only to wish you a happier year than the beginning 

of it promises. This is the second since we have been separated, 
and how sadly it is usher’d in. At length, since little Mr. Sturges’ 
Mr. Huskisson, Ld. Hawkesbury all say so, I must give up hope! 
The Pope bid me never despair till there was a separate Peace 
with Austria and Russia, and now what he reckon’d compleat 
despair has happen’d,1 though the last intelligence Govt, had 

1 The Emperor Francis II., after the crushing defeat at Austerlitz on 2nd 
December, had met the Emperor Napoleon on the 4th at Poleny, and the 
Treaty of Presburg was signed on 25th December, by which he gave up Venice 
and Dalmatia to the French. The new confederation of the Rhine was formed 
under the aegis of Napoleon, and in a Manifesto Francis II. renounced the 
Imperial Crown of Germany, and took the name and title of Francis I., 
Emperor of Austria. 

153 
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from our Ministers abroad was an account (a confus’d one, to 
be sure, but still an account) of a Victory which proves so com- 
pleat a defeat that the worst of evils is the consequence. How 
all this can be I have no guess, and bad as it is, should have 
borne it with tolerable patience had you not been concern d m 
it; but now, tho’ it can in no way alter your having compleatly 
succeeded, the effect of that success is all spoilt. I cannot tell 
you the mortification it is to me, besides the danger to every one. 

Les joies de la vie sont courtes et incertaines, les Angoisses 
penibles; les esperances trompeuses—que cherche tu Mortel en 
t’y avanQant avec cette attente ardente ? 

, No. 128. 

Lady B. to G« L. G. 
OSTERLEY, 

Jan. 5th. 

We came here yesterday and stay till tomorrow, when we 
return to be ready for the funeral.1 Sally and I are to take the 
Girls and Maria to St. Paul’s, if possible; if too early, we are to 
go to her House, as she calls it—No. 1, Fleet St., otherwise 
Temple Bar, where there is a little room in the Pediment that 
looks both ways. Nothing ever equal’d the consternation this 
wretched news has given—I never remember any thing to equal 
it. All sides, all parties, unite in one general lamentation; 
amongst quite the lowest class the discontent is so great that it 
was fear’d there would be a riot, and troops were sent for three 
days ago all round London. 

Jan. 6. 

. . . Till your last few words from Berlin I still hop’d to make 
amends for the bad news you might return. I cannot tell you 
how bitter this disappointment is. What can Ld. Cathcart be 
wanted for now that all chance of war is, I fear, over ? What 
Army is left for him to stay with, and the wise Ld. Harrington ? 
Surely such a combination of military talents is not wanted 
merely to bring the troops back again ! 

You do not tell me what are the reasons that make your 
return to P. so absolutely necessary. . . . 

No. 129. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Jany 9. 

Two days’ processions, &c., have compleatly knock’d me up 
and unfitted me for writing on any thing. I shall not give you 
a description of the funeral, which is so amply detail’d in all 

1 OfjLord'Nelson. 
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the papers, but if honouring the dead can encourage the living 
our admirals ought to fight well.1 I do not in general think that 
grand ceremonies and processions are the Genius of the English 
Nation, and therefore they usually fail; but in this instance I 
must say I never saw any thing so magnificent or so affecting, 
and very well manag’d except now and then that fault which 
pervades every thing that is done, high or low, naval, Military 
and civil, in our Gov1—I mean delays and not being ready. 
Amongst many touching things the silence of that immense 
Mob was not the least striking; they had been very noisy. I 
was in a House in Charing Cross, which look’d over a mass of 
heads. The moment the Car appear’d which bore the body, 
you might have heard a pin fall, and without any order to do 
so, they all took off their hats. I cannot tell you the effect this 
simple action produc’d; it seem’d one general impulse of respect 
beyond any thing that could have been said or contriv’d. Mean 
while the dead march was play’d in soft tones, and the pauses 
fill’d with cannon and the roll of the muffled drums. Here I 
am describing away after vowing I would not. I will only add 
that those who open’d the Procession arriv’d at St. Paul’s before 
the close of it had left the Admiralty—the numbers of people 
and carriages were so great. St. Paul’s was wonderfully fine. 
Frederick was on guard in Charing Cross and came to great 
honour for his civility. Woronzow has just call’d here saying 
he had only just discover’d who the officer was to whom he 
and the other Foreign Ministers ow’d the having seen any thing, 
and that he empresse’d himself to call and thank Cap. P. in all 
their names for his attention and Courtoisie. Think of their 
having compleatly neglected assigning them any places ! And 
when they were refus’d at St. Paul’s and came in a body to see 
the procession they were rudely stopp’d, and Woronzow got into 
such a passion that had not F. luckily come up at the moment 
I believe he would have declar’d war in the name of Alexander. 
F. was shock’d, said it was impossible the orders could extend 
to them, and order’d a party of dragoons to escort them; mean¬ 
while sent to the D. of York and got them plac’d in St. P. Vous 
direz que je radotte mais j’ai fini. Mr. Pitt is better, and it is 
said coming up to town to the meeting. There are great hopes 
of Ad. Duckworth joining and beating the Squadron he saw. I 
am almost tired of hoping; however, at sea we have still done 
well and it may save us a little. I am living with Sally and her 
Husband. Do you know, he really is much more amiable when 

1 Lord Nelson’s body was brought home in the Victory, and after lying in 
state in the Painted Hall at Greenwich, was taken to London, and buried in 
the crypt of St. Paul’s on 9th January. 
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one gets more acquainted with him than when you know him 
but little. They are constantly chez ma bru, and as they have 
no servants in town, they dine with us almost every day, but 
they go back Sunday. 

Janv 11, Saturday. 

What is going to happen, I wonder ? Ld. B. has had a letter 
from Ld. Hawkesbury, and I find many of the Op. have got 
treasury letters begging their attendance at the opening of Park, 
as business of the highest importance is expected; this happen’d 
once before, and I suppose is to prove the extraordinary event 
announc’d by Tierney. I hear all is over with Prussia, but if 
our troops return and there is no continental war, what is Ld. 
Cathcart wanted for ? Why cannot he take your place at 
Petersburg ? I am sure we want some amends for all the bad 
news. Yesterday I was too tired to stir—today my whole time 
has been divided between my Daughter in Law and my Husband; 
the former has bleedings at the nose like you, the latter is very 
low about his nephew Ld. Caith., who I fear is dying. My Sis. 
had a supper which I would not go to; she invited a M. de Palfi, 
who sent me a letter of recommendation from W. I shall try 
to be civil to him, but it is a bad moment. The Don and 
Donna1 come to town Monday. 

12th, Sunday. 

M. de Palfi talks of nothing but you._He told my-Sister of 
thcTBarbarian, saicTyou were tres occupe; il passe sa vie chez 
elhYWefl dAsempaTgqras. My Sister said she hbped it was only 
bonne amitie. “ Ma foi T Tainitie "est "far emeiit Yussi Zelee-^et 
^uls Tamitie avec une jolie femme chez qui Ton passe toutes les 
soirees de sa vie—mais cependant c’est un probleme, avec tout 
autre on n’auroit pas de doute, mais chez elle tout est Probleme 
-—elle a une Miss qui passe pour sa garde vertu—quelque fois 
elle a la tete si exaltee qu’on pense que tout est dit—puis d’autre 
fois il paroit que non—en tout cas le retour a St. P. causera 
des extases—et a plus d’une. On dit que la petite Zoubow a 
aussi du penchant pour lui; elledPest remariee depuisT et ]e l7ai 

• perdue devue. mais cela ponvoit hien etre. car Mvlord est ihe.au 
Garcon ct elle s’y connoit.” What do you think of W.’s Gentle¬ 
man ? I give you the conversation second hand, but my Sis. 
says there is nothing he does not tell. By the bv. what is this 
young Strogonoff come over for ? They say he is one of Alex- 
andefs great favourites. I suppose I shall know before I get 
your answer; itls-father a round about way of hearing news, 
and is no great matter now, for what can come good ? 

1 Lord and Lady Boringdon, 
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Jan. 12th, Monday. 

... Do you know, I am very indignant—not with Opp., 
but the Courtiers and Ministers, who have all turn d against 
poor Mr. Pitt, and because he is ill and unhappy abuse him 
more than his enemies ever did. I saw Mrs. Howe this morning,- 
and the Villiers (whom I thought Mr. Pitt’s own people): they 
were all finding fault with him. It was his obstinacy, his mis¬ 
management, had reduc’d the Country to the state it is in, it 
was entirely owing to him that the junction which might have 
sav’d us last year fail’d (Meaning the junction with Op.). When 
I heard this from Mrs. Howe’s Mouth, and as the opinion held 
by all those about the King, je tombois de mon haut. I could 
scarcely believe my ears; then the V. s said it was impossible 
he could stand against such a combination of all the talent and 
property in the Country, even if he had health enough to meet 
Park. This last sentence explain’d the rest. Poor Mr. Pitt is 
very ill, I fear. I say I fear, because your attachment to him 
and their meanness make me feel as if I lov’d him; he has great 
faults and has committed great blunders—none greater than 
sacrificing health, life perhaps, and certainly glory to people 
unworthy of him both in heart and head. Mr. Fox and Grey 
are the only two in Op. who speak of him as they ought to do, 
and they, tho’ they impute great blame, yet are fair and liberal, 
and since his illness really anxious about him. Mrs. Howe told 
me the King has quite lost one eye, and the other is only ex¬ 
tremely near Sighted. He cannot read, but can play at Whist, 
and knows people when they are near him; but think how odd ! 
—travelling at Night is very hurtful to him, yet from a foohsh 
vow he made during his illness never to sleep in town, his scruples 
are so great that he cannot be prevail’d upon to do so, and there 
is a doubt whether the uneasiness he expresses at what he calls 
perjurino' himself, will not do him more harm than the journey. 
He prais’d you extremely to Mrs. Howe, but regretted your 
love of play, which he told her still continued with the greatest 
violence and had nearly ruin’d you at the place you were living 
in abroad. I could not bear this, and at the risk of shocking 
them by my correspondence, told Mrs. Howe I had heard the 
reuort and written to you in consequence, and that you had 
assur’d me upon your honour that you had never play d at all 
since you left England; that this was corroborated by my bon, 
who had told me the same thing; and that I entreated of her to 
sav it to the King in the most positive manner, which she pro¬ 
mis’d to do. When I mention’d this to my Sister she told me 
the same thing had been said to her by a variety of people, but 
that she had begg’d all of them who mention d it to deny the 
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report, as it was perfectly false. We are still in great anxiety 
about poor Milton, who continues in extreme danger. I have 
been no where except to my Son’s in Queen St. and D. H.; 
Tom Grenville and Mr. Windham supp’d there tonight. This 
is a Volume—God bless you. Yr. affecate 

. . . The Hollands have taken a house in Pall Mall, where 
they will remain till her confinement about two months hence. 

No. 129a. 

Ladij B. to G. L. G. 
14 Jany. 

One line in addition to my letter. I have just seen Farquhar, 
and thought you would like to hear his account of Mr. Pitt.1 
A consultation was held yesterday: Reynolds, Bailey (I think), 
and Farquhar. It is dreadfully painful—gout all over him, 
attended with such extreme weakness of general health, and 
particularly stomach and digestion, that it will require the 
greatest care and quiet to restore him; yet F. says he is not alarm’d 
if this can be procured, but that as yet he has not allow’d him 
to look at a Paper and dreads the effect of a visit from Lord 
Wellesley, whom he left with him, and whose arrival agitated 
him extremely. F. thinks it impossible for him to meet Park 
on Tuesday. My Sister, who is not partial to Mr. Pitt, is shock’d 
as well as me at the language held by all his Companions. The 
three great attacks, which will be made by Op. and which are 
more than echoed by the others, are the submitting to treat with 
the Emp. Francis thro’ Czartoryski’s people, and not directly 
from ourselves, and an accusation that the agreement admitted 
a separate Peace, and that the Subsidy even was to be paid thro’ 
the Emperor of Russia and not thro’ the King’s Ministers; the 
next, sending our troops so late that they will probably be cut 
off, and the 3d, hurrying the Emperor Francis into a quarrel 
before he was ready, and unsupported by the King of Prussia. 

Lord Mulgrave to G. L. G. 

. Downing Street, 
[Private.] January llth, 1806. 

My dear Lord,—In case you should be still at Berlin, with 
the intention of not proceeding to St. Petersburgh (all of which 
must depend upon the state of Harrowby’s Health, and of his 
Negociation, and of the destination of the troops), I beg of you 
to send Mr. Stuart forward to make the representation with 
respect to the removal of the Russian Troops to Corfu if our 

1 Mr. Pitt was now at his own house in Putney. 
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Troops should be embarked, and on their return Home Lord 
Cathcart will proceed to St. Petersburgh, and we shall have the 
Pleasure of seeing you in London. But in all cases it is desirable 
that the Russian Government should be induced without delay 
to leave their Forces for co-operation in the Mediterranean, to 
which they will probably be easily prevailed upon to consent, 
as the preservation of Greece may in a degree depend upon our 
preparations in that Quarter.—Believe me with great truth, 
Yours most sincerely and faithfully 

Mulgrave. 

No. 130. 

Lady B. to G L. G. 

Cavendish Square, 
Jan. 15. 

Lord Wellesley was closeted for two hours yesterday with 
Ld. Grenville, then with Mr. Pitt, and then again today with 
Lord Grenville; but I fancy Mr. Pitt carries it, and that, finding 
he cannot negotiate between them (which separate from the rest 
is impossible), he will give up Ld. Grenville. I wonder they do 
not give him1 Ireland instead of Ld. Powis. He must be so 
unaccustom’d to private life after being so long a Sovereign 
that I can hardly conceive its being bearable. The change 
either way, from private society to sovereign Splendour and 
solitude, or back from constant homage to being simple par- 
ticulier when all the ties of habit are broke, must be equally 
bad; except that in the first instance Ambition supphes the place 
of comfort and hope of friendly intercourse, but in the latter 
what a void must be left, with nothing to fill it up ! 

Brocket, 
Saturday. 

I found my child here going on very well and very happily 
No one but me; Ld. B., Bess, her Son and Caroline St. Jules 
come today. Farquhar told Bess Mr. Pitt was, if anything, 
better, but the debility extreme. He had yesterday some 
chicken broth for the first time; till then egg and brandy is all 
he has tasted. Ld. Wellesley is talk’d of for the Admiralty, and 
by some people as 1st Ld. of the Treasury, with Pitt Ch. of the 
Exchequer. The Dr., &c., to my sorrow, voted with Op.; that 
is against Govt., for there is no other junction. I must tell 
you a foolish joke, tho’ I hate in general joking applications of 

1 Lord Wellesley, just returned from India. 
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Scripture; but in talking of the Electors of Bavaria and Wirtem- 
bergh, Mr. Luttrell said it was all done by saying the Lord’s 
Prayer together—that the Elecr of Bav. said to Buonaparte, 
“ Thy will he done,” on which he answer’d “ Thy Kingdom come.” 
The Morpeths pass’d by the Park at three today in their way to 
Holywell, and from thence to London—to Gibbon’s Hotel, for 
their House is not ready. 

Sunday, Jany. 19. 

What a delightful packet I have receiv’d today, yet a most 
melancholy one. I am indeed concern’d at your account of 
Ld. Hy; what your poor Sister must suffer ! I hope from what 
you say he is not in danger, but how extraordinary that the two 
most efficient men in Ad. should receive the same Sentence. 
Mr. Pitt, as I told you, I think, in my last, is assured he may 
recover, but by giving up every thing like application to business, 
even reading a single paper. It is said Ld. Castlereagh is to act in 
his place during the interim—what a Substitute ! 

20 Janv. 

. . . Dr. Blow, whom I saw this morning, says Mr. Pitt had 
a bad night. He is emaciated beyond any thing ever seen alive, 
and proportionably weak, without any apparent means of 
nourishing him, as his stomach rejects every thing he takes, 
whether as medicine or food; yet still they hope by perfect quiet 
and perseverance to save him whilst he is thus cut off from all 
business, even from hearing what is going on. The Chancellor,1 
from the loss of his son, is in such a state of dejection that it 
borders on insanity, and it is doubted whether he will be able 
to read the K.’s Speech tomorrow; the K. himself is unable to 
attend. I have not heard who moves the address. The amend¬ 
ment is to be moved by Ld. Cowper, who is very nervous at 
speaking. I send it you because possibly this will go tomorrow 
before any Newspaper is out, and it will shew you the sort of 
temper of Op. Nothing can be more moderate or reasonable 
than Mr. Fox and Mr. Grey. I wish I could say as much for 
the rest. The Dr. is as usual, playing a shuffling, shabby part. 
Ld. St. Vincent went to the Prince of Wales the day before 
yesterday and told him the Dr. griev’d as much as he himself 
did at the state of the Country; that if he was in power the first 
step he took would be placing the Prince of Wales where the 
Duke of York is now, and proposing an Administration on the 
broadest basis comprising all the talent of the country (his own, 
no doubt, at the head). I don’t know how this may affect the 

1 Lord Eldon. He resigned the following month. 
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Prince; Mr. Fox says if he possibly can avoid tbe Dr. he will, 
whether as friend in Op. or partner in Ad. 

Jany. 21. 

Your Brother’s wife has just been making many enquiries 
about you. I told her I knew nothing of you except that you 
were going back. She did not speak very feelingly of Ld. Hy’s 
illness, but did more so of Mr. Pitt’s. You will be sorry to hear, 
dear G., he is much worse—I fear alarmingly so. Lord Grenville 
sent to Mr. Fox to say he thought it would be indecent in him 
to attend Park under these circumstances, and try if there was 
any proposal to adjourn that it might be agreed to by Op. which 
Mr. Fox promis’d. It is accordingly to be adjourn’d till Monday. 
Since I wrote this I have only time to add that, tho’ very ill, 
I know Farquhar and Reynolds have great hopes and are in 
better spirits this evening. This I hear from Farquhar to his 
Daughter; the letter is just come and dated five tonight. . . . 

21 Jany. 

I add one line to my packet, and it will be an unpleasant 
one. I dread a terrible shock for you, and Mr. Pitt’s friends are 
so sanguine I am afraid they are not aware of the danger. I 
know the Pope, Ld. Ch., &c., were all rather in spirits this 
Morning, but—I fear you must expect very bad news. I saw a 
note of Farquhar’s to Chilvers, very, very desponding. Bailey, 
too, and Reynolds, who have till to day given the greatest 
hopes, seem almost to give it up. A low fever is come on in 
addition to all the other Symptoms. Good Heavens ! where 
will all our Misfortunes end ? For there is no one, friend or 
foe, that would not think this a great misfortune. Dearest G., 
how I hate to be the Harbinger of bad news, but it is better 
than letting it come quite unexpectedly. God bless you and 
grant this may end better. 

No. 131. 

Lady B. tQ G. L. G. 
JanV 22. 

I dread the shock this mail’s news will give you. The good 
account of Mr. Pitt last night which I heard on all sides made me 
regret having written the bad one, tho’ on such strong authority; 
but alas ! today justifies the worst. I hope my few lines may 
have prepar’d you a little. My poor, poor “ Uncle ” !1 No words 
can express to you what a shock it was to me, and when I thought 
how you and the Pope would feel it, the tears gush’d from my 

1 Mr. Pitt died Thursday, 23rd January. 
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eyes. Every one feels it: the shock, the regret, is general. 
When W. Lamb came in and told me he had seen Farquhar, 
who could only say, “ All is over,” the tears were in his eyes, too, 
as he spoke; and as I had drawn my veil over my face, he said: 
“ Do not be asham’d of Crying; that heart must be callous 
indeed which could hear of the extinction of such a Man un¬ 
mov’d. He may have err’d, but his Transcendent talents were 
an honour to England and will live in posterity.” I do not 
know whether I do right or wrong, but shall do by you as I should 
like myself—tell you all the details I hear; all must be interesting 
of such a person, and to you more than any one. Why am I not 
with you at such a moment ? What afloss ! 

Thursday, Janv 23. 

You will hear this sad event officially; I will only therefore 
tell you what I see: the effect it has on every one—at least, 
every one who has heart to feel at all. When Mr. Fox heard 
it he turn’d pale as ashes, and did not speak for some minutes, 
and then only in a low voice repeated several times: “I am 
very sorry, very, very sorry ”; and afterwards: “ This is not a 
time to lose talents like his.” Grey, too—in short, shall I tell 
you the remark generally made, that to judge by the appearance 
of people, it would be imagin’d Opposition had lost a dearer 
friend than Ministers. Many of them, no doubt, feel it deeply, 
but many, too, appear unconcern’d. All yesterday London was 
kept in suspense by variety of reports of his death and his 
amendment; the former was so much believ’d that Ld. Castle- 
reagh sent an express to Windsor announcing it, and poor 
Hetty wrote it to Ly. Harrington. He liv’d, however, till four 
this Morning. Indeed, Dearest G., I hardly thought, in any 
situation, I could have felt for him as I do. What, then, must 
it be to you ? . . . I made Bess write for me to C. Ellis to 
enquire after Canning; I would not write to him himself yet, 
but I am very anxious. We shall not have an answer till to¬ 
morrow, but Ld. Jersey, who saw C. Ellis, says he describes 
Canning’s state as dreadful: he could not cry or speak; he had 
been sanguine enough to hope to the very last, and the blow 
came unbroke upon him. He went to South Hill this morning, 
and with him Hetty and her youngest Brother. Mr. Pitt saw 
Hetty yesterday a few hours before he died. How dreadful 
that word sounds [—applied to him, too. I must repeat Mr. 
Fox’s words; no others can convey what I believe every heart 
feels. On K.’s1 saying it was impossible the loss of such a 
Man should not be a shock to every one, Fox answered: “ Im¬ 
possible, impossible; one feels as if there was something missing 

1 The Duke of Devonshire, 
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in the world—a chasm, a blank that cannot be supplied.” Sol 
can hardly speak on the subject; he will write to you. He was 
much pleas’d with your letter, but now every other subject is 
absorb’d in this. But I will go on with Farquhar’s account to 
his Daughter, for poor Farq. was unable to see any of us—I 
believe it will kill him. Tuesday Mr. P. ask’d how long they 
thought he might live, and as he had ask’d this more than once, 
Farquhar answered: “ I hope many years, but if you have any 
thing you wish to arrange, it is always better to free the mind 
from anxiety.” Pitt said: “ I understand you,” and sent for 
the Bishop of Lincoln,1 to whom he dictated for some time; 
nobody else was in the room. When the Physicians return d, 
he beg’d the Bp to pray by him, and then receiv’d the Sacrament. 
He said smilingly: “ Remember, I die in peace with all men— 
public and private.” After that, extreme weakness made his 
voice hardly audible. Amongst the last things that were heard, 
and which he made an effort to say, was that he had nothing to 
bequeathe, but that if a life devoted and worn out in the service 
of his country was thought worthy of any remuneration, he 
wish’d that country to recollect he left two nephews and a Niece 
in absolute Beggary. 

Thursday night. 

I have no comfort but in writing to you, and what Millions 
of things I have to say to you. I must repeat a conversation 
I heard tonight at D. H. It gave me pleasure from proving 
how generally among my friends you are highly thought of. 
You know discussions will always take place in moments like 
these as to the conduct of different people. Endless reports 
are abroad as to the Administration to be form’d, and amongst 
them that Ld. Wellesley and the Pope were to patch up the 
one that was in now. I said I was certain this could not be, 
that he was too much overcome with his loss to think of anything 
else, and very unhkely to go on with people whom he only acted 
with for the sake of their Leader. Mr. Fox, Grey, Ld. R. Spencer, 
all prais’d him, but disputed with one another what he ought, 
and what he would do, when Mr. Fox said: “ I have a very high 
opinion of his understanding, heart, and integrity, but think he 
sometimes errs in judgement; if his friend Ld. G. L. was here 
1 should not have a moment's doubt or uneasiness as to how he would 
act, for Ld. G., in addition to an excellent understanding and, heart, 
possesses judgement and good taste to give weight to all his other 
qualities.” This was acclaim’d and agreed to by both the 
others, and it was balm to my heart. Lord Grenville is deeply 
afflicted; some of the worst part of Op. only—and I am sorry 

1 Protyman, who had been Pitt’s private tutor at Cambridge. 
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to say amongst them Lord Grenville’s Nephew, Ld. Temple— 
are the only people who have been coarse and unfeeling. One 
other circumstance has vex’d me cruelly. I am sorry and 
asham’d to tell you, two opposition people (and one of them 
very near to me) had the indecency to begin a canvass for 
Cambridge yesterday ! Mr. Fox stopp’d it as soon as he heard 
of it—at least, with regard to Ld. H. Petty. When W. Lamb 
receiv’d his note canvassing him, he crumpled it in his hand 
quite disgusted, and said in his Vehement way: “ D-him! 
Can no feeling hut 'party enter his cold heart Agreeing perfectly 
in the disgust he felt, think how shock’d I must be at finding 
My dear Brother so far misled by his wife’s violence as to set 
up his Son,1 and send him down last night! I will not talk of 
the folly between two people of the same side; it is the indelicacy 
of it that I cannot bear. I must tell you that I was distress’d 
two days ago by the D. of Beaufort sending to me to know what 
I had heard of Ld. Harrowby, as your Sister had been extremely 
alarm’d by the accounts of his illness in the News paper and 
having no letters. I wrote him word nearly what you told me, 
and that he was returning to England. How will he bear the 
news he will meet on the road ? What a moment ! I will 
not tire you with the vague reports of Administration; you will 
know the truth. How could the King appear in public to day ! 
Surely such a life so sacrific’d to him, deserv’d the respect of 
one day’s retirement ? 

24 th. 

Every thing remains the same. I have had no answer from 
Ch. Ellis; therefore only know of Canning going to South Hill. 
I have, I hope, done good for Hetty; of course, if the present 
Ministers remain they will wish to accomplish Mr. Pitt’s last 
request. I have merely obtain’d a promise from Mr. Fox and 
Grey to forward it to the utmost of their power if things remain 
as they are, and should Mr. F. or any one he can influence be 
in power to give a handsome allowance to them all. God bless 
you, my Dearest G. I will not allow myself to think that so 
great a misfortune can have good consequence, yet sometimes 
I cannot resist a faint hope that this may hasten your return. 

No. 39. 

G. L. G. to Lady B. 
Berlin, Janv 2d, 1806. 

I had a Letter from you to day dated the 22d and 23d, only 
10 days old. It makes me melancholy to think that In a Day 
or two, instead of approaching nearer to you, I shall be removing 

1 Lord Althorp. 
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further from you. You complain of the uncertainty of the 
accts received in England respecting the battle of Austerlitz, 
and seem to think that we who were in the neighbourhood are 
to blame for not having given more accurate information. 
In the first place, I must observe that it is not our fault if Govt, 
in their sanguineness choose to give more credit to the flying 
rumours of the Hamburgh Exchange than to the Dispatches 
written by their Ministers near the Scene of Action. Paget 
told them that the Russians were repulsed, and that we were 
all obliged to fly. Paget, having Horses, saddle Horses, and 
coach Horses of his own, could venture near the Scene of action ; 
he did so, but was obliged to gallop for it. Had I been with 
Peasants’ Horses in the same situation, I should very probably 
have been taken prisoner. The first account of the defeat of 
the Allies was brought to the Austrian Govt.—that is, to 
Cobenzel,1 &c., at Olmiitz, by Paget. He waked me with the 
news at 6 o’Clock in the morning. He said the French would 
probably arrive there before Evening; I therefore was obliged 
to lose no Time in getting Post Horses (no easy matter to get 
them at such a moment). I did not write home, because I 
knew nothing (nobody at Olmiitz, indeed, knew any thing more) 
than what Paget told us. Upon the road, indeed, I saw numbers 
of wounded officers and soldiers; all the Inns between Olmiitz 
and Troppau were crowded with them. They all told different 
stories; they had come from different parts of the battle, and each 
man recounted what he had seen and done, but out of these 
contradictory accounts I could frame no intelligence worthy of 
being sent to England. Well, then, the real sources of Informa¬ 
tion were separated from us thus: 

AUSTERLITZ BATTLE. 

Holitch, 
towards which the Allied army retired. 

Olmiitz. 

Teschow. 

Troppau. 

Now you will perceive that the French, following the allied 
army towards Holitch, would cut us off at Troppau from any 
communication with the Head Quarters. I should have been 
probably already upon my road to Petersburgh but for the 

i Count J. L. J. von Cobenzel (1753-1809), Austrian diplomatist, had nego¬ 
tiated the Treaties of Campo, Formio, and Luneville. 
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violent attack of Illness which confined Harrowby to his Bed. 
I could not leave him in such a situation; he is getting better. 
I have not had enough of negotiations at Petersburgh, and I 
am now having conferences with the Prussian Minister, Harden- 
bergh. It is very different work from what I have been used 
to with my friend Czartoryski, for whom I really feel great 
regard and friendship. . . . 

No. 132. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Sat., 25 Janv. 

Knowing as I do how deeply you will feel this sad affliction, 
I am almost afraid of writing. Yet the moment is one of such 
interest to all (particularly to me on your account), and of such 
consequence to the fate of the Country, that every detail becomes 
interesting, and by writing down a journal of what I hear, 
tho’ you will know the truth from higher authority, it will perhaps 
some time hence so far amuse you, as to make you feel as if you 
had been here. The first day the shock was so great that afflic¬ 
tion only was to be met with, and stopp’d even the clamour of 
reports and conjectures which were only whisper’d. Friday 
people began giving lists of Administration; Ld. Castlereagh, 
Ld. Wellesley, and the Pope1 were successively talk’d of, which 
drew from Mr. Fox and Mr. Grey the eulogium on the Pope, 
and still greater on you, I told you of. Friday night Lord 
Hawkesbury went to the D. of Pd and was closeted for two hours 
with him (two such heads could not fail of producing great 
wisdom): in the Morning the D. of York and one of his Brothers 
also closeted the poor old Duke, who is half dead in consequence. 
Lord Hawkesbury was shut up with the King for three hours, 
and it is every where reported is Minister ! ! ! Neither he or 
his friends deny it, but yet nothing is declar’d. No consequences 
have ensued; some courtiers shake their heads and doubt it, 
and Lord Holland says it is like Lady Hawkesbury’s Children, 
that never come to maturity, and have great doubts of whether 
they ever existed. Since I wrote this Lord Hawkesbury has 
seen Bess and own’d to her that he was Minister for two hours, 
but had not courage to go on; that Lord Mulgrave press’d the 
King to let them try. But this plan is given up, and he would 
not even hint what was to supply its place—I hope not the 
Dr., for the P. of Wales, Sheridan, and Mr. Tierney are all 
trying to plot mischief in that quarter, but Mr. Fox would, I 
think, never hear of it. Do not accuse me of levity for writing 
to you in a gayer style than indeed I feel, for in addition to my 
report, I am most anxious on yours and the Pope’s account. 

1 Mr. Canning. 
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I write every thing I hear for the chance of amusing you a 
moment, but my heart aches for you, and then, dear G., every 
thing will go wrong, from some trifles, from what ruin’d all last 
year the want of some right minded mediator between all that 
are worth wishing for on your side and ours. The Pope is, 
I find, very angry with Mr. Fox for his first Speech, which was not 
a kind one and might have been avoided, as Ld. Henry had said 
enough, but the Pope’s grief makes him give it more importance 
than it deserves. Mr. Fox was vex’d and harass’d by some 
teazing underling, and had been almost persuaded poor Mr. 
Pitt’s illness was exaggerated for some political purpose, which 
was a little confirm’d by the appearance of cheerfulness amongst 
his friends in the House, who had caught at a false appearance 
of amendment, for nothing could be more feeling, more liberal, 
than the manner in which Mr. Fox spoke of him to us (indeed, 
I sometimes think people change their natures in the H. of 
Commons). Now a new misfortune is started up: Mr. Lascelles,1 
without consulting any one, made the motion you will read in 
the papers. I believe Mr. Pitt’s friends were sorry for it (as it 
was against his own wishes), but once mov’d, they think it wrong 
to let it be withdrawn; and Opp., the chiefs of them particularly, 
are most anxious to do nothing which can appear indelicate 
or Hostile, yet what Mr. Fox says is certainly fair: he would 
vote with all his heart for any tribute of respect to the talents 
and worth of a departed Statesman, to his long Service, &c., 
but how can he give a vote of approbation and honour to the 
very Measures he has constantly oppos’d ? If it can be so 
worded as to allow him to support it without inconsistency, they 
will do it. . . . Mr. Pitt’s affairs were in a sad state; the debts 
amount to 40 thousand. Mr. Fox and Grey say they should 
immediately vote for their payment. 

Sunday, 26. 

Lord Grenville has been sent for by the King; nothing yet is 
known of what has pass’d, but he seut for Mr. Fox the moment 
he arriv’d in town from Windsor. I saw Mr. Fox as he was 
going to him, who said: “/ certainly will be no impediment if 
1 am the only one, but if that difficulty is got over, be assur’d'Pis 
funeral, Pis monument, the payment of his debts and everything 
which can give honour to him and pleasure to his friends, without 
stigmatising us with inconsistency, shall be our first measures.” 
He added as he was going out: “ Which ever way it is, rest secure 
of a provision for your friend Hetty, either thro’ me, if I am in, 
or thro’ Lord Grenville, of whom I will ask it if he does without 
me.” I have this moment heard Ld. Harrowby is come. 

1 Mr. Henry Lascelles’s Motion was for a public funeral and burial in West¬ 
minster Abbey, and a monument to be erected to the memory of Pitt. 

VOL. II 12 
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Monday, 27. 

The King told some of those about him last night that he had 
sent Ld. Dartmouth to Ld. Grenville; that he was to see him 
today and should give him Carte blanche; that the Duke of York 
had persuaded him to this, and not to make a patch’d Ad. He 
seem’d in good spirits, but said he suppos’d all his white sticks 
would be routed. I am in the greatest anxiety for the debate 
tonight. A few lines I receiv’d from the Pope, and an account 
of a conversation of his yesterday, shews me his violence and his 
determination to go and speak personally against Mr. Fox, whom 
he entirely mistakes. If he could have heard all that has pass’d 
subsequent to that fatal Speech, he would be more patient. 
He says if it had not been for that, all Mr. Pitt’s friends look’d 
upon themselves as inherited by Mr. Fox, but now all is over, 
just at the moment when they are all soften’d towards him, by 
Mr. Fox’s wrong thing Dear G., je n’y tiens plus. I hope he 
will not be angry, but I could not resist it. I found he was 
gone quite angry to the House, determin’d to speak directly 
and violently. I wrote to him there, imploring of him most 
earnestly to give me up this one day-—this one to forbear speak¬ 
ing. Perhaps he will think my venturing to advise him great 
presumption and be only more angry, but I had just seen Mr. 
Fox so well inclin’d and gentle, I could not bear the chance 
of quarrels. Lord Grenville came from Buckingham House 
there, and went with him to the P. of Wales. The King told him 
his own servants would no longer act, and he sent to him to 
consult him. He answer’d: “ I can do nothing without consulting 
Mr. Fox.” The King said: “I suppos’d so.” And after a 
pause: “You must do as you think best—I have no objection; 
but how soon can you make out your plan ?” “ By Thursday,” 
replied Lord Grenville. The King bow’d and Lord Grenville 
took leave without adding a word; the whole did not last ten 
minutes. After talking for some time with Mr. Fox he return’d 
to Bm. House, and I know nothing more except that Mr. Fox 
told me I should have no reason to complain of the debate, 
except as to dividing, which if he could avoid he would, but if 
push’d could not with consistency support unless the motion 
was so worded as not to make his whole conduct a contradiction. 
He spoke most kindly of the Pope, and regretted that any of 
these motions were brought on by others, which took from him 
the pleasure of doing them himself. If in this humour the 
Pope attacks him, as he seems to intend, once more upon the 
point of meeting all will be ruin’d. 
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1 o’clock. 

Everything has ended better than I could have expected— 
except that there was a division; but you will see the debate, 
only every one says Mr. Fox’s Speech was beautiful. Sally’s 
Husband1 (whom I saw at Dun’s) said Mr. Fox spoke so well 
that he persuaded every body but himself— since, after beautiful 
and strong arguments for the motion,2 he voted against it. Sol 
confirm’d this by telling me he was in doubt whether he should 
come away or support, but Mr. Fox’s Speech compleatly con¬ 
vinc’d him he ought to support. This is the report of the new 
administration tonight, but nothing fix’d. 

Tuesday, 28th Janv. 

My list is in the news papers, therefore I will not write it 
particularly, as I know nothing is fix’d, and it is at this moment 
settling at my Brother’s. Mr. Fox promis’d me to write me a 
line the moment the meeting broke up, which will be towards 
six. I will not seal my letter till the last moment to tell you. . . . 
They say the moving the vote, tho’ simply done, without com¬ 
ment, was so affecting that Ld. Cowper (not much given to soft¬ 
ness) own’d he had tears in his eyes. The Speaker mov’d it in 
a slow and solemn manner, but when he came to the name, 
paus’d for some time, and in a lower’d and faltering voice pro¬ 
nounc’d it. The silence was death like, and several of the hardiest 
Oppositionists said it was like an electrical shock upon the House, 
and that they could hardly breathe. Such tributes of respect 
and admiration shewn involuntarily, even by enemies, is the 
highest praise that can be given. . . . 

G. Canning to G. L G. 
January 29th, 1806. 

My dear Granville,—The calamity that has fallen upon us 
almost disables me from writing to you. You will feel it as 
deeply as any one; and I am afraid it will take you quite unpre¬ 
pared. For my own part, all the preparation which I had had 
for it was of little use to me; for though I saw him in a state of 
exhaustion such as hardly afforded a rational ground of hope, 
yet the notion of his death, of his absolute removal from one’s 
sight for ever, of such a void to be created in the world, one never 
could bring one’s self to entertain,3 till the dreadful reality over- 

1 Lord Jersey. 
2 258 voted for Mr. Lascelles’s Motion, and 89 against. Pox declined to 

assent, and Windham spoke against it. Mr. Cartwright proposed that £40,000 
should be granted to pay Mr, Pitt’s debts, and this was passed nem. con. 

3 Sir Walter Farquhar said Pitt died of old age at forty-six, as much as if he 
had been ninety. 
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whelmed us. Poor dear Pitt! The events of the last three 
months on the Continent brought him to the grave I do not 
mean that he had not abundance of physical illness about him 
or that he would have been well even if the battle of Austerh z 
had proved as successful as for ten days we were taug , y 
rumours from all parts of the world, to believe it. u a 
blow killed his heart. With a stouter frame, indeed, he would 
have rallied again, I doubt not. Coming upon him m so feeble 
and shattered a state, the very struggle of his mind to sustain 
itself was too much for his body, and he sunk under it. 

For the last week before his death he saw nobody, except 
his physicians and attendants, and the Bishop of Lincoln now 
and then for a few minutes at a time. He spoke not one word 
of politicks foreign or domestic, except that on the morning of 
the day on which he died, he said to the Bp., not, as^you will 
see in the newspapers reported from Rose’s speech, C . my 
Country!” which is an expression wholly unlike his usual 
simplicity of character (like enough to what his Father would 
have said, perhaps), but simply, “ I am sorry to leave the Country 
in such a situation.” He made a will (not of bequests, for e 
had nothing but debts to leave behind him, but) expressive 
of his wishes with respect to the payment of his debts, and to a 
provision for Lady Hester, her Brothers and Sisters. ‘ Perhaps 
the Public,” he said to the Bp. of L.,—“ not that I mean to say 
I have earned it of them—but perhaps in their generosity t ey 
may think it right to do something for these purposes. Would 
you believe it ? At a meeting of P.’s friends the other day, it 
was impossible to procure any thing like a general concurrence 
to a Motion in Park for either purpose. The Motion will be 
made, however, for the payment of the Debts and will be 
carried, no doubt, though not without a painful discussion, 
perhaps; in which I am afraid Wilberforce and Burke are pre¬ 
pared to take their usual friendly part. The provision for 
Ly H. and her Brothers (who are left utterly destitute) has been 
made by the King. Ly H. has a pension of £1,200 (which will 
produce between £1,000 and £1,100) and the two boys £600 
each (producing near £500), besides a little place each which 
was picked up in the wreck of the Treasury. The two other 
Sisters are married, and their husbands P. had provided for. 
The K. has given them the same pensions as Ly IL. contingent 
upon their husbands’ deaths. All this the King has done very 
kindly, and I cannot tell you how much relieved I feel that it 
was not left to the new G ovl to do it with an ostentatious parade 
of generosity and regard for Mr. P.’s memory. From Lord 
Grenville I would gladly have any thing come that is kind and 
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magnanimous, for he really felt P.’s loss, as he ought to do. But 
his Colleagues who could resist a proposal for paying a public 
tribute of respect to his talents and virtues, ought not to be 
allowed the satisfaction of setting off against that poor-spirited 
parsimony of honour any eleemosynary grant to those whom 
P. left behind him. 

Ly H. is now at South Hill, where, as soon as I have finished 
this Letter, I am going to carry her the intelligence of the arrange¬ 
ment which has been made in her favour. Her conduct towards 
P. has been exemplary. Her sufferings during the last period 
of his illness were extreme—and had she not, the last night, 
found her way to his bedside, against the express but very 
mistaken caution of the physicians, and secured his blessing, 
I fear her grief would have affected her brain. Up to that 
moment she had not shed a tear, but seemed stunned and stupe¬ 
fied. When he recognized her and thanked her for her kindness, 
she burst into a flood of tears; and when he had said, “ God 
bless you !” she came away so much relieved that you would 
almost have thought she had brought away the news of his 
getting better. The change was instantaneous, and certainly 
saved her reason, or perhaps her life. 

My last interview with him was on the Tuesday se’nnight 
before he died. (After Wednesday morning he saw nobody.) 
I shall never forget the expression of his countenance. The 
hand of death was upon it, and had not the physicians continued 
to give hopes (for which I cannot now conceive what was the 
foundation or what the object), and put them upon certain 
conditional symptoms—which afterwards did actually occur 
(such as return of appetite, or at least of the power of digestion), 
and so led one to believe that they reasoned upon some principle 
of which they were confident—I should certainly have left him, 
after our interview on Tuesday, with a full impression that he 
could not five. Our conversation was very short, for it was 
absolutely forbidden to talk of any thing like business to him. 
He had just seen Lord Wellesley for the first time, and was much 
soothed and comforted by the kindness of his manner. He 
spoke of his own situation. “ I insisted upon the physicians 
telling me fairly what I have to expect, as I should not feel that 
I did my duty by the Country, or by myself, or by those who 
are connected with me, if, in the case of my not being to recover 
soon, I did not take some stages for arranging the Gov1. But 
they give me much better expectations than I could have ven¬ 
tured to entertain; they talk of three weeks, and Hawky and 
Castgh, whom I saw yesterday, tell me they can get on in Parfi 
three weeks without me very well, so that I believe I need not 
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trouble myself much about it.” Whether he sincerely believed 
this, or was glad to escape from the necessity of attempting a 
task that, as he then was, he could not have executed, I do not 
know. I rather think the latter, and that he thought much worse 
of himself at that time than he was willing to allow. I think so 
the more from a little artifice to which he had recourse, evidently 
(as it has since struck me) to avoid the pain of leavetaking. 
When I rose to go away, he said: “ You are not going from the 
House yet, are you ? I should like to have a little more conversa¬ 
tion with you. If you stay, I will send for you in the Evening.” 
I stayed, but he sent not. And the next day the prohibition 
against admitting any one to him became absolute, and lasted 
till his Death. Ld Chatm only and Rose saw him that (the 
Wednesd.) morning. 

It is impossible to describe to you the degree of satisfaction 
which I feel, and the consolation which it is to me under, I think, 
the greatest affliction that I ever suffered—to reflect that I have 
not been wanting to him in any marks of kindness, gratitude, 
and attachment, and to know that he felt and acknowledged 
this as strongly and as warmly as possible. I could not now, 
for the world, have persisted in my refusal to embark in the 
unfortunate Government which he was induced to form—nor 
have quitted him, upon whatever provocation, during the time 
that he was struggling to carry it on. He was fully sensible 
of this, and wished to have shewn his sense of it, and upon this 
point I think it was that he felt an inclination to have said some 
thing more to me, had he had strength—and, not having it 
to leave upon my mind the impression that he had something 
more to say. It is a great consolation to me that during his 
last illness (tho’ then little thinking it likely to be fatal) I was 
of some comfort to him. I passed a week with him at Bath, in 
habits of confidence and free discussion, more like the old times 
of Hollwood than any that have passed since. Little did I 
think when he was criticizing and reciting with delight and praise 
a copy of Verses on the death of Lord Nelson which I had carried 
with me to Bath, and which afforded him just the degree of 
occupation and mental exertion which he was then equal to 
without fatigue, and alleviated in some degree the anxiety under 
which he was pining for the arrival of some credible and satis¬ 
factory account of the Battle of Austerlitz—little did I think 
how soon he would follow Nelson to the grave. I did not think 
I could have written so much to any body; I have written to 
no other person upon this subject, but I have found comfort in 
pouring myself out to you. But I must now come down to 
colder subjects. 
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The loss of P. has necessarily thrown the K. into the hands 
of the united opposition. The Cabinet wisely, and I believe 
unanimously, resolved that the Gov1 could not go on, and advised 
the K. to send for Ld Grenville. He did so, and gave him carte 
blanche. The word is therefore a comprehensive Ministry—no 
exclusion. In pursuance of this Ld G. has this day laid a List 
before the K., of which I have just heard the following particulars: 

^ G. .. 
Fox 
Windham 
Ld Spencer 
Ld Minto 
Erskine 
Ld H. Petty 
Ld Moira* 
Grey 
Sheridan 
Fitzpatrick 

.. 1st Lord of the Treasury. 

.. Foreign 1 
War j-Sec. 

.. Home J 

.. The Board of Control. 
Chancellor. 

.. Chan, of Excheqr. 

.. The Ordnance or Ireland, as he chooses. 
First Ld of Admiralty. 

.. Treasurer of the Navy. 

.. Sec. at War. 

* Ld Chatham, perhaps, if Ld M. refuses it—without which you will 
readily observe that this List comprehends not one friend of Pitt’s friends or 
connections; and all his bitterest Enemies. 

My authority for this is Certain, and from the same authority 
I learn that Lord Sidmouth ! is to be Pres, of the Council! 
and Ld Ellenborough in the Cabinet as Chief Justice ! Who 
are to have The Dutchy of Lancr, The Privy Seal, The Mint, and 
the Secretaryship of Ireland, I do not know—nor do I know 
whether your Brother or Lord Wellesley are to have anything. 
Ld Carlisle dechnes. 

Now, my dear Granville, upon all this I have only to say to 
you, For God’s sake, do not commit yourself. I conjure you 
by a thousand reasons which I could talk over with you satis¬ 
factorily, but which I cannot write; but above all, by the friend¬ 
ship that has always subsisted between us, and by that union, 
hitherto uninterrupted, and formed, I hope, to last our lives, 
do not commit yourself by word or deed before your return to 
England; and return to England as speedily as you can ! Let 
no entreaty or cajolery induce you to prolong your stay * Your 
determination to return is so well known, and the motives of 
it so urgent, that it cannot create surprize in any one that you 
should persist, and even hasten, to execute it. In the mean time 
I give you the assurance that I will connect myself with no 
Government, without stipulating for you, if absent, the Object 
which you mentioned in your last Letter from Berlin. But 
return, I beseech you, without delay, and let us talk the whole 
over together ! I sign no name, and I send under a Mercantile 
cover. 
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No. 134. 

Lady B. to G> L. G. 
Febv 1st, Sat. 

. . . The Pope will not come near me till the new Ad. is 
settled, and I do nothing but pester him with notes. Yesterday 
I wrote him one enquiring into what Mr. Fox told me about 
you, but Sol, who came in before it went, stopp’d me. He 
said F.’s mark’d civility to you might make the Pope think F. 
wanting in it to him, if he did not send him some Message, for 
that tho’ in all probability the Pope would not remain in at 
present (tho’ he hop’d he would not be in opposition to our 
friends—I cannot accustom myself to this language or to think 
them not Op.), yet a civil message never did harm. I did not 
therefore send my note, but desir’d my Sister to go to Mr Fox 
and beg him from me to write kindly to the Pope. She did 
so, and F. answer’d he would call late and talk to me about it. 
She has a violent head ache; nothing but the wish of doing 
what she thought would be pleasing to you if you knew it could 
have forc’d her out, she says, for as I could not leave Caro if 
she had not gone, the opportunity would have been lost. This 
is the account she gives me of their conversation. Mr. Fox 
began with asking if I had heard again from you; that he was 
so positively assured you wish’d to stay, he thought I must be 
mistaken in thinking otherwise; my Sis. ask’d why he was so 
anxious to ascertain, as she understood from me that he meant 
at any rate to give you your option. He said: “To be sure—I 
wish to do whatever is kindest by him. I like Ld. G., I have 
a great opinion of him, and he has always behav’d well to me, 
and if any thing else was wanted, he is dear to some of those 
whom I most esteem and love. I only meant by enquiring that 
if I thought he wish’d to stay, I should not be seeking for any 
other person. He is, I assure you, the first person I shall write 
to.” My Sister then turned the conversation on the Pope. 
You know I told you how much he prais’d him some few days 
back. I cannot help fearing (but do not say this) that some 
misrepresentation has been made to him, for F. answered much 
more coldly than before, saying he would say or do any thing 
I wish’d, but that he made a great difference between the Pope’s 
conduct and yours. Now, the Pope must never know there 
was question of all this, for if he thought the most distant hint 
had been given he would receive any kindness from F. like an 
insult instead of a civility, and, as it is, all may be knock’d on 
the head by to-morrow’s debate, where I fear he will speak 
violently. Farquhar came this eveg so altered and worn I was 
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quite frighten’d at his looks. He talk’d a great deal of Mr. Pitt, 
with tears in his eyes. His servant told him that for the last 
three months Mr. Pitt had done the work of ten men, sitting 
up half the night and examining papers and plans from every 
department. He was, in fact, alone, and so far from wondering 
that more was not done, it is scarcely credible that one man could 
execute so much. He was much better after the first fit of the 
gout at Bath, but when Farqh. went down to him, he says often 
in a morning his pulse was but 78 or 80, and when one of his 
odious green boxes came it rose above 120. At length Mr. Pitt 
promis’d him to see and hear nothing for a time. Just after¬ 
wards came the terrible battle of Austerlitz with all its con¬ 
sequences. Mr. Pitt told Earquhar that from the moment he 
first heard the news he had had a constant pain across his stomach 
that seem’d to divide him in two; Farqh. says it is a very fre¬ 
quent symptom of great and fatal agitation, and that he looked 
upon Mr. Pitt as a man whose life was as clearly taken from 
him by accumulation of business and misfortune as Nelson’s was 
by a musket ball. . . . Did I tell you Arthur Wellesley has 
Ld. Cornwallis’s Regiment, Ld. John the GovshiP of the Tower, 
and it is said Ld. Ailesbury the blue ribbon; is it common to 
give away every thing that falls at the very moment of the 
formation of a new Ad. ? Mr. Fox meant the blue Ribbon for 
your Brother and the Cinque Ports for Ld. Chatham. By the 
by, the Duke of York wanted the Cinque Ports. 

Sunday, Feby 2d. 

II ne faut jamais conter sans son hote, n’y vendre la peau de 
l’ours avant de F avoir couche par terre. Lord Grenville carried 
his statement last night to the King. At the Bottom of the list 
I sent you, was the following: “The Duke of York to retain 
his command, but that as the present calamitous state of affairs 
on the Continent make Military Matters of the greatest import¬ 
ance, and as nothing effectual could be done without complete 
concert and good understanding between the executive and 
Military Departments, it was earnestly hop’d the Duke of York 
would waive his privileges, and like all other Generals holding 
the situation he did, submit his plans to the Cabinet of which 
he would form a part.” The King ask’d if any charge was to be 
brought against him. Lord Grenville assur’d him none at all; 
that neither with respect to him or any one else there was to 
be any retrospect, but in future they must entreat the King 
to consider the consequence of a command above controul and 
responsibility. The King said there was a precedent, the Butcher 
D. of Cd. Lord Grenville replied the times were more alarming, 
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and that the bad effect of want of concert stood to reason. The 
only measure the executive power had of opposing a plan they 
did not understand and feared they should disapprove, was 
refusing the necessary payments, and this often caus’d delays 
and failures highly detrimental to the Country. The King said 
Mr. Pitt often differ’d from the Duke of York, yet never insisted 
on his giving up his privileges. Lord Grenville answer’d that, 
having often convers’d with Mr. Pitt on that subject, he knew 
his opinion; he disapprov’d the Principle and never admitted it, 
but avoided bringing it to a decision; that any new people coming 
in stood in a different 'predicament—they must admit or reject the 
Principle in toto; and that he could not as an honest man admit 
it. The King walk’d up and down the room two or three times 
in great agitation, then repeated: “ This is meant as a blow at 
the Duke of York.” Lord Grenville: “No, upon my honour, 
Sir; it is only a necessary representation made with every senti¬ 
ment of respect to him and submission to Yr. Majesty.” The 
King: “ There would be no objection to your naming any two 
or three Generals as Advisers?” Lord Grenville: “It rests 
with Yr. Majesty to point out what you think best, but we think 
it our duty to say that there must be concert between the two 
departments, and even possibly controul. Nothing is to be 
hoped for without it, and it would be in vain for us to undertake 
what we could not execute with any advantage to Yr. Majesty.” 
A long pause ensued, when after a few more turns Lord Grenville 
was dismiss’d sine die, the King only saying this was a difficult 
point which requir’d much consideration. Early this Morning 
Lord Hawkesbury was sent for and after a long conversation 
declin’d (as he tells Bess); Ld. Wellesley next did the same, 
and it is now said the Dr. is to be sent for; he told Mr. Fox he 
should refuse. Mr. Fox says it is possible he will be firm, as 
there are only three days to try him in, but that he could not 
stand a longer siege, and he wishes to Heaven he would yield, 
as it would be a good pretence for getting rid of him. I suppose, 
and so I know does my Brother, that it must still end with them, 
as nothing else is strong enough. Wm. is just come back from 
Leominster; he traveil’d all night to come sooner, as the Express 
with the account of his poor little wife’s being brought to bed 
met him as he was chairing. He did not tell her all his dis¬ 
appointment, but from the servants’ account he cherish’d a 
hope of the poor baby’s living till he got here; and then, think 
howl melancholy ! He met the little coffin going out of the 
House. 
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Monday, Feby. 3d. 

_ Lord Grenville was sent for again this morning and return’d to 
night. All is now settled and they are to kiss hands on Wednesday.1 

No. 135. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Wed., Feby. 5th. 

What a scene of rapacity, self interest, discontent, envy, 
rancour and heart burnings, this change of Administration 
has occasion’d! What a torrent of low, degrading, selfish, 
petty passions overwhelms every thing that ought to occupy 
the thoughts of those that come in, and of those that go out_ 
namely, that poor, forgotten circumstance, the good of their 
country ! I am so disgusted with all I see and hear that it 
really tempts one to think that all professions of political 
principle and patriotism are mere farce. I have heard unsaid 
in one hour all that has been asserted, preach’d up, and dinn’d 
into my Ears, as wrong or right for this last twenty years, and 
I hear things one thought disgraceful defended by the very 
same arguments that I was accustom’d to hear reprobated as 
fallacious and degrading. We must admit the Dr. and all 
his people. Why ? Is he grown wiser or better than when 
it was reckon’d disgrace to sit on the same side the House 
with him ? Oh no, but it will conciliate the K., and he com¬ 
mands 40 votes. Oh, voila bien de quoi renier tout ce qu’on a 
pense, tout ce qu’on a dit pendant sa vie entiere ! Do not, 
however, think I extend my blame equally on every one. I 
think Mr. Eox to blame, as I us’d to do poor Mr. Pitt, for contro¬ 
verting the intention of Nature, and allowing weak little Minds 
to sway Nobler ones. Take him as he is, I do not believe there 

1 THE MINISTRY OF ALL THE TALENTS. 

Lord Grenville Prime Minister and First Lord of the 

Lord Erskine .. 
Lord Fitzwilliam 
Lord Sidmouth 
Lord Howiok .. 
Lord Moira 
Lord Spencer .. 
Mr. Fox 
Mr. Windham 
Lord Henry Petty 
Lord Ellenborough 

Treasury. 
Lord Chancellor. 
Lord President of the Council. 
Privy Seal. 
First Lord of the Admiralty. 
Master-General of the Ordnance. 
Home Office. 
Foreign Office. 
War Office. 
Chancellor of the Exchequer. 
Lord Chief Justice. 

The Duke of Bedford 
Mr. Elliot 

Lord-Lieutenant of Ireland. 
Chief Secretary of Ireland. 
Lord Chancellor of Ireland. Mr. George Ponsonby 

Sir John Newport Chancellor of the Irish Exchequer. 
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is a man of greater talents, nobler _ heart, or purer integrity 
living, but teaze, harass, surround bim as people do now, and 
his judgement or his resolution fail him, and he allows himself 
to be led by people wholly unworthy of him. Do forgive me: 
this tirade will calm me, and I will go on journalising, tho 
probably you hear from Sol and the Pope and many others 
much more than I can write, but my letters must be to you 
what John Gale’s are to me—they fill up the vacuums and 
inform me of what wiser people would disdain to tell, as too 
trifling, but yet at a distance it is pleasant to know. 

Thurs., 6. 

. . . Tuesday eveg the Hollands came to us and stayed 
while Caro slept; even they dislike the tide of Addington, and 
say there is great discontent. Sol,1 who is to be one of the 
Commissioners of the Board of Controul, says if Brother Hiley 
is to be his pendant, he shall refuse it. Meanwhile poor Mr. Fox 
is harass’d out of life and senses, and is praying for old opposi¬ 
tion again. I saw the Don2 in the morning, not knowing very 
well what to make of it, but very angry at the exclusion of all 
Mr. Pitt’s friends. Now I really know it is Mr. Fox’s wish to 
shew the utmost civility to those of Mr. Pitt’s friends whom he 
calls good men—all those, in short, who were not the Medicis— 
but he thought there would be something grossly indelicate 
in inviting those who had lost a leader and a friend to join the 
man who was constantly opposing him, before him they follow’d 
was even laid in the grave. I heard him say almost these very 
words, and add that to the Pope particularly he should think 
this, for there was scarcely any thing he could offer him worth 
having but a Cabinet place, and could he expect him to take a 
Cabinet place with il Medico for him when he would not do so 
even for Mr. Pitt ? He says he sincerely hopes that in a short 
time he may be able to draw many of them round him, but that 
now it would be coarseness bordering on brutality to offer it. 
Tout ceci est bel et bon, mais en Politique on ne s’entend pas 
en delicatesse, and consequently they all take it extremely ill, 
and look upon it as declaring war against the memory of Mr, 
Pitt and his unceasing friends—not the Pope, however, who 
does not mean to oppose or to take any active part; this is much 
the best plan for him at present, and unless some other untoward 
circumstance should arise, I do not despair of seeing him and 
you, and all those I love and value, on the same side sometime 
or other. . . . Lord Harrowby arrived yesterday; I am afraid, 
very unwell. Lord Redesdale is, I hear, dead. Poor Sol 
is in great vexation to day, and I do not wonder. He 

1 Lord Morpeth. 2 Lord Boringdon. 
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is, as I told you, in the board of Controul. On the junction of 
the Medici, he was near giving up, but after much conversation, 
consultation and soothing, and thinking Lord Holland was to 
be the chief and either Ld. R. Spencer or Mr. Sullivan his 
Comrade, he heard nothing more till today that he was sum¬ 
mon’d to the Privy Council, when behold his Companions were 
Ld. Minto and—Brother Hiley! I1 Indeed, I am sorry for Sol; 
no one ever was more fretted, but yet not decided enough to give 
it up, which tho’ had he consulted me, I should almost have 
advis’d him to do—yet I believe is better not; it would be taken 
ill and distress Mr. Fox extremely. Lord J. Townshend and 
Ld. Temple are Paymasters. . . . 

No. 139. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
22nd February. 

That I am uneasy I cannot deny,2 I have the talent of being 
so often with less cause, but I cannot express to you how grateful 
I feel to you for your attention in writing to me by every 

opportunity. . . . Saturday, 22. 

How tired I am ! This whole day has pass d in Westminster 
Abbey, and I went to Mr. Pitt’s funeral. It was wonderfully 
fine and affecting—more affecting than any thing I ever saw 
from the deep real grief that (many at least) of the spectators 
and Mourners seemed to feel, and none more than the Pope, for 
whom I felt quite to tears and was breathless with agitation as 
the coffin was let down. I am glad you were away, for I could 
not have borne seeing you suffer, as I know you would have 
done. You will hear the account of it in the news papers, so 
I will say no more, but bid you good night, for I am very weary. 

Sunday 23. 

Did I tell you that our friends approve as much of your 
dispatches and think them as superior to others as yours did % 
They say they are not only written with talent, but with a 
fairness and appearance of openness and integrity that is very 

uncommon in diplomacy. Monday, 24. 

I do all I can to drive off the anxiety I feel, but my poor 
Willy is for ever before my eyes, and my heart aches with the 
length of time which may elapse before I hear again. I know 
how kind you will be to him, but this is the first time he has 

1 Right Hon. John Hiley Addington and Right Hon. John Sullivan were his 
colleagues on the Board of Controul (India). 

2 Lord Granville had written on 26th January from St Petersburg to say 
that William Ponsonby was laid up with a slight attack ol fever 
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felt illness and not had me to nurse him, and it is also the first 
time I have had the misery of knowing any of my Children were 
ill far from me. But I will hope it is not much—there are 
some pains too acute to endure thinking of. . . . I saw Mr. 
Fox today, and I wonder whether you would approve or blame 
my advice to Ld. B. of not taking a place—at least, not at 
present—after giving up the Postmastership to Ld. Charles.1 

On his being remov’d to the Mint, Lord Grenville wish’d his 
Brother-in-Law to have it, and it would have been a great 
distress had Lord B. not given way. Mr. F. wishes to make him 
the Ld. Steward, but besides hating Household places, it can 
only be done by turning out Ld. Aylesford, and I should hate any 
one being turn’d out for us. I am talking as if my opinion was 
to decide, which is not at all the case, but I only tell it you as 
I tell every thing, and tho’ Lord B. has not quite determin’d, 
he thinks very much as I do, that however convenient a place 
may be, perfect independence is much pleasanter. I find Mr. 
Fox is quite warlike, but this you probably know better than I 
can tell you, for he says he is writing Volumes to you. I hope 
he will not depend too much, or if he depends, not be mistaken 
in the King of Prussia. A motion is to be made to enquire into 
Ld. Ellen borough’s seat in the Cabinet;2 this is the commence¬ 
ment of the new Opposition, and, as Mr. Fox says, they cannot 
have a better question to begin upon. My Son in Law, who is 
just elected, and will go to the House almost for the first time, 
says he is very sorry, but if it comes to a vote he must give it 
against our friends. I know he will be reckon’d too scrupulous 
and conscientious for a good party Man, but I cannot help 
admiring the firm integrity of his character, which seems, like 
Rollo’s, not form’d to bow or bend before created man. He does 
not approve of admitting the Dr., etc. Lord Grenville was the 
great promoter of that measure, and I do not think mended it 
by his joke upon it; that, as it may be necessary to administer 
some unpalatable doses, it was fair to chuse the least disagreeable 
drenching Horn. The Pope says Mr. Fox has got the Doctor, 
as people must have the measles once in their life. They wanted 
Lord Grenville very much to take some responsible place; he 
obstinately refuses while Mr. Adair as obstinately insists on 
having one, which they do not like to give pour cause de Madame. 

1 A long account of the offer of the Postmastership to Lord Bessborough, 
and his refusal in favour of Lord Charles Spencer, has been omitted from the 
previous letter 

2 Edward Law, first Baron Ellenborough, was Lord Chief Justice and created 
Lord Ellenborough in 1802. His admission into the Cabinet by Lord Grenville 
to please Lord Sidmouth created much opposition. With the exception of 
Lord Mansfield, there had been no instance of a Lord Chief Justice being a 
member of the Cabinet since the Revolution. 
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The Pope advises settling the difficulty by making G. take the 
lady and A. the place. My Sis. and I are in great disgrace with the 
Dss. of Gordon, who goes about asking people if they have seen 
the Cabinet Ministers the head of the Ad. If in answer they name 
Lord Grenville or Mr. Fox, she exclaims, “ Oh No—they are 
nothing. I mean the two Sisters”—naming us; and then the 
suite is neither very temperate or very flattering, and Heaven 
knows the fact is very false, but it all arises from my poor Fred, 
going Aide de Camp to the D. of Bedford. I am sure I did not 
know she wish’d Ld. Aberdeen to go, and if I had, this really 
was not my asking, but Ly. Holland mention’d it to the D. of 
B., who came and offer’d it to Fred., and I made him give it 
up to Col. Hare, and would now to Ld. A., but the Duke will 
not let him. Your letter is just come and gives me great comfort, 
yet how ill he must have been to be too weak to write the 2d. 
of Feby, when his illness began before the 24th ! 

G. Canning to G. L. G. 
February 25th, 1806. 

My dear G.,—This is only by way of Postscript to my former 
Letter, to request you, when you answer It, or have any occasion 
to write to me, to entrust your Letter to no other conveyance 
than either a Messenger of Woronzow $ (who will take good care 
that I have it safe) or to the Mercantile House, through whom 
I sent my Letter, and send this. 

To-morrow I move from my present residence, and cannot 
yet exactly say whither. But I am resolved to remain in town, 
and to attend. 

The proscription of P.’s friends is complete without a single 
exception. I understand that you have been written to in the 
ffLOsh-presskig^ manner to Atay7 ~But T have no apprehension 

_qf vonr doing so, nor.~T believe, has your successor, (designatus) 
Douglas. My only fear is that" yoUTrrayffiavef mentioned to 

others the object which in the last Letter that I received from 
you, you mentioned to me, and that that may have been offered 
to you.1 If it has, though I know what I wish, I hardly know 
what to say—except that I would it had been possible for us to 
have had an hour’s conversation. I would that you had been 
here the last three months. I regret every day and every hour 
that you did not return when you first intended. You may 
conceive what I felt at the solemnity of Saturday. For worlds I 
could not but have been at peace with him before he died. The 
recollection of our renewed cordiality, and the knowledge of his 
feelings and intentions towards me are now my chief consolations. 
Adieu. 

1 This refers to the question of a Peerage. 
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No. 143. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
* March 2. 

Ld Lauderdale quite startled me to night (I came to Town 
and supp’d at D. H. with him and Sol), in beginning at once 
talking to me of you and your concerns in so open a manner 
that I knew not quel contenance tenir, especially as, soon find¬ 
ing it was the consequence of a Conversation with Mr. Fox on 
the same subject, I was anxious to know what had pass d. . . . 
I pleaded with truth compleat ignorance as to your intentions 
or wishes, but on his saying he heard you wish’d to remain where 
you were, replied that I understood both from you and your 
friends you wish’d to return, but could not guess whether the 
letters written to you by Mr. Fox would make any alteration. 
“He had better be here,” said Ld. L. “ You know he is en¬ 
titled to two thousand a year Pension, but by it forfeits his seat 
in Parliament; will he like that ? I should think not, I 
said, “ but really cannot guess.” “ Fox says the true thing for 
him would be to get call’d up to the House of Peers, which 
would obviate the difficulty, and he might keep the Pension. 
Not knowing your Sentiments as to the present Ministers, it 
was impossible to say a word, yet from a thousand circumstances 
I thought it so good I could not help expressing my own wish 
that it could be done, but added that I did not even know if 
you would like it. He went on: “ Peerages do not go a begging, 
and there are people enough clawing at them; if hh Brother 
would ask for it, the thing is done, but it must be ask d for by 
somebody, and should be soon, and Fox has doubts whether 
the Elder Brother would ask, or the younger one like to hold 
it from his asking.” He added: “ Why do not you ask for it ? 
You can manage Fox.” This last fact is untrue, but I wish 
I knew what your wishes were on this subject, for tho I cannot, 
as Ld. Lauderdale says, manage Mr. F., and tho’ a Peerage is not 
entirely at his disposal, yet I think if I was sure you would like 
it I could make F. (who is very partial to you) ask it as from 
himself, yet perhaps I flatter myself I have more influence than 
I really have. Ld. Lauderdale is going Govr General to India, 
which is madness in him, for it will be certain death. I am sorry, 
for, in spite of coarse manners and many faults, I have a great 
regard for him and think he has for me, and I am persuaded I 
shall never see him again. There is a little ma.n_h.erfi who.-W&s 
with your Brother in Law at Berlin, who does nothing but sing 
your praises, but makes me tremble by his account of you. He 
says you are call’d the Magnificent Ambassador, ce qu’il y a de 
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beau et_ de plus Brillant dans toute la Diplonaatie, that you 
enter d Berlin with 1-know not Row many horses and carriages, 
and to conclude that no one ever had such compleat succes in 
every way with ministers, Princes or women; but I conclude 
from all this that you must be compleatly ruin’d de fond en 
cdmble. 

No. 144. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Saturday, 15 [March). 

The Messenger goes at ten, and that little Ninny Walpole 
has only just sent me word of it. The Prince was with me all 
morning yesterday, and my Brother to-day, so I have less 
written than usual. My Brother, in the midst of delightful 
praises of you, made me tremble by talking of the possibility 
of yr. staying longer He says Lord Grenville and Mr. Fox 
rave about you and say nothing can be done without you, and 
that they have more trust in you than in any one they can 
send. You will have got my letter about the Peerage; prav 
answer it as soon as possible. It may be more difficult than I 
think, but at any rate I wish to have some guess of your inten¬ 
tions and be sure I am not doing wrong. I could not sway you 
if I wish’d it, and I would not if I could. But you seem’d to 
think a strong administration and one possess’d of talents was 
necessary at this crisis. We have one—and one approv’d of by 
the Ring, the Heir to the K., and the people in general: ought 
it to be oppos d because, like all other human things, it has some 
imperfections ? I do not see as yet a single point (material 
ones, at least) in which you would have had much difference with 
my friends. 

17 March, Monday. 

The Messenger does not go this hour, therefore with little to 
add I write another line, as he will call here the last thing. Sol 
is just return’d from the House with no very pleasant account 
of what pass d. I miss d the Pope two days ago, but was assur’d 
he was not violent and only meant to support every thing that 
referr’d to Mr. Pitt, but otherwise take little part; he has, how- 
ever, attack’d Windham1—very well, but with great and decided 
hostility—upon the management of the Ordnance, the boast so 
ill executed of a new plan on Military affairs, and concluding 
that, notwithstanding the arrogant assumption of all the talent 
in England being compris’d in the present Ad., he must avow 
their conduct hitherto had not inspir’d him with any confidence. 
Mr. Fox answer’d brilliantly but I fear severely. Among other 

1 Mr. Windham (Secretary for War) proposed a plan for improving the 
army, in which enlistment was then for life, by raising the pay and limiting the 
length of service. This entailed the repeal of Pitt’s Additional Forces Act. 

VOL. II l o 
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things, he said, bold as it might seem to venture it, he would 
appeal to the Candour even of the Rt. Honble Gentleman, which 
might be call’d the most fiery ordeal that could be endur d; 
however, he concluded with saying certainly he never meant to 
assume that all the talents of the Country were among them when 
he saw and heard the Rt. Hon. Gentleman against them. 

. . . My poor Sis is ill. 
Ld. Selkirk goes Minister to America. I suppose you know. 

No. 146. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
March 22nd. 

The events of a sick room can only be interesting to those 
who witness them, and I have nothing else to tell you, as I 
rarely quit her room. Yesterday1 she was very ill, today much 
better, but tonight a shivering fit has again come on. I fear 
it will at best be very lingering; I am very anxious and absolutely 

pass my life at D. H. 
The D. of Portland was cut for the stone this morning at 

24 hours’ notice; his quick decision and courage have rais’d 
him higher in my opinion than he ever stood before. He has 
long been ill, but this disorder was never suspected till yesterday: 
when it was ascertain’d, he sent for Home directly and appointed 
today for the operation. Hutton was with him three hours, 
and says, had it not been for his making his will, he should not 
have suspected any thing extraordinary was to happen to him; 
he was seven minutes under the knife without a groan, but is 
now likely to do well. Charles Paget has taken a ship instead of 
being drown’d. All the world who are not Political mad are 
picture mad. Three great Sales occupy London—Mr. Agar, 
Mr. Hume, and Lansdowne House; the latter is dispos’d of (the 
furniture, *&c., not House) because Ld. Lansdowne will not 
administer to his father’s debts, and consequently poor Ld. 
Henry will have nothing but an Estate already mortgag’d 
beyond its value. Your Brother has got a wig exactly like the 
one your poor Father wore, and he startled me today when he 
call’d at D. H, to enquire, for he really look’d so like your Father 
it amaz’d me. I reckon this paying him a very great compliment, 
tho’. 

23d, Sunday. 

After sitting up the whole night I have not yet been able to 
find a moment when she was well enough for me to go home. It 
has been a sad day, but she is at length in a quiet sleep and I 
hope will have a good night. Dr. Bailey sits up with her; he 

1 The Duchess of Devonshire had had another attack of illness. 
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is now sitting opposite me with his night cap on, and so uncouth 
a figure that nothing but her illness would prevent it being 
laughable. He is blunt and rough, but more encouraging than 
Farquhar. I am miserable at her suffering, but do not feel 
alarm’d; if I did I should scarcely be alive to support it. The 
papers will announce Admiral Duckworth’s brilliant Victory.1 
That pretty boy whose prints you see in every shop, Ld. H. 
Seymour s son, has had his jaw shot off—Miss Trimmer says so 
much the better for his morality and that of all the fair Ladies 
whose heads would have been turn’d by his beauty. I tell her 
so much the worse for hers to believe a man’s beauty can be so 
formidable. Indeed, indeed, she is better to night, and Bailey 
says he thinks Farquhar takes alarm too easily. 

Rt. Hon. Charles J. Fox to Lord G. L. G. at Petersburg. 

r n . . Stable Yard, 
[Private.] 25 March, 1806, at night. 

My dear Lord,—I add these few lines to what I wrote this 
morning merely to tell you that I am just come from Devonshire 
House, where I had the satisfaction of hearing a far better 
account of the Dss. than we had had before. The Physicians 
think there is now no danger, but those who love her cannot be 
easy till the fever has entirely quitted her. 

Count Woronzow intends to send a Courier on Friday by 
whom I shall write to you again.—Yours ever, 

C. J. Fox. 
Lady B. to G. L. G. 

U ndated. 

You will know, Dear G., by the news papers—I cannot write— 
if any thing should happen to me. . . . Mrs. Baker will send 
you a letter. God bless you—break it to Willy. 

Any thing so horrible, so killing, as her three days’ agony no 
human being ever witness’d. I saw it all, held her thro’ all her 
struggles, saw her expire, and since have again and again kiss’d 
her cold lips and press’d her lifeless body to my heart—and yet 
I am alive. . . . 

The Duchess of Devonshire died 30th March, 1806, in her 
49th year. 

No. 147, I believe. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Roe, Friday, April 11. 

r This is not worth marking; it is only not to miss the accustom’d 
day, and not to send you an enclosure without some signe de 

1 Defeat of French Squadron off San Domingo. 
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vie. I remain’d at D. H. till even the last Vestige of what I 
had lov’d so much was borne away, and till the account came 
of all, all being over; then Georgiana, Harriet, and Sol came with 
me here. To them the change of scene and the quiet of tins 
place has done good, but to me it has only prov d 

“ How ill the scenes that ofier rest. 
And hearts that cannot rest agree.” 

I recollect why I went to Town and, alas ! why I return. Oh, 
G., you have lost many dear relations, but you have never known 
what it was to lose a friend to whom your whole heart wa,s open, 
whom you lov’d with all the strong ties of natural affection and 
choice, habit, similarity of character superadded to it. But I 
know not why I say all this to you; I am sure you feel for me, 
and what I feel no words can give an Idea of. What a journev 
yours has been ! What changes have happen’d since you went! 
You could not love Pitt as I lov’d my Sister, else perhaps his 
loss to you comes a little nearer than any other; but to you your 
Mother, Pitt, your Sister1 and mine, whom you almost lov d 
like one. Oh, dear G., how much, how very much we have 
suffer’d ! Pray forgive me this strange letter, I am afraid my 
head is not yet quite right. God bless you. . . . 

No. 148. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Rob, April 15. 

You must forgive me for not writing, dear G.; I have been 
very unwell and my eyes extremely inflam’d. I put the number 
at top to remind you that as long as I had any power over my 
own mind you were my constant occupation—tho’ what I have 
written lately can scarce be call’d letters; you have had Volumes 
till now. But now I really am not myself; I must trust to time, 
which I am told will do much—that sad consoler of all human 
sorrows, who, by shewing one how soon the deepest wounds 
are heal’d, the dearest ties replac’d or forgotten, points out how 
soon oblivion is to be our own lot. Time, submission to the will 
of Heaven, and fervent Prayer might do much for others, but 
what can / hope from Prayer ? Is it not profanation ? We 
have been here for several days with the ground buried in Snow, 
and the cold so great that, but for the poor drooping blossoms 
and the length of the days, one might fancy it December. To¬ 
morrow we go to town, a melancholy return to me; il manque 
trop de choses a L’Hotel de Carnavalet. Oh, G., how difficult 

1 Lady Georgiana Eliot died 24th March, 1806. 
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^ 'f ui° accustoril the mind to long, irretrievable misfortune ! 
Uod bless you, my Dear G. ! I can tell you nothing, for I know 
nothing, and I am asham d to say can feel no interest in any 
thing, except in the wish of hearing of and seeing you. 

Mr. Fox insisted on seeing me for a moment before I left town. 
on]y Person I have seen of any sort; he cried extremely, 

and I was so stupefied I could not even speak to him. I remember 
he wrote you a better account the night before, for he told me 
so. God bless you. 

No. 149. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
April 19. 

Lest another post day should pass without my writing, I 
begin now, my Dear Gf., but alas ! with as little hope of writing 
any thing that can contribute to your pleasure as before, for my 
Mind is oppress d and my life a melancholy one. I am not ill 
to signify, but something of a low fever preys upon me, and takes 
from me sleep and appetite, which makes me very weak. In 
the Morning, as soon as I can get up, I go to D. H. When you 
return you will judge a little by your own feelings what mine 
must be at driving into that court, seeing her Windows, her room, 
all the places which from custom seem’d incorporated with her, 
and seeing at the same time the sad escutcheon and the deep 
mourning of all around, which point out what has happen’d. I 
remain there the rest of the day, and at night return to a home 
as Melancholy. 

Sunday, 20. 

The Prince sent so repeatedly to me and has been throughout 
so kind and feeling that I thought it wrong to persist in refusing 
to see him, so to day he came soon after two and stayed till six !! 
Nothing ever was kinder or better meant, but this long stay— 
the first time, too, that I had seen any body—has quite knock’d 
me up. He gave me a. very pretty emerald ring, which he 
begg’d me to wear, to bind still stronger the tie of Brotherhood 
which he has always claim d. In the midst of all this he brought 
me a message from Sheridan. I forgot, or rather have been 
unable to tell you of, a strange letter I bad from Mrs. S. telling 
me she had wrong’d me and her, and that as it was too late to 
ask her forgiveness, she begg’d for mine in the name of both; 
that her anger against us had been excited from a notion that 
we were active enemies to Sheridan with the Prince and Mr. Fox. 
I wrote her word that without any further injury she had wrong’d 
us both in that supposition, and that it was one peculiar feature 
in the mind of that dear Angel I have lost not to know what 
resentment, and still less what revenge was. But when the 
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Prince began again with Sheridan’s well timed Petition for 
Forgiveness, I thought it a good opportunity to end this persecu¬ 
tion at once, and told him I had no enmity to Sheridan ; that 
I wish’d in no way to injure and did not even want to have it 
known I was bad friends with him, but that particular circum¬ 
stances had made me determine never to have any intercourse 
with him; that if he only would keep out of my way, or it we 
happen’d to meet not persecute me, no one would perceive any¬ 
thing in my behaviour that could mark out a quarrel; that it 
was his attempting to speak to me when he knew I was determm d 
not to tolerate him that gave the appearance; and that if he 
would only be quiet and leave me to myself I should never 
injure him or wish him ill of any kind, but, on the contrary, be 
glad to hear of any good that befell him. Leading the life 1 do, 
and being so wretched as I am, my letters can contain little 
information or amusement of any kind, qui ne voit guere ne 
sait guere, and that is my case. As to the negotiation, of course 
you know more of it than I could tell you even were I seeing 
Mr. Fox every day. Ld. Yarmouth A and Grey" and Col. 

• Abercrombie are daily ^ expected^ and I hear poor little 
\Fanny De Coign y is going to be married to that horrible old 
Cambaceres.3 B. has taken up a new plan, proposing marriages 
between the Ancienne Noblesse, and those of his creation; if 
the refusal comes from the Ancien Regime, it is a sign of dis¬ 
affection, and exile is the probable consequence. . . . 

No. 150. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
C. Sqr., 22 d. 

All yesterday was spent at Chis., where I went with Bess to 
look for papers. I will not attempt telling you what I suffer d, 
but that place more than any other, that place which seems almost 
her creation—-that place where I have pass’d the happiest and 
most miserable hours of my life—where every turn recalls to me 
all that I have lov’d best, where remorse and regret equally 
tear me, and bitter grief from seeing her almost present to me 
and losing her again. Oh, G., it drove my mind, already weak, 
almost to phrensy, and I was brought back to Town quite ill. 
I am better to day, but not well. . . . 

1 Francis Charles, Earl of Yarmouth, afterwards third Marquis of Hertford 
(1777-1842), married, 1798, Maria Fagniani. He was the original of Thacke¬ 
ray’s Marquis of Steyne. 

2 Had been living in France, and was detained there as a prisoner. 

3 Jean Jacques Regis de Cambacerbs, Duke of Parma (1753-1824), particular 
favourite of the Emperor’s, was President of the Chamber of Peers. 
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No. 151. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
, April 23. 

You will see in the papers and no doubt approve of Mr. Fox’s 
brilliant war whoop, as Mr. Windham calls it. His whole mind 
is set on making an example of Prussia if he can but have co¬ 
operation from other powers. You know, of course, the spirited 
answer sent to Talleyrand1 that we could not even look at 
proposals the first steps of which were dishonour (treating single 
without Russia). I hope yr. Emperor will be stout. Is it true 
that B. means to dethrone the Empr of Austria ? He deserves 
it, but I think it would be the best chance Europe has for freeing 
herself, and therefore too good to be true. Our Ministers go on 
m perfect amity, but are sadly plagued with the East India 
affairs. Mr. Fox says he does not know which he dreads most— 
Ld. Wellesley’s friends or his foes. He thinks he could manage 
the Attackers and carry him safe thro’, if his friends would not 
provoke fresh attacks, but now he has both sides to contend 
with. I write on, tho’ probably you will return almost before 
my letter reaches Petersburg. . . . 

Thursday, April 24. 

People are in a great fuss at a Mutiny in the D. of Cumberland’s 
Regiment, and the Scots Greys are march’d against them. It 
consists of Men and Officers throwing up their commissions and 
refusing to serve under him, and this is the fine Regiment that 
serv’d so bravely in Germany and sav’d the Empr’s life. But 
the D. of C.’s severity is so excessive that human patience cannot 
endure it. Surely, if the men are punish’d for disobedience to 
orders they can scarcely obey, the Commander should not be 
exempted from punishment merely because he is a Prince ? It 
is whisper’d that to several of his own officers he has gone so 
far as to hold up his Cane, and to some of the Militia who are 
in his district he has been equally Violent. He told Ld. Hinton 
(Col. of the Regt.) that his Reg1 was a bad one, and he desir’d 
he would resign. Ld. Hinton replied if he did it should be to his 
Father, who was Ld. Lt. of the County; on this the Duke rais’d 
the famous cane and said something which Ld. Hinton inter¬ 
rupted by saying he was glad to perceive by this last action that 
the whole was a joke of his Royal Highness, as he well knew 
such Language and action cd not be seriously us’d to a Gentleman. 
Is it true that several Prussian officers have shot themselves 
from not being able to endure the disgrace of their Country ? 

1 Talleyrand had made overtures towards a peace with England on 5th 
March, which led to further correspondence with Mr. Fox. 
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We are assur’d so here, but I should hardly have suspected the 
Heavy air of Brandenburgh could produce so many Catos. . . . 

No. 152. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
{April) 29, Tuesday. 

Lord B. is just return’d from Westminster Hall.1 He says 
Ld. Melville look’d calm and well; that Whitbread’s Speech 
lasted near three hours, was temperate but strong; that he 
complimented Ld. M. on many good qualities, but said he should 
bring evidence to prove all his charges. On the other hand, 
Mr. Adam, whom I was oblig’d to see on business, told me he 
felt certain of exculpating Ld. M. from any intentional defraud¬ 
ing ; that from great carelessness he had plac d himself in a 
situation hardly to know what money it was he made use of, 
but that at any rate the Public had not suffer’d. I am very 
sorry for Ld. Melville, and wish most earnestly he may be 
acquitted. I think that the first charges against him being made 
was unfortunate, but I do not see after their having been so 
publickly made that it was possible to avoid censuring him, 
and in justice to him even giving the opportunity of clearing 

himself. ... 
Ld. B. says the Hall was immensely full, and Ld. M. makes it 

a point with all his friends to attend. 

No. 153. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Wednesday, April 30. 

The opinions upon Mr. Whitbread’s charge yesterday are so 
various that I hardly know what to tell, as I can only judge by 
report, and I only see those of my own family. The general 
impression on them was that Whitbread made out his case 
clearly, strong, and well, but that all the rest was bad, very 
“ disparate ”—some high flights and attempts at Eloquence 
which fail’d, and some expressions of familiarity that were un¬ 
becoming that high court. He complimented Mr. Pitt as one of 
the greatest men, the purest and most powerful this country 
had ever known, and who, tho’ he personally had had the mis¬ 
fortune of differing from him in Political opinion, had been 
look’d up to by all Europe, but not even the mighty segis of this 
great Minister, encircled with all his satellites and all his influence, 
could shield the Flagrant crimes of the criminal at the Bar. 
Another time, talking of Mr. Jellicoe,he said the mere approaching 

1 Lord Melville’s trial in Westminster Hall began on Tuesday, 29th April. 
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public money was so dangerous that its contagion overwhelm’d 
from the highest to the lowest. “ This Mr. J. died of a broken 
heart; and if another instance is wanting, take that of a man 
belov’d by his friends for his convivial, liberal Spirit, look’d up 
to by his dependants for his generosity and affability, admir’d by 
his equals for his talents and capacity, and fear’d by his enemies 
for his peculiar acuteness. This man by his combination of 
prosperity and industry rais’d himself almost to sovereign 
power. Scotland bow d down before this Idol, and from the 
Banks of the Tweed to the Ganges the names of Dundas and 
Melville were echoed as synonymous to every thing great and 
Powerful. Then look upon the miserable object now before 
you, stript of his honours, degraded from his places, torn down 
from the towering height to which his good fortune had enabled 
him to soar—look at him, a helpless delinquent pleading at your 
bar, awaiting the disgraceful punishment your judgement may 
think proper to inflict upon him.” It is from Caroline’s memory 
I am writing; she was so shock’d at this address to Ld. Melville 
that she wrote it down. There are disagreeable familiarities 
in Whitbread s manner; he says: Mind ye, My lords; and in 
repeating a conversation, “ says Trotter to Ld. Melville,” 
&c., &c.; No, says Ld. Melville,” &c. He spoke for three 
hours and a half. Ld. Mel. told Earquhar in the Morning that 
whatever he might feel, they should not perceive a muscle in his 
face alter; and this he nearly kept to, except one time when 
Mr. Whitbread said: “I am accus’d of persecuting Ld. Mel.; 
you cannot call this persecution.” Ld. Melville shook his head’ 
and smil’d. Both sides are positive that they shall succeed; 
had I been in any other state, I should certainly have gone 
constantly, for I cannot help feeling great interest for poor 
Ld. M., tho’ I am afraid he has done wrong. 

Wednesday. 

The H. of Commons is still sitting, and I suppose will continue 
to do so till it is near the time of going to Wr Hall, and I do not 
imagine the Pope will be merciful on that subject, but rather 
inclin’d to prolong the debate; I dread his saying something 
rash tonight which will widen the breach which I am always 
hoping to see clos’d. Wdiat a bad Man you are not to write to 
me ! When you know how I have suffer’d, will you not reproach 
yourself a little ? What terrible gaps you will find in the 
society you us’d to live in ! And I almost as much a blank as 
those that are gone. 

Thursday, May 1. 

The dancing chimney sweeps are the only token of May we 
have. The poor H. of Commons are finely work’d. They sat 
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till three, and were in Westminster Hall at ten. Canning spoke 
amazingly well and had a vast division. Windhams1 military 
plan is very unpopular even among his own friends, tho there 
are some good points in it; but he is unmanageable beyond 
every thing I ever heard of. 

No. 154. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Sunday, May 4th. 

These lengthening numbers add to my melancholy, especially 
when I reflect that the last date I have from you is the 3d. of 
March ! ! Had not my senses been blunted by what I suffer 
on other accounts, indeed, dearest G., anxiety and something 
like repining would have been irresistible. I enclose you a 
note of the Pope’s to shew you every one thinks it odd. Mr. 
Fox has sent many excuses about the Messenger; it seems he 
was sent off in a hurry. He assures me he scolded you for not 
writing, and then adds: “ It is very bad of him to neglect public 
business, but neglecting private is inexcusable. I would forgive his 
not writing to me if you had heard.” This is not very Ministerial 
Language; I am afraid Ld. Mulgrave would be shock’d at it. 
The only thing that has had power to interest me of what was 
going on without doors was the Tax upon Pig Iron. Ld. 
Melville’s Trial, Ld. Wellesley’s impeachment, Mr. Windham’s 
Military plan, war with Prussia, nor threaten’d Invasion, had 
power to rouse me, but the moment a tax upon Pig Iron was 
mention’d, to the amazement of every body I was all attention 
and anxiety. I flatter myself it will be given up. I have been 
quite touch’d to day with a sort of message I had from your 
bind Sister (Dss. of B.). It was to G. and me thro’ Cha’, saying 
that she had deferr’d till now sending after us; that she did not 
wish to see us unless we lik’d it, but that from having suffer’d 
herself two such heavy losses she might possibly be better able 
than others to soothe and comfort us; and that if she thought 
she could be of the least use, she would willingly devote her whole 
time to us. How very, very kind ! It is doubly soothing to 
me from a sister of yours. And then, dearest G., I believe 
grief weakens the mind, and you cannot imagine what an effect 
any little kindness at this moment has upon me. I was quite 
affected this morning by receiving a very kind note and a Cross 
from Ld. Lauderdale, made in Grey Scotch Pebbles set in black 
enamel, with a place in the middle for hair. The Hollands, 
the Don, and the Pope have also all been most excessively 

1 Mr. Windham’s Bill for establishing throughout the army a limited period 
of service. 
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good to me. The latter is settled, you know, in Berky Sqr; he 
probably sent you his Ulm and Trafalgar in Manuscript, but in 
case he should have neglected it I send one with this. ... I 
have just heard the news of Sir J. B. Warren1 taking Linois 
with the Marengo and Belle Poule; if we were half as successful 
by land as sea, how brilliant our Campaign would be! 

Monday, May 5. 

Was it not Sir W. Raleigh who gave up writing a history 
because he could not find out the truth of some accident that 
happen’d in his own street ? I wonder how any thing is ever 
ascertain’d where the least variety of opinion can exist; but you 
shall have my history of to day and judge for yourself. Caro 
was not well; I drove to White Hall to see her. As soon as I 
came in she told me she heard this had been a very good day for 
Ld. Melville, but before she could explain why, Ly. Melbourne 
came in. Ly. M.: “ So it is all over with Ld. Melville; Trotter 
has been examin’d, has confess’d every thing, and it is thought 
Ld. M.’s Council will not even attempt a defence.” 

Enter William Lamb. 

Me.: “ Are you come from Westminster Hall ?” 

William: “ Yes; it has been a famous day for old Melville— 
I did not think he would come off so well.” 

Ly. M.: “ What can you mean by come off % Nothing ever 
was prov’d more clearly than the breach of the Act and his 
participation.” 

William : “ Now I think it was clearly prov’d he knew nothing 
of the matter, and if I was to give my vote now it should be for 
acquittal.” 

I cannot go on with the Duologue, especially as it grew warm; 
but as I was to dine at D. H., on arriving there I met little O.2 
who said Ld. Melville must be gone home to hang himself, for 
that to day went so against him he could not recover it. Mr. 
Adam was to see Ca.3 on business; he came to him in great 
spirits, and on his asking him what he thought the impression 
of to day was, Adam sd.: “ He is as dear as the sun—nothing 
could be plainer, and any body must think so.” Ld. R. Spencer 
told my Mother at the same moment that the charge had been 
compleatly prov’d, and nothing was now left but to give judge¬ 
ment. Sol arriv’d; his gout prevented his going, but he said 
Lord Holland told him today’s evidence had staggered him, and 

1 Sir J. B. Warren took Admiral Linois prisoner with the ships mentioned 
off St. Iago. 

2 Lord Ossulston 3 The Duke of Devonshire. 
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he thought Ld. Melville would get off—at least, from the most 
material points. We sent for Mrs. Bunting and some of the 
maids who went today; they said they were afraid it was bad 
for his Lordship, and so all the people where they sat appear d 
to think, and now Ld. B. is this moment come home and says it 
is the first time he has had any doubt on his mind of Ld. Mel. s 
being guilty, and that he really thinks from to-day he knew 
nothing. You will be wearied with this long history, but these 
contradictory accounts appear’d so extraordinary to me, I 
could not help telling them you as I heard them. 

No. 49. 

G. L. G. to Lady B. 
April 3. 

I have at last received Mr. Fox’s Letter, which I believe was 
at least five weeks upon the Road. I had anticipated the 
answer, for by the last Messenger I sent to England I wrote to 
him requesting that my Successor might be immediately named. 
Nothing can be more—I will not say civil, but more kind than 
the manner in which he writes to me. Well, we shall at last 
meet, and I hope in less than three months from this Time, 
how glad I shall be to see you ! In proportion to my negligence 
in writing I must have time and opportunity to talk with you; 
little moments caught by snatches will not suffice. Take, there¬ 
fore, your precautions beforehand to ensure the means of our 
having long and frequent meetings. Do you recollect Mr. 
Little’s ode to Morning ? Yes, indeed, I shall have much to say 
to you; for above 18 months I have never had the comfort of 
talking with perfect unreserve upon all subjects, and I cannot 
tell you with what delight I look forward to being with you. 
The Sister in Law of Ly. W.1 is returned here, but her conduct is 
wholly unaccountable, and I cannot discern whether I am to 
attribute my not having an opportunity of saying three words to 
her to her own Caprice, or to the watchful eyes of her husband, 
who never quits her for a single moment. \ see the Barbarian as 
usual every night. She has the most impircrT and unreseryed 
•cffoffifenctT brine: khe SIverv,.unhappv at the idea of mv-iming 
away, but reminds me of you when she says that ilit be for my 

“advantage or-happiness that.l should return to Englandmiqtlring 
cd. induce herto> wish me to remain here. She does not, however, 
altogether abstain from^enffeavoufs to prov^Tb^me~ThirtM~~inn 
sacrificing the interests of my country in givirfg'Tip'~a''TnTSsion 
where I have csffibhshed^ system of ConfideTicB^ witii those who 

*■ Madame Zoubow, now uuvaroff. 
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have the direction of affairs. She talks of undertaking a Journey 
"lo Constantinople, but the uncertainty of the situation of things 
in that part of the world will prevent her, I imagine, executing 
that project. 

April 10 th. 

Nothing can be more friendly or kind than Fox’s Conduct 
to me since his entrance into office. He writes so exactly as he 
speaks, that in reading his Letters I can hardly refrain from 
imitating his voice. . . . 

No. 155. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
(Wednesday), May 7. 

Oh, G., the letters which came to night prove to me my heart 
is yet alive to some feeling of satisfaction. The thought of your 
return, the kind expressions in your letter, while they drew tears 
from my eyes, gave something like animation and pleasure to 
my heart. But I dread the void you will find—the disappoint¬ 
ment even in me. Dearest G., indeed, both in mind and person, 
I am sadly chang’d. I am twenty years older than when you 
went. I us’d to think and talk a great deal of my age; it was high 
time, and I was sincere in all I said. But yet, the recovery of my 
health, natural good spirits that buoy’d me up even thro’ perilous 
moments . . . the delightful society I liv’d in, my friends . . . 
the adulation which for some reason or other I often met with 
in the world—all contributed to surround me with a dream of 
illusions which, tho’ they did not deceive, yet help’d to drive 
away unpleasant truths. These have been harshly, dreadfully 
torn away, and I see myself in all the follies and weaknesses of 
youth, on the verge of old age, its infirmities, its desolateness 
threatening me on every side, and what I look’d to as one of 
my chief supports thro’ the remaining melancholy years of life 
(if years remain) is gone for ever. 

May 10 th. 

How crossly every thing I wish goes ! There has the Pope 
been quarrelling with Mr. Fox personally, and it was but the day 
before yesterday Mrs. Fox told me Mr. Fox prais’d the Pope and 
said, tho’ sometimes Pettish, he had so good an opinion of him -Ile¬ 
al ways wish’d to avoid every thing Hostile, and could not con¬ 
ceive why the Pope was so hostile to him, since formerly he 
express’d strong wishes for his being where he is; that he and 
all his friends made it a rule to avoid every thing like blame to 
Mr. Pitt even when they differ’d, and to give praise when they 
agreed; and that if it was his Union with the Doctor it was 
unfair to quarrel with him when a similar union had been over- 
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look’d in another quarter. Both Mrs. F. and Lord Holland told 
me how much he regretted your coming away, that no one else 
could satisfy him half so well. ... I hear Romilly1 summ d 
up with great effect, and I think the best thing I can do is to 
send you Caroline’s account of it to me, for she generally re¬ 
members very accurately. It has certainly strengthen’d again 
the accusation which the impression of the Evidence had 
weaken’d, and the report is now that Ld. Melville will be repri¬ 
manded at the bar for negligence, and so far I think he deserves. 
If they add participation from all I hear, I really believe they 
wrong him, but my chief authorities are the Pope, Ly. Westmore¬ 
land, and Mr. Adam, who of course thinks well of and defends 
him.' . . . The Ice is melting, you say. Let it thaw you home 
as soon as possible; but I find Ld. Douglas is not yet appointed. 
Adair goes Thursday to Vienna: did I tell you this before ? It 
is rather a job: he goes ostensibly to receive Sir Arthur Paget’s 
papers, &c., but in fact pour etre quitte de sa femme. Un 
Ambassadeur is sure to follow. Ld. Derby and Ld. Cholmondeley 
are both talk’d of, and I believe it is to be the latter. Heaven 
help us. What a choice between madness and stupidity ! Why, 
why is the Pope so violent ? All was in so fair a way. Yet 
perhaps it gives him a fairer opportunity of speaking well, but 
is everything to be sacrific’d to a Speech ? And would he really 
at such a moment wish to see the reins of Govt, in such hands 
as those that compose the small and motley’d opposition he is 
in ? Could he even hope to be their head, would it not be some 
arrogance to undertake the Govt, single handed (for he is the 
only one worth naming among them) with people who dislike 
him, at such a moment too, and with such an Opposition as the 
present Ministers would form (this is granting the possibility of 
success). If not, what does he do but follow the example of 
those whom he has so long found fault with for acting as he is 
now doing ?—frittering away his talents in a fruitless opposition 
against people he thinks well of, and with those he despises, 
instead of making these same talents of service to his country and 
to himself; for there is not a doubt that had he abstain’d a few 
months from this avow’d hostility, an offer was intended to be 
made him to join the present Govt. 

Your Sister is, I hear, brought to bed and quite well (Dss. of 
B.). Villeneuve,21 suppose you know, shot himself the moment 

1 Samuel Romilly (1783-1818), lawyer, statesman, and philanthropist, was 
knighted and appointed Solicitor-General in 1806. 

2 Admiral Pierre Charles de Villeneuve (1763-1806). He distinguished him¬ 
self at Trafalgar, but was taken prisoner and sent to England. Released in 
April, 1806, he feared to go to Paris, and on the 22nd was found dead in his 
bed at Rennes. 
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Le got back. The Queen has receiv’d a letter from her eldest 
Daughter1 beginning “ Ma tres chere Mere et Sceur.” You may 
guess how it was received. 

Lady Caroline Lamb to her Mother. 

I am quite unhappy in not seeing you to-day, my Dearest M., 
but I am really so tired with the trial I cannot move. It was 
extremely entertaining, and if I had not experienced three 
frights I should have been very comfortable, for it was not 
extremely hot where I sat, and we heard pretty well. Romilly’s 
speech was beautiful, and though, as Mr. Foster would say, the 
pith of it was certainly more against Lord Melville than’ Mr. 
Whitbread, yet it was in so courteous and gentlemanlike a manner 
that no body could be offended at it; besides, though he said 
upon the evidence as it then stood Lord Melville must be guilty, 
and if guilty must be most extremely so, yet he did not say he 
was sure that nothing could be replied to that evidence, but on 
the contrary hoped Lord Melville would prove his innocence, 
and twice said nothing could be positively affirmed till the 
defendant had been heard. He first began with stating the 
different evidences against him, saying his Majesty had appointed 
Commissioners for Navy enquiry; that in order to prevent the 
treasurer of the Navy from taking a single shilling of the public 
Money that pass’d through his hands for his own use or any other 
purpose but the one it was intended for, the Salary had been 
augmented to four thousand pounds, nearly double what it was 
before, and that no increase of responsibility or expense was 
added, but this sum merely given for that one purpose; that 
Col. Barry received this sum and never made any use of the 
public money; that Mr. Dundas had likewise received it, but 
notwithstanding this and the act pass’d in his time, ten thou¬ 
sand pounds had been made use of by him in a way he said his 
private honour, public duty, and personal convenience obliged 
him to conceal. He talk’d a great deal of these three terms, 
and then exclaim d: “ To what public service was this appropri¬ 
ated ? How do we know it is a .service we should approve 
of ?” and a great deal more. 2dly, he said there was the plea 
of Trotter making use of the public Money and Lord Melville’s 
not knowing of it. He proved this to be a matter so improbable, 
that according to the common course of events it might be said 
to be impossible. He said that if Lord Melville took refuge in 
stating that while paying great attention to public affairs he was 
very careless in his private ones, as [paper torn] stated it was a 

1 The Queen of Wurtemburg. 
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great temptation [paper torn] for where he had been so every 
thing [paper torn]. India stock was bought, money was lent 
him without interest, wdiereas in the public accounts to which 
he pay’d so much attention a great balance was found standing 
against them. I do not recollect a great deal more after this 
till the end, when he illustrated the burning of all Trotter’s 
papers by several precedents such as a boy picking up a jewTel 
set in gold, and the jeweller giving him only a few halfpence, and 
the boy suing the jeweller; after which, as he refused to produce 
the jewel, the Judges decreed that he should pay to the boy the 
equivalent sum of the finest jewel in the world that could 
possibly be put in that setting, concluding that if the jeweller 
had one of less value he would produce it. From this he argues 
that the strongest public case ought to be made out against 
Lord Melville; has he [paper torn] to produce his papers ? I 
am [paper torn], so God bless you, Dearest. I will come and 
see you tomorrow. Believe me most truly and affectionately 

^rS-’ C. Lamb. 

No. 157. 

Lady B, to G. L. G. 
(20) May. 

Sol is just come home so tired and so hot from the office, he 
cannot write to be in time tonight, but will by next opportunity 
and enclose a letter of the Pope’s. Ld. Douglas call’d on him 
to propose (as Sol says, no very noble proposal for a Marquis) 
that if you chose it, he would take your house but not your 
furniture, as that would probably be too expensive for him (you 
see, le sobriquet de Magnifique which you have obtain’d alarms 
a prudent Scotch Man). Answer to this proposal, but I strongly 
advise you to dispose of House and furniture if you can— 
certainly of the latter—to the best advantage. 

All London rings with reports of your Niece, Ly. C. Leveson 
marrying Lord Percy; such a conflux of riches would be quite 
insufferable. 

May (22nd). 

... I will send you some Caricatures, but was discourag’d 
from sending any thing by the length of time they were going 
and the uncertainty. You ask me why Ld. Sidmouth was taken 
into the Administration. I cannot tell, and dislik’d it extremely, 
but the consequence is what it should be—he is sunk into such 
compleat oblivion that no one ever hears or thinks of him more 
than if he had never existed. I shall not have time to go home 
and get the end of Plumer’s Speech; I am to hear Adam’s, Pigot’s, 
and Whitbread’s—the latter, I am afraid, but indifferent. 
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William Lamb says Whitbread and Windham mix’d would 
make perfect Speakers. The former enters into details with the 
greatest accuracy and order, and states things strongly, clearly, 
and concisely; but when he attempts declamation, bewilders 

lmself, and tires and disgusts his hearers. The latter charms 
y his Eloquence and the variety of matter he treats of, which, 

tho often not perfectly relevant to the subject, is so full of 
emus, imagination, and wit you excuse its not being to the 

purpose, but if he attempts stating or detailing, he gets puzzled 
and confus d, and neither he or any one else can understand 
what he means. 

Whitbread can find nobody to thank the Managers; he ask’d 
ool, who declin d. Fitzpatrick is at length the Victim, and he 
declares he shall quiz Whitbread’s Speech. 

G. L. G. to Lady B. 
April ‘lath. 

Your Letter had not prepared me for the sad intelligence I 
received this morning. I was sanguine enough to hope that 
she wd. recover from the attack. I am grieved, most sincerely 
grieved, but my grief is lost in the consideration of your sufferings. 
Why did not Mr. Fox when he wrote me the melancholy news— 
why did he not say a single word about you ? Oh that I had 
been in England ! I think I might have been some comfort to 
you, if in grief such as I know you have suffered it was possible 
for you to receive comfort. I will, however, hope that by the 
time you receive this Letter you will be calm and composed, that 
you will be able to think with satisfaction at the time approach¬ 
ing of your seeing your son and myself. Poor Willy ! What a 
painful task I had this morning in breaking to him this sad 
Event. I have been for some time impatient to return to 
England, but the idea that our Return will assuage your grief 
renders my stay here intolerable; had I been with you, my 
entreaties might have had some effect in persuading you not to 
give way to a violence of grief which may seriously affect your 
health. To find you ill would be the completion of the miseries 
which I have had to undergo since I quitted England. 

27 th. 

I cannot recover from the melancholy which has oppressed 
my Spirits ever since I heard of your dear Sister. Poor Willy 
tries to conceal his feelings, but he is very, very low and un- 
happy. He expressed a wish to return to England immediately, 
but I could not encourage this idea, because he is, in the first 
place, though well, scarcely strong enough to undertake a long 
and fatiguing journey, and because I hope the time of my 

vol. n 14 
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successor’s arrival is fast approaching. The idea of being 
comfort to you is what has suggested to him the wish of returning. 
Oh let me conjure you to bear up against this sad misfortune 
think of all your children, think of all who love you. I send 
this by the Post because it may possibly arrive before my next 
messenger. God bless and preserve you. 

No. 162. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
° Sat., 12 June. 

They assure me the Ariadne is not yet sail’d, and that the 
Messenger who goes tomorrow will still find you. I am sorry 
for it but shall write on the chance. I send you, as you desir d, 
a few of the numerous caricatures; they are all against my friends, 
but some of them good. The Pope alluded to one of them m 
the H. of Commons—the Sow with more Pigs, &c., &c. iiie 
hope of your being set out before this reaches you, tho it gives 
me pleasure, hinders my writing at my ease I will, however 
follow the old custom of writing down all I hear for you. It 
is not much, but anything is better than my own sad feelings, 
which, however, let me say, are sooth’d and pleas d with the 
kind share you take in what I suffer. Indeed, you too have lost 
a second Sister in her; but I will try to turn my mind from this 
heart breaking subject at least while I write to you. 1 saw la 
coquette qentille1 2 today for the first time; she was kind and 
gentle; she enquir’d much after you. Her Father is compleatly 
recover’d, and rides ten or twenty mile a day as if nothing had 
happen’d. I also saw at night Ld. R. Spencer and Craufurd; 
every new face agitates and shocks me—I have seen so few yet. 
They came in very low Spirits at only 95 Majority. The Pope 
made a famous Speech. Mr. Canning, had -beemMining^ with 
Ld. Yarmouth,3jslmia_Jloma over -with Ld. Elgim-and-Col. 
Aiercfombie on their Parole. Mrs. Concannon is also come, but 
LyTYTremains at Paiiajis.a fair_Hostage (or^asJ^LLauderdale 
saysTalat one) in the hands olDma^LmfhMdimp it seems she 

*i3~iii loYS~.~'TEey say they were very well treated except for a 
"sEdfr” time* after Craufurd’s escape, when they were closely 

1 Lady Charlotte Greville. 
2 The Duke of Portland. 
3 Correspondence had been going on for some time between Charles box and 

Talleyrand on the question of peace, without any result. But at Fox’s request 
for the release of some of his private acquaintances who were detained in 
France since the rupture of the Peace of Amiens, Lord Yarmouth, amongst 
others, was released and was the bearer of a verbal message from Talleyrand. 

i Michel Duroc, Duke of Fruili (1772-1813), afterwards Field-Marshal, and 
killed at the Battle of Wurtzchen. 
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confin d, but that the System of espionage is arriv’d at an 
unbearable pitch of oppression. It is reported to night that 
Ld. Minto1 goes to India and Ld. Lauderdale has the board of 
Controul, but Sol says nothing is settled, and that they would 
dislike Ld. M. as much as Ld. L. 

13, Sunday. 

Will you be glad or sorry to hear Ld. Melville is acquitted ? 
There are great disputes on this subject. Some look upon it 
as a proof of the fairness of the judicature of this Country, some 
as a disgrace to the very name of trial. I own myself of the 
former opinion (tho’ I think Ld. M. far from clear’d in a manner 
I should like were I him), but justice reach’d him at the height 
of his power and surrounded by his friends, and that same even 
handed justice spared him at the bar of Westminster Hall, tho’ 
surrounded by his Enemies, and those enemies become all 
powerful. We were having a great dispute to night upon the 
equality of justice to poor and rich. Mr. Adam denies the 
possibility of its existence more than any other perfect equality. 
The D. of D. said it was like a dinner at the London Tavern: 
every body had an equal right to partake of it who could pay 
the reckoning. I told you, I believe, of the croakings and 
groanings about Ld. Caledon’s2 appointment to the Cape. I 
suppose it must be at least an extraordinary appointment, for 
friends and foes seem equally dissatisfied with it. How all the 
complaints put one in mind of the old hack’d story of chaque 
place que je donne fait cent Mecontents, et un Ingrat. Lady 
Abercorn came to Town to-day, but for some reason would not 
go home to her Husband and begg’d a bed here. At first I was 
angry with her for this caprice, but she was so goodnatured and 
caressante that the moment she was with me I forgot all her 
fancies. Ly. Lansdowne gave a most magnificent Masquerade: 
the garden was brilliantly illuminated, and crowded with Masks 
and music. The night was hot, and we were in D. H. Garden: 
the gloomy walks and House, and still more gloomy hearts of 
its inhabitants, contrasted strangely with the scene of gaiety so 
near it. Oh, how jarring anything like the sound of merriment 
is to deep affliction ! 

“ The Careless Herd bound by in joyous sport, 
Nor heed their wounded fellow.” 

1 The Government had wished to appoint Lord Lauderdale to be Governor- 
General of India on the recall of Sir George Barlow, but owing to strong op¬ 
position by the Board of Directors they gave way, and Lord Minto was ap¬ 
pointed, and held that office until 1813. 

2 Du Pre, second Earl of Caledon (1777-1839), the first Governor of the Cape 
of Good Hope when it was ceded to Great Britain. A district in Orange River 
Province is named after him. 
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No. 165. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 

[CHAP. XIV 

June 25. 

This I trust must be superfluous; however, I will write it. . . 
Ld. Lauderdale, I believe, certainly does not go tho iie s 

persists in asserting it.1 Some people talk ?f ^^.“uuFthere 
his stead, and Tom Grenville to take Ld. Hy. sP^^butth 
are difficulties in the way of this arrangement, he is wanted 
to sneak for Mr. Fox is often ill, Lord Howick much occupied, 
andPUkely soon to succeed his Father. Sheridan is seldom 

sober, and who is there else to oppose to a vf ? a^ive/ be 
say factious) Op.? (as I told the Pope yesterday I beg 
telling you I think, of the Prince and Princess of Wales, and a 
bad story it is. The Princess sent to ask for a room at her 
Husban/s House to dress for the birthday; MW 
torily refus’d within half an hour of her arrival. She stated^ the 
fact to her Father in Law as a reason for not going to the biith 
day he eomplam’d to his son. who answer’d her conduct had 
been such as to oblige him to forbid her ever entering his house. 
“ If that is so,” said the King, “ it must not rest here; rather‘.ei e 
is falsely accus’d, and should be clear d, or she is guilty and sho 
be punish’d;” and immediately order’d my Brother Lord Gren¬ 
ville Lord Moira, Ld. Ellenborough, and the Chancellor to 
examine into it. The D. of Kent went to her to give her notice 
She desired he would instantly call up her servants, that he rnig 
see she had no communication with them; and on being assembled, 
she order’d them to tell all they knew of her (she is a lucky 
woman if she could do this quite sincerely and have nothing to 
fear) She said, for herself, she was ready to answer any 
question on condition both question and answer were written 
down; and then she said, smiling: “ This is the year for Impeac - 
ments; it is my turn now.” The chief accusations are suppos 
to have been made by a Lady Douglas from jealousy of Sir 
Sid Smith, her lover; the others are a Cap11 Moresby and—guess 
the Pope!! Mr. Fox advis’d the Prince strongly against 
having any thing to do with it, and declin’d attending the 
examination, but the cry it makes is so violent that they say if 
the Prince went into public he would be hiss d. He has had 
le bon esprit to go out of Town. The chief fact that is said to 
have been prov’d was allowing of some liberties mais seulement 
iusqu’a un certain point, and also that she said she was falle 
de Heros et femme d’un Zero: on this being ,told her, she said. 
“ Ce n’est pas ma faute et la chose est ainsi.” 

1 To Paris 2 Lord Henry Petty- 
s Charles Grey, aow Lord Howick, his father having been created Earl Grey. 

11th April, 1806. 
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No. 166. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
June 27. 

.'. • ' IcUer was broke off by tbe Hollands coming in and 
giving me a most frightful acc* of Mr. Fox; after much persuasion 
he has at length consented to see Vaughan, and he reckons it 
a confirm d dropsy. I was to have gone there to day, but he 
is too unwell to see anyone; yet they say if it is simply dropsy 
l may be cured, but if symptomatic of other disorders, such as 
liver, &c., it must be fatal. It is too dreadful, yet I fear it will 
be so. This dreadful year is to be mark’d by the loss of all 
that is brilliant, great, or noble. Think at what a moment 
all that was in train will be instantly broke off. I was feeling 
very low at all this bad news, when in came the P. of Wales in 
the greatest agitation. He said he could no longer delay justify¬ 
ing his conduct to me; that he had forborne for three whole 
years interfering with the Princess; that if there had been 
common decency observ’d he would still have tried to screen 
her, because an unprotected woman in any state was to be pitied, 
but that I should judge. He then gave me the following detail: 
that the latter end of last year, before Mr. Pitt’s illness, the Duke 
of Sussex sent for him, telling him he had receiv’d a deposition 
from Sir John and Ly. Douglas, not only as to the Princess of 
Wales’ general misconduct, but her having had a child. The 
Prince answer d he had heard of it a year before (which is true, 
for he told it me), but had forborne taking any notice of it 
from wishing the subject to be dropp’d. The Duke of Sussex 
answer d: You may do as you please for yourself, tho’ it is a 
little hard upon your Daughter; but at any rate we cannot be 
so passive and run the chance of being cut out by a stranger.” 
After much conversation he persuaded the Prince to hear Sir 
J. and Ly. Douglas s charge. He did so, and then said he would 
have nothing to do with it, but if his Brothers wish’d it to be 
further examin d, that he must leave it to them. He, however, 
ask’d if the Douglases were willing to write down what they had 
said ^ with their names and affidavit. This they did, and he 
offer d to shew it me, but for once I had the prudence to refuse, 
fearing if any thing came out I might be accus’d of it, which 
I knew would be particularly unpleasant to my Brother. Soon 
after the D. of Cambridge told the Prince Mr. Pitt had heard 
the same deposition from another quarter and thought them of 
serious consequence. Mr. Pitt’s illness immediately follow’d, 
and when Mr. Fox came in the Prince was particularly anxious 
not to commence their administration with so unpopular a 
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measure. He talk’d to Ld. Thurlow who answerA Sir if 
you were a common man she might sleep ™th the D . 1 
should say, let her alone and hold your tongue But the Brince 
„V Wales has no right to risk his Daughter’s Crown and his 
Brothers’ claims The Pss. of Wales should be like Caesars 
“„t etn suspected. For both your sakes the accusation 
once made must be examin’d into but leave it to your Brothers 
The P gave carte Blanche and desir d to hear no more abo 
it- tat soon after the D. of York and al the others (except 
Cumberland) came to him, saying Bonnily as Solicitor had 
examin’d the evidence on oath, and thought it so strong that 
they should be guilty of misprision of Treason not to lay it beto 
the Council. Lord Grenville immediately took it to the Krug, 
who said: “ Two years ago this would have surpriz d ine, but 
not now” Lord Grenville ask’d what were his Majesty s 
orders: he replied that if it had been one attachment, and even 
a child, he would have screen’d her if he could have done it 
with safety to the Crown, but that there seem d so much Levity 
and profligacy that she was not worth the screening. He 
appointed Ld. Moira, Mr. Fox, Ld. G., the Chancellor, and Ld 
Ellenborough, to examine the witnesses. The Prince went 
to him and begg’d Ld. Moira and Mr. Fox might be struck off 
as too particularly his friends. The examination is going on. 
Ly. Douglas’s deposition is first, as to the Pss. having written 
her anonymous letters, abusive, grossly indecent, and with 
indecent drawings; that she knew the hand, and on Sir J. send¬ 
ing to ask for an audience, without assigning any reason the 1 ss 
sent to the D. of Kent, telling him she had had a foolish quarrel 
with Ly. Douglas about some anonymous letters (thus owning 
them), and begging him to take it up. This the D. of Kent 
confirms. The Pss. then wrote to reproach Ly. Douglas, amongst 
other things, for having betray’d her secrets. Sir J. D. surpriz d 
this letter, and insisted on knowing what the secret was. She 
own’d it was the Pss. having confided to her her being with 
child. Then follow depositions from variety of people to variety 
of lovers, but the chief Cap11 Moresby, Sir S. Smith, and the 
Pope • the latter the Prince told me he had scratch d out with 
his own hand from Ly. D.’s affidavit, out of regard for me and 
he also urg’d Lord Grenville, &c., not to name him to the King. 
I ask’d if he had given me as a reason to my Brother; he said 
No, but his being married. Voila oil nous en sommes. Nothing 
of the examination has yet transpir’d, but Ld. Howick told Ld. 
Lauderdale a most extraordinary story of her romping violently 
with Sir R. S. in the assembly room at Plymouth, saying all 
kind of piquant things to him, and at last pulling ofi his wig and 
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throwing it in his face; on which, forgetting who she was and 
where he was, he caught hold of her, kiss’d her violently et 
pis encore, taking some very indecent liberties. The Port 
Admiral, who was by, wrote the next day to reprimand him 
and forbid his ever appearing in her presence again. This 
letter was carried by mistake to poor Sir J. Hardy, the quietest 
of men, who in great dismay assembled his officers to make out 
what it could mean. At length the right name was discover’d, 
and Ld. Howick, to whom all this was reported, went on her 
return to state to the Pss. Sir R. S.’s excuses and what had been 
done; but before he could speak she began by telling him Sir 
R. S. was the most delightful man in the world, on which he 
thought all further excuse unnecessary. 

29th. 
I saw Lord Boringdon this morning; he insisted on my giving 

him the Pope’s verses, and I told him what the Prince said of 
him. He answer’d that the P. was mistaken, for that his opinion 
of the Princess of Wales had from many circumstances long been 
such as to leave very little doubt on his mind of the truth of 
the charges. ^ He repeated to me what the P. told me, that the 
King said: ‘k Had it been one serious attachment, even with 
consequences, I would have screen’d and protected her thro’ 
everything; but there have been so many and mix’d with so 
much Levity, that it proves a determin’d profligacy of Char¬ 
acter.” Oh, G., how glad I am Mr. Arundel was not included! 
If he had stay’d in England I have no doubt he would. The 
Duchess of York, on hearing all this, said in her broken English: 
“ They say that it is treason, but surely nobody would hang a 
man for that.” 

I din’d in Park St., and then went by appointment to Mr. 
Fox’s; indeed, dear G., I cannot tell you how much I was affected 
at seeing him. His face and hands are dreadfully drawn and 
emaciated, his complexion sallow beyond measure, his bosom 
sunk—and then, all at once, a body and Legs so enormous that 
it looks like the things with which they dress up Falstaff. I 
fear he is very ill; but his Countenance was delightful, beaming 
with kindness and benevolence. He kiss’d my hand repeatedly, 
saying, “ This is very, very good of you; I take it very kindly, 
for I long’d to see you, but thought you would dislike coming.” 
I assur’d him I would always come with pleasure to him, tho’ 
I had been no where else. I cannot tell you the sort of gentle, 
suffering, patient expression there was in his countenance. 
Ld. Holland told him he look’d well; he smil’d and said: “ I shall 
end with being the handsomest Man in England, for every body 
who comes in compliments my improv’d looks, and so much 
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Improvement must end in beauty.” Then turning to me, he 
said: “ Talking of the handsomest Man in England reminds me 
of a friend of yours who has good qualities enough not to want 
his beauty. I hope we shall have him here soon. He begg d 
me to take off my veil. I told him I had better not. Mrs. 
Fox said: “ I have prepar’d him not to expect to see you look 
well.” I took it off, and he took my hand again, and with 
tears in his eyes said: “Come, come, this must not be. Aou 
must remember our Russian friends, who will be startled if they 
see you look so.” I assured him truly that I was well. He 
answer’d: “This is a sad world, what with vexation, sorrow, 
and illness, so we had better play at chess.” The Hollands 
walked Back with us thro’ the park to D. H., and then I went 
on to P. Street, where poor G. is still suffering with pain m her 

face like you. 
J June 30. 

. . . Your Pauline has been in a great hurry; Ch. Bagot 
propos’d last Wednesday, and they are to be married tomorrow. 
. . . The Pope came this morning. I was almost afraid of 
mentioning the Princess of Wales, but he began first. He ask d 
me if I had heard him talk’d of. I told him I had; he neither 
own’d nor denied, but on the whole I am stagger’d, and afraid 
it is in great part true. He admitted the Princes could do no 
otherwise, and that the cry against them was wrong and foolish. 
He prais’d me very much for my prudence in refusing to see the 
evidence, and advis’d me by all means to persevere, tho’ it was 
a great trial of virtue; but besides the disadvantages that struck 
me, he said it would be impossible I should avoid giving an 
opinion, and that any opinion I could give must be dangerous 
in such a case. He disapprov’d extremely of the attempt at 
applauding the Lady, and said she ought not to go into public. 
We talk’d a little of Pauline and a little of Mr. Arundel,1 not much 
to the advantage of the constancy of the latter. We both agreed 
he would have been certain to be in this scrape had he been in 
England. I din’d with G. in Park St., then walk’d down the 
Park to Mr. Fox’s. Ld. Robert and Ld. Fitzwilliam were there. 
Vaughan, Morely, and Charles Hawkins consulted. It is a 
confirm’d dropsy, but the swelling gave way so immediately to 
the medicines, that if he has strength there is every reason to 
hope. It is a fearful if, for he looks very weak; but yet his 
constitution is naturally good, and when he has a moment’s 
Interval from pain he is cheerful. He wrote a long dispatch 
in his own hand yesterday. They press’d him to dictate to 
Sr. F. Vincent. He began, but soon taking the paper from him, 

1 Lord G. L. G. 
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it. I press’d him to let Lord Holland act as his Secretary, 
who would catch his meaning and save him the trouble of 
dictating. He answer’d: “ It is a very pretty scheme in Theory, 
but will not do in practice; cannot you guess why there are 
reasons against it ?” I suppose he meant Ly. Holland. Ld. 
Melville moves his Motion tomorrow, and Tuesday comes poor 
Sol’s budget: he is in a sad fidget about it. Nothing can be 
kinder than he has been all this year. 

Lord Granville arrived in London on 14th August. During 

his Mission to Russia he had concluded a treaty with the 

Emperor by which Russia was to supply troops and Great 

Britain subsidies amounting to £1,250,000 for each 100,000 men 

of regular troops, and so on in proportion. This Treaty was 

signed on 11th April (30th March, O.S.), 1805, by Lord Granville 

Leveson Gower; Adam, Prince Czartoryski; and Nicolas de 

Novosilzoff. Further declarations respecting it and additional 

articles were agreed to by the Austrian Emperor and the King 

of Sweden the following August. This Treaty was presented to 

both Houses of Parliament on 3rd January, 1806. 

Lady B. at Littlehampton to G. L. G. at Trentham. 

Friday. 

• . . Our troops having shewn the French that they can beat 
them pleases me very much, but I am afraid that conviction is 
the only fruit of the Victory, or why are they re-embark’d ?x 
That terrible Austrian campaign has taught me to despond. 
Whenever there were contradictory reports, however well 
authenticated the goodj and slight, the bad, it always turn’d 
out that the bad were true and the good nothing. Cette etoile de 
Corse ne palit pas encore; all Europe seems palsied by its influ¬ 
ence, and till we can have two or three not only brilliant, but 
telling Victories, to rouse and animate the power of Europe with 
a probable hope of success, nothing will be done. Buonaparte 
is like the Electric Eel—he not only subdues, but haunts what¬ 
ever comes in contact with him. I suppose we are making 
peace—to judge, at least, by the orders for disembarking the 
troops. Heaven send it a good one if we are, for the sake of the 
Country and the sake of our Ministers (you see I have the grace 

1 The Battle of Maida (4th July) in Calabria, where Sir John Stuart with 
4,800 men routed 7,000 French under General Regnier, who lost 4,000. Never¬ 
theless, General Stuart felt obliged to return to Sicily before superior enemy 
reinforcements. 
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to put them second, which is not the case with all Patriots, who 
usually overlook the Country in their likings or dislikings of its 
governors). I have another sake, too. The Peace, good or 
bad, will be violently attack’d (and there is nothing under the 
sun so perfect as not to have some weak part to hitch a fault 
on); the consequence will be distressing you extremely._ Now, 
if a glorious war or a brilliant Peace can be made, you will have 
much less repugnance in supporting my friends, and may 
perhaps—gain over some of yours. Oh, if there could but be a 
junction of a few I could name, how happy it would make me ! 
I would give over all care of the Country for the joy of seeing all 
I adore on the same side, and comfortably so; and should no 
longer add to my private cares the disasters of Europe, which 
at present I look upon as particular misfortunes of my own, 
and owing chiefly to my bad luck. Comme je bavarde. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 

Little Hampton, Wednesday (10th Sep.). 

... I was interrupted by letters from Chis.1 Ld. B. brought 
me. All, I fear, is over. Where, where will England ever 
repair such losses as Pitt and him ? Two such minds, I suppose, 
scarcely ever enlighten’d any Country together before; and both 
to fail at once is dreadful, and at what a time, too ! Oh, dear 
G., what a wretched, wretched year, Public and Private, this 
has been ! Monday Morning he rose so much better as to talk 
of going to St. Anne’s the end of the week. Trotter was reading 
to him, and he seem’d to enjoy it, when suddenly he fell back, 
and a cold dew came all over him which he has never recover’d 
from since. He told Trotter he was dying, but could hardly 
be understood. Vaughan supported him with Brandy, which 
reviv’d him for moments, and he pass’d the night, which they 
did not expect. I fear he did not pass the day, for my letter 
is dated 11 Tuesday morning with a promise to write again 
at four, but nothing was added. Poor Mrs. Fox, Fitzpatrick,2 
and Ld. Holland, who were there, -were totally overcome. I 
give you all these details, tho’ you will know the event sooner 
than me, but possibly may not hear from any one there; and if 
you are like me, I like to know every trifle that concerns those 
who interest me. My Spirits are so broken that every new shock 
oversets me, and this has made me quite ill. God bless you. 

1 Charles Fox died at Chiswick, in his fifty-ninth year, on Saturday, 
13th September, 1806. 

2 General the Hon. Richard Fitzpatrick, Secretary for War, a life-long friend 
of Charles Fox. 
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Lady B. to G. L. G. at Trentham. 

Little Hampton, Thursday (1HAJ. 

I will contrive to write to you the details, which possibly you 
do not get from others, tho’ they break my heart. He was so 
well Sunday that he did business with Sr. P. Vh Monday he 
walk d about looking at the pictures, but about eleven a quantity 
of water gush’d from the wound, and soon after he fell back, 
as I told you yesterday, and continued in that weak state sup¬ 
ported only by Cordials, suffering nothing from pain but a great 
deal from restlessness. His senses and mind were quite entire, 
but he was so languid he could exert them only for moments. 
When he open’d his eyes and saw little Charles and Henry Fox 
in the room, he knew them instantly and shook hands with them, 
saying, “ God bless you.” Ld. Holland never leaves him, and 
it seems to give him pleasure to see him and Mrs. Fox by him. 
Nothing can equal his kindness to her; he never sees her without 
holding out his hand and using some expression of tenderness 
towards her. Once he spoke to her in Italian, calling her 
“ Sostegno della mia vita ! tu sei! tu sei! The only peculiarity 
in his speaking is that, tho’ he knows every body, it always seems 
when he speaks to them as if he then perceiv’d them for the 
first time. Towards evening he call’d Ld. Holland in the way 
he usually does, saying, “ Ah ! young one, are you there ? I 
have had a hard tussle for it, but it’s all well now.” Amongst 
other Cordials they gave him some Claret; he seem’d to like it, 
saying, “ Very cool! very pleasant,” and then talk’d to Mrs. F. 
quite cheerfully of his having formerly drunk five bottles with 
Ld. Guildford. This little rally gave a momentary hope, but 
towards yesterday morning Vaughan said his strength hourly 
decreas’d, that the Powers of Nature were totally exhausted, 
and that he had seldom witness’d a more rapid falling off of the 
vital energies. After the consultation yesterday (Wednesday) 
morning it was decided there was no hope, for that even should 
he rally again and the wound close, it would only be for a very 
short time, and the painful struggle must again be repeated. 
When they came in he ask’d them, and on receiving no answer, 
said: “ I see, I see;” and express’d satisfaction at having settled 
every thing before the Operation. Mrs. Fox ask’d him if he 
would have Prayer. He said: “Yes,” and J. Bouverie read 
them. He then ask’d for all those he most loved, and taking 
each by the hand, said something kind, and then “ God bless 
you.” I was much touch’d with his mentioning me to Mrs. Fox. 
He ask’d if she had heard from me, and added: “ She will feel 
this—and she was low enough already.” I do indeed feel it to 
my heart. 
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Lady B. to G. L. G. at Trentham. 
Little Hampton, 

Sunday (14 September). 

You will know by this time that the premature account you 
heard of poor Fox’s death is probably now verified. The decline 
is gradual, and I hope without much suffering. _ You do not 
tell me whether you like my giving you all the details, or whether 
you have them from others, or wish to have them at all. hLow- 
ever, I shall write on; you need not read. Wednesday (10th), 
after having taken leave of all his friends, he slept a good dea , 
and Thursday they were so full of hope that Pitcairn said, had 
the amendment continued 48 hours, he might have been sav d. 
He was up and had a long conversation with Ld. Holland m 
French, that the servant might not hear. He got up, came into 
the outward room, laugh’d very much at some caricatures Ld. 
Lauderdale had sent him from Paris, and saw many people. He 
told Ld. H. their fears for him had been much greater the day 
before than there was any ground for, and said: You all thought 
I was dying, but I knew it was not so.” He had another good 
night and took a good deal of nourishment, but in the morning 
every thing chang’d: he relaps’d into the languid, restless state 
he was in Wednesday; his head hung down helplessly. on his 
bosom, one Leg began to swell and inflame, and they think the 
water is again gathering in his body. Ld. H. and Mrs. 5. 
scarcely ever leave the room. Ld. Morpeth is gone up to be 
with Ld. H., and means to be almost entirely at Chiswick for 
that purpose. This was yesterday’s account, and I open’d the 
letters today with trembling hands, expecting to read the account 
of the final close; but he is still alive, and that is all. He had 
a fainting fit as he attempted to get out of bed yesterday morn¬ 
ing; his breathing and swallowing became difficult, and his 
articulation less clear. Oh, G., his friends were happier than I 
was. He has taken a kind leave of each of them; he has said 
all he wish’d to say, and they have been able to understand him— 
they have not experienc’d the agony of seeing eager efforts to 
speak, of listening with agonising attention to inarticulate 
sounds which it was impossible to understand, and seeing the 
pain this gave. But I must not recur to this, for it gives me 
a feel of madness, whenever I do, that terrifies me. 

Mr. Allen tells me he still possesses all his faculties. He 
frequently spoke to his Servant in the night, but was sometimes 
distress’d at not being able to find the proper word to express 
his meaning. When the last fit of restlessness came on, he ask’d 
Vaughan if he might not take some Laudanum till all was over. 
A small dose was given to him, and soon after he look’d up at 
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Mrs. F. and said with a smile: “ It will soon be over now if they 
will but let me alone.” At any time this would have been a 
most painful blow to me, but now that my Spirits are so broke 
I cannot tell you how compleatly it overcomes me. You will, 
I know, also feel poor Ld. Thurlow’s1 death. Surely, surely 
this time is peculiarly mark’d with sorrowful events. . . . 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 

Little Hampton, 

Monday, 15thSeptember. 

Frederick arriv’d last night and announc’d to me the final 
close. Indeed, dear G., I do feel it very deeply. I had a few 
very melancholy lines from poor Sol. It happen’d about two 
hours after Mr. Allen’s letter came to me. He grew gradually 
weaker and weaker, still retain’d possession of his mind, but grew 
puzzled in his expressions and observ’d it to those around him. 
After dozing some time he woke, and taking Ld. Holland and 
Mrs. Fox by the hand, smil’d kindly at them and said: “ Keep 
up, keep up—I am quite happy;” and soon after turning to 
Mrs. F., shook his head and added, “ but I pity you.” His 
voice immediately alter’d; he sank back and expir’d, to all 
appearance without pain. Poor Ld. H. had appear’d quite 
calm the whole Day, but then he sank down on the bed and was 
oblig’d to be carried out. Oh, G., none who have not experienc’d 
the pang of seeing what they dearly love expire before their 
eyes can form an Idea of the agony. 

I am sorry to find from Frederick that Lady Holland has not 
behav’d as one could wish, and that the cry against her is dreadful. 
A great deal of this is manner, and neither want of feeling or 
intention, but she really does act foolishly. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
CoWDEAY, 

Wednesday (24th Sep.). 

Tierney is to be at the Board of Controul in the room of 
T. Grenville (this is better than the Doctor, but too much in 
that quarter), and Broth. Bragge is to have the Mint vice Ld. 
A. Spencer, turn’d out. Mr. Whitbread is determin’d on having 
a place, and that place Fitzpatrick’s, and men, women, and 
children have been trying in vain to coax and soothe Sam into 
something like compliance. He remains unshaken, and they 
talk of turning out Lt. Gen1 Trigg and giving Fitzpatrick the 
Ordnance in his room, with the promise of the first Gov1, that 

1 Lord Thurlow died on 6th September, 1806. His last words are said to 
have been: “ I’m shot, if I don’t think I am dying.” 
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falls. Ld. Fitzwilliam to remain in tlie Cabinet, but resigns bis 
Presidency to the Dr., whose place Ld. Holland is to have. 
Sheridan says things might have been better, but, considering 
the difficulties, is satisfied for the present, but that one day he 
means to be Minister. He makes a great merit of Westminster 
which he says he could have carried against Ld. Percy and all 
the Ministers put together; they were unanimous at the meeting 
for Ld. P. I find it is taken as a great compliment m all those 
who ask to attend poor Fox’s funeral, and they take great 
notice of those who do and do not. . . . 

G. L. G. to Lady B. 
Tbentham, 

Wednesday (Sep. 24). 

. What think you of your newly arranged Ministry ?1 
How can Morpeth feel, after having done the India Business in 
the Ho. of Commons, at Tierney being made President of the 
Board of Controul, Hiley Addington being his Colleague. Holland 
is put into an office usually given to old retired Statesmen on 
account of the little labour it requires, and the Dr. is raised up 
again, and proposed by his Brother in Law Bragge. It makes 
one’s blood boil to see all these wretches elevated by those who 
were the foremost to despise and cry them down two years ago. 
Monsieur is here, and so very little presuming and so good 
humoured that it is impossible not to like him. Adieu. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. at Trentham. 

Friday (26th September). 

It pleases me very much to see how often we agree in our way 
of seeing things. Certainly I find observations in your letters 
exactly like some I have made to you a few hours before in 
mine, and whenever this happens, not only our thinking alike 
gives me pleasure, but I am flatter’d and better pleas’d with 
myself when I have the sanction of your opinion to warrant 
mine. Georgiana, Harriet, and Sol were here today. I find 

1 The changes in the Ministry were— 
Lord Howick.Foreign Office. 
Right Hon. T. Grenville .. .. Admiralty, in place of Lord Howick. 
Lord Sidmouth .. .. .. President of the Council, in place of 

Lord Fitzwilliam. 
Lord Fitzwilliam .. .. .. Cabinet without office. 
Lord Holland (the only new member 

of the Cabinet) .Privy Seal, in place of Lord Sidmouth. 
Mr. George Tierney .. .. .. President of the Board of Controul 

(India), in place of T. Grenville. 
Mint. Lord Bathurst 
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the latter was much press d to go to, Berlin, but finding Georgiana 
very low at it refus’d. She could not bear being the objection, 
and brought it all on again; but meanwhile he found, first, that 
he must set off today (they would not allow him time even to 
send for Marsh, whom he wanted to take), and also that success 
was very doubtful and the sincerity of Prussia Problematical. 
The notion of arriving there to be sent back again without doing 
any thing, and possibly receiving some insult at the desire of 
Buonaparte, was enough to prevent Sol from the attempt, were 
this result more improbable than it is. Mr. Drummond, who 
was appointed in his room, and was to go today, is stopp’d, for 
the last letters from Paris seem to imply that Prussia has again 
made up with France—tout s’engloutit dans cet abime. 

Saturday. 

I am as angry as you at the Dr.’s1 step, but find the reason 
was that Lord Holland was reckon’d too young for the Presidency 
of the Council. If my Brother would have taken the Ady he 
would have inherited the Foreign Secretaryship and Ld. Howick 
the Home, but that could not be manag’d. Ld. Fitz2 really 
wish d to resign, as even the little there is to do in his place was 
too much for his weak state of health; he was, besides, the only 
one willing to retire, and none of the others would be President 
of the Council, having better things. It remain’d between 
Lord Holland and the Dr., and as I said before, Lord Holland’s 
youth made that place almost ludicrous for him. My Brother 
had the Privy Seal before he had the Admiralty, and that great 
man Ld. Westmorland also—what better examples can you 
ask for ? Brother Bragge is a good Speaker, it seems, and 
Speakers are badly wanted in the H. of C.; and Tierney (who is 
also a good Speaker) was back’d by the Hollands (for she made 
it almost a compensation for not being the Foreign department) 
and by Ld. Howick, over whom, from long acquaintance, he 
has always retain’d some influence, even when they differ’d 
most in Politicks. This is the true and lamentable story of 
the rise and progress of the Dr. and Co., who, like Bazilio in the 
Barbier de Seville, works his way in and then, piano, piano, 
piano, spreads and dilates and gathers strength from the weak¬ 
ness or necessities of those around him. Sol was at first inclin’d 
to give up his situation, but the flattering manner in which the 
Berlin Mission was offer’d to him, and the entreaties that have 
been made him to stay where he is, at least a little longer, have 

1 Lord Sidmouth had been made President of the Council. 
2 Lord Fitzwilliam had been President of the Council in the Ministry 0f all 

the Talents. 
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determin’d him to do so. He is dehghted with the Pope’s1 
letter, as indeed every one must be who reads it. Oh, if Mr. 
Fox could be conscious of the warm, generous manner in which 
he speaks of him, it would please his spirit even now, and how 
it would have dehghted him living ! But the Pope would not 
have spoken of him so; and there is the misery. Momentary 
acrimony on trivial subjects which must arise in opposite parties 
separate minds form’d to unite, and deprive the ^country of the 
best talents it possesses, making all those form’d to direct its 
councils spend their strength and Genius in opposing each other 
instead of saving the world ! This has been the case for twenty 
years between Pitt and Fox, and tho no one can rank equal 
with them, it has again latterly between Fox and the Pope. 
How much might have been done in either case with a little, 
very little, more openness and conciliation on both sides; but 
while both stand on the qui vive what can be done ? 

Your letter is just come and our post just going. I have only 
time for one line. In talking to my Brother, whom I have just 
seen, of the policy of extending the basis of the present Adminis¬ 
tration, he said this is Physically impossible if they persist in 
all holding together, for besides the great objections to many 
parts of the present Op., the mere numbers would overwhelm us. 
There are very few one really wishes for, and to gain them, if 
one must take all the riff raff and turn out those we now have, 
it would be ungenerous, dishonourable, and only create a new 
opposition perhaps stronger than the present. Does the Pope 
mean if even any offer should be made (which I am afraid is not 
likely) that he can do nothing without the Castlereagh, Hawkes- 
bury’s, &c., &c., &c. ? My letters tell me nothing except that 
Sir F. Burdett is to be propos’d for Westminster to day. If he 
refuses they mean to send to Mr. Curran, whom the Hollands 
answer for will refuse also, and then it is hoped Ld. Percy will 
go on quietly. . . . 

G. L. G. to Lady B. 

Trentham, 

Sunday (28th). 

I know not to what Letter of Canning’s you allude when you 
say that every one must be delighted with the generous manner 
in which he speaks of Mr. Fox. I have no doubt that if Canning 
in his Letter to me had mentioned him, that he would have 
spoken in terms of kindness. The reasons your Brother gives 
for the non-extension of the Ministry are not satisfactory to 
me. It by no means follows that because Mr. Pitt’s friends act 

1 Mr. Canning. 
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Lady B. to G. L. G. at Trentham. 

Sunday (28th September). 

Q, o • ox±^ iiiaLic uu. xionanci asK ool to do 

jnei,OUg; njK\0 press this t0° much; gives a ridicule to 
Lord Holland and I know does him harm. For my sins she and 
Bess are at daggers drawn, and my whole time passes in hearing 
each abuse the other pire que pendre, and in defending both 
consequently, being obliged to shift my Argument ten times a 
day according to which I am speaking to, and probably making 
both angry by my defence of the other, it seems to be the fate 
of my life to do this on all occasions. I find my poor Brother 
is not m favour at Holland H., but Ld. Grenville is all Cordiality, 
and has really been excessively kind about Mrs. Fox. He sent 
Ld. Holland word he should make it his request to the King that 
Mis. Fox might have as large a pension as was ever granted to 
any woman, and I believe it is to be 2,000. Some of our own 
friends do not approve of this, but, poor creature, I really believe 
she would be starving without something being done, and if it 
can give her comfort and shew respect to his memory, one must 
be glad of it. Ld. Howick told Ld. Holland he must look upon 
him as his locum tenens, and that whenever other arrangements 
made it practicable for him to have the Foreign affairs, he trusted 
his being in it would be no hindrance; in short, to judge by all 
that is. said and written, it seems a lutte de courtoisie and 
generosite, and on the part of the Grenvilles almost galanterie— 
such pretty little attentions and messages, &c. Dieu sait ce 
qui en sera, but they reckon themselves very strong now, and 
I conclude no dissolution is intended at present. I wish I 
knew what you were to do, and whether the arrangements I 

1 The purpose of Lord Morpeth’s Mission to Berlin was to offer the assistance 
of England conditionally on the immediate restoration of Hanover. 

2 Rev. Mathew Marsh, a great friend; he took Orders 1799. 
VOL. II 16 
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wanted for you have a chance of taking place. Vous jouez de 
Malheur, for had not so many adverse circumstances concurr d, 
the thing was certain and would have been done ot itsell. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
D. H., 

Monday (29th). 

We have had letters from all quarters today—from Adair 
d’Armfeldt,2 and Ld. Lauderdale. The first tells nothing, I 
think, except that Cattaro is not yet given up, and that m 
consequence the French forces are increasing on all sides, it 
is not defended by the Russians, but by the Montenegrins 1 
do not know how to write it, but you know all this better than 
I do—I repeat like a Parrot. He is in great distress, to know 
whether he shall or shall not send for Mrs. Adair to join him; 
if he does it is the signal for his recall, which I thought he was 
‘aware of. There is a report of a great Victory of the Calabrians 
over Massena, who was said to be flying with scarce a hundred 
men to defend him; this is not confirm’d, but the French papers 
mention an Action in which they say there was great slaughter, 
but do not mention with whom the victory rested. If they talk 
of an action and not a Victory, it looks very like a defeat. Ld. 
Lauderdale’s letter is full of the French tyranny and espionage^ 
iWuL dc'Balbi has disappear d; another Lady, a friend of Mad. 
de Boucherole, also disappear’d, but was at length found out 
in confinement in tbe south, of France. The Abbe Damas, 
upon merely receiving a letter in which there was a sentence 
not perfectly clear that may be taken in two senses, was exil’d, 
and has since disappear’d from the place of his banishment, 
nobody knows how. Little Gen' Walpole,3 who din d at D. H., 
was commenting on all this. I listened to his observations with 
attention and surprise, and could not help smiling to perceive 
how much six months of office enlightens the mind and clears 
the sight. Buonaparte is no longer his Hero; he can believe 
that there may be something wrong in the Government of 
France, and that all its faults and errors do not arise from the 
misconduct of the English Ministers, and that one may, without 
hypocrisy or shabbiness, believe in a report of good news, and 
wish success to our Allies. Lady Holland, whom I saw again 

1 Robert Adair, close friend of Charles Fox, on a Mission to Vienna. 
2 Gustavus Maurice, Baron d’Armfeldt (1757-1814). After Gustavus IV. 

reached his majority, he was appointed Ambassador at Vienna; he retired to 

Finland in 1810. 
3 George Walpole 

Walpole, a follower 

(1758-1825), a younger son of Horatio, second Baron 
of Charles Fox. Under-Secretary for Foriegn Affairs, 

1800-07. 
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today, is on ne peut pas pins aimable pour moi; but it is not so 
to everybody, and she is much too official and boasts of knowing 
tilings, which cither she does not know or she proves by that 
very boast, that she ought not to have been told. In talking 
of her Paris letters, she says Ld. Lauderdale refers her to the 
dispatches for all public news ! and on being ask’d what some 
papers were, she put on a mysterious air, saying, “ Oh, those 
are Cabinet Secrets some papers Ld. Grenville has sent Ld. 
Holland to look at before they are carried to the King.” They 
say that if the Cabinet Ministers’ wives are to know all that 
passes, the country to make up for the risk of their talking 
ought to have the advantage of their opinions, and that it 
should be propos’d a female Cabinet should be call’d together 
consisting of Ly. Sidmouth, Ly. Grenville, Ly. Howick, Ly. 
Holland, Ly. Sidmouth as President, full as good as My Lord. 
I do not know whether they would be for Peace abroad, but 
they certainly would produce War at home. 

Tuesday. 

. . . The letter I meant was one Mr. C. wrote Ld. Morpeth. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Friday (102A October). 

My letter will not be a gay one, for I write from a room in 
Pall Mall, where I am waiting to see poor Mr. Fox’s 1 funeral 
pass by, and besides the melancholy of the thing itself, it seems 
to me so little while ago that I was in a place very similar to this 
waiting to see Nelson’s—the same crowd, the same appearance. 
Harriet and Caroline are with me here as they were then, but 
alas, alas ! she who was always with me, who shared every 
pain and every pleasure, I have liv’d to see borne to the grave 
■—I have lost for ever. And it seems so present to me—so 
little while since we were waiting together as I am now, that I 
can hardly believe it. I will not write to you now, for I shall 
only infect you with my sadness. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. at Canwell. 

Monday (27th October). 

How glad I am you did not go ! Some of the Hamburgh 
papers and some dispatches are missing, which makes the public 
accounts confus’d. The private ones say it was in the 1st 
battle Prince Louis was kill’d; the day after, Prince Hohenlohe 
obtain’d a considerable advantage and beat back Marechal 

1 He was buried in Westminster Abbey next to Pitt, on 10th October. 
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Soult, but on the 10th. I think, was the great battle'-the last 
in which the Prussians were compleatly defeated, the u. 
Brunswick wounded, and I suppose the campaign finish d. 
Prince Louis had driven back a party of French troops, but m 
the eagerness of pursuit cross’d the Saale contrary to his own 
previous orders. He was not supported, and was soon surrounded 
Ed hterally cover’d with wounds, when a French Hussar 
pierc’d him thro’ the heart. The French General says he call d 
to save him, but notwithstanding this mercy and giving him 
funeral honours, they plundered his body after he was dead. 
All this was from Ld. Howick, who call’d here yesterday, and 
with whom I had a conversation I must tell you after wants. 
But I must now give you an account of Ld. Morpeth s, Mr. 
Marsh’s, and Mr. Frere’s letters. They pursued the Prussian 
Ministers from place to place, till they came to a place 
near Frankenhausen. They were waiting for horses to go 
on- those that brought them were already gone, when 
they distinctly heard firing approaching nearer and nearer 
and one of the Messengers return’d breathless to them saying 
Haugwitz2 and all the Diplomates were gone, had taken 
every horse (how angry Sol must have been !) that could 
be got for them and their suites, and that the French were 
entering the town. They were oblig’d to destroy all their 
dispatches and set ofi-Ld. Morpeth, Mr. Frere, Mr. Marsh, and 
Mr. Ross—on foot as fast as they could to Nordhausen, where 
they got waggons that took them across the mountains. Their 
baggage and some of their Servants were taken._ Ld. M. suffer’d 
a good deal from over fatigue, but is now quite well and safe 
at Brunswick; his letter was dated the 16th, and he says his stay 
or his immediate return depend upon the answer of a letter he 
has written to Haugwitz, and that he thinks it most probable 
he shall be on his road to Hamburgh when we receive his letters. 
But I find Ld. Howick thinks the Prussians will stand another 
battle; he says they ought, and that they have nothing else for 

1 War between France and Prussia, which had been threatening for some 
time, was declared on 1st October. On the 10th, Marshal Lannes attacked 
Prince Hohenlohe’s advance guard, commanded by Prince Louis of Prussia, at 
Saalfeld and gained a complete victory. Prince Louis, to whose rashness the 
defeat was attributed, was killed. This was followed by the crushing defeats 
at Auerstadt and Jena, both fought on the 14th, when the Duke of Brunswick 
was wounded in the face early in the Battle of Auerstadt, and died from the 
eSects of his wounds at Altona on 10th November (aged seventy-two). On 
27th October, Napoleon made his public entry into Berlin. 

2 Count G. H. Haugwitz (1758-1832); had been President of the Cabinet and 
Minister of Foreign Affairs for many years. He retired when the French troops 
occupied Hanover in 1803, but returned to power in 1805, when, after the Battle 
of Austerlitz, he concluded the convention by which Hanover was ceded to 
Prussia, which the King of Prussia refused to ratify. 
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it. He added (Mais c’est pour toi seul): “ I wish Ld. G. was 
there. ’ He question’d me much about you yesterday, and said 
he hoped you were with them. I told him you were well inclin’d 
to the Gov1, but I could not at all judge how long you would 
continue so, or whether you intended to support them (I wish you 
and Mr. Canning could have been hid some where in the wood 
to overhear, for I know when I repeat it it has not half the effect); 
and that Mr. C. once thought very falsely that Grey oppos’d 
junction with Mr. Pitt and was not cordial to him. Not to send 
you a double letter, I must put off this till tomorrow. The D. 
of Northumberland will not let Lord Percy stand for West¬ 
minster with Sheridan ! ! but sets him up for Cambridge ! ! ! 
Govt, put up Sir S. Hood1 in his room, and Grey says he will 
silence all opponents with his Stump. 

G. L. G. to Lady B. 
Trentham, 

Saturday. 

I have been at Stafford to day, where I was nominated by two 
Gentlemen, one of whom made a most eloquent eulogium upon 
me, and talked much of my Russian Negotiation. I made a 
speech of about ten minutes, took a cursory review of my past 
public conduct, expressed feeling of Regret at the Loss of Pitt, 
and assured my Constituents that it was not my fault that I had 
not last Session attended my Parliamentary Duty when measures 
were brought forward by Govt, which affected the peculiar 
interests of this county, and to which I should most certainly 
have given my decided opposition. One of the Gentlemen who 
proposed me said that he did not know to what party I belonged. 
Notwithstanding this invitation to declare whether I was with 
Govt. or in opposition, I abstained from saying any thing which 
could give you the most remote idea upon the subject. Sir 
Robt. Lawley concluded the business of the day by proposing 
a vote of thanks from the county to me for my services to the 
Country, which being seconded by Anson was unanimously 
carried. To morrow we all go to Crewe, where is established my 
old Friend Mrs. Fraser, who the other day quite astonished my 
Brother by her extremely intimate manner with me. We 
return here on Tuesday; on Wednesday my Election takes place, 
but I shall not be able to leave Staffordshire till the end of the 
week, and I mean to pass a day or two at my Sister Charlotte’s 

1 Sir Samuel Hood, first baronet (1762-1814), served with Nelson, and dis¬ 
tinguished himself at the Battle of the Nile as Commander-in-Chief on Leeward 
Station; took S. Lucia and Tobago, and Dutch South American settlements, 
1803-04; took French ships oS Rochefort, 1805, when he lost an arm. 
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in Oxfordshire on my way to Town, where I shall probably 
arrive about Monday, or Tuesday Se’ennight. Addio. Good 
night. Continue to direct here till you hear to the Contrary. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. at Trentham. 
Sunday. 

You must give me your speech in writing: even if you cannot 
recollect the exact words, you can nearly, and I want to judge 
of your style and the general effect of how it reads as well as the 
matter; it seems to me very good. But why did you not, when 
the Gentleman said he did not know what party you belong’d 
to, do what always pleases the people, and what so many for 
that reason profess without truth, and you might with perfect 
truth, answering that you belong’d to no party, but that you 
should support to the best of your judgement whatever you 
thought best for the country and for your constituents. This, 
tho’ not always possible in practice, always sounds well in Theory, 
and in your particular case is more likely to be true than in any 
other. Where does Canning come in for ? I hope you write 
constantly to him. Every day I fret more at the thoughts of 
your being separated from him, and yet I could not bear your 
being in an opposition so hopeless and so useless as this is likely 
to be. Could he have avoided harnessing himself with the dross 
of his party, but without pledging himself to them oppos’d as 
strongly and eloquently any measure he disapprov’d of, shewn 
his own individual strength, and also have shewn by the great 
divisions how large a party he might command if he chose to do 
so, yet avoiding to do it from knowing their inefficiency as an 
Administration—not only he would have stood as high or higher 
than he does now, but Avith the certainty of rendering his talents 
first known and then useful, for by this time he would probably 
have held a high place in Gov1; whereas now, if the Opposition 
could dictate what should be done, could they in conscience 
(I mean Canning and the reasonable part of them) wish to under¬ 
take the Gov1 of the country at such a crisis, constituted as they 
are and with such an opposition as they wd. have ? By the 
by, I heard the greatest encomiums on Lord Harrowby the other 
day at H. House, but he and Canning are the only people ever 
mention’d as being the most worth having, and he is too ill for 
office. Will Opposition swell their numbers by joining Mr. Paul, 
Sir F. Burdett, Mr. Philips, &c., &c. ? I have no news to tell 
you except a strange story about Sir John Shelley, who, it seems, 
paid 5,000 to secure a seat in the Parliament. It was negociated 
by the Prince and Sheridan, but the person to whom the Borough 
belongs declares that, so far from receiving the money, he never 
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Lad the least notion of selling his borough; that once some years 
ago, having receiv’d great civilities from the Prince, he told 
him he would bring in who he pleas’d for one of his Members 
in the next Park, but that he had never heard any more of it 
from that day to this. But ceci s’eclaircira, but it is making 
a great conversation now. Ly. Hoi'1 told me yesterday as 
certain that Hetty’s 1 marriage with Mr. Hill is declar'd and to 
take place immediately: can this be so ? If it is, il est bien 
bon. God bless you. I wish it may be true, for I sincerely 
wish poor Hetty to be well and comfortably settled. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. at Trentham. 

Tuesday (Postmark, Oct. 28,1806). 

From your not writing Sunday and not telling me any direction 
beyond Canwell,2 I sent my letter there yesterday, and you will 
not get it till it is all old news. It was the acc1 of Ld. Morpeth’s 
flight and escape. He has recover’d the fatigue and is quite 
well again, but I am afraid poor Martin is taken, as well as the 
two messengers; the letters say one of Ld. M.’s servants, Marsh’s 
servant and the baggage. I really am very sorry, and was 
terrified till I heard he was well and in safety, but now we know 
that, it is impossible not to laugh at the notion of poor Sol’s 
extreme indignation at the Prussian Ministers—for he did 
overtake them, Haugwitz and Lucchesini,3 sleeping quietly at 
[illegible], thinking themselves in perfect safety. They all 
proceeded on together to Frankenhausen, but when the alarm 
was given, the Prussians, after advising Sol to destroy his papers, 
left him very quietly to this occupation and set off, taking every 
horse that could be got for them and their suite. Think of 
Sol and his three companions running away on foot and, as 
Marsh says, wandering over pathless Mountains and pursued 
on every side by the sound of the Musquetry. I wonder how 
Sol could walk for anger. Poor fellow ! it made him quite ill, 
and I do think it was abominable of the Prussian Ministers. 
The Prussian Minister 4 to Buonaparte is arrested at Mayence, in 
consequence of which La Forest5 is detain’d as a Hostage. Ld. 
Lauderdale says they should make the condition of his return 

1 Lady Hester Stanhope. 2 Sir Robert Lawley’s place 
3 Girolamo, Marquis Lucchesini (1752-1825), Prussian Minister of State, and 

a literary friend of Frederick the Great, had been Ambassador in Paris just 
before the war, was with the King at the Battle of Auorstiidt, and afterwards 
signed the armistice at Charlottenberg on 22nd November. 

4 Knobelsdorff. 
5 Comte Antoine de La Forest (1756-1846), French Minister at Munich in 

1801; in 1802 at the Diet of Ratisbon; in 1803 at Berlin; and in 1807 Ambassador 
at Madrid. 
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hanging the Prussian, not setting him free, for that he is a rogue 
and entirely in the French interest. Ld. M. and Mr. Frere’s 
letters are very desponding; they look upon it as over, but say 
another battle was talk’d of. Grey and Ld. Lauderdale say, if 
the Prussians are stout and the Russians really as near as it is 
reported, that much may still be done, and that the Russians 
will be more deeply interested than they ever were before, for 
that if Prussia falls, B. will take possession of Poland and be a 
troublesome neighbour. But to return to my conversation1 
which I left off au beau milieu, after questioning me very closely 
concerning your Politics, praising you extremely, and saying 
how much he wish’d you to belong to them, he said there was 
not much to attract you in opposition except Canning and your 
Brother in law;2 that the latter from ill health was almost in- 
capacited from any active part in Gov*; it therefore rested with 
C. alone, whom he wish’d to God they could have. I said I 
fear’d it was hopeless. He said: “ I begin to fear so, but why 
the D—1 should he sacrifice all his future prospects and throw 
away his talents in harassing Gov* and doing no good for the sake 
of Ld. Hawy and Castlereagh, both of whom, as long as they were 
Ministers, abus’d and treated him as ill as it was in their little 
'power to do.” He then began telling me nearly what you told 
me of the proposals made. Of course, I did not appear to have 
heard them, but said Canning appear’d to be very moderate, 
and I could not see how he could do more. Grey ansd: “ Not 
if he pins his faith to Ld. Hawkesbury, but how can he after 
vilifying him in every way public and private ? Who would 
have imagin’d when that paper was circulated a year ago that 
C. would sacrifice himself and his country not to be separated 
from Ld. Hawy and Castlesh ?” (Me) “ Perhaps Mr. C. might 
reply, Who would have imagin’d, after all the ridicule and 
abuse thrown by you on the Addingtons, that they wd. be the 
first people call’d into power ?” (Grey) “ Not by me; I always 
disapprov’d of it, and would rather have had thfe Pittites—at 
least, some of them—but now they all cling together, bad and 
good, and for the sake of one or two worth having we must take 
all the riff raff, and by it offend more people than we gain, for 
many of ours would not hear of it.” Then came much more; 
but I wish the Pope knew how handsomely Grey always has, 
and always does speak of him, for I know that this has been 
misrepresented, and I cannot think by whom. Ld. Percy has 
gone up for Cambridge. Would you believe that Sheridan, 
vainer of rank than talents, is more mortified at this attack 
upon his family than for all the abuse he has met with for 

1 With Charles Grey. 2 Lord Harrowby. 
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Hollands Td ? u ^ absurdity, and inconsistency? The 
Hollands Ld. Lauderdale, Syd-v Smith, and Mr. Allen din’d 
here yesterday. The story of the 5,000 for Sir J. Shelley’s 
election « true. Dennis O’Brien has got the notes in his pos- 
session and power to draw for 5,000 more if necessary. I knew 

dear d Wnte °ng letterS the moment frankin§ was 

Lady B. to G. L. G. at Trentham. 

T f Tuesday (Postmark, Oct. 29,1806). 

p,1 Jear yiUo haJe1a dlfficult Part t0 manage between your 
er and Sir Robert Lawley, but endeavour as much as you 

can to avoid giving Ld. Stafford jealousy; I mean, that being 
perfectly independent of him and he knowing it will incline 
him to think you are throwing off all regard or attention to him 
more easily than he would with anybody quite indifferent to 
him, and tho when you difler of course you will act for yourself 
yet when you do agree it is as well to keep good friends and pre¬ 
serve your influence over him, which even for his sake is a good 
thing for you to have. I have no heart to write you any News. 

‘ ?a,mburgk> Grey says he is far from easy 
about him, and I feel quite remorse for writing so lightly about 
him yesterday; but Ld. Lauderdale and Ly. Holland, in spite of 
all my anxiety, represented Marsh, Mr. Frere, poor Sol, and Mr. 
Ross scrambling away over brambles and bushes in so ridiculous 
a light it was impossible not to laugh. Think of the poor 
beautiful Queen being pursued; the French papers still seem in 
hopes of taking her. (I conclude you take in the Times; it has 
the koreign News at least one day sooner than any other.) I 
suppose you have read Sir F. Burdett’s advertisement; Horne 
iooke has kept hnn fast with him these three days that he might 
not be seduc d from the right principles, and our friends are 
beginning to taste the sweets of faction. I never heard louder 
cries against Sir F. B. by any of your people in former times 
than by ours now. Ld. Lauderdale and Ld. Holland say that 
if there is a, man in England to be found to stand for Middlesex 
not excepting Mannering himself, they will support him—and 
to the very utmost to throw out Sir Francis. Then did you 
see my poor friends, that soft smiling Mr. Scott’s having lost his 
old democratic style; he forgets that it is necessary even in place 
to preserve something like Decorum, but boldly advertises that 

e is supported by all the influence of Gov1. Sheridan’s advertise- 
ment to counter act this is thought as injudicious as the thing 
itself, and that it would be better to have stopp’d it without 
taking notice of it. I think not, however, for it shews Gov1 
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disapprove of this open avowal. The little Speaker is m a scrape 
-a Speaker must have no Petition against him; he was going 
on very successfully at Oxford, when it appears that the recorder 
(which he is) cannot be Legally elected. Voici bien du bavar- 
dage, mais je n’ai qu’un moment et je. ne reviens pas demon 
desespoir sur les mauvaises nouvelles qui sont toujours precedees 
par les details d’une victoire, qui, helas ! n’arrive jamais. 
1 Pray do not say this to any one, but Lord Howick complain d 
to me that Lord Morpeth’s letter was not as clear as it ought to 
have been, and that there were some things he could not at ail 

make out. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. at Trentham. 

Thursday (Postmark, Oct. 31, 1806). 

Your being out of humour does not surprise me. Every day 
makes me detest Elections2 and Politics more and more; the 
former particularly seem to me to set afloat all the bad feelings 
in people’s natures; but I am afraid the vices of old age are grow¬ 
ing fast upon me—thinking ill of the world, and looking with 
indifference, if not disgust, on all the eager pursuits that occupy # 
the greatest part of it. But, really, people do astonish me now 
and then—no matter. As to Sir R. Lawley, I think you judge 
too hastily upon report. It seems perfectly unnatural that any 
man should put himself out of his way to appear treacherous. 
Whatever your Brother’s conduct may have been to him, his 
opposing him would be highly improper, but his inviting you to his 
house and holding the language you mention, with such a determin¬ 
ation in his head, would be so injurious to you, so personally 
behaving ill to you, that I cannot conceive he should intend 
it. You will see by my letters that Gov. are furious against 
Sir Francis Burdett, and wish to oppose him if any one will 
stand; his advertisement caus’d such indignation at the Exchange 
that some of the chief people there undertook to raise £20,000 
in a few hours if any popular Candidate would start. Now, 
tho’ I think they are quite right, and nobody can be more adverse 
to Sir F. B.’s principles than I am (and pray observe alway was), 
yet I am not as indignant with him personally as all my friends 
are. He is a weak man and has been induc’d to believe in certain 
Democratick principles (very bad ones, no doubt), but which 
he looks to as the only pure ones. He is mistaken, but he acts 
up to his belief in defiance of his interests; it can therefore only 

1 Charles Grey become Lord Howick when his father was created Earl Grey 

in April, 1806. . , , , 
3 Parliament was dissolved on 25th October, and writs were issued tor the 

new Parliament to meet on 15th December. 
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be from Sincerity in bis profession that he perseveres. I do not 
mean by this that we should trust a Mad man with weapons 
because m doing mischief he intended to do good, but merely 
that if the opinion of a Man capable of acting as Sir E. B. does 
could be rectified, he would make a better subject and a more 
useful Member of Parlt. than those who adapt their Political 
creed to their convenience, which is the most usual manner of 
proceeding; but if I said half this at Holland House I should 

e murder d. Sheridan says Tom Sh.1 will lose his election 
and very likely he too, for that Mr. Paul will give him a great 
deal of trouble. He says Paul is a wretch capable of any profli¬ 
gacybut he (Sh.) a poor, virtuous, innocent, sober Man, easily 
outwitted. I have not seen him, but Georgiana told me. Par 
Parenthese, I am vex’d at finding Lord Morpeth is rather blam’d 
for returning so soon to Hamburgh, and orders are gone out 
for him to go back to head quarters. I do not see how he could 
have done otherwise, and how he can obey this command with¬ 
out being taken. Do not breathe this to any one, especially 
to poor Georgiana, who only knows he is going back, but not 
that any fault was found. How glad I am you did not go ! . . . 

Lady B. to G. L. G. at Trentliam. 

Saturday (Nov. Is/). 

Lord Morpeth is come ! My joy at his being safe here again 
and poor Georgiana’s delight makes up a little for the disastrous 
news he brings. He says Prussia is probably no longer in 
existence; the French were at Potsdam—nothing could withstand 
defeat upon defeat. I have not seen Ld. M. yet, but expect him 
every moment (I write from D. H.). He is out of Spirits: Ld. 
Carlisle very ill with the same horrible disorder—a contest in 
Cumberland—and I am afraid Grey not quite pleas’d at his return, 
as he did not wait for the last orders, which are to go back! 
However, he says going back was really impossible and even 
Hamburgh unsafe. I have just seen him; he looks pale and 
thin, with a great blow on his Forehead, which he says, tho’ 
receiv d near the Field of battle, was not a scar of honour, 
since he got it in running away. I think him compleatly justified 
in not attempting to return, for before the battle, tho’ he over¬ 
took the King at Weimar, Ire could not arrive at seeing them; 
they are afraid that alliance with England would bring still 
worse disaster on them. You will see all the details in the news 
papers, but Sol says even his are not official reports, for he only 
knows what he could gather from the flying troops. It seems 

1 His son, Tom Sheridan, was standing for Stafford. 
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inconceivable—he thinks the French were at Berlin,' It was 
reported the K. and Q. were gone to Petersburg!!. C,od bless 
you. I am going to Holland House for two days. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. at Trentham. 
' Monday (postmark Nov. 3d). 

Poor Sol is really so out of Spirits and looks so ill, it makes me 
quite unhappy; he regrets having gone, and I do not wonder. 

•People always will judge so much by success, thattho Jifi_wa^not 
only t—htQ ^ Q pi y-iLmg.^- but -that the Pm-asianS-Wcre. un¬ 
willing to have anv thing to dojwilJij]ngla.nd7-yet pp,op]e_are 

InchnVi to blame him for returning too hastily; this is encreas d 
bv your Nephew’s not returning with him. Ld. Henry Betty 
said-very sneeringly, I thought: “ Ld. Gower must be a very 
rash young Man to continue on the Continent when even the 
Minister sent by England, whose business it was to remain there, 
was constrain’d to return.” I only said I believd Ld. Gower 
was going to Denmark, but felt ready to cry. Think of my 
nervousness having a message from Ld. Grenville begging us o 
let Duncannon stand for Middlesex ! It was very near being, 
for Mr. Mellish wish’d to give it up; but now he says he will go 
on, and Gov1 have pledg’d themselves to support. I am not 
sorry, for I should have died of the other—of having poor Dun 
attack’d by all the Cobbetts, Hooks, and Burdetts. . . . 
Ministers are in great dudgeon about Elections they go ill 

every where. 
Three o’clock: 

Mr. Paul 
Sheridan 
Sir S. Hood 

276 !! ! 
154 
140 

Lady B. to G. L. G. at Trentham. 

Roe, 

Friday (Postmark, Nov. 7, 1806). 

Instead of my making you a Speech, I want you to make me 
one for Frederick, who writes to me to know what he is to say, 
and I am sure I cannot tell him; yet I was so afraid of your 
being angry at my disobeying you, that after I had finish’d my 
letter I began speechifying sur la Marge, as you might perceive, 
but Ld. Howick came in the middle and stayed till the post was 
just going, and I also recollected you ought not to begin by 

1 Napoleon entered Berlin 27th October, 1806, after the Battle of Jena. At 
Berlin he issued his decrees declaring the British Isles in a state of blockade, 
and forbidding France and his allies to trade with them (20th November, 1806). 
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thanking before you were sure of something to thank for. Now, 
therefore, pray write me down exactly what you say, both 
because I always like to see every thing of yours, and I also want 
to know what an Election Speech ought to be. . . . Sheridan 
will certainly be beat. I hear he looks very ill and is terribly 
out of spirits. It is yet for him to say; if he can stand today’s poll 
he will be Hooded, for they join; but it is too late, and rather 
a mortification to have no chance except under the protecting 
shield of Sir S. Hood, who was at first let in quite as a Pis 
aller. ... We came here yesterday; the quiet and the fine 
weather are delightful. The D. of Brunswick is, they say, at 
Altona.1 As I was going round the walk to day I was frighten’d 
with seeing crowds of people at the gate. I went to enquire 
the cause, and found that in one of the papers Ld. B.’s name is 
put instead of Ld. Ponsonby’s. I was quite touch’d with the 
anxious enquiries of all these people, and the servant who came 
from London said there was almost a Mob round the door in 
C. Sqr. I do not wonder, for I believe there never was any body 
so good. . . . Sol is gone, you know, but when you write 
pray avoid seeming to have heard any observation upon his 
return, especially from me. . . . 

Ld. Howick told me two reports prevalent in London yesterday, 
but to which he attach’d so little credit I thought them not 
worth mentioning; in my letters to day they are repeated. The 
first, that Buonaparte has been shot as he was riding with some 
of his officers to reconnoitre some situation, seems quite ground¬ 
less. A little more belief is given to the other—that Haugwitz 
is under arrest for having detain’d the dispatches from the K. 
of Prussia to make the Russians advance. I cannot, however 
find that either are grounded upon any good authority. . . . 

Mr. Charles Stuart to Lord G. L. G. 

St. Petersburg, 

12th Oct., 1806. 

My dear Lord,—Although I have hardly a moment to address 
you before the Departure of my Servant, I am sure you will be 
glad to know that the Progress of this Court continues perfectly 
favourable to Great Britain. 

The Jealousies towards Austria are done away and the means 
of forcing Prussia into the War are the principal Object of the 
Ministers’ Attention. 

Orders were sent some Days ago for the immediate March 

1 Where he died on 10th November from the effects of the wound he 
received at the Battle of Auerstadt. 
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of 64,000 Men under Bennigsen to Silesia. They will in a 
short Time be followed by as many more under Kutusow. 

Budberg1 is wound up to a Pitch of fury against Bonaparte, 
which His Imperial Majesty’s gentle Disposition m vain en¬ 
deavours to curb. I never see him that He does not tell me 
l’Empereur me chassera plutot que faire telle ou telle chose. 

Czartoryski is my vis a vis, as I live m Mme. Potockas Lodg¬ 
ings on the Morskia. He told me yesterday he thought affairs 
were in a more favorable train than before the last Coalition. 

Pozzo di Borgo2 is really possessed of great Influence m this 
Country, and next to the Force of Circumstances which has 
implicated every party in the warlike Schemes against France. 
I believe his Conversations have produced the greatest Enect, 
not only on Budberg, but on Alexander Paulowitch himself. 
Meerfeld, the new Ambassador, is established in your House. 

The Noble Marquis 3 is to have the Duke’s, who begins to 
feel uneasy about the Rent, as His Excy. has not given signe 
de vie these 2 months. _ , , TT rm. 

The Princess4 has bought Mme. Kashelew s House. Ine 
Parties are not numerous of an Evening; Dolgorouki is the only 
constant Attendant. 

I go out very little, and have been so constantly taken up in 
Hearing a Repetition of the Warwhoop from every Person with 
whom I associate, that I have little time for anything else. 

Perhaps you know that Government have given me all the 
bother of the Treaty of Commerce, and say the Ambassador will 
come to sign it. If it is thoroughly settled, I shall make no 
bones of a sub spe rati,5 though I do not think the thing likely 
to pass Romanzow.6 

Shoals of English are arriving from all Quarters who bore 
me to death.—Ever Yrs., ^ 

Ch. Stuart. 

1 Was Prime Minister. 
2 Carlo Andrea, Count Pozzo di Borgo (1768-1842), a Corsican. After the 

Peace of Amiens entered the service of Russia, and was Ambassador at Vienna. 
From there he went to Italy. After the Battle of Austerlitz and the secession 
of Austria from the League he again went to Vienna. His next mission was to 
the Dardanelles for the purpose of co-operating with the British Ambassador 

in treating with Turkey. _ _ . 
3 Lord Douglas. 4 Princess Galitzin. 
5 Sub spe rati is the formula used when a negotiator signs an arrangement 

in anticipation of the approval of his Government and of the necessary 

Nicholas, Count Romanzoff, was Minister of the Commercial Department. 
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Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Brocket, 

_ Monday (Dec). 

... There is nobody here but the Cowpers. Emily is pretty, 
but whether from her having twice done me mischief or fact I 
know not, but she does not seem to me good natur’d—or sincere 
bhe flatters Harriet1 violently to her face and takes every 
opportunity of cutting at her. Tho’ I do not think H. handsome, 
she is not ugly; as that is mere matter of opinion, I should say 
nothing at her being call’d so. Emily chuses to add to ugliness 
her being the greatest gull that ever was, and what she 
calls dull and stupid; this most certainly is not true, and poor 
Harriet all the while thinks that Emily doats on her. You will 
think me remiss in writing, for this did not go yesterday. I have 
a room next the breakfast room de plein Pied, the consequence 
of which is elle ne desemplit pas; mon mari, mon fils, mon beau 
fils, ma fille et sa belle mere y passent la journee et je n’ai jamais 
eu un seul moment pour ecrire. ... I believe all the news 
I can tell you is in the papers—that B. has seiz’d on Altona and 
demands 10 ships of the line from the Danes to besiege Straalsund. 
He has sent to the Empr of Austria to say he sees no use in those 
great Armies in Moravia, and desires they may be disbanded 
and the Arch. D. Charles sent to a distance; a categorical answer 
is requir’d. The poor Dss. of Brunswick is said to be out of 
her mind—no wonder. There is a report today as a little bit 
of comfort that we have taken Naples; Ly. Holland writes me 
word so, but adds what I cannot understand, that Ministers do 
not look upon it as good news, for that it will be an Embarrass¬ 
ment more than otherwise. She also says that poor Mr. Ross 
has lost every thing he had in the W‘ Indies—Is this true ? 
I return to town on Thursday and the Morpeths come Saturday. 
They say the Clothiers in Yorkshire (this is not a joke) have sent 
up large subscriptions to Mr. Paul, who will be able on the treat¬ 
ing act to incapacitate Sheridan from sitting this Park. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. at Saltram. 

Holywell, 

Wednesday (Postmark, Dec. 4, 1806). 

The early hours here make me so extremely sleepy I have 
hardly power to write. I came here yesterday; the wind blew 
loud against my windows and whistled thro’ the old casements, 
and prevent’d my sleeping. I also set up late reading some 
letters My Mother gave me, written many years ago, in a hand 
writing2 I never can see without the keenest emotions of 

1 Lady Harriet Cavendish. 2 The Duchess of Devonshire. 
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tenderness and regret. This was a bad preparation for sleep, 
for it will be long, long before that wound can heal or my mind 
rest upon it with any thing like calmness. My temper is natur¬ 
ally sanguine, and I can bear common misfortunes as well as 
most people; but when I love at all, it is with my whole soul— 
my heart must be torn to pieces before it can forget or resign 
the objects of its affections. Do not mistake me when I say 
resign. God, who sees my heart with all its errors and frailties, 
also sees in it humble submission to his will. I take this bitter 
misfortune as a punishment to me and a release to her. The 
latter miserable years of her life and her agonising death were, 
I hope and trust, the retribution and full atonement of her 
errors, and left her Spirit pure and Noble as it was before the 
world had polluted it, to return to its native Heaven. I do not 
therefore repine, but while I acknowledge the justice of the 
blow that kills me, I sink under its severity. No one. knows, 
G.—not even you—how I suffer. But no more of this; it is not 

often I indulge so. . 
The Morpeths come here tomorrow. Gen1 Fitzpatrick is 

better, but is to undergo a dreadful operation. They think, 
however, the place on his breast is not cancerous, but a carbuncle, 
and may be cured. Poor Ly. John Townshend’s second son is 
dying—sempre sempre tutta. Nothing is talk’d of but the 
seizure of Copenhagen, which is expected to be confirm’d by 
the next Mails; there are great bets in London of how soon the 
French will be at Petersburgh. Ly. H. Villiers1 is to be married 
next week to the younger Bagot, and they say Ly. E. Villiers 
soon after to Mr. Irbey. Sir W. Manners (Brother to Ly. 
Heathcote and the Dss. of St. A.) was committed to prison three 
days ago for cutting down a Man’s trees and beating him when 
he complain’d. He is to be fin’d 1,500. . . . 

Lady B. to G. L. G. at Saltram. 

Cavendish Square, 

Thursday (Postmark, Dec. 5,1806). 

I came to town today—wait to see the Morpeths, who come 
Saturday, and then go to Roe till the meeting.2 There are 
reports, you will see, of a victory, but not much believ’d; we 
have been too much us’d to these reports forerunning some 
dreadful defeat not almost to fear them. Nothing has yet been 
heard of Ld. Hutchinson ;3 and then two or three attacks in the 

1 Lady Harriet Villiers, daughter of the fourth Earl of Jersey, married 
December, 1806, the Hon. Richard Bagot, afterwards Bishop of Bath and Wells. 

2 Parliament met on Monday, 15th December. 
3 John Hely Hutchinson, afterwards Earl of Donoughmore, fought under 

Aborcromby in Egypt, whom he succeeded in command in 1801; captured 
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Courier on Ld. Morpeth rather did him good, for Ministers who 
were mclrn d to be displeas’d think it now a party question, and 
are determm d to support him handsomely. L. Howick call’d for 
a minute; he is always very anxious to know what is said about 
tHem, and what are the chief grounds of attack. I question’d 
mm on a few I had heard; he seem’d very stout on all—said 
the delay of the expedition would be accounted for; that Sir 
xl. Popham was one of the most distressing, that having 
perform d one of the most brilliant and useful achievements 

T 7” he must be hlghly rewarded, but at the same time 
that he had done what, if it was suffer’d to give it a precedent, 
would make it impossible for Govt, to be answerable for any 
expedition. Troops were order’d out in some hurry to the 
East Indies, and Sir H. Popham, entirely on his own authority, 
took them to South America, at the same time leaving the Cape 
compleatly unguarded. His success shew’d both judgement 
and good information, and the troops were of more use at Buenos 
Ayres than with Gnl. Lake. This might answer with a man of 
great Abilities, but if it was admitted as a principle that every 
Admiral might counterorder the directions of Gov1 and take 
troops destin’d to one quarter of the globe quite to the other, 
unknown to them, how could they proceed ? Ld. Howick said 
they sent to Ld. Castlereagh in hopes of finding that some secret 
order of discretionary power had been given to Sir H. by the 
late Administration, in which case they would gladly confirm 
it, and his hauts faits would be rewarded without any draw¬ 
backs, but Ld. C. says no such permission was ever given. He 
talk d a great deal of the state of affairs and rather less despond- 
mgly than I fear’d, saying we must be as great by sea as they by 
land, borne ships are gone to the Baltic and a message sent to 
the Danes saying we will do them as little hurt as possible, but 
that their ships must be treated as enemies if they are found 
engag’d in the French Service. It is decided, I believe, not to 
allow any money to be drawn from the English funds to go 
abroad, but to pay the interest till the end of the war and then 
restore the whole, by which means Ld. Howick says—and 
without the disadvantage of letting the French get our Money— 
the public credit will be so establish’d that we shall have the 

Cairo and Alexandria, for which he was created Baron Hutchinson, with a 
pension. He had just been appointed on the Special Mission to Prussia. 

1 After his successful expedition to the Cape of Good Hope (capitulated on 
10th January, 1806), Sir Home Popham, entirely on his own initiative, sailed 
in April with a small force under General Beresford for the Bio Plata, and took 
possession of Buenos Ayres on 27th June, which was, however, retaken in 
August by the Spaniards commanded by General Liniers, a French Colonel in 
the Spanish service. 

VOL. II 16 
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Dutch and French themselves sending money to our funds m 
desnite of B. I forgot to ask him whether the report of the 
P debts being to come before Parlt. is true—it is making a 
great Clamour at present; and another thing which I am sorry 
for, and which I hear opposition mean to take up pool • 
Fox’s pension. I wish it could be done otherwise, for perhaps 
it is not quite right in these times, yet could any body wish the 
creature such a man ador’d for so many years, and who prolong d 
his life by her attention, to sink into absolute want—which 
would be the case, for she has nothing. , 

Ld Howick told mBuonaparte really did propose to Erigland 
_ *_:__", i 1 _* J- „ ^4- lnnn-f APlinQP 

ULlill 1XJL CAIAJ.J WJ- ~~~- -____ 

the same by us in all that coiicerns our colonies, Ac, 
The Dss: of BrunswicE lslnot out of her senses, but coming to 

England, she escap’d narrowly being taken. The Prince has 
put all his Household into the deepest Mourning, and i hope 
will shew her every respect; he is very ill. , 

Lady Hertford is gone to Ireland; it is said my Lord took her 
ofi suddenly. He arriv’d at Ragley, was shut up with her for 
seven hours, and at the end of that time announc d their im¬ 

mediate departure. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. at Saltram. 
Saturday (Postmark, Dec. 6, 1806). 

. . . Ld. John Townshend din’d at D. H. yesterday. He is 
very unhappy about his son and his sister, both of whom are very 
ill, but yet he was entertaining after dinner. He said Sir F. 
Burdett’s declining Whitbread’s challenge and consenting to 
publish his apology in the paper would do him more harm than 
all his Jacobinism; that he had always imagin’d Sir Francis to 
be personally brave, but it was Horne Tooke’s system, who, on 
some West Election many years ago, when he was violently 
attack’d at a great dinner, said to the person in a most threatening 
tone: “ Take care, Sir; I here publickly declare that nothing 
shall ever make me fight—after which avowal, every Man who 
values his own Character will avoid insulting me, lest he should 
be suspected of picking out the person to whom he may venture 
abuse with impunity.” Ld. John also said that Mr. Courtney 
told him he had seen poor Fox a very few days before his death, 
and on talking of public affairs, he said to him nearly what he 
said to you—that he wish’d for Peace because he dreaded_a 
bad termination to the war beiweexi .France and'Prussia; but 
jhat JlFeace could not be had on tolerable terms^thewar-must 
be carried on vigorously, but chiefly in South America. Courtney 
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also told him that Mr. Pitt, whom he knew very well, said one 
day that he was anxious to know Fox’s opinion concerning the 
war. Courtney told him Mr. Fox_said Europe wanted Peace 

Jojrecruit its strength, and never would'be able to do anything 
against Rrancc till it lwffihad-Test: Mr. Pitt replied: “T believe 
he.!S right, but the difficulty is obtaining Peace without sacri-. 
being national honour.”7;;Winy_is thisTnoment come home; h(T 
says the Gothenburgh Mails are just come in and have brought 
letters to some city people and Mr. Drummond’s banking House 
rom Mr. Holland, our Agent at Gothenburgh, confirming the 

report of a victory;1 that the Russians under Kamensky had 
beat Jerome Buonaparte near Posen, and both Mr. Sharp (the 
late Consul at Petersburgh) and young Drummond were full of 
it. I hardly dare believe in any thing good, but have written 
to Ld. Howick to know. . 

1 Marshal Davoust had entered Posen on 10th November. But Jerome 
yho had undertaken the conquest of Silesia, was not at first so 

(i!0gaUv’ th? CaPltal of Lower Silesia, held out until the 
5th January ° 1S 1)7 & bombardment of three weeks, did not surrender until 



CHAPTER XV 

1807 

SECOND MISSION TO RUSSIA 

During his stay in Russia Lord Granville had become greatly 

attached to Princess Galitzin (the Little Barbarian), and one of 

the reasons for his wishing to return home was to consult his 

family on the question of his marriage with her. The Princess, 

meanwhile, was to endeavour to ascertain if it would be possible 

for her to obtain a divorce from the husband who had parted 

from her at the church door. Both, however, after softie months 

separation appear to have changed their minds, and no further 

steps were taken. 
In March Lord Grenville resigned and was succeeded by the 

Duke of Portland, with Mr. Canning at the Foreign Office. 

Lord Granville was reappointed Ambassador to Russia in April, 

but was detained a considerable time at Memel. During this 

interval the Russian army was defeated at Friedland, the 

Emperor Alexander met Bonaparte at Tilsit, and the treaty 

between France and Russia was signed. Lord Granville went 

on to St. Petersburg, remaining there only three months, owing 

to the Russian declaration of war against England on 31st 

October. 
Lady B. to G. L. G. 

Monday. 

Caroline and W. L. din’d with us, and as I am not quite well, 
I determined to stay at home and they stayed with me. I was 
lying along very lazily upon the couch, cutting out some little 
things for her, whilst W. read the new Edinburgh Review to us, 
when suddenly the door open’d and in pour’d Lord and Ly. 
Holland, Mr. Allen, Mr. Marsh, and Lord Lauderdale. They 
were perfectly unexpected, and I could not help thinking they 
might have timed their coming less inconveniently. . . . The 

234 
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conversation was general and very pleasant for a little while, 
but soon Lady Hd. took Ld. L. into a corner and began a long 
w isper. v. L. got into a discussion with Mr. Allen about the 

f ti °* tessions’ Caroline consulting Mr. Marsh on the benefits 
of Island Moss, and Ld. Holland whispering to me: “ If you could 
contrive to steal a candle into (the) next room, we might play 
at chess. I answer’d: “ What is there a woman cannot con¬ 
trive that she wishes to do ?” I procur’d the Candle and we 
went, set about playing very comfortably and with great success, 
moving the men cautiously along lest they should make any 

n°jSeriiai1 ^°^an(l observed that the appearance of Mystery 
and Cheating added greatly to the pleasure of playing; but, like 
most other concealments, this was soon discovered, and we were 
made to pay for our amusement. She was seriously angry with 

i°^ 1i°^ Vi painfully so with him, and ended with saying 
she should come no more. He rebell’d a little and said he would 
come when she went to the Opera, but she said she should forbid 
it. Talking of Opera, my Nieces went to Ly. Stafford’s to hear 
the Catalam, but somehow or other she did not do well that 

were disappointed and did not much like her, but 
Ld. Wellesley, and Ld. and Ly. Staff., said it was so different 
from her usual singing they should hardly have known it. There 
is no more news. The Norfolk Committee was thought desperate 
or Mr. Windham 1 yesterday, but to day I hear que Von y voit 

jour, and they begin to hope again. I know you are not very 
anxious upon this subject, but I will not betray you. 

Mardi. 

Que je veux du mal a cette vilaine chasse qui casse les cous 
et raccourcie les lettres. Cette conversation avec ta soeur est 
a point nommee ce que je voulais savoir—et puis tu me laisses 

si non a propos de bottes du moins a propos de Renards— 
.vau^ bien 1 autre. C’est singulier que la Barbarienne ne 

t ecrit pas; peut etre elle t’a ecrit par le courier de Gottenbourgh 
qui^vient d’arriver. Qu’a done fait la OuvarofE pour s’attirer 
ce “ very bad indeed f” C’est ce dernier mot qui m’embarrasse 
car pour vrai dire je ne croyois pas qu’on put rencherir sur ce que 
j’enysavais dejA . . . Peux tu croire que Kaminsky est traitre 
et s est vendu a Buonaparte? Cela me parait peu croyable. 
A quoi bon a 72 ans, sur d’obtenir les premiers honneurs et re- 

1 There was a petition against the return of Messrs. Windham and Coke under 
the ‘ Treating Act. ” They were unseated. Windham was returned for Higham 
Ferrers, and Mr. Coke for Norfolk. The action was really a bit of feminine 
spite, and there is an amusing account of the incident that gave rise to it in 
“ Coke of Norfolk.” 
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compenses de son propre Pays—mourir Deshonore pour quelques 
Pieces d’or dont il ne pourrait pas jouir et que peut etre il ne 
recevrait jamais ! 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
U ndated. 

It is past three and the house of Lords still sitting. Ld. 
Grenville had spoke for three hours, Ld. Sidmouth, Ld. West¬ 
morland—but what use is there in telling you what you will 
read better told in the papers. I am dishearten’d about writing. 
Ly. Holland will tell you all the secret news and the papers the 
rest, so I can only talk of my own concerns, which are not in the 
least interesting. Ld. Abercorn was with me for two hours 
yesterday. He is wonderfully gracious, and says if Ministers do 
not fail in the Austrian Treaty he shall be inclin’d to join them 
himself; he thinks Ld. Howick so risen in general esteem. I 
was very low about my Brother today, and went to pass a quiet 
eveK with Caroline, whom I expected to find quite alone. The 
entrance is, you know, verydark; to my dismay, I saw a ruffian¬ 
like looking man following me into the House. I hasten’d up 
the stairs, but to my great dismay he also ascend’d and enter’d 
the room immediately after me. It was so dark I could not at 
first make out who he was. When I did, I was not the better 
pleas’d with his establishing himself and passing the whole 
evening with us; but much as I was displeas’d with him. I was 
still more so with myself for being unable to resist laughing and 
appearing entertain’d (he was so uncommonly clever), tho^ I 
persever’d in my determination of not speaking to him. I do 
not like his having got the entree there, and think him, even old 
as he is, a dangerous acquaintance for Caroline. Of course, you 
perceive it was Sheridan. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. at Badminton. 

Friday (Postmark, 6th February). 

You will see so full an account of the debate in the papers, 
there is no use in talking of it. Ld. Howick made a brilliant 
Speech, but was in a towering Passion; talk’d of Sir Thomas 
Turton’s Ignorant Assertions, and compared Mr. Perceval to the 
Monkeys on Cocoa-nuts in Sinbad the Sailor. The Neutral 
question is so difficult I hardly attempt to understand it. There 
is, however, one point which nobody seems to take the least 
notice of, and therefore, I suppose, exists only in my imagination 
—but do tell me how we have the right to retaliate the injuries 
of the French upon an innocent Nation. If a man who is fighting 
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with me sets fire to one wing of my Neighbour’s house, does it 
give me a right to set fire to the other ? If so, my poor Neighbour 
is in a bad way between us. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. at Badminton. 
Friday night. 

I din’d at the Hollands’. Tierney, Ld. Lauderdale, Sol, and 
Fitzpatrick, were the only strangers, and it was pleasant enough 
—tho’ no particular news, I think, except of decided insurrection 
among the Hessians; and two very opposite reports—one that 
Danzic is taken by the French, the other that Warsaw is taken 
by the Russians, I dare say neither true. Every one agrees 
in Ld. Holland’s speech1 being fine for any body, and much the 
best he ever made, the part about his Uncle very affecting. 
Ld. Sidmouth’s chief argument for the trade is that the fresh 
importations bring the former slaves some account of their homes 
and families; therefore he votes for it from humanity. Ld. 
Westmorland quotes the Greeks and Romans, and says it is 
establish’d by right divine, for that it was permitted by the 
Mosaic Law and never forbid by the Christian one. Ld. Hood’s 
argument for abolition turn’d chiefly on women being more 
prolific in warm Climates than cold ones. What makes me say 
more of the debate is hearing that the newspapers are guess 
work, as Ld. Morton turn’d the note writers out. Tierney ask’d 
Sheridan why he would not speak as he promis’d. Sh. said he 
intended to do so, but was call’d out by a Westminster voter. 
Tierney told him he kept one in pay to call him out whenever 
he found it convenient, but swears the true reason was losing 
Mr. Allan’s joke (the Monkey and Cocoa-nuts), which he meant 
to purloin if Ld. Howick had not forestalled him. Ld. H., 
indeed, embellish’d it by describing the Monkey as a little pert, 
fidgety, irascible animal, and Perceval,2 like Dogberry, acknow¬ 
ledged the comparison by resenting it. 

Saturday (Postmark, 1th February). 

I suppose you will have letters from the Barbarian. Two 
Messengers am arriv’d from Russia; Stuart’s Servant is one of 
them. I understand he brings confirmation of the Victory3—- 

1 Lord Holland spoke on Wednesday, 4th February, on the second reading 
of Lord Grenville’s Bill for the Abolition of the Slave Trade. The question was 
also debated in the House of Commons during February, and passed on 16th 
March, and by the House of Lords on the 22nd. 

2 Spencer Percival had made in January a bitter and scurrilous attack on Fox. 
3 Lord Colchester in his diary, 24th January, records a report of a defeat 

of Bonaparte at Ostroleska, which proved to be false; it appeared to arise from 
the fact that the battle of Pultusk, 26th December, 1806, the French lost 1,000 
more men than the Russians. 
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26—and the details prove it to be much more considerable than 
we reckon’d it; Ministers are in great Spirits, and the Man met 
J. Gale and told him he was astonish’d at finding us all so quiet 
here, as at Petersburgh they were in great rejoicings. . . . 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Saturday. 

On trouve les nouvelles bonnes malgre les querelles des 
Generaux Russes, et on dit que le Roi d’Hollande1 avancoit a 
grandes journees pour joindre son frere avec une Armee-—que 
ses troupes ont refuse de le suivre, et qu’il a ete contraint de 
rebrousser chemin. 

Sunday.—Ld. H. Petty told Bess, Kamensky2 had been con¬ 
victed of treachery and recall’d in consequence. You will not like 
the conclusion which is drawn from the great majority on the 
Slave Trade; 3 people say Mr. Pitt never could have been seriously 
anxious about it, since it was so easily carried the first time it 
was tried with any thing like a wish of success. The answer to 
this would displease the opposition as much as the assertion— 
that it was Mr. Pitt’s fault, but that no Administration ever was 
so strong as this one, and that there is nothing they might not 
carry if they chose it. . . . 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Undated. 

I was so unwell and uncomfortable all morning that I did not 
go out; tonight I went to White Hall, where Ly. Holland came 
and told me a great deal—not of news, but of tittle tattle which 
I shall try to retail to you. Mr. Foulkes spoke very well to 
night on Mr. Biddulph’s Motion,4 which is agreed to by Ministers 
most virtuously. Mr. Courtney is appointed treasurer of the 
Ordnance in the room of Mr. Davison, and Ly. Chesterfield 
is Ly. of the Bedchamber in the room of Ly. Cardigan, who 
retires. The Pss. of W. is to see the K., be scolded and forgiven. 
The D. of York, thinking it too little for a Prince to give one 
dinner and one concert in a day, gives two. The K. and Queen 

1 Louis Bonaparte. » 
2 Count Kamensky (1735-1809), the Russian Commander-in-Chief. Had 

ordered a retreat before Napoleon, it was considered without sufficient cause. 
He was superseded by General Bennigsen, and retired into private life until 
the spring of 1809, when he was put in command of an army advancing on 
Turkey, which campaign failed, and he died from fatigue and disappointment. 

3 Charles Fox introduced the Bill for the Abolition of the Slave Trade shortly 
before his death. It was passed by the House of Commons by 280 to 16 on 
23rd February, 1807. 

4 Mr. Middleton Biddulph on 10th February moved for a Committee on 
control of Expenditure. 
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dine with him at four and afterwards have ancient music, the 
Prince dines with him at seven and afterwards hears Catalani; 
meanwhile the D. of Cumberland is to call in by chance ne se 
doutant de rien, pauvre innocent—to start back at sight of the 
Prince and offer to retire, which his Brothers are to prevent, 
lead him up to the P., and endeavour at a reconciliation. A 
Russian Courier went to night, but do not lament—another is 
going in a day or two, voyez quelle bonte d’ame de te donner le 
moyen d’ecrire. Willy has a message for you from Mad. 
Ouvaroff thro’ the Ingenue; that little Woman writes incessantly 
to him and he to her. I never saw such packets as he got by 
this Courier, like mine to you; but he will not let me see them. 
Thursday I go to St. Albans that I may be back by Sunday. . . . 
I have not time for another word. Pray tell me the conversation 
between your Sister and you concerning the Barbarian. C. 
Greville is very ill indeed. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 

Postmark, Feb. \2th, 1807. 

. . . Je ne sais si la Princesse a vu le Roi encore—mais il lui 
a fait dire par le Chancelier que quoique les dispositions n’allaient 
pas jusqu’a prouver la naissance d’un enfant elles etoient telles 
que son coour Paternel en etoit fort blesse—que sa conduite 
comme Princesse et comme femme etoit tres reprehensible, et 
qu’il falloit les assurances les plus fortes de repentir et Amende- 
ment pour obtenir son pardon, qu’en outre il se trouvoit dans 
la douloureuse necessity de placer l’avis de son Conseil sous les 
yeux de son cher fils Le Prince de Galles quelque chagrinant que 
doit etre une pareille opinion pour les yeux d’un Mari— 

“ La reprimande faite, 
Chacun s’en fut diner.” 

et tout Londres est aux aguets pour savoir si la Pss. ira ou n’ira 
pas a la Cour demain—et si elle y va—quelle reception la Reine 
lui fera et quel contenance le Prince tiendra—on dit que la Pss. 
se moque de la reprimande et fait bonne mine—ce sera comme 
l’histoire de Mad. de Conti et Louis 14. Pour les affaires du 
Continent on n’y songe plus—on oublie la Russie, la Pologne, le 
Roi de Prusse et Buonaparte: l’on parle de Princes, de Pss.’s, 
de diners, de Catalani et de la reduction des sinecures—mais de 
Carin pas un mot. 

G. L. G. to Lady B. 
Worcester, Tuesday night. 

My Ears are literally stunned with the Clamours of a Contested 
Election; Gordon for Ever. Attersoll for Ever, have been re- 
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peated at least one hundred thousand times since I have arrived 
in this cursed Town, and I expect the windows of the Room in 
which I am sitting to be broken by one of the Mobs. I told you 
in one of my Letters from Badminton that I had. had a conversa¬ 
tion with my Sister about the Barbarian; she is inclined to think 
from the Letter which I read to her that the Barbarian has made 
up her mind to marry me, if she can obtain her divorce. She 
approves of my answer to her Letter, but is inclined to think 
that no difficulty will be made about receiving her either at 
Court or in any save the most prudish Society. ... I cannot 
express to you with how much affection and Regard She talked 
of you, but she complained that you sometimes distressed her in 
conversation by your excessive humility. . . . 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Jendi (Postmark, Feb. 14, 1807). 

La Princesse n’etoit point a la Cour, on dit qu’il y avoit 
presse pour voir qui des deux iroit, Le Prince ou la Pss. qui, 
comme la femme et 1’homme dans ces joujoux pour montrer la 
pluie et le beau temps ne paroissent jamais en meme temps. 
Je vis My lord Lauderdale un Moment—chemin faisant (ou 
plutot chemin retrogradant) car Pall Mall n’est pas la plus 
courte voie pour venir a St. Albans, il ne parloit que de vieilles 
histoires Parisiennes et bien qu’elle soit un peu rabattue il faut 
que je t’en conte une qui m’a diverti. Parlant des parvenus il 
fut particulierement frappe du luxe extreme et de la Magnificence 
du Palais de Junot et le lui marqua—Junot repondit, “ 50,000 
livres de rentes ma foi passe pour un Marechal de logis—voici 
comme cela s’est passe j’etois Marechal de Logis dans un Regi¬ 
ment de Dragons a Toulon quand Buonaparte y vint en quatre- 
vingt-treize—il fit demander au Gouverneur un homme sur, 
qui ne broncheroit pas dans un pas difficile—on me proposa ”— 
“ Y a-t-il recompense ?” dis je. B.—“ Oui, selon le service— 
que demandes tu ?” “ Les Epaulettes d’or Mon Officier.” 
B. “ Nous verrons, il faut commencer par les gagner.” Nous 
marchames droit aux lignes Anglaises et nous aperctimes un 
cheval sans maitre. “ Ya t’en saisir,” dit B. J’y reussis, et je 
me tirois heureusement aussi de la besogne dont il m’avoit 
charge. Nous rebroussames chemin et bientot nous fimes Halte. 
B. “ Peux tu ecrire, Camarade ?” “ Oui da, Mon officier.” 
Je tirois mon portefeuille mis un genou a terre et j’ecrivis sous 
sa dictee—un boulet de Canon vint abattre Mon Chapeau et nous 
couvrir de terre et de poussiere, je dis sans me deranger “ Ces 
Diables d’Anglois nous sont bon a quelque chose, ils nous 
donnent du Sable pour notre lettre.” B. “ Tu as du sangfroid.” 
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—“ Comme un autre ” dis je en pliant ma lettre. B. “ Attends, 
il y a apostille.’ Je me remets a ecrire. B. “ Je vous recom- 
mande particulierement l’officier dont nous parlames ce matin, 
j’en reponds il ira loin.” “ C’est tout ?” B. “ Oui, tout et 
je repliais la lettre, ne me doutant guere que je venois d’ecrire 
mon Brevet. Quelques jours apres j’eus les epaulettes d’or que 
j’avois desirees et B. me demanda quel service je voulois. “ Vous 
suivre.” B. “ Me suivre, mais comment ?” “ Comment! Que 
Diable sais je moi, comme vous voudrais, pourvu que je vous 
suive ! B. “ Mais tu pourras gagner davantage ailleurs.” “C’est 
egajj je vous suivroi et, Heur ou Malheur nous partagerons.” 
B. “ a la bonheur,—taupe Veux tu etre mon Aide de Camp ?” 
“ C’est cela !”—et je le fus—je le suivis a Paris, en Egypte, en 
Italic—j’ai ete son Aide de Camp, Capitaine, Colonel, General— 
je le suis Gouverneur de Paris et le suivrais Prince de 1’Empire, 
ou Roi—jusqu’a la mort.” I hope you like this story as much 
as I do, as you will think it very long, but it is curious as shewing 
how familiariz’d they are with the notion of becoming Kings. 

Friday, 13th Feb.—I should rely much more on your Sisters’ 
opinions concerning the Barbarian than on my own; I think 
them better judges, and besides, their protection alone is a very 
powerful one, yet I own I am still afraid you flatter yourself too 
much as to the general opinion and reception of the poor little 
Barbarian. I judge partly from what in the case of any other per¬ 
son I should have thought myself—to those who profess Religion 
(or affect to profess it, which comes to the same) such a Marriage 
must always be offensive, because it is in direct violation of a posi¬ 
tive injunction. Withdraw the case from yourself and apply it 
to another person. In the way Girls are often married, hardly 
knowing their Husbands or what marriage is, how many there 
must be who would gladly separate, and still more gladly chuse 
again, if they could do so without ruining their characters. 
Yet is there really much difference in obtaining a Divorce by 
ye strong hand of power, thro’ the influence of one’s personal 
charms, for the purpose of marrying a man one prefers to one’s 
Husband, and being borne away by love for this man, and in 
some unguarded Moment yielding to his passion and your own, 
and thus becoming liable to the punishment of Divorce ? Parlia¬ 
ment or a despotic Sovereign may waive the legal part of Marriage, 
but who can waive the Solemn vow taken at the Altar in the name 
of the God who made you, and which for better or for worse binds 
you till death dissolves it. Whatever excuse or palliation one 
may endeavour to make to oneself of ill usage or neglect one way 
(the worse, I suppose, which you mean to take), or of seduction, 
passionate love, or momentary weakness the other—there is no 
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denying it, whoever breaks this vow is guilty of a great sin; 
but does the breaking it deliberately, and after weighing all 
circumstances and finding it more advantageous and pleasanter 
to oneself, mend the matter ? or make it less a break of the 
Marriage vow than the former case ? Luckily for you, my 
dissertation is interrupted. I shall only add that if this takes 
place, I know your popularity and her beauty and amiability 
will prevent either of you meeting with the least desagremcnt 
of this kind. ... If this was not to meet you on the road 
when you will have leisure, I should not venture sending such 
a volume of fatras. I hear the debate runs very animated, and 
Perceval spoke remarkably well. Ld. Howick, they say, would 
have spoke better on the other side. Write to me, as soon as 
you come, to say at what hour you will come to me in the eveg. 

It seems believ’d that Prussia is making Peace. 

The “ Ministry of All the Talents ” resigned in March, 1807, 

on the question of Roman Catholic Emancipation. Parliament 

was dissolved on 29th April, and the new one met on 26th June. 

Lord Grenville was succeeded as Prime Minister by the Duke of 

Portland. The principal members of his Cabinet were: 

Lord Eldon 
Mr. Perceval .. 

Mr. Canning .. 
Lord Castlereagh 
Lord Hawkesbury 
Lord Mulgrave 

Lord Chancellor. 
Chancellor of the Exchequer and 

Leader of the House of Commons. 
Foreign Office. 
War and Colonial Secretary. 
Home Office. 
Admiralty. 

On 11th April Lord G. L. G. was appointed Ambassador on 

a Special Mission to Russia, Lord Douglas, who had succeeded 

him the previous year, being recalled. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Friday, or rather Saturday morning, 18th {April). 

I made Sol write you a few lines, as I thought he would tell 
you more than I could of every thing and every body. I send 
you Corinne: read it, mark it, and send it me back—it will be 
like conversing together. I long to know what your destination 
is to be, and I grieve over you from my heart. ... It is very 
late, for I have had a great supper—the Hollands, Diplomats, 
and Mr. Tierney, the Don,1 Donna, little o.’s,2 Sol’s Nieces, 
D. H., Lord Howick, &c., and my family. Poor Ld. Castlereagh 
is very ill; he went down to the House, but after resting in an 
outward room some time was oblig’d to return without going in. 
I long to hear again. 

1 Lord Boringdon. 2 Lord and Lady Ossulston. 
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Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Sunday (March). 

. . . The report of London is that Mr. Percival1 is out— 
some say because he has discover’d that some slight knowledge 
of figures is necessary, and that he has none; others that he and 
Mr. Canning could not agree upon who should take the lead in 
the House; others that all is a fabrication and all going on smooth. 
The other rumour is poor Mr. Steele’s2 deficit of 18,000; it was 
30, but he paid off 12,000 by 2,000 yearly for several years. 
Mr. Pitt knew of it, and I grieve at it because it is an additional 
brand to add to the flames, which already rage too high. Pitt’s 
own Character for integrity stands so high that nobody can even 
fancy him to blame, and however displeas’d he must have been 
with any friend of his proving a defaulter, his screening a poor 
Man who was evidently struggling to pay back what he ow’d 
was an act of compassion; but yet it will give a hold to every 
sort of cry now that all our friends’ mouths are open’d again. 
Ld. Howick has sent to try to quiet the Catholics, and to tell 
them he for one shall vote against their Petition if they present 
it now. Ld. Powis has refus’d going to Ireland; it lies between 
the Dukes of Richmond3 and Rutland. The latter says he 
will do whatever Ld. Chatham advises him; the former wishes 
to go, and I fancy Ministers wish not. Duke of Montrose is 
to be Master of the Horse, Ld. Hertford to be consol’d with a 
blue ribbon and ten thousand a year that Mr. Chartres has just 
left him. Ld. Lichfield is to have all the Patronage of 1st Lord 
to make his place palatable. Mr. Rose4 declines any office till 
his Petition is decided. Mr. Brand’s5 Motion is to be reviv’d 
and corrected by the Chefs till it is soften’d down to the taste 
of the weakest Palates, and Sheridan says its whole strength 
will lie in Mr. Brand’s Arms, which he usually waves about with 
great vehemence. Voila tous les bruits que j’ai pu recueillir, 

1 Hon. Spencer Perceval (1762-1872), second son of the second Earl of Egmont, 
was Chancellor of the Exchequer in the Duke of Portland’s Government. 

2 Right Hon. Thomas Steele, one of the Joint Paymasters in 1799. It was 
stated by Mr. Thomas, accountant in that office, that a draft for £7,000, payable 
to Mr. T. Steele or bearer, had been drawn by the cashier on 11th May, 1799, 
under the head of Extraordinaries for the Army, and entered in the cash account 
of the office with Mr. Steele’s receipt as a voucher; and that another sum of 
£14,000 was drawn for in precisely the same manner and same receipt, on 
3rd'July, 1800. Of these two sums, the first was not repaid until 3rd 
February, 1807, nor the latter until 8th April, 1807 —From the Annual Register. 

3 Charles Lennox, fourth Duke of Richmond (1764-1819); succeeded his 
uncle 29th December, 1806; was Lord-Lieutenant of Ireland 1807-1813. 

4 Right Hon. George Rose was appointed Treasurer of the Navy on llth 

April. 
5 Motion by Mr. Brand respecting pledges on the part of Ministers to the 

King on 9th April. 
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je dc te les donne pas pour prouves—mais c’est la gazette du 
soir. . . . Our people have written to a hundred lords and 
260 Commoners—nous verrons. 

Mr. Charles Stuart to G. L. G. 

St. Petersburg, 

7th March, 1807. 

My dear Ld. Granville,—Although I wrote to you by the 
last Messenger, I write again to let you know that by Ld. 
Douglas’s Servant, who sets off tonight, I have sent some 
Caviare, though I much fear that the weather is too mild for it 
to arrive good. 

Politics are going on Detestably. The affair of the Treaty of 
Commerce is completely at an End, and the refusal has been 
accompanied with circumstances of cruelty and perfidy which 
I really never could have expected. I asked for it seven months 
since, and was assured by the Minister it would be granted. 

I An Ukase, however, appeared in the month of January, violating 
J the Treaty and entirely revolutionizing the whole trade of the 

Country. Budberg assured me this would not affect us. How- 
; ever, after Ld. Douglas’s arrival He thought proper to deny what 

He had told me, and to restrict his Promise of the Treaty to a 
Term of three years. He has now totally thrown off the Mask 
and refuses it for a single hour, and although the Treaty expires 
the 25th March, only gave notice of His Intention yesterday, 
thus depriving the English of the advantages granted by the 
old Treaty in case of war between the two countries, which allows 
them 12 months to make up their accounts. I understand 
Piattoli is at work on a new code of Maritime Law attacking 
our Neutral System, and it is said that a Russian Navigation 
Act will shortly follow excluding British Ships from their ports. 
As the Factory will be dissolved, the English almost all quit the 
Country—a State of things which in the present Moment would 
appear incredible did we not know that Rumanzow1 and 
Gouvieff are the architects of the whole System, and that 
Budberg, instead of opposing them, has remained absolutely 
Null, telling one falsehood after another in order to soothe and 
temporize with us. He is in the meantime turning out of the 

\ Mission in England every Individual who was with Woronzow 
or Stroganow, and placing Germans of the chin2 of Alopeus 3 in 

1 Count Nicholas Romanzow (1750-1826), Russian statesman, at th s time 
Minister of Foreign Affairs. 

I 2 Meaning status or class, derived from the Russian Chinovnik, or Tchinovnik 
official classes. 

3 David, Baron d’Alopeus (1748-1822), Russian diplomatist, Minister 
Plenipotientiary at Berlin. 
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their places; in short, as Pamphlets may be expected on the 
BubjecTTrom England, and as it is likely that the Merchants 
will now refuse to send a farthing of their Money to Russia, I 
see no remedy but retaliation, however disagreeable the conse¬ 
quences, until Rumanzow, Gouvieff, and Budberg are driven 
from Office. With respect to the latter I have some hope already, 
as Czartoryski goes to the Army with the Emperor while the 
Baron is likely (if report says true) to be left behind. Had Ld. 
Douglas been here four months sooner, or had the full Powers 
been sent to me when it was first promised, I have not a doubt 
the Treaty would have been obtained, but that is now past 
praying for. The Time even of our Alliance was another golden 
opportunity missed.—Ever yrs., 

G. Canning to G. L. G. 

Foreign Office, 

April Lsi, 1807. 

My dear Granville,—I should feel myself wanting in the 
discharge of my publick duty if, in the state in which I find the 
relations between this Country and Russia, I were not to propose 
to the Person who is confessed on all hands to be the most 
eminently qualified for it, a mission, upon the good conduct of 
which the fate of Europe in a great measure depends. 

There are^sbme grounds of a private and personal nature 
on which / might not unreasonably, perhaps, found a claim 
to tjour assistance in an undertaking the success of which must 
be so deeply and so anxiously interesting to me: and I might, 
possibly, be at liberty to urge this consideration with the less 
scruple at a time when your absence from England must be to 
yourself, in some views at least (unless I am unhappily mistaken), 
a source of satisfaction rather than of pure and unmixed regret. 

But I purposely abstain from dwelling upon these suggestions 
because they might lead to reflections, if not to discussions, in 
the greatest degree painful to us both. 

I put my proposal, and would put your acceptance singly on 
the ground of publick duty. On that ground I really do not 
well see how you can decline rendering your best services to your 
Country at a moment when it is in your power to be useful 
beyond any other Man, and beyond any other opportunity that 
may ever occur. And on that ground you must allow me to 
require that you shall not decline, without a full communication 
with those who are best able to appreciate your past Services; 
and of whom I entertain an opinion far more favourable than 
they deserve, if they would not (as I firmly believe they would) 
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exert the whole influence of their advice and their authority 
to engage you to comply with the call which is made upon you.— 
I am ever, My Dear Granville, Most Affectionately Yours, 

Geo. Canning. 

Lord Harrowby to G. L. G. 
Bath, 

April 3rd, 1807. 

My dear Granville,—You know I am not over-fond of 
obtruding an unask’d opinion, and I feel that our present differ¬ 
ence in political sentiment makes me still more unwilling to do 
so; but having heard that Canning has very naturally, and as 
in public duty bound, proposed to you a second visit to Peters¬ 
burg]!, I should not think I acted right if I did not give to this 
proposal what little weight I can, tho’ it is but as dust in the 
Scale. You know the man who is now there is utterly unfit 
for such a situation, and especially at that court. You cannot 
help knowing that you are yourself perfectly so—and if you will 
not trust yourself upon that point, you ought to trust all those 
of every side whose opinion is worth a farthing. Of the essential 
importance of a cordial union with Russia, and of active assist¬ 
ance to the Continent (much more cordial and active than has, 
I fear, of late been looked to), I do not doubt that you feel all 
the importance, and you cannot but be sensible that there is 
no man in England so likely as yourself to do the greatest good 
that can be done. However you may dislike the grounds upon 
which the present government has come in, and some of the 
persons who compose it, you would have the satisfaction of having 
the only department with which you would be immediately 
concerned placed in hands which would have both your public 
and private confidence. As to a difference of opinion upon 
mere home-politics, there are so many most respectable prece¬ 
dents in which this has been overlook’d that it is really not worth 
much consideration. If such an exclusive system had been 
adhered to, we should have over and over lost the services of 
the ablest men in the foreign line. 

Do not at least allow yourself to take a hasty decision. If your 
new friends are not more friends to themselves than to you or to 
the country, they will not, I am sure they ought not, attempt 
to influence your decision. But, even as friends to themselves, 
what could they wish for better, if they return to power as soon 
as they expect, than to find you in the place of your good cousin 
without being obliged to remove him 'i As for yourself, what 
can you do better ? You feel, as we all do, that your political 
situation here is not comfortable; you regretted yourself that 
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you had left Petersburgh when you did, as you had not left it 
sooner. Can you be so well, so usefully, in some respects so 
agreeably employ’d, as by undertaking a mission which will 
give you the opportunity of settling the affairs of Europe as 
well as your own ? All this, however, and much more, must 
have occurr’d to you. Perhaps I am too late in saying any thing, 
and, after all, it may be much the same whether I say it or not. 
But having been originally the cause of your going abroad, 
ce dont je me vante et me vanterai toujours, I trust you will 
impute the expression of my opinion to feelings both private and 
public, which carry with them their own excuse.—Believe me 
ever, Dear Granville, Ever sincerely yours, 

Harrowby. 

G. L. G. to G. Canning. 
Stanhope Street, 

April 1th, 1807. 

My dear Canning,—After having reflected much upon the 
Proposal you have made to me, and which has occupied our 
conversation for some days, I feel that the grounds upon which 
you require my Services are such as not to allow me to refuse 
your offer; and though I cannot but be sensible that you and 
Harrowby very much overrate the good that I may do, yet 
when I recollect the gracious approbation the King was pleased 
to bestow upon my conduct during my former Mission, I cannot 
but feel a gratification at the prospect of being again employed 
in His Majesty’s Service, which outweighs every other considera¬ 
tion, and I need not repeat what a comfort I shall derive from 
having to communicate directly with a Person with whom I 
have lived so long in uninterrupted habits of friendship and 
confidence. 

With respect to any prospective stipulation upon the subject 
of Domestic Politics, I am sure you will not think of expecting 
them, nor could I properly enter into them; I feel myself perfectly 
unpledged upon that subject, and I am sure you will not think 
any such pledge is wanting to ensure my zealous exertion in 
the discharge of the duties of my Mission. 

G. L. G. to Lady B. 
Friday (1th April). 

I did not write to you yesterday, because I was with Lord 
Howick till near seven, and it was then too late for the Post. 
Lord H. approves, indeed recommends my acceptance, of 
Canning’s offer. I saw him again this Morning, when he re¬ 
peated to me his persuasion that I ought not to refuse. I have 

VOL. II 17 
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written to Canning to Day stating my Determination to vote 
with the opposition, and also the necessity of some explanation 
as to the object and duration of the Mission he wishes me to 
undertake;1 I mean only to accept of one that is specific and 
temporary. Believe me that I speak most sincerely when I 
say that I feel great melancholy at the prospect of my leaving 
England, though only for a short Time; my real motive for the 
determination I have taken is the persuasion that if I omit 
this opportunity of renewing my intimate and confidential 
intercourse we shall be separated completely, and with very 
little chance of the renewal of that Friendship2 on which you 
have always agreed with me in setting so high a value. I should 
like to see you as soon as you arrive, and with that Hope will 
call in Cav. Sq. a little before 4. . . . 

Lord Granville left London on 19th May on his second Mission 

to Russia. He was sent for the purpose of negotiating further 

Joint measures with the Emperor against France.3 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Roe, 

Tuesday, 25th May. 

The Morpeths din’d here today and went back this evening. 
Sol said Ld. Cawdor was in great fears for his son, who was on 
board the Sea Horse when it was taken. Ld. Lauderdale has 
also a son on board the Blenheim, a ship which is reported to 
be lost. The city are up in arms at the French seizure of the 
American ship, which, like most other events, is seen en blanc 
et en noir par les Docteurs, tant pis et tant mieux qui foissonent 
en fait de nouvelles plus qu’en tout autres choses. If it was not 

1 “At the Foreign Office; great wish to get G. Leveson to accept the Mission 
to Russia.' Canning writes to him, and proposes it quite on public grounds, 
and wishes not to see him unless he accepts. I called on G. Leveson; he 
writes to Canning, consenting to go, provided it does not prevent his voting 
with Opposition on Thursday. I think this a right and natural condition, 
and was glad to find the Duke of Portland, and also Canning, assent to it.”— 
Lord Malmesbury’s Memoirs. 

2 Princess Galitzin. 
3 “Lord Granville Leveson’s instructions are: He is to give the strongest 

assurance of the King’s decided intention not to withdraw himself from the 
Continent, and this is said in a very pointed manner, in order to do away some 
very injudicious language held by our late Ambassador to Merfeldt, the Austrian 
Minister at St. Petersburg. Leveson is then without reserve to state to what 
pecuniary amount we can go this year: it is about 2\ millions; £150,000 of this 
is already given to the King of Prussia, £40,000 or £50,000 to the King of 
Sweden, and something is due to the King of Naples, leaving a remainder of 
about £2,300,000. This sum must last till 5th January, but it is left with 
Russia to decide how much she thinks it would be proper to insure the active 
co-operation of Austria: whether, if he sets a very high value on this, a large 
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lamentable it would be entertaining to see how constantly 
every opposition looks grave and every administration rejoices 
at the intelligence that comes, let it be what it may. To hear 
one side, we live in one uninterrupted flow of prosperity. Listen 
to the other: we are ruin’d past redemption and nothing good 
can happen. The Cowpers, Kinnairds, and Ld. Lauderdale are 
going to the Hollands’1 at Southampton. Lady E. Monck is 
going to her Daughter at Portsmouth; she literally is grown to 
laugh louder and talk more coarsely than her noble prototype 
himself. I have been so tormented by Them and others that I 
have been oblig’d to write to the P. of Wales to canvass him 
for my nephew,2 whom he is rather opposing in Yorkshire 
because he cannot forgive his Father3 having advis’d him to 
drop all enquiries and accusations against the Princess of Wales. 
He told Them once that I was the only person whom he had 
ever suffer’d to speak to him impunement on that subject. The 
poor Due de Montpensier4 was buried yesterday with great 
Pomp, and by the K.’s desire in West1' Abbey. The P. and four 
of his Brothers sent their carriages, which pleas’d all the French 
extremely, and I think was a proper attention to fallen Royalty. 
The Mob said he was Brother to the King who was Headed. The 
old fish5 is furious at nothing being done for Ly. Hamilton, 
and says our friends deserv’d to be turn’d out if it was for nothing 
else, but that all sides made a great fuss to honour Nelson in 
things he did not care about, whilst they left the object of his 
greatest anxiety to starve. Pray what has Baron Armfeldt6 
done to be in disgrace, which Mr. Pierrepont says he is ? . . . 
Where, I wonder, are you now ? Soon over, I hope, for the 
wind has blown fair these two days. 

contribution should be given. The remainder, whatever it may be, is at the 
disposal of Russia; but we can guarantee no loan or exceed this original sum 
this year of 2-| millions. 

“ Assurances of a disposition to make peace, if it can be at all attained on 
reasonable and secure terms, which seems quite impossible. No objection 
to Prussia recovering all her dominions; but, as they were scattered, and she, 
as it was proved at Jena and Auerstadt (the same battle), was simply a military 
Power whose existence depended on one battle, it is submitted, whether, if 
Prussia could collect her dominions more together, by exchange or arrangement, 
it would not be better.”—Prom Lord Malmesbury’s Memoirs. 

1 Lord and Lady Holland had taken the Margravine’s house at Southampton 
for a month or six weeks. 

2 Viscount Milton. 3 Lord Fitzwilliam. 
4 Louis A. P„ second son of Louis Philippe, Duke of Orleans, born 1775, 

died 18th May, 1807. 5 Mr. Crawford. 
6 General Baron von Armfeldt, who commanded the Swedish Army. It was 

said to be owing to his imprudence and precipitation that the Swedes had been 
defeated and driven back again behind the River Peene. This led to the 
armistice signed 18th and 29th April between France and Sweden. General 
Armfeldt resigned his commission on 14th May. 
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Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Roe, 

Thurs., 28. 

I have persuaded Lord B. to stay on here a few days longer; 
the calm of the place does me good. . . . Lord Holland writes 
me word that he hears Mr. Frere1 is going to succeed Ld. Hutch11, 
and finds great fault with the appointment. I wonder whether 
une fois pour tout Ld. Hutch, is or is not to be chang d. The 
Poole Election is all to go over again. Mr. Harbord to petition 
for Yarmouth. Yorkshire seems going ill. Fitzpatrick is 
returned, and says all the old women of Bedford had a spite at 
him, calling him paleface and buttermilk, and telling him one 
comfort was that if he carried the Election he would not live to 
keep it long. He said these were too much like truisms to be 
pleasant. Sir F. Burdett is at present in as great favour with 
the Mob as Wilkes was. Crowds assemble every day at his door 
to see him go an airing, and are with difficulty prevented from 
drawing the carriage. The Courier talks of nothing but Ministers 
attempting to move his expulsion from the House. I most 
sincerely hope they will not, as it will be the greatest of bevues. 
He has ruin’d himself with all sober people, and offended all his 
old supporters and our friends. He has not the talent for speak¬ 
ing in the House, and will make no figure, which will soon disgust 
his out of door followers. If they will but let him alone, he will 
soon sink into insignificance, as his Master Home Tooke did; 
or if they will do something, the most should be prosecution for 
a libel. But any attempt at expelling him or making him a 
hero or a Martyr is playing his Cards for him: it is just what he 
wants and strives at, and has hitherto been unable to succeed 
in. I cannot imagine yt they should not have profited more 
from experience than to blow up such a flame for no one use on 
earth, and a man so little worth it that he can only become of 
consequence thro’ their notice. . . . 

No. 9. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Bt h. 

Wed., June 3. 

Did I tell you that when Ld. Howick was with me the other 
morning the P. of Wales call’d, came up to my dressing room 
door, and on hearing a voice, and being told whom it was, 
went away without coming in, leaving word he would call 
another day ? How odd his constant dislike to this person is ! 
Like most other aversions, it is reciprocal. He has obtain’d 

1 Right Hon. J. Hookham Frore was appointed Envoy Extraordinary and 
Minister Plenipotentiary to the Court of Prussia on 1st June. 
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a promise from the King to forbid the hoy's playing with his 
little Daughter. I really think it was hardly worth making a 
fuss about. 

Thursday, &th. 

• . . Nothing is talk’d of but the Yorkshire Election; if its 
consequence is measur’d by its cost, no wonder, for they say it 
will far exceed the original stake of 100 thousand a piece. It 
seems to me like madness, for what does it prove ? Not that 
the person is either the most meritorious, or the most belov’d. 
If Elections really were the voice of the people, and if the people 
really had judgement enough to chuse from merit, not from 
accidental bias, then it would be an honour, and worth any thing; 
but like any thing worth having, it could not then be bought! 
Yet what 1^ really think an honour to the Man, and a proper 
homage to Virtue and religion, is Wilberforce, without a sixpence, 
being at the head of the poll from mere weight of Character in 
such an Election as this, when money is suppos’d to do all. I 
hear Mr. Lascelles says he wishes his Father would give him the 
money instead of the seat. Oh, G., there are letters from Ld. 
Pembroke, from Norway, but none from you. 

Friday (5th June). 

I am just return’d to London to meet the bad news of Danzic 
being taken. Your going has again set me wild for Foreign 
News, just to have the disappointment of continual defeats. 
Milton is ahead of the poll in Yorkshire, and thought safe. Mr. 
Mellish and Mr. Hawke chose to fight about which way a voter 
should get into the carriage; the latter pull’d the coat of the 
former to make him listen, he turn’d, challeng’d and wounded 
him, but was himself worse wounded. Ce n’est rien—bagatelle. 
The two Wexford Members fought, and Mr. Bleach shot the 
Op. Member thro’ the heart! ! This is one way of carrying 
on Elections and silencing your opponent. The Prince and 
Princess of Wales were both at the Mother’s assembly. They 
did not speak, but coming out close together, both look’d con¬ 
trary ways, like the print of the spread Eagle. He forbid her 
dressing at his or his Daughter’s house; his Father order’d her 
a room at his own, and means to apply to his agents for a proper 
settlement for her. . . . 

No. 10. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Saturday, June 6. 

. . . There is no earthly thing talk’d or thought of but duels 
and the Yorkshire Election. An Express arriv’d in Town this 
Morning with an account of the Death of H. V. Tempest,1 and 

1 A false report. Sir H. V. Tempest died in 1831. 
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people only ask’d the man if lie pass’d thro’ York ! ! ! I have 
not yet heard what occasion’d it, hut it was reported to mg 
that that also was a duel. Of the hooks I mention d to you 
one (Squire G. and his wife) is a mere catchpenny, and not 
worth its carriage; it is parts of the story told, with here and there 
the literal words of the Evidence given, hut on the whole only 
a violent invective against the Lady, who it says is prov d 
guilty because else so noble a person as her husband wd. have 
been eager to declare her innocent, and that he does not make 
known the proofs of her guilt from a generous sacrifice of his 
own feeling to humanity and delicacy ! ! Chansons que cela du 
temps de Huon1 et d’Amadis2—nous en savons plus lorn 
auiourd’hui. The King’s letter in answer to his was that he 
was sorry, but since he wish’d it would forbid her Dressing at 
W. H., but by some accident no order was given for preparations 
either at Kensington Palace or St. James’, and she was oblig’d 
to go to Ly. Sheffield. I think this very paltry, let her be what 
she may, and feel inclin’d to say, like Elvira, if you cannot 
always act rightly, at least always act greatly, and I am afraid 
that in my heart I hate meanness and littleness even worse 
than guilt itself. It is possible to be guilty without a corrupted 
heart, and something may remain to retrieve the errors weakness 
or passion may betray into, but meanness— 

“ That gleans out of the human mind 

The few good seeds that vice had left behind 

—prevents all hope of return, and goes grouching on from bad 
to worse. What a dissertation! I din’d at Sally’s—her 
Husband, Ld. Erskine, Ld. Yarmouth, the Prince, Ld. Lauder¬ 
dale, G. and Sol, Fitzpatk, and some others. The Prince of 
Wales was so out of Spirits he could not speak three words, and 
ate nothing. Ld. Erskine told a story of Dr. Johnson telling 
him when he was praising Tom Jones. “ Why, Sir, Richardson 
was worth a whole race of Fieldings, supposing every individual 
of the race to be a Regiment.” The female Chrysolite 3 return’d 
to Town to day. He remains by the sea (how you will repine at 
not being here, but do not, for she goes back Friday). She was 
at the Opera, I hear, looking very pretty. 

1 Sir Huon de Bordeaux, who, when Oberon went to Paradise, succeeded 
him as “ King of all Faery.” 

2 Amadis of Gaul is the hero of a famous prose romance of chivalry, the 
first four books of which are attributed to Lobeira of Portugal, who died 1403. 

3 Lady Charlotte Greville. 
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1th, Sunday. 

Did you see some verses in the newspaper that end by calling 
the Pope, Pope Joan?1 How very odd that they should hit 
on that name ! Sir Arthur Paget has carried oil—no Lady, but 
what makes as great a sensation, and perhaps you would value 
as much—the D. of Bedford’s Cook ! It is an absolute Elope¬ 
ment. Borino told me that, to the astonishment of the Pope 
and every one, the King wrote to his Daughter in Law the day 
before his wife’s Assembly (in answer to a letter of congratulation 
she sent him) that as he was too blind and infirm to be present, 
he thought she had better abstain from going. The letter 
was dry and cold; she took no notice of it, but went. 

No. 12. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 

Brocket House, 
Saturday, 13/A June. 

The greatest news I can tell you, and what most occupies all 
our Society at present, is that Palermo, the Don’s horse, won at 
Ascot against all odds. Ld. Jersey has bought him, and we all 
wait, in fearful apprehension, the details which for the next 
two months we shall probably hear. I am the only person who 
really rejoic’d, but Ifknow it will please the Don so much that it 
gives me pleasure. I came here again to-day in the vain hope 
that change of scene, change of air, and change of society and 
occupations, would take off a little from the depression of Spirits 
I labour under. I look upon it as an illness, but it must be cur’d. 
This terrible Egypt2 busiuess makes a great noise, besides the 
real dreadful misfortune 1’esprit de partie s’en mele, and it 
becomes a cry like No Popery. Your friends throw the blame 
on those who advis’d the Measure, and those who advis’d on 
those who executed it; in short, nothing is talk’d of but Court 
Martials and riots by Sea and Land without end. 

14, Sunday. 

Parts of this place are really beautiful, the weather as fine as 
possible, and I wander about thro’ the woods all day. It 
soothes me, but the truth is I am not well either in mind or 

1 Mr. Canning’s wife’s name was Joan. 
2 Alexandria was taken from the French by the British under General 

Alexander Fraser on 20th March. In the belief that the town ran the risk 
of being starved unless Rosetta and Rhamanie were occupied by British 
troops, General Fraser, with the approval of Admiral Sir John Duckworth, 
ordered an advance on Rosetta on 27th March. The town was entered too 
rashly, and the troops were forced to retire with considerable loss on Aboukir 
and Alexandria. Another advance was made on 19th April, and again failed. 
Alexandria was evacuated on 23rd September. 
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body. No matter. Ld. B. and my Sons arriv’d to day. There 
was an immense meeting at Milton’s1 dinner, and he spoke so 
well that all our friends are delighted with him, but it had 
nearly ended ill. Sheridan and Lord John Townshend quarrell’d, 
and with two such heads a quarrel is no joke. There is to be a 
meeting at Ld. Howick’s the 24th, to lay down the plan of 
campaign; it was to have been very quiet, but they are so well 
satisfied with the returns, they mean to try their strength this 
Session. . . . 

. . . There is some good news from Sir E. Pellew2—some more 
Dutch ships taken. The news from Egypt is, I hear, even worse 
than what we see. Duckworth told one of my family a singular 
thing, if it is true—that Sir S. Smith told Gen1 Wauchope,3 if 
he was constrain’d to attack Rosetta, to march directly to the 
gates, but be sure to leave ample outlets to the Enemy, who 
would abandon the Town immediately if they had any means 
of escaping, but if they were shut in, yt they would then fight 
desperately. The Gen1 thank’d Sir S., promising to profit by 
his advice, march’d to the Town, and compleatly surrounded 
it, so that not a man could escape. They attempted it, as Sir 
S. foretold, but being bound in, ended by cutting our troops 
to pieces. 11 valoit bien la peine de demander un conseil. 
The P. of Wales, for what reason I know not, has quarrell’d 
with Mr. Tierney, and will not hear his name mention’d. 
Sheridan has done the same—and what is worse, expos’d himself 
ridiculously at my nephew’s dinner. In the first place, notes 
without end came to the Chairman desiring him to give Mr. 
Sheridan’s health, tho’ merely those concern’d in the Election 
were intended to be mention’d. When at last they yielded to 
this importunity, it was discover’d, first, that all the notes had 
been sent by Mr. Sheridan’s own desire, next that he was so 
drunk he could not speak, and what is worse, persisted in doing 
so, tho’ nobody could understand him. “ Shall part so brilliant 
aim at nothing new ?” The Don has made a sad bargain for 
you—sold your horse for £55. Dun tells me he would have 
given more for him himself, and sent his Servant to bid, but that 
the Don told the Servant not to bid, for that the Horse was 
worth nothing; the man obey’d, and the Horse went for that. 
Dun has seen it since, and says it is worth much more, tho’ not 
as much as you gave for it. He contriv’d to win but £100 pound 

1 Charles, Viscount Milton (1786-1857), only son of the fourth Earl of 
Fitzwilliam, had been elected for Yorkshire, which he represented until 1831. 

2 Rear-Admiral Sir E. Pellew, Commander-in-Chief in the East Indies, 
destroyed the enemy’s force at Batavia on 27th November, 1806. 

3 Major-General Wauchope, in command of the attack on Rosetta, where he 
was killed. 
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by his race. The poor Donna has miscarried, and is quite ill 
with it. . . . The Abercorns are in great anger with ye Amhersts, 
or, rather, with her Sister in Law. You know her Niece Miss £. 
is an immense fortune, and heiress besides to a title which 
generally ends by going to the Husband; she is also rather 
pretty. Ld. Abercorn set his mind on the Marriage for his 
Eldest Son. All went on swimmingly for a little while, when 
he chose to write a letter of proposal after a very short acquaint¬ 
ance, which they say was like the K. of England proposing the 
P. of W. to some little German Electors, and setting forth the 
honor he was doing them; in short, he offended the whole family 
so much, and the Girl herself, who is but 17, that tho’ she was 
rather inclin’d to like Ld. Hamilton, she has refus’d him, and 
they cannot believe it yet. What—refuse a Hamilton ! C’est 
incroyable. I always think Magnifico would answer like Mad. 
de Thiange: “ Le bon Dieu y pensera a deux fois avant de D-r 
un Mortemart.” 

No. 13. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Roe, 

Saturday (20th June). 

Yesterday was the first post day I have miss’d writing to 
you, but my letter was too little worth sending. I have lost the 
power of writing, ever since the discovery I think I made of 
your wishing me to change my Style. The faculty of writing on 
any subject is gone from me. The books I sent you were so 
very bad I shall not venture any more. I was near sending 
another Cargo—some curious Pamphlets, more entertaining 
here than at a distance, concerning poor Mr. Paul and the 
Libertine—a novel every body is reading and talking of; it is 
very interesting, very affecting, very ill written, and very 
unnatural, voyez si vous comprenez tout cela. The title is 
a false one. The other new books are Corinne, ou l’ltalie, by 
Mad. de Stael, which you will get sooner where you are 
than here. I have only read three pages, but do not like 
ye affectation of English French, such as le strict attachment 
a tous ses devoirs—rien ne lui paraissoit valoir la chance des 
peines de ce monde, &c. Ld. Macartney’s life is also come 
out, two large quarto Volumes, which, tho’ it begins with his 
embassy to Petsh, is not worth encumbering the Messenger 
with. 
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No. 14. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 

[chap, sv 

Rob, 

26th June. 

The thing which makes most noise just now is the amazing 
blunder about the Dublin address; to be sure, one can conceive 
nothing more absurd than publishing first an Address in the 
Gazette, then the K.’s answer, and then an assertion that no 
such Address was ever presented. The Duke of Cumberland1 
gave the following explanation of it to Ld. Hardwicke—first 
that he had nothing to do with it, except approving of what was 
done, sending over the copy of an Address to be propos’d to the 
College; but they would not agree, and the D. of Richmond sent 
back the copy with a letter to Lord Hawkesbury, saying they 
had refus’d it, and it could not be carried. This the latter very 
carefully never open’d, but seeing the copy, mistook it for the 
Address and presented it, and the answer was given and publish’d. 
Will the Pope defend, be vex’d, or pleas’d with this blunder ? 
I must tell you a Pun of Mr. Windham’s qui fait fortune. The 
Princess of Wales met him at Ld. Sheffield’s, and knowing him 
very well, began attacking him. You know she does not speak 
perfect English, a little like Corise. She told him they were all 
bad people, and persecuted her, and she was glad they were gone; 
that it was very good for the country, and very good for her. 
“ I had always a superstition that this year would turn out 
good.” Mr. Windham replied: “The year began with turning 
out good, and will end with turning out bad.” Sr. F. Burdett 
is to be chair’d tomorrow in a Car drawn by four horses abreast, 
like Apollo in the ancient pictures and sculpture. Talking of 
pictures, one would not think we were a ruin’d people: a Rem¬ 
brandt was set up to auction at Christie’s, knock’d down at 
£5,000, sold by private contract to Mr. Angerstein for a much 
larger Sum half an hour afterwards, and flocks of people, Christie 
says, have been to him since, offering larger sums than Mr. A. 
Par Parenthese, yr. Brother puzzled me unmercifully at Ly. 
Abercorn’s.2 All prudish Ladies are extremely shock’d (none 
so much as l’Amico mio et mon beau frere) (do give me names 
for all my people) at Magnifico’s conduct about the Masquerade: 
he put “ not transferable upon honour ” on all the tickets, said 
he would fight any Man or turn out any woman who came not 
invited by him, and after all this fuss, sent himself, invited and 
wrote the names on the tickets, of half the Ladies of the Town 

1 Prince Ernest, Duke of Cumberland, had been elected Chancellor of Trinity 
College, Dublin, in 1805, and Grand Master of the Orange League in 1807. 

2 Lady Abercom gave “ a Masquerade on Wednesday,” 24th June. 
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in London—he himself sitting the whole evening and supping 
between two very celebrated ones. C’est un peu leste, certainly. 
I have another more Romantick story to tell you of him, but 
too long for today. If I can pick up any account of the debate 
before this goes you shall have it. . . . 

We are all in agonies of anxiety for more detail’d News of 
the battle near Konigsberg; how very near you are going ! . . . 

No. 1. 

G. L. G. to Lady B. 

SOLEBAY FBIGATE, 
May 26th, 1807. 

We embarked the day I last wrote to you, and though the 
wind has not been very favourable we have made good progress, 
and without any motion whatever. No person whatever has 
been in the least sick; indeed, the Ship has been as steady as a 
House. We are in sight of the Danish Coast, Jutland; and as 
we are now in the narrow Seas, and there is probability of our 
meeting Ships bound for England, I begin writing to you in 
order that I may let pass no opportunity of your hearing from 
me. We are as yet perfectly in the Dark as to news—the French 
may be at Memel for aught we know, or the Russians at Berlin. 
The three days we have passed on board of Ship have passed 
as pleasantly as I could expect, considering what real regret I 
feel after leaving England. I have, by way of fixing in my mind 
my Instructions, occupied myself in making an abstract of them 
in French, and I now find upon this close examination of them 
that there are Many points upon which I have not received_ 
sufficiently precise instructions, andupon which I am left to guess 
at the Meaning and intentions of my employers; mais n’impofte— 
responsibility does not dnuch alarm me. I was rather amused 
with a book giving an account of the Embassy of one of my 
predecessors in the reign of Charles 2d. Lord Carlisle (for that 
is the name of the Ambassador) seems very anxious to maintain 
the dignity of his Character; one instance among many others 
related in this book, notwithstanding my wish upon all occasions 
to assert the honour of the character with which I am invested, 
I am by no means disposed to imitate. The Ambassador per¬ 
ceives in walking from his Ship that the Colonel appointed to 
conduct him takes the right side, upon which he stops short upon 
the bridge, refuses to proceed another Step, and waits a quarter 
of an hour in the cold, until the Colonel returns from the Governor 
to whom he was sent for further instructions upon this important 
point of Etiquette. Chess has not been wholly neglected— 
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I have every day played two or three games. I have beat all 
my antagonists but one; that one has beat me two games out 
of three. I remember Fox, in his Speech upon the Peace of 
1783, said that Lord Shelburne, hearing how clamorous he (Fox) 
had always been for Peace, seemed determined to make one 
such as should make him sicken at the very name of Peace: so 
possibly may you observe about this Letter; you desired me to 
write any thing the most trifling that passed through my mind, 
and I have given you such a detail of all the uninteresting things 
that we do on board a Ship, that you will repent of ever having 
said a word upon the matter. But I have not yet done: you 
have not yet heard from me that our Captain is a very gentle¬ 
manly, good-natured man, that we have very good dinners, 
that I have a very comfortable Cabin, and that our party, though 
numerous, goes on very sociably together. Lord Pembroke 1 
sailed from Yarmouth 30 hours before us, and we entertain a 
confident expectation that we shall arrive before him at the 
place of destination; the reasons upon which this expectation is 
founded are very good, but you wd. not be much the wiser were 
I to explain them to you. 

May 21th. 

We went to bed last night very happy at a change of wind in 
our favour, and with the prospect of arriving at Copenha en 
this Evening; but alas ! the winds are fickle, more fickle even 
than women, and to our infinite disappointment this morning 
a strong South wind prevented our advancing at all. We saw 
the Astrea about 8 miles behind us—Ld. Pembroke’s Frigate; 
we have not passed any Ship sufficiently near either to hear 
news from the continent, or to send Letters by to England. 

29th. 

We are arrived safe at Copenhagen; I have only time to say 
this, and to say again adieu. 

Copenhagen, 
May 3Lsi, 1807. 

... I admire Lord Howick for refusing to be brought into 
Parliament; the advanced age of his Father makes it probable 
that he will soon have a Seat in the House of Lords, and he does 
well to avoid laying himself under an Obligation to the Patron 
of any Borough. The contrary wind still detains us at this place; 
from hence we proceed to Pillau, a voyage probably of only two 
days. The King of Prussia and his Court are, I understand, at 
Konigsberg, and the Emperor is at a Place called Heilsberg. 

1 Lord Pembroke was appointed on a Mission to Vienna, 15th April. 
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The fall of Dantzic is much to be lamented, and it is really 
provoking to find that the want of Gunpowder necessitated 
alone its capitulation. 

No. 16. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
R*>e, 

29th June. 

Sir F. Burdett was chair’d to day; every thing was as peace¬ 
able as possible. His Car, an Antique Curricle chair, plac’d 
on a Column—his Leg, which he cannot bend, supported on 
a kind of stool like the Fasces bound with Laurel. He sat 
without his hat, very pale, very handsome, very grave, and 
bowing to nobody. The crowd was immense but quite quiet. 
I did not arrive in time to see your Sister, Ly. Harrowby, who 
went to Devonshire House to see the procession.1 One of the 
Flags was rather good—the 'people's answer to the King’s appeal. 

Monday night, 30th. 

Oh, my Dearest G., what despair I am in at this horrible 
news ! I heard the report of it, and tho’ not well before, walk’d 
to Mrs. Ross’s to hear the truth. Alas ! her account terrified 
me to that degree that I could scarcely support myself. Luckily 
he came in, and the first words he spoke were an assurance that 
you were not in danger; but how can he be sure of this ? What 
is to become of us ? Here is another Austerlitz, and if Bennigsen2 
is kill’d, I give all up for lost, and expect to hear of the French 
standards flying at Petersburgh. Would to Heaven you were 
back ! I cannot calm my terror when I recollect how very near 
you must be to them. There is a horrid report that they have 
reach’d to Munich. Mr. Ross says you must have been there 
four days before the battle, but how does he know that ? I 
cannot bear this suspense, but will not weary you with anxiety 
and agitation beyond my power to controul. 

1 This was the first time Sir F. Burdett had appeared in public since his 
duel with his friend Mr. Paul. He drove from his house in Piccadilly to the 
Crown and Anchor Tavern in the Strand, where he dined with 150 friends. 
He had been returned for Westminster with Lord Cochrane. 

2 General Baron L. A. Bennigsen (1745-1826), a Hanoverian, who had entered 
the service of Catherine II. He was Commander-in-Chief at the bloody Battle 
of Eylau fought on 8th February, 1807, and again at the Battle of Friedland 

on 14th June. 
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No. 19. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Mercredi, 

Juillet 8. 

Que de Mauvoises nouvelles1 et de mauvois consolateurs, je 
n’ai plus le courage de rien lire, de rien demander, de rien en¬ 
tendre, et je voudrois aller me cacher quelque part loin de tout 
le monde. Oil for a Lodge in some vast Wilderness where 
rumours of oppression and deceit, of unsuccessful or successful 
war, might never reach me more ! On a trouve moyen de me 
chagriner raerne en me parlant du retour de Monsr. Arundel.2 
On me dit que sa Mission ayant echoue il n’est plus question que 
de revenir, mais Lady Holland par malice et Bess 3 par meprise 
y mele toujours quelque chose de pitie ou d’ironie indirecte qui 
me deploit infiniment. 

9th. 

There are rumours of a flag of truce, but not believ’d. The 
Dss. of Brunswick4 is arriv’d and Lodg’d at Black Heath, and 
the poor old K. delighted to see her. L’on ne dit pas de meme de 
toute la famille. I wonder what effect this terrible Catastrophe 
will have on Mr. Arundel’s motions, and longing to see him as 
I do, with more than woman’s longing, I scarcely can wish him 
to arrive before this stormy, wrangling Session is over. When 
Archimedes5 began the other day to lament the fallen fortunes 
of our country, the Pope whisper’d he suppos’d he alluded to 
the Dardanelles and Egypt; but I am not one of the despondent— 
I am proud of my Country, and of its inhabitants when they do 
not let themselves go to useless repinings. We are by Nature a 
grumbling Nation, but in times of exigency have always hitherto 
risen when exertion was really wanted. Then, tho’ I have not 
much faith in the wisdom of our leaders, I have implicit in that 
of Mr. A., who, if he cannot make fierce war, will try for good 
peace. Ly. Westmorland exemplifies what I said above of the 
English; she, who is so nervous that she is terrified at every 
wind, bore the Earthquake with Heroism, and was driving 

1 “ Great reverses were experienced in Polish Prussia by the Russians and 
Prussians. Dantzic was taken, Koenigsberg was taken, and on 14th June was 
fought the Battle of Priedland, which, though not decisive as a battle, was a 
complete victory over the mind of the Emperor of Russia. Prom that day 
all his boasted courage ended, though his General Bennigsen did not think 
himself defeated, and assured him he could still make a powerful stand—this 
very Bennigsen whom he had abused a week before to Lord G. L. G. for want 
of spirit and perseveranoe.”—Lord Malmesbury’s Memoirs. 

2 G. L. G. 3 Lady Elizabeth Foster. 
4 Augusta, Duchess of Brunswick, the King’s favourite sister, and mother 

of the Princess of Wales. 
6 Unsolved. 
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about the streets of Lisbon within a few hours after it. Baron 
Armfeldt’s recommendation came to me this morning; he has 
a Spirited, good Countenance and seems well inform’d, but 
rather dwells too long on the details of a battle: 

“ For Blenheim’s Field becomes, by his reciting, 
As long in telling as it was in fighting.” 

He has a Foreign and Gentlemanlike manner, but unfortunately 
by his manner and conversation evidently shews how the Baron 
has talk’d to him, and that he is convinc’d it is to his General’s 
quondam Mistresses he is coming for protection. I introduc’d 
him to your Sister, who came in, and I hope got him ask’d to a 
famous ball given by a Miss Noel in C. Sqr. tomorrow night, 
where all London is to be. 

Sunday. 

To day’s report is that the Sound is shut against us—that the 
Danish fleet will be employ’d to forward the long threatened 
invasion, and that while our fleet are occupied in blockading 
the Dutch, French, and Medit. Ports, that will sail round the 
North of Scotland and make a descent on Ireland. The opposi¬ 
tion say they had prepared a fleet of 16 Ships of the line, which 
had receiv’d Sailing orders when they went out, but that the 
newcomers countermanded them; that it would have been wiser 
to keep the Sound open than to force it open when it was once 
clos’d. ... I went to a party (the first I have been at) at Lord 
Howick’s to night; if I frequented Assemblies, this wd. be the 
sort I should prefer, not because of party, but that odd, out of 
the way people go. . . . The Prince of Wales overwhelm’d me 
with kindness. He has not seen his Aunt yet; he says he cannot 
go where she is now, but whenever she removes shall be happy 
to shew every respect in his power to his Father’s Sister. You 
cannot think what a cry the Maynooth business is making; I 
cannot understand it. I believe the College to be on all accounts 
the best policy, but were I against the Catholicks I would 
suppress the College, not take off 5,000 of its income; it seems so 
trifling a difference between 8 and 13. . . . 

Tuesday, 14. 

The news seems worse and worse every day, and one must 
be possessed of all your Sanguine Spirits pour ne pas desesperer, 
as you tell yr. Sister; qu’y a t il a esperer ? I own the last news 
of the Sound being shut, frightful as it was, appears to me less 
bad than the Act. When our Fleets have had an opportunity 
of Action they have distinguish’d themselves. If by forcing the 
Danes to reopen the Sound we convince them that they cannot 
close it against us, and that we can do them serious injury, it 
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may make them more inclin’d to be friendly to us in future; but 
then what is to happen, with all Europe conquer’d and we 
at best only standing at Bay ? . . . 

No. 3. 

G. L. G. to Lady B. 
Copenhagen, 

June 3d, 1S07. 

The wind is at last become fair, and we are this moment 
taking our departure for Memel; it is a most welcome wind, 
for at this place, when I tell you that I have had no business to 
do, and that nothing resembling amusement is to be found, you 
will not be surprised at my being impatient to arrive at a scene 
of more activity. The only ground upon which I could have 
been consoled in staying here longer is the expectation of Letters 
arriving here for me by the Post of to morrow. Since the bad 
news of the Surrender of Dantzic, no intelligence has been 
received here from the Theatre of War. ... I hear the Emperor 
of Russia is at Tilsit, which is the reason why~we sail for Memel 
in preference to Ivoenigsberg. 

No. 4. 

G. L. G. to Lady B. 
SOLEBAY, 

June 5th, 1S07. 

We left Copenhagen the day before yesterday with every 
prospect of a quick passage to Memel, but we had not proceeded 
above 30 miles before the wind changed, and we have ever since 
been beating about, and making very little progress. It is now 
a dead calm, or what the sailors call half a fair wind. Our 
mode of Life is very much the same as that we passed in crossing 
the German Ocean: we play at Chess, and we read, and walk 
the Deck for Exercise; at the former of these three I am become 
nearly invincible. My Reading has been chiefly Virgil (by way 
of something new), and Malthus on Population, and any other 
little foolish book that I may occasionally find in Captain 
Bromley’s collection. Willy will answer for my Patience on 
board a Ship, but I confess it is at this moment put to high 
trial. Just as we embarked at Copenhagen we met a Ship of 
War coming in, which had left Ld. Hutchinson three days 
before, who was fully convinced that a general battle wd. immedi¬ 
ately take place; we have had no intelligence since that day, 
and perhaps at this Moment the fate of Europe is decided. 
Probably before I have the opportunity of sending this Letter I 
shall be enabled to write what has been the result of the Battle. 
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June 1th. 

We met a small Ship this day, which has been employed in 
transporting Russian Troops to Pillau, and which left that 
Place on Friday night, from the master of which we learn that 
no general action had at that time taken place. We shall 
probably reach Memel late to Night or early to Morrow Morn¬ 
ing; before that time I shall have no opportunity of sending you 
my Letter. Why therefore write conjectures or doubtful 
information upon that of which in 24 hours we must receive 
more certain intelligence ? Because you wished me so to do, 
and because I have a pleasure in so doing, and because when I 
arrive upon Land I shall probably be too much occupied to be 
able to find time to write to you more than one Line. My last 
Study has been Lord Karnes,1 who is, I think, more entertaining 
than instructive; he has collected together in this book of Meta¬ 
physics many curious stories and anecdotes, but his reasoning 
I think very fallacious, and his Philosophy very superficial. 
Malthus, however, seems to have borrowed a good deal from him, 
without acknowledging the Theft. Do you remember how warm 
and eager I used to be in defending Sir H. Popham, and attacking 
those who brought him to Trial; I now find Myself, out of eight 
persons, the Captain included, the only one who will say a word 
in defence of the latter. I am about to begin a Letter to the 
Barbarian, but I confess myself to be rather at a Loss as to the 
Tone in which I shall address her; her very long silence is really 
inexplicable, and I doubt whether I shall write to her as If I 
thought she designedly meant to drop all correspondence, or 
whether I shall lament my not hearing from her as arising from 
accidental interruption. 

Memel, 
June 9th. 

At length we are anchored in Memel Roads, and I am this 
instant going on Shore; I hear there is no news. The Emperor 
and King of Prussia are both, it is said, about 60 English Miles 
away at a Place called Tilsit. We shall proceed there as soon 
as our Carriages can be prepared. Captain Bromley on his way 
to Petersburgh will probably meet with Ships bound to England, 
and to them he will confide this and other'Letters. ... I have 
written to the Barbarian, expressing myself at a Loss how to 
interpret her Silence. Adieu. 

1 Henry Home, Lord Kames (1696-1782), Scottish Judge and author, amongst 
other works, wrote “ Essays on the Principles of Morality and Natural Religion.” 

VOL. II 18 
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No. 5. 

G. L. G. to Lady B. 
Memel, 

June 19£/&, 1807. 

Since I have first set my foot upon the Continent I have not 
had a moment to myself; I was first occupied here with paying 
my devoirs to the Queen, and preparing for my Journey, and 
I no sooner arrived at Tilsit, where I found the Emperor and 
King of Prussia, than I was engaged in audiences and confer¬ 
ences and Royal Dinners the whole day. From that place we 
were put to flight by the misfortunes of the allied Army, and since 
I have been here, Lord Hutchinson being absent, and no other 
Minister arrived here not accredited to the Prussian Court, I 
have been constantly engaged in business with the Prussians, 
and in writing an account of what I said and heard at Tilsit. 
It seems as if I brought bad luck to the armies which I approach. 
I had scarcely landed when the tide of success turned against 
the Russians, but I really believe that all their misfortunes are 
to be attributed to the obstinate folly of their Leader; the Bravery 
with which the Troops have fought exceeds all ever before told 
of the intrepidity of Soldiers. The Battles have been extremely 
bloody; I suppose, de part et d’autre, that not less than 60,000 
men have been killed, and the French have lost nearly as many 
as the Russians. I shall leave this Place to morrow to go to a 
place called Szhawbe, where the Emperor and the King of Prussia 
are to meet. I ought to mention that I saw for an instant 
Madame Manteufel at Tilsit; Madame Ouvaroff had been at 
the army, but had taken her departure for her estates in Volhynia. 
I am really tired to death, as usual, at the departure of a Courier. 
God bless you. I have not heard a word from England since 
I left it, . . . and I have as yet heard nothing of the Barbarian. 

No. 6. 

G. L. G. to Lady B. 
Memel, 

June 23d. 

... I cannot say that I have much enjoyed the sejour we 
have hitherto made upon the Continent; nothing but bad news 
has arrived since we set foot on shore, and I confess that the 
issue of my mission promises to be as little prosperous as the 
continuance of it is disagreeable. I set off from here two days 
ago to find the Emperor; I had travelled about 50 English Miles 
of bad road when I received a Letter informing me that the 
Emperor had quitted the Place I was going to, and I had to 
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rebrousser chemin and come back Lere. You know I am not 
apt to be put out of humour by contretemps of this sort, but you 
will allow that this was a severe trial. I am now told that 
the village where the Emperor is at this moment will not be his 
fixed residence, and I am therefore waiting here for more certain 
intelligence, and living, morning and evening, with her Prussian 
Majesty. I am not boasting of having this Honour exclusively, 
tor all the persons with me, and Ld. Hutchinson and all his 
People, enjoy the same advantage. The jDoor Queen is very 
low, and the tears sometimes drop down her cheeks, but she 
endeavours to divert^ her thoughts from more serious subjects 
by all sorts of petits jeux in a society consisting of her sister in 
Law—who, by the bye, is extremely handsome—and her cousin 
Princess Louise Radzivill, and the English Polony. I heard 
accidentally yesterday that the Barbarian was at some baths 
about 140 English Miles from this Place; I shall not be easy till 
I obtain more certain information upon this Point. I write 
nothing upon politics because, to tell the Truth, I am at this 
moment a little in the dark, and probably by the time this 
Letter goes I shall have more certain information of all that is 
going on. 

June 26th. 

Mr. Hervey, who carries my dispatches, is just setting off, 
and I have only time to express a lamentation at the miserable 
termination of our continental War, an embrace upon the river 
Niemen between Alexander and Bonaparte. I am still at Memel, 
but suppose this embrace will soon cause some change in my 
residence. ... 

No. 20. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
July 15. 

. . . .Count Woronzow still offers bets that there will not be 
Peace with Russia—at least, not before Xmas- to night’s 

Y’ouner~sTt5irns to put it beyond all doubt, and "If, as it is there 
stated, all English are to be sent from Petersburg, we may soon 
expect to see you back again. In general, I am angry with Op. 
for their constant finding fault with Govt., but if it is true, as it 
is reported, that Duckworth 1 is appointed to command the 
Baltic fleet, they have full cause to exclaim. At a moment 
when the fate of England depends upon the activity and firmness 
of the Admiral, and the prejudice of the Sailors in favour of 
their commander, to send a man who at best is unfortunate, and 
has fail’d in the only instance when our fleet has been repuls’d, 
it seems to me absolute Madness. 

1 Admiral Sir John Duckworth (1748-1817). 
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16. 

You will be spar’d any further animadversions, for it is Ad1 
Gambier,1 and not Duckworth, that goes. I saw Mrs. Howe 
yesterday, who had been to visit the Dss. of Brimswick. She 
seems in such good health and Spirits that little Pss. Charlotte 
told her she was the merriest old woman she ever saw. lne iv. 
was much agitated at their meeting, and shed tears at not being 
able to see her. Is it true that the French have gam d over yr. 
old friend Ali Pacha2 by the gift of an Electrical Machine . 
I always think we are too high minded, and neglect les petites 
causes too much. I have just been reading some letters from 
my nephew Clifiord and Capt. Hallowell,3 with details of the 
attack on Rosetta; but how extraordinary ! all assert that so 
far from famine there was plenty of fresh provisions, not only 
for the garrison, but the whole fleet. Does not this justify our 
friends, who were accus’d of having plac’d our troops m a situa¬ 
tion where they must fight or starve % . , 

I am just return’d from D. H., where the Hollands, Ld. 
Lauderdale and our family supp’d. Lord Holland was more 
than commonly amusing, but she and the Scotch Diplomats told 
me a strange story of Lord Temple, who told Lord Howick he 
knew for certain of the King’s having express’d himself very 
slightingly of the Pope, and even to him. I always must feel 
regret for any thing injurious to the Pope, tho’ I probably shall 
never see him again. Your Sister was with me again this 
Morning, but, alas ! she is going Saturday; her Children are always 
attacking her on her coming here so often, and call me her new 
friend. Catalani sang and look’d beautifully to night in the 
Fanatico, but I was quite provok’d at her condescending to 
advertise her Male attire / tho’ she look d like a pretty boy, and 
acted perfectly, I could not reconcile myself to this circus like 
exhibition, and she has too much real merit to want tricks 

for attraction. 
17. 

I have been waiting in agony till this moment that your letter 
is come. Thank you, Dearest G., for writing in the midst of 
all your trouble and hurries; bad as the contents of your letters 
are, the hand writing alone is a consolation. \\hat will you 
do ? And how very vexatious this termination of all hopes 
is ! C’etoit sous de mauvoises auspices que cette malheureuse 
Mission a commence; probably the Emperor Alexander was not 
very favourably inclin’d from the first to the King, &c., and the 

1 Admiral James Gambier, created first Baron Gambier (1756-1833). 
2 Ali Pacha, Vizier of Janina (1744-1822), went over to the English after 

the Treaty of Tilsit. 
3 Afterwards Admiral Sir Benjamin Hallowell Oarew (1760-1834). 
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travelling about was a pretence for not receiving bis Commis¬ 
sioner. Do not in your anxiety to console a beautiful Queen 
fall in love with her. APill she ever bear receiving as a protector 
the Man who has abus’d her to all Europe ? . . . 

No. 7. 

G. L. G. to Lady B. 
Memel, July 1st, 1807. 

The life we lead at this place is little varied. We live entirely 
with the Queen and her family; we pass at least six hours of 
the 24 in her Society, and we are become so intimate that all 
etiquette and form is entirely banished. We walk together, we 
go upon the water together, we dine together, we play aux 
petits jeux together; she affects society, and bears up with great 
fortitude in her misfortunes, but one sees frequently under the 
mask of affected gaiety great depression of spirits, and the tears 
sometimes involuntarily roll down her cheeks. Her Sister 
in Law, Princess William, is very handsome and very good 
humoured, and her cousin, princesse Louise de Radzivill, is 
very amiable and clever. 

July 3d. 

I am so occupied in attending upon Royalty, and in business, 
that I have few moments for idle writing. You will have heard, 
probably, of the intimate familiarity subsisting at Tilsit between 
the Emperor of Russia and Bonaparte; they dine daily together. 
This is the order and etiquette of the Table at Bonaparte’s 
Quarters: 

Murat. Em. Alex. Bon. K. of Prussia. G. D. Constantine. 

Ministers, Officers, &c;, and French, Russians, and Prussians, 
Duroc superintending the waiting at table upon the sovereigns. 
I need not say that if I was easily affected by desagrements, f 
I ought to be extremely annoyed and out of Spirits at all these | 
proceedings; but when I feel conscious that I have not to re- I 
proach myself in any degree for having neglected any thing by I 
which they might have been prevented, I see no reason why I A 
should be more vexed than any other Individual far remote } 
from this Place. I am aware that at Petersburgh the French 
Ambassador will be received more graciously than I shall be, 
that numbers of the Russians will make a point of shewing him 
more marked attentions than they will bestow upon me, but I 
confess such a prospect does not give me any uneasiness. I have 
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as yet heard nothing from the Barbarian, and I begin to think 
that she was affronted at that Letter I wrote to her about 
divorced women not being received in England. Since I left 
London, or rather Yarmouth, six weeks ago I have had but one 
little note from you, which accompanied the two books you sent 

to me. . . . 
No. 22. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
* July 23. 

The heat is so oppressive we are in dread of an Earth quake or 
some unnatural convulsion; the thermometer was 83 in the 
shade at four yesterday. ... I might say, as the Barbarian 
did of Petersburgh, that London est en pleurs; the guards, &c., 
1,600 Men in all, have receiv’d Marching Orders, some people 
say for Boulogne, but most think for an attack on Zealand. 
This, like every other Measure, is applauded or condemn’d as the 
Speaker is Ministerial or the reverse, and will, like most others, 
be finally judg’d by its success. I pass’d all the morning at 
Sally’s,1 II where my Daughter in Law lies in, and din d at the 
Hollands’. Mr. Tierney was rather entertaining, among other 
things maintaining as a proof of the Dr.’s being a great man 
that he would defy any body to produce in the same given 
space of time heavier Taxes impos’d, fewer jobs done, or more 
nonsense talk’d (all great requisites), in any Administration in 
the records of history. We had some warm disputes in which 
my Son in law’s Brother2 and Mr. Tierney and I were on one 
side, Lady Holland on the other; we maintained the Bravery 
and often success of English troops, she gave up the whole 
country to destruction as unworthy to be nam’d among the 
nations of Europe. Opposition or Administration, I always 
was and always must be a good Englishwoman; I am proud of 
my Country, and as indignant as you could be at hearing it 
run down. At night we met again at supper in London, when I 
got Lord Howick on my side, who told me I made so Eloquent a 
speech that he wd. have me elected in the H. of C. Here is a 
charade for you, for want of better things: 

“ Mon premier est le but et le fruit de l’usure; 
Mon second, Bien Supreme a un accent de pres; 
Mon tout est la Raison que j’aime sans mesure; 
Car c’est l’attrait charmant qui marque ta beaute.” 3 

1 Lady Jersey. 2 Mr. George Lamb. 
3 Answer: “ Le but de l’usure est l’lnteret, 

Nul bien n’est plus grand que la Sante, 
L'on s’adressoit a une femme qui 
etoit moins belle qu'Interessante, 
II no manque qu’un accent a Sante pour devenir Sante." 
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Pray observe it is from a man to a woman; the explanation is 
over leaf. 

24th July. 
. . . Cha. and her family are in great vexation at a thing 

which I cannot help being sorry for too, tho’ it is certainly 
perfectly fair. K.1 is going to sell Burlington House. The 
present inhabitant2 had remov’d for greater convenience to 
a temporary residence, and taken that opportunity to new paint, 
but unfortunately forgot that hitherto he had always been good 
friends with old Sir Bruno, whom he employ’d, but this year 
had a quarrel with him, on account of some Estates in Cumber¬ 
land. Whether from resentment at this circumstance, or really 
being struck with the great gain to K. letting it on building 
leases would be, he made this proposal to him, pointing out the 
advantages so strongly that K. consented—wrote to his Brother 
in Law to know if it was a great inconvenience. The other 
replied he could only recollect with gratitude the loan of near 
thirty years he had already had of it, and that tho’ he certainly 
had intended returning there in a few weeks, he should as certainly 
abstain from it now. An act of Park is to be obtain’d to cut 
off the entail. I wish at least they would have waited the next 
few years, when my Nephew will be of age. There is something 
goes against me in all this, yet it is fair for any one to make the 
most of their property. 

No. 8. 

G. L. G. to Lady B. 
Mem el, 5th July. 

... As to Politics, both foreign and domestic, nothing can 
be worse. I arrived here at the momeftt that the Russian army 
was signally defeated; the means of resisting the French army 
no longer remained, and it is not surprising that under such 
circumstances the proffered friendship of Bonaparte should 
prevail over Every argument I could use to engage H.I.M. to 
remain firm to his Allies. What may be the result of this new 
friendship it is difficult to foresee, but the mutual permission 
to rob Turkey will without doubt be the first consequence of 
their negotiations. If ever there was a moment in which it 
was necessary for the country to be united and the Govt, strong 
it is the present. If we make Peace, the Ministry should be 
strong enough to resist the Clamour which will probably be created 
by the Terms of it not being advantageous; and if we continue 
the war, we shall find it necessary to use the utmost exertions 

1 The Duke of Devonshire. 
2 Tho Duke of Portland, who had married the Duke’s sister Dorothy. 
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of the Nation to carry it on with Honour and Success. Instead 
of my regret at the loss of Pitt and Fox wearing of! by time, 1 

« every day feel more and more how irreparable is the loss we have 

\sustained. T . _j7 
July 7th. 

Nothing can exceed the dullness of this Place, and I feel it 
the more on account of the unpleasantness of my political 
situation here. The Queen went to Tilsit three days ago, s e 
made a great sacrifice of personal feeling to what^she was told 
might be advantageous to her Country; but the King ought to 
have sooner given up his Kingdom than have snbiecled her to 
the humiliation of courting him who had so cruelly insulted her. 

■If she talks to him upon business, she proves the accusation 
of her meddling in the politics and affairs of state; if she avoids 
such discussions, of what possible utility can be her interview 

1 with Bonaparte ? , , ,, , 
July \lth. 

You will hear, probably, before the arrival of My letter that 
Peace is concluded between France and Russia, and Prussia.1 
The King and Queen of Prussia returned here the night before 
last. The poor Queen is the picture of Misery; she has subjected 
herself to great humiliation, and has not by the sacrifice of her 
own feelings obtained any advantage for her country. I shall 
set off for Petersburgh to morrow or the next day. I am in 
lower Spirits than I can describe; every thing, both public and 
private, is as disagreeable as possible. Not a Line from the 
Barbarian; do not be very much surprised if I return soon to 
England. . . . 

No. 25. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
ls< August. 

... I was at the Opera to night to see Catalani’s Adieu; she 
out did herself, and sang and look’d beautifully. But for the 
first time I went into our old box: my name on the door, the look 
of the box, the numbers of times I have been there with her, 
with you, all impress’d such a feel of pain upon me, I could hardly 

1 “ On 24th June Alexander and Buonaparte met on a raft moored on the 
River Niemen, and on 8th July, 1807, a most ignominious peace was signed 
at Tilsit. The helpless and unfortunate Frederick William, King of Prussia, 
was neither consulted nor remembered, and Alexander was base enough to 
receive part of the dominions, in Polish Prussia, of a Sovereign who had been 
fighting by his side, and for whose interests he professedly drew the sword a 
few months before, as an indemnity for the expenses of the war he had been 
engaged in. . . . Talleyrand signed on the part of Buonaparte, and that 
vain man, Prince Alexander Kourakin, and LabanoS on the part of Alexander; 
and in such haste was Buonaparte that he had the ratifications signed the next 
day, the 9th.”—From Lord Malmosbury’s Memoirs. 
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endure it, and had not that sort of Pride and jealousy I always 
have of any indifferent persons witnessing my grief, supported 
me, I must have gone out. Why, G., why will not time do for 
me what it does for all around me ? but leave the remembrance 
so keenly alive before me, that it destroys all present peace. 
She was more to me than she could be to any one else, and the 
loss was greater. . . . Sheridan came into my box; I did not 
speak to him, but after sometime he told me there were but two 
honest Men in England, himself and Lord B.; I did not under¬ 
stand at first, but he means for being the only two of our friends 
against the Irish insurrection bill.1 Lord B. protested, and I 
believe will be alone. I am afraid the bill is necessary, but 
still, I cannot disapprove of his way of seeing it. In the first 
place, he is perfectly sincere; it is not to hamper Govt, or oppose 
Ministers, but that he really does not think it necessary, and I 
compleatly agree with him that, if not absolutely necessary, it 
is very bad. I hear there was a very animated debate last 
night in which both the attack and defence were admirably 
manag’d, but I suspect by all I hear and the little I read that 
Ministers had the best of it on Foreign affairs. 

. . . All London is occupied with going to see some green 
Serpents, ten or twelve feet long, who swallow rabbits whole, 
as light food for their infancy; when they grow up they are to 
be 40 feet long, the Man says, and then I conclude they will 
swallow Elephants. These and ye Smoke Lamps keep pace 
with the Prussian Treaty and the Irish insurrection bill—povera 
gente umana—but nothing teaches one to grumble so much as 
going out little. Ridicules and faults strike at once as prominent 
features, but it requires time and trouble to sever what is good 
from the mass—worth it, however, for there are few things, and 
few people, in which there is not something good if one would 
but look for it. 

August 2. 

- . . . What a falling off in the Emperor ! I hear he wears 
the new order,2 and allows his Master3 to walk before him. 
There are bets made that B. will end by being in love with your 
Queen.4 Sheridan says she will be in love with B., because all 
women are dazzled by glory, and sure to be in love with a Man 
whom they begin by hating and who has treated them ill; that 

1 In July Sir Arthur Wellesley (Chief Secretary for Ireland) brought in a 
Bill for the Suppression of Insurrection in Ireland, and another for Registration 
of Arms. 

2 After the signature of the Treaty of Tilsit, a mutual exchange had been 
made of Russian and French orders; and at the dinner given by Napoleon to 
the Sovereigns, these decorations were worn by the two Emperors and their 
suites. 

3 The Emperor Napoleon. 4 Queen Louise of Prussia. 
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situation, beauty, talents, perseverance, ardent love, flattery, 
are all good things in their way, and may succeed now and then; 
but that a moderate share of hatred in the woman, and a con¬ 
siderable one of disregard and brutal tyranny in the man, never 
fail’d yet from an Empress to a Housemaid. . . . 

No. 9. 

G. L. G. to Lady B. 
Memel, 

July 15th, 1807. 

I must write one Line, though the Horses are waiting at the 
Door ready to set off for Petersburgh. The Messenger is this 
instant arrived from England, and has brought me your Letters 
up to the 30th of last month. You had just heard of the Battle 
of Friedland,1 of which the consequences have been much more 
frightful than the battle itself. Whilst in England Politicians 
are occupying themselves in squabbles in Parliament, and the 
People in following Sir F. Burdett’s Chair, the most deadly 
blows are aiming at the very existence of the country; for be 
assured that the dangers which threaten England at this moment 
infinitely exceed what we ever before apprehended. . . . 

No. 26. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
August 3. 

I have this moment receiv’d your letter of the 15th July, 
which quite terrifies me. If you—you who were always so 
Sanguine—despond, what must become of us ? And I hear, 
too, that the Secret Articles of the Treaty2 are dreadfully against 
us. Dear G-., what will become of us ? And at this moment, 
with ruin threatening us on every side, people are ten times 
more taken up with every foolish party question that is brought 
forward, or with which side defended itself and attack’d the other 
best, than with all that is happening on the Continent. Will 
it sound very Pedantick, Dear G., to quote a Speech of Demos¬ 
thenes which I have just been reading in Italian, and which 
applies so exactly ? 

“ I hear Much,” he says, “ of what should have been done, 
and what should not have been done, but little of what is done. 
Athenians, Athenians, whilst you dispute the enemy advances. 
What will it avail fhat this man or that advis’d best, or was 
most esteem’d, when Athens itself lies in ruins ?” Oh, Dear G., 
what will it avail indeed that the Foxites or the Pittites were most 

1 Fought on 14th June. 2 Of Tilsit. 
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Powerful, that the present or last Ministers were least inclin’d 
to jobs or extravagance, if every Nation in Europe either takes 
open part against us, or rests an indifferent Spectator of our 
ruin, which I really for the first time believe is looming. 

4. 
I was terribly inclin’d to see en noir last night, and no wonder, 

for besides your frightful letter and the account of the Treaty, 
the Hollands had been with me all Morning talking of nothing 
but the Irish Republic. All our people are up in arms at the 
reversion bill1 being thrown out in the H. of Lds. I do think 
it^ is what Sol would call bad taste in Ld. Melville to make his 
debut in the H. supporting jobs. The Don voted, and I believe 
spoke in opposition. All the independents like Mr. Mills, &c., 
and the Saints are also in Op. on this question, and I think it 
one likely to throw great discredit on Govt, at a moment when 
it is not only real talent but opinion that is wanted. 

Aug. 5th. 

i Think of my going to Astley last night. There is a battle on 
the stage, with real horses Galloping full Speed and fighting 
to a beautiful white Light like Day dawn, that is quite beautiful, 
and like one of Bourguignon’s Battle Pictures Animated. What 
follow’d is not so good; a Harlequin farce—no less than a 
Calypso and Telemachus. A Polish Nobleman rivals Telemachus 
with Eucharis;2 Minerva, to save him from Calypso’s anger, 
turns him into Harlequin, and Calypso the Pole into Pantaloon, 
and at the end poor Ulysses and Penelope, who never found 
themselves before in such company, are brought down from 
Heaven to embrace their son Harlequin, and ask Pantaloon for 
his Daughter as his wife. You will not be much edified by this 
history, but the excessive extravagance of it amus’d me. All 
this horrid long day I have pass’d in B. Sqr., where poor Maria 
is suffering sadly, but not yet brought to bed. The Don has 
been here, and show’d me a note from the Pope highly approving 
of his vote. Ld. Bathurst, too, says if he had been in time he 
should have voted in Op. No Ministers being present is reckon’d 
shabby, but all goes wrong every where. Poor Frederick has 
receiv’d a string of resolutions intended to be mov’d by the 
people who form the grand jury, which Ld. Ormond, Ld. Clifden, 
and all the principal people of the County, have sign’d. They 
are good, but I am afraid will be reckon’d very factious. As to 
me, I feel so convinc’d that we are to lose Ireland, that I want 

1 This was a Bill for preventing the granting of offices in reversion. It was 
supported by Lords Lauderdale, Holland, Boringdon, etc., and opposed by 
Lord Melville, etc. It had passed the House of Commons with nearly unani¬ 
mous consent. Parliament adjourned on 14th August to 24th September. 

2 One of theyiymphs of Calypso with whom Telemachus was deeply smitten. 
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Ld. B. to begin now reducing our Establishment and making 
as much money as we can. I shall not like to be an Emigrant, 
and still less to have a debt left unpaid in the world. K.1 has 
been very ill with an inflammation on his breast, but is better. 
Poor little Ld. Granby is dead. Why in all the News papers, 
Ministerial or Opposition, are Ld. Hutchinson’s dispatches 
always mention’d and never yours ? 

August 8. 

. . . Yesterday, in walking from here to White Hall, I met 
the Pope.2 He came up to speak to me. I did not know him 
at first, and then was so nervous I hardly knew what I said, 
and must have appear’d to him a compleat Idiot. I felt so 
angry with him that at first I was in doubt whether I should 
speak to him, but I certainly, as Lord Howick always tells me, 
have a particular faiblesse towards him, for after he went I was 
ready to cry. . . . 

No. 29. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
August 19 th. 

Non posso scriveri non mi basta il cuore. I am ill, my Dear 
G.—not to signify, but sick, weary, out of sorts, disgusted with 
the world, with myself, with every one, but you and my Dear 
Children. I could sit and spout, like Bob Heathcote, by the 
hour if it was not for shame. Part of all this is occasion’d by 
the disappointment of finding I admired too much one, who, what¬ 
ever he is among Men, is any thing but honourable among women, 
or classes them low indeed in society. I told you how angry I 
was with Ld. Howick; I cannot tell you, for my head aches too 
much, the strange qui pro quo Hecca3 occasion’d. He came, 
however, to me. I could not resist reproaching him bitterly 
for what I think from first to last abominable conduct. I never 
saw such violence; he beat his head, call’d himself by a thousand 
harsh names, cried and threw himself at my feet. It was 
impossible not to be agitated by such a scene; I was extremely 
so. He clasp’d both my hands in his, press’d them to his fore¬ 
head as he knelt before me quite sobbing aloud, and then at 
once when I least dreamt of it clasp’d me in his Arms—et a 
peu pres l’histoire de Sol.* 

August 20. 

I was interrupted in the midst of my Story, which I had once 
had doubts of telling you; I am asham’d of it for him, and for 

1 The Duke of Devonshire. 
2 No definite reason has appeared in these letters to account for the break 

in the friendship in 1806 between Lady Bessborough and Mr. Canning. 
3 Mrs. Sheridan. 
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myself. He is gone to the North, for he was setting out when 
this scene happen’d. I cannot account for it: was it resentment 
at my just indignation for his conduct to her, and did he take this 
strange way of marking it ? It is impossible a man of common 
delicacy should not know qu’en pared cas il n’y a point de milieu, 
il faut ou qu’il enivre ou qu’il outrage. I have pass’d this 
whole day on the road. My Mother is come incog, to Brentford; 
she does not like coming to London pour causes que vous savez, 
and being near without doing so would affront all her friends. 
I was therefore oblig’d to go secretly there and back with as 
much mystery as if I had been seeking . . . Every day London 
swarms with reports now that the Danes are at open war with 
us and Copenhagen Bombarding; next that our Captains are 
giving balls on board their ships to all the Danish and Swedish 
Ladies within reach of them; then frightful accounts of the 
Barbarian’s Country and bets that you will be sent away before 
Xmas. Bess had a long and amusing letter from Clifford 
yesterday; he says they have just receiv’d reinforcements, and 
are in high health and spirits; that the Turks treat their prisoners 
well, except in insisting upon shaving their heads, and some 
other Turkish ceremonies our English soldiers do not much 
approve of. He was delighted with Sicily, which by his account 
is the gayest of Courts. Miss Fox is married there to a Capt. 
Banbury. 

21. 
If I can get them, I will send you Mr. Paul’s Pamphlet, because 

every body is reading and talking of it; and S. Smith’s'letters,1 
which I do not like: they are flippant and often Coarse, evidently 
written entirely to please Lady Holland, and support the 
Catholick question in a way I hate, making all religion a matter of 
perfect indifference and mere expediency. I suppose you get 
the Ed. review. This last No. is very good, particularly the 
criticism on Cobbett by Jeffery; that on Mr. Hope is too severe, 
or rather too grave for the subject—one should not behead a 
butterfly. . . . The Prince of Wales has been very ill and is 

recovered. . . . 

No. 31. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Aug. 28. 

For three days I have been idle, stupid, and anxious, and 
therefore have not written, still more perhaps from shame at 
the dullness of my letters, which partake of that of my life 

i Letters on the subject of the Catholics to my brother Abraham, by Peter 

Ply m ley. 
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only varied by anxiety for the health of my Children and of 
theirs, which, tho’ interesting in the extreme to me, cannot be 
so to you. Hecca,1 indeed, continues to chequer it now and then 
with odd scenes; as yesterday, for example, I receiv’d a note 
from her while I was shut up with Caroline, who is beginning to 
be ill, begging me for heaven’s sake to come to her, as she went 
out of town to day. I could not then, but wrote word I would 
at night, when they were all in bed here (Caroline’s house, 
where I now live). ... At twelve I went, and was carried up 
to her bed room, where we had not sat long, when a violent 
burst at the door announc’d the arrival of Sheridan, not perfectly 
sober. The most ridiculous scene ensued—that is, ridiculous 
it would have been if I had not felt myself too indignant and 
disgusted to be entertained. He began by asking my pardon, 
entreating my mercy and compassion, saying he was a wretch, 
and was even to this moment more in love with me than with 
any woman he had ever met with, on which Hecca exclaim’d: 
“Not excepting me ? Why, you always tell me I am the only 
woman you ever were in love with.” “ So you are, to be sure, 
my Dear Hecca; you know that, of course—you know I love you 
better than any thing on Earth.” “ Except her“ Pish, 
pish, Child ! Do not talk nonsense.” Then he began again to 
me, upbraiding me for my cruelty, both for quarrelling with 
him and setting Hecca against him. The first I said I did in 
my own defence, the other was false, Hecca every now and then 
coming in with: “ Why, S-, I thought Ly. B. pursued you, 
and that you reviled all her violence like a second Joseph ? 
So you us’d to tell me.” I cannot give you all the conversation, 
for it lasted till near three in the Morning. . . . Getting away 
was the difficulty; he wanted to come down with me, and seiz’d 
my arm with such violence once before Hecca that I was obliged 
to call her Maid to help me, and at last only escap’d by locking 
him in. All to day I have pass’d in extreme anxiety with my 
dear Caro.; she is ill, but so slow and lingering I know not what 
to think. She and all of them insisted on my going to sup at 
Emily’s ;2 it was rather dull: a majority of women, Frederick 
Lamb making love to Miss Long, Ld. H. to Miss Drummond, 
and that frightful Ld. Monson to pretty little Ly. Emily Saville. 
Mr. Hill was the only Disengaged Man I knew to speak to (surely 
ma qualite de Grand’ mere will save me from stories; so I 
hop’d, at least, all the time he was talking to me), and he always 
contrives to raise my Curiosity about two people who, tho’ far 
remov’d from my ken, in a different way always interest me— 
Hetty 3 and the Pope. He is there not only all day, but almost 

1 Mrs. Sheridan. 2 Lady Cowper. 3 Lady Hester Stanhope. 
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all night. Mr. Hill says she must have some strong occupation. 
At present he, the Pope, is le regnant, and among other fears 
that of his even seeing or speaking to me is the greatest, and I 
dare say a much truer cause for his quarrelling with me than 
what he assigns. How little she knows me; her Notion is that 
I should try to influence him against her, as she imagined I did 
you, and also that I should try to gain power over him, and 
meddle in politics. 

29. 

Caroline has given birth to a very fine boy. I am too happy 
and too tired to write more to night, but you, I am sure, will be 
glad of any thing that makes me so. . . . 

No. 10. 

G. L. G. to Lady B. 

St. Petersburg!!, 

July 26th, 1807. 

I arrived here last night after a tiresome journey of 6 Days, 
during which the heat of the weather and the Dust were in¬ 
tolerable. I was preceded by Qeneral Savary,1 who is, I sup¬ 
posed, destined to act a considerable Part upon this Scene. 
The novelty of a French Imperial Minister is sufficient to attract 
much the attention of the Public, but those persons whom hitherto 
I have seen either are or affect to be by no means delighted with 
the intimacy that has taken place between their Sovereign and 
Bonaparte. 

July 28th. 

Since I came here I have been so continually occupied with 
making and receiving visits that I have not had a moment 
to myself; scarcely, indeed, time to find out what are the dis¬ 
positions and intentions of the Barbarian. I had, however, a 
conversation with her last night, which, if I am to give credit 
to her words, should lead me to believe that she has absolutely 
given up all idea of changing her Country. There was, however, 
a certain manner and kindness of look which in some degree 
contradicted what she said. She told me that for some months 
she had been totally occupied in endeavouring to remove the 
difficulties that separated us; that she had even sent for the 
Emperor, who had called upon her, and to whom she had 

1 Anne J. M. R. Savary, Due de Rovigo (1774-1833), a soldier of fortune, 
and one of the most distinguished followers of Napoleon (he was called the 
Seide, or the Tristan of the new Louis XI.), was created Due de Rovigo after 
the Battle of Friedland. He was head of the Imperial Police; was sent to 
Petersburg to watch the carrying out of the secret conditions of the Treaty 
of Tilsit, one of these being the expulsion of the Bourbons from Mittau, He 
was ill-received by the Court and all Russian society. 
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intimated her wish of being liberated; that her request was not 
unfavorably received; but that she had heard, not of one, but 
of many persons by whom in England my attention was en¬ 
grossed, and that the female Borino,1 she had understood, 
particularly occupied me; that from that moment she ha 
persuaded herself that she could only avoid being unhappy by 
determining not to think about me, and that she had made a 
positive resolution not to see me alone, and much less frequently 
than when I was last at Petersburgh. During the whole of 
this conversation a demoiselle de Compagnie was in the next 
room and the door open. 

I have been interrupted whenever I have taken out this sheet 
of Paper to continue my Letter. I have again seen the Barbarian, 
and she has repeated to me what I before heard from her, and 
seems little disposed to give credit to my solemn denial of my 
having made Love to Lady Boringdon. ... I confess I do not 
feel inclined to comply with her request to give her back her 
Letters and ring. I shall not act precipitately; being with her 
is certainly the greatest comfort I can have at this place, but 
if it be true that she ceases to love me, I shall have to undergo 
vexatious mortifications without End in continuing to live in 
her society. 

I am at this time living in the House of my Predecessor, 
whdse~civflity~tO'~me'"is above alljpraise; he is supposed to be 
violently in Love, and it is said has made proposals of marriage 
to the object of his attachment. The person is a Countess 
Potocka, whose last husband, bearing that name, died about 
two years ago, and who left her an immense property, whose 
first husband is now alive, and who is herself a Greek, a native 
of Constantinople, and who made her fortune en faisant les 
delices de Potemkin about twenty years ago. She is now gone—- 
that is, yesterday—to her Estates in Poland, and It is Supposed 
that le marquis will follow her.2 

I have taken a fine house, quite new, and very convenient, 
but at what rent do you suppose ? Guess—no less than - 

1 Lady Boringdon. 
2 “ September, 1807.—Lord Douglas remained about the allied armies till 

October, and . . . followed an old battered beauty into Poland, now the 
widow of the head of the . . ., and in possession of the larger share of their 
immense property. I remember her under the name of De Witt in 1782; then 
not young, but very handsome. She was originally sent to Constantinople by 
the late King of Poland, Stanislaus, to learn Turkish embroidery, and her 
life from the beginning has been one of intrigue, in both senses of the word. 
She told ‘ si cela vous amuse suivez moi sur mes terres, mais je vous 
avertis que cela ne vous menera a rien.’ He did follow, and then returned 
home convinced she had told him truth.”—Lord Malmesbury’s Diaries. 
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Guess again; more than that—no less than £2,500 per annum. 
It is not yet furnished, and some weeks will elapse before I 
can take possession. I am therefore going to take a House in 
the Country for 6 weeks. 

Vi horn do you suppose I met at Dinner the day before Yester¬ 
day ?. M. Savary and his four followers, at the House of the 
Austrian ambassador; this rencontre was the talk of the whole 
Town yesterday and to day. He has not a bad Countenance, 
resembles the portraits of Bonaparte, but he has quite the Ton 
de Garnison. His followers were as silent as Englishmen; one 
of them was sent out of the Country last winter as a Spy, and 
he now returns under diplomatic protection. 

I know nothing that makes me so totally free from all party 
feeling, or, rather, so indignant at the violence of it, as doing 
the business of the Country at a distance from Home. This 
reflection is suggested by the arrival of a packet of newspapers 
containing the Debates, and by your Letter of the 6th, in which 
you observe that the misfortunes of the Continent are forgotten 
in the eagerness about the Debates and divisions in the House O 
of Commons. Be persuaded that the Danger with which 
England is threatened at this moment far exceeds every thing 
we have hitherto had to apprehend, and all the abilities of the 
Country in the great assembly of the nation employ themselves 
in discussing whether Sir H. Mildmay did not receive 200 pounds 
more than he ought to have done for his House at Chelmsford. 
Why, we should become the laughing stock of Europe if the 
terrible tortures under which the continent is writhing did not 
preclude the possibility of a smile upon the countenances of the 
people of these countries. 

Aug. ls<. 

Whilst my Secretary, M. Rich—who, by the bye, is a very 
excellent private Secretary—is making up my dispatches, I 
will indulge myself with adding a little more to this long Letter. 
I had again a long conversation with the Barbarian, whose manner 
became more kind, but who still persists in her resolution. I 
feel very uncomfortable here altogether, and curse the Hour 
in which I accepted this second mission. To morrow is the 
Grand Court Fete given at Peterhof, when I am miserably tied 
down to play at Cards with the Empress Mother. Corinne is 
not to be had here; you must send me yours with all its marks. 
I told the Barbarian that you thought there was a resemblance 
between her Character and that of Corinne’s. . . . 

VOL. II 19 
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No. 32. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Sepr 5. 

. Do tell me if Ld. Douglas’s Css. Potocka was ever Mad. 
deWitt, who us’d many years ago at Pans (in complaining oi an 
inflammation in her eyes) to say, J’ai mal a mes beaux yeux, never 
having heard them call’d otherwise. ... I have a very good 
letter from the Hollands, with an account of the Lakes which 
you have seen. . . T They went to visit Wordsworth and 
Southey. The former, with his wife and Sisters, hv d for some 
years on £80 pr annm in a Cottage such as the peasants inhabit 
on the side of Grasmere. His poverty was occasion d by the 
late Ld. Lonsdale’s purchasing (without the necessary ceremony 
of paying) his Paternal estate. On the present Ld. L. s succeed¬ 
ing to it? he justly (or, as it is thought for a Lowlier, generously) 
paid him, and he has now 300 a year, of which he sees no end; 
but will perhaps soon find one, as on the strength of it he has 
taken a larger house. His Sister, who is full of Romance, is 
quite in despair, Ld. Holland says, at leaving her cottage. 
Their notions of the picturesque, by Ld. H.’s account, are rather 
extravagant; the comforts of life, such as a warm house with 
doors and windows, &c., are monstrous and unpoetical and 
a dry walk, monotonous and disgusting in the extreme. Southey 
condescends to a more prosaic way of living. Ld. H. says he 
has an excellent library and MSS. of his own that would almost 
vie with Lope de Vega. He is now occupied m writing the 
History of Portugal and the life of the Cid, and so eager m this 
pursuit that he declares he has deserted Poetry for ever, which, 
after writing two Epic Poems, Ld. H. says is impossible. He 
praises his good nature and natural manner, wholly taken up 
with whatever is his pursuit at the moment. The Hollands 
like Appleby;1 it unites, they say, beauty, comfort, and magnin- 
cence. They are going from there to see Lowther, where a house 
is now building worthy of the site. The late Ld. L. often talk d 
of building, but never did because (as Wordsworth told Lord 
Holland) Stones were not Stubborn enough for him, and timber 
and quarries offer’d no conflict, and gave no handle for Tyranny 
and oppression, Bess has had a letter from Mad. de Stael, 
still in agonies about Corinne; she is banish’d to Coppet, where 
Mad. Recamier has been to visit her. She says the cause is 
her admiration for England, “ et cette pauvre Suisse ce superbe 
Pays, autrefois si fiere et si libre, croupissant maintenant sous 
le joug du despotisme, et voyant ses braves citoyens esclaves 

ou en exil.” 
1 Appleby belonged to Lord Thanet. 
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Sep? 7. 

La lumiere et la chaleur vivifie la nature entiere, aussi ne peut 
on vivre sans lumiere et sans chaleur, mais c’est maintenant la 
premiere fois je crois, qu’on s’avise de les vendre—dorenavant 
le soleil sera superflu a moins qu’on n’obtienne une patente pour 
ses Rayons. C est une rage une coqueluche qui se gagne depuis 
le Palais jusqu au plus mmce artisan de Londres, la vue quinqua- 
genaire renouvellee, sans un lot de lumiere et de chaleur—point 

?e} wf intermPted5 but must begin again where I 
eit on, and indeed, as there is no other subject thought of or 

taile d of I may as well write of it too. Is it the seizure of >! 
Zealand ? No ! The investing Copenhagen ? No ! The In¬ 
vasion ? Oh no ! War with Russia ? Nothing like it 
America ? Still less. What can occasion such a ferment in > 
every House, m every street, in every shop, in every Garret } 
about London ? It is the Light and Heat Company. It is f 
Mr. Wmsor, and his Lecture, and his gas,1 and his patent, and { 
his shares—these famous shares which are to make the fortune / 
of all who hold them, and probably will involve half England 
m rum, me among the rest, and prove a second South Sea 
Scheme. Yet it promises fair if it did not promise too much— 
six thousand a year for every seven guineas seems more than 
can be possible; but were it hundreds instead of thousands it 
is immense. 17 thousand shares have been sold within these 
ten days: they were first a guinea, then 3, five, seven; they will 
be twenty, fifty, a hundred, for there is scarcely means of passing 
thro’ Pall Mall for the crowds of carriages, and people on foot 
and Horseback. Ld. Anson has 100, the D. of Athol 200 the 
Royal family 200, Ld. Chop 20—every body some, and I five. 
There is no resisting it, and I long for you to have some. At 
first I dreaded its hurting the holders of Coal mines, but now 
they say it will raise the coal trade, as, if it passes, all London 
will be lit from Coal instead of oil. I am not light headed, and 
only talking to you as every body talks every where at this 
moment. I went last night to a very large party; I never 
saw so odd a looking place—something like a cellar with crucibles 
and strange looking instruments, resembling an Alchymist’s 
Shop in a Tenier’s picture, and there, mix’d and squeez’d 
together, were fine Ladies, a few Rabbis, Merchants, Peers, blue 
Ribbons, and tallow Chandlers—all raving for shares and en¬ 
treating to sign their names first, lest none should be left. That 
Shining Lamp which has lit up Pall Mall for this year past has 

1 Gas was introduced in London at Golden Lane on 16th August, 1807, by 
Mr. Winsor, who had previously exhibited in 1803 in Pall Mall, and proved 
the practicability of lighting the streets of cities. 
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all at once blaz’d up into a comet that bears every thing along 
with it I only stipulate to know the amount of the forfeit 
case of failure,7andPnot answer for the debt of the Company 
He only wants a million to begin with, and has almo g 

already. 

No. 11. 

G. L. G. to Lady B. 
St. P., Aug. 5th, 1807. 

I was at a grand fete of the Court yesterday, and was most 
graciously received by the Empresses and I must acknowledg 
that the Society of this place seem by no mpan^o Wpat M. 
Savary with that Cordiality which he experienced from the 
Emperor himself. The Weather ever since my arrival here has 
Brel"EeavenTyrand I believe it is one of the symptoms of old 
age to prize fine weather above many of the blessings of this 
life. I before told you that I had taken a house m the Country 
it smells of paint, and by the time I can get into it the fine weather 
will be at an end. The Emperor was attentive to the Barbarian 
at the fete, and whilst he danced with her, he seemed to pass me 

with a little air of Triumph. 

As often as I have begun writing I have been interrupted; 
I am never at home a minute that some person or other does 
not come in to ask questions. When I get to my Country 
House, to which I intend going to morrow night or the following 
morning, I shall have time to write a great deal to you i have 
made up my mind to see but little of the Barbarian, and to give 
up all thoughts of marrying her. I cannot undergo the drudg¬ 
ing uneasiness and vexation which I perceive I must encounter 
to bring her back to those feelings which induced her to consent 
and wish to belong to me. I will confess that it has cost me 
some pain to make this Resolution. I last night told her that 
I wished to have some conversation with her, and I am to see 
her alone to morrow Evening. ... A new Polish Demoiselle 
de Compagnie assured me yesterday that she m fact did love 
me, but that she was so convinced of the inconstancy of my 
disposition, that her Reason had determined her not to give 
way to her feelings. Be that as it may, her manner is cold; 1 
think she likes Prince Dolgorouki, and I mean to advise her to 

mairy him. MY country House, Aug. 11th. 

Here I am established in the Country. My House is beautifully 
situated with a balcony which is washed by the River; a very 
pleasant good riding country on one side, and on the other I 
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have a very good sailing boat. The weather is not yet become 
bad, and I am quite delighted with my solitary situation. I 
had the conversation with the Barbarian, and do you know 
that I was weak enough, upon her assurances that she was not 
in love with Prince D., to leave her without imparting any of 
the wise resolutions I had made of Seeing her much less frequently, 
and I passed the Evening at her House both yesterday, the day 
before, and to day. 

Aug. 12 th. 

I have begun reading Corinne. With the first 100 pages 
I am far from being pleased, and am a little affronted (notwith¬ 
standing my relation to her is completely changed) at your com¬ 
paring her with the Barbarian. An impudent woman proposes 
herself as a companion to a young travelling Englishman, and 
this you compare to the most really modest, and at the same time 
fiere, woman with regard to attentions from me, that I ever 
yet saw. 

Aug. 13 th. 

I have been at home the whole evening alone, arranging papers 
and reading Corinne, and have purposely abstained from going 
to the Barbarian. I cannot like Corinne, but having read only 
as yet the first volume, I must not give a decided opinion. But 
she is so disgustingly impudent; she from the beginning made 
love to Oswald much more than he to her. There are in this, 
as there are in Delphine, some beautiful passages, but Mad. 
Stael seems much more anxious to persuade her readers that 
she is a connoisseur in statues and pictures, and in the antiquities 
of Rome, than to interest them by her novel. There is something 
new in the Heroine of a Romance personating Mr. Moore or Mr. 
Clarke. . . . 

No. 34. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Wed., 18 September. 

At length here is some good news1 come. I cannot tell you 
with what joy I jump’d up this Morning when Ld. Castlereagh’s 
message wak’d me to know if Carohne could bear the firing. 
She repeated, as she had done before, that good news never 
could hurt her, and the Parade look’d beautiful, with crowds of 
people, and the Sun Shining bright, to God Save the King, and 
the cannon. Mr. Ross sent me the bulletin very early, and soon 
afterwards I was much pleas’d at receiving a Gazette from the 
Pope. At first I thought it was Mr. R. again, but I look’d and 

1 Copenhagen capitulated on 8th September to Admiral Gambier and Lord 
Cathcart. The Danish Government, however, refused to ratify the capitula¬ 
tion, and declared war against England. 
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found the cover was directed and signed by the Pope himself, 
the only signe de vie he has ever given me except that one walk, 
when we met coming the same way. ... 

Thursday. 

I am just return’d from the opening of Drury Lane ! Mrs. 
Jordan was received with boundless applause; she is terribly 
Large, but her voice and acting still delightful. How like winter 
this looks, and I still in London, but we go very soon, first to 
Roe and then to Hastings. I asked Cha.1 2 to go with me, but 
Ly. Bathurst had ask’d her to a party there. Her Father" 
wrote to Ka.3 to beg to stay in Burlington House six months 
longer, and they are there now. I could not Pump out any news 
this Morning from Ly. Castlereagh, who came here to visit 
Caro. No one ever was so invariably good humour’d, yet she 
sometimes provokes me; there is a look of contented disregard 
of the cares of life in her round grey Eye that makes one wonder 
if she ever felt any crosses or knows the meaning of the word 
anxiety. She talks with equal indifference of Bombardments 
and Assemblies, the Baby and the Furniture, the emptiness of 
London and the Massacre at Buenos Ayres, Ld. Castlereagh s 
encreasing debility and the doubtful success of Mr. Greville’s 
new opera—all these succeed each other so quick, and with so 
exactly the same expression of voice and countenance, that they 
probably hold a pretty equal value in her estimation. How 
very ill natur’d—voila deja tous les travers de la Vieillesse qui 
me viennent. I do not believe there was a better sort of woman, 
or who shew’d more kindness to all around her, and, above all, 
ten thousand times better natur’d than me, and who would 
disdain such spiteful commerage—fi done! Cela fait pitie, 
and I will call upon her tomorrow to make amends. 

No. 35. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Sep. 19. 

I am still at White Hall, tho’ by my paper you might possibly 
think otherwise—at least, if you have observ’d the miserable 
paper I have for this last six weeks been oblig’d to write upon. 
Having to write to the Prince to thank him for his offer of being 
God Father, I really was asham’d, and walk’d to a Stationer’s in 
Charing Cross to buy a few decent sheets. I saw Mr. Tierney 
yesterday, who says the D. of York is furious with Gen. White- 

1 Lady Charlotte Grovillo. 
2 The Duke of Portland. 
3 The Duke of Devonshire. 
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lock.1 On Mr. Tierney and Ld. Lauderdale saying liis conduct 
was extraordinary, “ More than extraordinary,” said the Duke; 
“ there is but one way of explaining it.” Now, what did he 
mean ? He added: “ I am asham’d of his being an Englishman.” 
If the Duke means Treachery, my opinion of Englishmen is 
such that I am convinc’d it cannot be; he may have wanted 
judgement or even courage, but do you think an English officer 
of that Rank in the Army could be found that would let himself 
be bought over ? Meanwhile he and G1 Craufurd2 accuse one 
another, and every body of every party join in exclamations 
against them, except Mr. Windham, who still talks of Craufurd 
as of a Divinity, is astonish’d beyond all comprehension, and 
says he will retire into the country and study Greek for the rest 
of his life, for that there is nothing but vexation and disappoint¬ 
ment in every other occupation. What, I wonder, can make 
Ld. Lauderdale and Mr. Tierney live as they do at the Duke of 
York’s ? The former, Lord L., is said to be in love with Madame 
(there is no disputing upon tastes); but what carries Mr. Tierney 
there Morning, Noon, and Night ? I want also to know why, 
when ten years ago the Dutch Fleet surrendered to us, all London 
was put into a three days’ blaze, and now, when the most daring 
and brilliant achievement has been accomplish’d, not one poor 
little lamp has been lit ? It was not from the Danes being 
allies; they had actually declar’d war, and our 40 men kill’d 
and half Copenhagen burnt prove it downright warfare. Also 
the firing the Park and Tower guns proclaim’d a victory, and a 
Victory that brings to the English Honours; 18 Ships of the 
Line should, I should have thought, have been receiv’d with 
shouts of rejoicing ? I think Govt, quite right to bear their 
honours meekly, but can hardly understand the possibility of 
hindering rejoicings, yet certainly the Mob do not seem to value 
it as they ought, considering what it saves us from. 

No. 36. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Sep. 25. 

I am weary, not well, out of sorts, and, in short, every thing 
that should hinder one’s writing. I scarcely know whether I 
can call it misfortune or good fortune, but instead of quiet 

1 Lieut.-General John Whitelocke (1757-1833) was in command of the force 
sent to recover Buenos Ayres. He made a disastrous attempt to take the 
town by assault, and was compelled to conclude a treaty and evacuate Monte 
Video. He was tried by court-martial the following year, and cashiered. 
See note to letter from G. L. G., 3rd October, 1807. 

2 Major-General Robert Craufurd (1764-1812) commanded the light brigade 
in the attack of Buenos Ayres, and afterwards in the Peninsular War. His 
brother, Lieut.-General Sir Charles Craufurd, was Equerry to the Duke of York. 
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sleep I dream tlie whole night long lately, and were my dreams 
unmix’d with anxiety and perturbation, a sort of doubt of their 
reality even while sleeping, they would be my happiest moments, 
for lately they have always been of her,1 conversing as we us d 
to do, telling her the occurrences of the day, of what I am read¬ 
ing, consulting her on all that interests me, till some painful 
circumstance agitates me violently, and I wake breathless and 
ill, and with every wound torn open afresh by the vivid repre¬ 
sentation of her in my fancy. It is very singular, but you, her, 
and sometimes my Father (tho’ it is so long ago), are the only 
people I dream of, with such deep impression to myself as almost 
to doubt on first waking whether it is reality or not. . . . I 
had another paper from the Pope this Morning—the declaration. 
1 like it very much, and am glad the treachery of the Danes has 
not tempted Gov. to use reprisals. Some people abuse it, say 
there was no necessity for any declaration at all, that it tells 
nothing but what was known before, and is only an imitation 
of the French, il faut bien trouver a redire a quelque chose; and 
I do not doubt there are things enough might be found, but it is 
this constant determination to find fault that displeases me with 
both sides. With how much more weight and effect might 
Ld. Howick attack Ministers on any Measure he disapprov’d of, 
if in the opening of P. he came forward at once with approbation 
of what I have no doubt he would have done in their place. 
I have had several letters from Lord Morpeth. (With the greatest 
regard for him and, on many points very high opinion) I cannot 
help thinking he inherits a little of his father’s predilection for 
Success, toujour courant au secours de la prosperity When 
first Copenhagen was invested he wrote to me to know what was 
generally thought of it, and what our friends said, without a 
single comment of his own in good or bad. When things look’d 
ill, no intelligence came; Ministers were out of spirits, opposition 
croaking, and all the news papers threatening resistance. I got, 
also, a Philippic from Ld. Morpeth on the folly, the injustice, 
the rashness, the impolicy, &c., &c., of the measure, and furious 
at Ld. Howick’s having said such a thing had ever enter’d his 
thoughts. Since the victory Ld. M.’s letter is: “ One must not 
enquire too strictly into the justice of a measure that has had 
such brilliant success; it seems to have been well plann’d and well 
conducted.” This is exactly what I dispute; the success can 
have nothing to do with the propriety of the measure. It was 
either very unjust or absolutely necessary; if the former, no 

1 Her sister 
2 The British declaration was issued on 25th September explaining the 

motives of the late measures in the Baltic, and ending with an expression of 
hope that pacific arrangements might still be made with Denmark. 
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success can excuse it; if the latter, even failure ought not to 
incur blame for the attempt. Do you not think so, G. ? Now we 
are all hopes and fears about Russia. I dwell on that little 
sentence in your letter, which seem’d in better Spirits. Surely 
as to the principle of the thing the Dardanelles1 was just the same; 
if that could but have succeeded, how different the state of 
Europe might now be; and I never can understand why it fail’d. 

Sep. 26.—For the last three days the rain has pour’d in torrents, 
and I have done nothing but read the Beggar Girl aloud to Caro. 
I have had some more amusing letters from Ld. Holland. He 
says the fine weather travels with them, and that just as it has 
finished in England it is beginning in Scotland, where they have 
had a rainy summer. Inverary, by his account, must be 
beautiful; he talks, too, of the woods ! really woods, which I 
thought were le beau Ideal in Scotland. He praises the D. of 
Argyll>2 wh° does the honours of his house remarkably well, 
but says that it is rather too much a general lounge; his insouci¬ 
ance pervades every thing and every body, but on the whole he 
likes the place and its owner extremely. He is full of a Law 
Suit Ld. Kensington has set up against him claiming Holland 
House, which he fears will cost him plague and money—and 
worst of all, has set Ly. Holland in a fever, who is beginning 
already to lament the only residence in Town or Country that 
could make England supportable to her. Miss Drummond is 
at length going to be married, not to Mr. Beckford. He wrote 
her an avantageux, impertinent letter; she put herself in a passion. 
Ly. Exeter,3 who was with her, propos’d her Nephew Mr. Burrell, 
and half pique, half being persuaded, she accepted. Mr. Burrell, 
perfectly unconscious of the honour that was intended him, 
goes about looking as foolish as he has always done (and as his 
father did before him), telling this story a qui veut l’entendre, 
and ending: “ I cannot refuse such good fortune when it is thrown 
at my head.” Mean while poor Georgiana Seymour is breaking 
her heart, and Mr. Beckford consoling himself with Miss Rigby. 
Miss Drummond is Rich, clever, cross, and dirty; Miss Rigby, 
they say, possesses only two of these qualities, the crossness and 
the Riches. Poor G. Seymour, Mr. Burrell, and Mr. Beckford, 
are all three beauties—and well it is for them they are, or I fear 

1 Sir John Duckworth passed through the Dardanelles on February 19, but 
returned, after suffering heavy losses, on March 2nd. 

2 George William, sixth Duke (1768-1839), son of John, Duke of Argyll, 
and Elizabeth Gunning. He married, in 1810, Caroline Elizabeth, daughter 
of the fourth Earl of Jersey, and the divorced wife of Henry, first Marquis 
of Anglesey. 

3 Countess of Exeter; was Elizabeth, daughter of Peter Burrell, Esq., and 
widow of Douglas, eighth Duke of Hamilton, who died 1799. She married 
Lord Exeter in 1800. 
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there is little else to be put before the zero emblematick of each. 
Lady E. Monck is return’d from Bognor in high good looks; 
a reconciliation has taken place between her and her Son m 
Law’s family. They all din’d in B. St. the day before yesterday. 
Lord Uxbridge says she is beautiful, and that he should have 
preferr’d the Mother to the Daughter had he been Charles. 
Mr. Adderley is, I hear, so very assiduous with Kitty that 1 
really am in hopes there is something in it, but Lady Elizabetfi 
herself is very low; she says she is going to Ireland—at least, 
that it depends upon the answer she gets from her Husband, 
whom she has neither seen or heard from for above a twelve- 
month. I hope there are no rubs. Ly. Hannah Grey 1S 
just married, and her history is quite a Romance; her husban 
is a Sailor, so poor that it seem’d Madness, and they were to 
wait till they had something to live upon. The last time he 
sail’d she was so ill she was near dying. He has seen a great 
deal of her since his return, but on receiving another order for 
Sailing, when he told it her, she fainted, then throwing herself 
at her father’s feet, said: “ At least let me bear the name of his 
wife and die.” Her entreaties, tears, and illness were so violent 
that at length Ld. Grey consented. They were married yester¬ 
day, and he sails today ! I have had two letters from Mr. 
Adair; to be sure, he is the most unfortunate of creatures. 
The first was full of praises and gratitude to the Pope, who 
propos’d to him to stay, as Ld. Pembroke will not. He wrote 
home to consult Lord Howick, Lord Holland, &c., who advis d 
him to accept; he did so, all was settled, and he delighted, when 
un beau Matin Madam arrives at Vienna. His second letter to 
me is stating this, and saying that he must wait there for further 
orders, but supposes the consequence will be his recall and 
consequent ruin. . . . 

No. 37. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Roe, 

28 Sepr. 

Is your Mother the Lady Susan Stuart, Daughter to Ld. 
Galloway, mention’d in Cumberland’s life for writing some 
beautiful verses on death ? If she is (and I know not who 
else it can be), why did you never shew me the verses ? 

Sepr 30. 

So far I wrote two days ago, and have never been able to set 
pen to paper since till yesterday, when, having receiv’d a long 

1 Lady Hannah Grey, born 1785 ; married, 24th August, 1807, Captain 
Bettesworth of the Tartar frigate, who was killed in action 25th May, 1808. 
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letter from your Sister, I answer’d it by asking the same question 
I have you. We came here (Roe) Monday—Caro, her Child, 
Husband, my son, and Ld. B. . . . We are all in admiration 
of the Prince of Portugal, who is said really to intend removing 
to ye Brazils sooner than submit to the commands of France. 
Bravo, povero Colpigi! but I am afraid it will not do. I am 
impatient to hear how Mr. Arundel1 goes on in private and 
public negociations—whether the Barbarian is more tender or 
more inconstant, Mr. A. submissive or displeas’d; whether the 
General2 * has kill’d himself or thought better of it; and whether 
the Emperor is gracious or unkind, smiles or threatens. All 
this intelligence I have been impatiently waiting for, seeing 
there are two Gottenburgh Mails come in; but, alas ! the Gotten - 
burgh mail 

“ Brings no consolation to me.” 

If you could hear Mrs. Jordan sing that, you would think it 
prettier than it looks written. 

Thursday, Oct. 1. 

Can it be true that the person we us’d to call Lumber 3 (Mad. 
Gerebtzow’s Love) has refus’d going to Copenhagen4 because he 
cannot take a Mission under the Pope ! !! he who accepted one 
under the Doctor ! ! ! I should hardly think this possible, yet 
it comes from high authority, Casa Jenkinson.5 6 To be sure, 
there are airs with a vengeance. There are so many gone on 
this Mission, one feels inclin’d to say to the Pope as to Cleopatra: 

“ But wherefore does your Highness send so thick ?” 

I conclude it is that three are wanted to make up in weight and 
size for Lumber’s not going, or, as Ld. Orford says, that when 
the D. of Newcastle and Fk P. of Wales stood for some Child, 
a third God Father was requested to stand also, lest God 
Almighty should not take the word of the other two. I believe 
I told you this joke once before; it is rather impious, but—I do 
not know why—amus’d me. 

2nd October. 

I had an entertaining letter from the little Monck yesterday, 
with an account of his journey down to Scotland with the D. 
of Argyll and Hy Scott, the latter of whom, he says, is very good 

1 G. L. G. 2 Prince Dolgorouki. 
3 Sir Charles Whitworth. 
4 Francis Jackson (1770-1814) was sent as envoy to Denmark to induce the 

Prince Regent to give up the fleet. He had been Ambassador at Constanti¬ 
nople, 1798; to France, 1801; and to Prussia, 1802-1806. 

6 Sir Charles Whitworth was connected with the Hawkesburys through his 
wife, the Duchess of Dorset. 
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humour’d, but so agissant and so complete an Angler that every 
third word he pronounced is fish ; and while he, the little Monck, 
was expatiating on the beauties of a Romantick Lake, Mr. Scott 
only made the action of fishing, exclaiming: “So it is—faith . 
a charming place; I’ll bet you two to one I catch a Trout m 
five minutes.” He says no two people could be more compleat y 
opposite in every thing than him and the D. of A. Mr. Scott s 
whole business was to try how early he could get up, and how 
much he could hurry with the most possible inconvenience to 
himself and every one else. The D. of A.’s aim was trying how 
much time he could lose with least possible satisfaction to himself 
or others. The Hollands, he says, were delighted with Inverary, 
and she all smiles and graciousness, pleas’d with every thing, 
without wants, displeasure, or difficulties. Lord Holland was 
allow’d to fish a whole morning without being sent home for 
thick shoes or a silk handkerchief, to play at chess all evening 
without the men being thrown down in the most interesting 
moment of the game, and to sit up till near three o clock in the 
morning without Amelie’s once appearing at the door to say, 
My lord, Miladi dit que c’est bien tard. Charles, too, might play 
and Mr. Allen discuss uninterrupted and undisturb’d. 

No. 38. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Oct. 9. 

... I know not how it is, but I always find, when I have not 
seen your Sally1 for some time, that she tries me; she talks so 
much, and often, I think, so foolishly, and she has a way of ex¬ 
claiming Goodness me ! every minute that wearies me. However, 
I was particularly out of sorts yesterday, because she chose, 
a propos de bottes and most unjustly, to abuse your poor Sister. 
I got quite into a passion. Then I did not like another thing, 
tho’, to be sure, that was more an etourderie, but an etourderie 
on the wrong side. She says that, like most other women, she 
likes presents, and saying this one day to Henry Drummond, 
who you know is very Magnifique, she told him he must make 
her one. He said Certainly, and that she should command 
what. After thinking a little, she begg’d him to give her a 
picture he had of the D. of Bedford and his Brother by Sir J. 
Reynolds. He laugh’d, but did not answer. The next day she 
wrote to remind him of it, and again, more seriously, begging 
him to give it her, as from Ld. William Russell being married 

1 Lady Jersey. 
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to Ld. Villier’s 1 Sister, they belong’d more to the Russells than 
he or any of his family did. He answer’d her very good naturedly, 
telling her he thought she was not aware of the size of the 
Picture, which was immense, and was purchas’d by his Father 
at Mr. Rigby’s sale from its being a very fine one and his admiring 
Sir J. R.’s painting so much; that if, after this explanation, she 
still chose to have it, he would order it to be carried to her 
house. She answer’d that she was much oblig’d to him, and 
begg’d he would send it, which he has done. The picture cost 
£500, and would not sell for near double, as a ridiculous price 
is given for Sir J. R.’s pictures at this moment. Ld. Jersey 
was shock’d; Sally says she is too, and did not think it was so 
valuable, but seems to reckon it a very good joke. Quel com- 
merage—worse than what I am abusing. 

I am asham’d of the reams of paper I disfigure and weariness 
I must occasion, for I am beyond all imagination stupid, hebetee, 
and unable to do any thing or even understand the little I do 
hear or read. Of news we have none except reports, which 
are that Zealand is to be given to Russia (that wd. be imitating 
St. RochWith a vengeance); that Louis 18 and the K. of Naples 
are both coming here, and that tribunes are to be abolish’d 
and two Houses of Parliament establish’d in France. If Buona¬ 
parte has courage to establish a free Government, I am afraid 
I shall admire him, and think him one of the greatest men that 
ever liv’d, in spite of all—mind, I say greatest, not best. Cassar s 
and Alexander’s lives, if minutely look’d into, will make one 
shudder. I should have admir’d, dreaded, and hated them, 
had I liv’d in their times, but no one will deny that they were 
great. 

No. 14. 

G. L. G. to Lady B. 
Aug. 30th, 1807. 

I have been very much hurried of late; I have had much to 
reflect upon and much to do. By way of relaxation I pass an 
hour or two with the Barbarian every Evening, and I enjoy her 
Society, but I have almost abandoned every idea of rendering 
permanent that enjoyment. We have only just received the 
news here of the execution of those rigorous measures which 
were entrusted to Admiral Gambier and Lord Cathcart; it is to 
be hoped that they have been successful, for a failure in this 

1 Lord William Russell, born 1767, posthumous child of Francis, Marquis 
of Tavistock ; married, 1789, Charlotte Anne, eldest daughter of the fourth 
Earl of Jersey. She died 1808. Lord William was murdered by his valet 
Courvoisier in 1840. 
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Enterprise would cover us with disgrace, and the French Party 
have begun les hauts cris upon the injustice and perfidy of our 
Conduct towards the Danes. The measure is rigorous, and 
perhaps scarcely reconcilable to the strict rules of justice, Tfut 
there are questions upon which depend the existence of Nations 
which justify a deviation from theNibmmon rules of~action. 
Do not make up your mind upon this subject till you know all 
the facts and have heard all the reasons in justification of the 
measure. I have again met Savary, and whether because he 
drank too much, or from what other cause I know not, but he 
talked most incessantly, and very much in the trenchant style 
of Bonaparte, with an arrogance that was really intolerable: la 
nation francoise est la plus polie, la plus policee de toute l’Europe, 
superieure a tout autre peuple en genie, en industrie, en courage 
etc. . . . 

Sepber 5tfl. 

The Guards marched with great pomp into Petersburgh the 
day before yesterday, and looked very little tired with their 
Campaign; I wonder the Emperor did not feel ashamed of 
Savary accompanying him at the head of the Column. It was 
a day of triumph for the French General, and ought to have 
been one of mortification to the Russians. Good night. 

No. 39. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Oct. 14 th. 

You will see an account of our Christening in the News papers. 
The entrance look’d like an illuminated Temple, quite beautiful, 
and Caro’s fine apartment prevented all crowd or heat. I will 
not tell you how pretty the child look’d, nor how fine we were 
all dress’d, nor what the Prince said, and Caro said and I said—- 
with many other &cs. which, were you a woman, I should certainly 
impart, but reckon you disqualified by your Sex from tasting. 
I must, however, tell you of Mr. Sheridan’s ingenuity. The last 
time I saw him he ask’d me if he might come to the Christening. 
I merely said Ly. Melbourne invited all those who were to be 
present. He went to Caro, who gave the same answer; then to 
Ly M., who said no; that if she began strangers there was no 
end. When we were all dress’d, expecting the Prince, the 
“ double battants ” were thrown open with great fracas, and in 
enter’d Mr. Sheridan, announcing the Prince, and himself as 
the attendant he had chosen to accompany him. The P. came 
at five, and did not go till two: so you may suppose the time 
hung Heavy, and we had recourse to some of your Prussian 
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Amusements, des petit jeux. Every body was to write some¬ 
thing, verse or prose, composition or recollection, give it across 
the table to their opposite Neighbour, who was to read it aloud 
and answer. Mr. Sheridan sat opposite Caro; he gave her what 
follows, but she was (either as she said unwell, or) frighten’d, 
got up from table, and left me most unwillingly to answer. This 
was his: 

“Motto by the Revd. Mr. Purdy to George Augustus 
Frederick Lamb. 

“ Grant Heav’n, sweet Babe, thou mayst inherit 
What Nature only can impart— 
Thy Father’s manly sense and spirit, 
Thy Mother’s grace and gentle Heart; 
And when to Manhood’s hopes and duties grown, 
Be thou a Prop to thy great Sponsor’s throne.’’ 

I was call’d upon for the answer, much to my annoyance, and 
wrote: 

“ May he who wrote ye verse impart 
To the sweet Baby whom he blesses 
As shrewd a head, a better heart. 
And talents he alone possesses.” 

They are very bad, but I had not a moment, and Mr. S. was to 
read them aloud. He did so, but stammering over the third 
line, as if puzzled to read it, said: “ Oh, I see now,” and read: 

“ A wiser head, as pure a heart, 
And greater wealth than he possesses.” 

Hastings, Oct. 16. 

We left London yesterday, and came here by the brightest 
Moon light I ever saw. There is, thank Heaven, not a soul in 
the place but the Amhersts, who go in a week, and Ly. Louvain, 
whom I do not know, so that I may wander over the beautiful 
downs, the beach, and thro’ the woods unmolested. I like this 
place—it is so unlike any other, but I believe it would suit very 
few people as well. . . . The day I saw the P. of Wales he 
talk’d to me a great deal of you, ask’d how long you stay’d, 
whether you were pleas’d or displeas’d; told me his Father 
prais’d you very much, but had heard that you were extremely 
occupied with a Lady who lik’d you very much the last time you 
were there, but you were then indifferent or pre-engag d; that 
now you were very much in love with her, but she in return cut 
you—whether for the Emperor or one of his aides de camp he 
did not know, but both these were her avow’d Lovers, and one 
of them she decidedly preferr’d. How odd ! and the title of 
aide de camp P I believe the old King has got at some of your 

1 This was one of the cipher names for the Emperor Alexander. 
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letters. His son says he is in perfect health, grown extremely 
fat, in great spirits, doatingly fond of him, but quite blind, and 
with very little prospect of being otherwise. The Prince is 
gone back to pass some days with him at Windsor. He spoke 
very kindly of me, enquir’d what was going on in part of my 
family, and, in short, seems to know every thing that happens or 
does not happen in London. The Prince himself is still ill, 
has been cupp’d, but is really distracted and thinks of nothing 
but la bella e grassa Donna1 che lo Signoreggia ora. 

Oct. nth. 

... I had letters from all points of the compass to day but 
none from you: from Vienna, Lisbon, Ireland, London, \orkshire, 
Scotland, and the Cape of Good Hope. Ly. Westmorland seems 
determin’d to remain, at all events, and brave the dangers of 
captivity. I know she has long been persuaded it is reserv’d 
for her to reason Buonaparte out of his Ambition, and by the 
mere force of argument help’d by beauty persuade him to restore 
his Spoils to their right owners. I find little Souza2 says in 
London he is sure his Prince will not yield, but believes in his 
whole Gove1 going to the Brazils. I wish we could get some 
ships there time enough to assist them; they say six sail are 
going, but I am afraid that is too late. Harriet, my niece, 
wrote me an excellent account of their party today. All the 
French are there, and Prince Esterhazy and Potocki; the latter, 
she says, when he does not turn his back to you, you perceive 
is handsome, and when he does speak you find is clever, but 
these two circumstances so very rarely occur that you might 
pass a month with him without knowing either. Talking of 
Poles, I am full of Rulhiere’s History;3 pray read it. I long to 
have somebody to talk of it to, and am cramming it down W.’s 
throat for that purpose. I never read any thing that rous’d my 
indignation more; it is, I believe, very well authenticated, and 
if the Poles had as much head as Bravery and Enthusiasm, they 
would be a glorious people, and might still throw off the yoke. 
It makes one think worse of Catherine than all her galantries 
ten times over (C’est beaucoup dire car le nombre n’est pas 
mince); that, I suppose like most other French books, you can 
have, tho’ possibly Russia is not just the place most favourable 
to its sale. I shall send you Southey’s book if it is good, and 
Mr. Fox’s History, which is printing, but will not Wraxall’s,4 for 
tho’ it is amusing, I have sent you so much trash hitherto that 

1 Lady Hertford. 2 The Portuguese Minister. 
3 “Histoire de l’Anarchie de Pologne,” Par 0. C. de Rulhiere. 
4 “ A Tour round the Baltic through the Northern Countries of Europe,” by 

Sir Nathaniel Wraxall. 
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I am asham’d of adding to it; you will think I pick out foolish 
books for you. . . . 

18 Oct. 

I have just receiv’d a letter of the 30th of August from you; 
the man who brought it was detain’d at Memel, and is long after 
your other messenger, Hunter. It should have come yesterday, 
when letters from all parts of the world reach’d me. You see, 
I did suspend my judgement, and not join in the cry of our friends 
against the Danish expedition. I from the first approv’d, but 
in this firm faith that it was absolute necessity for self defence 
that prompted the measure. It can so little be reconcil’d to any 
rule of justice that there can be no Medium. If our Ministers 
would not (as Cobbett says) have deserv’d to be impeach’d for 
not doing it, they certainly deserve to be impeach’d for doing 
it; but by every thing that appear’d before and since, it does 
seem to have been absolutely necessary, and it is but fair to give 
credit to Ministers for knowing more than they can properly 
make public. I think the Pope would never have join’d in 
advising such a measure without a clear necessity, and, granting 
that, it seems to have been remarkably well conducted. I 
reckon the most impolitic of all things is a weak expedition; 
this is the first that even answer’d my notions of what it ought 
to be to do good. I wish we could send a great one to carry 
oft’ or defend the poor Portugueze. I must end this fatras now, 
and shall begin answering your two letters regularly to¬ 
morrow. . . . 

No. 15. 

G. L. G. to Lady B. 
Sepber llth, 1807. 

. . . The population of London appears to be thriving, if I 
may judge by the number of births at which you assist. La 
maladie du pays has taken terrible hold of me, and no Swiss 
ever longed more to return to his native mountains than I do 
to get back to England. I have not kept to my resolution of 
absenting myself from the Barbarian; nor has she kept to her 
determination of seeing as much of Prince Dolgorouki as she 
did. He is angry at her having desired him to visit her less 
frequently, and she is now vexed, as she says, at forfeiting the 
friendship of a man who had a real regard for her, and for whom 
she had a very sincere affection. She complains of the hardship 
of not being allowed to have a man friend, and she has no confid¬ 
ence in any female. Her exalted head has led her tr do all sorts 
of odd things which I do not like to write to you, Dut which I 
should like to talk over with you. 

VOL, II 20 
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Sepbe.r 12 ih. 
My nephew1 arrived here yesterday from Memel, apparently 

outoTspirits at leaving the Society of that Place. He seems to 
think-he has-shewn a most generous disinterestedness in being 
the bearer of a very pretty little smelling bottle filled with 
superior sort of Lavender water, which her Prussian Majesty 
has sent to me. As it is the first present I ever received from a 
female crowned Head, I am at a loss as to the proper mode of 
testifying my gratitude. After having enjoyed for months 
together the smiles of Royalty (if under the present melancholy 
circumstances the poor Queen can be supposed to smile), My 
nephew will, I fear, find nothing here which can captivate his 
attention. The Barbarian does not think him so good looking 
as Willy. 

13th. 
I am very glad to find by Letters I have just received from 

Lord Pembroke that Adair remains at Vienna; I was excessively 
anxious that he should not be recalled, in the first place because 
he did the business there very well, secondly because he was a 
friend of yours and wished to stay, and thirdly because it does 
Canning credit, the continuing him in his situation. I wrote 
from Memel very strongly to Canning upon the subject, and hope 
that my Letter had some effect, but it seems that his terrible 
wife is arrived at Vienna; I trust that he will have resolution 
enough to take vigorous measures to prevent her remaining with 
him. I think that really you ought to write to him upon it. 

16 th. 

My continuing the subject upon which I wrote the other day 
puts me in mind of the game of each person writing a little 
history, knowing only the last word of the preceding history, 
and endeavouring thus to tack his own to that immediately 
preceding; we played at it the other night, and with some 
success. At length the Barbarian and I have really quarrelled. 
The day before yesterday in the morning, she said that Prince 
D.’s manner had been so particular, that she felt it necessary 
not to see him, and that if he called in the Evening, she should 
not let him in; I approved of this resolution, representing to her 
that to encourage his coming when he made openly love to her, 
and when she was not in love with him, was totally unworthy 
of her. I went there in the Evening, and found him with her. 
I spoke to her rather harshly upon it; she was offended and cross, 
and I left her saying I should not any more trouble her with 
my opinions and advice. I have not been near her since, and 

1 Lord Gower. 
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'.'f™'1 ,not ™iting ter again. I confess that this resolution 

had alt"6/0”,6 Pa n~~t0 «ive UP the society of a person wSo 

had thC " 

J-et a Lady who lives in the House with the Barbarian* who 

and that 7 ? j 'JaS, ?? dl tbat she was confined to her’Bed 
House ma ^ f°r^7 Pl'if6 Dolg°roukl to come to her 
this mommy Tf i°fiher lllneSS moved me> and I called 
about Pr efn1 i ter ex1tre1mely unwell, and unhappy 

out Bimce D who is in an high fever and dangerously ill 

So bSheea dl6d °l a feVer °f the Same Sort about 6 months 
u i • asse^erates most positively that she is not in love 

menae6Wbhbnthab ^ U6Ver f°rgive herseIf if for want of 
causfS thehCtfihe/h W CaU,Sed his Death (the idea of 
her ? Df h i°f ,any Person whatever must naturally give 
her great pain), and that she has really a friendship and regard 
for him which would make her most bitterly deplore his "loss 
undei any circumstances whatever. She shewed me the notes 
s e has received from him since his illness; he talks of himself 
as not being likely to live, but his Letters bear the marks more 
of respectful adoration than passionate love. This is a stranve 

s w^r; MeS34r iS ofi> indeed bg; 
*5" he B“barlaI1 thls movning, I have delayed him 
• ome hours. . . . I have received your Letter giving an account 
of the strange conduct of Lord Howick. S 

No. 41. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
, Hastings, Oct. 23. 

We had the most violent storm yesterday I ever remember to 
fiave seen. The morning was so fine that quantities of little 
fishing vessels had sail d. When the storm came on the beach 
was m a moment cover’d with women and children cryina and 
wringing their hands, with every mark of distress for Husbands 
sons, and Fathers out at sea. Sixty boats came driving in with 
broken masts and dripping sails; mais quitte pour la peur it 
was delightful to see the joy of the poor women. I had a lettei 
from the P. of Wales today, and have, besides, been hearing 
a great deal of him. I really believe his Father’s malady extends 
to him, only takes another turn. He writes day and night 
almost and frets himself into a fever, and all to persuade la 
sua bella Donnone1 to live with him—publickly ! ! A quoi bon, 

P Lady Hertford. 
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irretrievaDie quaucis ^ —. -r> ■> - i- i, 
weariness !—gradual decay of affection from causes too sb 
for complaint, too numerous for removal—when once this begins 
all is over; the very wish to please or be pleas d is gone, and you 
might as well attempt to revive the dead. 

No. 17. 

I have not received, since I last wrote, any Letter from you, 
but I have seen the copy of one you wrote to another person, 
and I confess felt very much vexed and affected at the melancholy 
reflections you make upon your own situation. I am tar from 
blaming your writing thus to my Sister, because if, being m 
low Spirits, you feel consolation in opening to her unreservedly 
your heart, do not think that I would wish to debar you from 
that consolation. She has a most affectionate heart, she loves 
you and takes a degree of interest in what regards you, such as 
naturally calls for and produces confidence on your part; and 
I do hope that to the end of your lives you will both derive 
mutual comfort from a friendship which I have been the means 
of creating between you. After quoting to me a considerable 
part of your Letter, she says of you: “ She was formed, I do really 
think, for every thing good and great.” Before my Sister had 
the means of personally knowing how superior both in head and 
heart you are to all other women, what gave her that strong 
prejudice in your favor 1 Can you attribute it to any other 
cause than my reiterated praises of you • • • • ^ ^ 

I have again quarrelled with the Barbarian, and upon the 
same subject. She continues to receive Prince D., and I have 
therefore discontinued going to her House. All the other 
societies of this place weary me beyond expression. Madame 
Ouvaroff receives the whole French Mission every evening; and 
what is very remarkable in Frenchmen, they are all, with the 
exception of Savary, extremely dull. I pass, therefore, my 
Evenings very much at home, and I have of late had so much 

1 Mrs. Fitzherbert. 
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business, that I have had full employment for my time I have 
this Evening read the Edinburgh Review of Cobbett; it is ably 
done, and though there is nothing new in his notion of the 
practice of the Constitution, he has stated it in a more forcible 
and intelligible manner than I have before seen. 

Sep. 26th. 

I know you to be so implicit a believer in bad omens, that I 
did not venture to tell you that upon the road between Riga 
and this place I lost my Seals, the little butterfly seal and the 
little blue turquoise heart. I gave very particular directions 
to the Post-Master to offer a reward to the finder of them, and 
to my great satisfaction and delight my nephew, to whom I had 
also written upon the subject, brought them to me. Your 
superstition should now lead you to believe that, though tempo¬ 
rary interruptions may occur, we cannot from any cause be 
permanently separated. I still keep to my resolution of not 
seeing the Barbarian, but I will not deny that my adherence 
to it costs me some Effort. I take long solitary rides in the 
morning, and pass my Evenings chiefly at home. To night I 
mean to go to a Masquerade for the purpose of seeing Mad. 
A raski, from whom I may learn some news of the Barbarian’s 
proceedings. Have you left off writing to me ? The Post is 
this day arrived, and has brought me Letters from my Sisters, 
and Newspapers up to the 4th of Sepber; my last Letter from you 
was dated on the 25th of August. 

30th. 

I am at last established in Town, but my house is only half 
furnished and very uncomfortable. I have been once to see the 
Barbarian. . . . 

No. 42. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Hastings, 

Oct. 27. 

How strange it^is, “ Monsieur,” 1 all the French, and Ministers 
declare Louis 182 coming here was perfectly unknown to them, 
and that they do not guess the motive of it. Meanwhile the 
poor man has no house to come to; I do hope he will be allow’d 
an apartment in one of the Palaces: he comes for a fortnight 
only. Nothing marks the extraordinary events of the times we 
live in more strongly than that the arrival of a K. of France in 
London, and the belief of the P. of Portugal sailing with all his 

1 The Comte d’Artois, afterwards Charles X. 
2 Louis XVIII., being forced to leave Mittau by the Russian Government, 

had resolved to join his brother the Comte d’Artois, who had been in England 
for some time. 
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Gov4 to another Hemisphere, creates so little sensation that 
people just mention it, and ask if there is any news. By my 
letters I find there are innumerable reports afloat, some of Mr. 
Arundel1 not being receiv’d at the court he is gone to; others, 
on the contrary, of a renew’d Treaty, and all smooth; others of 
overtures of Peace from France; and others of Buonaparte 
quarrelling with Berthier insisting that he should Marry, Berthier 
refusing, and B. almost kicking him ; quelle indignite pour la 
souverainte Neuchateloise ! 

“ Les Soldats d’Alexandre tons eriges en Roi, 
Et des Larcins Publics appelles grands exploits,’ ’ 

seems written on purpose to describe B. and his court. Do tell 
me whether any of our reports are true, and above all what 
you know of Mr. Arundel’s plans and motions. . . . You think, 
perhaps, I write you long letters 1 Bagatelle que cela ! Ly. 
Westmorland writes your Sally 12 sheets, and to Ld. W. thirty 
nine ! (observe sheets, not pages), well fill’d and closely written— 
that your sort, as Mr. Jones says in the “ road to ruin.” How 
I wish some of this writing mania Would attack you, or that you 
had been a little disciplin’d by Ly. W. Bless you, dear G. 
Je bavarde et j’ai milles choses a faire. 

Oct. 28.—I have just receiv’d a letter from my Niece,2 who is 
return’d from the Morpeth’s. I hope every thing will go smooth, 
but the person who was her Governess, wdio us’d to go by the 
various names of Raison severe, triste Raison, Vent de hise and 
little t,3 meets her there, and sleeps till our return. I am rather 
sorry, for if she had been quite alone she would have been oblig’d, 
I think, to exert herself, and she only needs to be known to be 
lik’d. It sounds extraordinary, but her Father certainly does 
not know her, and Raison Severe’s fault is want of graciousness 
in every thing she does; rigidly right, she forgets that on:e may 
do right without making oneself disagreeable to every one 
around. Bess,4 who does not like her, says she always affects 
her like a North East wrind, which in the brightest sun shine has 
still some chill in it. The Bedfords are not, and ye Hollands 
are, going to Castle Howard. Think of Mr. Brougham,5 the 
protege of Lord Holland, and apparent toad eater and adorer 
of Lady Holland, abusing her violently to Corisande and saying 
he detested her; there never was any woman so courted, so flatter’d, 
so follow’d, so obey'd, and so dislik’d, as Lady Holland. Some¬ 
times, with all her faults, it provokes me to see people who are 

1 Lord G. L. G. 2 Lady H. Cavendish. 
3 Miss Trimmer, daughter of Mrs. Sarah Trimmer. 4 Lady Elizabeth Poster. 
6 Henry Brougham (1778-1868), afterwards Lord Brougham and Vaux, 

and Lord Chancellor 1830. 
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at her feet all day, and whom she thinks adore her, come away 
to abuse and ridicule her. However, she has en revanche made 
one conquest; Frederick Foster, who us’d to be absolutely rude 
° i°r’ aversion, is now staying at C. Howard, purposelv to 

n r1! fSt par trop bou£Eon> I should have lik’d seeing 
a. Carlisle s face, when rather pompously shewing off his 

pictures to Monsieur,1 and coming before one of Michel Angelo’s 
Colossal figures, Mons' said: “ Qu’est ce que cela represente V' 
Frederick Foster stepp’d up and said: “ Mons1' Delme 2 Mon- 
seigneur.” 

Poor Ld B. is oblig d to go up to Town very provokingly, 
o attend that tiresome Andrews’ trial, who swindled so many 

people under the character of his Agent; but can you conceive 
any Man’s giving five thousand pounds to a stranger for the 
chance of a Borough, with no better security than seeing the 
cover of a letter frank’d by Ld. B. to the person who pretended 
to be his agent ? We had just settled that if Louis 18 was sur 
ie pave Ld. B. should offer him Roehampton, but I find Mon' 
has taken the whole of Grillion’s Hotel, and a House on the Chis¬ 
wick road. I send you two books a good deal talk’d of, one that 
sounds like a novel, but is a fact—the Mysterious Separation; 
the other, letters calling themselves by a Spaniard, but suppos’d 
to be written by an Englishman, and as they create a good deal 
of curiosity and conversation, I send them. 

9.c{’ 7^ bbow provoking ! I have no room, and I have a whole 
delightful packet of letters which I long to answer. ... I am 
foolishly pleas’d with ye turquoise heart and seal being found 
again, still more with your taking pains to regain them. Your 
letter does not tell me much how you are going on, but the 
expression made use of by Ministers in talking of you is that you 
have behav d like an Angel. God bless you, Dearest G. . . . 

No. 43. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Oct. 29. 

My letter is gone, but I must go on as if I had not interrupted ’ 
it. . . . I do not agree with your Mad. Mierveldt. If the 
person who writes is indifferent to you, their society and occupa¬ 
tions are probably equally so; but if you are interested in the 
writer, can any thing he does, thinks, sees, or speaks to, be in- 

1 The Comte d’Artois. 
2 Lord Carlisle s nephew, John Delink, of Cams Hall, eldest son of Peter 

Delme and the beautiful Lady Betty, fifth daughter of fourth Earl of Carlisle. 
She manied, secondly, in 1794, Captain Charles Gamier, R.N,, who was drowned 
in 1796. 
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different ? It is very true that merely a list of names will tell 
one but little of how those who bear the names may affect you, 
but if you wrote what I call comfortable letters, I should know 
as much of your society, and what occupied your thoughts at 
the time, as you do of mine. When I went to Paris I liv’d in a 
tourbillon, and surrounded by strangers whom you knew 
nothing of, yet you have often told me that my letters from 
thence amus’d you, and made you feel acquainted with the 
societies I liv’d in and au fait of what was going on. I know 
there is no Medium; one must write under the impression of the 
moment, or not at all. When every little interest and occupation 
becomes different, and one can no longer guess what those one 
loves are thinking of and doing, or what kind of people they are 
living with, absence is encreas’d tenfold; it is a sort of death, and 
breaks thro’ all those smaller ties of unlimited habitual confidence 
that bind affection closer to the heart. When once any thing 
is thought too trifling to be written, the first break is made, and 
writing, instead of a pleasure, will become a task. Life is made 
up of trifles, and soon such a multitude will flow between as to 
lose all knowledge of each other. Your life, indeed, has things 
of more confidence to fill it; but then, you never mention them. 
Not even I think as much as you might, for by your letters I can 
form no guess of whether you are pleas’d or displeas’d, sanguine 
or desponding, successful or failing, and were it not for a person 
here who is some times kind enough to give me a little intelli¬ 
gence of you, I should be quite in despair. Excepting the 
Barbarian, with whom you alternately quarrel and make up, 
and whom, always resolving to separate from, you always return 
to, I can form no more guess of your manner of living or of the 
people you live with than if I had not receiv’d the kind letters 
which give me so much pleasure, and would still so much more 
if they came oftener and with more in them. I know it is 
in vain to say it, and hurried as you are, I am more grateful than 
I can express for what you do write; but what I should like 
would be your writing to me as you us’d to talk to me when 
we met in C. Sqr, telling me any trifle qui vous passoit par la 
tete—any one you met with, what you thought of them, what 
pleas’d, amus’d or wearied you—but this is too much to hope 
for. 

30. 

I am oblig’d to write by snatches as I have time, but that is 
no matter. I have sent for the caricatures. Lord Howick, 
who at first did not seem to disapprove, is, I hear, grown violent 
about the Danish expedition. . . . 
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31. 

Ld. B. is just return'd; the business he went on was put oh. 
. . . Louis 18 is arriv’d without one mark of honour or even 
of civility. Poor Royalty—shorn of its beams, with how little 
respect it is treated ! It is a bad moral for a people to witness, 
mais le metier de Roi est hors de mode et ne vaut plus rien 
maintenant. 

Nov. 1. 

... I trust the intelligence in yesterday’s Times and Courier 
is not true, that we have refus’d Louis 18 leave to land.1 It 
makes me quite indignant to think it possible we should disgrace 
ourselves by such a paltry caution and such a flagrant breach 
of hospitahty, almost of common humanity; but it is the shabbi- 
ness vexes me most, for if this wretched Man, instead of being 
driven from every place of refuge left him, had a large army at 
his command, we should court and probably subsidise him. I 
do not want to fight for the restoration of the Bourbons—no 
power has a right to impose a King or interfere in the Government 
of another Country; but surely we are not yet so trampled down 
and sunk among nations as to suffer any other to direct whom we 
shall or shall not receive. I would not, had I power, accept 
Peace itself on such terms; but perhaps, after all my ravings, 
it is not true, it is only news paper report. . . . 

No. 41. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
4:th November. 

... I have a letter from G.: the Hollands are at Castle Howard. 
She does not say much about them except that the visit does not 
succeed quite so well there as in other places; l’Hote et l’Hotesse 
are in equal fusses in different ways, and the Lady Visitor rather 
stiff and fine. I think I could have foreseen this. Ld. Holland 
is much too independably pleasant to suit Ld. Carlisle, and I 
fancy I see poor Dear Ly. Carlisle thinking it necessary never 
to leave Ly. Holland for a moment, and watching her with the 
mixture of admiration, awe, and perplexity that you see in a 
child the first time it goes to the play. They say it was very 
amusing to see her with the foreigners. Monsieur did n-ot 
understand her the least, and at last took it into his head that 
she had un fonds d’espieglerie: his manner to her under this 

1 He landed at Yarmouth 29th October, under the title of the Comte de 
Lille, by which name he was to be known in England; from there he drove to 
Gosfield Hall, lent him by the Marquis of Buckingham. He was accompanied 
by the Dues d’Angouleme and De Berri, the Comte d Avaray, the Due de 
Gramont, Comte Etienne de Damas, and six others. 
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impression, and her surprise at the new attribute assign’d to 
her, must have been too entertaining. “ Ah, la voila qui se 
moque de nous ! Ah, la mechante !” continually repeated with 
shouts of laughter, she herself not knowing whether she was to 
disclaim or avail herself of this new Light into her Character, 
which Frederick Foster confirm'd by assuring Monsr she was 
always quizzing him, and confiding to him some of her jokes, 
translated into bad French. Lord Carlisle look’d half angry, 
and Ld. Morpeth fretted and fuss’d least she should not answer 
exactly what she ought. The Hollands are going to Woburn 
and Brocket in their way to town. You must own I am very 
good, for having nothing to tell you of my own, I ransack north 
and south for intelligence. 

No. 45. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Nov. 1th. 

Lord Holland has just sent me a kind letter and Crabbe’s 
Poems (which I have sent you). They are strong and often 
original, but all of a melancholy and usually a harsh tendency. 
It is the worst side of human nature he draws, which makes me 
prefer the Library to all the others, tho’ in the Village and 
Register there are beautiful passages. Pray, among other 
things, read the lines that describe old Romance; I think them 
remarkably good. 

It is too bad if Politicks are to destroy all private comfort, 
but it goes so far that on a report of the Bp of Carlisle being to 
be Arch Bp of York, Lord Carlisle and Lord Stafford began 
regrets and finding fault. Ld. and Ly. Pollington and Ld. and 
Ly. Monson complain to all their friends that they are already 
tired of each other, and Ly. Mexborough, it is said, consoles 
them by saying Honey Moons are out of Fashion, and that she 
never heard of making love after the Marriage was over-—but 
this is true Amherst Commerage. What can be the story of 
the correspondence between the King and Lord Howick which 
the former refuses to shew his confidential friends, the Pope, &c. ? 

Nov. 8. 

I tell you all I hear exactly as if you had not intelligence de 
source. My Mother and Bess write me word that Mrs. Howe 
and Ld. ILawkesbury say Louis 18 really declares that he brings 
in himself England’s best Ally; that it is not an asylum; it is 
not to see his family—it is to discuss future treaties and opera¬ 
tions warlike and Political that he is come hither. This does 
seem like Madness, but still I do think they should receive, 
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soothe, listen to, and refuse him as civilly as they can. The 
very necessity of refusing the aid he wants makes kindness in 
other respects more requisite. Lord Hawkesbury says they 
dreaded his intrigues, or rather those of his people. They have, 
in consequence, allow'd the Due de Gramont and one other to 
come to London, but have refus’d L. 18 himself and poor little 
d’Avaray. What mischief they could expect from them I 
cannot guess; petty plots and intrigues “ where Ladies intercede 
and slaves debate ” is not the Character of English Politicks, 
and can have no influence in an English court and Administration. 
It is at the same time insulting him, and doing too much honour 
to the little means he has left, to seem afraid of admitting him 
to London. Meanwhile the King wrote kindly to him, but said 
at the moment the discussions he ask’d for were useless; that 
his only unoccupied Palace, Holyrood House (non e vero, Hamp¬ 
ton Court is at liberty), was order’d to be ready for his reception, 
if he lik’d to accept of it. He is at Gosfield, and the Neighbour¬ 
hood shew him great attention. One person sent him a service 
of plate for his use whilst there. Monsr, it is said, is much 
distress’d, and Ministers much irritated—more than the case 
seems to require. . . . 

No. 18. 

G. L. G. to Lady B. 
Ocber 5th. 

... In the first place I have to tell you of a long conversation 
I have had with Savary, who imitates the brusque ton of his 
master, mixing in his conversation innumerable morbleu, 
parbleu, &c., &c., now and then softened down by a mon cher 
Milord. He abuses Lauderdale violently, and talks of the im¬ 
possibility of having made peace with such a negotiator* ~IIis 
political principles—-I mean even those he avows—would shock 
you not a little. He talks of massacres with the most perfect 
sang froid; he insisted on the necessity of destroying the present 
black population of St. Domingo—nothing short of extirpation 
of the Negroes could restore the Colony to France, et parbleu 
Milord il faut y aller rondement; that if England had not gone 
to war with them, they should have massacred annually 30 or 
40,000 negroes, and in a very few years the white people would 
have had a decided superiority. He abused us for our abolition 
of the Slave trade. 

Qih Ocber. 

The Barbarian has at last taken the resolution to advise 
Prince D. to go away, and he set off this morning to join his 
Regh She appears to regret him, and his absence will make no 
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change in my determination. I mean to see her not every day, 
but pretty frequently, and never to hint any thing beyond 
amitie. The Princesse Galitzin who died was wife to the brother 
of the husband of Princesse Serge Galitzin 1 (whom you knew at 
Paris and in England). 

■ It is an extraordinary thing that in a despotic Country, and 
where one would think the Court must give the fashion and way 
of thinking in society, I should find that instead of being coldly 
received, I am better than ever acceuille’d by the society here; 
and though the will of the Sovereign almost forces many persons 

i to receive the French Mission, yet they are extremely dissatisfied 
I with their Reception. 

1th October • 

The more I hear and the more I reflect, the more I feel satisfied 
of the necessity of our operations in Zealand; our evacuation of 
the island I doubt being a prudent measure. Do not be guided 

, in your opinions by those of your Son in Law and any of the 
1 young Politicians; their opinions are in the first place formed 
without connoissance de causes. I think Fox, had he lived, 
wd. have approved; I judge from the dispatches he wrote with 

j regard to Denmark. Lord Howick, I am also inclined to think, 
ought not to disapprove. 

No. 46. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Hastings, 

10 Nov. 

The Weather is growing very turbulent, and if we do not 
go soon of ourselves, the wind will carry us away, as it has 
done the corner of the house next door. We had a Mr. Milward 
to dine here to day; he is the Chief Man in the place, more 
Gentlemanlike than I should have expected, and he gave rather 
an entertaining account of Georges’ 2 coming here secretly, when 
Gov4 were sending him to France. He says nothing ever 
equall’d his imprudence and uncontroullable violence; that it 
was thought of great consequence he should not be known, yet 
on coming to Mr. M.’s house, and his desiring him not to come 
in, or to wait a few minutes in another room, till he could send 
away a Gen1 Spencer and another officer, who having seen him, 
would know him again—“ Non, Monsieur ” (answer’d Georges, 
with the utmost Vehemence), “ je ne ferai pas Vantichambre, 

1 The Barbarian. 
2 Georges Cadoudal, the famous Chouan Chief (1769-1804), came to London 

in 1800, where he was given the “Cordon rouge’’ by the Cofnte d’Artois. 
Joined in Pichegru’s conspiracy- Pitt was accused of sanctioning their 
enterprise in 1804. 
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pour tous les Generaux de L’Europe rassembles,” and so saying 
rust’d into the room, and was immediately recognis’d by the 
Company. 

nth. 

. . . We hear today of nothing but peace; a Flag of truce 
said to be come and the stocks rise upon it. Yedremi che mai 
sara. If the scandal you mention of Mad. B. is true, how does 
Napoleon the Great bear it ? I should be sorry if he was to 
throw her off, for I think throughout (sauf la vertu) she has 
borne her honours meekly and done all the good she could. I 
should not wonder if he had any hope of a more Brilliant Marriage 
if he was to take some opportunity of breaking with her. 

No. 47. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Nov. 18th. 

Poor old Ld. Grey is dead.1 What a misfortune for opposition. 
We shall make a sad figure in the H. of Commons without giving 
much to the H. of Lords, for it is animated speaking that Ld. 
Howick does best, and there, there is too much decorum for him 
ever to make a figure, et puis la place est prise. Lord Grenville 
must be chief, and Ld. Howick will not like being 2d. Sheridan 
was at D. H. when he first heard it, and Bess and I both thought 
we perceiv’d a mixture of satisfaction in his regrets. It has 
always been his Ambition to lead the Op., and with talents and 
Eloquence to entitle him to any thing had he chose it, he has 
so degraded his Mind and character that there is scarce any one 
sunk so low as to look up to Sheridan as his chief. I hope the 
real Eliza2 will have had some provision made for her—I dread 
her being neglected; and thinking how anxious and agitated one 
person would have been at this event, brings former times so 
present to my mind, that it renews every bitter regret. This 
heavy grief is much too near me still; it is in vain I try to banish 
it, every trifle conjures up recollections: 

“ And memory wakes, with all her busy train. 
Swells at my heart, and turns the past to pain.” 

It is the misery of living long in the world . . . that after a 
time (especially if any misfortune aids it) the prospect closes, 
and instead of looking forward with expectation, one can only 
look back with regret, and at every new event hope is exchang’d 
for fear; the Change is imperceptible, but certain. A Man, 
having a stronger Mind and occupations of greater importance 

1 General Sir Charles, first Earl Grey, died 14th November, 1807. 
2 Lord Howick’s illegitimate child. 
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to himself and others, even late in life, may contrive to support 
himself and struggle with Misfortunes and infirmity, but even a 
Man will feel the loss of those he loves—especially at a time when 
every loss is irreparable. Do not be angry; I have done 

No. 48. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Nov. 21. 

. . . All Port Drinkers are groaning over the fate of Portugal; 
it only remains for Russia to go to war with us, and we shall 
justify the title of the old Farce—little England against all 
the~world. 

22. 
I found my Daughter and Grandson very well, and both 

looking very pretty. But I must tell you an odd History of 
the oddest of all persons—Sheridan. I believe I mention’d 
his being at Devonshire House the other day. He said he was 
just going to Brocket House, and I was thinking how lucky we 
were to miss him, as meeting him always distresses me. Bess 
mention’d our going; he repeated it, and look’d very thoughtful. 
She gave him a note for Ly. Mel., supposing him just setting 
out, and he went away. All the Mels, came to Town a few days 
after, and I went en famille to see my Caroline, only Miss Monck, 
W., and I, concluding as Sheridan’s visit was to Ly. Mel., it 
was over. As we drove up to the door a Barouche and four 
drove up too. I ran up to Caro., asking what company they 
could have. “ None,” she said, “ for all the servants are gone 
with Ly. M., and we only stayed because it was fine and you 
coming.’ Sheridan was announc’d, pretending he had put off 
his coming when they expected him to meet the P. here. Caro 
told him his memory was short, for that she knew Ly. M. wrote 
to scold him for not coming at his time, and to tell him it was 
now too late and she was going away. He look’d foolish, but 
persisted in staying. As I was really angry (for he took the 1st 
opportunity of telling me he came for me, and I thought would 
pretend to Hecca I came to meet him), I would not say one 
word, and look’d very cross. He was determin’d to pay his 
loyer, and I must own he was so pleasant—or, rather, so brilliant 
—he delighted every body but me (and certainly entertain’d 
me); but I remain’d imperturbable, and notwithstanding Epigram 
upon Epigram, and joke upon joke, refus’d to shake hands with 
him, which seemed to be the great object of all this trouble. 
I begg’d Caro and W. not to ask him to stay next day, for I 
really felt distress’d at the ridiculous way in which he trotted 
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after me wherever I went, imploring of me (whenever Lord B. 
turn’d his back) to forgive and shake hands with him. Next 
day, when his carriage drove to the door, he shiver’d and cough’d, 
complain d of a cold, of a head ache, said he had never met with 
so good a bed: every one was silent. He lik’d being at Brocket 
of all things: not a word. At last he ask’d whether it would be 
inconvenient to them to allow him to stay. They could not 
refuse: he stayed, and was still pleasanter than the night before, 
but still more persevering in following me in and out of the 
room, up and down stairs, and even into the Nursery, where I 
was waiting for Caro and the Nurse. He threw himself on his 
knees before me. I could not help being struck with the dis¬ 
parate of my occupation and his language. I interrupted the 
most animated professions by shewing him the Child, and 
asking him if his Grandchildren were as pretty as mine. He 
jump’d up, but with such fury in his looks that I was really 
frighten’d. He vow’d vengeance against me, . . . and mutter¬ 
ing something about you that I could not hear, left me. His 
carriage drove up with ours; he waited to hand me in, which I 
could not refuse, as all my family were with me, and the moment 
he got my hand in his, he crush’d it with so much violence that 
the tears came in my eyes, and I could scarcely help screaming. 
It is all bruis’d and swell’d, and so cut where the ring goes, I am 
oblig’d to take it off till my finger heals. I hope the revenge 
will end here; it is quite sufficient. Je vous ai conte ceci un peu 
trop en long, je n’avois rien de meilleur a dire, et puis avouez que 
la rarete du fait le merite, on n’a pas coutume d’estropier les 
Grand-Meres pour 1’amour de leurs beaux yeux, et Ton peut bien 
s’en vanter quand cela arrive. I suppose Turkey, like Poland, 
is to be divided between Buonaparte and Alexander, and war 
with England to be the condition ? Seeing you will be the only 
counterbalance to this, but I had rather do so from any other 
reason. ... As I have told you so much of Sheridan, I must 
tell you one of the Epigrams he repeated; it is not very good, 
but well Parodied: 

“ Three Poets in three distant streets dwelt all— 
The Strand, New Sloane Street, and famed Leaden Hall— 
The first renown’d for Spectres and Bombast, 
The next for Plagiary, for both the last. 
Exhausted Folly could perform no more. 
But made a Lewis from a Cob and Hoare.” 
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No. 49. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
24 Nov. 

The news, the conversation, and the croaking really hip me 
so much that I have not heart to write. We came to town 
yesterday and din’d at A.’s,1 Mr. Tierney, Ld. Choi., and Mr. 
Vaughan; the latter came full prim’d from the city with the 
declaration of war with Austria, the fall of the House of Braganza 
(Mr. Tierney ask’d whether notice had been yet given to the 
Brunswicks to quit), and probable war with Russia. . . . Then 
such forebodings about Ireland, which is, I believe, as bad as 
can be; and au beau milieu of all this, by the conversation I 
heard afterwards, between Lord Holland, Mr. Tierney, and some 
others, all our people lamenting the death of Lord Grey as a much 
greater Misfortune than the overwhelming of Europe, and while 
it is doubtful whether England can withstand the general ruin, 
only occupied with who shall lead i nostri. This last circum¬ 
stance is perhaps one of the most fatal, since this vehement 
party Spirit still burning, when every one should unite against 
the common enemy, tends to destroy the little power there is, 
and weakens still more an Administration far too weak al¬ 
ready. . . . 

25th. 

If all the army that is return’d from South America are as 
violent against our ill fated Genl.2 as my Maid’s Brother, it 
will go hard with him on his trial. I never saw such indignation 
in my life, and had no notion the sense of honour and disgrace 
existed so strongly among the private soldiers. He stamped 
and threw down his hat, on merely naming him. (Did I tell 
you this before ? It seems to me que je me repete sans fin.) 
He says they were literally in possession of what commanded 
the town, and could have blown it to Pieces, when G1 Crauford’s 
capture was made known, and the terms on which he would be 
liberated, which were instantly submitted to. The townspeople 
taunted our soldiers afterwards with having too good natur’d a 
General. He gave me many curious details; but I know not how 
it is, I feel as if I had said all this before, yet I cannot think how. 
The Hollands supp’d with us at K.’s last night; the Party at 
Trentham were only the Master of the house, T. Grenville, and 
the singer 3 you admir’d so. Lord Holland thinks her very hand¬ 
some, but says her folly and her innocence are quite amusing. 
She talks incessantly and always of herself, and entertain’d him 

1 The Duke of Devonshire. 
2 General Whitelocke’s disaster at Buenos Ayres, 
3 The Catalani. 
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chiefly with convent stories, of her great pleasure being bringing 
up tame rabbits, and when they were big, turning them with 
Dogs into the dortoirs, where they could not escape; and when 
the dogs caught and tore them to pieces, ils sautoient et criaient 
a, faire mourir de rire. I hope this would have disgusted you; 
Lord Holland, who has seen Lady Birds roll’d in wax and stuck 
into the candles, might think less of it, but even he was shock’d. 
She has great respect for high rank, but not much Idea of it, 
and made the Mistress of the house (Lady Stafford) very angry 
by coupling her with Ly. Hamilton, to whom she also thought 
great deference due from her exalted situation in life. 

Nov. 26. 

I have been longing to see somebody of the other side, hoping 
to be put in better spirits, and trusting that a great deal of 
croaking was owing to the sort of gloom thro’ which Englishmen 
always see events that interest them, but in which they have no 
hand. To day my cousin 1 (lately return’d from Vienna) call’d 
on me, but 1 did not find this hope verified: he is far more gloomy 
than any oneTelse I have yet seen. We had much conversation 
also- on his own private affairs, and he told me many things I 
was sorry to hear, and enough to put any one out of spirits, 
without public misfortunes to add. He says that soon after 
quitting Vienna he was with the flower? or rather the hud, wha 
fold him Augustus 5 was far from satisfied, and he fear’d would 
come to an open quarrel. I flatter’d myself all this was settled. 
Then he says he was going by desire of the Pope to call on you 
on his way back; but from all he heard, he was so convinced 
the bad weather had driven you from the country, that he 
firmly expected to find you in London, and would not go (he 
might as well, I think, at any rate). He says you wrote him 
word, that the Emperor treats you quite de haut en bas—in 
short, that Buonaparte has compleatly talk’d him over, and 
between threats and flattery makes him do what he pleases— 
and he certainly pleases to quarrel with you and your employers. 
Buonaparte’s'conduct towards Portugal is the most extraordinary 
and treacherous I ever heard of. What on Earth are the 
Russians doing here ? If it was merely shelter they sought, why 
go under false names ? But we shall know probably before 
you can answer me, and I fear no good. The person who sends 
my letters to you tells me they will probably go by the post for 
the future; so as you get them, and they do not reach the 
English papers, I care not. 

1 Lord Pembroke had been sent on a Mission to Vienna at the same time as 
Lord G. L. G. to Petersburg. 

2 M. de Budberg. 
3 Frederick Augustus, Kong of Saxony. 
VOL. II 21 
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Nov. 27. 

Here’s work: the Prince of Asturias1 arrested; this is too 
bad. “ Pizarro, if not always justly, act always greatly at 
least.” Some Elvira should say this to Buonaparte, for even 
in crimes there are shades which make them degrading or 
brilliant: one may admire whilst one blames and hates; but 
anything of treachery or underhand wickedness, mix indignation 
with enmity. 

28. 

My letter did not go yesterday, which will make it appear 
unmercifully long. Think of Mr. Hill2 being appointed to 
Sardinia ! It is a Little like Boufflers’ Embassy to poor Stanislas— 
Embassadeur sans traitement, au Souverain sans Royamne. It 
does appear to me a little bit of a job, as Lord Bristol calls it— 
et j’en fais honneur a Hetty.3 . . . 

Dec. ls£. 

We came to town for one Night yesterday to see Bess,4 who 
has been very ill, but is much better, and carry back my Mother. 
1 went with Caro, George Lamb, and my sons, to see a very 
pretty little farce at D. Lane. Mrs. H. Siddons acts so well 
and looks so pretty you would be half in love with her, but I 
am so ruin’d for want of subscribers, I doubt whether I shall be 
able to keep my boxes. . . . 

Lord Granville’s negotiations came to an abrupt conclu¬ 

sion. Russia, now completely under the influence of France, 

declared war against England on 31st October.6 Lord Granville 

left St. Petersburgh on 9th November, and made his way home 

through Sweden. Pie was at Gottenburg on 11th December, 
but only reached England in January. 

1 .,^^e Prince the Asturias, eldest son of Charles IV. of Spain, was arrested 
on 31st October on the pretext of conspiring against his father, at the instiga¬ 
tion of Don Emanuel Godoy, the Prince, of the Peace, the favourite of both 
the King and Queen, for the purpose of removing the only obstacle that then 
opposed his audacious ambition, but in the end the results of this action were 
quite contrary to the expectations of the favourite. 

Hon. William Hill was appointed Envoy Extraordinary and Minister 
1 lenipotentiary to the Court of Sardinia in December, 1807, which post he 
held until 1834. 1 

l ^ady Hester Stanhope. i Lady Elizabeth Foster. 
In the most hasty and unaccountable manner possible Romanzoff mixed 

up no amenity in his language (though he is naturally a smooth-tongued and 
gentle-mannered character). He took no pains either to explain or qualify 
the hostile conduct of his Court, and he soemed to consider this as fully done 
in their veiy feeble and ill-argued Declaration.”—Lord Malmesbury’s Diaries. 
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No. 50. 

Ladii B. to G. L. G., Post Office, Yarmouth. 
Dec. 1. 

I forget whether you were much acquainted with Prince 
Esterhazy and Cmte Potocki ? They were at Castle Howard, 
and in great favour with my Nieces, especially the latter. He 
certainly seems clever and well inform’d, and has a sort of 
Naivete that gives an appearance of originality to his conversa¬ 
tion, but so terribly indolent that he makes a labour of existence 
by seeming to think it a fatigue to move and an exertion to 
Articulate; every time you see him do one or hear him do the 
other, you are tempted to believe from his extreme languor that 
it is the last time he will ever do either. They have a sort of 
travelling Tutor with them, a heavy tax by all accounts on those 
who invite them to their houses; and if the heads of ye families 
had no regard for their sons’ improvement, they ought in mercy 
to the English to have provided them with a better companion. 
The only feather in his cap is having fought in eighteen battles, 
and to the smallest civil word or bow he answers by a detail 
of each particular wound or mischance that befell him in the 
course of them. When Harriet was playing on the Piano forte 
he came up to her in an ecstasy, saying, “ Miladi me fait penser 
a Belisaire.” The resemblance does not strike at first sight, 
but you who are us’d to diplomatic enigmas may possibly under¬ 
stand it. . . . When shall I know something of you ? The 
state of things terrify me—wars and rumours of wars without 
end, and you surrounded with dangers and difficulties Physique 
et Moral, as Borino wd. say. I dare not let myself think seriously, 
et c’est a fin de m’etourdir que je t’ecris ces balivernes. 

Tuesday. 

I am just return’d from the Hollands’, who are full of the 
reported changes, and still fuller of every sort of croaking. 
What is to become of us ? Lord Grey has been very ill with 
such another attack as he had last year. At the Hollands’ 
there were a motley company of Lawyers, statesmen, Critics, 
and divines—Sydney Smith the only one of the latter class, in 
high glee attacking Mr. Ward and Allen, telling them the best 
way to keep a merry Nmas was to roast a Scotch Atheist as 
the most intolerant and arrogant of all two legged animals. 
Allen1 did not look pleas’d, but kept clasping his hands together 
till his fingers crack’d (a great trick of his). S. S. call d out, 

i Dr. John Alien (1771-1843), writer in the Edinburgh Review, lived with 
the Hollands since the time he had accompanied them to Spam as their 

dootor. 
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“ See ! there’s one beginning to crackle already.” There was 
a dispute between Mr. Ward and somebody of whether the last 
No. of the Ed. review was excellent or execrable, which each 
asserted. S. S. said there should be a jury half reviewers and 
half readers. “ How will you swear them ?” said Mr. W.; for 
I fancy Bibles are not a plentiful commodity in this house.” 
“No want of Bibles,” cried S. S.; “we will have the book of 
atoms—Lucretius, Lucretius, to swear the Honble. E. Ward 
upon; that is his Bible, his creed, his divinity.” 1 Ld. Ellen- 
borough 2 told some amusing stories of Paley, who us’d to say he 
had done worse than die in a mine from poverty—been travelling 
tutor to a foolish Nobleman (I do not know who). The first 
time he went his natural diffidence made him take great pains 
to prepare himself for the difficult examination he expected to 
go thro’, fearing he should fail in answering all the questions 
he thought sure to be put to him; but when he came he was 
only desir’d to go directly to a Barber, get his hair cut, his beard 
shav’d, then to a tailor for a coat and waistcoat of more modern 
shape, and then come again to be look’d at the next day. Ld. 
Ellenborough also said that Erskine 3 had been with him to 
ask him seriously whether, if he came into Court with a Brief, 
he would call him to the Bar. Ld. El. declin’d, saying he should 
not know how to word it, and doubted whether there would 
not be some laughing at hearing “ Henry Ld. Erskine, late 
Chancellor of England, come forward, and plead the cause of 
John Davis.” (And then to Clerk) “ See that the noble Lord 
is paid two and sixpence for his Brief.” Are you weary, dear 
G., de tout ce bavardage ? Helas ! les enfants chantent la nuit 
quand ils ont peur—et j’ai le coeur bien gros. 

4th December. 

Ld. Pembroke is going to be married in ten days to the 
Comtesse de Woronzoff ! . . . Ld. Henry Petty is going to 
marry, not Miss Beckford, but Ly. L. Strangways; he is a great 
jilt, but Miss B.’s fate seems a hard one. Mr. B. is determin’d 
to make it a condition of her marriage that his son in Law shall 
not only receive and introduce him into good Company, but get 
him made a Peer, and that Peerage est un Enfant difficile a 
pateliner. . . . 

1 Lucretius wrote the poem “ De Reruin Nature,” in which he explains the 
atomic theory of Leucippus and the moral and religious doctrines of the 
philosophy of Epicurus. 

2 Edward Law, first Baron Ellenborough (1750-1818), Lord Chief Justice 
of England 1802. 

3 Thomas Erskine, first Baron Erskine (1750-1823), Lord Chancellor 1806, 
resigned 1807. 
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No. 51. 

Lady B. to G. L. G., Post Office, Yarmouth. 

Cav. Sqm, 
Dec. 18. 

I really wanted the cordial of to night’s good news—the 
Prince Regent1 gone to the Brazils, and what has been allow’d 
by all to be of immense benefit to us, not treated as Chimerical 
and ridiculous to think of, actually accomplish’d. It is a most 
noble enterprise, and I hope to Heaven will fully succeed. If 
we had but Buenos Ayres now to give him ! But what has once 
been done may be done again. I have been putting off and 
putting off coming to town every day in hopes of waiting for 
the day of your arrival. I could delay it no longer; we are come, 
and return Monday, and then it will be ages before I can come 
again. I din’d at D. H. Sir Ph. Francis was highly pleas’d 
with the declaration, which is reckon’d Temperate, Spirited, 
and good. Is it the Pope’s ? I thought one part like him. 
Oh, dear G., Politicks drive me mad. G. Ponsonby,2 the late 
Chancellor, is to be Leader of the opposition, and thus all my 
family almost 'personally pitch’d against your friends. 

20th. 
I write on to relieve myself, and, if I can, the Perturbation of 

spirits in which expecting you keeps me. Some of our friends 
are very violent and great preparations are making for a vigorous 
opposition, but there are differences of opinion. My Brother, 
Lord Grenville, and the P. of Wales approve, I understand, of 
the Copenhagen Measure;3 most of the rest of Op. blame or wish 
to blame, and Ld. Erskine says that if Hell did not exist before, 
Providence would create it now, to punish Ministers for that 
D—able Measure. What disturbs me the most is that I shall 
in all probability hear you and your friends abus’d from morning 
till night, and that often by people whom I dare not answer; but 
I will not foretell misfortune. .Sir A. Paget met the Portuguese; 
it was a magnificent sight, but he, too, confirms the Populace 

1 Napoleon had required the Court of Lisbon—first, to shut their ports 
against Great Britain; secondly, to detain all Englishmen residing in Portugal; 
and, thirdly, to confiscate all English property. The Prince Regent having 
refused to violate his treaties with England, Napoleon declared the House of 
Braganza had ceased to exist, and sent an immense army under Junot into 
Portugal. The Prince Regent retired with his family to the Brazils. He sailed 
with his whole fleet and a great treasure on 29th November, and was esoorted 
by an English fleet under the command of Captain Graham Moore. 

2 George Ponsonby (1755-1817), son of the Speaker of the Irish House of 
Commons, had resisted the Union; was Lord Chancellor of Ireland under Fox 
and Grenville in 1806; was leader of the Opposition in 1808. 

3 The seizure of the Danish fleet. 
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would not destroy the fort of St. Julien as the Prince Regent 
had order’d, and Sir A. Paget says a Russian Squadron under 
Ad. Greig is expected down the Mediterranean, will fail in with 
Sir Sidney while the eight Ships in the Tagus attack him on the 
other side, and that the next news will be a defeat. How I do 
hope not, and that he will heat them ! Ly. Westmorland was 
at R. (?), but the oddest story is that the Prince of Peace has 
disappear’d—nobody knows how, why, or where ! The report 
in all classes of Opposition is that the King is mad; the other 
side deny this, but as strenuously insist that the P. of Wales 
is mad. I believe neither to the extent reported, and both to a 
certain degree. The King is not to come to town, and all business 
to be transacted in the Country for the future; this is what 
gives ground to the first story. The Prince sees nobody but 
Ld. Yarmouth, and lives shut up inCarlton House, writing night 
and day to la bella Donone (as "Naldi calls Ly. Hertford). By 
the by, he has been living with Naldi all summer, and says he is 
the most delightful man in the world; I believe, if he could, he 
would make him Prime Minister, and charm the Angry world 

to Peace with music. 
Dec. 21. 

So the Pope has begun with us now; I mean the real Pope— 
not at home but at Milan, where I suppose Buonaparte means to 
fulminate all crown’d heads that, Catholic or Protestant, do not 
bow down to him: it is too late, I should imagine, for this to 
have much effect. Papal Thunder and excommunication will 
probably be laugh’d at, but unfortunately, as Nothing human can 
be perfect, we are gone too far the other way, and in renouncing 
superstition have become lukewarm to all Religion. However, 
it is positively asserted, and seems generally believ’d, that the 
Pope has written to forbid the Irish Catholicks paying Tythes 
to ye Protestant Clergy. How cunning of B. to take off any 
Popularity relieving the Tythes might have given us in Ireland, 
and leaving us the choice of appearing to submit, or enforcing 
our claims at the point of the Bayonet. There is no end of 
reports, and you shall have them all as they come—you need 
not read them; but on all sides we hear that certainly the Duke 
of Portland, and probably Cg, are going out, and then the Dr. 
coming in. I made Willy ask Drummond, as he lives with 
Perceval all day long. He told W. he believ’d certainly the D. 
of P. was going out and the Dr. coming in, but either knew or 
would say nothing of Mr. Canning. God bless you, Dearest G. 
How I do long to see you ! 

1 Manuel Godoy (1767-1851), Prime Minister of Spain, called Prince de la 
Paix, from having concluded the Peace with France in 1795. 



CHAPTER XVI 

1808-1809 

LADY BESSBOROUGH IN SCOTLAND AND IRELAND—LORD 

GRANVILLE'S COURTSHIP AND MARRIAGE 

Lady Bessborough was now chaperoning her niece, Lady 

Harriet Cavendish, and she probably met Lord Granville fre¬ 

quently, for her letters are not so numerous, and are mostly 

concerned with family details. 
There is a good deal about Miss Susan Beckford (the Sapphire), 

Lord Granville’s cousin. She was making her debut in Society, 

and his sisters and friends were urging him to pay his court 

to her. He does not appear to have followed their advice with 

any very great ardour, perhaps because he had already begun 

to feel the charm of “ The Pearl ” (Lady H. Cavendish, his future 

wife), of whom there is from this time more frequent mention. 

The Duchess of Somerset and her sister, Lady Anne Hamilton 

(also cousins), into whose care Mr. Beckford (the author of 

“ Vathek ”) had given his daughter and future heiress, were 

determined to secure the young lady for their brother, Lord 

Douglas. They eventually carried the day, and the marriage 

took place in April, 1810. 
In August the Bessboroughs started on a round of visits in 

the North, and crossed over from Scotland to Ireland, proceeding 

to Bessborough (the first visit to their property since the begin¬ 

ning of this correspondence). They returned to England in 

November, and paid a visit to Trentham on their way to London, 

Lady B. to G. L. G. at Blandford Park. 

Monday night (March or May). 

How tired I am ! We are just come back from Argyle St., 
which was very full, but to me very dull. Besides my natural 
dislike to going out, the Character of Chaperon takes off all 
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power of seeking the little amusement one might meet with. 
If Harriet is talking to any body, I dare not stir though I should 
be dying to speak to some one three steps from me, lest I should 
interrupt a tender conversation just at the most interesting 
moment; or if I happen to have any body by me I like, and am 
in the beau milieu of some animated discussion, I feel a little 
pull at my arm, with, “ Aunt, shall we not go into the next room ?” 
And, dear Girl, she will not let me stir a step without her, which 
prevented mv having a nearer view of your Susan.1 She sat 
behind with Ly. Anne,2 the eldest, and another Lady in front— 
Mr. Price and a young Mr. Elwes on guard; notwithstanding, 
Willy (most impudently, as I thought) march’d into the box. 
He says she was looking in great beauty, but very grave and 
silent. After some jockeyship, he got near her, and talk’d to 
her a little. She complain’d of the heat of the boxes, and thought 
it would be pleasanter below. He ask’d why she did not come 
down; Ly. Anne answered it was not worth while, they were 
going as soon as the music was over, and accordingly, the moment 
it ceas’d Mr. Price was order’d to take her away. AY. said he 
long’d to trip up Ly. A. and trundle her down stairs. He took 
the Eldest,3 who complain’d of the uncomfort of remaining always 
shut up in the hot boxes and going just as it was growing pleasant. 
W. asked her why they did so; she answer’d that they did not 
like to press Ly. Anne to stay when it was disagreeable to her, 
especially as they were to come out more this year than they 
ever had yet. She also said her Sister had very bad health, and 
that late hours and hot rooms were bad for her, but that they 
were to have little parties at home sometimes. W. ask’d if 
they never walk’d in the morning; she said not now, as the young¬ 
est had a weak chest, and was afraid of the cold, but later in the 
year they did. All these little complaints, and Susette’s letter 
to the Dss. of Somerset, tho’ they are only murmurs, are the best 
preparation you could wish. The only misfortune is that it 
prevents acquaintance, but it is calculated to hasten very much 
any partiality she might be inclin’d to feel for you. If she could 
but once know that it was for herself alone, and with no Idea 

1 Miss Susan Euphemia Beckford; bom 1786, second daughter and heiress 
of William Beckford. of Fonthill, by his wife, Lady Margaret Gordon, daughter 
0 the fourth Earl of Aboyne, and Lady Margaret Stewart, daughter of the 
sixth Earl of Galloway. Miss Beckford was therefore a first "cousin once 
removed of Lord G. L. G. 

2 Lady Anne Hamilton, eldest daughter of Archibald, ninth Duke of Hamilton 
and Brandon, and sister of the Duchess of Somerset and Lord Douglas first 
cousin of G. L. G. She died unmarried in 1846. 

Miss Margaret M. Elizabeth Beckford; born 1785, married James Ord 
(aftenvards Major-General) against her father’s wish, who in consequence 
disinherited her. She died 1818. ^ 
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of her being a fortune, that you pursued her, she must be flatter’d 
with your persevering thro’ the difficulties that surround her: 
but 1 wish before it was more talk’d of, and before anything at 
all mark d was done on your side, some means could be found of 
your being better acquainted with her. Surely relationship, 
and the evident restraint put upon her—so unlike the liberty 
allow d to any young women of their age—would be reason 
sufficient to give for feeling Interested about them. You must 
get acquainted with the Eldest, and thro’ her by degrees say 
what you cannot say yourself to the other. By the by, Ly. 
Abercorn told me last night of your being what she call’d a 
pretendant: she ask’d me if I knew the Miss B.’s; I said no. 
She prais d the youngest extravagantly, and then stopping all 
at once, said: But of course you hate her; however, comfort 
yourself, for Beamer1 has no chance.” I pretended perfect ignor¬ 
ance, and said I believ’d you knew them very little, only as 
relations; that they went out so little nobody could be much 
acquainted with them. She said they were to come often to 

ei, that Ly. Anne Hamilton was a delightful woman ; in short, 
I am sure there is a plan for Lord Hamilton. ... Sir J. Stewart 
is just gone to Sicily. Sol is so croaking that between him and 
the gloomy conclave my Spirits will quite sink if you do not come 
back soon to tell me we are not absolutely destroy’d. I dine 
alone Thursday; perhaps as you arrive you have no engagement, 
and will come to me in the evg ? Write me your orders, for 
evem if they are against my wishes there is some pleasure still 
in being order d by you, and in thinking I am doing what you 
chuse. 

Tuesday. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 

No. 1 of my Pilgrimage. 

Bolton Abbey, Aug. 16. 

I could have borne no place but this after parting from you, 
but this wild ruin accords so perfectly with all I like and all I 
feel, that I could renounce the world, and live and die here as 
its foundress, Ly. Alizia, did before me. Unless I had Mrs. 
Ratclift'e to help me, all attempt at describing this place would 
be vain; but it is beautiful, wild, and picturesque beyond any 
thing I have seen in England, and the singularity of inhabiting 
a ruin adds to it. . . . I long to walk with you here as I did 
at Helmsby, and should enjoy tenfold the beauty of the place 
by seeing you enjoy it too: 

“ Ma si gran sorte non e per me.” 

3 G. L. G. 
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17 th. 

Tho’ I am afraid it will bore you, I must teU you the stor^of 
the Strict and the Abbey. Ly Alma de Bom,Be w«th<* 
of Fitz Duncan, who ravag’d all Yorkshire m K. Stephen e time 
when David of Scotland supported Maud. Shock d at 
cruelties and the death of her Eldest son, she retired with the 

youngest (the Boy of Egremond) to 
house Young Romille attempted to leap the btnd with n 
dog m a leash! the Dog fell back, and he in attempting to save 
him was borne down the stream and dash d to pieces T 
Forester who accompanied him return d to Ly^Alrzia ^ and 
downcast and desponding Countenance said What is (podjor 
a bootless bene *” “ Endless Sorrow,” cried she immediately 
guessing the fate of her son. She founded the abbeya^nearas 
she could to the spot, that masses might be said for his So 
and she nourish’d her regrets by constantly seeing. the place 
that caus’d them. I have told you all this for the sake of the 
bootless bene and the answer to it I like it so much . . • 
people at Knaresborough have still so much animosity against 

thePD. of D„ that we were desir’d not to stop les^ 
Carriage should be torn to pieces and we insulted lhe L g} 
man of Bolton was pelted with Brick bats and Stones only a 
week ago, and oblig’d to ride for Dear life. . . . 

No. 3. 

Lady B. to G. L. G 
Howick, 22nd August. 

v It is hardly possible to have a moment s conversation 
with Ld. Grey, for either she (from thinking, I suppose that, I 
am a friend of Hecca’s)—or Mr. Bennet, who is here, and whose 
head always intervenes between any two people who are talking 
makes all conversation so general one dares say nothing that may 
not be discuss’d by the whole room. Eliza" is a fine girl, and 
will I think, be handsome; but tho’ they are kind to her it 
goes to my heart to see her—she is so evidently thrown into 
the back ground, and has such a look of mortification about her, 
that it is not pleasant, yet he seems very fond of her. Ld. B. 
has this moment ask’d me whether she is not the Governess. 
Ld. Grey is quite right about, and quite as much out of patience 
as I was at the Ed. review of Whitbread’s letter—he has none of 
the cold desponding tone of Castle Howard, and said to day quite 

1 See Wordsworth’s “ The Force of Prayer,” and Whitaker’s “ History of 

Craven.” 
2 Lord Grey’s illegitimate daughter. 
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as heartily as you could: “ Now for some good news from 
Wellesley, and we will fire a feu de joie and drink bumpers.” 
He drove me to Warkworth, and he began directly with telling 
me my friends—meaning Cg, &c.—had much to answer for if 
there was any failure; that Lisbon ought to have been attacked 
by thirty thousand men of ours two Months ago. He says he is 
compleatly sick of Politicks (the Grapes are sour); that he has 
been ill treated by friends and foes, and that if he ever puts it 
into the power of either to treat him so again, they might pommel 
him (was his expression), for he should deserve it. He complains 
of unfairness, ungenerous treatment on all sides. Bennet, who 
is here, more insupportable than ever, and Mary,1 who is always 
violent, seem bent on assisting Ly. Holland in embittering him 
against the Pope. I never heard such acrimony nor such stupid 
attacks. She abus’d me for taking in the Courier, saying she 
allow’d no ministerial paper to come into the House; she was 
tir’d of Canning’s jokes and witticisms. I ask’d her if she really 
thought he had so much leisure on his hands as to oblige him to 
write in the Courier for occupation. She insisted upon it that 
she knew he wrote paragraphs for the Morning Post and Courier. 
Ld. Grey afterwards, in talking of him, laugh’d at this, but said: 
“ Can you wonder at any friend of mine feeling violently towards 
C. ?” It was a sore subject with him, he own’d, for that he had 
been particularly partial to C.—was the person most strenuous 
for bringing him into the Cabinet during their administration; 
that he admir’d him, and, as far as he knew him, lik’d him, and 
had had many unpleasant differences with his own friends on 
account of this partiality; that when C. became his political 
opponent he expected hostility, but he also expected fairness— 
common liberality; that instead he had met with the grossest 
misrepresentation, the most ungenerous and unprecedented 
attacks, and he found himself at the same moment dup’d or 
deserted by his friends, and falsely accus’d by C. I never could 
make him explain either what he meant by being dup’d and 
deserted, or what particular accusation he alluded to—something 
about Constantinople, I believe. And then the famous letter, 
which we disputed on, till he half acknowledg’d that if my 
statement was just it was not quite so bad, but that the explana¬ 
tion was an after thought, and that it was immaterial now, for 
he had done with Politicks, tho’ he half envied C. for being in 
office at such a moment. I do not recollect what bulletin or 
proclamation they allude to, but he and all insist upon it that in 
some bulletin of Mr. C.’s there is an indecent tone of exultation 
at the Massacre of the French troops by the peasantry after 

1 Lady Grey. 
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they had capitulated. Ld. G. says he does not mind their 
giving no quarter, but that it is shocking to exult in a massacre 
in cool blood. I could only say it seem’d to me very unlike 
Mr. C., and remind Ld. G. that he heard constantly exaggera¬ 
tion, abuse, and the worst constructions put upon every word or 
action; he admitted this, and I was entertain’d afterwards with 
his extreme vexation at a foolish pamphlet in which he is 
violently attack’d himself. He had just been saying Mr. C. 
need not mind abuse if he knew it was groundless. I repeated 
his own words to him about the Pamphlet; he said: D it ! 
flesh and blood cannot endure it.” . . . 

G. L. G. to Lady B. 
Sandon, 

Saturday (20th August). 

I received this morning your Letter from Bolton, but an 
enclosure to which part of it refers was not in it. I am to direct 
this Letter to Edinburgh; I think you said you were to be there 
on the 2-3d. Our assizes ended yesterday, and to day I have been 
to pay a visit to Lord St. Vincent, who is sanguine with respect 
to Spain, and is of opinion that the reduction of Lisbon will not 
be a long business. I should have thought from his conversation 
that he was a perfect ministerialist, and though he railed loudly 
in the Ho. of Lords against the capture of the Copenhagen Ships, 
he said to me to day, he had no doubt but that the Emperor of 
Russia had agreed to second Bonaparte in all his projects of 
utter exclusion of England from every part of the Continent. I 
see, too, this day that the Morning Chronicle is also of that 
opinion in a paragraph upon the reasoning of the Corunna 
Paper. 

I am living here with only Harrowby and my Sister, very 
quietly and very pleasantly. Adieu. 

No. 5. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Edinburgh, 26. 

I am quite knock’d up with walking to Arthur’s Seat, and 
afterwards all round Edinburgh. We saw Holyrood House, and 
I was leaning on an archway to rest myself, staring about very 
unconcernedly. I cannot tell you the shock it gave me, when 
the woman, in her broad Scotch accent, said: “ Just where you 
be leaning lies the body of a French Duchess—the Dss. of 
Gramont, who was embalm’d, and lies there till her friends can 
fetch her over to France again.” It brought her little smiling 
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figure so strongly before me, and all her kindness. She lov’d 
life so, poor little thing ! How I hate death, which always 
comes where it should not, and not where it should. Mr. 
Brougham has been here all evening and stopped my writing, 
and tomorrow we go early to Rosslyn Castle. Perhaps to¬ 
morrow I shall get a letter. How odd Ld. St. V.’s conversation 
seems after his speech, but I am glad you went to see him, and 
nothing can speak Canning’s praises more effectually than the 
sort of point that is made of him by opposition; they praise 
Ld. Hawkesbury, and want to talk of him as the head of Ministers, 
and to flatter him into some jealousy of C., but all this only shews 
that C. is the real grievance. Think of Ly. Holland saying that 
at any other time she should rejoice at the Spanish success, but 
now she cannot hear with pleasure what may give a momentary 
popularity to C. 

No. 6. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Aug. 27. 

I can give you nothing but a dry journal. After driving all 
over Ed. and seeing Mrs. D. King at the Register Offices (which, 
Par Parenthese, I do not admire), Ly. Rosslyn1 came to take 
us to see Rosslyn castle. There is a fine gothic ruin of a chapel 
mention’d in The Lay of the last Minstrel. We walk’d four 
miles along the Esk to see Hawthornden, the Poet Drummond’s2 
House; Ben Jonson walk’d on foot from London hither to visit 
him. I like what I have seen of Scotland very much, and I am 
bribed to do so, for they call Rollo a bonny wee thing, and me 
Lassie, which, Heaven help me ! I have no claim to. We din’d 
with the Rosslyns at a House they have about four miles from 
hence; nothing can be more civil than they are, and Mr. Brougham 
more amiable than I ever saw him: I suspect he is making love 
to Ly. R., he seems very assiduous. . . . We dine again at 
the Rosslyns’ to day with Ld. Cathcart,3 who has been paying 
me a long visit. Ly. R. really would be very pleasant if it was 
not for her party violence, which exceeds every thing I ever met 
with. She will not admit any of Walter Scott’s Poetry into the 
House, and in shewing me his cottage, said: “ The Beast who 
us’d to live there, and who I wish was hang’d,” &c.; and in pass¬ 
ing thro’ Ld. Melville’s park she leant back, lest she should be 

1 James, second Earl of Rosslyn (1762-1837), married in 1790 Henrietta, 
eldest daughter of the Hon. Edward Bouverie. She died August, 1810. 

2 William Drummond, of Hawthornden (1585-1649). 
3 Lieut.-General William Schaw, tenth Baron (1755-1843), was Commandor- 

in-Chiof of the expedition to Copenhagen in 1807, and was rewarded by boing 
raised to a Viscount on his return on 3rd November, 1807. 
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oblig’d to bow to Mrs. R. Dundas,1 and said : I believe not g 
will ever kill the old Devil;2 he ought to have been dead long 
ago “ And D-d,” added Mr. Brougham. Barring this, they 
are very pleasant and good humour’d. Tomorrow we go to 
Stirling and Kinross, and next day to the D. of Atholl at Dipkeld. 
Think of me stuck up in form with all these people; it wearies . 

Did I tell you that at Howick, at Ld. L. s, and here, one 
the most violent attacks was made upon Canning and his haid 
heartedness to Wm. Paulet ? that he has compleatly abandon d 
him, refus’d to give him any protection or comfort, and writes 
the harshest letters ? Bess told me of this accusation before 1 
left London, and she heard it mention d when at C- Howard. 
It is so unhke what I have expenenc d from him that I do wisJa 
it could be contradicted, for I am sure it cannot be true. 

1 am glad your sister3 is brought to bed and well, it is a 
dreadful operation, however often it may come. Girls are abroad 
this year; it seems “little o” is sadly disappointed with hers. 

No. 9. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. at Stanhope Street. 
Killin, 

Sepr. 4. 

Amongst the beauties of Scotland I cannot reckon its Inns— 
at least, not in this part of it. The one we inhabit at this 
moment possesses two rooms—one occupied by a Mr. Lamp bell, 
who is shooting here; the other to be divided between Ld. ., 
William, Sally, and me, and serve us for dining room into the 
bargain. We must comfort ourselves with the consciousness 
of being surrounded with the highest and most Romantic Hil s 
and with the prospect of going away by day break, which to me 
is the worst part of the story. I have had two adventures since 
I wrote last (which was the last time there was a possibility of 
sending a letter). The first not much of one: it was only meeting 
Ly. C. Wortley in the midst of a wood at Dunkeld, and our 
mutual astonishment and exclamations. I like to meet her 
anywhere, for her own sake, but your liking her so much last 
year, and all the recollections it brought back, threw a prestige 
upon her that made it quite a pleasure. Sally is in great tribula¬ 
tion about our beds, which are not of the cleanest. I long to 
repeat to her Mr. Brougham’s bad joke on the Highland beds, 

1 Anne, daughter and co-heir of Richard Huck Saunders, married, 1796, 
Robert Dundas(1771-1851), afterwards second Viscount Melville. 

2 Henry Dundas, first Viscount Melville (1742-1811). ^ lono 
3 The Duchess of Beaufort of a daughter, Blanche, born m August, ISOS. 
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which are generally in a hole in the wall. I said I should pull 
the mattress out and sleep on the floor; he said I had better 
leave them where they were— 

“ Nor further seek their merits to disclose, 
Or draw them farther from their dread abode.” 

To return to my second adventure: it really might figure very 
tolerably in a novel. We went to the falls of Moness. While 
Ld. B. was drawing, W. and I scrambled up the rock: I sat to 
rest on a stone while he went on to explore. After a little while 
I was startled by hearing my name. I look’d up and saw a Man 
I did not know standing by me (the noise of the water had 
hinder’d my hearing him come). He again repeated my name, 
and said: “Have time and misfortune so compleatly altered 
me that you can find no trace to recollect me by % I never saw 
Ly. B. before, but I knew Ly. Duncannon, and still more Harriet 
Spencer too well not to recollect you immediately.” I stared 
at him, and growing quite frighten'd got up, thinking he was mad; 
but he took hold of my hand, and said: “ Look at me again.” 
I did so, and his Spencer face and Moving (more than any thing 
else) made me recollect him: it was Ld. Bolingbroke,1 but so 
much alter’d from what he was formerly. I never saw any 
creature so agitated, but yet neither his long banishment, his 
crimes, and sufferings, seem to have subdued the violence of 
his Character. Ly. Breadalbane is an odd kind of woman, but 
altogether made her House very pleasant. She, her Sister, 
and her two daughters, all plus laides les unes que les autres, 
are excellent musicians; they sang and play’d delightfully so 
many of last year’s tunes that it delighted me while it made me 
ready to cry. Think of being in a place where the post goes 
out but three times a week—and think still more of the misery 
of never getting letters. . . . Ly. Bread, and I had a fine 
point de reunion. I found out in conversation that she was 
brought up at Paris, at Pantemont, the Convent where I was so 
much when I was young. Whenever conversation flagg’d I 
had only to start old convent stories, and we went on swimmingly; 
certainly having been a good deal abroad does improve les 
formes and makes acquaintance less difficult. 

1 George Richard, third Viscount Bolingbroke (1701-1824). His mother 
was Lady B.’s cousin, the clever artist, Lady Diana (daughter of third Duke 
of Marlborough), divorced in 1768; she married, two days latex-, Topharn 
Beauclerc. 
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G. L. G. to Lady B. 

London, Saturday, Sepher 3<L 

In my Letter from Sandon I told you of my hurrying to Town 
with the view of seeing the Duke of Somerset. I called there 
immediately upon my arrival yesterday, but I found nothing 
but a servant Girl, who seemed to know nothing about the 
motions of the D. and Dss. It was some comfort in my disap¬ 
pointment to find the good news from Portugal. The Victory of 
Sir A. Wellesley 1 is not only valuable as ensuring to us the 
possession of Lisbon and the Russian Fleet, but as an instance— 
in addition to those of Egypt and Maida—that the British Troops 
are at least equal, if not superior, to the French. Every person 
speaks in the highest Terms of the Conduct of Wellesley. You 
will receive by this post the Gazette extraordinary, in which, 
by the bye, is not mentioned the circumstance of the Corporal 
who took Gen. Beniere prisoner refusing to take his money or 
his watch. I dined yesterday with a large party at Canning’s, 
who is, as is natural, in high spirits. Pray admire the Letter 
of Palafox2 to the Council of Castile; it is written rather in a tone 
of Dictatorship, but the sense of it is excellent and the spirit 
admirable. It appears to me that his Defence of Saragossa 
against attacks reiterated for two months every day by veteran 
troops, and when he had no regular troops in the whole province 
for its defence, is as fine as any thing one ever read in history. 
I am going to Cranbourne—that is, George Villiers’s—to day; 
in my way there I shall call at Holltl House, both for the pleasure 
of seeing them and drawing the tone of the Conclave. I should 
imagine that Tierney will now acknowledge that Jack Spaniard 
can do something against the French. Your little paper with 
dates is not very intelligible, because it is not expressed whether 
He dates refer to the time of sending or your receiving the 
Letters; but I think the safer way will be to direct to Portpatrick. 
I shall return to Town on Monday; on Tuesday I have this 
instant heard the Dss. of S. will arrive. . . . 

1 Owing to the appeals for assistance from the Supreme Junta at Oporto, 
Sir Arthur Wellesley, with an army of 10,000 men, set sail from Cork on 12th 
July. They landed at Oporto, and, after a severe engagement, forced General 
La Borde to retire from the heights of Rorica. The British Aumy, reinforced 
by troops under General Anstruther, pursued the enemy, and on 21st August 
defeated the French under Junot, Due d’Abrantes, at Vimiera. 

2 General Don Joseph Palafox had accompanied Ferdinand VII. to Bayonne 
early in the year, but on the King’s abdication returned to Aragon, and was 
proclaimed Governor of Saragossa in May, which he was vigorously defending. 
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No. 10. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Invkrary, 5th September. 

wTll<L-of A-1 is not ller?—'the servants say he is gone to 
Worthing; but he had very kindly given orders for our reception.. 

Sepr. 7. 

Our letters and papers are gone to Glasgow, but Thomas has 
just run breathless from the village with a paper belonging to 
the Sun, which gives an account of Sir A. W.’s Victory/ I 
cannot tell you how delighted I am; this was what I wish’d 
so much. The French and English have fairly met, and the 
English are victorious, and we shall no more be told, I hope, 
that whatever we may do by sea, our land troops are inferior 
to every other Nation; that we are always worsted, and that it 
is ridiculous for us to attempt to cope with ye French. This is 
the language I have continually heard, even very lately, and 
which terrified me for the event of Sir A. W. meeting with Junot. 
How I should like to be near some of the croakers, just to hear 
what they say: whether Sol thinks it good as far as it goes ; 
what the Hollands, Tierney, Whitbread, Fitzpatrick, &c., say. 
Pray tell me, for you will hear; yet I wish so large a force did 
not still remain in Junot’s hands. And why, dear G., when 
Sir A. W. seems to have done so well, is another officer to come 
and take the command ?2 . . . I long to hear more details, 
and what the terms of capitulation are. . . . We are going to 
Hamilton Castle, and then to Bothwell, where the Rosslyns meet 
us again. 

No. 11. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Rossdhtt, Sep. 9. 

I cannot understand the Scotch posts. Yesterday at Inverary 
they said the post was five days coming, and so it appear’d by 
the date of the papers; here, 36 mile distant, it is only three, 
but no letters shall I get till tomorrow at Glasgow. I am im¬ 
patient to hear what was the consequence of the victory, and 
whether Junot will Capitulate; I hope so, but in a paper I saw 
here there is the report of another battle. I am much amus’d 
with our visit here, and in great admiration of the good humour 
of Scotch people. We arrive comrne une Bombe, and they, 

1 George William, sixth Duke of Argyll (1768-1839). 
2 Sir Harry Burrard, Sir A. Wellesley’s superior officer, arrived at Vimiera 

towards the end of the battle, and suspended all further operations until the 
arrival of Sir John Moore, who was coming with his troops from Sweden. 
Burrard was himself superseded by Sir Hew Dalrymple. 

VOL. IX 23 
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without the smallest acquaintance with us, but merely to save 
us from sleeping in a Barn, invite us to a beautiful place on the 
Borders of Loch Lomond. Lady Colquhoun 1 is rather a pretty 
woman. They were all engag’d to a dinner and water party to 
day with the|'head of the Mac somebody—I do not know who; 
but Ly. C. told me, and was much surpris’d at my not knowing, 
that MacGreggor or Macleod of Incoline was the head of the 
Clan. However, we were introduc’d by our new friends to the 
whole party of Ladies and Gentlemen, and I assure you I am 
very popular among them, and it would quite have pleas'd you 
to hear them all talk of the News with such right feeling and 
Pride. 

Glasgow, Sep. 10. 

How eagerly I look’d over the packet of letters I found here ! 
but, alas ! I found not those I wanted. Your last was dated 
the 30th of August, and it is now the 10th of Sepr ! This is not 
a complaint, merely a Matter of fact observation. The post 
was a very Meagre one, for the few letters that did come were 
short and contain’d little, or perhaps not finding those I wish’d 
for spread gloom over the rest. I have a flourishing one from 
Ld. Archibald,2 who, instead of meeting me at Bothwell, insists 
on our coming to see him at Hamilton Palace, where he says if 
I grow tired of looking at him I may look at the pictures and 
place, which are worth seeing. My fears of famine are very 
much diminish’d since I came to Scotland; in Northumberland 
the wheat was still worse than in Yorkshire, and Ld. Grey was 
preparing against a scarcity, but here every thing seems in the 
most flourishing state. What letter did Sir Arthur Wellesley 
write from Copenhagen that makes opposition people call him 
pompous and boasting ? Ld. Kinnaird told me it was the chief 
fear he had, but that a man who could write such a letter about 
nothing could not be a good officer, or at least could not be us’d 
to danger or success, as he had no terms left to describe them, 
having exhausted all that could be said when there was neither. 
I do not think his letters at all pompous, and like particularly 
his speaking so well of the French fighting, and of the General 
who gave him advice. The only thing I dislike is personifying 
the Enemy—talking of his loss, his defeat. I should like the 
plural so much better. . . . 

During the crossing from Port Patrick to Ireland Lady 
Bessborough got a bad chill, which brought on a feverish attack, 
for which she “ was blooded at Belfast.” 

1 Sir James Colquhoun, of Luss, third Baronet (1774-1836), married, 1799, 
Janet, daughter of the Right Hon. Sir John Sinclair, of Ulbster. 

2 Lord Archibald Hamilton, M.P., second son of the ninth Duke (17G9-1S27), 
died unmarried. 
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No. 15. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Carrickfergus. 

Sep. 24. 

I am still very much oppress’d with my cold, but better, and 
eager to get on to Belfast tonight, where I hope to find letters, or 
at least news papers. We are impatient for details of the news, 
which as yet we have only heard in the reports and lamentations 
of all the people we meet with; you cannot think how violent 
they are. And certainly, by their account, the terms seem 
madness;1 we must have been less successful than it was describ’d, 
for Junot seem'd surrounded. Is Sir Arthur Wellesley return’d ? 
Was there any difference of opinion among the Generals ? And 
what does the Pope say, who wish’d for severe terms ? Why w'as 
he particularly anxious that they should be severe ? Here are 
nothing but questions, but I really want to know. I do not 
agree, however, with my friend Mr. Boyd, who hopes Sir A. 
Wellesley is going out with a refusal to ratify the Articles of 
Capitulation. The accepting such was a great blunder (at least, 
I should think so), but not ratifying them would be a greater, 
and raise such a cry of breach of faith against us that it would 
do more harm than twenty Junots would do good—unless we 
replac’d the French exactly in the situation they were before, 
and fought it out. . . . 

No. 17. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. at Stanhope Street. 

Slane Castle, 

27. 

All the fine stories I had heard of the tranquillity of Ireland 
vanish as we draw nearer the south. People still assure us every 
thing is quiet, but nothing can mark stronger the state it is in 
than what befell us last night. The Conynghams had press’d 
us to come here, and expected us a week ago. The letter I 
wrote saying we could not come till yesterday did not reach 
them, and of course they had given us quite up. At about 
Eleven we arriv’d, not without some terror, having been told 
at the two last Stages it was dangerous to travel at night, but as 
we could not get beds at either place, we were forc’d to come on. 
After knocking a great while at the lodge we got in, and saw the 
House very much lit up. Thomas went forward to knock, and 
no sooner had done so than all the lights disappear’d; we were 

1 Although obliged to evacuate Portugal by the terms of the Convention of 
Cintra, the French were allowed to carry away or sell their spoils, and no 
restrictions were made with regard to future service. 
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left in total darkness and without the smallest answer, he 
knock’d, we hollow’d, we rang, and (to use the children s Phrase) 
the more we call’d, the more they would not come. At last we 
saw a glimmer of light in an upper window, which a man open <u 
with caution. Thomas explain’d our distress d situation. The 
man exclaim’d: “ Carriages—oh, very well.” The lights re¬ 
appear’d, and we were admitted. Ld. and Ly. C., it seems, and 
all the servants, were going to bed, and this morning they ex¬ 
plain’d to us that we were taken for Whiteboys, and put the whole 
family into the greatest consternation. Now, I cannot conceive 
a worse state for a Country than a large family like this being 
liable to such an alarm. These societies, as they are call d, 
begin, I suppose, only with Idle people for the purpose of plunder, 
but they encourage disaffection in the hopes of profiting by the 
disturbances. I dare say .many of the stories one hears are 
exaggerated, but the whole conversation is reports of robberies 
and murders, and notices given of great meetings and conceal d 
arms—in short, everything that impresses the mind with a 
state of almost savage society. No one dares prosecute an out¬ 
rage or give information lest his House should be burnt. But 
bad as all this is, there are instances of oppression that continu¬ 
ally happen, that excuse if they do not justify such revenge. 
If i had time or room I could tell you such a story; it has happen’d 
here, and I am afraid the same sort of occurrence is not un¬ 
frequent. 

Sep. 28. 

I must tell my story another time, for you shall have it, but 
must now begin again my regrets at the terms. The D. of 
Richmond shews about some letters of Sir A. Wellesley that make 
one’s blood boil. The first is just after the battle, saying he 
hopes soon to have still better news to send, but that not a moment 
is to be lost; that he has tried already, and hopes still to persuade 
Sir H. Burrard to renew the attack; that the Corps de reserve 
are the finest men in the army, had not fired a shot, and were 
impatient to be engag’d; that he was certain Junot wd. attempt 
(what he should in his place) falling back on St. Sebastian, so 
strong a position, that once there, famine alone could dislodge 
him, but that nothing could be easier than to prevent him if the 
English march’d instantly, that he would answer for the success 
with his head. The letter is written by bits, and with ye utmost 
vexation, saying in one part “ that Dowager Dalrymple and Betty 
Burrard are Haggling with Kellerman on inadmissible terms, 
and losing a glorious opportunity of having the whole French 
army at our mercy.” The letter ends with: “ Junot has already 
begun his retreat, but it is not yet too late.” He next says he 
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is call d upon to sign the most disgraceful convention that ever 
was made, that he has resisted to every thing short of Mutiny, 
and submits only to the Command of his superior deni, (why 
did not he throw up his commission ? He might have been 
sure of being reinstated). He goes on saying that he cannot 
regret a battle which added to the glory of the British arms, but 

. that better terms might have been obtain’d without shedding 
i a drop of blood, and that even after he got to St. Sebastian a 
: blockade, tho’ tedious, would have been certain of success; but 

he felt so sure of succeeding that he wrote Ly. Wellesley word 
1 Junot was compleatly in their power, which she very foolishly 
i sent round as official news of the surrender of Junot and the 

Russian fleet, and it was posted up so all over Ireland, to make 
the disappointment the greater. You will not thank me for 
all this, as you probably knew it before. My cold is still very 
troublesome. We go to Dublin tomorrow. I see by your letter 
you are not so good a traveller as I am, and more impatient of 
difficulties and less pleas’d with beautiful country. You never 
must come to Ireland—the worst Highland Inn is luxury in 
comparison to what are call’d good here. ... I suppose it will 
come out that all our Generals have as usual been quarrelling and 
jealous of each other. Genl. Ferguson, who behav’d so gallantly, 
has written to the P. of Wales, and complaining of Sir A. W.’s 
having risk’d the safety of the army by attacking before he was 
join’d by the other troops; that he ought to have waited till 
Junot was advanc’d further from his strong Posts, when he might 
have been surrounded, but risk’d all for the sake of having the 
command. Very probably there may be truth in this, but I 
must own, if he felt his merit and suspected that of his com- Imanders, I think him perfectly right not to have waited for them. 
Do you not think rapidity a great merit in a general ? And if 
I remember, Junot began the attack, and he could not avoid 
it. But why cannot our Army be a little more on the footing 
of B.’s, where one never hears of an officer of merit being super¬ 
seded merely from rank ? 

G. L. G. to Lady B. 
Stanhope Street. 

I wrote to you from Badminton to tell you I intended coming 
to Town for two purposes—that of seeing, if possible, the 
Sapphire,1 and that of talking over with the Pope 2 the Con¬ 
vention.3 In the first object I have completely failed; my 

1 Miss Susan Beckford. 2 Mr. Canning. 
3 Of Cintra. It was signed by Sir Hew Dalrymple on 22nd August, after 

Sir Arthur Wellesley’s brilliant victory over Junot, Due d’Abrantes, at Vimiera, 
and raised a storm of indignation both at home and in Spain and Portugal. It 

i was followed by an inquiry. 
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visits in Berkeley Street have been unavailing, and she never 
goes out. I have seen a great deal of the Pope. He has pre¬ 
vented my writing to you for the last 3 days, for he has always 
kept me at the office talking till near 7 o’Clock. He is really 
quite unhappy about the detested Conventiop. I shall be 
curious to hear what sort of defence is made by Dalrymple, who, 
you know, is recalled. It appears from Letters I have seen 
that Wellesley did not negotiate, but that he was desired by 
Sir Hew Dalrymple to sign that which had been agreed upon 
between Kellerman and himself. This, in my opinion, does not 
exculpate Wellesley, who ought rather to have suffered his right 
hand to be cut off than put his signature to such disgraceful 
Terms. (I. Ellis says that from henceforward Humiliation 
is to be spelt Hewmiliation. Accounts were received to day 
from Lisbon, but Govt, have received no dispatches from Sir 
Hew, but it appears that a commission of English Officers is 
established to hear and decide upon the Claims of the Portuguese 
to property of which they have been despoiled by the French; 
that Junot gave his word of honour (how much may that be 
worth ?) that the French would take away no plunder, but 
begged to be excused admitting such an article in the convention, 
as it would disgrace his army and ruin him with Bonaparte: the 
first seems to me to be one of the great objects of the Expedition, 
and whether Junot is for the future in favour with his Chief 
is a matter of perfect indifference. 

No. 18. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Dublin, Oct. 1. 

. . . My chief employment is defending myself from the warm 
welcome that is given me, a tout bout de champ. The day after 
I arriv’d, no sooner was I at Breakfast than Monck burst into 
the room oversetting chair, table, and nearly the tea Kettle, 
into my lap. After him in rush’d Bows Daiy, with coat and 
waistcoat flying all abroad, and tumbling over the Chair Monck 
had thrown down, he scarcely got firm footing, when Col. Gower 
pursued with equal vehemence, hollowing from the very bottom 
of the stairs, and the uproar encreasing as he advanc’d, Rollo 
and I fled to the furthest end of the room, and I defended myself 
valiantly with my tea spoon and my pen, the only implements 
I had of defence, except Rollo’s barking; but all in vain, for 
notwithstanding our joint efforts, I was almost stifled with 
embraces, and welcomes to Ireland, and Rollo’s left paw was 
nearly crush’d by the weight of the combatants. Nothing ever 
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was so friendly and serviceable as poor Monck, and he really 
has been of great use to us; but, alas ! he makes us pay it dear. 
By ten o’clock in the morning he is establish’d in our only sitting 
room; if I propose going out, he accompanies me. I accepted 
a dinner at Ld. Harrington’s 1 today in despair, not to be left 
the whole evening tete a tete with him, and he has just told me 
he will eat a snack with the Master of the Hotel, and wait in our 
room to drink tea and sup with us at our return from Ph. Park. 
Dublin is divided into sets: Mr. Monck lives with Ly. Asgill’s, 
which consists of several men, Ly. Aldborough, Mrs. Dawson, 
Col. and Mrs. Gower, &c., &c. Frederick belongs to Col. and 
Mrs. Seymour’s, the Charlemonts, Ld. and Ly. Meath and Leitrim, 
most of them rather pleasant people; but the two great ones 
which create almost a civil war in the Irish societies are the 
Dss. of Richmond’s and Ly. Ed. Somerset’s.2 The D. of 
Richmond3 makes desperate love to the latter; she rides about 
with him every where, and he speaks to no one else. The Dss. 
is, as she always is, very jealous and, as all people are when 
jealous, very cross. In the beau milieu of this a note was 
brought to her by mistake, which she open’d without looking at 
the direction (so she says, at least). The note was from Ly. 
Edward, asking the D. of Richmond to ride with her and making 
some party for the evening, but ending with: “ What fine fun 
we shall have ! The old Puss will burst with jealousy.” She 
cried violently, gave the note to the Duke, and said Ly. Edward 
should never set foot in her House again. He answer’d that 
she had no business to open his notes, and if she did, ought to 
take no notice of their contents, and finally that Ly. Edward 
should as usual dine there every day, come as often and stay 
as long as she liked. After great esclandre he got the better, 
and now when the Ladies retire the Dss. turns her back to Ly. E., 
and either carries all the Ladies quite to the other end of the 
room or takes up a book and reads; Ly. Edward does the same, 
till the Duke comes up, when the whole company divide accord¬ 
ing to the side they favour, and are at open war. Voila bien 
de quoi s’occuper dans ce paisible Pays; however, notwith- 

1 General Charles, third Earl of Harrington (1753-1829), married, 1779, Jane, 
daughter of Sir John Fleming. He was Commander-in-Chief in Ireland 1805- 
1812. 

2 Louisa Augusta, daughter of William, Viscount Courtenay, born 25th 
December, 1781; married, 1805, Lieut.-Colonel Lord R. Edward Somerset, 
third son of Henry, fifth Duke of Beaufort, born 16th December, 1776. 

3 Charles, fourth Duke of Richmond, K.G., born 1764; married, 9th 
September, 1789, Charlotte, daughter of Alexander, fourth Duke of Gordon. 
He was Lord-Lieutenant of Ireland from 1807 to 1813, and was, 9th May, 
1818, appointed Governor-General of Canada, and died there 28th August, 
1819, from the effects of a bite from a mad dog. 
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standing this and drinking till six in the Morning, the Duke of 
Richmond seems really popular and doing very well in graver 

matters. 
3d. 

Your kind letter accounts for all, and I thank you a thousand 
times. We are just leaving Dublin, and it will please you, I 
know, to think your letter came in time to quiet my vexation 
and give me great pleasure. I am glad you think, as I do, that 
tho’ Sir Arthur would, I doubt not, have succeeded gloriously 
if left to himself, nothing should have tempted him to sign what 
he disapprov’d of. If he had resisted firmly, wd. Sir Hew 
Dalrymple have ventured to put a Victorious and popular 
General under arrest ? or if he had, Sir Arthur might have been 
pretty sure of prompt redress, but would probably have sav’d 
the disgraceful convention. 

G. L. G. to Lady B. 
Badminton, 

Sunday, Ocber 2d, 1808. 

I found here upon my arrival the night before last much the 
same party of persons I had left the preceding week—my two 
Sisters, two sons of Ld. Bathurst, and young Montague. The 
youngest Bathurst seems clever and remarkably gentlemanlike 
and pleasing. On ne se lasse pas encore de se plaindre de la 
convention. It appears by a variety of Letters I have seen that 
Wellesley was only the instrument, but what could have induced 
him to sign a treaty of which he disapproved ? How very high 
would he have stood in this country if he had refused to put his 
name to it, or if from what he conceived himself bound to do 
by rules of military discipline—to do that which he was ordered 
to do by his superior officer—to have protested at the time 
against the proceeding. All the Letters from the army concur 
in stating that if Wellesley’s advice had been followed, and 
the British Troops had immediately advanced after the victory 
of the 21st, that they would have intercepted the Return of 
Junot’s army to Lisbon, and that it must have unconditionally 
surrendered. I think it hard that the Laurels acquired by 
Wellesley should in the indignation of the people at the con¬ 
vention be totally forgotten, but Govt, will, in my opinion, 
act most unwisely if they do not shew equal readiness to in¬ 
vestigate the share he took in the negotiation, as they will do 
in enquiring into the conduct of Sir Hew. I begin to feel a 
little alarmed about the final success of the Spanish Cause; the 
Efforts made by Bonaparte will be of an unprecedented nature, 
and I fear that the seeds of disunion have been sown among the 
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Spanish Provinces, and that there is not likely to be that unity 
of action which can alone enable them to withstand the mighty 
force of Bonaparte. I hear a sad account of Russia: the Russians 
are in the highest degree discontented, but the Emperor remains 
as blindly infatuated as ever. The Barbarian had sent a large 
packet to Mrs. Creighton for me, but the night before she set 
off from Petersburgh she (Mrs. C.) received a message begging 
to have her Letters back, as she understood that it was likely 
all papers would be taken from her at the Frontier. 

No. 20. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 

Killarney, 8th October. 
. . . Think of the Hollands going to Spain ! Why for ? 

as Ly. Harrington would say. It really does appear to me very 
absurd. The Spaniards have succeeded wonderfully, and I 
trust for the honour of human nature, and of justice, will succeed 
finally, and overthrow the tremendous preparation made against 
them; but it will be no child’s play, and I should not think Ly. 
H., with all her attendants and wants, a good follower of a camp. 
Neither she nor Ld. H. would make famous warriors; and as to 
counsel in a civil capacity, much as I love Ld. Holland, I should 
be sorry to have him interfere, and still more her ; they would— 
she intentionally, he possibly unintentionally—shake the con¬ 
fidence that is plac’d in Government, and would promote, I 
think, discussions which had better be left at peace, especially 
at present. After all this, if she does go and escape without 
much danger, my anger will be mix’d with some envy. Are you 
frighten’d at Buonaparte’s armaments ? I am so very anxious 
the Spaniards should succeed; every thing they have hitherto 
done is so great, so wise, and it h such a noble struggle against 
treachery and oppression. Then their success, besides humbling 
Buonaparte and freeing a great nation from his grasp, will 
redound to the honour of England, the chief of all my 'political 
anxieties. But I am sorry Mr. Frere is going, by all accounts 
he did not do well before, and was very unpopular. Perhaps 
I am prejudic’d against him, but he always appears to me a man 
of Genius, but without judgement, and acrimoniously violent. 
We met with Ld. and Ly. Manners at the Inn here; he has just 
told me, what I am very sorry to hear, that the Roman Catholicks 
(even Dr. Miller) not only will not consent to the King’s interfer¬ 
ing in the appointment of their Bishops, but deny ever having 
given reason for such a declaration being made. If I see Grattan 
or G. Ponsonby, I must ask them what made them say it. What- 
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ever other blunders they may make, I am quite sure neither 
would knowingly assert a falsehood, especially so publickly and 

positively. . . . 

No. 21. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Killarney, Oct. 11. 

Of all disappointments the worst disappointment is expecting 
a full post and finding none. Oh, the misery of depending on 
wind and weather for one’s letters ! We had a delightful day 
upon the lake, which is beautiful. I came back promising myself 
such a comfortable evening, with heaps of letters, when I was 
chill’d with “No mail from England,” in answer to my eager 
enquiries. You are so much more patient than I am, that you 
do not know what it is to pester et endurer for an hour together 
about what cannot be help’d. I was so cross that I tore a letter 
I had begun writing, and threw it on to the fire from mere 
despite. I was interrupted and drawn to the window by the 
most discordant sounds I ever heard—long cries and groans; 
in short, the Irish Howl. It was a funeral passing, the coffin 
borne upon an open herse, at one end of which sat a woman 
with her back to the horses hanging over the coffin, sometimes 
throwing herself upon it, tearing her hair, beating her breast, 
with every appearance of despair, and making the most dismal 
scream I ever heard. I was quite affected with the excessive 
misery she express’d, when the waiter told me she was hired to 
do all this, and that it was a trade like any other. I cannot bear 
this. But sometimes they say it really is the nearest relation 
of the dead person. Every body who meets the funeral is 
expected (as a mark of respect to the dead) to turn and follow 
it a little way, so that the noise encreases every step they go. 
and is really very extraordinary. The Lakes are as beautiful 
as it is possible for immense mountains, Rocks, woods and water 
to make them, and answer all that is said of them. As we 
row’d by a beautiful mountain Glen, the boatmen began lament¬ 
ing themselves, shaking their heads and saying it was fine once, 
but spoilt now—all gone to England. I could not understand 
till the Master of the Vessel explain’d to me that it had shar’d 
the fate of several other fine woods near, and what probably 
would soon render this as bare of trees as the rest of Ireland. 
Ld. Kenmare and Mr. Herbert live in England; they make the 
most of Estates they never see: the trees are all to be cut down 
for timber, and the money sent to them, and this is pretty 
nearly the history of all the miseries in Ireland. Absentees in 
one shape or other spread distress and discord around, yet what 
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is to be done ? I find as much fault with it as any one, yet 
should be very sorry to be forc’d to live here. Everything I see 
and hear of the state of Ireland drives me wild; so little would 
set all right, and that little is so difficult. People may say what 
they please of its present tranquillity; the calling it quiet now 
is only a proof of the dreadful state it must be in when they 
think it unquiet. I told you, I believe, of our finding the man 
shot near Kilkenny; it really was talked of as so common an 
occurrence as to be scarce worth mentioning. Coming here, 
we saw fires lit on several Hills. They told us they were White 
Boy signals, but I need not be frightened—they would not 
interrupt us. No day passes without hearing of some outrage, 
yet as far as I can see, neither religion or Politicks have much to 
do with it. This reminds me of the story I threaten’d you with 
some time ago. Clergymen, finding no Parishioners, become 
absentees like other people, and trusting the care of the Diocese 
to what is call’d a Tythe messenger, generally establish the most 
tyrannical oppression instead of the care they should take of 
their ouailles. These people rate the tythes pretty much as 
they like, and in dread of being highly rated the people dare not 
oppose any thing they please. A poor man who could not pay 
his five shillings gave a Guinea note for the next year (an Irish¬ 
man would sign away his whole estate at a year’s distance for 
a momentary respit). The year ended, and the surveyor took 
a three guinea note for the next. So on till it came to five, 
when the Man being unable to pay, he seiz’d his cow and put it 
up to auction. Nobody dar’d bid against him; it went for 40 
shillings. In vain the poor Man, after borrowing this Sum 
among his Neighbours, offer’d it in exchange for his cow; the 
Surveyor said he had bought it fairly at auction, and should keep 
it as well as his Cabin and goods, till he could pay all. The man 
and his whole family, utterly ruin’d by this, readily join’d the 
first party of White boys who offer’d to revenge him. They 
burnt down the Surveyor’s house, and after such an outrage, not 
daring to return near home, he continued with them, committing 
daily outrages from mere despair. He was taken assisting to 
set fire to some houses, and will probably be hang’d, and the most 
distant relation or companion he ever had will unite to revenge 
his death, and vow hatred to the Religion that caus’d, and the 
Government that punishes, the crime. This is a single, and I 
hope an extreme, case; but something of the same nature is 
continually happening. That one simple change, if it could be 
managed, of relieving them from the tythe, would do more 
towards quieting Ireland than all the rest put together, and is 
more within the possibility of accomplishing. . . . 
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G. L. G. to Lady B. 
Badminton, 

Ocber 5th, Wednesday, 1808. 

Are you not excessively tired of moving about, always sleeping 
in a strange bed, and changing society every day ? A tour 
such as you have been making is to me the most tiresome of 
occupations, and I confess if you were to be absent from England 
four months, I would, if I had been in your place, both from 
principle as well as for my own pleasure, have preferred passing 
at least three of them at Bessboro’. Your Letter from Slane 
Castle reached me yesterday; your account of the state of 
Ireland is dreadful, the more so as I really could scarcely devise 
the means by which the Condition of the Country can be much 
improved. But I will not enter into a discussion upon this 
subject, for a whole volume of paper would not suffice for the 
various matter which instantaneously occurs to me upon it. 

What you write to me of Sir A. Wellesley’s Letters to the D. 
of Richmond is the best defence I have yet heard, but it does not 
alter the opinion I entertained that he should be recalled. His 
name appearing at the bottom of that infamous armistice is 
prima facie evidence against him; the matter should be investi¬ 
gated, and if it appears that nothing but a notion of the absolute 
necessity by which he was bound to obey any order of his 
Superior, induced him to subscribe to those conditions, he ought 
to be again sent upon Service in a distinguished manner. I am 
quite of your opinion that a little dashing Spirit is what we want 
in the army, and admire much a Phrase in Carleton’s Memoirs, 
or rather in the preface to them, in which it is said, after compli¬ 
menting the active enterprising spirit of Ld. Peterboro’, that Ld. 
Galway proceeded—a regular sober general proceeded with all 
due decorum, and regularity, and attention to the rules of 
discipline and tactics, to the loss of the battle of Almanza, and 
to the ruin of the whole of our expedition to Spain. I confess 
I am not without my apprehensions that Sir J. Moore, who is to 
have the command of our Troops in Spain, will proceed in this 
regular and decorous manner to the accomplishment of the 
same object. I am far from sanguine as to the final result of 
the Spanish Business; there does not appear any character as 
yet, at least, sufficiently prominent to controul the rest, the 
provinces are quarrelling among each other, and it appears that 
the efforts made by Bonaparte are of a most awful magnitude. 
We shall be in a bad situation if 6 months hence the French 
should have possessed themselves of all Spain, and our army 
should have been obliged to capitulate, not as Junot capitulated, 
but as prisoners of war. It will be no easy matter to find another 
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such an army of 50,000 men. This is the black side of the 
Question, but it is what may happen; still, I think Ministers 
can do no otherwise than employ the army upon this service, 
and if you employ any it ought to be a large one. Adieu. 

G. L. G. to Lady B. 
Badminton, 

Saturday, 8th October. 

You will hear of Sir A. Wellesley’s Return. Boringdon wrote 
me word that he had seen him at Plymouth, and had much 
conversation with him; that he was low and nervous, that he 
had not seen the Terms of the Convention, that the French had 
carried off little or no plunder. I saw also a Letter from Ld. 
F. Somerset, who was Wellesley’s Aide de Camp, in which he 
says that W., being directed by Sir Hew Dalrymple to sign the 
armistice, though he highly disapproved of the conditions, did 
not think it right to fly directly in the face of his superior Officer 
the very day he had assumed the Command. I must finish, 
though not without saying that you seem to have mistaken the 
story of Wynne. There was no question of exclusion in his 
profession. Wynne wished to travel in Spain, and it was sug¬ 
gested some little time before to the Pope that the Opposition 
meant to send some person to Spain to give them information. 
It was imagined by him, therefore, that Wynne’s authority was 
to be set up in the Ho. of Commons against Frere’s, as Ld. 
Hutchinson’s was against mine last year; so when Wynne desired 
to have Canning’s sanction for going, he answered that as he 
had been employed in a diplomatic capacity it would be difficult, 
unless he was disavowed by the Govt., for people not to believe 
in Spain that he was now officially employed, and therefore he, 
Canning, wd. think it right to counteract that impression. 

Adieu. 

G. L. G. to Lady B. 
Badminton, 

Ocber \2lh, 1808. 

... I had yesterday a Letter from Stuart, who seems ex¬ 
tremely pleased with being at Aranjuez, where the Supreme 
Control Junta has already begun doing business. Florida 
Blanca is their president.1 Stuart seems to claim, 1 am sure 
I know not with what degree of Justice, great credit for having 
brought this meeting together, and writes—much as Ld. 

1 A supreme and central Junta, formed by deputies nominated by the 
respective Juntas, was installed at Aranjuez on 25th September. The President 
per interim was the venerable Count Florida Blanca. He died later in the year 

at the age of eighty. 
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Malmesbury might have done from the Hague, when by his 
Influence he re-established the authority of the Stadholder— 
thus: “ I am not a little proud of the share We have contributed 
towards the accomplishment of this desirable object; our next 
must be,” &c., &c., &c. I hope you have read Cevallo’s account 
of the transitions that led to Ferdinand’s abdication and the 
present state of Spain. It is in the highest degree interesting; 
such a scene of treachery and bare faced injustice was scarcely 
ever laid before the public. . . . 

No. 24. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Bess, 

20th October. 

... I like this place extremely; with a very little expense 
it might be made magnificent, and it is beautiful—et qui pis est, 
I feel I could do a great deal of good here. Now, do not answer 
me as you sometimes do by saying that if I think so I ought to 
stop, instead of coming where I can do no good, for stay I cannot; 
but if I live longer than I expect to do, I think we shall often 
return here. My Mother writes me word yt there is great 
difference of opinion about the K.’s answer to the City address.1 
Some people, and she amongst them, approve of and admire 
it; others disapprove as much. I think it good and spirited, 
but certainly a pretty strong reprimand to the address. Think 
of Ld. Paget and the other officers living with Junot com me si 
de rien n’etoit; either the plundering and murdering by the 
French was much exaggerated, or the Portuguese have no reason 
to think us very strict upon these subjects. 

24. 

Every day that I pass in Ireland makes me more anxious, yet 
more desponding as to the possibility of any thing being done 
to tranquillize and improve it. The very character of the 
people- But, as you say, this is a subject that one might 
write Volumes upon, and that I have already wearied you with 
too often; yet here, where the people come so immediately under 
my own eyes, it is impossible not to be occupied with it—and 
for a person as full of plans as I always am, not to form thousands 
of castles in the air for their improvement. I am very popular 
here—at least, if I am to believe the warm expressions of 

1 All parts of the kingdom were calling londly for an inquiry into the Con¬ 
vention. The King’s answer to the petition from the City of London was that 
for “ the institution of an inquiry there was no need for their interference.” 
This answer was supposed to have been framed “ by the Minister noted for 
briskness and petulance.”—Annual Register. 
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affection pour’d upon me; and I hope I am likely to thrive, for 
I have receiv'd the benediction of both Parson and Priest. We 
call’d purposely at both their Houses, on the same day, as there 
is a terrible jealousy between them. I went to church yesterday; 
the crowd at the door was so immense that I dreaded fainting 
when I got in, or being crush’d—it seem’d impossible it could 
hold such numbers. The experiment was not tried. The crowd 
stopp’d to see us, or pass’d on to Mass. Our own family and 
Ld. B.’s Agents excepted, our congregation consisted of eleven 
people ! in a very large church with two clergymen officiating— 
to make up in Piety, I suppose, what was wanting in Numbers. 
How desperately dull my letters must appear to you ! I will 
at least not run in length so much as in matter. . . . 

1809. 

The letters that passed during the first six months of this 

year, though numerous, are of no general interest. On 1st 

July Lord Granville was appointed to succeed Sir James Pulteney 

as Secretary at War, and in addition became a Member of the 

Cabinet. His term of office was short, little more than three 

months. He resigned with Mr. Canning after the latter’s duel 

with Lord Castlereagh and his refusal to serve under Mr. Perceval. 

The Duke of Portland was retiring owing to ill health, and Mr. 

Perceval was to succeed him as Prime Minister, and to be Leader 

in the House of Commons. 
Lord Granville held no further office until November, 1823, 

when he was appointed Ambassador to the Hague. He was 

succeeded at the War Office by Lord Palmerston (the future 

Prime Minister), who was gazetted on 28th October. 

A new life was opening before Lord Granville. He was now 

thirty-six, his social butterfly days were ending, and his hitherto 

roving fancies were becoming fixed in a more serious and lasting 

affection. Lady Harriet Cavendish had not inherited her 

mother’s beauty, but Lord Granville had the good sense and 

discrimination to see below the surface the value of the Pearl 

(the cypher name given her) waiting for him. Owing to the 

presence of the false friend who had usurped her mother’s place, 

and who was married to the Duke on 19th October, Lady Harriet s 

position at home was a difficult and unhappy one. She had 

seen Lord Granville constantly as an habitue of her mother s 
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society ever since she was a child, and had for long felt an 

inclination for him, having fallen under the spell of those 

wonderful almond-shaped “ Occhi azzuri ” so frequently alluded 

to in these letters; so she proved not very hard to win. They 

were married on Sunday, 24th December, at Chiswick, and a 

life of completely happy mutual trust and confidence began. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. at Stanhope Street. 
Roe, 

U ndated. 

Lest I should miss you, I must tell you a conversation I had 
with William Lamb. I wish you knew him better; he is a noble 
creature. I find it is not merely the sort of place that makes 
him decline. He told Ld. Grey he would support the Gov* 
with his vote, and as far as his abilities permitted, his speech, 
as long as he approv’d of their measures, but was unwilling to 
bind himself by a place to an Administration form’d of such 
discordant parties, and when he knew many things might be 
brought forward he should dislike, that for the present at least 
he was determin’d to remain unpledg’d. He then told Ld. 
Grey he might think it impertinent after this if he offer’d his 
advice, but that he could not help saying how strongly he was of 
opinion that they should make offers to Canning. He assur’d 
me that, tho’ he had heard from others that Ld. Grey was the 
great opposer to this, it did not appear so in what he said to 
him; that he told him he personally had no objection, tho’ 
perhaps he was less eager for it than he had formerly been, but 
that the objection on the part of Tooke, Whitbread, &c., and all 
those attach’d to them, was so great that they should lose at 
one sweep half their party, and that being so, of course he could 
not sacrifice old friends to new. We went on talking a great 
deal upon it, and he ended by saying almost what you did, that 
tho’ he regretted it he doubted whether they could have gone 
long all together; that there were points which neither Mr. 
Canning or present Op. would give way in, he suppos’d—chiefly 
America. After talking of Tierney’s being Chancellor of the 
Exchequer, he said: “ Huskisson was the only man for that, 
but he is staunch, and I like him the better for it.” I said, of 
course he goes with Mr. C. He then told me that offers had been 
made him, and I said how wrong. I thought he agreed, but 
added that many things were reckon’d fair in politicks ’ that 
would not be tolerated under any other circumstances, but that 
Mr. C. had a great game to play; that if without paying court 
to them he avoided absolute hostility, gave his support when it 
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accorded with his opinions and former support, oppos'd power¬ 
fully but not acrimoniously where he usually disapprov’d, that 
he would soon find numbers of independent M.P.’s flock under 
his banner, and that, in William's opinion, before long the very 
people who oppos’d treating with him now would court his 
alliance—possibly be unable to stand without it. . . . 

G. L. G. to Lady B. 

Tuesday, 8th August. 

As the Pearl1 was not mentioned by me, you might have 
concluded that that precious Jewel did not adorn the apartment 
of the Pss. I have not seen her since. 

I passed the Evening yesterday very quietly with Lady 
Elizabeth Foster. You will see Ld. Chatham’s Dispatches in 
the Gazette,2 and I confess he appears to me to have acted very 
wisely, and his movements to have been very rapid. I like the 
Tone of the different capitulations. Flushing, I fear, may hold 
out for some Time; that the Enemy is of that opinion is clear 
by his having sent from the opposite coast reinforcements into 
the Town: he wd. not have subjected these additional troops 
to capture unless he had entertained sanguine hopes of protract¬ 
ing the siege. I hope Ld. Chatham will risk the remainder of 
his army (that is, leaving a force of perhaps 10,000 men only to 
blockade Flushing), and advance without delay to Antwerp. 
You will observe that the distance from the end of Beveland (of 
which Hope has taken entire possession, including an important 
Fort at the East End of it) to Antwerp is not 20 miles. Some 
prisoners have said that the D. of Dantzic had arrived at Antwerp 
with 5,000 Men, but implicit credit cannot be given to the 
representations of those who are interested to deceive you. I 
have no further comments to make; if I hear any news at the 
Cabinet, I will write for 2d Post. Addio. 

1 Lady Harriet Cavendish. 
2 The ill-fated expedition, “ planned without judgment and conducted 

without skill,” under Lord Chatham and Sir Richard Strahau, had started with 
the object of taking possession of Flushing and the Island of Walcheren, with 
the French ships of war in the Scheldt, to destroy their arsenals and dockyards, 
and to effect the reduction of Antwerp. The attack on Walcheren succeeded, 
and Flushing surrendered after an obstinate resistance of twelve days; but the 
country showed such an unexpected state of defence that all idea of proceeding 
up the Scheldt was abandoned, and the troops remained at Walcheren, where 
an epidemic fever broke out, and of the fine army which had left Portsmouth 
a few months before, one-half perished on the pestilential shores of Walcheren, 
and of the remainder who returned in December, many bore the seeds of in¬ 
curable disease. 

2d VOL. II 
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G. L. G. to Lady B. 
8 Aug., 1809. 

There are dispatches from Sir A. Wellesley dated from Tala- 
vera 1 the 24th, whence Victor retreated on the night preceding 
the day on which it was intended to attack him with the com¬ 
bined army of Cuesta and Wellesley. I find that the outposts 
of Victor were driven in on the 23d. The 23d Dragoons were 
employed in turning the French Position, no men hurt, eleven 
horses only killed. 

I do not think that Wellesley can pursue, owing to the 
Spaniards supplying no means of transport for provisions or 
ammunition. This last paragraph do not mention. No further 
news of the expedition. 

6 O’ Clock. 

G■ L. G. to Lady B. 

Friday Morn-, Aug. 25, 1809. 

Westmorland spoke truth when he said that Sir A. Wellesley’s 
Dispatches were not yet arrived. By a vessel which sailed from 
Lisbon on the 14th we have an account that Sir As Dispatches 
were sent off from that port on the 12th, but it seems they have 
had a. longer passage. We have, however, Letters from Frere, 
from which this appears—that Cuesta, having agreed upon a 
plan with W. (that is, to keep his post at Talavera whilst W. 
went to the attack of Soult), instead of executing this plan, 
abandons Talavera with all our wounded in the Town, and follows 
Wellesley. Sir A. seems to consider this as decisive of the total 
impossibility of acting in concert with Cuesta, and determined 
to retire altogether from Spain. The loss of all our wounded at 
Talavera is a great Blow, and I fear Wellesley will be blamed for 
having trusted their safety to Cuesta, but still to have allowed 
Soult to cut off his communication with Portugal, and perhaps 
with Cadiz, would have been risking, not only the wounded, 
but his whole army. Frere has given in a very spirited note to 
the Junta demanding the immediate dismissal of Cuesta. He 
did this the very day before Ld. W. was expected to arrive at 
Seville, because he thought it better to put the Junta out of 
humour with him upon his retirement than leave to Lord W. 
the odium of beginning his mission by so unpleasant though 
necessary a demand, and he thought that it wd. appear less 
personal in him than in the brother of the General, who com¬ 
plained of Cuesta. I think this very handsome and well judged 

1 The Battle of Talavera, 27th and 28th July, when Sir A. Wellesley, Com¬ 
mander of the united British and Spanish forces, defeated Marshals Victor and 
Jourdan. 
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in Frere. But of all this say nothing. If Romana will take 
advantage of all the French Forces concentrating themselves 
upon the Tagus, the French may have to repent of their advance; 
the whole of Castile is evacuated by the French, and Romana 
might contrive to cut off their communication with France. 
If Wellesley’s Dispatches arrive to day or to morrow morning, 
I hope they will be published in the Gazette to Morrow Night, 
for the public will expect some Reason to be given by him for 
the abandonment of his wounded at Talavera, and for this 
unexpected Retreat. 
... I will drive over to Roe to Morrow if there is no Cabinet. 
Ld. Chatham sends nothing new from Walcheren; I am not 

sanguine as to ulterior operations. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 

Monday (probably August, 1809). 

... I saw Ly. E.1 yesterday, and find it is not to be told yet, 
but before the return of the Morpeths, and then she means to 
offer to my Mother, as a respect to her, not to take the name; 
she says the Duke advis’d this. I own I should rejoice at it, 
tho’ we have no right to expect it, and perhaps any thing out 
of the common way will create more conversation; still, I own 
I should prefer it. I really love Bess, and think she has many 
more good and generous qualities than are allowed her, but I 
think she has the worst judgement of any body I ever met with; 
and I begin also to think she has more Calcul, and more power 
of concentrating her wishes and intentions, than I ever before 
believ’d. In the midst of all this I have a distressing letter 
from my Mother, who from something W. Spencer said has 
taken an alarm, and is coming up to Town with the intention 
of consulting my Brother upon laying down some plan for our 
whole family to follow in case of such an event having taken 
place and having to be declar’d. If my Mother trusted to her¬ 
self alone she would do as 1 do, grieve over what renews so 
painfully former recollections, but no more; but I know my 
Brother’s opinion, sway’d by Ly. Spencer, and Ly. Morpeth too, 
seems to intimate that he wishes that on such an event all 
connection should cease between Devonshire House and us, 
and Harriet quit her Father. This I highly disapprove of. 
Yes, Dear G., I shall stand alone against my whole family and 
her children as favouring an event which God knows pains me 
more than any I believe, and taking part against them and against 
the Memory of what I lov’d best on earth. ... I have not heard 

1 Tho Duke of Devonshire married. Lady Elizabeth Foster 19th October, 1809. 
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from either of my Nieces for ages. I should send them such a 
note as Ly. Holland has just sent to me, drawn up like a certificate 
with two witnesses: “ This is to certify that E. A. Holland is 
now alive and inhabiting H. H., in the Parish of Kensington, 
and has done so for some time past, tho’ wholly neglected by 
her friends,” &c. I hardly suppose one week’s stay at Badminton 
will be sufficient for so serious a decision as you talk of, but you 
are an extraordinary person on some subjects, and even knowing 
you as I do, I cannot judge. . . . 

G. L. G. to Lady B. 
Badminton, 

Saturday night ('probably September). 

I found your nieces looking both very well, and Morpeth 
in very good humour. The first 24 hours have certainly pro¬ 
duced no progress in that which you seemed to think might be 
the Result of our meeting here. I had a conversation to day 
of some length, in which she 1 was very agreeable, and shewed 
that good Sense which I always knew she possessed, but we talked 
upon indifferent subjects. I watched their countenances upon 
the arrival of the Post to day, but it did not appear that the 
threatened communication from Chiswick arrived by this Post. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Wednesday. 

Probably nothing has yet been written to the Morpeth’s for 
Bess was to let me know before any thing was said either to 
them or my Mother. F. Foster, who is here, tells me they go 
to Chatsworth in October: perhaps it is to be there. But 
whether from my great nervousness on the subject, which makes 
me shrink from it when I see her, or what I have before observ’d 
—that Bess hears all one has to say, but says only what she 
pleases herself—I know but very little beyond what I told you 
the first day. Pray advise me how I am to act between my 
Brother and the Duke. It will be too hard to have him, my 
Mother, and my Niece angry with me as favouring what cannot 
be to them as painful as it is to me, yet I will not be unjust to 
Bess. I had a note from her this morning, only on indifferent 
subjects; she says: “ The indignation is great and general against 
Ld. Chatham. Mr. Tierney says the dispute is now whose 
nomination he was; that all throw it off themselves, but that it 
is in vain, for that the indignation was nearly as great and almost 
as loud at the first report of his appointment, and Ministers had 

1 Lady Harriet Cavendish. 
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full warning.” I am afraid there is some truth in this, yet tho’ 
I think it, on my conscience, as bad as possible, I was maintaining 
to the Fosters that no one had a right to refuse the services of 
a General who was eager to serve and carried so much power with 
him, as the Master of the Ordnance and a Cabinet Minister, 
unless he had done something on record to prove him incapable 
of serving, and that it was a proof of the prosperity of the country 
that they reckon’d themselves disgrac’d and ruin’d by only 
having taken a largish Island, a strong Fortress, and 6,000 
prisoners. I did not add my own fear of losing the Island again 
with all the troops that remain in it, or losing them by illness 
from the damp of the place. I never heard anything like the 
croaking both about this and Spain. Once more, pray tell me 
if you are uneasy about Ld. Wellington’s army ? Caroline 
gave me rather an entertaining account of the arrival of the 
Prisoners at Spithead, and of the D. of Brunswick’s Troops in 
the I. of Wight; these last were received with bands playing 
and numbers of people going down to the shore to see them 
land—amongst others, Pss. Sophia and the D. of Gloucester, 
when, to compleat the sights, appeared a Barouche and four 
with three outriders, containing—very smartly dressed—Mrs. 
Clarke 1 and Mr. Dowler ! I wonder Ly. Spencer can breathe 
such polluted air. Will you be shock’d if I conclude with a 
very bad pun of Mr. Jekyll’s ? That Ld. Chatham is to be 
created Marquis of Walcher-out. There was a rather good Parody 
in the Morning Chronicle yesterday of Cowper’s Toll for the 
brave. Cobbett and the Morning Chronicle are like the belle 
de Nuit in botany that Flourish best in dark nights—the latter 
particularly, too dull to be read at other times, expands at the 
prospect of any disaster; give but the hope of a failure in an 
expedition or an army being lost, and it sparkles with wit from 
one end to the other—and very good wit, too, for the jokes are 
really often good if the subject was a joking one. ... I know 
not what progress you make, but it seems to me by your account 
that you must talk a great deal to my Niece. This is a subject 
I can say nothing on; it is one of too immense consequence to 
me even to bear resting my thoughts upon it. I only know you 
are both very dear to me, and that I think I cannot be quite 
wretched at any thing that makes those I love so tenderly 
happy. 

1 Mrs. Clarke, a great favourite of the Duke of York’s, who had carried on 
a traffic in military commissions. Mr. Dowler was one of her lovers. The 
Parliamentary inquiry into the Duke of York’s conduct had taken place early 
in the spring. Though blamed for great indiscretion, he was acquitted of 
personal corruption by a vote of the House. He, however, resigned his 
appointment. 
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Mr. Canning to G. L. G. 
Gloucester Lodge, 

September 21st, 1809. 

My dear Granville,—Castlereagh and I have fought. _ His 
second fire wounded me in the thigh. The wound is in no 
degree dangerous. I thought you would like to he assured of 
this under my own hand.1—Yours affectionately, 

J G. C. 

G. L. G. to Lady B. 
Chiswick, 

Tuesday night, Nov. 14, 1809. 

You understood me, I suppose, as intending to. take the 
earliest opportunity of doing that which was the object of my 
visit here. I spoke to H. to-night; she was very nervous and 
so was I. I know not what I said, but she consented to my 
speaking to the Duke, and I have seen him since Supper. He 
began first by saying that he knew why I had asked to see him, 
and that all he could say was that I was of all the persons in 
the world the person whom he should prefer. I told him about 
my former follies, of which he was not ignorant, but which I 
did not intend to persevere in. . . . I have enjoined secrecy 
for the present. . . 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Roe. 

Thank you ten thousand times for your goodness in writing. I 
am glad this nervous moment to you is over, and that you found 
every thing as you wish’d. God in Heaven bless and grant 
you every happiness; if you are as happy as you deserve to be, 
and as I wish you, nothing will be wanting. ... I think only 
of your happiness—yours and Harriet’s. God bless and preserve 
you both. 

G. L. G. to Lady B. 
Chiswick, 

Friday, Nov. 17, 1809. 

As I shall not. have the opportunity of seeing you to day, 
I think it better to defer till to morrow my calling at Roe- 
hampton. ... I talked of you to day to Harriet, and told 
her how very Delightful and valuable a person you were. I said 
that for a great many years I had had that confidence in you 

1 The full story of the quarrel between Lord Castlereagh and Mr. Canning 
will be found in the “ Memoirs of Mr. Canning” at the commencement of 
his “ speeches.” It originated in Mr. Canning’s having urged on the Duke of 
Portland the removal of Lord Castlereagh from the War Office, and the ap¬ 
pointment of Lord Wellesley (at that time Ambassador in Spain) in his place. 
They fought or Putney Heath at six o’clock in the morning on 21st September. 
They both missed the first shot. They fired again, and Mr. Canning wa>s 
wounded. 
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that there was scarcely a thought that passed through my mind, 
or a folly committed by me, that I did not talk of to you; that 
I had, before she left Town last Summer, talked to you of my 
disposition to like her, and had communicated with you upon 
every step of progress to the attachment that I had for her; 
that you had always expressed the highest opinion of her; 
that you loved her as if she were your own child, and that you 
had always encouraged me in my intentions of marrying her; 
that considering the sort of confidence that had always subsisted 
between us, you had certainly felt nervous at any change of 
my Situation which could in any way affect the intimacy and 
confidence which had subsisted between us. She intimated 
last night a wish of talking to me about you. She praised you, 
she said how much she loved you, and how very much happier 
she was since seeing you here last night. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. at Chiswick. 

(.Probably December.) 

He 1 has kill’d me—such a scene I never went thro': his manner 
to you was only to open the most Vehement Tirade against you 
for marrying. . . . Then a list of your inconstancies; then, 
again, if I would but have listen’d to him, even last year. . . . 
I stared, and he went on, and after another long tirade threw 
himself on his knees, and clasping me round, kiss’d my neck 
before I was aware of what he was doing. I screamed with 
vexation and fright; he continued sometimes struggling with 
me, sometimes sobbing and crying. . . . Then mixing abuse 
of you, vows of eternal love, entreaties and promises of what 
he would do—he would break with Mrs. F. and Ly. H., I should 
make my own terms ! ! I should be his sole confidant, sole adviser 
—private or public—I should guide his politicks, Mr. Canning 
should be Prime Minister (whether in this reign or the next did 
not appear); then over and over and over again the same round 
of complaint, despair, entreaties, and promises, and always 
Mr. Canning a tout bout de change, and whenever he mention’d 
him it was in the tenderest accent and attempting some liberty, 
that really, G., had not my heart been breaking I must have 
laugh’d out at the comicality of having the Pope so coupled and 
so made use of—and then that immense, grotesque figure 
flouncing about half on the couch, half on the ground. ... I 
have not room or time to tell you half what passed. You know 
when he came; he had the conscience to stay till eight! You 
know I am humble enough, but I really felt revolted and indignant 

1 The Prince of Wales, 
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at his disgusting folly—sad proof of my encreasing age. After 
telling him for two hours that ... I never could or would be 
on any other terms with him than the acquaintance he had 
always honour’d me with, we came to a tolerably friendly making 
up, and he kept me two more telling me stories (chiefly of you 
and the Princess 1). . . He asked after the letters and the 
statement,2 and spoke with great encomium of Mr. C., but as 
he certainly looks upon him as a potent bribe to me, I do not 
know whether his praise was good will to him or compliment. 
What a moment he took for all this ! . . . 

The Prince ended by saying he was afraid he had not spoken 
properly to you. I said certainly not, and that he owed you 
some excuse. He said he would make it up the next time you 
met, or perhaps write. God bless and preserve the best and 
kindest of human beings. 

G. L. G. to Lady B. 
Dec. 22, 1809. 

Before you get this note I trust you will have received mine, 
which will have explained to you why I could not by any con¬ 
trivance get to Roehampton to day; you will also have heard 
from Ly. Eliz. that it is on Sunday that the Marriage is to take 
place—it was Hs own proposition, in order to have greater 
chance of her Sister being present. My Sister Charlotte comes 
to Town to morrow; she has written to me to call upon her a 
little before 5, in order that I may see her alone. I go to Town 
between 11 and 12. After seeing Mr. Morris at my oven House, 
and giving some orders there, I am to go to a Proctor’s at 
Doctors’ Commons in the City, where I am to take some oaths, 
&c., in order to get a License. . . . 

Lord Granville was married to Lady Harriet Cavendish at 

Chiswick on Sunday, 24th December. 

G. L. G. to Lady B. 
WOOLMER, 

Wed; Dec. 21, 1809. 

Every hour 1 passed with Harriet convinced me more and 
more of the justice and liberality of her way of thinking, and of 
her claim upon me for unlimited confidence. She is indeed 
a perfect angel. 

1 Princess Galitzin. 
2 Mr. Canning’s long statement of all that had passed with regard to his 

dispute with Lord Castlereagh. 



CHAPTER XVII 

1810 

FIRST YEAR OF MARRIAGE 

Early in the Session there was an inquiry into the unfortunate 
V'alcheren Expedition, but the Government escaped the vote 
of censure that had been expected. Although political affairs 
were in a very unsettled condition, there is less than usual 
about them in the letters of this year. Mention is made of the 
Emperor Napoleon’s marriage to the Archduchess Marie Louise, 
which took place on 1st April; but there is very little about the 
War in the Peninsula, where Lady Bessborough’s son Frederick 
was with his regiment. The advance of the French in Spain 
had been rapid when Lord Wellington retreated after his victory 
at Talavera. 

In Portugal, the French Army, greatly superior in numbers 
to the English, and commanded by Marshal Massena (Prince of 
Essling), besieged and took Ciudad Rodrigo and Almeida, but 
failed in forcing Lord Wellington in his strong position on the 
mountain of Busaco, and was completely defeated by the com¬ 
bined British and Portuguese Armies on 27th September. Lord 
Wellington then retired on Lisbon, and by the end of the year 
was safely entrenched for the winter behind the strong lines of 
Torres Vedras. 

After the death of his favourite daughter, Princess Amelia, 
on 2nd November, the poor King relapsed into what proved to 
be a hopeless state of madness. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. at Badminton. 

Althorp, 
Tuesday Night (probably 9th January). 

I have been playing most successfully at a new sort of billiard’s 
a little like your Russian game, and astonish’d the audience and 

351 
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myself by the brilliancy of my performance, which I am afraid 
is confin’d to this place, as it never happen’d before. It brought 
me bad luck last night to say that in two hours more the post 
will be come; yet it is so, and I cannot help hoping that there 
must be a letter. The last was dated Thursday, tomorrow is 
Wednesday!— and you have spoilt me hitherto. What is 
certain at least is that twelve hours hence we shall be in the 
Carriage on our way back. Do not let this sound as unkindness 
to my dear Brother, who is delightful, whom I love to my heart 
and could live with for ever; but the truth is I never could live 
comfortably with Ly. S. I respect her, I admire her cleverness 
(which term peculiarly suits her in every way), and at times 
when I have seen her ill or unhappy I have felt as if I lov d her, 
but there is something in her Character and manners wholly 
repugnant to me: there is a coarseness of mind, as well as of 
expression, that scarce any talent makes up for, and then 
intolerance so out of all measure—friend, relation, stranger, 
inmate all alike—the most extravagant abuse, the most un¬ 
sparing scrutiny. Nothing escapes: character, understanding, 
opinions, dress, person, age, infirmity—all fall equally under the 
scalping knife, and no sooner has a wretched person closed the 
door than the shouts of laughter proclaim to him that he is 
under the dissection he has witness’d of others, and which you 
feel assured will be your lot as soon as you also quit the room. 
I cannot tell you how irksome it is to me to have this incessant, 
unremitting abuse of every thing and every body it inclines 
me to defend things and people I dislike. And then, with her 
excellent understanding, believing firmly the most improbable, 
ridiculous stories of commerage, and commenting on the un¬ 
fortunate individuals with a severity scarcely pardonable even 
were it possible the stories could be true in their utmost exaggera¬ 
tion. You may judge what this comes to when a little Political 
Asperity mixes with it. When I compare her exterminating 
Virtue and stern Piety with your Sister’s fervent yet meek 
Christianity, I can scarcely imagine them of the same Religion: 
Ly. S. is the church Militant on Earth, and your Sister, Charity 
thinketh no evil, &c. I have no doubt which I would be. 
Harriet will be shock’d at all this, and probably I shall content 
myself with having written it and burn it, as I have Many others; 
but, Dearest Ld. G., I have so long been accustom’d to say and 
write every thing to you, every impression good or bad as it 
strikes me at the moment, that I cannot tell you what a gene 
it is to refrain—tho’ I know how unfair it must be to weary 
you with uninteresting subjects when your mind is so much 
better occupied. God bless you. 
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Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Cavendish Square, 

Saturday. 

Do you think I could be long without mentioning a subject 
so near, so dear to me as you and Harriet 1—a subject so con¬ 
stantly present to my thoughts that no other can intervene 
without mixing more or less with it ? Indeed, it is no exaggera¬ 
tion to say I believe I could find no hour in the four and twenty, 
waking or sleeping, when my thoughts were not in some measure 
occupied with you—something connected with you, or (what 
I have somehow connected with you in my Mind) the recollection 
of one also most tenderly lov’d by me. It is wonderful how 
often I dream of you, or her, or Harriet and your Marriage, &c., 
&c., &c. There is certainly pleasure in having every affection 
of one’s heart fill’d so to the utmost, but like all pleasure it is 
dearly bought. How I digress—it is an old quarrel of yours 
with me; I cannot help it. . . . Sheridan saw us arrive to day 
and came up. He begun with endless enquiries about you, 
H., me, &c., &c., but as I discourag’d these topics, he grew very 
entertaining, partly with his account of the struggle for Pre¬ 
eminence which threaten’d to subdivide the subdivisions of Op. 
till they become like Atoms known to exist, but too numerous 
to count.—and too small to be felt; but they were sav’d from 
dissolution, and harmony restor’d, by re-electing King Log, 
for whom he, Sh., has the highest respect and regard; hopes he 
may now long enjoy that envied post which secures great trouble 
without honour, and with the negative of profit. I ask’d if it 
was quite settled, as from a letter I had from Ly. H. I thought 
not; he said: “ Oh yes; he has sent out his dinner cards, and may 
snoutch all competitors.” S., however, is out of favour. He 
talk’d much of the Pope, and swore he would defend him thro’ 
thick and thin, and thought the Prince wonderfully come round 
to him. He did not think Lord Grey as violent as Bess did, 
but Lord Grey has a Notion of the D. of Portland having 
quarrell’d with the Pope.1 Surely that is not true ? And there 
is to be a meeting Monday to settle whether or not the address 
shall be amended, on which the opinions vary almost as much as 
about a Leader. S. ended with saying if any thing could keep 
Ministers in it was the quarrels of Op., who were more inveterate 
against each other than against the common enemy. I suppose 
this is in some measure true, for W. Lamb, who is more violent 
than I ever saw him, says he has a great mind to offer himself 
to Ld. Wellesley, merely on the principle of his being a new man, 
and despairing of all those already tried. Ld. Folkestone is, 

1 Mr. Canning. 
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they say, in a scrape; he is threaten’d with having his letters 
publish’d, which contain what “ little o ” calls some awkward 
expressions. Probably what “ little o ” calls awkward must be 
neither more nor less than treason. I should be very sorry, 
for nothing is so dangerous as a Martyr, and often a stronger 
expression is us’d in the rancour of party, tho’ never even meant 
to be acted upon or even justified by the user. 

G. L. G. to Lady B. 
Badminton, 

Saturday, Jany. 13, 1810. 

It is perfectly true that one never separates without speaking 
because one has nothing to say, but there is no analogy between 
that case and not writing. The greater part of conversation 
is made up of Question and answer, and you might as well assert 
that we could play at Chess together as well at 100 miles distant 
as if we were in the same Room; but the fact is that it is not 
worth while to wait, either for the Move of one’s adversary, or 
for the answer to any Question of which the interest is gone by 
before one can possibly receive it. You must not be surprised 
at my simile being taken from Chess, for we occupy ourselves— 
all of us—the whole Evening in playing at it. Qur days are 
all alike. We breakfast about 12; I read while Harriet instructs 
my Sister’s Girl upon the Harpsichord till past 2, when the post 
comes in. We then walk till near dark; then Harriet and I 
read the Nouvelle Helolse together till dressing for Dinner; 
after Dinner play at Chess, go to Bed between one and two. 
We shall be in Town either Friday or Saturday. How came 
your visit to Althorp to be so curtailed % It will give me great 
pleasure to see you again, and I am really delighted at the idea 
of finding you in Town. Though I have nothing to write, I 
know I shall find enough to say. . . . 

Lady B. to G. L. G. at Badminton. 

Chiswick, 

Tuesday (January). 

Georgiana is well, but a little languid, Ld. M. quite recover’d, 
but the Duke has some gout in his hand. I find it is settled 
there shall be an amendment mov’d by Lord Gower, and seconded 

Note.—Parliament met on 23rd January, and was opened by Commission. 
The King’s Speech was read by the Lo'rd Chancellor (Lord Eldon). The 
Address was opposed in the Lords by Lord St. Vincent. An amendment 
moved by Lord Grenville blaming the Ministry for the disasters caused by 
their misconduct, ignorance, and incapacity was defeated. In the Commons 
an amendment in tho same terms was proposed by Lord Gower and seconded 
by Mr. Ward. This was also defeated. 
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by Mr. Ward ! ! whom Bess assures me, from b«ing a warm 
defender of the Pope’s, is grown so vehement an enemy, that he 
is expected to make some attack upon him in his speech. I 
scarcely can believe this; do you know any thing of him lately ? 
(Is it not rather Irish to determine on an Amendment before 
what is to be amended is known ? It is the sacrifice of a Bull 
as a Peace offering to our Irish Leader.) I should like to know 
the truth of Mr. Ward. Lord Grey is terribly Violent on all 
subjects; he says it comes out at last that Ld. Castlereagh was 
the only man of zeal and honour in the Cabinet, and that the 
battle of Talavera is as disgraceful, if possible; as the expedition 
to Walcheren. It makes me sick and wretched to think of this 
next Session; but, above all, I am in a fever at a Pamphlet—I 
suppose of Mr. Cook's—in answer to Strictures in the Quart7 
Rev. The misstatements of dates and even facts are endless, 
but it is well written and will tell. This is not a moment for 
a long answer, which nobody will read but those who need no 
conviction, yet it should be quickly and strongly answer'd; and 
might be so"well, if any of the Pope’s friends would but republish 
it merely with marginal notes—correcting the misstatements, 
exposing the falsehoods, ridiculing the blunders and the vast 
importance Ld. Castlereagh’s place seems to have been to him, 
since it says he could easily forgive his friends, who only deceiv’d 
him to keep him in power, but not the Man who deceiv’d him to 
remove him, and compares it to an Assassin plunging a dagger 
in his heart or a friend "wounding in trying to defend. This is 
the sense of a long fine Paragraph which sounds quite different; 
in short, I long to have this done quickly—as well on the Pope’s 
account, because he is suffering every day from unanswer’d 
attacks, as on my own, because the Villain wfio wrote it dares 
abuse you. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Chiswick, 

Monday (;probably May). 

This will scarcely bear the name of a letter, but pray another 
time give me as many political discussions as you please; it 
always delights me to hear your opinions on any subject, and 
it so seldom happens now that you impart them, yt 1 should 
be very sorry if you stopped writing not to plague me with them. 
We have had such a posse at Chis. ! Nothing could be gayer or 
more brilliant, and some of the people pleasant, only so mix’d 
up in the mass that every thing like conversation (except listen¬ 
ing to the D. of Clarence) was out of the question. Each day 
we sat down 26 or 27 to table, waltzing every night and all 
night long, and various other Sports invented by poor Baron 
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d’Arnheim, who seems the best humour’d person in the world 
and most obliging, but like every other of the same description, 
born to be laugh’d at—in which he joins as heartily as if he had 
invented, instead of being, the joke. The D. of C. and Miss 
FitzCl. have been here since Thursday; 4 Townshends, Cliffords, 
F. and A. Foster, Mr. Mathews, Tierney, Mr. D. Kinnaird, 
Preedy, Baron d’Arnheim, Ld. Morpeth, the Dss., a little Miss 
Boyle, whom Hart waltzes in his Arms, the DuncannoDS, Ld. B., 
me, are all inhabitants, which seems wonderful, but all are 
lodg’d. We had, besides, as dinner people, the Grevilles one 
day, Hollands, Mr. Allen and Mr. Rogers the next. The Duke 
seems quite well and delighted, and bore very good humouredly 
my telhng him of bad dinners and bad wine, the latter of which 
I could only judge of by Ld. John and Tierney’s exclamations. 
I hate picking out a grievance when there is so much to like, 
but thought it a pity where all is so near perfection and so much 
magnificence to hear nothing but complaints without trying 
to rectify it, and doing as I would be done by. It was a heavy 
matter to have the D. of Clarence sur les bras all day, tho’ he 
really was better than I expected, and sometimes amusing 
from the endless stories and taking off the Queen, who bore all 
events patiently till Buonaparte married the Emprs Daughter,1 
on which he says she took near a pound of Snufl; in the course 
of an hour, exclaiming between each pinch, “ My Got! My 
Got! what will this come to ?—the oldest House in Europe 
married to an Empr. of yesterday. My Got! my Got! married 
to nothing—he has no blood in his veins,” &c. 

There is a Col. or Capt. James come over, who reports a con¬ 
versation said to have pass’d between Meerfeldt and Buonaparte, 
in which the latter said his situation was desperate, and that 
he was ready to come into any honourable terms for Peace. 
Whilst they were talking, word was brought of the defection of 
Bavaria. Buonaparte clench’d his fist and struck his forehead, 
saying, “ Hier j’etois Dominateur de l’Europe Entier—et deja 
je ne suis plus nen.” 

Lady B. to G. L. G. at Badminton. 

Roe, 
Friday, 10th August. 

I was in hopes of your Sister driving here to day, but she 
was going to Sadler’s Wells with Ly. Melbourne. Ld. and 
Ly. Bathurst and their whole family came, and he told me a 

1 Napoleon’s civil marriage to tho Archduchess Marie Louise took place at 
St. Cloud 1st April, 1810, and the religious ceremony -vVas performed next day 
by Cardinal Fesch. 
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great many stories of Buonaparte he had just heard from a 
Hungarian who was with him at Schonbrunn, and came over here 
with that Count Nugent the Prince talks of so much. Amongst 
others, of a narrow escape of Buonaparte from a Hungarian 
nobleman who devoted himself to die in the attempt of destroy¬ 
ing B. He took the Sacrament first, then station’d himself 
with a Petition and a dagger on the stairs B. was to come down. 
He was within five steps, when B., by dropping his Handkerchief, 
was delay’d and occasion’d some bustle; the Man, growing 
impatient and fearing people’s stopping up the way, push’d 
towards him, and tho’ beat back twice, persisted, which created 
suspicion. In struggling with Duroc he drew his hand from his 
bosom and discover’d the dagger. The mentioning any attempt 
against B. is punish’d almost as much as the attempt itself. 
Have you read L. Goldsmith ?1 It is ill written and much too 
obvious, but amusing from collecting together so many stories 
one has heard at different Periods—so many Mots, like Danton’s 
excuse for his cruelty: “ Croyez vous qu’on fait les Revolutions 
avec de l’eau de Rose,” and Segur saying it was only “ L’assaut 
de l’antichambre qui veut entrer au Salon.” 

Sat. 

Hart and W. are come, and I am going to town to see them, 
and will add a line, tho’ probably Bess will write. W. says 
Hart is better for the journey. This is Saturday, and I want 
to tell you how Hart looks, so I write; but, Sir, I do not mean to 
carry on a correspondence a l’lrlandoise, all on one side—like 
the two friends who said: We will share the correspondence 
between us; you shall write and I read. 

G. L. G. to Lady B. 

Badminton, 

Monday Morn., 13 Augt, 1810. 

We are here entirely alone with my Sister. We get up in 
reasonable time at 10 o’clock, breakfast, and read till the Post 
comes in at 3. Then take strolling walks till dinner at 6, and 
read and play at chess and music in the evening. The only thing 
which annoys me is the number and noise of the children; no 
less than 10 come to Dessert, and there is an Echo in a stuccoed 
room, and it is such an incessant rattling of spoons, plates and 
chatter that it quite stuns me. The little Eliot children make 
up the 10. . . . Nothing can be so quiet and retired as our life 
here; literally doing nothing but reading, lounging, and playing 

1 Lewis Goldsmith, political writer and journalist (1703-1840), lived and 
wrote a good deal in Baris, where ho published “Tho Argus; or, London 
Reviewed in Paris,” in 1802. Escaped to England in 1809. 
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at Chess. I read Paley 1 lor some Time to Harriet yesterday 
Evening, and we got upon the religious topics. I do not think 
he treats this subject with that confidence in the Truth of his 
opinions that I should have expected in an Archdeacon, and both 
Harriet and my Sister seemed a little confounded at finding 
that some of the injunctions respecting keeping the Sabbath 
in the fourth Commandment applied exclusively to the Jews. 
His opinions as to the length of the Liturgy, and the introduction 
into the Prayers of controverted points of the Xtian Religion, 
are excellent. I feel very anxious about Portugal, and am not 
a little annoyed at the violent Westerly winds having retarded 
our reinforcements. If I were in office myself i could not be 
more eager than I am for the success of Lord Wellington. Pray 
let me know in detail every thing you hear from Frederick.2 
Addio. 

Lady B to G. L. G. at Badminton. 

Tuesday, 14th August. 

It is some time since I read Paley, but I remember being struck, 
as you say H. and Dss. of B. were, at his opinions on the Sabbath; 
it was, I think, this and the Chapter on toleration (Ld. Ellen- 
borough told me) that the King pointed out to Mr. Pitt, saying, 
“ Not. orthodox, not orthodox,” in answer to Mr. Pitt’s recom¬ 
mendation of him for a Bishop. He makes amends, if I recollect, 
in his last chapter on Sunday by proving that it is not so much 
that there is harm in this or that occupation, or that there is 
harm in doing what is generally thought wrong, provided our 
hearts be doing right. There are several places in the New 
Testament where our Saviour evidently reproves the Austerity 
of the JewTs on the Sabbath; but, still, the 4th commandment 
is very strong, and none of the other Jewish institutions, tho’ 
strongly recommended in Leviticus, &c., are mentioned in the 
Commandments. There is somewhere in a Sermon of Porteus 3 
a very fine passage I always liked, but a little in Paley’s sense of 
it—that with the Heathen months, years, life passed with their 
wretched slaves without one day of rest, till death gave what 
man denied them; and that the Sabbath is, or ought to be, one 
day in every sense a solemn pause throughout the whole Christian 

1 William Paley (1743-1805), Archdeacon of Carlisle, and author of “The 
Evidences of Christianity” and “ Natural Theology,” etc. 

2 Who was with his regiment in the Peninsula. 
3 Beilby Porteus (1731-1808), successively Bishop of Chester (1776-1787) 

and London (1787-1808). He supported the rising Evangelical party in both 
Sees, although not identifying himself with their more decidedly Calvinistic 
doctrines. When Bishop of London, he waged war against the custom of 
having Sunday concerts at private houses by professional performers, writing 
a letter to three ladies of rank who had helped to introduce them. 
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world, giving rest to man and beast, and in which at the same 
moment thousands of hearts and voices are lifted up to the 
throne of God in Prayer and thanksgiving. I cannot remember 
how it was, as it is a long time ago I read it. This is the sense, 
but the language was very fine; it made a great impression on 
me. Do forgive this dissertation, and I will say but one word 
more on Paley. In talking of the liturgy, he finds fault with the 
State Prayers as not interesting enough to the congregation; this 
is so true, that the only time I ever said them as Prayers was when 
you were in the Cabinet, and then, delighted with being oblig'd 
to pray for you sans reproche, I have often felt cjuite asham’d 
of the fervour with which I us’d to repeat them. 

Wednesday. 

Moor, the Surgeon, has been putting us all in anxiety about 
the Cowpox; he says he has just been sent for to a family whom 
he inoculated himself three years ago, and who have now all 
of them caught the smallpox—a very mild sort, but still, un¬ 
doubtedly that disorder. He has sent the case in to the committee 
of Enquiry. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. at Sandon. 

Thursday (16th). 

I have no news to tell you, and indeed hear nothing Morning, 
noon, and Night but a long tracasserie between Ly. Jersey and 
Ly Charles Bentinck, where as in most tracasseries both are 
wrong. It began from that Natural infirmity of your fair 
Sally’s 1 talking so fast she knows not what she says, and there¬ 
fore, after a violent Diatribe on the late Administration, saying 
to Lord Charles Bentinck that everybody knew the old Duke of 
Portland was the greatest fool that ever liv’d. I do not wonder 
at his being shock’d; at the same time, he must have known she 
could not recollect at the moment who she was speaking to. 
The Bentincks went away, and it ought to have dropped there, 
but instead of that, the love of talking on one side and quarrelling 
on the other keep it up, with the help of letters of 12 pages long 
which each side daily write, Ly. J. regretting having said it to 
them, but using nearly Cobbett’s argument that truth is not a 
Libel: Ly. C. B., that she cannot associate with a person who calls 
her Father in Law a fool. As I have nothing better than this 
gossip to send you, I may as well finish, especially as I am every 
moment expecting Ly. Bathurst, with whom I am going to the 
Pss. de Conde. . . . 

1 Lady Jersey. 

VOL. II 24 
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Lady B. to G. L. G., Sandon. 
Monday (28th August). 

The dinner1 was dismally dull. The Prince de Conde, with 
all his Vieille Cour galanterie and Princely love of questions— 
by turns making compliments or enquiring minutely into the 
birth, Parentage, and Education of all present—understood the 
answers so well that after telling me he remember’d me at 
Versailles as Miss Spencer, he discover’d I was now Dss. of 
Richmond, and Mother to Ly. G. Bathurst—partly from our 
extreme likeness to each other. The Pss. was ill and could not 
come. William he knew perfectly; he was le grand Ponsonby, 
l’orateur de L’Opposition. We stayed on in the eves, and Mr. 
and Mrs. Beauclerc came, she looking quite beautiful, but saying 
she is grown deaf. ... It is not settled yet when or where we 
go; I should think in about a fortnight or three weeks. I do 
not care where, for I had rather not go at all. How would you 
translate a Lord of the Treasury, not first Ld., but Mr. Brodrick, 
par exemple ? I am writing before the post comes in, and with 
a bad head ache. Pity me, for “ non obstante ” both these 
circumstances, I am going to see a sight which I like very well 
to have seen, but hate the operation of going: it is only Ham 
House, where we are to meet Ly. Jersey. I long to hear how 
Harriet bears her journey. Do not let her over do at Sandon; it 
is lucky for her that from your Sister’s being in the same way 
she will be inclin’d to keep quiet, tho’ I believe it makes no 
difference to her, she is so well. What numbers there will be ! 
Your Nephews and Nieces will people the Earth—your family, 
men and women, have le don des enfants, and I suppose Harriet 
will have dozens. . . . The Duke and Bess go to Chis. today 
and to Chatsworth about the first. I hope we shall be return’d 
from wherever we go early in October; perhaps, indeed, by the 
end of Sep. . . . People are talking so much of some letter 
of the King’s to the Chancellor, expressing regret for his failure 
and intimating that he had done all he could to favour him at 
Oxford. I will try to get it for you to see. . . . 

Lady Harriet Leveson Gower to Lady B. 

Sahdon, Aug. 28. 

Many thanks, my dear aunt, for your very kind note, and the 
most acceptable and delightful present that could possibly be 
made to me. 1 cannot say how much I am oblig’d to you for 
having avise’d yrself to give me so much pleasure, and I do 
think it most amiable and good of you to have thought of it, 

1 At Lady (Bathurst’s. 
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I am going on most prosperously both as to health and 
prudence. . . . I am much stronger than when I left Badminton, 
and equal to walks and drives that would have quite knocked 
me up 10 days ago. Sandon is a delightful place. Lady H. 
understands comfort, and perfect aisance being necessary to it, 
so well, that every thing about her is made to contribute to it. 
The weather has been delicious. We keep early hours, and 
Granville and I are as independent here as we could be in a 
home of our own, with the power of having her very delightful 
and Ld. H.’s agreeable society whenever we are disposed for it. 
He is certainly agreeable and well informed, and disposed to 
communicate his knowledge in the most pleasant manner, 
without any pretension or display; but it is a thing I always feel 
obliged to impress upon people—a thing, in short, qui ne va 
pas sans dire, and that I am always prepared to dispute, instead 
of being satisfied to proclaim it as I should of any other agreeable 
person. The whole thing is too tight, .and it would improve 
him to go a great deal into a warm bath. He would come out 
so relaxed and upon a more enlarged scale, which would be an 
unspeakable improvement both to body and mind. She is 
invaluable in ten thousand ways, and I feel to love her better 
every hour that I know more of her. There is a sincerity and 
rectitude about her that I never yet saw equalled. It may 
sometimes (carried to the degree both are in her) make her appear 
less amiable, and I can conceive knowing her but a little, and 
thinking that her manner and feelings have something of blunt¬ 
ness and harshness in them; but once thoroughly known, she 
must inspire the strongest attachment; quite as much as her 
sister, for though less so in appearance, she is in fact as amiable, 
kind and excellent, which I know you agree with me is nearly 
tout dire. 

I hear delightful accounts of Hart, and I hope we shall see 
him here when we return from Shropshire. I am to be let off 
with one Ball at Lichfield, which I rejoice at, as I think it a 
fatiguing and (in spite of the constituents) an useless exertion. 
In all other cases the Locale is, I confess, pretty nearly indifferent 
to me, and I am sometimes almost ashamed of the sang froid 
with which I leave people and places I like, and if they are not 
wise or happy enough to guess why, they must often think me 
the most philosophical or insensible of human beings. God bless 
you, my dear Aunt. I must end as I began, with my best thanks, 
and it would repay you for yr. kindness if you could know what 
pleasure it has given me.—Ever affecly yrs, 

II. L. G 
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G. L. G. to Lady B, 
Sandon, 

Wednesday (29th August). 

We returned from Trentham yesterday, where we passed 
24 hours. Harriet was delighted with the beauty of the Place, 
but she is much disposed, I think, to admire every thing in 
Staffordshire. We drove over, two days ago, the principal farm 
at Stone, where the ground lies beautifully and the trees are 
very prettily dispersed. She is wild about building a house 
there; but unless we can have Ld. Eessborough's Luck in getting 
a good round Legacy,1 I am afraid that, however little credit 
you may give me for Prudence, I cannot entertain the idea. . . . 
I did not write (last night) because I was extremely stupid and 
sleepy with playing two long Games of Chess with Harrowby, 
both of which I won. You talk of William’s Gout as if you 
had mentioned it before, which you did not; what are the 
Symptoms ? Have you heard from Frederick ? Is he still 
at Cadiz, or has he joined the Army in Portugal ? I wish you 
would send me his Letters. Do you not admire the Fabian 
Warfare of Lord Wellington ? Any General who had not given 
such decisive Proofs of his willingness, when the occasion justified 
it, to engage in Battle could not have undertaken this species 
of War without incurring much clamour and abuse from the 
Public. If he succeeds in preventing the French getting pos¬ 
session of Lisbon and the whole of Portugal, he will, I think, 
acquire more glory than by all his previous glorious achieve¬ 
ments, and even his Enemies will be forced to acknowledge him 
to be a great General. It appears that Massena (the best General 
of France) has 80,000 men, besides a Corps of 20,000 under 
Regnier, and 20,000 under Junot. Lord Wellington has about 
30,000 English and 20,000 Portuguese, and there are some weaker 
Corps of Spaniards to assist him. ... On Saturday we go to 
Lilleshall for 3 or 4 days; you will therefore on Friday direct to 
us there near Shifnal. . . . 

Lady Harriet Leveson Gower to Lady B. 

Lilleshall (September), undated. 

My dear Aunt,—Granville desires me to tell you that he 
wd. have written to day if he had not been the whole morng 
transacting business and shooting, and since he returned Home he 
has been at Dinner with the Dean of Lichfield,2 with whom I 

1 Mr. Henry Cavendish, a grandson of second Duke of Devonshire, well 
known for his scientific discoveries, who died in February, 1810, left the greater 
part of his enormous fortune to Lord George Cavendish and his three sons, 
and £120,000 to Lord Bessborough. 

2 His old tutur. Dr. Woodhouse. 
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have now left him, who seems, by the by, a very delightful 
person, and worthy of the very great regard Granville and all 
his family seem to have for him. I am delighted with this 
place. The house is a substantial, comfortable, enlarged Farm 
House in a very rich woody country, with beautiful drives and 
the satisfaction of seeing our property smoking all round us. 
I begin to wish for something or some place to dislike, as I think 
my eternal raptures must sicken all my friends and acquaintance; 
but really I have enjoyed myself for this last 6 weeks to the most 
extravagant degree, for added to what would make a Coal Pit 
a Paradise to me, love of the Country, delicious weather, and the 
feel of gaining health and strength every hour, have left me not 
a wish ungratified. Granville’s clear head is doing all that was 
to be done here, which does not surprise me; but. he has been 
killing Partridges, which does, as I mistrusted “ gli occhi azzuri ” 
upon this last occasion, but the sums and the Birds are all going 
on most prosperously, and I make wonderful efforts to rejoice 
at both, and to envy neither Mr. Thomas Bishton or the Game 
keeper. A propos of jealousy, I am ashamed to find that I feel 
it with regard to Ld. Stafford; he is, as the Dean expressed it 
to day, so abominably rich, and there is so little to make one 
feel that his immense wealth is well lodged in his hands. The 
only standing proof of it I have seen is the new room at Trentham, 
a thing that makes one think of nothing but “ Les grand bateaux 
sont les Papas des petits bateaux,” and when I see his canals, 
and his coals, and his timber, and, in short, all his prosperities, 
I feel as I suppose Whittington’s Cat did when she travelled over 
the Marquis of Carrabas’s territory. What an advantage this 
simile wd. give F. Foster over me ! “ Tell it not in Albany.” 
What stuff I am talking, and meaning only to do as I was bid, 
and give you a message ! We leave Lilleshall Thursday, and 
sleep one night at Mr. Monckton’s in our way to Sandon. 

Sea breezes must be very delightful this hot weather, but the 
Prince and the Steyne very oppressive. I do not know how 
clear of these two last it is possible for you to keep yourself. 

God bless you. I am as bad as Old Silence, who, by the bye, 
will not talk for once, and keeps poor Lady Westmorland’s 
exploit a profound secret—denying the sharp knife and Doctor 
Willis to very little purpose, as it seems universally known. 
Peggy Hunlocke appeared upon us at Ld. Anson’s the other day, 
so compact and quiet that she must have received the contre 
coup, and got back her senses when poor Lady W. lost hers.—- 
Very affecly. yrs., H L G 

The Dean and Granville are too bad. Do Deans ever get 
drunk ? Good night once more. 
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Lady B. to Lady Harriet Leveson Gower. 

Brighthelmstone, Sep. 5. 

Do not regret the shooting or the Dean, for both encrease the 
Sum of human happiness, as Ld. Bor. says. The “ occhi 
azzuri ” like success in all things (and seldom fail with things 
human or inhuman), and whilst they are pleas’d with bringing 
down their Bird, the exercise gives health to their possessor. 
The Dean must be so delighted with seeing what he loves like 
his child so comfortably married, and with a wife worthy of 
him, which is what he has so long wish’d. You are much too 
happy to be pitied for a small privation, and I profited extremely 
by the long sitting after dinner; but the misfortune of my distance 
from you is, you will have forgot what I am writing about by the 
time this reaches you. Surely with a little arrangement the 
large Farm House might be turn’d into a small Gentleman’s 
House without ruinous expense; it would be so much better, 
so much more creditable, besides comfort, than a hired place. 
I wish I was your Brother in Law, and as rich as Ld. Staff. 
I must tell you an adventure at which you must not be angry or 
take an impression of my being Careless, but the day I was in 
London driving to the country, thro’ the hottest Sun I ever saw, 
I heard a female cry of distress, and saw Miss Berry—fluttering, 
panting, fainting, Dying, and begging for Charity’s sweet sake 
that I would save her from being broil’d in the street and carry 
her home; this I did, but no sooner was she in the Carriage than 
her dark eyes fix’d on your letter, which I had just receiv’d, 
and Lay open before me. She exclaim’d: “I have read but 
three lines, and they must mean me.” They were: “ I can con¬ 
ceive knowing her but little, and thinking that her Manner and 
feelings have something of bluntness in them; but once throughly 
known, she must inspire the strongest attachment.”1 She 
insisted on my saying if I did not think it applied to her. I said 
a little; she shook her head. “ Now, you only take the faults 
and leave out the merit for want of knowing me thoroughly.” 
The truth is, I think it does apply, and I should have rather a 
penchant for Miss B., in spite of all abusers, if it were not for 
her voice—she should go into the warm bath with Ld. H. A 
little subdued and soften’d, she has many good qualities. But I 
write you all this merely to explain (in case you hear of it from 
her) that she read nothing more, that it was an unforeseeable 
accident, and that I am neither shewing about or leaving about 
your letters, which you might otherwise suspect. God bless you, 
My dearest H. We had a pleasant walk last night along the 

1 This was a description of Lady Harrowby. 
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cliff by moonlight, which is the only pleasant thing here. 
There are luckily no Royalties, and we see no one but the 
Grevilles. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 

Brighthelmstone, 

Sunday (9th September). 

Never were poor wretches so compleatly fried. The weather, 
which would be delightful in a cool house or under shady trees, 
is dreadful here, in a small crowded house without blinds or 
shutters. If you could hear the lamentations ! I reckon I 
have great Philosophy for all the smaller grievances of life— 
there are too many great ones to stop at trifles; but between 
heat and fretting, I really dread the whole of my family, Masters 
and Servants, getting into fevers. . . . The Hollands came to 
us just as we were setting out yesterday—she in high bloom, he 
well, but having lost a front tooth, which disfigures him. How 
odd that the false teeth should' decay like the real ones ! He 
was going to have another. Have you heard of poor Windham’s 
Diary ? There are about forty Volumes, written from the time 
he left College till now. The last words are: “This day my 
sentence was pass’d,” and something that proves his conviction 
that he should not survive the operation.1 Ld. Holland says it 
is, from its detail (of where he din’d, who he saw, &c.) less 
interesting than might be expected, but that it is impossible 
that his mind and fancy should not break thro’ continually, and 
there are here and there opinions on people, events, or books, 
that are delightful. I am promis’d to see a Vol. or two of it, 
and will then tell you more. You have probably seen Malone’s 
Recollections. If people in things of that kind would give more 
of fact and less of their opinions, which nine times out of ten no 
one cares for, it would make works of that nature more valuable; 
but Malone in this, as in Dryden, with good materials is heavy. 
A cause has just been decided, I hear, in the Scotch courts, which, 
if the results are what is said, will make a great noise, I should 
think. This is the case, as it was pleaded before the Scotch 
judges. A Lady complain’d that her Husband had fled from 
her, concealing himself under feign’d Names to avoid her; that 
she, notwithstanding his caution, discover’d him, and finding 
that he had domiciliated himself in Scotland, and was accom¬ 
panied by a Lady who pass’d for his wife, she contriv’d to serve 
a writ upon him, and has pray’d for divorce. Witnesses were 
call’d—the Wily agent, who describ’d the pains and tricks he 
was oblig’d to use to Identify in Mr. Price the Husband of the 

1 Mr. Windham died 4th June, 1810. 
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Lady; the maids of an Inn where they stopped prais’d the Lady 
that was with him; in short, the case was so clearly made out 
that about ten days ago the divorce was granted, in consequence 
of which it is said that next week the D. of Argyll will marry 
Ly. Caroline Villiers1 and Ld. Paget2 Ly. Charlotte Cadogan ! ! 3 
The only difficulty now remaining is owing to Ly. C. W.’s 4 
having positively refus’d letting Ld. Paget domiciliate with any 
other woman. The evidence given in court was that the Lady 
who accompanied him (like the Masque de fer of old) eat, drank, 
and slept in a black veil, which last fact was sworn to by the 
Maid of the inn who had attended her when in bed, and still 
the veil remain’d. The Lady (therefore cannot be Identified, 
and should it be proved to be Ly. Charlotte, he could not marry 
her. Je vous donne—tout ceci pour ce que cela vaut. The 
Hollands are full of it and declare it fact. . . . 

Lady B. to G. L. G. at Sandon. 

Wednesday (19th). 

... I feel very uncomfortable, and must do so till I know 
either that an engagement has taken place and all safe, or that 
none is likely to happen. I am afraid Ld. Wellington does not 
write much to his wife; she says they assure her there wfill be 
none. How terrible Almeida’s5 falling so easily was ! Tierney 
is here; he says it is believed to be Treachery, as it seems in¬ 
conceivable that all the ammunition should be in one place. I 
know no news. Mrs. Darner 6 is leaving Strawberry Hill, not 
from any thing in Ld. O.’s7 papers, but the expense of it. Ld. 
Waldegrave, they said, found so much mystery in the first papers 
that he determin’d neither to shew or even read the rest, and 
either burnt or lock’d them up again. Bess says of Miss Berry’s 8 

1 Lady Caroline Villiers, daughter of the fourth Earl of Jersey, had married 
in 1795 Henry William, Lord Paget, afterwards second Earl of Uxbridge 
(and created Marquis of Anglesey 1815); divorced by him (by the Scotch law), 
she married, 29th November, 1810, George William, sixth Duke of Argvll 
She died 1834. 

2 Lord Paget (created Marquis of Anglesey 1815), after divorcing his first 
wife (as above), married, secondly, in 1810, Lady Charlotte Cadogan. 

3 Lady Charlotte Cadogan, daughter of the first Earl Cadogan, married 
first, in 1803, the Hon. Henry Wellesley (afterwards Earl Cowley), who divorced 
her in 1810, when she married Lord Paget. 

4 Lady Charlotte Wellesley, as above. 
6 The fall of Almeida, on 27th August, taken by Marshal Massena, was 

greatly hastened by the explosion of a powder magazine. 
6 Anne Seymour (1749-1828), sculptress, daughter of Field-Marshal Henry 

Seymour Conway, married John Darner, Lord Milton; was a friend of Nelson 
and Walpole, who left her his executrix and residuary legatee. 

7 Horaoe Walpole, fourth Earl of Orford (1717-1797). 
8 Miss Berry published Madame du Deffand’s letters to Horace Walpole, 

from the originals at Strawberry Hill, in 1810. 
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book that the letters are very entertaining, but that it seems 
odd that Ld. Orford should have thought it necessary to repress 
expressions of kindness from a blind woman of 70, and was the 
only thing to make it occur to any body that she cd. have an 
Idea beyond friendship; that it is full of Anecdotes, Portraits, 
characteristick Traits of French Manners and Society; but that 
Mr. Ward told Mrs. Spencer the book was good, but the preface 
ill written and dull. . . . 

Lady B. to G. L. G. at Sandon. 

Brighton, 

Friday (21si September). 

How comfortable ! I envy you your quiet life; add to it, 
telling me what books you are reading both to II. and to yourself. 
And thank you many, many times for such a comfortable 
letter, which tells me a little what you are doing; it is not much 
longer than the one I (not complain’d of) but remark’d upon; 
but then, it contains ten times as much. Indeed, I do not wonder 
at Harriet’s looking forward with dismay at seeing Children 
walking in the ways of their Father, Husband, Brother, Uncle, 
friends, nephews, and sons, I suppose, when one has them—all 
fall into that sink of sin and sea coal, all absorb’d in Whist and 
Brooks’s, all throw away the advantages of Nature and Educa¬ 
tion to place themselves on a level (not quite as high) with the 
young General or any other Humdrum whist player, and see 
people endow’d with every thing to make society delightful to 
themselves and others prefer any Ninny with trumps to the 
brightest wits of the ages not of Brooks’s. Perhaps you will 
say the wits are not to be met with—not always, but partly for 
the very reason that so many of those who make society pleasant 
prefer a club and their rubber to every thing else, and leave the 
poor wits to shift for themselves, or taken up with the Lady like 
men and women left—after Brooks’s has knock’d out the brains 
of the Committee. We realty lead such a dissipated life in 
this place of retirement, that it makes me giddy. Last night 
we went to a Concert, protected by Caroline (a great Charity); 
we had ask’d a good many people to go, but as it ended suddenly 
at nine o’clock, Cha. insisted on my bringing them all home and 
giving them a supper, which succeeded better than I expected. 
We made a whist party for Charles Greville, little o, and Ld. B.; 
some chess and Backgammon for others; and Miss Johnston 
play’d on the Harp, and afterwards sang with Mrs. Lock and 
Baron Montalembert. La Baronne is very ugly and stupid; he 
began singing the tune I told you he had compos’d to 1 amour 
fait passer le temps. Caroline said to Agenor and Mrs. \illiers: 
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C’est le Baron qui fait passer le temps; Mrs. V. answer’d: Et la 
Baronne qui fait passer F amour—a very good joke for Brighton, 
we reckon. Mrs. V. is certainly clever, but her conversation 
is like her dress and manner—too stiff and appretee, too much 
detach’d, and the materials more flashy than valuable. Puis 
commere comme on ne le fut jamais; but I believe not illnaturedly. 
One cannot quite say of her, as of Mad. de Brienne, Elle est riche 
en pompons et en Calembours, but very near. Of Ld. Euston 
(il faut bien parler du menage) I only know appearance and 
manner,'which are both very good; he is handsome, and so young 
looking Caroline cannot believe he is Father to those tall Ly. 
Fitzroys who go about with Mrs. Villiers—tout naturellement. 
William is quite angry at my stupidity for never having heard of 
this menage before. I always thought Mrs. V. la vertu meme, 
and perhaps, poor soul! so she is; for I do think it a little hard 
that it should be look’d upon as impossible for a Man and woman 
of their age to be only good friends, and she Chaperones his 
Motherless Daughters with no other motive than kindness: is 
there anything so unnatural in this ? I believe the difficulty 
is in the beginning of the friendship; it is so difficult to form 
without something stronger to overcome the desagrements that 
always occur in any intercourse between a man and a woman 
who are not husband and wife. And also I am afraid that tho’ 
a woman may feel pure, tender, devoted friendship for a man, 
without one other sentiment mingling with her affection, no man 
knows what friendship for a woman is. They are in love with 
them, and when that ceases—if they think they have been lov’d 
and well treated—compassion and something like gratitude 
forms a sort of attachment, which grows fainter and fainter 
every day, and at last, like the song, 

“ S’en va, grand pas 
Et ne reviens pas.” 

If any body ever deserv’d the name of digressor, I do. Who 
would have dreamt that the Baron Montalembert’s singing could 
produce a dissertation on love and friendship ? . . . I am 
going tomorrow with Cha. to see Ly. Bathurst at Worthing; we 
are to dine there some day soon. We dine with Craufurd today; 
he has promis’d to give me some curious letters he has from 
Mad. du Deffand, from old Ld. Holland, and a few from Ld. 
Chatham. . . . Ly. Wellington says if a week passes without 
hearing of a battle she shall feel quite easy. My only news is a 
marriage Ld. Petersham has propos’d for Ly. C. Campbell, 
who has taken eight days to consider. Nothing can excuse 
marrying Ld. Petersham but being desperately in love with him 
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(chose difficile a etre), but which would preclude all consideration, 
and people generally reckon that a woman’s deliberating ends 
with consent: I should imagine the contrary—all reflection must 
tend the other way (with Ld. P. s’entend), and the consent must 
be rash or the refusal certain. 

G. L. G. to Lady B. 
Sandon, 

Sunday, Sepbrr 23d, 1810. 

What a comfortable nice Letter I received from you to day ! 
and the pleasure of reading it was not a little protracted by the 
difficulty of decyphering it. I remember, when a cypher dis¬ 
patch was interesting, I could not resist decyphering it myself, 
and used to delight in the occupation, but as it sometimes happens 
that I receive your Letters just as I am going out or going to 
dinner, and that I have not much spare Time upon my Hands, I 
could wish that nowT and then you would write en clair. Harriet 
got through all the civility making at Shugborough with great 
success, and is, upon the whole, better than at any period of 
what Boringdon would denominate her gestation. She walked 
to day above a mile and half without resting, and is not the worse 
for the Exertion. One of Barrow’s Sermons and the Cours de 
Litterature of La Harpe occupied the rest of the Morning. I am 
much pleased with the style of Barrow; some of his redundant 
sentences remind me of Pitt’s Speaking, and he has a quaintness 
of expression that is at times very amusing. What think you of 
his talking of that “ brave Gentleman Moses,” and citing Jesus 
Christ as a “ Model of Gentility.” La Harpe is agreeable and 
instructive, but very French; an insufferable national vanity 
pervades the whole of his Book, and provokes frequently my 
English Pride. We still intend setting off next W ednesday. . . . 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Brighton, 

Wednesday (26th September). 

We go to St. Leonard’s Lodge tomorrow, and to town Sunday; 
it will be repose and retirement after our fatigues. You will 
pity me, for in the beau milieu of all our toils I have got a pain 
in my face—I believe, from being so much in the air. We are 
all tann’d like Gipsies; you cannot think how comical it look’d 
to see Ly. Bathurst1 and Ly. G. Bathurst, with their Lennox 
complexion fair as driven snow, by us women of colour, as Charles 

1 Georgiana, third daughter of Lord George H. Lennox ; married, April, 
1789, Henry, third Earl of Bathurst, who was President of the Board of Trade 
1807-1812. 
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Greville calls us. Do not complain of my Cyphers; it really is 
a mercy with thick Ink, thin paper, bad pens, and no time, if 
I write a legible or intelligible letter. I know not how it has 
come about, but by degrees we live in publick; our new military 
friends give us breakfasts at the Barracks, to see Parades, 
horsemanship, and hear the beautiful band every Morning. 
Craufurd makes us dine with him almost every day, and every 
night Miss Johnston or I have music, and our parties encrease 
in number daily, so that last night I had thirty at supper, like 
a London assembly. I dine at the Greville’s today, and Baron 
Montalembert gives a party pour dire adieu, as so many of us 
go tomorrow and next day—the Grevilles and W. B.’s. I know 
Barrow’s1 Sermons—they are very good; both he and Tillotson 2 
are too long, certainly, and too much subdivided; but so much 
more sterling weight than any Modern ones I know of—except 
Horsley’s,3 perhaps. Fielding thought so highly of Barrow that 
he makes him convert Booth, the Hero in Amelia.4 La Harpe 5 
is very amusing, but more from Matter than style. I have often 
felt what you describe, and there is, besides, such an evident 
denigrement of every other author, and such bitterness against 
those he does not like, that it always prejudic’d me against him. 
However, all French Criticisms on English writings put me in a 
passion, and seem as if they did not understand English, which 
I suppose is the fact. I only got your kind and comfortable 
letter to day (thank you for it), but Tuesday was pass’d. Pray 
observe even your clever head can miscalculate a post as well 
as my addled one. We have, alas ! no box, and the money will 
be return’d: this is bel et bon for you and Harriet, who can go 
in Ly. Spencer’s and Mr. Canning’s when you wish, but for me 
wdio have no chance of ever going it is dismal. . . . 

Lady Harriet Leveson Gower’s eldest child, Susan (afterwards 

Lady Rivers), was born 25th October, 1810. 

G. L. G. to Lady B. 

Clakemont, Deeper 5th, Wudnetsday. 
You may easily conceive that I have not much to say to you, 

but as you will be naturally anxious to know how Harriet is 

’ Isaac Barrow, D.D. (1630-1677). 
2 John Tillotson, Archbishop of Canterbury (1620-1694). 
3 Samuel Horsley, D.D., Bishop of St. David’s, Rochester, and St. Asaph 

(1733-1806). r 
4 Published by H. Fielding, 1751. Lady Mary Wortley Montagu wrote 

that he had given a true picture of himself and his first wife in the characters 
of Mr. and Mrs. Will Booth. 

5 Joan Francis La Harpe (1739-1803). 
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going on, I write to say that though a little fatigued and exhausted 
with yesterday’s leaving London and Journey here, she is now 
remarkably well, and certainly much improved in looks in the 
last 24 Hours. We set off to morrow Morning to Brighton, and 
I feel no apprehension of the Journey being too much for her. 
I have been shooting all morning, but owing to my want of skill, 
with not much success. If you hear from Frederick, pray let 
me know in detail the Contents of his Letter. Addio, 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 

Roe, 
Sunday (undated, probably December, 1810). 

It is too hard that the odious Courier should tell all the news 
better than what with the utmost Industry can be scrap’d 
together before the post by the most diligent corespondent. 
There did I stand, shivering in the Porter’s Lodge of Melbourne 
House, with the cold wind blowing me, to and fro, from the 
street, and the Postman’s bell tingling close to my ear—scribbling 
as fast as I could with a split up pen on a blotted half sheet 
(midst Grooms and Lackeys, like poor Cranmer), all that Mr. 
Sheridan had been telling in the drawing room—and all in vain; 
every word of it more detail’d and better told in twenty different 
papers. Peste soit of their twanging Horns ! There should 
be an act of Pari, against sending evening papers out of London 
for the benefit of letter writers in it. This letter is rather super¬ 
fluous, I confess, but bear it patiently. I met with a story that 
rather amuses me, and I never can read without talking over my 
book (I know your dirty saying about weak minds, &c., but 
cannot help it). Ld. B. is too deep in a Catalogue of old Prints 
to heed me; Sally would not understand or Rollo answer me; 
so the story naturally devolves upon you. It is not much of 
one either, but might so often be applied. In the latter end of 
Richelieu’s Ministry, Pere Compain, a Jesuit Confessor to Louis 
13, represented to him the Cardinal’s tyranny, and that the 
harshness us’d towards'his Mother and Brother was a sin against 
Religion, as well as Morals and good example. Louis 13 replied 
that no step had been taken without first consulting his Brothers 
the Jesuits, and their declaring it lawful. “Ah, Sire, ne les 
croyez pas !” said Compain; “ ils batissent une Eglise !” There 
is more naivete in this than belongs to the character of a Jesuit. 
But how many people one meets qui songent a ce qu’ils batissent 
en donnant leurs avis. Perhaps Ministers see the King’s re¬ 
covery differently from what they would were it not pour la 
perspective, and Opposition certainly let their councils be a little 
sway’d by distant prospects; in short, search high or low through- 
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out the busy life of man, chacun a son Bglise a batir et ses avis 
s’en ressentent. Sheridan sends us the report—or, rather, his 
notes on the examination. Willis made an ingenious distinction 
between Insanity and delirium: the first is unattended with 
fever, and generally (except when raving) the faculties are more 
acute than before, and the patients perfectly rational on all but 
some one subject on which they reason with sagacity and in¬ 
genuity, but starting from false grounds; they usually know the 
people they are talking to, and remember both their own argu¬ 
ments, and those us’d against them, with perfect clearness, and 
often so plausibly that if their fancy is within possibility, they 
may easily deceive people not much us’d to madness. Delirium 
(such as the K.’s is at present) is accompanied by fever; he is 
quite rational at Intervals, but exhausted and sometimes con¬ 
fus’d, and during the Paroxysm he knows neither himself, the 
place he is in, or people round him. It is like some waking 
dream, now fancying himself hunting and Holloing with hounds, 
now commanding an army and leading it to battle, now talking 
with visionary objects (perhaps, poor Man, “ the cold, the 
faithless and the Dead ”)—this is my embellishment, and not 
Willis’s. It bears more the Character of Brain fever than 
lunacy, tho’ not absolutely that. It is very common—more 
easily cur’d, but apter to be hurtful to the constitution than 
confirm’d madness. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. at Brighton. 
Rob, 

Saturday, December. 

My Mother has just been here by day break. She amus’d me 
with her puzzle at the different readings of the news from 
Portugal. At Mrs. Howe’s it was explain’d to her as very good, 
and a proof of Ld. Wellington’s good Generalship making 
Massena retreat,1 and Mr. Long had betted (for the pleasure of 
betting with an Arch Bishop) (of York) that Massena without a 
battle would be forc’d to retreat into Spain before February. 
On her return home she met with Ld. Carlisle, who assur’d her 
Massena had not retreated, but taken a better position, and plac’d 
us in a worse; that Ld. W. was no general at all, and fell from one 
blunder to another, and the most we had to hope was his being 
able to embark quietly and bring his troops in safety back to 
England, which he thought very doubtful. My Mother tried 
to console him with her account of it, but found he knew every 

1 A despatch had been received from Lord Wellington on the 5th, stating 
that Marshal Massena, after remaining a month before the British lines at 
Torres Vedras, had suddenly broken up and retreated on Santarem, the 
Abrantes, and the southern bank of the Tagus. 
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thing she could tell him, and thought it all proof of ruin. I 
could only explain this by reminding her of the Fable Drs. 
Tant Pis et Tant Mieux, but I hope it will not end like it. Did 
you read the observations in the Times on the Moniteur ? I 
like them much better than the Morning Post, and think the 
Moniteur a strong proof of our success. The change of Language 
is wonderful, and why do they only give the parts of Ld. W.’s 
letter of least consequence, supposing them incorrect, if they 
really can contradict the rest ? 

The King not being so well was owing to some Medicine 
not having proper effect, but they say he is better again.1 
Ly. Melbourne writes me word that the Prince complains of 
Mr. Perceval and the Chancellor, but has such a dread of opposi¬ 
tion that he dares not approach White Hall lest the Air should 
be impregnated with their principles, and he be contaminated 
by breathing it. She is angry with him. . . . 

Lady B. to G. L. G. at Brighton. 
Rob, 

Saturday {December). 

When you come to the 4th Vol. of Mad. du Deffand, if you 
read so far, pray read Voltaire’s letters to her also. The corre¬ 
spondence on both sides provokes me (hers has the falsehood of 
abusing him to Ld. Orford while she writes them), tho’ I think it 
more excusable in a woman like her to be flatter’d with his 
flattery, and return it in kind, than for him to write to her as 
he did; but it is not only the gross adulation of his letters—in his 
outcries against persecution he does not perceive he is himself 
the most intolerant of human beings, eager beyond measure 
to make converts to his tristes Doctrines, and enquiring with 
gossip-like curiosity into the opinions of the living and the 
professions of the dying. One of Mad. du Deffand’s best letters 
is where she tells him: “ Vous combattez et detruisez toutes les 
erreurs, mais que mettez vous a leur place ?” There is no letter 
of his to her or any one else'where, be the subject what it may, 
he does not bring in some sarcasm upon Religion, Priests, or 
believers, and tho’ I am but too ready to admit all the miseries 
of long life, yet in the midst of his wit there is an acrimony even 
in his abuse of ce meilleur des mondes possibles that I cannot 
bear, and it will never be any consolation to me, in pain or 
misfortune, to reflect how many crown’d heads, Princes and fools, 
have died, or how many absurdities the living ones, particularly 
Christians, commit. What a tirade on Voltaire ! And here is 

1 The King had become quite mad after the death of his favourite child. 
Princess Amelia, on 2nd November, 1810. 
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a word more for Miss Berry. In one of Ld. Orford’s letters to 
Genl. Conway he begs him to bring back all his letters from Mad. 
du Deff., and if she hesitates giving them to represent to her his 
dread of any of them falling into other hands and possibly being 
printed ; surely repeating over and over his dread of this was a 
reason for suppressing the whole correspondence—at least, to 
any friend of hi3. 

Sunday. 

I have just seen the Holland’s and Ld. Lauderdale; she is in 
high good humour but tres affairee, and seems already to have 
all the cares of office on her.1 Two such large packets arriv’d to 
both of them during the short time I saw them, that it only 
wanted a red box to make me think our old Administration in 
again. I suppose you know that Treasury Notes are out, 
saying that there will neither be Prorogation or adjournment, 
but that Pari, meets on Thursday for business of great importance. 
Ld. L. says there is the hottest press for attendance he ever saw, 
and that the roads are cover’d with Messengers, official and un¬ 
official, to bring up Lords and commons, Ministerial and opposi¬ 
tion of all kinds and sects. Mrs. Brodrick, who met Ld. B. this 
morning, confirm’d the Ministerial part of this by saying there 
were some things that requir’d immediate dispatch, which could 
not be done without the sign Manual or an Equivalent, reste a 
savoir what they reckon equivalent. Our friends say there will 
not be an hour’s debate Thursday; that they can do nothing 
till the Physicians are examin’d, which will take some days; 
they are very anxious to get the Duke up from Chatsworth. 
There was a grand attack chiefly from her—as I expected—- 
against the Pope for not voting one way or other, and of course 
you and his other friends per Bricole. I answer’d what you 
said as to the trouble of coming up a third time, &c. She in¬ 
sisted Borino told her it was a measure, and a very bad measure: 
that people should vote Manfully (have it out like a Man) one 
way or other, or go out of Parliament; that this was no time for 
shifting and paltering. Besides the old personal enmity, I cannot 
help thinking, both from her and some things from White Hall, 
that what you told me of Cadet’s 2 inclining towards the Pope 
is suspected—ce seroit a jeter les hauts cris. I hear the K.’s 
last drawback was chiefly owing to a change of diet; he is grown 
excessively thin, and they order’d him Meat again, but it brought 
on fever without strengthening. His people say he is better, 
the Holland House people that they know he is very bad—at the 

1 There was great excitement in the Holland House cirele at the prospect 
of a change of Government, and the possible return of Lords Grenville and 
Grey to power, in the probable event of the Prince being appointed Regent. 

2 Lord Holland. 
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last. gasp. How strange it is that on a fact which must be veri- 
ned in a day or two, by the examination of the Physicians, it 
is impossible to obtain a word of truth on either side ! There 
is a strong report that poor little Pss. Mary is ill in the same way; 
but it is too ridiculous to tell you Windsor news, which you 
probably know better even at Brighton than I do here. Have 
you heard of poor Simon, the Prince’s Cook, being burnt ? I 
knew him, and was quite shock’d at hearing it. Take care of 
Le Clerc—I do not mean of his burning, but of the P.’s teazing 
to get him, which I do not think unlikely; and it is not only 
que les Princes marchent vite en amour, mais en Cuisiniers—du 
moins, sont ils peu scrupuleux en tout ce qui regarde leurs 
plaisirs. Witness a cook of my Father’s, who was kidnapp’d 
away from him when one of the P.’s had died. But this is going 
too far back to rip up now: sufficient for the day, &c., &c. 

Monday. 

La plume me tombe des mains. A compliment from you, 
my Dear G., and on my letters, too—I who never could write 
a phrase in English. Most sincerely I can assure you I sent 
them with shame and fear from the dread of your not reading 
thro’ them. Your praise will make me begin chattering, as I do 
in speaking if any body says a civil thing to me—not but that 
I feel some inches taller already from it, and have read over the 
sentence three times already to be certain I made no mistake. 

Lady Harriet Leveson Gower to Lady B. 

Brighton, Friday (Dec. 15). 

My dear Auxt,—It was very kind indeed of you to write to 
me yesterday, and your letter was very acceptable. The Post 
today has made me perfectly happy. I had resigned myself to 
delays, and had screwed my courage to the sticking place in 
consequence. You may judge, therefore, what it is to me to 
hear that I may expect him to day. Yet now 6 o’clock this even2 
appears to me what Friday did before—the only point of time 
which I never can attain to. Do you remember Mme. de 
Sevigne: “ Quand viendra ce jour comme tant d’autres qu’on 
ne desire pas ?” It seems to me that I might, by dint of exertion 
of some new kind, bring 6 o’clock sooner, and that to be passive 
about it is madness. I really felt more able to wait two days 
on Wednesday than I do 5 hours to day. 

I am delighted with all I hear of my little Susan, but I am afraid 
Granville’s saying she is pretty is kindness, and not conviction. 
I am glad to hear that we shall be able to stay a day or two 
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longer here, as I really feel the quiet and bracing air strengthen 
me every hour. To-day is stormy again, but to-day per me 
di nembi il ciel s’oscursi indarno. I am going to see what driving 
will do, but I know it will be one o’clock for a whole age to come. 

I enioy the life we lead here so much that I am quite happy to 
have several strong inducements to make me like returning to 
Town, but oh, my dear Aunt, the endless House of Commons . 
But I think I can bear it if I am not forced out of my own dear 
delightful Stanhope St. to odious assemblies. It is such a thing 
to have no D. House to interfere that I really think, enlivened 
by a short debate every now and then, it might be so very 
comfortable; and if it was possible to apprivoiser Mr. Canning 
a little (venez, venez, venez done, as one does to a shy dog), 
and clear headed Mr. Thelusson, and hideous Mr. Sturges, and 
C Ellis to keep us all in good taste, even we should be almost as 
good a club as Brooks’s. A propos of Brooks’s, my fears now all 
turn upon Lord Morpeth, whose taste for play, and danger m 
yielding to it, is as different from Granville’s as playing at Chess 
with grandmama is from playing at Piquet with Alderman 
Coombe. But I like my going on boring you with my hopes and 
fears upon all these subjects, though I have less conscience in 
doing it to you than I should to any body else; but since I read 
in Emile that one should always ask oneself the a quoi bon of 
what one says, and the pourquoi of what one believes, I live in 
dread. Yet how soon this would bring one to a level with papa, 
both in conversation and letter writing. I am sure he must 
instinctively act upon these rules, and much as I love him, I 
own I am for non-conformity both in myself and friends. 

God bless you. ... It is very little nearer six than when I 
began, which, however it may strike me, will not perhaps 
surprise you.—Ever yrs., jj l q._ 

He is just come. Thank you very much for the violets. They 
are quite delightful. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. at Brighton. 
C. Sqr., Monday. 

Such a pen! The report1 cannot be ready till Thursday. 
How good I am to tell you, for perhaps it may delay you. The 
bulletin is much the same, but Bailey told the Lords the last 

1 The report of the committee appointed by both Houses of Parliament for 
the examination of the King’s health. On 20th December the House of 
Commons passed a Bill appointing the Prince of Wales Regent, with certain 
limitations!, during the King’s illness, and on the 28th the Lords acceded to 
this resolution of the Commons.—■Annual Register, 
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24 hours were better. G. will probably have written word to 
you or H. of poor Mrs. Trimmer’s death.1 It was very sudden, 
and Selina found her—how dreadful!—and it will be a terrible 
loss to all her family. How I do pity from my very soul any one 
who loses friends they love ! Yet to any one so good it is 
selfish sorrow. 

I wanted some thing to cheer me, and here are two things— 
a kind letter from you and two from dear F. He has quite 
recover’d his sight, and is quite well again (so he was hurt, 
which he did not own before). The post is just going, and I 
have hardly read, or would send them. I am frightened, tho’ 
he always writes cheerfully; the 24th Nov. (last date) at Abrantes 
the pickets had been driven in, but recovered and drove back the 
French. Alas ! they have no English, 1,000 Spanish and some 
Portuguese, 4,000 French within two Miles on the left bank of 
the Zegur (which he makes light of), and Genl. Fane so ill he 
has been oblig’d to give up the command to a Spanish Genl. 
They have retreated—Massena, he thinks, to fall back on 
reinforcements and open a communication with the Bridge of 
Zegur, but it is not sufficient for passing an Army, F. thinks—- 
the rivers all immensely swell’d. F. dates from Chamosca, 
where he had come on a Message to Genl. Hill. 

1 Mrs. Sarah Trimmer (1741-1810), the well-known writer. She died on 
loth December. 
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WAR NEWS AND SOCIAL LIFE 

At the end of 1810, the King’s state of health showing no sign 

of improvement, Mr. Perceval on 31st December moved for the 

appointment of the Prince of Wales as Regent under certain 

restrictions and limitations which were to last for a year (until 

after 1st February, 1812). Against the general expectation, the 

Prince decided to make no change of Ministers nor to accept 

any grant for an establishment for the performance of his new 

duties. 
The position of the Princess of Wales was much discussed. 

In the Peninsula during this year Massena, finding himself in 

oreat difficulties as to provisions for his troops, abandoned his 

position at Santarem on 5th March. He continued his retreat 

through Portugal, closely pursued by Lord Wellington and 

General Beresford. The allied British and Portuguese troops 

under General Beresford defeated Marshal Soult at Albuera 

on 16th May, after which Badajos was invested; but owing to 

the junction of the French Armies under Soult and Marmont, 

General Beresford was forced to raise the siege. 
The war in Spain was progressing. In Catalonia the French 

were successful—not so in Andalusia. Ihe Allied Army under 

General Graham had landed at Algeciras. On 5th March they 

were attacked on the heights of Barrosa by a superior French 

force. After a very severe engagement the French were de¬ 

feated and retired in disorder; unfortunately, owing to their 

inferior numbers, the Allies were unable to pursue the enemy 

with any hope of success. 
During the rest of this year no actions of any great importance 

took place„ 
378 
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Lady B. to G. L. G. 

Undated, probably February. 

Ah you said you had not seen Mr. Perceval’s and the Prince’s 
letters, I have put out my eyes and made my hand ache to copy 
them for you. The famous ambiguous Phrase seems to me quite 
plain; I cannot understand its admitting of any interpretation 
but that which Perceval gives it, and the Prince’s talking so 
much of the truth and sincerity of his Character puts me in mind 
of Necker’s rule—that what a man affirms is almost always the 
reverse of his natural propensity: un homme faux vous dira, 
pour parler nans detour, &c.; un indecis, sans hesiter; un Menteur, 
pour vrai dire, &c., &c. I wish it had been possible for you 
to come tonight, because if you could like any thing of going 
out besides Brooks’s, I think you would have been amus’d; the 
Music was excellent and beautiful, and when that finish’d, 
Sheridan in his most entertaining style. Let me know if either 
you or H. go to the Opera, and let me know what you did tonight, 
and how Harriet does. . . . 

The Prime to Mr. Perceval} 
Carlton House, Feb" 4th, 1811. 

The Prince of Wales considers the moment to be arriv’d which 
calls for his decision with respect to the persons to be employ’d 
by him in the Administration of the Executive Gov1 of the 
Country, according to the Powers vested in him by the Bill 
passed by the two Houses of Parliament, and now on the point 
of receiving the Sanction of the great Seal. The P. feels it 
incumbent upon him at this precise juncture to communicate 
to Mr. Perceval his intention not to remove from their stations 
those whom he finds there as his MajyH official Servants; at the 
same time, the P. owes it to the truth and sincerity of character, 
which he trusts will appear in every action of his life, in whatever 
situation placed, explicitly to declare that the irresistible impulse 
of filial duty and affection to his beloved and afflicted Father 
leads him to dread that any act of the Regent might in the 
smallest degree have the effect of interfering with the progress 
of his Sovereign’s recovery. This consideration alone dictates the 
decision now communicated to Mr. Perceval. Having thus 
perform’d an act of indispensable Duty, from a just sense of 
what is due to his own consistency and honour, the P. has only 
to add that among the many blessings to be derived from his 
MajyB restoration to health, and to the Personal exercise of his 
Roy1 functions, it will not, in the Prince’s estimation, be the 
least, that that most fortunate event will at once rescue him from 

1 This letter was drawn up by Sheridan (see Moore’s Life). 
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a situation of unexampled embarrassment, and put an end to 
a state of affairs ill calculated, he fears, to sustain the Interests 
of the United kingdoms in this Awful and Perilous Crisis, and 
most difficult to be reconciled to the general principles of the 

British constitution. 

Answer. 
Downing St., Febv 5th, 1811. 

Mr. Perceval presents his humble Duty to your R1 High85, 
and has the honour to acknowledge the receipt of y1 R1 Hsss 
letter of last night, which reach’d him this morning. 

Mr. Perceval feels it his duty to express his humble thanks 
to yr R1 Hss for the frankness with which yr R1 H8S has con¬ 
descended explicitly to communicate the Motives which have 
induced y1 R* Hss to honour his Colleagues and him with your 
commands for the continuance of their Services in the stations 
entrusted to them by the King, and Mr. P. begs leave to assure 
yr R1 Hss that, in the expression of yr R1 Hss’s sentiments of 
filial and loyal Attachment to the King, and of anxiety for the 
Speedy restoration of his Maj3 s health, Mr. Perceval and his 
Colleagues can see nothing but additional Motives for their 
most anxious exertions to give satisfaction to yr R1 Hss, in the 
only manner in which it can be given—by endeavouring to 
promote yr R1 Hss’s views for the security and happiness of the 
Country. Mr. Perceval has never failed to regret the impression 
of yr R1 Hss with regard to the provisions of the Regency Bill, 
which his Majy's Servants felt it to be their duty to recommend 
to Park, but he ventures to submit to yr R1 Hss that whatever 
difficulties the present awful Crisis of the Country and the World 
may create in the Administration of the Executive Gov1, yr R1 
H88 will not find them in any degree encreased by the temporary 
suspension of the exercise of those branches of the R1 Prerogative, 
which has been introduc’d by Park in conformity to what was 
intended on a former similar occasion; and that whatever 
Ministers yr R1 Hss might think it proper to employ, would find 
in that full support and countenance (which, as long as they were 
honour’d with yr R1 Hsss Commands, they would feel confident 
they would continue to enjoy) ample and sufficient means to 
enable yr R1 Hss effectually to maintain the great and important 
Interests of the United Kingdom; and Mr. Perceval humbly 
trusts that whatever doubts yr R1 Hss may entertain with respect 
to the Constitutional propriety of the Measures which have been 
adopted, yr R1 Hss will feel assur’d that they could not have been 
recommended by his Majtys Servants, nor sanctioned by Park, 
but upon the sincere, tho’ possibly erroneous, Conviction that 
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they in no degree trenched upon the true principles and Spirit 
of the Constitution. 

Mr. Perceval feels it his duty to add that he holds himself 
in readiness at any Moment to wait upon yr R1 HbS, and to 
receive any commands with which yr R1 Hsti may be graciously 
pleas’d to honour him. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Thursday. 

... I saw the Borinos in high spirits, and the boy mending— 
the Hollands in low, at least the donna, partly from poor Albu¬ 
querque’s 1 death, but chiefly, I believe, the state of politicks. 
I had no notion of her taking on so (as the Maids call it): she 
thinks of nothing but the Prince’s perils in the jaws of Scylla 
or Charybdis—the Minister or Devonshire House; for, indeed, 
I believe she frets more at the appointment of Clifford,2 Augustus 
Foster,3 and F. Lamb,4 than at all the rest put together. To 
have all these things given to Op. people, and she no hand in 
it.! ! !—not even inform’d of the circumstance till done ! ! ! On 
ne tient pas a cela—yet it really is odd how, with her good sense, 
she should let so much jealousy of influence appear, as she does 
to Ly. Melbourne and Bess. Lady Holland once told me all 
women of a certain age and in a situation to achieve it should 
take to Politicks—to leading and influencing. Her example 
proves that, like most other pursuits of mere calcul, all is Vanity 
and Vexation of Spirit; yet it was hard to be so very near, and 
all dash’d down in a minute. Then, the Regent. Do you re¬ 
member the bad joke you told me Ld. Thanet made about him ? 
Je tremble que le coeur ne suive le reste; they say Ministers are 
gaining ground daily. If he is able to have a Levee Tuesday, he 
is to come to D. H. Thursday, but I think the Courier seems 
preparing an excuse for putting off the Levee again. G. Ponsonby, 
Bowes, Daly, &c., &c., all say the Catholics are so decided in 
opinion that every thing will be quiet—at least, till Buonaparte 
can land some troops there, which I hope is like postponing a 
debate till that day three months. Is not that equivalent to 
putting off for ever ? Ld. Aberdeen and W. Lamb (who are 
both on the Committee) say there is nothing in the story of the 
Portuguese officer, and that it is misstated. Mr. Ward talks of 
bringing on his motion tomorrow.5 Ld. Burghersh, it is thought, 

1 The Due d’Albuquerque, Spanish General and Ambassador, died 18th 
February, 1811. He was succeeded as Ambassador by the Due d’Infantado. 

2 Augustus Clifford to a ship. 
3 To be Minister to the United States. 
4 Hon. Frederick Lamb to be Secretary of Legation to the Couit of 1 alermo. 
5 On 13th February a circular letter was sent by Mr. Wellesley Pole (secretary 

to the Lord-Lieutenant), to the sheriffs and chief magistrates, calling on them 
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propos’d last night for Miss Pole. Were the Morning post office 
to be consulted for you, I do not think another particle of news 
could be produced. Oh yes ! Ld. Cahir has taken a violent 
fit of jealousy (I hope not of my son). Lady Cahir has not been 
allowed to come out for these five days, and he is taking her 
back to Ireland—not by force; she has consented. The struggle 
was long, she withstood scolds, threats, and entreaties, but 
yielded to a service of plate, fresh from Rundell and Bridge’s, 
which goes with them. If the evils of life are many, various, 
also, are its consolations ! What would become of people if they 
were all of one mind ? Pleas’d and fretted, griev’d and com¬ 
forted, by the same means, there would neither be vexation or 
comfort enough in the whole world to supply all the demand. . . . 

The Sheridans have taken a house in C. Sq., and we shall live 
together, I suppose. 

Lieut.-Colonel Frederick Ponsonby to his Mother. 

Cadiz, 

March 1th, 1811 (received 25th March). 

Dear M.,—We had a short but severe campaign, which was 
concluded by a very hard fought action; the advantages which 
we had a right to expect from our victory have dwindled away 
from the inactivity of our allies. Our troops slept in the open 
air—Generals, officers, and all—every night; the marching was 
from ten to twelve hours a day, and in the day we came up to 
near the enemy’s position, we had marched for 16 hours. The 
Spanish General1 now ordered General Graham to proceed in to 
the wood from the heights 2 which we occupied towards St. 
Petri. We had not proceeded more than two miles, when we 
heard a firing in our rear, and a message immediately came to 
General Graham3 to say the French were rapidly advancing to 
the ground we had quitted, and where we had left the Spaniards. 
The troops were countermarched and brought out of the wood, 
and we perceived the enemy in possession of all the strong 
ground we had quitted, the Spaniards nowhere to be seen. 
General Graham now saw that to retreat was ruin, and to attack 
a superior force in possession of strong ground with exhausted 
troops almost as bad, but he trusted to the gallantry of British 
troops and led them on. The men advanced steadily under a 
tremendous fire: for a moment there was a halt, and we looked 

to arrest the members of the unlawful assembly calling itself the Catholic 
Committee. Mr. Ward made a motion on 23rd February against the measures 
taken by the Government, but it was lost by forty-three to eighty. 

1 General la Pena. 2 Heights of Barrosa. 
3 General Thomas Graham, afterwards Lord Lvnedoch (1748-1843). 
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most anxiously to the rear for our allies, but not a man was 
there; numbers were dropping on all sides, but at last the troops, 
feeling amidst all their danger that to retreat was acknowledging 
an equality with the Spaniards, push’d up the Hill and drove 
with the bayonet the French from the top. The enemy was 
now panick struck, and fled in all directions. A charge of 
Cavalry was made, and Gen1 Graham, feeling that his Men had 
done as much as Men could do, order’d a halt, and allow’d the 
French to continue their flight to Chiclana unmolested. The 
Portuguese detachment which was with us behav’d most 
gallantly; not a shot was fired by a Spaniard during the Action. 
They were 3 Miles from the field of Battle, and never offered 
even to make a movement in our favour. Our loss was immense; 
we had but 1,000 men, and were oppos’d to 3,000, almost all 
Frenchmen. The Gen1 of Div., Ruffin, was taken; Rousseau1 
was kill’d, and the field was cover’d with dead. I do not blame 
the Spanish troops—they have little to say to the arrangement, 
but such obstinate stupidity never was display’d as in the 
Sp. Gen1 and his staff. Gen1 Graham insisted several times 
upon two points. Finding that an action was inevitable near 
the position, he had repeatedly stated the necessity of bringing 
the men fresh into action, and not dividing our force: they did 
divide our force, and did bring the troops into action after 16 
hours’ march, without their having eat or drunk anything since 
the preceding day. I find the Spaniards are just as angry as 
ourselves at the misconduct of their officers. Our troops shew’d 
as much courage and did as much, in spite of their disadvantages, 
as any men ever did. Gen1 Graham led many of them on; he 
was hit on the hip and had his Horse kill’d. I charg’d with the 
Cavalry, and got a blow on the head and another on the arm, 
but of no sort of consequence; indeed, no blood was drawn, so 
that I have not even a claim to a place among the wounded. 
The French have not yet taken possession of the field of Battle. 
Our mutilated Army will feel for some time the misconduct of 
our Allies; if we act again in the field with them, they must 
be put under the command of a British Gen1. I lost my Horse 
in the field, not by a wound, but feeling a good deal exhausted 
by fatigue and the knock on my head, 1 got off and fell asleep; 
when I awoke every thing I had about me was gone. I am in 
great luck to have been in this business. Two days before we 
sail’d from Cadiz I was attacked by a severe fit of the ague, 
but after a 2d fit it left me, and I have never heard of my friend 

1 The General of Brigade, Rousseau, was wounded and taken prisoner; 
the Chief of the Staff, General Bellegarde, A.D.C. to Marshal Victor, was 
killed.—General Graham’s Despatch, Oth to 10th March. 
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since. I took a whole ship-full of Bark; the DIS say that kept 
it off. The sleeping out at night was a little nervous, but I 
find I am all the better for it. MacDonald is going Home so 
I intend to stay as Chef du departement. If the Spaniards had 
behav’d with common decency, we should have rais d the siege 
of Cadiz. I am not illiberal, for if they were commanded by 
a man I could trust, I would willingly go into the Field with them 
tomorrow, but what I state I was eye witness to, and a more 
despicable, infamous act never occurr’d. We took 5 pieces of 
Cannon, and an Eagle, and about 400 prisoners. The Spaniards 
are more to be pitied than blamed, but when we see 900 Men 
whom we have lived with for a year butcher d on their account, 
without the assistance of a single Musket by them, we must be 
excused for expressing some degree of indignation. When I say 
I was hit, I tell you the simple fact, for I have often suffer d 
more in a cricket match than upon this occasion; a large pair 
of WThiskers saved any part of my face from a scar. I believe 
I can swear to the mark of a Sabre, and that is all; and as to my 
Arm, you will perceive it has rather invigorated it than otherwise 
by my writing so much. Pray remember me to every body, 
and tell them that in spite of Ague, Frenchmen, and Doctors, 
I never was better in my life. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. at The George Inn, Shipstone. 
Wednesday {March). 

Col. Macdonald has just been here (I go about like a general 
officer with my Staff). I will not weary you with all the details 
he has delighted me with, and indeed to day could not, as I am 
so hurried, but I wish you were here, that I might tell them to 
you. I find poor Frederick1 had indeed a Narrow escape, 
if he had not very dexterously turn’d the edge of the sabre it 
must have cut thro’ his knee, but he says he scarce ever saw a 
more severe contusion without bones broke; he is also slightly 
cut across the face. The charge was his own thought; he ask’d 
Col. Macdonald whether a Charge of Cavalry would not be useful 
at that crisis. Col. Macdonald said, as he was a Cavalry officer, 
he would trust to his judgement. Frederick gather’d hastily 
all those he could meet with scatter’d about, gave the order to 
Capt. Bushe, and Volunteered with them himself au fort de la 
melee. Col. Macdonald praises Col. Wellesley’s conduct ex- 

1 Her son, Colonel Frederick Ponsonby, and Colonel Bushe made a brilliant 
and successful charge against the squadron of French Dragoons during the 
Battle of Barrosa, when General Graham defeated Marshal Victor on 5th 
March, and the first eagle that was ever taken by the British Army was 
captured. 
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tremely, and they hope Pena 1 will be disgrac’d. The Portuguese 
distinguish’d themselves extremely, but he says he is quite 
convinc’d the Spaniards, equally well train’d and commanded, 
■would do as well. He strongly believes in the treachery of 
Lascy. Graham has declared he will not go into the Field 
again except with the full command, but will defend Cadiz 
and the Isla 2 to the last, and to the best of his power cooperate 
with the Spaniards by any show he can make in the Bay, &c., 
if they will attack. The anxiety in London was nearly equal 
yesterday for news from abroad or news from Cambridge.3 You 
will see in the papers that the Duke of Gloucester has carried 
it by 114 majority, but I must tell you a ridiculous thing that 
took place yesterday. The Telegraph work’d, and as news is 
hourly expected, a board of Admiralty were call’d, when on 
reading the produce it was: 

“ The D. of Rutland’s voters have knocked up all the horses 
on the Suffolk road: the Duke of Gloucester must find some other 
conveyance. By order of Ld. John Townshend.” You may 
judge of the surprise. Mr. Croker4 sent it to both Committees 
with a remonstrance for misusing the Telegraph. It seems Ld. 
John, having no other means of conveyance, had exerted all his 
eloquence to persuade the Lieutenant who worked it that the 
D. of Gloucester, being the King’s nephew, his Election must be 
business of state, and that he would obtain a rewTard for assisting 
him: the reward is being dismiss’d. . . . 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Saturday. 

... As to news of any kind, it is as scarce today; I can only 
si battera la stessa chiesa5—the battle of Barrosa. Ruffin6 
told Genl. Graham before he died (for I conclude he is dead, as 
he was shot thro’ the Spine) that in giving all due praise to his 
Valour, he ow’d his Victory in part to the incredibility of so rash 
an attempt, that they did not think it possible any man would 
venture to attack them with that handful of men, and concluded 
they had reinforcements. Graham said they Had 7,000 Spaniards. 
“Bon!—comme a Talavera ; il n’est jamais question parmi 
nous de L’armee Espagnole qu’elle suit de 60,000 milles ou de 6. 

1 The Spanish General, La Pena, was suspended from his command. Aft-or 
military enquiry was acquitted of cowardice. 2 Isla de Leon. 

3 The Duke of Gloucester and the Duke of Rutland were competing for 
election at Cambridge University. The final count took place Wednesday, 
27th March, with a majority of 114 for the Duke of Gloucester. 

4 John Wilson Croker (1780-182 7) was at this time Secretary to the Admiralty. 

5 Keep on knocking at the same door. 
8 General Ruffin, who was taken prisoner at Barrosa. He died on board the 

Gorgon on 15th May, 1811. 
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C’est egal.” Graham said they often fought bravely. Ruffin 
admitted it: “ Pourvu qu’ils aient bu SoCil a table ou chose 
quelconque en forme de Vin et Viande;” that they would figh 
like Demons, and often Man to man, but as an Army that they 
had not a notion of acting together; each man fought his own 
way, and went off as he pleas’d when he was frighten d or tirec , 
and that they had no chance of improvement: car prenez le 
pour dit, ils n’ont pas un officier qui ne soit ou \ endu ou d une 
ignorance crasse.” I was entertain’d with an argument y ester- 
day between Whitbread and Sheridan, when both seem d to me 
to argue in contradiction to the conclusions they meant to draw, 
Mr. Whitbread acknowledging that he now believed what he 
had always before doubted—Ld. Wellington s account of the 
battle of Talavera, and Cuesta’s treachery. Sheridan would 
not believe a word of it—the whole was calumny of Ld. W. s, 
and tho’ he had more faith in Graham, it was owing to the over¬ 
bearing conduct of his officers, &c., which a high minded man 
like la Pena could not brook. Whitbread was for withdrawing 
all the troops as a lost cause, Sheridan for sending more with 
directions to be more submissive to the people they went to 
succour. Mr. Whitbread bid me be umpire. I said I was for 
sending all that could be sent, but never letting one stir under 
Spanish orders, and also strongly for urging the example of the 
Portuguese and its perfect success to the Cortez. Whitbread told 
me I was a 2d Daniel. . . . 

Ladij B. to G. L. G, at Whichwood Lodge, Woodstock. 

Monday (Postmark, Is? Afrit, 1811). 

This obstinate wind still shuts out all further intelligence, but 
Ad1 Berkeley’s letter puts the retreat of Massena 1 out of doubt, 
and numbers of private letters confirm the report of our success 
on the Zezere. People begin to imagine the dispatches are taken. 
Last night it was everywhere believed that the poor little King 
of the Romans,2 Buonaparte’s Child, is dead. I hate Buonaparte, 
but I should be sorry for him if this is true; it is not the kind of 
punishment I wish him. My Col. din’d with us yesterday. 
My dear G., Uncle Toby was a joke to me. No word can be 
spoke that bears the most distant reference to any thing military 
that it does not hurry me back to Barrosa, faster than him to 
the siege of Namur. I have some thoughts of laying out the 
Garden in files and squadrons, as he did his in fortifications; 

1 Marshal Massena had his headquarters at Santarem. His troops had 
been spread along the banks of the Tagus and Zezere, while Lord Wellington 
had occupied the strong lines of Torres Vedras. 

2 The little “ King of Rome ” was bom on 20th March, 1811. 
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but, really, this man told me many interesting particulars, and 
spoke with such confidence of our troops that it gave it me. 
They have seen a great deal of the French officers, many of whom 
he praises as being excellent Soldiers and intelligent, well in¬ 
form’d Men; their intercourse was set on foot by young Stanhope, 
of whom he speaks very highly, who was bored with passing 
the nights alone at the outposts. He began by bowing to the 
French officers opposite, and after a few marks of civility on 
both sides, took off his sword, laid it on the ground, and ask’d 
them whether he might come in safety across the lines. They 
pledg’d their honour, and from that time they had frequent 
conversation. They speak with the highest respect of the 
English, and admiration of Ld. Wellington. Ruffin told Graham 
that the difference of opinion concerning us and our armies since 
the war in Spain was worth an Army ; that they had been taught 
to hold the English cheap, but found they were as much in their 
Element on land as at Sea: “ vous etes ambitieux, et, ma foi ! 
vous vous y prenez bien.” Generals and officers talk always as 
if there were but the two Nations of France and England in the 
world. They complain bitterly of the war: “ Nous nous y 
ruinons; et apres tout, a quoi bon ?” But when young Stanhope 
was shewing them the strength of Cadiz, and asking them if 
they had any hope of taking it, they said no—not as long as 
they remain’d so; but perhaps the Emperor would take pity upon 
them, and if once he came they should be in Isla in three days, 
let our works be ever so strong. They do not speak of him with 
love; on the contrary, as far as they dare, even allude to his 
Tyranny; but officers and men have a firm belief in his being 
invincible, and one of them said: “ Wrong or right, this belief 
almost renders him so, for the men know no fear, and would 
march into a cannon mouth simply at his bidding.” I told Col. 
Macdonald it was this faith and his good fortune hitherto that 
would make me tremble if ever he should place himself at the 
head of an army against us, for that with all my admiration of 
Ld. Wellington and high opinion of Graham, and numbers of 
other officers and men, I must reckon Buonaparte superior. He 
said Certainly, and that possibly he might outwit us in planning 
a campaign—defeat a well laid scheme by his dexterity, or force 
us to fight when we wish’d to avoid it; but that if ever our 
Armies met fairly in battle, he should not have a fear, for that 
this was their great difference in the French and English Soldiers. 
the French fight with desperate bravery, advance with an 
impetuosity hardly to be withstood, see their Men mow d down 
by hundreds, and come on fearless of danger; but if ever by any 
chance they are thrown into confusion, they rally no more one 
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step of flight, one moment of panick, and they disperse over the 
field, and never can be rallied again. That the English have 
perhaps rather less impetuosity in the onset, but a steadiness 
beyond all belief; that at Barrosa exactly half the Artillery men 
were kill’d, but every one in his place, and tho’ a step on one 
side might have sav’d their lives, not one of them would risk 
breaking the line by making it; that in coming out of the wood, 
and being attack’d before they could form, our army was thrown 
into some confusion, but rallied again instantly; and that even 
in instances when from sudden panick they have fled, the first 
call would stop them, and bring them back to the charge. He 
instanc’d the Guards at Talavera—in short, that it was a degree 
of immovable firmness not to be conceiv’d till it had been as 
often witness’d as he had witness’d it. They hold Victor cheap, 
but speak in high terms of Massena, hinting, however, that his 
fate and fortune depend on his success in Portugal, for that he 
is not in favour at St. Cloud. Genl. Ruffin’s brother in law and 
Numbers of other officers came with a Flag of truce to see him. 
I am glad war has got back to a more civiliz’d state. . . . 

Lady B, to G. L. G. at Earl Sefton’s, Stofce, near Slough. 

Roe, Tuesday (July). 

You bid me write, Dearest G., but I will not weary you with 
repeating how heavily the time goes with me when I know you 
are quite away, for the distance—I scarce know why—makes a 
great addition to the pain, and I can give you no news till the 
letters come in, so I have nothing to give you but an account 
of Sheridan’s jokes the other day. After you left me I walk’d 
to W. St., lest any one should come to me and see my eyes, 
and when I return’d I found dinner going up, and Sheridan there, 
who insisted upon it that Ld. B. had exceeded marital authority 
in letting him come without telling me, and that I look’d dis¬ 
pleas’d, and so on, making ridiculous excuses for Ld. B., and 
pretending to defend him from my anger, promising to make 
amends for his intrusion, which he did, for I never knew him 
more entertaining, telling us numberless stories of Ld. North, 
Fox and Burke, which owe great part of their merit to his taking 
off their peculiar Pronunciation and Burke’s actual expressions, 
running from one thing to another. At the time of Mr. Fox’s 
Duel, Burke was in a great hurry to go to him, but had lost his 
sleeve buttons, and was execrating by turns Mr. Adam and his 
servant. Sheridan had by chance a spare pair in his pocket 
(which, par Parenthese, I must think, as Burke did, was a 
singular circumstance). He went the whole way to South St., 
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saying: “ We must Arm (pronounc’d Arm), we must arm, my 
good friend—this is but the first step to a general Massacre. 
They have Murder’d Fox, for I should not wonder if the ball 
was poison’d; and then at such a moment, when I was hurrying 
to him, to lose my sleeve buttons ! ! I, who am always so careful, 
and such a singular circumstance for a Gentleman to call upon 
me at that very precise instant, with a spare pair in his pocket! ! 
—a thing that might not happen in a Million of ages !! Oh, it 
is a villanous, abominable act; it lies much deeper than a mere 
challenge from one gentleman to another. They are bringing 
down the blood Thirsty Scotch upon us; the whole land will be 
delug’d with blood. But we must make our stand; we must 
arm, my good friend. I must speak to Fox directly. It certainly 
was an interposition of Providence that you should have a pair 
of spare sleeve buttons in your pocket at this particular juncture, 
&c., &c., &c. It went on, and must spoil in the writing, but you 
cannot think how good it was in telling. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Chiswick, Wednesday {August). 

We came here yesterday, and this place always gives me a 
melancholy feel. I have often been so happy and so miserable 
here that I never can see it with indifference. This time particu¬ 
larly il manque trop de choses a l’Hotel de Carnavalet. One 
misses the poor Duke1 here more even than in London, and his 
loss brings back a still more bitter one so strongly, that both 
seem to have happen’d but yesterday. Bess supports herself 
with a degree of fortitude that is really quite wonderful. Her 
loss is one that, besides the tearing asunder every tie of long 
affection, touches her so in every point, that there can be no 
doubt of what she feels; indeed, her whole appearance bears 
testimony to it. Yet, so far from any display of grief, she quite 
surprizes me with the composure and even cheerfulness with 
which she mixes in society (I mean, of course, only what is here, 
or the few people she knows very well that call). She does not 
dine with us, but excepting that, all morning and all evening is 
about, and in the drawing room; and really, sometimes George 
Lamb’s and dear Hart’s riotous Spirits would almost oppress 
one at a gayer time, but she does not seem to mind it—on the 
contrary, rather encourages. As this must be from considera¬ 
tion to them, I really think it a very great merit, and one I 
should feel wholly unequal to. Meanwhile every thing I fear 
turns against her. She has done herself great harm with Halt 

1 The Duke of Devonshire died 29th July. 
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by that foolish paper and some other things. Her expectations 
are much too high, and that very circumstance will, I am afraid, 
make him do too little. I want him both for hers and his own 
sake to do very handsomely by her, but am afraid the very effort 
she makes on his account to amuse and prevent his growing 
out of spirits does harm; it takes off some of the compassion he 
would otherwise feel for her. I tried to make him see how ill 
she look’d, he answer’d: “ I see she wears no rouge.” Her wish 
is to have this place. She does not at all ask it as a claim, but 
says the Duke intended it, and seems so secure that Hart will 
give it her, that I am quite afraid of what I have undertaken— 
to break to her that it cannot be. 

Friday. 

Bess is perfectly aware of her claim to the thirds, and told me of 
it yesterday. I am quite sure, tho’ she might be disappointed 
in having a less sum than she expected for her settlement, that 
she is not a sort of person to urge a Claim of this nature, or do 
anything to distress Hart; but she certainly rather enjoys the 
notion of Heaton’s 1 having made a blunder, and says it would 
be odd enough if with all his learning he has made such an over¬ 
sight. Her argument is a pretty strong one. The words are 
that this settlement is to be made upon her, on condition of 
her signing a release to all the Estate payments, property, &c.. 
within six months after the D.’s death. She says: “ How can I 
sign a release to a thing I have no claim to ? Either no release 
is necessary, or my claim is admitted, and giving it up or not 
depends upon my choice.” I do not well see how this can be 
answer’d; but still, I am convinc’d if she mentions it, it will be 
merely to shew Heaton qu’il se vante un peu trop, and I hope 
Hart will settle things so as not to give her the temptation. 
We go back to Roe to-day. . . . 

Lady B. to G. L. G. at Tixall. 

Wednesday (August). 

Harriet is, I conclude, one of the two people Hartington told 
me he had written to on what he intended for the Duchess 
(if not, of course till he says it, you will not). I should think it 
extremely handsome if it came at all up to her wishes, but I 
should hate her being disappointed, both from its adding to her 
misfortune, and from its being hard on Hart, who wishes so 
much to do what is right. Caroline2 told him the Dss. would 

1 The Duke’s man of business. 
2 The Duchess’s daughter, Caroline St. Jules, married to George Lamb 

in 1809, 
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prefer a larger income to his getting her a House, as she could 
chuse what she lik’d herself, and did not wish for one at present. 
He has therefore decided to make up her jointure 6,000, the same 
as the Dss. of Bedford’s; she does not know this yet—at least, 
from Hart—but I suspect Caroline told her, because Hart says 
Caroline seem’d satisfied when he first mention’d it to her, but 
the next day wrote him a letter begging him to do more, and 
telling him the Dss. expected it. (This is a secret too; it is 
endless secrets.) This she certainly does, for again last night 
she complain’d to me that Hart would not talk to her on business, 
and begg’d me to tell him that she was perfectly clear and posi¬ 
tive as to his Father’s intentions towards her, and that if Heaton 
had any Honesty he would tell him so, too; that the Duke had 
repeatedly said he would double her jointure, give her the choice 
of a House, and a large Sum of Money to dispose of; that the two 
latter, as they were more indefinite (from neither the House or 
Sum being nam’d), she would waive, but the jointure was a 
positive sum nam’d repeatedly, and that she looks upon it as 
much hers by right as if left by will, for tho’ not legally so, yet 
that the intention was so often declar’d that it ought to be 
binding upon Hart. You cannot think how unpleasant all this 
is. I press’d her again to let Ld. Bristol settle with Hart and 
Heaton, &c., but she says that would give it an appearance of 
disagreement. Hart comforts me by assuring me it was as 
stormy about Clifford beforehand, and that she will be as well 
pleas’d with him afterwards as she was with that, as I know his 
good nature will induce him (tho’ he says not) to help her in 
fitting up her House, &c. I almost wish it could be done at the 
same time, for it will come to the same, but wd. sound more, 
and consequently satisfy her better, all at once. You must be 
ruin’d;1 this is the first letter in which you mention what you 
are doing there, or give the least opinion of what is doing here. 
I say this because your letter begins with: “ I believe I told you 
before.” Dearest G., you had told me nothing, and never fear 
expecting I should not mind; but I suppose you are terrified by 
my example. I have just had three lines from the Prince, and 
about as many from Mr. Arbuthnot: the former says the King 
has been much worse these last three days, and that tho’ the 
Physicians still say he is in no immediate (danger), he himself 
(the Prince) thinks it can last very little longer, but bids rue not 
say this. Mr. Arbuthnot only complains of 33 days without 
the smallest intelligence from the armies. 

We are all in great consternation here with the fate of poor 

1 Furnishing Tixall Hall, Staffordshire, belonging to Sir Thomas Clifford 
Constable. Lord Granville rented it from 1811 to 1819. 

VOL. II 26 
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Ostel, my Brother’s old game keeper. He was cut almost to 
pieces and his skull fractur’d, yet contriv’d to drag himself 
home. He could not speak, but on being shewn the names of 
several suspected persons on a slate, he pass’d his hand over all 
but one, which he left in, pointing first to that, and then his 
wounds, and the place he came from. He is not yet dead, but 
the Surgeon says cannot recover. ... 

Hart says Harriet writes him five or six sheets quite full 
almost every day ! ! What a good example at your elbow ! 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 

Sunday (Postmark, 26th August). 

You are so overwhelm’d with my letters that I ought rather 
to make excuses for their quantity thaD for happening not to 
write at any time, which must be a relief rather than otherwise 
to you. Yet you probably would have reed, your usual Volume 
today if I had been able to write yesterday. I have been teaz’d 
for some time with a tiresome pain in my side, but yesterday, 
night and day, it grew so troublesome, I really could hardly 
draw my breath at all, or apply to any thing. I was oblig’d to 
send for Dundas, and am better to-day, but the letters from 
Portugal have not serv’d to put me in Spirits. For the first time 
I have a letter from my poor Frederick in a tone of discourage¬ 
ment (I mean about himself); he was just setting off on the 22d, 
when a few leagues from Lisbon the fever again seiz’d him, and 
he has been confin’d ever since; he assures me he is well again 
and going on, and, poor fellow ! says it is a Shame to be ill near 
the finest Army in the world, and with a Regiment to command 
waiting for one. He is quite convinc’d active service will quite 
restore him, if he could but reach the Army, but I am very, very 
anxious. Genl. Graham tells Col. Macdonald that he presses 
Frederick to come home, but that he will not hear of it, and looks 
on asking for leave of absence as a disgrace to him, which if he 
is forc’d to he ought also to give up his Regt. as unworthy of it. 
I do so like and admire all his feeling on this subject, especially 
as he makes no boast or fuss about it, but I tremble for him. 
Nothing can have succeeded better than all the arrangements 
at Chis., as you will see by the enclos’d note, which I am very 
glad of. Ld. George, has been rather harsh about the jewels. 
Bess says (and I believe it is so) that she has a right to them if 
she chose to enforce it, but that her chief reason for wishing to 
keep them was for the pleasure of giving them to Hart’s wife 
whenever he married, and that rather than run the risk of its 
being said there are disagreements when she wishes nothing but 
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kindness to appear, she will give them up now, if they insist 
upon it. Hart, 1 know, will not, but she says Ld. George and 
Heaton behav’d very ill to her. She was in town yesterday 

Lady B. to G. L. G. at Tixall. 

(Postmark, 30th August). 

Ly. Holland was in high good humour, and lays all the 
blunders that happen’d to Ld. Holland’s miscalculating the time 
of the post worse than me. They got your note, but she says 
Treiltham and Tixall were very different things, and they were, 
besides, in a great hurry to return to see the Due d’lnfantado,1 
who, you know, was always the greatest possible favourite with 
both, I believe, but certainly with her. She entertain’d me with 
her account of her visit at Hinckley,2 and Mr. Canning’s coming 
up to her. She is full of gratitude for his and Mrs. Canning’s 
kindness to Henry (Miss Fox can talk of nothing but them), 
and thought him very pleasant all the time he stayed, but that 
they both shook hands without looking at each other; that there¬ 
fore she does not know the colour of his face, but hers was like 
scarlet the whole time. I told her it was consciousness of all 
the harm she had said of him; he had no cause to blush. Yes, 
she said, and she thought one time he was a good deal put out 
by Ld. Holland’s stumbling on an enquiry after Bartholomew 
Frere—the mighty cause of all this anger; that Mr. Canning 
hesitated in his answer, and she flatter’d herself his heart smote 
him; but that they parted very good friends, and she has just 
sent him some books he wanted. I should like to know what he 
thought of the meeting. 

G. L. G. to Lady B. 
Tixall, 

Aug. 30th, Thursday. 

Without any great compliment to you, I may say I should 
have been delighted to have written to you last night, for, in¬ 
deed, such an employment would have been far preferable to 
racking one’s brains for conversation with some of my Wolver¬ 
hampton friends who I invited to Dine and sleep here, and who, 
after our Election conversation finished, were rather sleepy and 
very dull. Harriet behaved wonderfully well, and I am con¬ 
vinced she will be the most popular person in the whole County. 
Unfortunately, this morning our friends’ post-horses did not 
arrive at the time they were ordered, and we were kept at home 
for three hours after Breakfast making conversation. They 

1 The Spanish Ambassador. 2 Mr. Canning’s House in Lincolnshire. 
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had no sooner gone than there arrived visiting neighbours and 
we were kept two hours longer. This is a bad Specimen of the 
pleasures of a Country life. My Sister came here to dinner 
and we are now passing a very comfortable Evening; I am afraid 
she will return to Sandon to morrow, as Harrowby is expected. 
On Tuesday we go into Shropshire for 4 or 5 days, partly tor 

business, and partly for shooting. , . . 
I think the surrendering the Jewels with a Lawyer s opinion 

as to her right to them will be most ungracious; with what 
object can such an accompaniment be given to the surrender . 
With no other than to create an unpleasant feeling to Hartington 
when he accepts them; and is that a fit return to all the kindness 
he has shewn her ? Do not you counsel Hart to help her out 
in getting a house; if he has any such intention, which 1 do not 
think unlikely, it would annoy him to receive the suggestion from 

another. . „ , ., t 
We have a pleasant sort of old library, for besides many of 

the modern and useful books, there are a great many odd old 
books that I never met with before. To night I have been read¬ 
ing one called on the Govt, of Wives, wholesome and pleasant 
advice to married men; it is full of strange stories, &c. . . . 

Lady B. to G. L. G. at Lille shall. 
Chiswick, 

Thursday {Postmark, 5th September). 

... I wish I was at Tixall or had any chance of coming 
there—not that I depend much on my own judgement, but I 
would give you spick and span all the wisdom I have been 
gathering from Ly. Melbourne, whose farm and Garden I went 
all over inch by inch, my eyes and ears wide open to learn all 
I could; for unfortunately your complaint is a very general 
one—great expense and little produce. A farm sometimes may 
bring in or at least support itself, but a Garden excepting Ly. 
Melbourne’s—is always, I believe, expensive. Mr. Thompson 
put me in great dismay a little time ago. When I was exulting 
in the quantity of Tine apples in our houses, and telling him 
they cost a guinea apiece in London, he answered that it might 
be pleasanter to have one’s own, and that the profit would be 
immense to a gardener who sold them, but that on an average, 
taking in all expenses, each pineapple we rear’d cost us three 
Guineas instead of one. What sort of Garden have you ? and 
have you much grass Land ? At any rate your garden and what¬ 
ever land you have ought compleatly to keep your House. As 
Georgiana tells me she has not heard from Hart lately, it is just 
possible he may have written to Harriet his last arrangements. 
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I did not name them, from thinking, of course, he had—I mean 
the 5,000 to Caroline and as much to the Duchess. She sign’d 
yesterday the release of all the Estates, &c. Hart gave old 
Heaton 2,000, which, tho’ I do not love the Man, I am glad of, 
as I am of every act of kindness and generosity that does him 
honour; and this generosity—I suppose unexpected by Heaton— 
drew Iron tears down Pluto’s cheeks. He quite sobb’d and 
cried like a child. I should have been tempted to say like 
Lear: “ Be your tears wet ?” for he wept at what came home to 
himself, but could not find one tear for the kind Master who had 
shewn him unlimited confidence and friendship for more than 
forty years. Bess has (I believe I said before) given all the 
jewels to Hart; he means to return her the smaller ones, and 
Sir Samuel Romilly is to decide to whom the rest belong. . . . 
I can hear nothing of my poor Frederick; it quite sinks my 
heart to think of him. The last I heard~was of his being stopp’d 
by illness on his way to Castel Bronco. The accounts of Spain 
are bad, of Portugal famous. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. at Tixall. 

!Sunday, 8th (Postmark, 9th September). 

We are just returned from Holland House, where we din’d 
with a whole bevy of Spaniards—the Due d’lnfantado not 
unlike Mr. Fraser, but very gentlemanlike and natural, and 
speaking French like a Parisian; his Gentilhomme d’Ambassade, 
a tall, thin. Dark, rather well looking Spaniard, with large black 
eyes sparkling fiercely over a pair of the longest and blackest 
whiskers I ever saw. He can speak no language but very 
guttural Spanish which it is very difficult to understand, but I 
view’d him, his whiskers, and his ac-hento with the greatest 
respect the moment I learnt that he was Palafox’s1 Aide de Camp, 
and had perform’d Prodigies of Valour at Saragossa. There 
were also Appodozeca—-a little man looking like an Apprentice 
and speaking all languages; a Squinting Poet, mixing all and 
speaking none. Of English, Sir M. Wilson, Mr. Bunbury, Ld. 
Donellan (the Catholick Ambassador), Bobus Smith—gai et 
gaillard, delighted to be returned, and just as he was, except 
fatter—little Lewis more tiresome, Mr. Beauclerc more silent, 
and Mrs. B. more blooming than ever. The Prince has done 
what I am afraid he often will do—contriv’d to offend two opposite 

1 Don Joseph Palafox, the heroic defender of Saragossa, when, forced by 
illness, he was obliged to resign the command to General St. Marc, who signed 
the capitulation in February, 1800. Palafox remained a close prisoner at 

Vincennes until the restoration of Ferdinand VII. 
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sets of people at the same moment. He canvass’d every one 
for Ld. Leitrim, and authoriz’d Ld. Hutchinson and all Ld. L.’s 
friends to make use of his name whenever they thought it would 
procure a vote.^ This, of course, made all Ld. Gosford’s people 
very angry, and many others who thought he ought not to 
interfere. After letting them go on long enough to give offence, 
he all at once stops short, forbids his name being us’d at all, 
and disavows all that he told Ld. Holland and Ld. Leitrim to 
say. They in their anger, to justify themselves, shew his letters, 
so that both sides are furious. This Ld. Donellan said, is what 
we are to expect, too, I suppose, and certainly it is the worst 
policy for the great promise he us’d to make the Catholicks. 
I wish princes would once for all own they had better never 
meddle, and that their name is too dignified to be hawk’d about 
in promises which either cannot or ought not to be kept. 

Monday (9th). 

I have just got your letter. How hard the poor Pheasants 
must think it to be kill’d before their time ! Perhaps their size 
as well as the illegality may help your success with them more than 
the Partridges. Is this disparaging your shooting talents ? . . . 
Mr. Craufurd is coming to dine here, and will, I hope, bring me 
some news. Heaton is in great favour with Hart; he means 
also to encrease his Salary, which seems to me an ample one now_ 
a thousand a year. When a thing is settled there is no help, but 
if any body I knew were beginning and taking an Agent, I should 
strongly recommend what we have found answer prodigiously, 
and what till very lately (I find others have also done it) I thought 
an invention of my own-making the Agent’s Salary a per¬ 
centage for what he actually pays in to your Banker as the clear 
Profit of the Estates, &c., he has the care of. The difference of 
this in Ireland is inconceivable, but even here I should think 
it a good measure, as it does not preclude any present or douceur 
you may chuse to give besides. But about Heaton I am always 
unwilling to trust my judgement; he has at different times injur’d 
me and those I love too much to make me quite clear of resent¬ 
ment—at least, of dislike—as great a warper of the judgement 
as the reverse. . . . 

Colonel Macdonald to Lady B. 
Undated (1811). 

I have a very long letter from Genl. Graham, who assures me 
positively Ponsonby is on his way home. Poor fellow ! he has 
had a very narrow escape, it seems, from the General’s account. 
Finding his averseness to come away when there was the chance 
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of any Service, and his anxiety to join his Regiment and be at 
his Post, Genl. Graham thought it best not to leave it to chance, 
but get Ld. Wellington to order him home, sick or well. 

Both Genl. Graham and all my private letters from the Army 
(I have many by this mail) agree in stating that (in spite of their 
respective friends in England, who certainly tried hard to make 
a quarrel) Ld. Wellington and the Genl. are on the best terms 
possible, and he consults and confides in him more than he was 
ever known to do in any officer whatever, General or other. 
But this-would not be believ’d here, even if your Ladyship were 
to tell it. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. at Tixall. 

Friday, 13/A September. 

There has been a sad affray at Holland House between little 
Lewis1 (he was living there), and Ly. H. He is par trop tiresome 
and provoking, but, to use a Vulgar phrase, she gave him his 
own. It came to such high words that he told her common 
decency should prevent her using such language to Ld. Holland’s 
guests (he was staying at H. H. by Ld. H.’s invitation). She 
replied that when people forc’d themselves into a House against 
the will of its owners, they must take the consequence. He 
said he would remain no longer: she, the sooner he went the better 
(it was after supper about one). He walk’d out of the room. 
After scoldings and soothings by turn from Ld. Holland, Sydney 
Smith, and Mr. Allen, Ly. Holland own’d she had been too 
violent, especially in her own house, and dispatch d a peace 
Messenger to his room. The little man had pack’d up his night 
things and trudg’d to London. Many were the notes that pass’d 
backwards and forwards. Ly. Holland absolutely condescended 
to ask forgiveness, and at last the little Monk yielded, and was 
brought back in triumph to Holland House to dinner yesterday, 
and will probably be driven off again before the week is out. 
I was at the play last night, d’lnfantado, Sydv Smith and Ld. 
.John Russell with me. Ld. and Ly. Holland, little Lewis, 
Ld. B., and a tall Spaniard were in the next box. Mr. Allen 
gone to Dulwich. S. Smith says the road he and his buggy 
'went will be disputed upon and trac’d out by future Philosophers 
seeking the real exact Via Alleni. S. bmith s flashes of Merri¬ 
ment more than wit will not bear repetition, but he made us 
laugh very much—amongst other things, with comparing the 
various effects of ennui on different people. He insisted upon 
it that Mr. Lewis tried people as an experiment in Natural 

1 Matthew Gregory Lewis (1775-1818), known as “ The Monk, from his 

book bearing that title. 
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Philosophy; that he put Ld. Donoughmore to sleep, made Ly. 
Holland grow red and furious, me pale and cry: 

“ She never told her grief, 
But let Monk Lewis, like a worm in the leaf, 
Prey on her sinking Spirits.” 

This, he said, was very beautiful, and made Ld. Holland trans¬ 
late the original and Parody into Spanish. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. at Trentham. 

PvOE, 

Wednesday (Postmark, Vdth September, 1811). 

How very sorry I am, Dearest 0., and how true it is that a 
long silence always foreruns bad news. Poor H. ! I hope she is 
not much vexed. . . . We had lots of people here the day before 
yesterday, and rather a pleasant dinner, the D. d’lnfantado 
seems sensible and unaffected, and has a great deal of conversa¬ 
tion. We had, besides the two Smiths (Sydney and Robert), 
Mr. Frere (Hookham), the Hollands, [illegible], and Craufurd. 
They flattered Roehampton excessively inside and out, for 
some of them came by five, and I was oblig’d to turn them out 
to grass till the rest arriv’d; I knew not what to do with them, 
for I was not dress’d. . . . My Mother came in the Morning, 
but did not stay dinner. I am glad to find what I said to Hart 
did what I wanted without betraying her confidence; she told 
me he was much soften’d about the Duchess, and had tried to 
reconcile her to some of the things that had made him most 
angry at first—in short, he had done what I wish’d, quieting 
her mind. . . . Poor Bella Townshend is at length dead. It 
must be a great relief to her family; but, still, losing a child is a 
dreadful thing, and tho’ at times she seem’d herself to wish it, 
yet she us’d often to express the most painful regrets, telling 
them she wish’d to live a little longer for their sake, to make 
some amends for all the trouble she had caus’d, and sometimes 
saying it was hard to die almost at the outset of life—“ few 
pleasures tasted and no duties done,” and then for hours together 
repeating those Melancholy lines in Dryden: “ Never—oh, never 
more to see the Sun,” &c., and Claudio’s Speech: “ Aye, but to 
die, to go we know not whither,” &c. I can conceive nothing 
more dreadful than knowing a creature you love must die, and 
seeing them cling to life with agony, like that poor Mrs. Tighe, 
yet that very dread of Death in a creature pure and innocent, 
as thD one must have been, is a proof of happiness, or of what 
gives value to happiness, good Spirits. Misfortunes may be 
borne with courage, but if once the spirit is deeply wounded, 
and that alacrity, that buoyant hope (which supports one in 
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youth, sometimes in age) crush’d, the enjojrment of life, even 
when there is much to enjoy, becomes an effort, and one must 
constantly repeat to one’s self the blessings that surround us, 
and all the real causes of happiness we have, not to sink into 
despondency. But I know I am talking to you of what you are 
fortunate enough not to understand. Dearest G., may you 
never understand it. ... I meant to write you a merry letter 
to amuse you, mais, n’est pas gai qui veut et je ne suis rien 
moins qu’amusante. . . . 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 

Thursday (28th September). 

Have you read Sydney Smith’s critique on Mr. Rose ? or, 
rather, review of Heywood’s1 Answer in the Ed. review ? It is 
very clever, very amusing, not always just, and written with a 
scalping knife—like all S. Smith’s writings; how unlike a man, 
remarkable in private life for his good humour and good nature 
(very different qualities), but both of which he possesses to a 
great degree ! His Brother Bobus lectures him, and dislikes 
his writing, and S. S. assur’d me d’un air si contrit that he had 
given up that profane publication, as he calls it, and meant to 
publish a recantation of his errors; that I thought his Brother 
had prevented his putting any thing into this number, but his 
name might as well have been to it. And I tax’d him with 
it the moment I had read it. I wish you could have seen the 
face he put on, repeating Miserere and the long Latin confession 
used by the monks when they scourge themselves. I long for 
tomorrow’s letter to tell me how Harriet is. 

G. L. G. to Lady B. 

Tixall, Thursday, 26 Sept. 

I went out shooting to day, and the exercise has cured my 
pains,2 or at least done me good, and enabled me to encounter 
Dr. Parr,3 who dined here to day. He was in high spirits, 
talked incessantly from the moment he came into the House 
till he left it. Vernon was, luckily, here, and rather provoked 
an argument with him; but the Dr. attempted rather to shine 
by bold assertion couched in pompous language than by close 
reasoning. He was, however, very good humoured, and I 
indulged him with a pipe in a room somewhat apart from the 
rooms we live in. He came with Lady Anson. . . . 

1 Mr. Sergeant Samuel Heywood (1753-1818) wrote a vindication of Ch. 1' ox s 
“ History of the Revolution of 1688.” Reviewed by Sydney Smith in Edinburgh 

Review, xviii., 325-343. , , , , 
2 On the 24th he had a bad fall, and strained his back, owing to having 

“ shot at a hare from on horseback.” 3 Samuel Parr (1746-1825). 
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Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Thursday. 

My whole day has been so chequer’d with a variety of occupa¬ 
tion and company that no wonder if my letter is disjointed, and 
my mind like the heaps of carpets and papers Hubbard is spread¬ 
ing out before me, to chuse for Dun cannon. First Sydney 
Smith’s wit, temper’d by Bobus’s solidity; Mr. Hatchett’s account 
of the possible effects of the comet1 on the atmosphere, with 
three folio Volumes he has brought me of l’Art de verifier les 
dates, mix’d up with various extracts from' handbooks Mr. 
Alcock has been explaining to me concerning the tenure of land 
in this Country—all which came athwart Dun’s furniture, and 
purchase of an out House for our farm, and a receipt for Perdrix 
aux Choux which Sally wants me to translate, the kitchen still 
being under our jurisdiction while Felix continues so ill. Could 
you, think you, with all this, and several letters to write, have 
won four games at chess ! ! ! But perhaps all this worry was 
rather lucky for me just now, as it prevented my dwelling on 
more anxious subjects—My poor Frederick, who must either 
be ill again or on the Sea in all this storm, for there are letters 
of the 10th in England, but none for me. I have heard one 
account of him by a letter from Genl. Graham to Col. Macdonald, 
and it has been bad indeed, tho’ now he talks of him as well all 
but strength. . . . 

Friday. 

I have din’d with Dr. Parr two or three times at Holland House; 
he would not be a pleasant companion, but it is amusing enough 
to see so great an oddity for a short time, et puis il parle comme 
un livre—mais un livre tres savant, un peu lourd et fort diffus. 
He puts one in mind of Ld. Holland per bricole, from his taking 
him off so well. I always feel inclin’d to laugh, as if Dr. Parr 
did it on purpose, and was acting all the while. Pray tell me 
what you think of him ? . . . 

Lady B. to G. L. G. at Trentham. 

Tuesday (Postmark, Is* October). 

There are such heaps of people round me, My Dearest G., 
that I question whether I can write, and yet I have millions of 
things to say. How I regret that you will not see my Dear 
Frederick.2 I think you would like him, he is so sensible and 

1 A comet, described as splendid and striking, appeared in September, 1811. 
Charles Hatchett (1765-1847), chemist. 

2 Invalided home, owing to a.severe attack of “ the same kind of fever that 
killed General Graufurd.'/' 
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his observations so just. Then he would make you, if possible, 
admire Ld. Wellington still more than you do. He is not as 
encouraging as I hop’d upon the state of things in Spain, yet he 
says that as to their conquering it, so as to obtain favourable 
possession of the country, it is out of the question; that the 
hatred of the French is inveterate, and in spite of all that has 
been said, the Spaniards as brave as men can be; that the French 
party is a very small one, and confin’d almost entirely to Mer¬ 
chants, &c.; that their jealousy of the English and of each other, 
their eagerness to settle new Laws and debate great constitutional 
questions, instead of forming an Army and obtaining a Country 
to govern, is the cause of all the mischief; that it is not only 
compleat want of discipline but of tactique of any kind—every 
man fighting his own way for as long or as little as he pleases; 
that in Portugal he, at least, reckons us quite safe, for if re¬ 
inforcements sufficient to overpower our Army could come to 
Marmont, the worst would be a repetition of what happen’d 
last year, and the only doubt whether we-Here is Craufurd 
and the Hollands. Frederick did not think any thing was very 
likely to take place just at present, as Ld. Wellington did not 
mean to attack without necessity. No word from you, bad 
man, to say how you and Harriet are. ... I can talk to you 
of nothing but F. for this age. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. at Trentham. 
Wednesday (Postmark, 2nd October). 

Thank you a thousand times for being interested about 
Frederick. I will give him your message, but he will hardly 
have time, or, rather, I shall hardly have courage to spare him 
so far, as he goes so soon again. He is wonderfully well, and his 
servant, who seem’d absolutely dying when they arriv’d, has 
almost recovered already. Amongst the variety of things 
he has told me I must tell you one, though a very odd one. He 
happened to meet with an English officer who was prisoner at 
Antwerp during the Walcheren Expedition. This man says 
(he was on Parole, therefore had the opportunity of seeing and 
hearing everything) that they had not the smallest notion of 
saving the town; that the Prefect and several of the Chief people 
begg’d him to remember he had been treated kindly, and to 
make interest for any of them. Every thing was packing up 
and moving, but all the people saying there would not be time 
to escape, and that as to defence on tirerait quelque coup pour 
la forme, but serious defence was impossible, and that there was 
nothing but wonder and rejoicing at. our not coming on. I was. 
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in very great anxiety till F. arrived, and did not know whether 
he would land at Portsmouth or where; therefore, we waited at 
Roehampton till Monday, when Nicholas came galloping to 
Roe to say he was come. I set off immediately, and was really 
quite overcome with the expression of kindness of all the people 
about Roe (for Nicholas announc’d his intelligences all the way 
he came), and the whole village was out and cheer’d me as I 
pass’d, and at Putney all the bells were ringing, and 

“ I found ’twas for me that the good-natur’d people 
Were ringing as if they would bring down the steeple,” 

and the whole day long all our Servants and every thing belong¬ 
ing to the house were coming up under different pretences to 
look at F. At D. H. yesterday we saw Clifford with the Dss., 
who looks so much happier, it quite did me good to see her. 
He is much improv’d in person and manner. . . . Ld. and 
Ly. H. have astonish’d me to day by saying George Lamb told 
them Caroline1 had been inform’d of who she was—that is, who 
her Father was, for that she had long known the Dss. was her 
Mother. Now, whether this were so or not, I connot conceive 
G. L.’s telling it, yet Ld. H. confirmed what Ly. H. said, or I 
should have paid no attention to it. Ld. William Bentinck 2 
was here just now; he is still anxious to take William, but 
Frederick Lamb cannot decide, and there is still a doubt after 
that. Ld. William says, after having once propos’d naming 
his secretary and not succeeding, he could do nothing more, 
but would second every thing that was said on the subject. 
Ld. B. says he will not ask for it, but shall be very happy if it is 
offer’d. Ld. William complains that tho’ the state of Sicily was 
well known here when he went out, his authorities seem in no wise 
alter’d from those given to Ld. Amherst, and are wholly in¬ 
sufficient for the situation of affairs there; that he is still afraid 
they will take only half measures, and that he has proof (but I 
believe this is secret) that there is an agreement with Buonaparte 
to give Sicily up to him on condition of being restor’d to Naples, 
under his protection, and a quarrel he has had with Murat 
inclines him more to this; but mean while the Queen flatters 
Ld. William, telling him she knows human nature well, and if 
ever she saw the expression of un honnete homme, it is in his 
countenance. “ Puis, mon cher Bentinck, est il croyable que la 
fille de Marie Therese trempe ses mains dans un pareil complot 
avec le Corse, et contre ses bons allies et ce pauvre vieux Roi.” 

1 Mr. G. Lamb (see note, p. 458). 
2 Major-General Lord William Cavendish Bentinck (1774-1820), second son 

of William, third Duke of Portland, was appointed Envoy and Commander-in- 
Chief in Sicily in 1811, and was Governor of the island for three years. 
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Here are the Hollands with their train. Col. Seymour and Ld. 
William are here; the Cabinet was to sit yesterday, and perhaps 
he will tell me what is decided. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. at Trentham. 

Roe, 
Thursday (Postmark, 3rd October). 

Pray take a good rest—a few days would probably quite cure 
your strain; but I am afraid you will not. It is quite delightful 
to see Frederick recover as he does, for it is hourly and visibly 
that he recovers health and strength; and as to Spirits, they never 
fail him, I believe, tho’ he says he was very low at that wretched 
St. Miguel, but more from vexation at not being able to go on 
than anything else. He tells me what you did, that Beresford 1 
does not deserve all the praise given to him at Albuera, that the 
flan of the battle was bad and the order for retreat was given, 
and Frederick attributes it chiefly to your Cousin Genl. Stuart 
that it was not carried into execution. He says a circumstance 
happen'd that rais’d both Graham and Ld. Wellington in each 
other’s estimation. The first account Genl. Graham had of 
Albuera was from a Spaniard; he told Frederick that if there 
was any thing like accuracy in that account, a great blunder had 
been committed in leaving the Hill to the Spanish and several 
other things, which struck him so forcibly that he wrote to Ld. 
Wellington to ask him whether this was so, and stating what he 
thought should have beer done. His letter was scarcely gone 
when he receiv’d one from Ld. Wellington, telling the faults 
that had been committed, and saying what should have been 
done, which tallied exactly with what Graham had propos d 
as his view of it. F. was very near being there; he had got leave 
of absence to go to the siege of Badajos, and would have arrived 
at the moment, had not Col. Macdonald been taken ill, and his 
being oblig’d to do his business detain’d him. He laments 
this as a misfortune; I thank Heaven, convinc’d he must have 
suffer’d had he been there. I dread wearying you, for I can talk 
of nothing else, and tho’ very interesting (even beyond my 
interest) in the details and intercepted letters,. &c., yet as from 
the length of his illness he brings no very new intelligence, there 
is nothing of any consequence to write. F. thought the Essai 
sur le Systeme Militaire de Buonaparte that I sent him so good 
he translated it into Spanish, and had it publish’d at Cadiz. A 

i Marshal Sir William Beresford (born 1770, a natural son of the first Marquis 
of Waterford), in chief command of the Portuguese troops since 1809 De¬ 
feated Marshal Soult at Albuera on 16th May, 1811. He was raised to the 
Peerage as Viscount Beresford in 1814; died 1854. 
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-man there has written some good notes upon it, and presented 
it to the Cortez with the proposal of a Treaty between Spain 
and England—Ld. Wellington to be Commander in Chief of 
the 3 Armies, Eng., Sp., and Port.; to have full power in all 
military affairs, as one head to direct the whole must be better 
than the present wrangle; that he should have the entire disposal 
of all the funds for the maintenance of the Armies, he giving 
in an exact account to the Spanish Govt, of the expenditure, 
&c.; the English Govt, to grant an annual subsidy of 5 Million, 
the interest 5 p. ct. and Capital to be repaid six years after; 
either a general Peace—the extermination of the French or 
(what this good Spaniard looks upon as next to impossible) 
the Submission of the Spanish nation to the French. In case 
of disaster, Ceuta and the Balearic Islands to be ceded to 
England. But what I chiefly write all this for is to tell you the 
note on the 2d Article of the Treaty (that Ld. Wellington should 
be supreme, but if any cause remov’d him, no other Genl. should 
succeed till chosen and approv’d of by the Spanish Govern¬ 
ment), because otherwise it might happen thro’ the intrigues 
of Parliament that even such a Man as our Genl. Tarleton, who 
had so grossly insulted the Spanish Nation, might be appointed 
to command their Armies, every Man of which was ready to 
prove to him that nothing like cowardice ever belong’d to them: 
“ Como torpemente aseguro su Signoria,” 1 and a great deal 
more about “ aguel misrno ” 2 Genl. Tarleton. How angry he 
would be, not only for the abuse, but the sort of doubt who or 
what he is—“ un ciesto 3 Generale.” How stupid of me to 
dwell so long on this Pamphlet that now the post is going ! 
We go tomorrow to Chis. (Poor Ly. Mary Coke 4 is dead.) . . . 

Lady B. to G. L. G. at Trentham. 
Thursday. 

After my Volume today you will be sick of my hand writing, 
yet I have the dread so strong upon me that something wdll 
intervene to prevent my waiting to-morrow and make me miss 
another Saturday, as you say I have done some already, that I 
begin again now to make sure. Hart goes tomorrow morning, 
and says he is quite low at going, but I never saw him look better. 
He has imparted to me sous le sceau du secret the amount of 
his vast income. I know hot why it should be such a secret, 

1 “ Comrae maladroitement il assura votro Seignourie.” 
2 That same. 3 A certain. 
4 Lady Mary Coke, daughter of John, second Duke of Argyll and Greenwich, 

had married Edward, Viscount Coke. She died 30th September, aged eighty 
seven. 
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but as be wishes it, I certainly shall keep it so to every one else. 
You probably know it—125 thousand a year, charg’d with a 
great debt, certainly, but debt and all a very pretty competency 

as times go. I saw his picture at Lawrence’s today, very like 
and a fine picture, but the nose rather too thin, and the eyes 
rather too languishing, which is, I think, a fault ofl Lawrence; 
but, on the whole, certainly very like, and exceedingly approved 
of here. The Duchess wants to have it brought down to hang 
up in her dressing room. You will probably see Hart very soon, 
and I shall feel all the while he is with you as he says he does when 
he sees me talking to the Dss. after he has told me any thing; 
he says he quakes in every limb as long as the conversation lasts 
lest I should inadvertently let out any thing he has said—so 
shall I, as long as his visit lasts, for the same reason. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. at Tixall. 
Saturday. 

The Duchess last night had a great deal of conversation with 
me, and surpris’d me extremely: for the first time she entirely 
and circumstantially confided to me the account of Caroline and 
Clifford’s births; and, strange as it may seem, she is so unconscious 
of how this would be look’d on in the world, that she thinks 
it a stronger claim upon Hartington, and ask'd me whether I did 
not think her subsequent marriage made its being suspected 
immaterial ? She fancies (what I believe, considering fhe 
circumstances, is not so) that they would by this Marriage be 
Legitimate in Scotch Law, and that what is good in Scotch Law 
cannot be very illegal in British. It was quite like one of 
Borino’s paradoxical arguments, but in a thousand ways made 
me miserable. I must go. God bless you, Dear G. . . . 

Lady B. to G. L. G. at Trentham. 
Sunday. 

Frederick teaches me a great deal of Military wisdom, and 
what is better, of rational confidence in the superiority of our 
troops. Our discipline and Theory were always good, he tells 
me, but we wanted practice, and above all that rapidity of 
movements which Buonaparte’s Military System has carried 
to a degree of perfection unknown before. That it was not want 
of hard fighting that ruin’d Austria, Russia, &c., but that in 
addition to negotiating, sometimes bribing Ministers and Generals, 
or spreading the notion of their being kill’d themselves, which 
was almost as fatal, they were so slow in availing themselves 
of any advantage or recovering from any disaster, that Buona- 
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parte had repair’d the evil, or redoubled the blow, before they 
had mov’d a step from their position; but that with us, besides 
the experience gain’d in this war, and the just confidence our 
troops had learnt to have in themselves and their affairs, and 
which Ld. Wellington had the peculiar talent of inspiring, 
besides every suspicion of bribery, &c., being out of the question, 
Ld. W. had caught that very quality Buonaparte arrogated to 
himself—quick decision and as rapid execution. That till this 
war in Spain, tho’ we had had some partial Successes in Egypt 
and at Maida, they were solitary and trifling instances; and 
hence, while Buonaparte drove all before him, with such a tide 
of glory that he and his troops really believ’d themselves to be 
invincible, that our first attacks were therefore made to great 
disadvantage, but that now there was no mode of fighting, of 
attack, or defence, we had not gone thro’, and all with superiority 
—superiority of success, not of numbers, for often they were 
nearly double. F. then runs over the names of endless battles, 
beginning with Vimiera down to the present day, describing 
them all with these variations, which I cannot impart. The 
French officers, he says, are excellent—the troopers brave, but 
weary of this war, and often slack, and that notwithstanding 
the practice (which Ld. Wellington reckons a very bad one) of 
giving them a ration of Spirits before they go into battle, they 
are often oblig’d to cheer them on by cries of “ En avant,” 
“ Vive l’Empereur,” &c., whilst our poor troops, who are 
never allow’d any such artificial exhilaration—who have often 
fought weary and fasting—are still so eager that all the difficulty 
is to keep them back, and it is only on particular occasions, such 
as a sudden charge, &c., that shouts are allow’d. The re¬ 
inforcements sent out now are immense, and F. says if the same 
number of Cavalry had been there either at Busaco or in 
Massena’s 1 retreat, the French army must have been nearly 
destroyed, but that now there are some very disquieting circum¬ 
stances; that Graham shew’d him a letter (of course you will 
not mention this) from Ld. Liverpool, I believe to Ld. Wellington, 
telling him Gov1 had made a great effort to send out the vast 
reinforcements he had now receiv’d, and hop’d he would make 
use of them in some successful coup de main! but that the 
country was unable to support for long together the immense 
expense of such an army. Now, as F. says, this may be true, 
but if so, there is an end of every thing; that Ld. Wellington 
could at any time make a great shew by some brilliant skirmish 

1 Massena retreated from Santarem 5th March, 1811, leaving behind him a 
considerable quantity of heavy artillery and ammunition. He was closely 
pursued through Portugal by Lord Wellington and Marshal Beresford. 
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which would cost many men on both sides, and do no essential 
good whatever; that Ld Wellington’s system (founded on the 
situation of the two countries) is the direct reverse of this, and 
it is very difficult at this distance to judge of all the merit and 
all the difficulty of resisting the temptation to such attacks, 
wish’d for by the whole army and sure to redound to his own 
honour; but that, by resisting, yet contriving notwithstanding 
not to chill the spirit of the soldiers, to whom those little successes 
are so encouraging, Ld. W. wastes the French army before his 
lines—keeping them always in sight, always on the alert, his 
Cavalry ready to pursue and harass them at every movement, 
cutting off their supplies, their couriers, threatening an attack 
one moment—hanging now on their rear, now outstripping them, 
and obliging them to change their quarters; in short, a warfare 
so unlike any they have ever met with, so intolerable, that many 
of the French officers have own’d (with prisoners or in conferences) 
they had rather go thro’ ten common campaigns than one such 
as the last. Ruffin, before he died, told F.: “Chez nous on 
appele votre Lord le Turenne des Anglois, et par ma foi si 
l’Empereur n’y met ordre il nous aneantira.” From various 
reports and returns they have intercepted, and the accounts 
from the prisoners, they have ascertain’d that the French have 
lost above 300 thousand men since this war began. Ruffin said 
other campaigns were violent for a short time of very hard 
fighting, but over in a moment, and the intermediate times 
the Generals and often the troops enjoy’d greater repose and 
luxury than at home, but that in Spain it had been from the 
beginning one constant harassing campaign with neither peace 
nor rest. 

Monday. 

The post is just going, and I have only time to make excuse 
for this long Military essay. We are going (my whole family, 8 
in number) to dine at my Brother’s, who muster as strong as 
we do. My Mother stays to dine with us. . . . 

Buonaparte was very near being taken by the Naiad with 
Berthier and Ney, who were with him.1 What would have 
happen’d ? 

1 In September, Bonaparte was at Boulogne, and Captain Philip Carteret, 
of the Naiad frigate, off Boulogne, in a despatch dated 21st September, describes 
an attack on the English flotilla made by the French on the morning of the 
20th. The Emperor, accompanied by several officers, was seen going on board 
the French Admiral’s ship, which immediately hoisted the Imperial Standard, 
and shortly afterwards an attack was made on the Naiad by seven praams 
for about two hours. The following day a fresh attack was made, with ap¬ 
parently little damage on either side, though one of the French praams was 
taken with 112 men, and the rest of the flotilla driven back into the shelter 
of Boulogne. 

vol. II 27 
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Lady B. to G. L. G. at TixaU. 
Roe. 

Graham’s letter to Frederick I have sent on, but I copied 
the enclos’d to Col. Macdonald, for tho’ there is little in it, I 
thought you would like to see the tone of it, and any thing 
from the army is interesting. Col. Macdonald’s to me is too 
long either to copy or send, but entertains me with his blunt 
anger at the croaking. I tear you off two pages and a half; 
the other six (car mon ami est un peu long) are all to the same 
purpose and in the same style. 

Besides the two pages, I must give you another sentence of 
Macdonald’s. He says people here look at a map, and then say 
what Ld. Wellington ought to do, and if the next dispatches 
are not ushered in by the Tower guns and a swinging list of kill’d 
and wounded, fancy that nothing’s done; and a poor General, 
who has toil’d night and day for Months together to Baffle a 
superior force, checks, harasses them, and retires in good order 
in their teeth, gets no more thanks than if he had been beaten. 
(This sentence closes with) “ the Lord deliver us from Holyday 
soldiers.” 

G. L. G. to Lady B. 
Tixaxl, 

Ocber 21 st, 1811. 

1 received no Letter yesterday, and to day being Monday, 
no post arrives from London ; I suppose your journey to Cowdray 
is the reason of my not having heard from you. You do not 
say how long you shall be absent from London, and whether 
your excursion wd. be confined to that Place. 

I am out of all patience with the Morning Chronicle; it grows 
more pitifully malignant and presumptuous than ever, and seems 
totally to forget that Lord Wellington’s instructions were to 
defend Portugal. Has he or has he not succeeded in that 
object ? Thank you for your extract from Graham’s Letter, 
and also for sending me Col. Macdonald’s to you; I like to hear 
all that is said by really military People. The Harrowbys, 
Puysegur, and Luttrell are here; I had some idea of writing to 
Pozzo di Borgo1 to come. Have you met him at Holld House ? 
He is lately come to England, is a Corsican, was in his own 

1 Carlo Andrea, Count Pozzo di Borgo (1768-1842), a Corsican. When the 
island was under British supremacy, he was elected President of the State 
Council until the French took possession; he then fled, first to Naples, and then 
to England. After the Peace of Amiens, he entered the diplomatic service of 
Russia, and represented that country at Vienna, and worked energetically 
against Napoleon. 
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Country a sort of rival of Bonaparte’s, and a mutual hatred 
exists between them; he is very clever and agreeable. . . . 

Lady B. to G L. G. at Tixall. 

* Southampton, 
Thursday (Postmark, 24th October). 

We have been kept here all today waiting for Frederick and 
Mr. Seymour, who were to join us last night, Mrs. S., Ld. W. 
Russell, Ld. B., W., and I. We went out early to see sights pour 
passer le temps, by which means and some blunder at the post 
office I did not get your nice letter till the post was gone. I do 
not wonder at your being out of patience at the Morn8 Chronicle 
language; really, that and some of the conversations I have 
heard—so very different from that of all the military people 
who have serv’d in Portugal—provoke me beyond all measure. 
Either there is no truth in the gloomy forebodings of B.’s at¬ 
tempts on Ireland when he gains the command of the Portuguese 
Ports, and of his forming a Navy to cope with ours, or we have 
done a great deal if we have only secur’d his not being master 
of Cadiz and Lisbon, and in keeping such an army constantly 
at bay. Graham’s letter to Frederick was much fuller than 
that to Col. Macdonald, and almost as vehement as his in approba¬ 
tion of what had been done as Col. Macdonald himself. It is 
the Fashion among the Op. to praise Graham as oppos’d to Ld. 
Wellington; now, really, when both the General they praise, and 
the General the whole army look up to and almost adore, concur 
upon the spot in approbation of what has been done, I should 
think them at least as much to be depended on as Mr. Percy’s, 
or what Col. M. calls the Holyday Soldiers. I have not met 
with Pozzo di Borgo, but have heard him much prais’d. Maria 
met with him at Mr. Villiers’, just after the last dispatches came, 
and if his opinion is worth any thing, it coincides compleatly 
with that of Ld. W. and all those who are lately come from the 
army. We went this Morning to see the strange House Ld. 
Lansdowne 1 built here, and with it, its stranger Mistress, who, 
with her three daughters following her, wrapt in thin lace Veils, 
blue silk shoes, and bare headed, not only brav’d the wind and 
the rain, but the sharp stones and muddy streets of Southampton, 
and the astonish’d gaze of the passengers. She says near 100 

1 John, second Marquis of Lansdowne (bom 6th December, 1765; died 15th 
November, 1809); married, 1805, Lady GiSard, widow of Sir Duke Gilfard. 
After a youth of considerable promise, he became somewhat eccentric in his 
habits and amusements. He deserted Bowood, and fitted up a whimsical 
tower on the site of the old Castle of Southampton. The three daughters 
were Miss Ciffards. 
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houses belong to her, and are to be pull d down. It must 
already have cost many thousands, and will many more, and 
not above an acre of ground belonging to it nearer than seven 
miles. It is, however, a great ornament to the town, which it 
overtops; the view is as beautiful as a bird’s eye View can be, 
and the rooms crowded with fine things of every description 
brought from Lansdowne House. One room is fill’d with curious 
portraits, all of which had been sent for; she calls them Ld. 
L.’s worthies : Robespierre, Buonaparte as first Consul, Marat, 
Curran, and a fine bust of Massena very like. . . . 

Lady B. to G. L. G. at Tixall. 

Longleat, Saturday (26th October). 

I had not happen’d to see the Morning Chronicle that made you 
so angry, but Frederick met with it at Guildford, and brought 
it back to me wfith the greatest indignation. It was quite 
entertaining to hear him read it and comment upon it; I really 
thought he was going to publish a refutation. It would be only 
repeating what I have said to you over and over to tell you his 
observations, but one part, the numbers at Busaco, because he 
was one of the people employ’d in making out the returns, which 
were given in 50,000 because they included Portuguese and 
English out posts, Pickets, sick, attenders on the officers, &c.; 
but F. is positive that the real numbers engag’d on the field 
did not exceed 42,000, of which 21,000 only were English: the 
French they could not ascertain as correctly, but the Prisoners 
own’d to 60,000. Another thing F. is very angry at are the 
attacks on returning so many Missing. He says it would be 
downright falsehood to return them taken: that in the confusion 
after a battle many men lose themselves; that at Albuera, for 
example, 800 were return’d missing, and 450 return’d within a 
week to the camp; that as to Badajos being secur’d from the 
French in the manner they say, it is quite laughable to talk of 
it as a serious proposition. He says, however he may differ in 
opinion, he does not quarrel with the enquiry whether we can 
or cannot maintain the expense of our armies. That may be 
a fair matter of opinion, but can have nothing to do with the 
conduct of the general, concerning whom there is not one dis¬ 
sentient voice throughout the whole army—at least, not one 
from any person who really knows what has been done. I will 
not go on with F.’s dissertation. I am quite asham’d at my 
eternal redites, but the subject is of itself enough to rouse 
one’s indignation, and F. and I talk over the campaign, the 
various battles and manoeuvres, the character of Ld. Wellington 
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particularly, and endless traits of him which, had I not admir’d 
him before, would now make me feel enthusiastically about him; 
were the subjects less interesting, it is natural to enter into what 
occupies and Interests any one we love, and I come full of all 
these' conversations to you, and am afraid quite weary you with 
my dissertations and repetitions over and over again, and could 
do so as long again if in pure charity I did not check myself, 
but feeling as F. and I both do, you may judge of our surprise 
and Indignation at hearing of young Bouverie joining in running 
down Ld. Wellington, from whom he has receiv’d personal 
kindness of every sort, and quietly hoping that the French would 
put an end to all our disgraces by driving our army into their 
ships and sending them home, which they might have done long 
ago if Buonaparte’s orders had not prevented it, as he preferr’d 
wasting our Money and making us ridiculous to giving us a 
proper dressing, &c.—this from a man who calls himself a British 
officer! Now I really will, if I can, leave Ld. Wellington and 
his army at peace—unless you wish to know what he said on 
reading Ld. George’s Speech—-why he acted as he did by ad¬ 
vancing on Ciudad Rodrigo (which Graham explains triumphantly 
for Ld. W.), or why his dispatches are less clear and less striking 
than his orders, &c., with all of which I am au fait. We arriv’d 
here last night, and found Ly. Bath all good humour, Ld. Bath 
quite talkative, for what with his buildings, his farm, his Irish 
Estate, and Illustrated books, we go on swimmingly. C. Greville 
a little bilious, and a little sarcastic; Cha. pretty, caressante, et 
un peu languissante; and Lady Mary Monck and her Husband, 
who play at trie trac all day long, like the back scene in the 
School for Scandal; a little old Mrs. Harvey, thinner and smaller 
than any other living thing that glides along the earth, but 
certainly clever, and authoress of several pretty Novels; Ly. 
Isabella Thynne, toute ronde et rejouie; and all our party, 
whose various merits and defects you are too well acquainted 
with to want my pointing out. 

G. L. G. to Lady B. 
Trentham, 

Monday night, Oct. 28, 1811. 

We came here yesterday, chiefly for the purpose of filling up 
a party for the gratification of the Derbys, who are here in their 
way from Knowsley. I like them much better than I expected; 
he is very good natured, and she1 is very well behaved, though 

1 Miss Elizabeth Farren, the celebrated actress ; married Edward, twelfth 
Earl of Derby, 1st May, 1797, a few woeks after the death of his first wife, 
Elizabeth, daughter of James, sixth Duke of Hamilton. 
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with too great an apparent consideration of what she thinks 
genteel. I had great satisfaction in saying to day to Ld. Derby, 
when he mentioned that some young Friend of his at the army 
thought Ld. Wellington had not sufficiently concentrated his 
army, that G1 Graham had written with perfect approbation 
of all the military movements of Ld. Wellington upon his retreat 
from Ciu. Rodrigo. We go back to Sandon on Wednesday, and 
on Thursday return to Tixall to receive some country neighbours. 
We expect the Cannings next week. God bless you. 

I continue shooting with great avidity and pretty good 
success. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. at Tixall. 
Roe, 

Friday (Lsi November). 

Here we are once more return’d from our travels, but to 
morrow we go to Chiswick, where the Duchess is at present quite 
alone. Little Ld. Derby is a ridiculous looking man, but so 
good natured that it is impossible to dislike him, and with her, 
if you can get over the appearance of always being acting the 
part of a dignified Lady of Fashion—toujours Reine de Carthage 
—you will find her very well informed on most subjects, and not 
unentertaining, especially if she condescends to recur to her 
Theatrical life. I am glad you stopped the comments on Ld, 
Wellington; a young officer must have a pretty good opinion 
of his own judgement not to be a little stagger’d by finding he 
thinks differently from the most experienc’d Generals he serves 
under. I suppose Marmont’s statement will be sent to the Morn¬ 
ing Chronicle; Frederick says it is the most unfair and boasting 
one he has seen a long time, but very contradictory in itself. 
On my arrival here I found my table covered with Silver favours 
from our Next door Neighbour, young Ly. Downshire.1 We 
have also the other Bride, Mrs. H. Cavendish, in the Neighbour¬ 
hood. The Dss. of Marlborough2 is dying, or probably by this 
time dead; she has seen and made it up with Ld. Blandford 
who has also seen his Father, and is remaining, I believe, at 
Sion Hill for the present. I wonder how this will affect his or 
Ld. Francis’s politicks ? I pity poor Lady Spencer; my Brother 
took Bob to shoot with him in Norfolk, and was to join her with 
him at Althorp the 1st, and stay a fortnight, but an order went 
down to Norfolk to hurry Bob up, and he must sail immediately. 
The Duchess, too, is disappointed at finding Clifford goes sooner 
than she thought, and is going in about ten days to stay with 

1 Arthur, third Marquis of Downshire; married, 25th October, 1811, Lady- 
Maria, eldest daughter of the fifth Earl of Plymouth. 

2 The Duchess of Marlborough died at Blenheim on 26th November. 
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him at Portsmouth till he goes. I think, situated as she is, she 
had better uot. Portsmouth is so very publick a place, and, 
like all places of that kind, such a very gossiping one, that I 
think it will occasion many unpleasant remarks. Yet I know 
how tempting it is when a person may be kept many days waiting 
for a wind at this time of year No letter to-day. God bless 
you, My dear G. When the Cannings go to you I shall expect 
all my intelligence from you instead of attempting to send any, 
for I am sure you will have much more worth writing than I 
can have. Faute de mieux, I send you Ly. Amherst’s 1 2 account 
of her Children, &c., to amuse you. How lucky it is two women 
should be found (Ly. A. and her Daughter) who can bring them¬ 
selves to think Ld. Downshire the most amiable Man in the 
world ! 

Lady B. to G. L. G. at Tixall. 
Rob, 

Saturday {2nd November). 

Indeed, My dear G., I ought to feel very much flatter’d and 
very grateful to you for writing at all after losing a game at 
chess, the vexatious influence of which I know too well by 
experience. ... You who are living amongst wits and saints 
and statesmen and beaux esprits are unreasonable enough, I 
dare say, to fancy that because I am within seven miles of 
London (and sometimes in it) I must have more to write about 
than you. If such is your opinion, pray rectify it. London 
and its environs produce nothing (not even the Regent, who is 
gone to inspect the cloathing and fancy new Regimentals round 
the Coast). The streets are empty, the Houses closed; the 
carriages, Hackney, and those but few, rari nantes in gurgito 
va.sto ;2 the passengers sober Citizens going to and fro on their 
business; in short, as Mr. Vernon has no doubt frequently and 
complaisantly told you, it is pitching a tent in the desert to go to 
London at this time of year, unless perchance you meet with 
the Hollands, and they have always something to tell. I cannot 
say exactly what, but it appears to me as if she had given me 
a wonderful deal of information in five minutes conversation 
we had thro’ the coach window—chiefly, I think, that the 
Gossips of Windsor and London were full of a story of the Duke 
of Clarence’s proposing to Miss Long, and telling her that he 
had the Regent’s promise to withdraw the restrictions on Royal 
Marriages as soon as he was in power. Ly. Holland says the 

1 Lady Amherst had married, first, the fifth Earl of Plymouth, and was the 
mother of Lady Downshire. 

2 tc Apparent rari nantes in gurgito vasto ’ (A few scattered men are seen 
swimming in the vast whirlpool.)—“ ^Eneid/' Book I., line 115. 
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story is much believ’d; also that the two Persian Princes brought 
over by Sir H. Jones1 are suppos’d to be nothing less than two 
sons of Ld. Wellesley’s whom he wishes to treat with Royal 
honours and procure for them a Royal provision (this is a true 
Hd House story, but you must judge by it to what straits gossip¬ 
ing is driven in these times of scarcity). Park is safe, they say, 
for two years, but that Mr. Canning is, notwithstanding, preparing 
to come in for Oxford, and Mr. Ward qualifying to give him a 
vote, and fellows and Heads of Houses are canvassing Zealously 
for him. Ne reconnaissez vous pas mon monde ? and need I 
have told you whom all this came from ? . . . 

Have you violets at Tixall ? I send you some of the heaps 
Roe produces. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Sunday {November). 

We have had a Medley sort of Dinner at Holland House, but 
pleasant enough: all our family, Sir Harford Jones, Mr. Rogers, 
little Moore, and a few Lawyers, a Mr. Rolleston, and a square 
little Mr. Plumber—their Agent from the West Indies, who was 
always blundering upon something he had better not. He talk’d 
to Mr. Moore and Mr. Rogers of different verses that abus’d each 
of them, and after a long story of Sir Harford Jones, the little 
man gave a deep sigh, and observ’d, with great simplicity and 
apparently a propos de bottes, that Mr. Sheridan made a wise 
remark the night before in saying that tho’ life was too short, 
every thing in it was too long—concerts were too long, speeches 
too long, stones too long, and all pleasures passed away, leaving 
behind them regret or weariness. You know, I suppose, Mr. 
Rogers’s story of the Welsh Poet Cadwallader, who had promis’d 
a Hare to a friend, but forgot to send it, and who had also betted 
no Rhyme could be found to his name. His friend wrote him 
some verses beginning: 

“ Descendant of Cadwallader, 
Have you lost the Hare or swallow’d her ?” 

Monday. 

My letters do not hang quite so well together as might be, but 
that cannot be help’d; you must take up with shreds and patches, 
for what with one thing or another, I never can write two minutes 
de suite, and I am taking great pains to steer clear of the Military 
Mania which goes on de plus belle, and will receive fresh fuel 
to day as Colonel Macdonald and another of F.’s officer friends 

1 Sir Harford Jones had lately returned from his post as Ambassador in 
Persia. 
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come here to day. Do not be much surpriz’d if you see me in a 
blue and silver jacket like Ly. L. Stewart last year, or leading 
a troop of Horse to shew how well I can take up ground and put 
in practice all the beautiful Theories I have heard. The story 
of the Duke of Clarence and Miss Long1 is true. Lady Liverpool 
wrote it officially to the Duchess. He propos’d in form, was 
rejected, but still has hopes founded on the Royal honours the 
Prince is to bestow, and on the chance of being the Mother of 
Kings. What will become of poor Mrs. Jordan and all her 
Children, I wonder ? for now I have no doubt he will marry 
some one if he does not her. Sir W. Scott2 is to be made a 
Peer, much against his will, for he protests against it as much 
as a Bishop or a Speaker. . . . 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Althorf, 

Friday. 

Three long pages that I had written to you I have this moment 
put into the fire. I really was asham’d when I look’d at it to 
see how long and with what detail I had dwelt on circumstances 
which, however interesting to me, could in no way interest you, 
except from kindness towards me. Sometime or other I must 
tell you the heads of the story, as it redounds to Frederick’s 
honour, but now I will spare you further particulars than just 
saying he might have had the Medal I was so anxious he should 
get, but as it was an exception to the rule, the Duke of Gloucester 
said he must claim it, and admitted that he had deserved to 
do so. F. found that if he got it on this claim he must deprive 
a meritorious officer of his who would otherwise get it, and will 
not apply. I was disappointed at his not being one, tho’ I 
knew he was not in the proper line, but as Genl. Graham recom¬ 
mended him for it with Ld. Wellington’s approbation, I thought 
him sure. But enough of this; I shall get to my three pages 
again. We came here yesterday; they are violent about the 
Prince, and Ld. Grenville (who, however, has had some civil 
messages, but not openings for more) is bitter. Ly. Spenser 
tells a story which, tho’ improv’d by her, I know is in part true 
and very foolish—the Prince sent off from Brighton to call a 
Cabinet on business of importance, and begg’d it might meet at 
twelve o’clock. All the Ministers were put in motion, cantering 

1 Mias Long married, 14th March, 1812, William Wellesley, who on his 
marriage took th; additional names of Tylney-Long, and succeeded his father 
as Earl ot Momington in 1845. 

2 Sir William Scott (1745-1836) had been appointed in 1791 Judge of the 
Court of Admiralty. He did not accept a peerage until 1821, when he was 
created Baron Stowell. He was the elder brother of Lord Chancellor Eldon. 
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up full trot by Day break from Woburn, from Wimbledon, and 
all the environs. The Prince also arriv’d from Brighton at his 
time in the stable yard. A good hearing to the Ministers, who 
were all assembled at the Treasury. They waited one, two, near 
three hours—no Prince; they fretted, grew impatient, sent to 
find out what it was detain’d him—-he was shut up with tailors 
examining different patterns of Uniforms. This was not likely 
to put them in very good humour. At length, soon after three, 
he arriv’d—apologis’d for having kept them waiting, and still 
more for the impossibility of holding a Council that day, as the 
Queen had sent for him. So saying, he bow’d, retir’d, and drove 
off in his chaise to Windsor. Great preparations are making for 
a tremendous opposition, the first step to which is getting Ld. 
Grey up to town to consult Monk on his deafness. I have indeed 
been wandering most wonderfully lately, and see no prospect 
of ever being still. Portsmouth draws very near, for F. goes by 
the 28th or 29th; indeed, he talks of going with Clifford, but I 
think the Duchess remaining there a good while, which she 
intends to do, is rather better, as it takes off a little from the 
strange appearance. Certainly her going there at all was foolish, 
especially when she first plann’d it, but now there is a little 
more excuse, for where can she go ? Her stay at Chiswick or 
D. H. was very peremptorily limited to a single week; an hotel 
would not be pleasant. Her house cannot be ready. We are 
travelling about, or even were we stationary, she would dislike 
the kind of confession her coming to Roe would be that she was 
not staying at Chis, for a year, as she had announc’d. My 
Mother question’d me a little as to the cause of all this; she says 
Hart told her no particulars, but merely wrote her word, and 
“ Thank God I have got the Duchess out at last ”—that was all 
the letter. However I made out afterwards that Bess has had 
the extreme imprudence of talking to Hart a little in the same 
style about Caro and Clifford as in some measure Legitimate. 
She wish’d Cliffd to take the Cavendish Arms and Crest, but 
finding Hart did not like it, she has given him the Hervey crest— 
it is really in some degree like insanity. . . . 

Lady B. to G. L. G. at Tixall. 

Thursday (Postmark, 21 st November). 

Four posts without a letter; you are too well amus’d to write, 
or you did not recollect the Day I left Althorp, Tuesday 19, 
and are still, I am afraid, directing on to Althorp. Farquhar tells 
Ly. Melbourne the Prince broke a tendon in his foot with such 
violence that he fell, and his Leg instantly swell’d up to the knee 
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as large as a Man’s body; that the inflammation is considerable, 
but that if he will do what he ought, tho’ it may be tedious, 
it will have no bad consequence. Ly. Holland’s account is 
more jocular; she says that Ld. Erskine, like another Sir 
Christopher Hatton, determin’d to delight his future Queen 
by his dancing, exerted himself with such success that it excited 
a noble emulation in the Regent’s heart, who in attempting to 
excel the zeal and Man by a Clumsy entrechat, fell and sprain’d 
his Ankle, but that wise people (all those, I conclude, who imagine 
he will not employ them) are convinc’d it is only a pretext to 
hide the infirmity of swell’d Legs, the sure indication of a broken 
constitution. 

I began this at Brocket, and finish in London with the bell 
tingling loud in my ear. . . . 

Lady B. to G. L. G. at Tixall. 

Rob, 
Sunday (Postmark, 24th November, 1811). 

You must expect that a day spent at Roehampton between 
Frederick, Ld. W. Russell, and Col. Macdonald, must produce 
you a military letter. I cannot help it, but this time, tho’ telling 
you no new news, I think there were many things you would 
like to hear. F. had letters both from Graham and some other 
officers (before the news of Hill’s Victory1 or Blake’s defeat2 
were known), full of hopes that the former would be able to 
meet with Girard as Ld. Wellington had plann’d, and explaining 
what he hop’d would happen, and full of anxieties about Blake. 
F. says that when Blake took the command of the pick'd Men— 
those who by serving in several battles with our troops were 
disciplin’d, and form’d to a great degree of steadiness—Ld. W. 
laid out for him a plan of campaign that might have had the 
best effect: to follow the defensive plan Ld. W. pursues in 
Portugal, and thus keep a large French force constantly on the 
watch, and of course lessen Marmont’s company; but the 
moment he heard of Blake’s advancing he foretold what has 
since happen’d. Graham says they expect the consequence 
will be (unless some great exertion is made by the Spaniards) 
that the Campaign will open by the French entering Portugal 
on every side at the same moment, in hopes of dividing our 
strength, and that in that case our only wise plan is to return 
to Torres Vedras as before, and let them waste before our lines. 
I scratch’d out six or seven lines, and tore off a page and a half, 

1 At Arrozo del Molino, where he defeated General Gerard on 28th October 
2 By Suchet, at Saguntum, 28th October. 
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because, as neither you or I are to command armies, they are 
perfectly useless, and tho’ the remainder of Graham’s letter, 
and some of F. and Col. Macdonald’s explanations of the differ¬ 
ence between the French mode of attack and Ld. Wellington s, 
and the reason for giving much the preference to the latter, 
amus’d me at the time, they would flutter sadly upon paper 
between Roehampton and Tixall. Ainsi treve de batailles. 
I dread my growing like Mr. Corbet’s Chase and T. Grenville s 
long story: 

“ For with old age its vices come along, 
And in narration he’s extremely long,” 

applies to every one in their turn. I have always observ’d it, 
and do in myself, which is rather a misfortune than an advantage, 
as it only makes me uncomfortable without curing the evil, 
whereas many an unsuspicious good Soul do I see go on, “ con¬ 
stant, citant, and each minute particular relating ”—with all 
the pleasure in life to themselves and comfortable repose to 
their hearers. 

Monday. 

I can find no news for you. There are fifty stories, which 
probably you know better than I do: Ld. Sligo’s scrape,1 against 
whom the Admiralty are proceeding criminally; the Acton 2 
claim, which is curious from the ingenuity of the arguments 
on each side (whether having married Ms Niece his children can 
inherit); and Ly. Holland says all the Scotch Whigs in and about 
London are in a fever at Gillies 3 having taken a single gown ! 
I repeat what she said, and hope you understand it; it is a cut 
above me. I am joking now upon it (you may perceive I never 
can hit or miss lately), for I do not even know who Gillies is or 
what gown he has taken. God bless you, dearest G. Have 
you read “Sense and Sensibility”? It is a clever Novel. 
They were full of it at Althorp, and tho’ it ends stupidly I was 
much amus’d by it. 

1 Howe Peter, second Marquis of Sligo (1788-1845), succeeded his father 
1809. Accused by the Admiralty of enticing two seamen to desert from a 
man-of-war at Malta to join the orew of his yacht, he was tried at the Old 
Bailey, and sentenced by Sir William Scott (afterwards Lord Stowell), the 
presiding Judge, on 10th Djcember, 1812. Sir William Scott was married the 
following April to Lord Sligo’s mother, Catherine, daughter of Admiral Lord 
Howe, and widow of John, first Marquis of Sligo. 

2 General Acton, the Neapolitan ex-Minister, died at Palermo on October 29. 
3 Adam Gillies (1760-1842), afterwards Lord Gillies, a Scottish Judge, was 

appointed to succeed Lord Newton 30th November, 1811. Some of the Judges 
of the Court of Session (the Civil Court) in Scotland were also Judges of the Court 
of Justiciary (the Criminal Court), and had both gowns and the salaries of both 
offices. Lord Gillies was appointed to the Court of Session only, the salary of 
which was very small. 
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Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Friday (November). 

I arriv’d in London in a great fuss about an hour ago on hearing 
our House was broke open last night, and every thing that could 
be got at taken. The loss, luckily, is not of great importance, 
as they were alarm’d and dropp’d many things in the garden, 
and the things of most value were above; but the boldness and 
ingenuity with which it was manag’d quite terrifies me: bars 
and bolts, walls and watchmen, are perfectly useless. They 
saw’d out the panels of the shutter, by which means they pass’d 
their hands thro’, took off the bell and unloos’d the windows; 
then took off the panel of the door to the Library, which was 
lock’d, and leapt thro’—in short, it is frightful, and pour comble 
I dread their being taken. They deserve any punishment, 
but I shall be miserable if we are brought forward to swear away 
a man’s life, however bad. ... I go tomorrow to Brighton, 
and then to Portsmouth with Frederick, where I shall stay till 
he goes, which will probably be about Tuesday. . . . 

G. Canning to G. L. G. 
Hinckley, 

[Private.] December 1th, 1811. 

My dear Granville,—I wish you would endeavour to re¬ 
collect distinctly, and let me know, what passed between you 
and Fox in April or May, 1804, when you carried to him from 
York Place the information that Pitt had proposed him to the 
King, but that the King had absolutely rejected him. 

Gifford has written to me that he wishes to send for my in¬ 
spection a Review of Trotter’s Book for the next Quarterly.1 
Now, one of the most offensive parts of Mr. T.’s work is that in 
which he speaks of the King’s raptures at receiving Fox into his 
service: the plain inference from which, though not quite plainly 
drawn by Mr. T. himself, would be that Pitt had been the cause 
of Fox’s long exclusion (the Cause, I mean, by underhand means, 
not by parliamentary preponderancy), and specifically that he 
had not sincerely endeavoured to reconcile the King to him in 
1804. 

Now, the best contradiction of such an impression is in Fox’s 
own impressions upon this particular point. 

7 carried (as you know) to Fox, and delivered to him in 
Solomon’s Porch, in the presence of Lord Grey, a message from 
Pitt, previous to their co-operation in Park, stating in substance 

1 “ Memorials of the Later Years of C. J. Fox,” by J. B. Trotter, reviewed in 
the Quarterly by G. Canning and George Ellis. 
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“ that Pitt could not but be aware that in the event of the Gov1 
being overthrown the King would send to him (Pitt) before he 
came to Opposition; that Fox’s chance of coming in, therefore, 
would be through him; that he (Pitt) desired to be understood 
as binding himself to nothing but the endeavour to 'persuade the 
King to make an administration adequate to the exigencies of 
the times; that he would press this point to the utmost of his 
power, but that it must rest with his discretion how far this point 
would be pressed; and that he must be distinctly understood 
as not intending to make the admission of any particular person 
a sine qua non, but as being determined to do the best that 
he could for the King, on his (the K.’s) own terms, if he could not 
bring the K. to his. Mr. F. therefore would do well to consider 
beforehand whether for this chance, such as it was, he would 
think it right to lend that co-operation in Park without which 
it was clear the crisis could not be produced.” Fox paused a 
few moments: then said that Pitt’s language and conduct were 
perfectly fair; that he trusted to his honour, and that whatever 
the issue might be, the Dr's Government was an evil that could 
not be borne. 

Your Message after the Interview with the King was received 
by Fox in the same spirit, but I wish that you could remember 
the particulars of your conversation. Do not suppose that I 
mean to report either your conversation or mine: but one cannot 
allude to a result generally, with any confidence, without having 
a clear recollection of the particulars of the transaction.—Ever 
Affectionately Yours, G C 1 

Lady B. to G. L. G. at Tixall. 

Portsmouth, 

Friday (Postmark, 8th December/. 

We have been all over the block Machine to-day in the Dock 
yard. The Mechanism of this invention, which is entirely 
work’d by steam, is wonderfully ingenious, and so simple and 
easy that I perform’d in less than half an hour what us’d to 
occupy ten men in hard Labour for two days—beginning with 
sawing the plank out of the tree, making it into a square block, 
shaping that, boring holes thro’ it, with grooves for the ropes to 
pass—in short, the whole process, that us’d to be hard and long 
Labour for 800 men. is now done with ease in a 7th part of the 
time by 80. All this great improvement Commissioner Grey 
says was my Brother and Ly. Spencer’s doing. She found out 
the Man who had in vain tried to make any one else attend to 

1 I here is no copy of Lord Granville’s answer to this letter. 
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him, and my Brother was so pleased with his plans that tho’ 
he could not get the Board to consent to it, he took the responsi¬ 
bility on himself, and had them carried into execution. There 
is also a discovery they are very full of, by which 150 oaks are 
sav’d in the building of a ship; we saw one built on the new plan 
which has succeeded perfectly. The wind has again chang’d; 
I scarce dare own to poor F. that I am glad of it—he seems so 
much disturb’d at the notion of being long delay’d. Besides 
the Docks, I tired myself with going with Fred, today to order 
some Lances which he wishes to take out with him. He has 
found a serjeant that knows the exercise, and he has drill’d 
himself in it so well, that he can teach it to his Men; what he 
wants is, not for them to use it for a continuancy, but to learn 
it well enough not to be surpris’d at it, and to learn how to attack 
the Lancers with their swords. He also wants to accustom his 
horses to the flags, for it was much more the surprise of the Men 
at this new Arm, and the fright of the horses at the flag, that 
caus’d the great success of the Lancers at Albuera than any 
superiority of the weapon. I understand perfectly what you 
say upon politicks; for you, who have been so deeply concern’d 
in them, it is more extraordinary not to care; but I cannot help 
sometimes smiling at myself when I recollect the eager feel I 
have sometimes had that kept me even from sleeping at night, 
and comparing it to the perfect indifference I now feel. . . . 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
POETSMOUTH, 

Tuesday. 

The letter I wrote you yesterday did not go, which I regret 
the less as my news would, I conclude, be forestall’d by the news 
papers; the officers who brought the account of the taking of 
Batavia 1 pass’d thro’ here, but will probably reach town in 
time for the Courier. We are still in Portsmouth, and likely to 
remain. Sunday Morning F. sail’d. Towards three the wind 
began to rise; it blew a storm all night, and at six in the morning 
an absolute hurricane with thunder, Lightning, and hail. We 
were to set out at twelve, and I was miserable, for it seem’d to 
me impossible the ships could have escap’d without great damage. 
Just as we were going to get into the carriages, as I had seen a 
little wherry toss’d and tumbled and cover’d over with the waves 
rowing to shore, and wish’d to have the sailors question’d, as 

1 On 31st Auguet the British troops, under the command of Lieut.-General 
Sir Samuel Auchmuty, took Batavia, the capital of Java, the enemies’ strong 
works at Comelis, and drove them from the kingdom of Bantam and Jacatra. 
General Jansens was Commander-in-Chief of the enemy. 
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they seem’d to come from St. Helen’s, I perceiv’d F. s Servant, 
and soon after himself and Genl. Kemp, dripping wet, as if they 
had been dragg’d thro’ the sea. They had sail’d a little beyond 
the I. of Wight, and were blown violently back within a very 
little of striking like the Pomona; they all slept on shore last 
night, and F. and Ld. Balgonie 1 dine with us to-day, but return 
to the ship to sleep. The wind seems a little chang d, but I 
shall stay over tomorrow. . 

The Prince is, I believe, extremely ill. Farquhar says he 
suffers such agony of pain all over him that it produces a degree 
of irritation on his nerves nearly approaching to delirium. 
What will become of us if, as well as our King, our Regent 
goes mad ? It will be a new case in the Annals of history. . . . 
I cannot write from hence. I live in a state of uncertainty and 
anxiety that stupefies me. Do not talk of Portsmouth as a 
gay place—it is any thing but gay; if you could but see the faces 
on Parade and beach, you would think it the reverse of all 
pleasure. But it is sometimes very interesting, besides one’s 
own private interests, the troops landing from Portugal, and the 
Prisoners—some Polish Lancers who came in the other day— 
cause such a sensation, the whole town is in a bustle, and I 
like to see the way the poor Soldiers are receiv’d by the people; 
the 29ths were cheer’d as they landed. . . . 

Lady B. to G. L. G. at Tixall. 

Portsmouth 

(Postmark, 13th December, 1811). 

You will be sick of hearing of me from hence, Dearest G., but 
the wind chang’d and blew all the ships back again, and Frederick 
din’d with us yesterday; to day it seems set in, and we may be 
here this month to come, much to poor F.’s annoyance. One of 
his friends who arriv’d the day before yesterday from Sicily 
also din’d here, and gave us a great deal of information of all 
that was going on. He says the Duke of Orleans is much 
belov’d by the people, and has spoke so strongly to the Queen on 
the folly of her trusting the French, that she has at present given 
way to all Ld. William Bentinck’s proposals, but that it is 
known that Mrs. Spencer Smith is gone to Paris as the Queen’s 
Emissary. I cannot write much to day from being extremely 
tired, and yesterday I sail’d out to St. Helen’s to go on board, 
the Romulus, intending to leave Portsmouth in the eves, and 
did not return till too late for the post. I am, moreover, in a 

1 David, Viscount Balgonie (1785-1860), in the Royal Navy. Succeeded 
his father as eighth Earl of Leven in 1820. 
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taking, and really vex’d at a folly Clifford has let himself be 
induc’d to commit. I have been told by Dun. and William, &c., 
several times that Clifford made a point of walking out of the 
room before him and Lord Balgonie, but he thought (as it is a 
matter of little consequence) it was accident or carelessness; 
Dun. said he should not have observ’d it for himself, but that 
it had been so mark’d to Ld. Balgonie that he was afraid of its 
offending him. Two days ago they were invited to dine at 
Genl. Whetham’s,1 when before dinner a message was sent to 
beg it might be understood he took the rank of a Duke’s son; 
the same explanation was made to 0. Fox, who went with him, 
and who of course gave him the precedence he desir’d. But you 
can have no Idea of the noise it makes here, nor of the offence 
people take at it; but as Adi. Howard is going to speak to him 
about it, I rather hope it may be stopped without its being much 
known beyond the people who are here. 

Wednesday. 

Do not imagine, Dear G., that I should ever disguise my 
opinion where it would be of the smallest use to any friend of 
mine. I have often and often talk’d to the Duchess concerning 
Clifford, &c., but for advice to be useful it must convince the 
judgement of the person advis'd, and tho’ the Dss. is much sooner 
convinc’d by him than me, she never wish’d him to do as much 
as he has. Indeed, she assures me it was not intended as a 
formal message, but merely giving to understand who he was, 
as he had often been put quite at the bottom of the table, &c., 
in short, she meant Clifford to let the secret of his birth, as far 
as regarded his Father, be guess'd at. He has done more, and 
told it with a sort of claim that has prov’d both offensive and 
ridiculous. To my Sons he only in general terms express’d a 
wish to have his connection with Hart known, and Ld. Balgonie 
told Frederick he had desir’d him to tell people who he was; 
but Genl. Whetham told the Generals here and Col. Seymour 
that he had receiv’d this intimation formally with a desire that 
Capt. Clifford might have his proper place allotted to him. 
Gen. Whetham consulted them as to what that place was, as 
it was a rank he was unacquainted with; in short, you may 
judge in a place like this what a story it makes. But it may 
ultimately do good, as I think he is asham’d of it, tho he still 
marches in before every one else; it is a great pity, for it makes 
him enemies when he has a thousand merits to make him 
friends. . . . 

1 General Whetham was Lieut.-Governor of Portsmouth. 

VOL. it 28 
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Lady B. to G. L. G. at Tixall. 

Portsmouth (Postmark, 21st December, 1811). 

Our life here is chiefly divided between taking leave and seeing 
sights. Every now and then the Gun fires, the streamers point 
westward, the whole place is in motion, the. Generals with all 
their suite, and F. with all his (consisting of his old servant 
James, his cook, and his dragoon), hurry on board; the Anchor 
is weigh’d, the ship sets sail, and I watch it with an aching heart- 
diminishing and disappearing in the mist, near St. Helen’s. I 
return home, order the horses for the next morning, and before 
night or by day break we have them all safe back again, and 
immediately begin planning more inland expeditions. I de¬ 
scrib’d to you, I believe, the biscuit making, the chief curiosity 
of which (besides the quantity) is the expertness with which 
the Men pitch hundreds of biscuits exactly into the place they 
should go in straight lines from one corner of the oven to the 
other, never missing a single stroke tho’ the distance varies at 
each cast. They deal en grand in every thing here: John Cowsel 
told me that when the Fleet was in he issued 20 thousand Gallons 
of beer every day, and now does ten. We attempted going to 
the French prisons yesterday, but it was too wet to land. Some 
of the servants went on shore and brought us out a quantity 
of very ingenious things they make. I have got you a snuff 
box—not a very magnificent present, but I really think not ugly. 
The water works near here are also wonderful, and curious to 
see, from the manner in which the steam engine acts, being more 
apparent than it usually is. The consumption of coal is a 
chaldron a day, which carries 157 Million 680 thousand 239 
Gallons of water seven miles—from Havant to Portsmouth. 
I suppose all the information I am taking such pains to give 
you may be had clearer and more correct in the Portsmouth 
guide; but that is no matter—you must take what comes, 
especially as I have had no letter from you today or yesterday. 
I suspected what would come of your junketing; it is a pool at 
Picquet at Tixall that is most favourable to me. There is not 
time to sit down to reading or business between the games, and 
a letter is as good an occupation as can be taken. I observe 
all the comfortable letters I have had from you were written at 
these intervals. I believe I told you of a Col. Moore who is 
just return’d from Sicily; he has serv’d in every quarter of the 
globe, and liv’d a good while with the Bedouin Arabs. His 
conversation is as good as a book of Voyages, and is often very 
amusing. . . . Have you read Mad. de Genlis’ “ Influence des 
femmes sur la litterature ” ? It is entertaining, 1 think. The 
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Duke of Clarence is coming back to Pembroke, but I do not 
tliink he will persuade Miss Mercer to marry him. She is a 
great coquette, and I am afraid poor Clifford will find her so. 

What work they are making at Nottingham and Derby !1 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 

Saturday (Postmark, 22nd December). 

Are you not angry at the concessions to America ?2 I cannot 
bear so compleatly giving up the point; it would have been better 
at once to say we were mistaken, and had had some new light 
and information of it. If I were Ad. Berkeley I should ask for 
a Court Martial—Augustus Foster,3 of course, following only 
his instructions, so that neither praise or blame attaches to him; 
but it seems to me saying more than Mr. Erskine did, which was 
so much blam’d. The Americans, considering it is the Prince’s 
first act, condescend to grant us forgiveness on the terms pro¬ 
pos’d, but not without wholesome and, I think, just reproof. 
If the officer who commanded did wrong contrary to the inten¬ 
tions of Gov' and disapprov’d of by them, he deserv’d punish¬ 
ment; if not, it is plain Govt, have chang’d their mind. I shall 
be very glad if it produces peace, but it does not seem to me the 
way to maintain it long; fresh threats will arise, and iresh 
concessions must be made. I do not approve of arrogant 
language towards America, or any other nation it is unbe¬ 
coming the dignity of our own; but I would neither provoke or 
fear them. Every nation should avoid injustice m its dealings, 
and I would wish to act with strict integrity and justice towards 
them, but not an atom of crouching or fear; do nothing to provoke 
a war, but nothing either to shun it. If submission and giving 
up those claims which have hitherto been reckon’d just will 
alone pacify them, why, let it come, and fight it out like a man, 
as Frederick Foster4 says. There is a report to-night in 1 orts- 
mouth of a naval engagement in which we have taken two ships 
of the line and sunk some others, but neither time or place 

1 The Luddite riots. The principal cause was the introduction of a new 
kind of frame for stocking-weaving. . 

2 Since the year 1807, when the “ Orders in Council were issued, troubles 
had been brewing in the United States, and were increased during this year 
by an unfortunate encounter in May between the American frigate President 
(Commodore Rodgers) and the British sloop of war Little Belt (Captain Bingham). 
The result was that the American States prepared for war, and, notwithstanding 
remonstrances and concessions made by the British Government, war was 

soon afterwards declared. , , , 
3 Augustus Foster (1780-1845), Lady Ehzabeth s second son, had been 

appointed Minister to the United States in February, 1811. He had not been 
successful in smoothing matters. 

4 Lady Elizabeth’s eldest son. 
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are mention’d. The Prince has quarrell’d with the D. of Cumber¬ 
land from hearing of his saying every where that his Brother’s 
illness was higher than the foot, and that a blister on the head 
might be more efficacious than a poultice on the Ankle. I was 
told also as a great secret that Sir J. Hope is going instead of 
Ld. Harrington as Commander in Chief to Ireland—at least, 
that the offer has been made him, and it depends on his own 
choice. 

Sunday. 

The Wind is fair, the Romulus has once more sail’d; I saw 
her disappear behind the I. of Wight. We leave Portsmouth 
tomorrow. ... 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
24:th December. 

... We did not leave Portsmouth till late yesterday, to make 
quite sure the poor Romulus would not return. We slept at 
Liphook, the best Inn in every respect I almost ever saw. We 
arriv’d here (Roe) this evening, and contriv’d to be overset 
just as we reach’d our journey’s end. The post boys were drunk, 
I believe, and drove us into a ditch, but the bank prevented our 
going quite over; only we had to trudge home about a mile thro’ 
mud and drizzling rain, nearly dark, for the moon was not up— 
with twenty mortal murders in (not on) our heads. This was 
rather too refreshing a gambol for Christmas eve. My poor 
Frederick makes a sad gap in our family ! . . . A curious 
discussion took place the night before I left Portsmouth between 
the Duchess and George Lamb on the very subject we had talk’d 
so much of—'precedence. It began concerning Miss FitzClarence 
being taken out by Ld. Keith first to dinner, the Duchess main¬ 
taining it was proper, George Lamb that there was no reason 
on earth for it, and that he should walk out before her Brother 
without the least scruple till an act of Park gave them a rank 
they could have no other claim to. He then went on so vehe¬ 
mently and so pointedly that, as Caro and Cliff, were both 
present, it was quite distressing. He ended with: “ But Caroline 1 
knows my opinion on this subject; I told her all this the other 
night.” Caro look’d confus’d, and said (in a quick way she 
speaks sometimes when she is out): “ I believe George is right— 
at any rate, it is better not to try a doubtful thing, especially 
one that signifies so little.” I chim’d in my approbation to 
this. Frederick Foster play’d with Caroline, poor Clifford 
look’d from right to left, not quite sure whether he ought to 
take it to himself or let it pass. The Dss. persisted: “ But after 

1 His wife, Mrs. George Lamb, Augustus Clifford’s sister. 
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all, I don’t see why, as all rank but a Peer’s is courtesy,” &c., &c. 
Poor Clifford had already had a lecture from the Adm1, but I 
think all this will do good. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. at Badminton. 

Roe, Friday, 26th December. 

You are so wonderfully improv’d in your shooting there will 
be no keeping you in London. Are you quite Sportsman enough 
to keep, as Frederick did, an account of your shots, successful 
and unsuccessful ? He kill’d exactly half, which I think very 
well but he says is very bad—187 birds to 374 shot. Your 
account of your last day’s shooting seems to me more than that, 
to judge by the time. William talks of meeting you on a visit 
at Badminton, New Year’s day. We are alone here—he, Ld. 
B., and I, so you must not expect news. We have been read¬ 
ing in the evg the different plays Mr. Fox mentions in his letter 
to Trotter. William has great facility in reading Greek; he 
reads a page first, and construes it, and then I read aloud the 
translation in Italian, where, tho’ I beheve not very well trans¬ 
lated, still many of the passages are beautiful. The part Mr. 
Fox talks of in Alcestis taking leave of her children is very 
affecting, and much more so even in the literal construing from 
the Greek ! But I cannot bear the play, and think Alfieri, tho’ 
less beautiful, in the fine parts has improv’d upon it very much 
by making Alcestis die unknown to Admetus, and address her 
regrets and complaints to her women, and not to him, for her 
complaints to him take off from the generosity of her sacrifice, 
and seem as if she repented it, and there is something revolting 
in his watching her dying agonies and regrets, and yet accepting 
of it. Alfieri has also left out that disgusting scene where 
Admetus upbraids his Father for not offering himself, and the 
Father—rather justly, I think—refuses him, saying a man who 
who could accept the life of such a wife to save his own, was not 
worth the saving. There are some beautiful and some fine 
things in Hecuba, and on the whole I rather think I like it best, 
notwithstanding the strange catastrophe of her tearing out 
Polymestor’s eyes, and hearing that she was to be transformed 
into a Dog; but her pleading for her Daughter’s life to Ulysses, 
and Polyxena’s fine Speech—both to her and at the altar— 
are beautiful. There are some lines in both these which were 
evidently in Racine’s mind in his Iphigenie. Does all this 
bore you ? It is a ridiculous caution to give you, but do not 
allude to our readings to William: first. I should not like his think¬ 
ing I gave so exact an account of myself, and then it prevents his 
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going on with me; and I think his being as good a classical 
scholar as he is, has been a good deal help’d by liking to read 
and translate with me, which we do whenever we have time, both 
in London and here. It is perfectly dark, and not three. God 
bless you, dearest G. I wrote to Mr. Arbuthnot in consequence 
of the Althorp report about Park. He says it. certainly meets 
on the 7th, and he believes will not separate again till Doomsday. 
He ask’d whether Opposition are very angry and intend to be 
violent, so of course feels secure of all remaining as it is. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Roe, Sunday (28th December). 

It delights me to hear you come so soon. Heaven grant you 
may find us all unrobb’d and unmurder d at your arrival, in 
the state things are in, some proper defence and some reward 
should really be provid’d for the survivors.1 I hear you trust 
to the benefit of late hours; it is my consolation, too, that the 
House breakers can never guess exactly when John, Daniel, 
and Ld. B. go to bed, as there is no saying from twelve till six. 
Ld. Paget’s children are all in town in their way from Inverary 
to Beaudesert; they talk with filial tenderness of Mama Argyll 
and Mama Paget: Vive la Liberte ! Mrs. Cadogan says, without 
much beauty, without much cleverness, without any one particu¬ 
larly attractive quality that Van be defin’d, this same Ly. Paget 
is the most fascinating of human beings to man or woman; that 
she governs him despotically, and the only very Mark d Nature 
of her Character is being over strict in the performance of all 
Religious duties; that to see her you would imagine she was 
innocence itself—how strange ! 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 

Wednesday (3Ls< December). 

I could not write to day, Dearest G., partly owing to a bad 
cold, partly that to cure my cold Hart took me a walk thro’ the 
park to see Devonshire House, and Ld. Elgin’s Marbles at 
Burlington House. D. H. will be very handsome, his dressing 
room almost too much so for that kind of room. We din’d 

1 On the 18th Lord St. Asaph’s house had been broken into and robbed, 
and a series of horrible murders, beginning with that of the Marr family in 
Radcliffe Highway, had terrified the whole town. 

2 George, sixth Duke of Argyll, married, 29th November, 1810, Caroline 
Elizabeth, daughter of George, fourth Earl of Jersey, whose previous marriage 
with Lord Paget had been dissolved in Scotland. Lord Paget married, 
secondly, in 1810, Lady Charlotte Cadogan, daughter of Charles, first Earl 
Cadogan, and the divorced wife of Henry Wellesley. 
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at Holland House. Ly. H. is still very uncomfortable, and 
fearful of miscarrying. I heard lots of things there, and from 
Mr. Arbuthnot, who call’d on me in the Morning, but nothing 
much worth telling, I think. The Prince, they say, declares he 
never made any pledge to Opposition, and that he has no fears 
for the meeting; that there are many Foxites he should like to 
have as his friends, and that he should not dislike Ld. Grey, but 
wishes never to have any thing to say to the Grenvilles again. 
Poor Sheridan is very ill with a fever and inflammation on his 
lungs. The Prince had intimated to the D. of Cumberland that 
to avoid the appearance of a quarrel he would speak to him in 
public or before a third person, but never alone. The D. of 
Cumberland came to town, drove directly to Carlton House, 
begg’d Ld. Yarmouth to help him, who carried him to the Prince’s 
room, and in defiance of his orders, left them together. The 
consequence was a reconciliation—une Paix jaune as Card, de 
Retz calls it—which began with high words, such that their 
voices were heard in the Ante rooms quite to the stair. Having 
prov’d himself so good a peace maker (Ld. Y.), he is gone to Paris 
—it is said, to try his hand there. He gives out that it is on 
Lady Yarmouth’s account, but Speculators maintain it is to 
begin a negotiation which, succeeding or failing, will at any rate 
replenish his purse. L’agiotage ira son train. The love of 
gain, it is said, pervades the whole family, and that even Lady 
Hertford is so fond of Diamonds that the Prince’s finances can 
hardly suffice. Notwithstanding which, to be just in his dealings, 
and make all even, he has order’d Col. McMahon to write to 
Mrs. Fitzherbert assuring her of his regard and good wishes, 
and sending her a fine Necklace as a new year’s gift. Were I 
her, the beauty of the necklace would not make up to me for 
the letter from Col. McMahon ! However, Sir H. Halford, 
from whom I heard the chief of these stories, says he can hardly 
write from three of his fingers being compleatly numb’d and 
useless. He is much alarm’d, thinking it palsy, but Sir H. 
Halford says it is only owing to the quantity of rings and bracelets 
he wears, "which stop the circulation. Having dwelt so long 
on the Prince, it is fair to go to the fountain head and tell you 
what I know of the King. Sir H. Halford says his Physicians 
will be at liberty after next Saturday, when the last report will 
be given in, and so far as I could make out from him, is merely 
declaring the King incurable. Yet he says his perception, 
memory, and judgement are as good as ever, but it is impossible 
to fix his Ideas for five minutes to the same thing, as if ever he 
recovers enough to give any hope of material amendment, the 
consciousness of his situation throws him back again. This was 
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the case in April last, when he had seem’d to be as well as when 
he recover’d in 1804; they wish’d to secure perfect recovery. 
He was able to listen to reading, and they had the greatest hopes, 
but impatience at what he call’d his degradation, and a notion 
that he was to be set aside, brought on a nervous irritation that 
ended in total insanity. In health he is again quite recover’d. 

You should read Ld. Stanhope’s 1 Character of his Mother, 
who is iust dead. Lord Holland was very entertaining in taking 
off his way of talking of her formerly: “ She’s the shrewdest 
old woman you ever met with—just such another as I, full of 
fun !” Did you know Borino had taken the Duke of Kent’s 
House, by way of being nearer the H. of Lords ? In fact, I 
believe it is so, but it never would occur to me as a reason for 
living at Knightsbridge. 

1 Charles, third Earl of Stanhope (bom 1753 ; died 15th December, 1816), 
■was distinguished by his mechanical genius and scientific researches. 



CHAPTER XIX 

1812 

THE WAR, POLITICS AND SOCIETY—LADY B. IN IRELAND 

The following are the principal public events alluded to in the 

letters during this year. On 16th January Lord Wellesley re¬ 

signed the post of Foreign Secretary, on the plea that insufficient 

steps were being taken by the Government to support the war 

in the Peninsula, and that he would therefore no longer serve 

under Mr. Perceval. The Prince Regent (now free from the 

limitations imposed on him for a year) endeavoured to persuade 

Lord Wellesley to reconsider his determination, but the latter 

remaining firm, his resignation was accepted on 19th February. 

Lord Castlereagb was appointed Foreign Secretary, Lord 

Grenville and Lord Grey having refused to join the Government. 

On 11th May Mr. Perceval was shot in the lobby of the House 

of Commons by Bellingham, a Liverpool shipbroker, who had 

mistaken him for Lord Granville Leveson Gower, by whom he 

imagined he had been wronged during some commercial trans¬ 

actions in Russia. Mr. Perceval’s assassination was followed by 

prolonged negotiations for the formation of a new Government. 

The Prince Regent sent for Lord Liverpool, who failed in his 

first attempt, owing to the refusal of both Lord Wellesley and 

Mr. Canning to serve under him. The Prince then sent for Lord 

Wellesley, who also failed. Finally Lord Liverpool made his 

second attempt, and was appointed First Lord of the Treasury 

on 8th June, with Lord Sidmouth as Home Secretary, Lord 

Harrowby Lord President of the Council, Mr. Vansittart 

Chancellor of the Exchequer, Lord Castlereagh remaining 

Foreign Secretary. Further unsuccessful efforts were made 

to persuade Mr. Canning to join the Government; and were not 

finally rejected by him until August. 
431 
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The ebb and flow of the struggle in the Peninsula continued. 

The French took possession of Valencia on 9th January. Lord 

Wellington, after a fortnight’s siege, took Ciudad Rodrigo on 

19th January, and successfully stormed Badajos on 16th April, 

proceeding thence without opposition to Salamanca, wThere he 

was received with great demonstrations of joy by the inhabit¬ 

ants. The Battle of Salamanca was fought on 22nd July, when 

the French were defeated, losing many thousands of prisoners, 

with eagles, cannon, and ammunition. The Allies advanced to 

Valladolid, and entered Madrid on 12th August. On 1st 

September, Lord Wellington left Madrid and proceeded towards 

Burgos. The siege of this town was a lengthy one, and the 

French, taking advantage of his absence, reoccupied Madrid 

on 1st Noyember. 
The attack on Burgos having failed, the Allies retired on Ciudad 

Rodrigo on 24th November, and Lord Wellington established 

his headquarters at Freynada on the Portuguese frontier. 

There was a General Election in October. 
On 19th October Napoleon began his disastrous retreat from 

Russia, and after taking leave of his Marshals at Smorgony on 

5th December, he left his Army and reached Paris on the 19th. 

Before the end of the month, his Grand Army was practically 

annihilated by the Russians, 

Lady B. to G. L. G. at Wfiichwood Lodge, Woodstock. 

Stanhope Street, 

Monday, 23rd March. 

There is no news except that Opposition are to stand forth 
as Champions for the Pss. A Motion is to be made to-day to 
enquire why she has not an establishment. I understand from 
“ little o ” the argument we are to hold is, if she is guilty she 
should be punish’d; but if this cannot be prov’d by the Law of 
England, she is innocent, and should share her Husband’s 
honours ! ! ! ! ! Times and language change, to be sure; such 
a motion would not be new, but I remember when I us’d to hear 
it as Perceval's, &c.’s, argument concerning her, which our 
friends oppos’d so angrily. Ld. Grey I saw a moment, and 
I am sorry to say talking with almost frantick violence on all 
subjects. Ld. Egremont neither has or has been offer’d the 
blue ribbon. . . . 
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During the Debate in the House of Commons on 23rd March 

on the question of a provision for the Princesses, Mr. Tierney 

and other members of the Opposition spoke in favour of the 

Princess of Wales, declaring that her income was not sufficient 

for her position as the wife of the Prince Regent. Mr. Perceval 

made a cautious reply, carefully avoiding any accusation against 

her. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 

Wedn&sday (Postmark, 26th March). 

Not a word of intelligence of any kind can I afford you, Dear 
G. I have seen no one but Hart and my Mother, and for a 
moment Tierney, who was full of jokes about the Pss. Regent, 
who, on the strength of the debate, is come to town today, and 
has been driving all over London. She says rather too publickly 
pleine sante aux Convalescents. All Carlton House is in an 
uproar at Mr. Perceval’s assertion of the Princess’s innocence. 
The Prince does not know which to be most angry with, Mr. 
Perceval or Tierney, whilst the Princess’s confidential friends, 
instead of being satisfied with either party, abuse Opposition for 
making use of her as a tool, and Mr. Perceval for speaking coldly 
of her virtues—which is true, for he only said there was nothing 
to make a charge of against her. I had two letters from Frederick 
to-day in high Spirits. He says all the croakers are in England, 
that there they talk of nothing but the chances of their being 
able to reach Seville by September.. He was to start next Day 
to take up his Quarters near Badajos, from which place he hopes 
to date by the 10th of April.1 God protect him, poor fellow ! 
My letter was too late for the post, owing to your fair Daughter, 
who seems quite recover’d from her little illness, and kept me 
spinning rings and making squirrels till past six. She goes to 
Chiswick tomorrow, but probably you hear all this more in detail 
from Mrs. Mackenzie. 

Thursday. 

It is not for want of seeing people that I have nothing to say 
to-day, for since half after one till now—just post rime—they 
have never ceas’d coming in, one after another, till I am dead 
tired. Chiefly plans about the Princess are the topicks of 
conversation among our friends, pressing her having an Establish¬ 
ment and holding drawing rooms either with the Prince or on 
her own account. When they tell her of any of the things the 
Prince does, she says: “ Oh, my God ! let them let out the poor, 
dear old King and shut up my Husband.” . . . 

1 Badajoz was stormed and captured 6th April. 
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Note by Lady B. 
April, 1812. 

Pour la rarete du fait et la bizarrerie des hommes, I must put 
down wbat I dare tell nobody—I should be so much asham’d of 
it were it not so ridiculous. At this present April, 1812, in my 
51st year, I am courted, follow’d, flatter’d and made love to, 
en toutes les formes, by four men—two of them reckon’d sensible, 
and one of the two whom I have known half my life—Ld. Hd., 
Mr. Ward, Young Montagu, and little Matty. Sir J. C. wanted 
to marry me when I was fifteen, so from that time to this— 
36 years, a pretty long life—I have heard or spoke that language, 
and for 17 years of it lov’d almost to Idolatry the only Man from 
whom I could have wish’d to hear it, the man who has probably 
lov’d me least of all those who have profess’d to do so—tho’ 
once I thought otherwise. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. at Tixall. 
Undated. 

I will write a line tonight to make sure, but certainly poor 
Maria’s1 room is a damper; she is well but weak. You com¬ 
plain’d of Lord Aberdeen’s unceasing conversation, but with 
his knowledge and cleverness it was not a bad substitute for 
a book. Maria must not talk much nor yet be read to, nor let 
remain to her own thoughts, as her Spirits are low. She must 
not be too much interested, or too much entertain’d, but con¬ 
stantly talk’d to, in a calming, soporifick way, which has a 
wonderful effect on me, for, added to the darkness of the room, 
I could slumber away the day very quietly, and should probably, 
were it not for the dissipation of Mr. Crofts’ and Mr. Griffiths’ 
conversation to enliven us now and then. Oh, what stories I 
could tell you of cross births and hard labours ! What receipts 
I could give you for every disorder, particularly those incident 
to the human frame between one hour old and three Months; 
but there are bright intervals in our atmosphere generally, 

“For from the madding world’s ignoble strife 
We keep the even tenour of our way.” 

Today, however, has been different. We had a very pleasant 
dinner at H. H.—the Lansdownes, Lord and Lady Kinnaird, 
Lord Wellesley, Mr. Rogers, Mr. Horner, la famille and us. The 
India question was discuss’d, and supported eloquently and 
zealously by Ld. Wellesley, who seem’d determin’d to shake the 
Govt, to its foundations on the point. When Duncannon 

1 Lady Duncannon. 
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arriv’d he came in announcing, on Mr. Vaughan’s and Ld. 
Burghersh’s authorities, that Govt, had given way. Ld. 
Wellesley threw himself back in his chair, and clasping his hands 
said: 1 Then we are undone; nothing can shake them ! They 
fight like foul boxers escape a blow, by rolling.” You cannot 
think how comical his grief sounded after all his eagerness for 
supporting the Company’s1 claims. Dun. said: The Charter 
was to remain as it was till six months after a general peace. 
Ld. Wellesley started up: “ I have them, I have them—the 
constitution of the charter is for twenty years ; the war may last 
a hundred ! They cannot grant it; they are undone if they grant 
it. And then, so unjust: the Manufacturers cry out, The war 
ruins us; grant us relief at least during the war. Govt, answers: 
We will grant you relief six months after a peace !” The little 
man seem’d so pleas’d with this observation (which is a very 
good one) that he turn’d from side to side, repeating it and look¬ 
ing for the approbation of each person present, and soon began 
arguing as zealously for the open trade as he had done before 
for opposing it. Think of poor Ly. Hester Stanhope, Mr. Bruce, 
and Henry Pierce being taken by the Arabs ! If they treat 
them well she will rather like an adventure, and perhaps end with 
becoming wife to an Arab Chief. I should not wonder. The D. 
of Northumberland has resign’d his Regiment. I am in despair 
at Ld. Wellington’s letter, but, thank Heaven ! it does not reach 
my Frederick, both because he was wounded and not with his 
Regt. till quite at last, and that I know Ld. Wellington reckons 
him particularly careful. Ld. Wellesley complimented me upon 
this tonight, and said Ld. Wellington had mention’d him to 
him in his private letters. 

G. L. G. to Lady B. 
May 18, 1812. 

I have written to Castlereagh a statement of what I recollect 
took place respecting Bellingham at Petersburgh. I intend 
moving for the production of the Paper in the Ho. of Com. on 
Wednesday. I believe that Ministers will go on as they are. 
God bless you. 

1 Tbe Ea3t India Company’s Charter was expiring in May, 1814. The 
matter was brought before the House of Commons 6th February by Mr. Wallace, 
and in the House of Lords by Lord Grey 23rd March, when General Tarleton 
presented a petition from the merchants, etc., of Liverpool, claiming the right 
of Free Trade to all parts of the British Empire, and protesting against the 
monopoly of the East India Company. Again on 7th April fresh petitions 
were presented, but owing to press of other business, the East Indian Charter 
was not further discussed that session. 
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G. L. G. to Lady B. 
May 19, 1812. 

Canning is to have his audience of the Prince Regent this 
morning, but I do not apprehend that it will lead to any thing; 
for Canning’s answer to Liverpool—though conveyed in a most 
respectful manner to the Prince, and in kind expressions towards 
Liverpool—is, I think, decisive. Wellesley’s is more detailed 
and more bitter, and by distinctly insisting upon opposition 
or a part of them being included, will be more satisfactory to 
your friends. . . . But pray do not say a word to any body.1 

Lady B. to G. L. G. at Tixall. 

Roe (28^ July). 

I was going to give you an account of F.’s letter, but as I 
blunder’d it so last time I will copy this. As I came down here 
to day I met a procession that I thought quite affecting—numbers 
of men with one arm or leg, or variously wounded, with bunches 
of laurel in their hats, and women and children mingled with 
them. I enquir’d what it was, and found it to be the anniversary 
of the battle of Talavera.2 When I arriv’d here I foimd many 
more walking in our fields dress’d out in the same way, and 
amongst them two of the poor 23d. Compatite. I have done. 
Here is F.’s letter: 

La Sera, July 6.3 

Dear M.,—My last letter was dated from Castellana del 
Morisco the 28 of June. On the 29 and 30 we went in pursuit 
of the enemy. I had the Toro road entirely to myself. On the 
1st we found them in Alaejos, and march’d in three columns to 
attack them, but they went off before day break to the Douro. 
We skirmish’d with their rear guard all the way to Nava,4 where 

1 In January, 1812, the Government (Mr. Perceval’s) were in difficulties. 
Lords Grenville and Grey were asked to join, but refused. Lord Wellesley 
wished to resign. Pressed, however, by the Prince Regent, he remained on, 
but only for a month, when he retired, refusing the Lord-Lieutenancy of Ireland. 
After Perceval’s assassination on 11th May, Lord Wellesley was commissioned 
by the Prince Regent to form a Government, but failed to do so, owing to the 
refusal of Lords Liverpool, Grenville, and Grey to serve under him, though 
Mr. Canning had consented to do so. The Regent then sent for Lord Liverpool, 
who remained Prime Minister for the following fifteen years. Lord Castle- 
reagh offered to give up the Foreign Office to Mr. Canning, retaining the leader¬ 
ship ,n the House of Commons. Mr. Canning refused on the grounds that 
his support of the Roman Catholic claims did not coincide with the views of 
the Government. Lord Wellesley also refused. 

2 Battle of Talavera, 27th-28th July, 1809. Sir A. Wellesley defeated the 
French and Spanish forces under Marshals Victor and Jourdan. 

3 This was preparatory to the Battle of Salamanca, which was fought on 
22nd July. 

4 La Nava del Rey. 
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Gen1 Anson join’d and took the command of his Brigade. On 
the 2d pursued and overtook them again near Rueda, and had 
a good sharp skirmish, which chiefly fell to the share of the 
Hessians and lltli Dragoons. They cross’d the Douro to 
Tordesillas, and for two or three days we have been looking at 
each other, without our being able to get at them, or their wishing 
to come to us. We have passed through a very rich country, 
highly cultivated with corn, and vineyards, and numbers of 
towns, a little the worse for the war; the people have been very 
much pinched with the French contributions, and they receiv’d 
us with great demonstrations of joy. I was yesterday in a 
place where the French kept a garrison to communicate with 
Madrid, they had been obliged to palisade and make a deep 
ditch round it, to protect themselves from the Guerillas. Today 
I was near Olmedes (you recollect the barber Nicolas in Gil- 
Blas ?), from whence you can see the Guadarrama Mountains 
above St. Ildelfonso. I think before the year is over we shall 
see Madrid; we were within 3 leagues of Valladolid yesterday. 
We have had very hard work, and my horses are rather the worse 
for it, but I was never better in my life. Sir J. Graham’s being 
obliged to go home on account of his eye is a great loss; English 
air will, I hope, soon bring him about as it did me, but how we 
shall supply his place mean while, Heaven knows. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 

Undated, (probably 28Ih Julyy 

You will hear all details, of course, from Mr. Canning, but I 
just write as you desir’d to tell you what I heard. Little 
Arbuthnot was here, in despair at all being over—the more so 
as he receiv’d a note he shew’d me from Mr. Huskisson, dated 
this morning, telling him he was just setting off for Brighton, 
as he knew nothing but his presence would reconcile Mrs. 
Huskisson to Ireland, and settling something about his writ 
being mov’d. Five Minutes after he had one also from Ld. 
Liverpool, enclosing a copy of his answer to Mr. Canning’s last 
note, merely regretting extremely that the negociation was 
over, and assurance of how anxiously he had wish’d every thing 
might be adjusted. Meanwhile what puts little A. in despair 
is that he saysdt is off on a misapprehension, that he does not 
wonder at Mr. Crs not liking some expressions in Ld. Castlereagh’s 
letters, but that Ld. C. is famous for not expressing himself 
clearly, and that both he and Ld. Liverpool declare they under¬ 
stood it to be on terms of perfect equality. He almost cried 
when I said you were gone; he wanted to go to you. The little 
man came with a pocket full of notes, for there was also one 
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from the Prince telling him to come at five to-day, and full of 
rejoicing at all this being settled, and Mr. Canning’s punctiglios 
all satisfied; that he thought him a little unreasonable, but that 
he was so great an acquisition trifles must be overlook’d, and 
then the greatest praise of Ld. Castlereagh’s disinterested and 
handsome conduct. I suppose he will be very angry. I find 
you are suppos’d to be against coming in, Harriet and Mr. 
Huskisson for Mr. Canning, bitter against Ministers, Opposition 
and Ld. Wellesley, and to be satisfied with nothing but Mr. C. 
being first Ld. of the Treasury, so that all failures and difficulties 
are thrown upon her. . . . 

Wednesday (29ih July). 

I find from Mr. Arbuthnot that the Prince, though he thinks 
Mr. Canning so over Punctilious that he does not know how to 
propose to his Ministers any renewal of negotiations, yet intends 
to see Mr. Huskisson today at Carlton H. as soon as he returns 
from Brighton, where a messenger is gone to bring him back, 
and he is to be sent with a message to Mr. C. Now, I do not 
exactly understand what message the Prince can send to Mr. 
Canning that is not a renewal of negotiations. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. at Tixall. 

Roe, 
Saturday (Postmark, 1st August, 1812). 

. . . This is what Mr. Arbuthnot wrote to me last night, 
that a second letter of explanation had been written by Ld. 

Castlereagh, and sent Thursday to Mr. Canning by Ld. Liverpool. 
At 5 o’clock yesterday no answer had been receiv’d, and this 
delay was rather construed favourably by the Prince,” &c. At 
the same time that there seem’d so much distrust de part et 
d autre; that he (little A.) individually had not much hope (I 
never saw any one so anxious as he is for the success of this); 
but he says that Ministers, he is afraid, care less now Parlt. 
is Prorogued,1 and they are reliev’d from the immediate pressure 
of the Ops., &c., in the H. of C.; that the Prince is still anxious 
to attach Mr. Canning to him, but a little angry with him, and 
complaining of his making causeless difficulties, and (to use his 
own Rl Phrase) raising his price in proportion as he is courted. 
I am to hear more of the conversation between fihe P. and him 
to-day. I saw Graham yesterday, looking very thin and a good 
deal older than before he went; the disorder in his eye is terrible, 
and he fretting extremely at coming away, but he hopes to 
return. He said, however, that it signified less who was second 

1 On 30th July. 
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in Command (people do not think highly of Sir J. Cotton) if 
Ld. Wellington continued, as he hoped he would, in health, for 
that his orders are so clear, so just, so satisfactory, he defied 
any man who could call himself an officer at all to blunder with 
them. He gives a favourable acct. of Spain—at least as far 
as a great change in our popularity; but—what I was not aware 
of that either Soult’s or Marmont’s Army taken separately 
are equal to ours ; yet Genl. G. says, in the face of both these 
equal Armies commanded by skilful Generals, Ld. W. has 
carried thro’ the most brilliant Campaign, reach’d almost the 
heart of Spain, and quite prevented their junction. He read 
me a bit of a letter from him, saying he did not expect a battle, 
as both Marmont and he seem’d equally determin’d not to 
attack without advantage either of situation or Numbers; but 
Genl. Graham says that were our Army now to withdraw and 
do no more, they have, by their forc’d Marches and the admirable 
arrangement Ld. W. made, sav’d the Harvest from destruction, 
and with it the lives of thousands. . . . 

G. Canning to G. L. G. 

Gloucester Lodge, 
Saturday, 1st August, 1812. 

My dear Granville,—Liverpool’s answer to my note of 
Monday night was merely an expression of regret at the diffi¬ 
culties which prevented an arrangement so desirable on all 
publick and private grounds. Before I received this answer 
on Tuesday morning I had written again to Liverpool more 
at large, declaring to him my opinion that there was no use in 
proceeding with our discussions, as the more I reflected on the 
contents and the tone of Lord Castlereagh’s Letter, the more 
clear it seemed to me that he was determined upon “ maintaining 
a supremacy in the H. of Commons; which it was natural that 
I should wish him to maintain rather by my separation than by 
my submission.” I added that it would be matter of concern 
to me that a point of honour of my own, however insuperable, 
should stand in the way of the publick service; that if therefore 
there were any of those who were to have come into office with 
me to whom he, Liverpool, wished to propose, I would second 
his proposals (if not dishonourable to them) as earnestly as if I 
were myself to form a part of the Government. I said this, 
however (I told him), without communication with any of them. 
This Letter I was on the point of sending off when Liverpool’s 
of the same date reached me. I added a note saying that his 
Letter made no alteration in my Letter necessary, and sent it 

vol. ii 29 
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by his messenger. Liverpool replied to this Letter the same day, 
repeating expressions of regret, &c., &c. There I thought all 
ended. But on Wednesday (the day after) I received a note 
from Liverpool inclosing a second Letter of Castlereagh’s ex¬ 
planatory of his first, denying any intention of offence in the 
tone of his former and justifying his claims pretty much on the 
same grounds as before. This Letter I returned, according to 
Lls desire, without taking a copy of it—with an assurance to 
L1 avoiding all controversy, allowing Castlereagh’s disclaimer 
of intention to soften the impression of the tone of his former 
Letter, but stating the impression of the substance to be unaltered. 

Nothing else has passed except that the Duke of Cumberland 
called on me on Wednesday morning, to express the Prince 
Regent’s regret and disappointment, and to see if anything 
remained to be done. I told him fairly what I think of the 
general state of the Government, and discouraged any attempt 
to renew the negotiation. He asked me why I did not ask for 
an audience of the Regent 1 I told him that I thought the 
P. Rl had had trouble and vexation enough already, and that, 
having nothing to ask or to explain, I did not wish to trouble 
him. I professed, as I really feel, the fullest conviction of 
H.R.H.’s sincerity and anxiety for the success of the negotiation, 
but said that I thought I saw he had not the power, and I was 
sure his Prime Minister had not, of accomplishing his own wishes. 

It is true, as you heard, that Arbuthnot sent for Huskisson 
(with the privity of Carlton House, I believe), but Huskisson 
did not come, and I am heartily glad that he did not. 

In his absence, however, John Villiers has been put into the 
place of negotiator; and has been with me in that character for 
about two hours just in the middle of this letter, of which, 
therefore, you must not be surprized if the context appears 
troubled and confused. 

There is, however, really nothing now to negotiate about, 
and I hope I shall hear nothing more of the matter. 

I do not think that we are the much nearer Tixall for this 
state of things, for I have some notion of taking advantage of 
it to pay my long promised visit to Borino,1 and having various 
other visits which I could pay off, and make resting places on 
my way among others, Bankes, who applauds and rejoices 
very much at the conclusion of the negotiation (not so 
Wilberforce). 

Mrs. C., in this case, would go down to Hinckley only for a few 
weeks, and bring up George to meet me on my return, and to 
stay here for the autumn and winter. 

1 Lord Boringdon. 
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But our plans are not quite fixed. 
Ever affectionately yours, 

You sliall hear again.— 

G. C. 

G. L. G. to Lady B. 

Shugborough, Aug. 2d, 1812. 

I have received at length a more satisfactory Letter from 
Canning, by which it appears that there is an End of all negotia¬ 
tion with the Govt, and with the Prince. . . . When do you 
go to Ireland, and by which road do you go there ? I like 
reading your account of Sir T. Graham’s conversation with you 
respecting Lord Wellington; I have always felt so enthusiastic¬ 
ally about the latter, that I delight in every anecdote or every 
opinion which regards him. . . . 

G. Canning to G. L. G. 

Gloucester Lodge, 3rd August, 1812. 

My dear Granville,—Your impatience will have been 
relieved by the receipt of my letter of Saturday. 

You may easily conceive that it is no very pleasant occupation 
to render account of negotiations of which I am heartily sick, 
and which I wish to put out of my mind as soon and as com¬ 
pletely as possible. There is no part of them on which I look 
back with much satisfaction; but I feel a strong conviction that 
I have had a great escape, and that if I had been taken at my 
word I should by this time have been repenting of my bargain. 
No, it is not true that the negotiations have been renewed, 
and where-ever I have had an opportunity of saying any thing 
that was likely to reach Head Quarters, I have directed my 
conversation to discouraging the renewal at all; but especially 
to the representing as useless the renewal upon any thing like 
the former basis. I wish the former suggestion may prevail; 
but I have this morning received the inclosed letter, which 
gives me great alarm. Return it to me that I may destroy it. 

I am excessively sorry that H.1 is coming up, for his gossiping 
with the writer has done incalculable mischief already; though, 
to be sure, hardly to be compared with that which J. V.2 has 
shewn the talent of doing (if properly empowered) by the speech 
which you will see he made to a man with whom (according to 
his own account given to me on Saturday) he had never ex¬ 
changed a word of serious conversation before. 

1 need not say after this that Binning will never have to 
accuse me again of being improperly tolerant of J. V. 

1 Mr. Huskisson. 2 John Villiers. 
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I do not undertake to send for any detailed history of what 
may pass, if (as I hope there may not) any thing does come to 
pass in pursuance of the inclosed Letter. I shall do all that 
I can do without positively breaking with P. R. to avoid any 
further discussions, but if I am forced into them I must get 
out as well as I can. 

My only wish at present is to be let alone.—Ever affectionately 

yours, G. C. 

G. Canning to G. L. G. 
London, 

5th August, 1812. 

My dear Granville,—My stay at home on Monday was not 
interrupted by any message. 

I since hear that, in the present state of things—the Ministers 
considering the negotiation as quite closed, and H.R.H. profess¬ 
ing to wish to re-open it—it was either represented to H.R.H., 
or felt by him (I know not distinctly which), that to send for 
me would be to mark a cessation of confidence in his Ministers. 

Whatever be the motive, I am heartily glad of the result. 
H. arrived on Monday night, in consequence of a peremptory 
summons. Every endeavour has been used to persuade him 
to persuade me that the arrangement might yet be renewed 
and happily settled; but he has at my desire met these endeavours 
in a way to satisfy those concerned in them, at length and after 
much waste of argument, that no overture on the same basis as 
the last could be attended with any chance of success. 

therefore, I shall hear nothing more.—Ever 
yours, G c 

Lady B. to G. L. G. at Tixall. 

Friday (probably 7th August). 

I am in a terrible hurry, my dearest G., and yet have lots of 
things to write. First, all my adventures of yesterday. In 
spite of what I told you, I felt so uncomfortable that I drove 
down thro’ the parks to the Horse Guards in hopes of hearing 
more details. I met Ld. Wellesley near his house, who stopped 
me and got into the carriage; he read me several letters—two 
from Ld. Wellington—but they are all in the papers today.1 
All say the Victory was compleat and our loss small, yet it 
might be very trifling to the public and fatal to me. I was 
pleas’d, however, with hearing, both from Ld. Wellesley and 

1 Rumours had arrived respecting the Battle of Salamanca, fought on 22nd 
July. General Marmont was defeated by Lord Wellington, whose despatch 
only reached London I6th August. 

i presume, 
affectionately 
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afterwards the Prince, that Frederick’s character as an officer 
stood so high that he would undoubtedly be reckon’d of conse¬ 
quence enough to be mention’d. You cannot think how good 
natur’d Ld. Wellesley was. A little further on I met the Regent, 
who also got into my carriage. I had not intended going to 
Ly. Melbourne last night, but he press’d me so much to go, 
saying he wanted to speak to me about the Pope1 and you, that 
(as Ld. Grey says no woman can withstand a Prince or a story) 
I yielded to the double temptation. The story was a long one, 
for it lasted altogether (what with digressions and reminiscences 
and setting off his own ingenuity, &c.) near two hours. I 
appear’d perfectly ignorant, and therefore had the whole negotia¬ 
tion from the first interview with Mr. C. to the end, with an offer 
of shewing me all the correspondence. It was pretty much as 
1 had heard it before, except one abominable story that the 
Pope told him you were the only objector. He puts the breaking 
it off entirely on the Pope, saying Ld. Castlereagh had been 
ridiculously obstinate and absurd at first, but that latterly he 
was quite reasonable, only wishing for a perfect equality with 
the Pope, which was, in fact, giving him the lead without the 
plague of the situation, for that with his powers poor Ld. C. 
would stand but a poor chance of being listen’d to. He then 
prais’d the Pope extremely, express’d a great wish to attach 
him to him, but added, “ He takes as much courting as a woman, 
and a great deal more than most.” He also said he had two 
great faults—being too fond of writing and too touchy ; that he 
us’d strong expressions himself which he expected to be pass’d 
over, and would not shew the least mercy even to the blundering 
expressions of so puzzled a writer as Ld. Castlereagh; that now 
everything still rested with the Pope, or rather with you, and that 
if the two or three last votes were look’d upon as non avenu, and 
that equal division of power with Ld. Castlereagh, all the rest 
as before would do. One word to that purpose was sufficient; 
both he and his Ministers were ready—nay, anxious—to receive 
it. He accus’d me of trying (thro’ the instigation of 'Ld. Grey 
and the Hollands) to warp you, and as much as I could Mr. 
Canning, and prevent your coming in from the hope of strengthen¬ 
ing Op. I told him, had I any such plan it would be perfectly 
fruitless, and a great deal more, which ended in his saying the 
proof would be my giving you the above message. I said I 
never would give any message ; that it was not a proper way of 
treating a subject of such consequence, that I had already 
refus’d the same thing to Ld. Grey, and that there were means 
enough if he chose to renew. From something he said, I rather 

1 Mr. Canning. 
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believe he has, or will, and that there is a change about the 
Sidmouths, but Mr. Arbuthnot is out of Town, and the Prince 
is so diffuse and people so disagreeable watching any conversation 
with him, that I am always glad to shorten it. I must go. 

An officer, I understand, is landed at Plymouth. Ah, G.! 
what news will he bring me ? God grant, it may be good—- 
We know it is glorious. 

G. L. G. to Lady B. 
Tix all, 

Saturday (8th August, 1812). 

. . . The suspense in which we are kept as to the battle is 
really terrible, and I fear that some days more may elapse 
before we have any official dispatch. I am very glad you de¬ 
clined being the bearer of any Message from the P. As you 
said, if he wishes to renew, he may find out modes to do it, 
but I think if he means it shd. succeed the negotiation must be 
upon a different Basis. Canning went the whole length he could 
in the way of concession, but a disposition to concede seemed 
only to create a belief in those with whom he negotiated that 
they might have him on their own Terms. . . . 

G. Canning to G. L. G. 

Gloucester Lodge, 

Tuesday, 18th August, 1812. 

... I have not been detained in Town by any new negotia¬ 
tions. Indeed, I have not been detained at all, as Thursday was 
the earliest day that I had fixed for my departure. A Turtle 
at Ward’s interposed the delay of that day: Charles’s intended 
re-appearance at Claremount in his way to Casemount induced 
me to defer my setting out till Friday or Saturday, and the time 
between those two days has been decided by a pressing invitation 
to dine at Isleworth with Sheridan: which I the rather comply 
with, as at a dinner there the week before last, he took occasion 
to declare his determination to act with me in politicks hence¬ 
forward. 

My meetings with Vansittart1 have been on the subject of 
poor d’Antraigue’s papers,2 which we have been desired to look 

1 Nicholas Vansittart, appointed Chancellor of the Exchequer 8th June. 
2 Count E. L. H. de Launey d’Antraigues (or Entraigues). In early youth 

published a book advocating almost revolutionary principles. After being 
a member of the States-General in 1789, emigrated, and entered the service of 
Russia, where he was employed on various secret missions. He led a most 
brill ant social life, abjured his early opinions, and became a warm supporter 
of the Bourbons. In 1805 he discovered and communicated to the British 
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over. We shall finish, I hope, on Friday morning. We have 
found nothing suspicious, and nothing very important with 
which I. was not, and for the most part Vansitt. too, previously 
acquainted. I have had the opportunity, however, of destroying 
some papers of my time, which if they had fallen into ill hands 
might have compromised individuals very seriously. Nothing 
of domestick politicks has been mixed with these joint remarks, 
except in one curious instance. 

Those of poor d’A.’s papers which he had with him at Barnes 
were sealed up and carried to the Home Office. It became 
necessary, therefore, wffien we had gone thro’ those in Q. Ann 
St., to go down to Whitehall. Ld Sidmouth was at the Office. 
We were shewn into his room—the young Count, Van., and I— 
and Butler, and a French Abbe, and another Lawyer, and Brooke, 
who had all been present at our examinations, though nobody 
but the young d’A., V., and I, had actually inspected the papers. 
Ld S. received us all very civilly, and we talked of indifferent 
matters till the papers were brought. Then we were shewn 
into another room, where we had no sooner arrived than a 
Messenger came to me from Ld Sid., saying that his Lp begged 
to speak with me. I found him alone. He shewed considerable 
agitation, and evidently knew not how to begin, but after a 
short pause he came up to me, holding out both his hands, and 
said: “ Mr. C., will you allow me to avail myself of the chance 
which has thrown us together to say how much I wish that the 
very unpleasant personal relation in which we have so long 
stood towards each other may cease ?” He went on to say that 
he had long felt this relation of ours to be a weight upon his 
mind; that he had never been so situated with respect to any 
other persons, and that he declared with the utmost sincerity 
that he had not a shadow of ill will or unkindness towards me 
upon his mind, and had earnestly longed for the opportunity 
of making this declaration to me: that he had been thinking, 
and had almost determined upon the necessity of calling upon 
me to seek this opportunity; that if he had met me in the Street 
or the Park he should have gone up to me to offer his hand; that 
this unlooked for chance had relieved his difficulties; and that 
he hoped there was no feeling in my mind towards him to prevent 
me from taking the hand he offered. All this spoken with great 
appearance of sincerity, and strong indications of feeling. I 
need not tell you that I took both the poor Doctor’s hands, and 

Government the secret articles of the Treaty of Tilsit. For this service he 
was given a considerable pension. It was said that he had been much in Mr. 
Canning’s confidence. Both he and his wife were murdered, as he was getting 
into his carriage at Barnes, by Lorenzo, his Italian valet, on 22nd July, 1812. 
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shook and squeezed them with perfect cordiality. He really 
moved me; considering, too, that it may be at least a question 
whether he be not the party that has a right to complain. 

After exchanging general professions of mutual oblivion of 
the past, and goodwill for the future, he said how much he 
regretted the failure of the late negotiations, and how much he 
hoped that I had given him credit for being no obstacle, etc.-— 
to which I had only to answer that I hoped he also knew that 
he had been no obstacle to my acceptance. And so we parted, 
exceeding good friends, and I have instigated Sheridan to ask 
him to dinner on Friday. 

Whether there be any, and what, hidden sense in all this, 
I do not know; but if there is, I own I am a dupe, for I never 
was more sincerely affected or gave more implicit credit to an 
appearance of frankness in my life. Had C"h had half the D1S 
art (if it be art), or his nature (as I take it to be), Ms point would 
have been carried in our tete-a-tete; but (luckily perhaps for 
me) he can neither feel nor feign. 

As to Liverpool, I have written a Letter to one of the persons 
thro’ whom I have had communications with that place, to the 
following effect: 1. That I retain my sense of the desirableness 
of the object as an honour, if offered to me. 2. That I am, 
however, confirmed in my determination not to offer myself. 
3. That a publick invitation, accompanied by a notorious, 
previous provision for the expense, would certainly induce me, 
but nothing else would. 4. That to that provision I could 
contribute only a definite, and that a very limited, sum; and that 
it must be perfectly understood that in case of subscriptions 
falling short of the expense, I was not to be in honour, or ex¬ 
pectation, in any degree responsible beyond the sum so limited. 
5. That if I would not in any case have offered myself, or have 
incurred the risk of indefinite expense, so most certainly would 
I not do so now for an Election which, if the dissolution should 
take place this Autumn, would probably be the forerunner of 
another a year hence. 6. And more especially as I am provided 
with a Seat, and therefore could look to Liverpool only for the 
honour. 

If upon these terms they invite me, it is well. But I suppose 
they will not. And if they do, I think it no inconvenience, 
rather the contrary, not to be within reach of an immediate 
categorical application. If they want me, they will bring me 
in: if they want a Candidate only, I had rather be out of the way 
of so dangerous a proposal. 

The best thing that you can do for me is to hold with your 
Corporation man language exactly consonant to my letter/and 
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if you have an opportunity of talking to him (it would not do 
to write, perhaps), to say that you know I have been advised 
by all my friends not to go near the Town till a competent 
Subscription is publickly provided for the expenses of the 
Election. 

The reports about Dissolution are so contradictory that I 
know not what to make of them. I rather conclude that it is 
not yet finally decided, and that it is yet but too possible that 
a battle of Smolenski might undo the determination very likely 
to have been taken upon the terms of the magnificent Victory 
of Salamanca. 

Mrs. C. sets out on Monday for Hinckley: and we shall meet 
here again in October, to settle for the Winter. 

Our kindest remembrances to Ly Harriet.—Ever, My Dear 
Granville, Sincerely and Affect5' Yours, ^ ^ 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 

Wednesday (Postmark, 12Ih August, 1812). 

Oh, G., Caroline is gone. It is too horrible. She is not with 
Lord Byron, but where she is God knows. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. at Tixatt. 

Wednesday night (August). 

Oh, G., I have suffer’d terribly to day; but she is found. I 
have obtain’d of William and the Melbourne’s to try her once 
more, and for the present all is again quiet; therefore, pray do 
not mention her flight to any one, and if you hear of it (for it 
is but too possible, I fear), explain that it was unaccompanied, 
unknown to any one. But I will try to tell you what happen’d. 
I was at White Hall in the morning, trying to persuade Caro to 
come with me to Roe, and let William join us on the Friday 
to go to Ireland. She was in a bad humour, and in the midst 
Lord Melbourne came in and reproach’d her for some of the 
strange things she does. She answer’d so rudely, so disrespect¬ 
fully, that I was frighten’d, and ran to call Lady Mel. We 
return’d instantly together, but met Ld. Melbourne on the stair, 
pale as death, screaming to the Porter to stop Caroline. It was 
in vain, she had disappear’d in a Moment, too quick for the 
servants who ran out after her to guess which way she had turn’d. 
I cannot tell you my agony, yet I believ’d for a long time what 
Lady M. thought probable, that after the first impulse of anger 
was over she would return. I drove up and down Park Street 
in every direction I thought she could have gone, and return’d 
in despair, when Lord Melbourne told us she threaten’d him 
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with going to Lord Byron, and he bid her go and be-, but 
did not think he would take her. On this she ran down. We 
went, Lady Melbourne and I, immediately there, but found him 
as much astonish’d and as much frighten’d when he heard it 
as we were. He promis’d to restore her if she was to be found, 
and kept his word. Meanwhile I drove or walk’d to every 
place I could think possible she should be at. I had promis’d 
to dine with Hart. About nine I went there quite exhausted, 
hoping as he had seen her in the morning he might give me some 
idea to find her. I had not been there long when I receiv’d 
the enclos’d from Ld. Byron, with a packet of letters she had 
written and sent to me by the Hackney Coachman whom she 
took to carry her away, luckily. She gave the man one for Ld. 
Byron’s Servant, telling him to inform his Master that he would 
find a note from her in C. Sqr. (this note, like those to us, was 
taking an entire leave of him). Ld. Byron, by following, 
threatening, and bribing the Hackney coachman, at length 
prevail’d on him to carry him to where she was. He found 
her at a Surgeon’s House in Kensington, forc’d his way in (for 
she refus’d to see him or any one, having told the people that she 
had run away from her friends and never would return to them); 
he pass’d her for his sister, and brought her away almost by 
force to C. Square, where, I am mortified to say, it was more 
by his persuasions than mine, and almost reproaches at her 
bearing to see me suffer so much, that she was induc’d to return 
with me to White Hall. I went in before her, and William 
most kindly promis’d to receive and forgive her. The Melbournes, 
too, were very good, and she seem’d much touch’d by their 
reception. But how long will it last ? Oh, G., what will come 
of it ? I dread to think, and am afraid I never shall get her 
to go with me to Ireland. I dread, too, its being known, for it 
was noon day, and she ran all up Pall Mall, conceal’d herself 
in a chemist’s shop till she thought pursuit was over, sold a 
ring by which she got money to pay the Hackney Coach. Order’d 
the man to drive thro’ the first turnpike off the stones; he took 
her to Kensington (think of the bad look to the laquais em¬ 
ploy’d at Holland House). There she borrow’d 20 Guineas on 
a fine opal ring you have seen her wear, and her plan was going 
to Portsmouth and embarking in the first Vessel that sail’d 
from there, where-ever it might happen to be bound for. What 
an escape ! She had taken a place in a stage. G., Dear G., 
all this will end ill; if it does not to her, it will to me. I do feel 
very unwell, and have for the last hour spit up so much blood 
that I think some little vessel must have broken. Why is it 
not a large one ? I do no good to any one, and am grown 
rather a burthen than pleasure to all those I love most. . . . 
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Thursday. 

I am not ill to signify, but feel very weak, and spit a good deal 
of blood all nigbt; it seems stopped now, with some very nasty 
thing they gave me as a styptick. And if I can but get her to 
go, I do not mind, and will set out tomorrow; but now, tho’ all 
seems calm and she promises well, she has declar’d she believes 
herself to be breeding, that the travelling will certainly make 
her miscarry, and W. is so anxious to have another Child that 
she has nearly persuaded him that it will be best not to go. 
I know not what to do ! I never saw so distressing a creature, 
and yet when she thought me in danger almost distracted with 
grief and remorse, swearing one moment that she will destroy 
herself if I am ill, the next that if Ld. Bvr. offers to stir out of 
London she will instantly fly—if not with him, from every one 
else. Dear G., I can write on nothing else. No news is yet 
come but letters which are look’d upon as confirmation of the 
Victory.1 This wind will probably bring in the mails. There 
are great reports of good Russian news. I suppose you know 
there is something like negotiation still going on, and some 
Idea of Ld. Wellesley’s going again to India. . . . 

Ladij B. to G. L. G. at Tixall. 
Sunday. 

Dearest G.,—I know you will like to hear the news, and be 
glad for me. Ld. Wellesley sent an express with the enclos’d 
to Roe last night, and it came back here with the first gun that 
was fired; and agitation of joy never does harm—it is only anxiety 
that kills. Caroline has never left me, and is very kind. Oh, 
G., they have all been so kind to me and attentive to me. ... 
Think what happiness to have Frederick safe and nam’d again. 

They say Ld. Wellington set fire to quantities of rubbish and 
old Waggons, which persuaded Marmont he was in full retreat, 
and induc’d him to pursue him. When the Eagles were carried 
to Ly. Wellington, she kiss’d them, said, “ They are mine, 
and fainted away. 

Lieut.-Colonel Frederick Ponsonby to his Mother. 

Cabrerizos, near Salamanca, 
July 25, 1812 (received 16th August). 

Dearest M.,—We have had so much to do for the last ten 
days that I scarcely know when I wrote last, but I shall begin 
from the 16th, when the Enemy made a demonstration upon 
Toro, and Lord Wellington retreated. On the 18th the Enemy 

1 The Battle of Salamanca. 
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crossed the bridge of Tordesillas1 in force, and drove in our 
Pickets near La Nava,2 which they occupied; on the Morning 
of the 19th they advanced a strong body of Cavalry and Artillery 
on Castrejon, where we had two hours’ sharp cannonading and 
skirmishing. I lost 16 men and 17 horses. About nine they 
moved some strong columns of Infantry upon our left, and the 
two Armies moved parallel to one another to the Height above 
Canizal, which the British occupied; a brigade of the Enemy, 
having advanced too far on our left, was attacked and driven 
back with considerable loss. The whole of the 19th, and till 4 
the next day, the two Armies remained close to each other, but 
perfectly quiet. At 4 in the afternoon of the 20th the enemy 
made a movement to our right; two brigades of Cavalry, and 
two of Infantry, made a corresponding movement, and we had 
a short Cannonade, but did not suffer. On the morning of the 
21st the whole of their Army was moving rapidly to our right, 
and we moved parallel to them all the way to Pitiagno. I had 
the rear guard, and very warm work for 15 hours. We lost a 
few men and horses by a cannonade and skirmish, but we made 
a charge upon their tirailleurs, and knocked most of them over. 
On the 21st the enemy was seen in position over Huerta, and we 
retired to near Salamanca; in the Evening we crossed the 
Tormes, in consequence of the enemy having made a movement 
to our right flank. On the morning of the 22nd the enemy 
shewed a considerable force on our side of the river; a good deal 
of skirmishing and Cannonading took place in which we did not 
suffer. Our baggage was ordered a good way to the rear, and 
preparations were making for our retreat, when Marmont, 
forgetting his former prudence and presuming upon the Idea 
that Lord W. would not fight, made a movement to turn our 
right, and extended his left so much that an order was immedi¬ 
ately given for attack. The lines were formed and moved on, 
and in spite of a tremendous fire and other difficulties, they 
carried all before them. The heavy Drags made a very successful 
charge, and the enemy’s left was completely beat; it was getting 
very dark when Lord W. advanced the light divisions and first 
against their Right. I covered them with a squadron of the 
12th and one of the 5th: we charged twice, and in the last went 
thro two battalions of Infantry. I was unfortunate enough to 
lose Dickens in this charge; he was leading a Squadron, and 
received a ball in his left breast. Just as we came up to the 
enemy s columns the officer who commanded the other Squadron 
was also shot in the breast, but not killed. Lord Wellington 
pushed on to Huerta the same night with two divisions and my 

1 Over the Douro. 2 La Nava del Rey_ 
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detachments of Cavalry. On the morning of the 23rd we ascer¬ 
tained the direction of the flight of the enemy, and pushed on 
them. The heavy German Brigade and the rest of General 
Anson’s coming up, Lord W. directed a Charge against the tail 
of the enemy’s column which completely succeeded. The 
Germans 1 did wonders, and an immense number of prisoners 
were taken. The same day we pursued them very close, and 
attempted a charge upon their Cavalry, but they were too 
strong for us. We did not, however, lose a man in the attempt. 
They have now got out of our reach for the present, but when 
the Army is a little recovered from the fatigue, we shall push 
a little further. I shall tell you nothing about the battle, as 
you will have it all in the Gazette. The 12th suffered very little, 
as they had but one Squadron engaged, but we have a very great 
loss in Dickens, who was a most excellent officer. I have knocked 
up all my horses; I lamed two on the day of the battle, broke 
my Sword, and lost my pistol. The Weather has been un¬ 
commonly hot; we have always bivouacked: the fatigue, you 
may guess, has been great, provisions not plenty, and I never 
was better in my life. I cannot write to any body else. 1 
have been following the French this morning and last night with 
a patrol for 4 leagues, so that I must rest.—Yours ever, 

F. C. Ponsonby. 

I can tell you nothing of any friends, as I have seen nobody. 
William Ponsonby2 is quite well, and Charles Manners I saw; 
he is only literally scratched, and you may tell the Duchess 
he is in good health into the bargain. Young Bertie and 
Goldsmid are quite well. . . . The French in their retreat have 
destroyed every town. A great many dead are laying by the 
road side. Pray let Macdonald and Seymour know my diffi¬ 
culties about writing. We are nine leagues from the field of 
battle on the Madrid road. 

Lieut.-Colonel Ponsonby to his Mother. 
28th July. 

We arriv’d at Valladolid 3 yesterday, and drove the enemy 
thro’ the town. I had the advance, and was close up with them, 
harassing their rear with about forty of my best riders; but 

1 The King’s German Legion, under Major-General Bock. 
2 Colonel the Hon. William Ponsonby commanded Major-General Le 

Marchand’s brigade after the fall of that officer, and was mentioned in Lord 
Wellington’s despatch, as well as Lieut.-Colonel Frederick Ponsonby, who 
commanded the 12th Light Dragoons. The eagles of the 13th and 51st 
Regiments were taken at Salamanca, and forwarded to England. 

3 After the Battle of Salamanca the fugitive troops abandoned Valladolid, 
which was entered by the allied army on 30th July. 
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on coming to the bridge, they blew it up. Fortunately, we 
clear’d it in time, and lost only three horses. Their army went 
towards Burgos. Our attack is postpon’d by the delay of the 
bridge and impossibility of passing the river, which gives them 
too great a start of us, and as men and horses were much fatigued, 
we halt to day and pursue tomorrow. I reconnoitred, and saw 
the rear guard about six leagues off, this morning. My Brigade 
is towards five miles from hence. Poor Gen1 Hulse died at 
Armida yesterday. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. at Tixall. 
Roe 

(Postmark, 21 st August). 

I am so glad you like F.’s letter. I did, too, and think it a 
great proof of good sense to keep as clear as he does of all fan¬ 
faronade and boast. He might, without any bo^st however, 
have told me, what it has delighted me to hear, that he receiv’d 
the highest encomiums and thanks from Ld. Wellington. Lady 
Bathurst was told by Lord Clinton that Ld. W. order’d F. to 
command the three Squadrons he mentions—12th, and 5th, and 
1st—and to accompany him and take his orders directly from 
himself. Ld. Clinton added: Never were orders more clearly 
given or more correctly executed, and that two charges particu¬ 
larly Lord Wellington quite exclaim’d at, and said, “ That is 
gallantly done—nothing can be better.” Is not this a delightful 
thing to hear—to know that F. had the advantage of being 
directed by the greatest general that ever liv’d, and the glory 
of being approv’d by him ? 

Lady Caroline Lamb to the Earl of Bessborough. 

My dearest Papa,—I am but too well aware that I am the 
cause of my Mama’s illness, that my foolish and wrong conduct 
has caused it; but this idea has given me such a shock that I 
really require some little time to recover. To shew you that I 
do not mean to abuse of it, I solemnly promise you to remain 
in your sight at Roehampton, not to leave you for an hour or 
day, so that I cannot make any wrong use of this permission. 
Wra is very anxious indeed that I should make this short delay 
of ten days for particular reasons, and I am certain my nerves 
are so shaken, and I have been so ill these 3 days, that to hurry 
off immediately will make me quite so. But I should never have 
thought of considering myself if Crofts and Sir H. H. had not 
positively said that it was madness to take Mama on a journey 
of that sort, far from medical help, at such a time. They said 
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delay it a month; I only ask ten days; and that my motive may 
not be suspected, lock me up if you chuse during that time, but 
do not refuse this to your own child, your only daughter, who 
with all her faults loves you so dearly. 

I have begged Crofts to explain to you why he wishes me not 
to go independent of my Mother, and he will call upon you 
tonight, only wait ten days. If travelling is necessary, let us 
go to Tunbridge or Salt Hill, but for God’s sake hear this request, 
as I know too well why Farquhar said what he did. I am the 
cause the Prince and Lord Melbourne have said it to him. If 
it was for my Mother I would cheerfully sacrifice every thing, 
but they sacrifice her for me.—Believe me, Dearest Papa, Your 

most affectionate and wretched Child, Caroline L4mb 

Lady Caroline Lamb to Lady Bessborough. 

My own dearest, kindest Mamma,—Be assured of one 
thing—that I will go with you whatever happens. I have seen 
Crofts, who objects, but that is nothing. Your will, your happi¬ 
ness, is every thing; but I have only one request. I would not 
urge it if it could hurt you. Just delay for 5 days your journey 
from Roehampton. You do not know the agitations I have 
gone through nor what I have suffer’d. I will not speak of 
thinking I had lost you. Had it been so, I should not have 
recovered; as it is, my senses are really not straight again. I 
want a few days to compose me, to get right. Let me go with 
you tomorrow to Roehampton, but let us remain there a little 
while before we set out. I ask this only because I know and feel 
that we all want a little repose, and that afterwards a journey 
is very well. And now to shew you that I have no design in 
this, i do promise you, upon my honour and soul, that at all 
events, whether you grant it or not, I will not see Lord Byron. 
I know Mrs. Peterson and others may think it is an excuse of 
mine saying I am with child, but at such a time would I, could 
I, have the heart to do it ? I know, also, that I have deserved 
to be suspected; but let me go at all events, only just give me 
time to recover. I never"was so unwell as last night; you know 
I said nothing of it, but if I were not so, I wish for a few days’ 
quiet. Will you, who are so good, so kind, so generous—you 
who, though I nearly killed you I love better than any thing 
on earth, for whose sake I will and have given up what is but 
too dear to me—will you, my M., ask for this delay, which, 
however, if you have set your mind otherwise, I will not urge. 
As to letting you go without me, could I ? Would you consent ? 
Ah, let us not part now ! Trust in me at least at this moment; 
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all deceptions are over now: you may see my whole heart if you 
please. 

Do with me as you will, and only if you think such request 
reasonable grant it. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. at Tixall. 

Bessborough, 7 Sepr. 

The Statesman of today provokes me; what can its croaking 
Editor mean by chusing this moment to lament over losses, 
and expatiate on the harm we have done the Spaniards in pre¬ 
venting their enjoying the mild blessings of Buonaparte’s 
Government, which would have destroy’d the inquisition, 
ensured their Liberty, &c., &c.; and then enumerating all who 
have fallen since the beginning of the contest—“ to stain the 
soil of Spain with British blood ” ? Now, in good faith, I believe 
there are few people who feel more deeply interested than I do 
in the fate of our brave armies, both from my own personal 
interest, and as a thorough good Englishwoman grudging every 
man that falls and every drop of British blood that is spilt, 
either in Spain or elsewhere. But it is this very John Bull 
feeling that makes me also glory in their success and detest 
this denigrant strain of what the Duchess calls the gloomy 
conclave, who had just discovered that the battle of Salamanca, 
if it was a Victory, had been much exaggerated; that its results 
would be barren in all but glory, and Ld. Wellington oblig’d to 
return without a single advantage to counterbalance our loss. 
When the next news comes dated from Madrid, and telling us 
of the raising of the siege of Cadiz, the only one reason I wish 
to have friends in office is that I might once in my life be allowed 
to rejoice at our successes, and not always be damp’d by doubts 
and buts and ifs, &c. I have receiv’d a longish letter, but of an 
old date, from F. today, Aug. 2d; of course, therefore, it contains 
no news, but I shall write out part of it for you as more amusing 
than any thing I can send you from hence. 

Colonel F. Ponsonby to his Mother. 

Villa (?) Aug. 2. 
We have been in pursuit of the French army ever since I 

wrote last to you till the present time, constant skirmishing and 
almost one continued Race, and Ld. W. has mov’d some Divisions 
of Infantry and Cavlry to frighten King Joseph, who, it appears, 
was yesterday not far from Segovia. My Brigade and two Div. 
of Infantry are watching the rear of Marmont’s Army, who are 
moving as fast as they can upon Burgos. You will have heard 
of our getting possession of Valladolid. The enemy left about 
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700 sick, and between 2 and; 300 prisoners were made besides. 
Ld. W.’s reception was very fine; I escorted him with two 
Squadrons of the 12th, the only troops that enter’d the town. 
We were met at every turn by bands of music, people of all 
descriptions, high and low, especially Ladies, bearing streamers 
and trophies, crowns of Laurel and wreaths of flowers, with 
which the way was strewed, every house decorated as you have 
seen them formerly in France for the fete Dieu. Women of 
all ranks bringing refreshments, even to the privates, walking 
by the side of our horses; and if Ld. W. would have let them, 
they would have knelt and pray’d to him; whilst on every side 
were heard acclamations of Viva el gran Capitan, viva los Heroes 
Ingleses los Salvadores. We halted at Valladolid a day, and I 
took the opportunity of going to Simancas (I cannot read the 
word, but have copied it as like as I can), where the Archives 
of the Kingdom had been kept. All that was valuable had been 
taken away by the French the year before; upwards of 250 large 
boxes had been sent off to France, and what remain’d were in a 
sad state of ruin. We found several papers with the signatures 
of Isabella, Charles 5, and Philip the 2d, but we could not make 
out much of the contents. The French had turn’d the castle 
into a fastness against the guerillas, and they had a garrison 
there till the day before our entrance, when everything was 
hurried away towards Burgos, even to the shops, with their 
contents and furniture. Valladolid had been made so com¬ 
pletely a French town that there were whole streets of French 
shops, Cafes, Restaurateurs, Baths, &c., &c., all of which had 
packed off the day before. The Spaniards say they are now 
allowed to breathe, and although there are some who from bribes 
or the hope of traffic are for the French cause, even they complain 
of their tyranny, and the general feeling, especially of the lower 
orders, is that they are emancipated from a dreadful bondage 
that has been oppressing them for four years. All the Guerilla 
chiefs—Saonil, Julian, Martinaz—collected their people at 
Valladolid in the course of the day; these have about 1,400 
Cavalry and a 1,000 Infantry, who stick close to the enemies’ 
column and pick up a great many stragglers. The French owned 
to the loss of 17,000 men in the battle near Salamanca and con¬ 
fess that they were completely beat, but they attribute it to 
large reinforcements which they persist in imagining we received 
in the field of battle. 

Marmont was last night at Tortoles, very ill with his wound. 
We shall probably turn on Madrid, and I do not suppose his army 
will be fit for much for some time. Ours has had great fatigue, 
and there is some sickness, I am sorry to say. The 12th. are much 

vol. ii. 30 
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reduced in numbers, though what there are, are in pretty good 
order. I expect Lord Waldegrave up every day. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 

My dearest G.,—Here are people coming to dine—or, rather, 
come—and I have only time to give you the Irish blessing be¬ 
stowed on me at every corner—Good luck ride with you, and 
God bless you within and without. 

Our Carrick tenants wrote me two or three letters offering 
me presents, and begging leave to dance the long dance from 
Carrick as they had done from Piltown. I neglected answering. 
To day I got another letter with an enclosure; the letter ended; 
“ As her honoured Ladyship has not had leisure to condescend 
an answer, the inhabitants of Carrick have taken the liberty 
to write one for her, which they enclose.” When you do not 
write to me I shall adopt this ingenious method, and have, I 
believe, before now sometimes. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. at Tixall. 

Bessborough, Sep. 17. 

I shall come back with the brogue, I know, and that ingenious 
manner of avoiding yes all true Irish people possess. They 
have quite discarded this poor little monosyllable, and avoid it 
with the greatest care. Did you go out to shoot this morning ? 
I did. Shall you be at Carrick fair ? 1 shall. Can you spare 
me that basket ? I can. As these three questions and answers 
have just pass’d, I write them to you as instances. The day 
before yesterday was entirely taken up with another long dance 
from the Carrickers, as they call them; it was more splendid than 
that of the Piltown Villagers, and really very pretty, but (from 
this circumstance and a great jealousy existing between Piltown 
and Carrick) rather alarming. All our Gentlemen were out, 
the Park and Court crowded with people. After the dancing 
was done and various feats of activity, this jealousy began 
shewing itself by the PUtowners (a word us’d to express all the 
Country people round B. in opposition to those of our Tenantry 
at or near Carrick) began stripping off their coats, saying, tho’ 
they were not so finely dress’d nor so cockaded (the Carrick 
dancers were in white waistcoats with sashes and bows of Ribbon 
like the Dresses in a ballet), “ they could hollow as loud and 
fight as long as they could for My lord and Lady.” The proof 
of this was a yell more like what I have heard of the Indian war 
whoops than anything European, and the old house keeper came 
running to me. “ Och ! my own dear Lady, there will be murter 
below, and we shall all be kilt! And 0, the Craters ! It’s all 
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for love of you, and perhaps if you would make them a bet of 
a Spache off the stage it would set all right, and save a blessed 
Soul from Heaven.” Upon this I sallied forth in some dismay, 
and stretching my poor voice to its utmost pitch, made them, as 
she desired, a bet of a Spache, which succeeded better than most 
Speeches do, for it was not only greatly applauded, but obtain’d 
all I ask’d. Peace and harmony were restored. I ordered 
out some great jugs of whisky Punch, and going down into the 
midst of them, took the first glass myself, drinking all their 
health, and desiring them to remember that as they were all 
equally Ld. B.’s tenants, the greatest proof of affection they 
could shew us was being good Neighbours with each other; 
that we felt equally grateful to both Carrickers and Piltowners, 
and that I begg’d it of them, as a proof of (what they call) their 
Loyalty, to go home quietly without any disturbance or 
jealousies. They plac’d the Garland by me, danc’d round me 
two or three times, and were join’d by Caroline and some of the 
maids, and all went off as well as possible without a single jar 
or broken head, but it gave me a little notion of how hard they 
are to manage. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. at Tixall. 

Bessborough, 
23d September. 

I am, as usual, dead with an unmerciful walk, and still more 
fatiguing jumble in a car. I am by no means as strong, body 
or mind, as I was before my illness. How much I find this 
on a thousand occasions ma non c’e remedio, so it cannot be 
help’d. I was pleas’d to day with little Mrs. Galway’s (Sister to 
Costello,'whom Frederick liv’d with so much at Cadiz) expressing 
so warmly her joy at the siege being rais’d. In course of con¬ 
versation I said Ld. Wellington was a great general; she clasp’d 
her hands together, and exclaim’d in her broken English: “ Ah ! 
dat he is, Miledie—a most great Capitan, or sooner a Gode gone 
to save my poor Country. Oh ! the English are a great and brave 
Nation.” You cannot think how pretty it sounded, perhaps 
partly because she is a very pretty woman, but in very bad health. 
There is a young Man here (did I tell you this before ? car je me 
repete par fois) who was badly wounded at the storming of 
Ciudad Rodrigue,1 and is just return’d to recover his health; 
and it is delightful to hear every one who has serv’d under him 
speak with the enthusiasm they do of Ld. W. Every officer, 
of whatever rank, whom I have hitherto spoken with seems to 

1 Lord Wellington carried Ciudad Rodrigo by assault on 19th January 
1812. The Cortez gave him the title of Duke of Ciudad Rodrigo. 
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have such reliance on his unerring judgement, such confidence 
in the impossibility of defeat when he commands, that, his 
name alone must be equivalent to half an army. This Lieut. 
Cox was telling me that when Ld. W. went to Badajoz, and left 
Gen. Spencer in command, there was an alarm of the French 
advancing in great force, which spread consternation thro all 
the army. But no sooner had Ld. W.’s messenger arriv’d with 
directions of what to do, and assurances of his speedy return, 
than they were all in motion again—ready to breast the French 
bayonets or spike their cannon in the very teeth of their fire, his very 
name gave such spirits to the army and such security of not 
failing; he added: “ For if at any time from a blunder on our 
side or greater numbers on theirs any little confusion arises, 
Ld. W.’s genius and promptitude repair the error before the 
enemy can take advantage of it.” I am longing for more letters 
from F.: when I get any I will send you the original or copy, 
as you are so good as to like them. . . . 

Lady B. to G. L. G. at Tixall. 

Bessboeotjqh, Sep. 24. 

. . . Here are three posts without a letter come, and no post 
qay—enough to make a Saint swear, as they say Saint Senanus1 
did when he saw the Lady. We are finely superstitious all 
about here. . . . Ld. B. wanted an old thorn tree to be cut 
down, but was absolutely refus’d by all the labourers about, and 
Mr. Walsh said that when he planted round one some time ago, 
he was oblig’d to send for strangers out of the country, so strong 
is this belief of the Faieries inhabiting under a thorn. Whilst 
Ld. B. was talking, a woman call’d me up to her and said in a 
mysterious manner: “The little people live here; perhaps my 
lord does not know it.” I will give you back second hand all 
the Gossyp of my letters. Ly. Melbourne is full of the Dissolu¬ 
tion; she din’d at a great dinner at Ld. Salisbury’s. Ld. Bridge- 
water2 was there, and Lord Cranburn boasts of having secur’d 
1,500 votes. F. Byng and'Mr. Bouverie were there also, vying 
with each other in making love to a poor, quiet little Mrs. Johns, 
who swallows it all doux comme lait with the most perfect 
innocence—this is Ly. M.’s account. The Hollands were at 
Brocket when she wrote, Ly. Holland very good humour’d, but 

1 The saint who fled to the island of Scattery, and resolved that no woman 
should ever step upon the isle. An angel led St. Canara here, but Senanus 
refused to admit her. “St. Senanus and the Lady’’ (T. Moore’s Irish 
Melodies). 

2 General John William Egerton succeeded his cousin, the third Duke of 
Bridgewater, in 1803 as seventh Earl of Bridgewater. He died s.p. 1823. 
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fanciful and not well, and shocking Emily with her continual 
worry of poor Henery. They were going back to town, and the 
Cowpers, Melbournes, Caroline George (who they say is grown 
fat and gay and rosy), all going to Middleton. Ly. M. tells a 
melancholy story of the poor D. of Dorset, who is growing blind 
without a hope of saving his eyes, but bears it with the greatest 
resignation; it was from a blow he got with a tennis ball last 
year. How terrible that poor lame Bennet’s death must be 
for his family !—that poor little wife of his, she is just going to 
lye in. I do not like the Conyers family in general, but it does 
seem so hard a fate to have been seven years fixing all one’s 
hopes on one object, at length obtaining it, and after one short 
year and a half of happiness losing all hope for ever—“ the course 
of true love never did run smooth,” &c. Ah, how it does grieve 
me, amidst the inevitable misfortune one hears of on all sides, 
to see my Child throw away from mere levity such happiness 
as might have been hers !—or really still might, if she does not 
quite drive it from her. A propos of throwing away happiness, 
I must tell you another part of Ly. Melbourne’s letter which 
concerns you more nearly. She says she or Emily were told, 
I think by Mr. Vernon, that Harriet Wilson is living at Ryde in 
great retirement, saying she passes for the most Virtuous Woman 
in the Island; and that she is waiting for Ld. W.’s coming of 
age, when he is to return and marry her. She shew’d some of 
his letters, all ending with yr. affecate Husband. Probably you 
know what credit is to be given to this, but I thought it as well to 
tell you; and I shall now end my letter as I began—from other 
quarters. Here is a charade'Emily sends Caroline, and we none 
of us can guess; perhaps you and H. may be brighter—the 
potato, Sir, does not clear the understanding: 

“ Bad wits have seldom females spar’d. 
And oft my first has been compar’d 
To Women’s tongues, which constant run. 
But this is joke, and said in fun. 
My second oft is gravely spoke, 
But yet with some ’twill pass for joke, 
Tho’ ’tis a sad, disgraceful thing. 
And grave and gay to shame mu3t bring. 
My third, tho’ gay, is free from art, 
And loves you true with all her heart. 
And tho’ she seems a minx so bold, 
She never yet my second told.” 

The verse is not famous, and we have in vain tried to find le 
mot de Venigme. ... We go tomorrow to Lismore, but direct 
on here, for we shall return in less than a week; at any rate, 
they would forward it from hence by a gossoon, who makes 
nothing of stepping across the Mountains to any distance. 
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Lady B. to G. L. G. at Tixall. 
Lisjviore, 28 Sep. 

Your letter came today from B. to me. Was Croft at Tixall ? 
for I thought you said he was going to visit about for a few 
days. How glad I am it is all safely over !1 . . . The Duke 
is quite well and doing a great deal in various ways, perhaps 
rather too much all at once. His fortune is so immense it can 
stand a good deal and easily repair any over doing, and I am 
far from wanting him to spare any expense that can contribute 
to his comfort, or magnificence even. But he does not take 
into his calculations the immense value of time, especially with 
a life before him. He is at one and the same time fitting up and 
building, as he tells me, at Londesburgh, Bolton Abbey, this 
place, and Youghal, at an immense expense, and what seems 
less necessary, new doing Chiswick and Chatsworth, besides 
D. House: thi3 in addition to purchasing Libraries, Cartoons 
[illegible], and the vast expense he must and ought to be a,t for 
Election influence. Besides, acts of charity or generosity 
where I hope he will never hold his hand—must draw pretty 
deep into any fortune, and all might be done the same without 
inconvenience by not doing all together. I had forgot among 
my expenses building a town (which, however, will prove in 
course of time very profitable); it is among the mountains, 
and will give safety to that beautiful road, which is now infested 
with Robbers. I am to lay the first stone of Spencertown if it 
will ever cease raining torrents and blowing a hurricane again. 
We are full of Election business.2 Hart, wishes it not to be 
known till the day of nomination that he means to interfere with 
Waterford. I believe by all we hear he is pretty sure of success, 
and cannot help regretting very much that he has chang’d one 
part of his plan. Really, I regret partly on his account as well 
as my own, for I do not think in mere Electioneering jockeyship 
that it will do better, if as well. He intended to have propos’d 
Willy. Now (besides Hart.’s own popularity and W.’s being so 
nearly connected with him, and both being young, which inclines 
people to like more than an old stager), our property coming 
quite to the Town of Waterford, and having great intercourse 
and some influence with many of the chief families of the 
Counties, gives us weight there. I know (don’t think I am boast¬ 
ing) that we are in great favour in all that part of the Country; 
Frederick, too, is quite ador’d, so that a Brother of his would 

1 A second daughter, Georgiana Caroline, was born 25th September, 1812, 
who married, in 1833, Alexander George Fullerton, of Ballintoy Castle. She 
died 19th January, 1885. 

2 Parliament had been dissolved by the Prince Regent on 29th September. 
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come under particularly favourable circumstances; and Willy 
himself has contriv’d to get very well acquainted and very much 
lik’d by the people there, for Hart, talk’d to him of this plan 
when they were in Ireland together before, and said he should 
propose it to his Father, and W. has never lost sight of it. When 
we first came to Ireland, Hart, resum’d this intention, but on 
our'arriving here we found old G.'Ponsonby had been with Hart., 
and tho’ he is sure of a seat in England, propos’d himself for 
Waterford. I really believe from the motives he said, that being 
so well known and so often applied to by the Catholicks, his name 
and popularity would be more likely to secure a doubtful election; 
but the fact is (which he is not aware of) that all that foolish 
blunder about Dr. Milne and the Veto, &c., have done him unjust 
harm among the Catholicks, and he is far from being as popular 
as he imagines. However, there is no help for it, for if Hart, 
had declin’d and gone on with my W. and the Election failed, 
I should have thought wejiad lost it for him. He is very good, 
and going to try Willy (I hate calling him so now, but do not 
know how to distinguish from W. Lamb) at Youghal, but I am 
afraid with little Chance. The Borough having originally 
belong’d to the Dukes of Devonshire, and lost by some trickery 
of Ld. Shannon’s Grandfather, is of no avail, I fear—at least, 
we could find the same thing of none, tho’ ours was more dis¬ 
tinctly an agent than Ld. C. ever could have been. The LI. 
of Commons will not care for that, and Gov. will of course go 
against Hart.’s, and if the Petition is founded on the hardships 
of a few non resident voters chusing the Member in opposition 
to the wishes of the whole place (who are one and all for Hart.), 
Knaresborough will form a bad precedent. But a thing must 
not be given up because it is difficult, only (particularly if W. 
stands for it) I should like the chance to be clear enough to make 
it worth Hart.’s while to undertake it. The news papers to day 
announce opposition in Staffordshire; your last letter made me 
hope this was quite safe. Does Wilberforce mean to go out of 
Park entirely, do you know ? or only give up Yorkshire ? 

Lady B. to G. L. G. at Tixatt. 
Lismobe, 

Sep. 29. 

Caroline would entertain you with her account of Lismore, 
which makes Hart, furious. She says that when she saw this 
ruin’d castle at a distance, she had prepar’d her mind for every 
sort of adventure and difficulty, shivering Ghosts and knights 
in armour !—that she expected to wind thro’ extensive tho’ 
deserted Parks up to the Portcullis on the out side, and wander 
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about vast ruin’d apartments full of tatter’d furniture and gloom 
within; instead of which, we drove thro’ a dirty village in the 
middle of which stands the castle without an acre of ground 
belonging to it. Still, she hop’d the inside would answer, but 
that Hart, handed her into, not a Gothick Hall, but two small 
dapper Parlours neatly furnish’d in the newest Inn fashion, 
much like a Citizen’s Villa at Highgate; that she cannot recover 
this, and shall break her Heart. She also persists in its being 
very damp. It certainly feels so, but I know not why, for tho’ 
close to the water, it is on a rock. Hart, and Caroline had many 
disputes on the damp, when last night she suddenly open’d 
the door very wide, saying, “ Pray walk in, Sir; I have no doubt 
you are the rightful possessor, and my Cousin only an interloper 
usurping your usual habitation.” For a long time nothing 
came, when at last, with great solemnity and many pauses, in 
hopp’d a frog, Caroline following with two candles to treat the 
master of the Castle with proper respect, she said. 

My letter could not go yesterday, and now I am almost afraid 
of sending it, for I cannot bear making you pay for my balivernes. 
Do not, however, let this be an excuse for you, for / would pay 
twenty times over for the pleasure of a letter; but mine are 
particularly dull. How delightful it is to find F.’s name again 
in the papers as having done well! How gloriously we are 
going on in Spain ! Wellington for ever ! But I get no letter 
from Fred. We go tomorrow to Youghal, where W. is to offer 
himself as a candidate. I am afraid there is scarce any chance 
of success. W. Lamb will, I fear, be out of Parliament, but you 
cannot think how much pleased you would be with the great 
rectitude of his character on all subjects that one talks seriously 
upon to him. His Father, he says, cannot and ought not to go 
to any great expense in assisting him; he cannot without assist¬ 
ance do anything for himself. As he will not incur debts, he 
does not know when he can pay; and he dislikes extremely the 
thoughts of being brought in. The Duke of Bedford some time 
ago made some proposal which W. L. says, even if repeated, 
he must decline, for that (judging by Lord Tavistock, at least) 
they differ so much on many material subjects, such as reform 
in Park, the war in Spain, &c., and some other things, that he 
could not in conscience let himself be crippled by opinions almost 
opposite to his own, or vote in direct contradiction of the person 
who brought him in; that he also thinks the Duke of Bedford, 
in common with many of the opposition, have too narrow a 
view of the present state of politicks; that they none of them 
seem to make the least difference for the exigency of the time 
and state of Europe, but are all guided by the regular old rules 
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and tacticks from which they would not depart one tittle to 
save the Empire; and that the leaders are so dispotick and yet 
so neglectful of their followers that it disgusts those who are 
the best inclin’d. He talked much of the Pope,1 saying that 
tho’ perhaps what he reckon’d his 'party might in some instances 
be lessen’d by the new election, he would, in fact, stand 
higher and have more supporters than he ever had; that he 
knew almost all the Irish Members look’d up to him, and many 
of those in England who once form’d a party of the opposition. 
Bobus Smith he mention’d, and Mr. French, and several others— 
not counting among them himself, because strong habits of 
friendship and party would make it too difficult, but I know 
that it is the party he is most inclin’d to. I am writing to the 
sound of Irish jigs. The D. gives a ball to night, and I, fine as 
hands can make me, have been doing the honours till I am quite 
tired. It is now four, and there are no signs of breaking up, so 
I came un to rest a moment. God bless you, Dearest G. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. at Tixall. 

Bessborough, Oct. 8. 

Indeed, I did not mean to be mysterious in what I said about 
William, but nothing was settled; the Duke made an amazing 
point of Waterford not being mention’d, and, as it happen’d, 
I should have given you false intelligence. But great changes 
have happen’d in his plans since going back; there has been 
some disagreement between him and Mr. Power (the Present 
Member, who has great interest, and who, join’d with Hart.’s, 
might carry any thing, but oppos’d to him just now that his 
votes have been so neglected would make it very doubtful and 
enormously expensive), so that I rather think it will be given up 
for this time; for the next he is sure, and would for this had not 
there been the most extraordinary neglect in registering the 
farmers. You know in Ireland no one can vote without having 
been register’d; the number of Votes on the Duke’s estate in 
Waterford would alone carry the county, had this been done, 
but they have let him have all the inconvenience of giving the 
freeholds without the benefit of their votes. When this was 
stated by Norton, I could not help just asking whose neglect 
it was; for surely it is a bad excuse for an agent so trusted to 
plead that he had no orders. He might to so young a Man as 
Hart, have suggested what was necessary and asked for the 
orders, but pray do not talk of this nor mention it to Hart., as 
it vexes him, and he would dislike my having said it. Meanwhile 

1 Mr. Canning. 
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the canvass of Youghal goes on briskly; I cannot help having 
some hopes. Here is some Waterford wit for you. They say: 
“ A Strong Gale yt suddenly burst forth across the Channel, has 
thrown the Shannon into commotion; that the old Hulk call’d 
the Keats has long been sinking, and is now nearly upset by a 
Gallant new Vessel call’d the William Ponsonby just launch’d 
from Devonshire; that tho’ this vessel has not been long out of 
Harbour, it carries great weight, for besides the Vast Devonshire 
cargo, it brings along with it a shoal of other powerful Vessels 
from the Suir and Ineskilly in its wake.” Here is William’s 
advertisement; Frederick’s* is to be a little alter’d, as instead 
of being in his name as writing it himself, it is to be from William 
for him. I wish you had sent me yours. I understand the 
large paper pays no more than a smaller single sheet, but least 
I should be mistaken, I shall send it to [illegible], that you 
may only have London postage to pay. 

This moment I have had the report of another Victory over 
Foy’s army, and that Burgos 2 is taken by storm. It always 
makes my heart sink. . . . 

Lady B. to G. L. G. at Tixall. 
B., Oct. 9th. 

W. Lamb has told me some thing today, in course of conversa¬ 
tion, that I was not at all aware of. He had been talking of 
the answer in the newspapers given as Mr. Canning’s to the 
Electors at Liverpool, and said he would stake his head upon 
the certainty that whether Mr. C. accepted or declin’d, he 
would not give .that answer. He was wishing him extremely 
to accept, and seem’d to think Brougham would withdraw. 
He then told me what I certainly never suspected, that at the 
time of Mr. Ward’s joining your party, Mr. Brougham either 
did or intended offering himself to Mr. C. On my seeming 
surpris’d, W. L. said: “ Brougham has neither likes or dislikes, 
but with respect to his political views, that he had always done 
justice to the Pope’s talents, but dreading his ascendency if he 
coalesc’d with the"Op., determin’d by every means in his power 
to prevent it.” He applied, it seems, to some of our chiefs to 
know if they would assist in bringing him into Parliament; they, 
he says, return’d a haughty sullen denial. This, added to 
various other slights which he calls indignities, had exasperated 

1 The Election Address is omitted. 
2 The rumour was not true. On the night of 22nd September an attempt 

had bo n made to storm Burgos, but tho Portuguese, unfortunately, were 
driven back, and the loss on this failure was severe. On 20th October Lord 
Wellington found it advisable to raise the siege, and he retired to his winter- 
quarters across the Douro. 
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him beyond measure against them, and Mr. Ward shew’d W. 
Lamb a letter of his which, after enumerating his wrongs and 
expressing his resentment, clos’d with declaring that there were 
scarce any means he would leave untried to secure a deep revenge; 
that, if he liv’d, the hour of that revenge should come, and that 
the planning it and brooding over it was in itself no inconsiderable 
pleasure. This man, whether friend or foe, and tho’ I think 
he has great abilities, will never be a favourite of mine. W. 
also told me what he has kept so secret hitherto, and is so anxious 
not to have known, that I must beg you all not to mention it: 
but Mr. Perceval before his death had more than once sent him 
high offers, and tried to negociate with him (William Lamb, 
I mean); and after the failure of the 1st Negociation, on Mr. 
Perceval’s death this year, the Prince wrote to him, offering— 
nay, pressing him to be in the Cabinet, and at the same time, 
after many arguments, reminding him that when an Adn was 
plann’d by Opposition at the beginning of the Regency, they 
offer’d him to be one of the heads of the Treasury, and telling 
him that unless he could contrive to bring himself into Park, 
he would stand a good chance of being left out, as the leaders 
of Op. were too arrogant or too negligent to bring forward any of 
the younger members of their party. The present moment 
certainly verifies part of this to him, and tho’ he differs in some 
points with some of the most vehement of the Op. (chiefly, 
however, in being more liberal and a better Englishman), and 
perhaps may not be reckon’d a first-rate Speaker, yet the loss 
of a man of such firm and conscientious rectitude of character, 
and of so good an understanding, must be, I should think, of 
consequence even to those who have a less high opinion of his 
abilities than I have. 

11th.—My letter was too late for the post yesterday, by my 
being out the whole day among the Mountains. What good news 
from Russia1 and America !2 But I hear there are complaints 
of Gen1 Maitland in Spain, that he wrote to Ld. Wellington for 
advice, complaining bitterly of the difficulties he met with, and 
totally despairing of being able to do any thing; and that Ld. W. 
answer’d by telling him the date of the time he was at Torres 
Vedras with a superior French army, and Massena before him 
blocking him up—adding that, had he desponded then, with so 
much more against him, he should not now date from the lines 
investing Burgos after passing thro’ Madrid, and that this was 
the whole of the letter. As I am stupid I enclose you some copies 

1 Perhaps that of the successful Russian retreat and the burning of Moscow, 
begun on 14th September. 

2 Probably that General Hull, who had invaded Canada, had surrendered to 
General Brock at Detroit. The latter wa3 killed soon afterwards. 
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of several of F.’s letters with nothing very particular in them, but 
that entertain’d me. . . . Hart, writes me word he has again 
hopes of Waterford. W. returns to Youghal Wednesday, as 
the Election stands for Thursday. All is quiet, I trust, in 
Kilkenny: Henry Grattan, and Mr. and Mrs. Wiseman from 
Spain, are just arriv’d: the first is, they say, clever, and I know 
affected; the two latter, Irish by birth, but born and bred in 
Spain. I have not yet seen them, as I am out a walking, which 
I think but fair to say, as they sleep here. I hear the Prince in 
talking of Ld. Wellesley says, “ What can be done with a 
Spanish Grandee grafted on an Irish Potato ?” 

Lady B. to G. L. G. at Tixall. 

Kilkenny, Oct. 15. 

Canning for ever ! How I do hope he will succeed ! You 
cannot think how eager W. L. is for it. When I told him Mr. 
C. was at the head of the poll, “ And so he ought,” answer’d he. 
Mr. Creevey is the one he knows best, but he says Canning and 
Mr. Brougham are the two he wishes for, and says ought to come 
in, and then act together. The only bad part of that is that a 
man who joins merely from resentment is not much to be 
depended on. There has been a great Catholick dinner to day, 
300 in a magnificent Gothick ruin cover’d in for the purpose. 
The hangings look’d handsome, but, in fact, were the sort of 
Woollen the women’s Cloaks are made of, here; there were 
festoons of linen and Carpeting of blankets, all which are after¬ 
wards to be given to the poor. It went off very well; there were 
one or two attempts at violence, but cries of “ Fye, fye ! You 
do harm to our cause,” check’d them. Ld. B.’s health was 
drunk, and he acquitted himself, I hear, better than I should 
have expected, and was extremely cheer’d. When F.’s health 
was drunk, W. Lamb rose and spoke beautifully, they say, 
mixing praise to him on his Military Career with thanks for the 
honour done him, and expressions of attachment and gratitude 
to his constituents. Old Grattan spoke, advising unanimity and 
moderation. They afterwards drank young Grattan’s health, 
wishing him to prove worthy of his Father; in his thanks he gave 
so warm and affectionate a character of his Father that old 
Grattan burst into tears. There were endless other Speeches, 
but not of people you know, I believe. I have had an excellent 
account of Youghal today; some of the Corporation are come 
over to us, which would be every thing. But Sir I. Newport 
says that if it is lost it is owing to a foolish hill of his friend G. 
Ponsonby, which, because he thought he had a borough himself, 
excluded B. from the privileges granted to Cities, and which 
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before that bill were enjoy’d by all corporate places. I long to 
have another account of the Liverpool poll, also a good one of 
Staffordshire, and what you said to your Constituents. . . . 

Lady B. and her party returned to London after spending 

a few days at Tixall on their way in November.1 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
27th December. 

... I never doubted Buonaparte’s escape from Russia, nor 
can I now the account in the Paris papers of his arrival there, 
but yet it is so strongly believ’d in the City to be a forgery, 
that bets of ten to one are open’d that he is not in Paris,2 and it is 
reported a Moniteur of a later date than his arrival is now in 
London, and does not mention it. I have given Ld. Chol- 
mondeley a guinea to take the ten to one for me. Mr. Sydenham, 
who din’d here, gave us some interesting accounts of the armies; 
we took a large troop of boys in some of the late skirmishes, 
all under sixteen. They said they were the conscript nommement 
quatorze mais veritablement 1817; that some of their camarades 
were not above 14, and that out of a reinforcement of 12,000 
sent to Spain five thousand had fallen sick or died on the road, 
and been left behind to follow from being unable to bear the 
fatigue of the forc’d marches. An old Veteran Serjeant who was 
with them said: “ Dix milles de ces petits malheureux sont alles 
en Russie.” Both the boys and the Serjeant begg’d not to be 
given up to the Spaniards; the Serjeant said: “ Pour ces Messieurs 
la (the Spanish and Portuguese) ils se battent comme des gueux: 
Mais les Anglois c’est autre chose, c’est un plaisir de se battre 
avec vous.” 

1 Lady Harriet Leveson Gower to her sister. Lady G. Morpeth. 

“ My Aunt looks stout and well, but poor Caroline most terribly the con¬ 
trary. She is worn to the bone, as pale as death, and her eyes starting out of 
her head. She seems, indeed, in a sad way, alternately in tearing spirits and 
in tears. 

1 ‘ I hate her character, her feelings, and herself when I am away from her, 
but she interests me when I am with her; and to see her poor careworn face 
is dismal, in spite of reason and speculation upon her extraordinary conduct. 
She appears to me in a state very little short of insanity, and my Aunt describes 
it as at times having been decidedly so. 

* * * * * 

‘ ‘ Caro has been excessively entertaining at supper. Her spirits, whilst 
they last, seem as ungovernable as her grief. My Aunt is very gay and amiable. 
Poor Lord Bessborough me pese sur le cceur et Vesprit. William Lamb laughs 
and eats like a trooper.”—Prom “ Letters of Harriet, Countess Granville.” 

2 After the burning of Moscow, Napoleon had loft that town on 19th 
October, and began the disastrous retreat by Smolensk. He took leave of 
his Marshals at Smorgony early in December, and returned to Paris on the 
19th. 



CHAPTER XX 

1813 

THE WAR AND GOSSIP 

Since the deaths of her sister and Charles Fox,LadyBessborough’s 

interest in politics was diminishing, and her letters are more 

and more full of family affairs and details of no special interest. 

Fresh attempts were made during the summer to persuade Mr. 

Canning to join the Government; he not only rejected them, 

but also retired from the leadership of his party. 

Napoleon having been obliged to withdraw some of his best 

troops from the Peninsula, all was now going well there. The 

French were forced to evacuate Salamanca, and Lord Wellington 

defeated Joseph Bonaparte and Marshal Jourdan at Yittoria 

on 21st June. St. Sebastian fell on 31st August; Pampeluna 

followed, and on 7th October Lord Wellington crossed the 

Bidassoa and entered France. Meanwhile Napoleon had 

suffered the crushing defeat of Leipzig, and was driven back 

across the Rhine, the allied troops under Bliicher and Schwartzen- 

berg entering French territory on 1st January, 1814. 

The Dutch had risen against French tyranny, and sent a 

deputation to London to invite the Prince of Orange to return 

and put himself at the head of his countrymen. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. at Keddleston, near Derby. 

Roe 

(Postmark, 2nd February, 1813). 

The Prince has not yet swallow’d that old story of the no Levees 
and your Petitions, and then in that very conversation at 
Hertford House you said something, I believe, that affronted 
him. However, the true cause is that he is convinc’d Mr. 
Canning was inclin’d to accept his proposals last year: that C. 

468 
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Ellis and Mr. Huskisson encourag’d him to do so; that all was 
nearly settled, but that you, having more influence with him 
than any of the others, and yourself bias’d by your opposition 
convictions, persuaded him to refuse. He says the note after¬ 
wards objected to had been consider’d and answer’d. All was 
settled, when Ld. G. L. G. drove down to Gloucester Lodge1 
at twelve o’clock at night, gave a new interpretation to some 
Phrase- with which till then Mr. C. was satisfied, and persuaded 
him to break off the negociations—these are your crimes and 
misdemeanours. Are G. and Hart, ask’d to the ball ? . . . 
How glad I shall be to see you all ! Pray let me know the moment 
you arrive. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
End of July. 

This is too bad, too tantalizing, and very unjust, Sir. Your 
letters are never left to trainer. I value them too much. They 
are put up as soon as read into my red case, and from thence travel 
to the famous cedar box, which some time or other you are to 
inherit. You may have found a chance note about a play, or 
a dinner, or saying you would not come—generally a cross one 
that vex’d me, and I left out of spite-—but never a real letter of 
yours with anything in it that any one might not read; and, 
indeed, in my other letters I am not near so bad about as I 
appear or as I us’d to be. My notes and letters I usually take 
out with me to con over in the carriage. I put them on my 
table on my return, to answer or put by; you arrive, read them, 
and scold me for leaving them about; and ten to one if they were 
put up you would ask me if I had had none, and bid me produce 
them. Besides, when common acquaintances are admitted into 
a Lady’s sitting room they do not take up a presse papiers and 
examine what is under it. You may do this because I have 
never had anything I wished to hide from you, and I had just 
as soon you should read any note or letter I have as do it myself; 
but there cannot be two people in the world to whom one would 
give such a power, nor would any body, I should think, venture 
it—with the possibility of my coming into the room any moment. 
But this is only to excuse my apparent carelessness, for, in fact, 
I really do put up every thing that signifies. Think what a 
thing it is to know you will only write about le beau temps et la 
pluie in all the long months I am away from you. I believe I 
had better do the same. . . . Frederick tells me they are 
very much expecting an attack, as there is great movement in 
the French troops. The report of Pampeluna2 being taken is 

1 Where Mr. Canning lived. 
2 Besieged in July, but did not fall until 31st October. 
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not confirm’d, but F. says there was a sortie in which Don Carlos 
was wounded, but the Spaniards repulsed the [illegible] and 
enter’d the town with the besieged, which probably gave rise to 

the story. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. at Stanhope Street. 
Ryde 

(Postmark, 2nd August). 

The only news all my letters bring me, and the great subject 
of animadversions here, you are the object of; and as it either 
is or has been in question, and you do not chuse to tell it me, 
or it has no foundation and is not worth telling, I have little 
information left to give you. Amongst the various accounts of 
this negotiation, the most positive are the Dss.’s, who says 
when Frederick Foster ask’d C. Ellis, he answer’d: “I would 
bet it comes to nothing at last,” and a letter to My Brother, 
saying, “ The right reading of Canning s abdication was, as I 
thought, only shaking off old friends to get new with less trouble 
—shaking off encumbrances to swim the better. Leveson, 
however, is an exception—he is to have a Peerage and be in the 
Cabinet; Canning, the Admiralty, and swallow Ld. Castlereagh, 
and the lead of the H. of C. as he can: so much for C.’s integrity.” 1 
My Brother does nothing but sail, and if any thing can cure me 
of Sea Sickness, being here will. I never saw him so well and 
in such Spirits, and it is so many years since I have liv’d as much 
in his society, that it makes me feel as if we were gone back to 
the time of Wimbledon and St. James’s place before he was 

married. . . . 

G. Canning to G. L. G. 

Gloucester Lodge, 
9th August, 1813. 

My dear Granville,— . . . With respect to proposals, I 
quite agree with you in rejoicing that none have been made. 

As to what it would be, or would have been, fit to accept 
under the present or any probable circumstances, it would be 
idle to waste time in arguing or calculating. 

I am afraid no possible combination of circumstance can 
place me again where I stood in July last year; and it is of no 

1 In July, Mr. Canning formally gave up the leadership of his party. J. W. 
Ward wrote in July, 1813: “ Perhaps the report of his having taken, or being 
on the point to take, office may have arisen from his having within the last 
month declared his intention of giving up all party connections, and told his 
friends to go their own way. His enemies, of course, were ready to say that 
(like the weasel) he had made himself smaller only that he might creep in 
more easily. However, that I know not to be the fact. He has been quite 
honest about it.”—Lord Dudley's “ Letters to Ivy,” p. 215. 
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use to reflect where I might have been now had the “ tide ” 
of that time been “ taken at the flood.” . . .—Ever affection¬ 
ately yours, 

G. C. 

G. L. G. to Lady B. at Ryde. 

Bolton Abbey, 
Saturday, Aug. 14, 1813. 

... We are here tolerably well lodged, but Newhouse very 
nearly set the Gateway on Fire by insisting upon lighting a 
fire in a grate in my dressing Boom, in which there had been 
none in the memory of Man. The consequence was that we 
were disturbed by a smell of Fire at one o’Clock in the morning, 
and a great beam was burning. If it had not been discovered, 
we might have all been burnt and blown up (for there was a 
quantity of Gun-powder in the House) before daylight. The 
Tavistocks are very quiet, good natured people, and Mr. Beau¬ 
mont does very well. AVe go on Wednesday to Londesboro’. . . . 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Ryde, 

Wednesday (Postmark, 20th August). 

What a timejit is since I have heard from you, dear G. ! 
1 ou must be at Bolton by now. I shall expect you to send me 
some Moor Game of your own shooting. We have just been 
seeing great preparations making for informing the French of 
the Victories. Capt. Marchingley, who is just come in from 
Cherbourg, says they can sail so close in to the shore that they 
see the Ladies walking on the Ramparts and Piers. After the 
Battle of Vittoria 1 all our Squadrons drew up in a line close 
to the Mouth of the Harbour and fired a Royal Salute, and after 
it a feu de joie; in a moment the ships were surrounded with 
fishing boats to enquire the cause. They receiv’d the Gazettes 
and bulletins translated into French with the greatest eagerness, 
saying they could sell them, or the mere reading of them, for 
any money; but that if it was discovered by the Police, their 
readers and they were liable to the severest punishment. AVe 
ask’d them how they could run such a risk. “ Que voulez 
vous, il faut bien vivre, nous mourrons de faim et ces autres 
de ne rien savoir.” There is a whole cargo of translated gazettes 
going out now. The wind has been unfair so long that to day 
[illegible] came on shore and din’d at Westfield. He seem’d 

1 Oil 21st June Lord Wellington defeated the French under the command of 
Joseph Buonaparte and Marshal Jourdan. The latter’s baton of Marshal 
was amongst the trophies taken. 

VOL. II 31 
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delighted to find any thing to talk to, complains bitterly of the 
dullness of the ship and sickness, “ Mais c’est comme l’enfer 
qui va de mal en pis” (he says); “ mal de mer chemin faisant— 
et Cagliari au bout.” He was really entertaining and full of 
stories. 

Thursday. 

To day was a good post; it brought me your letter and one 
from Frederick. If his had come sooner it would have been very 
interesting, but now you have seen all the details in the news 
paper. There is nothing worth sending you. I find Ld. 
Worcester was slightly graz’d also, but nothing of consequence. 
F. says that on the first attack of Soult, and being oblig’d to 
retire, our soldiers were rather dispirited, having suffer’d so 
much fatigue in trying to gain the height they were then oblig’d 
to give up; but that the moment Ld. W. appeared, and the men 
saw him, they gave a loud Huzza, and from that time “ there 
was not a single lagger.” Ld. Aberdeen’s Brother is shot in 
the arm, but not a bad wound. F. writes with great exultation 
at the repeated proofs of our superior strength and skill, and says 
of all the battles fought this which lasted five days had perhaps 
most hard fighting hand to hand, and shew’d Ld. W.’s discern¬ 
ment best. But I do not think either he or Stanhope seem to 
be very sanguine as to keeping their ground. He says: “ I hope 
soon to tell you of the fall of Pampeluna 1 and St. Sebastian,2 but 
we have a good deal to do to take care of the Frontier. The line 
in the Pyrenees is very difficult to keep, especially if the Austrians 
and Russians will keep Parleying instead of fighting, and allow 
B. leisure to send fresh troops here.” Poor Stanhope is very 
ill to-day. He says the Portuguese and two of the Spanish 
Regiments behav’d admirably, but a third who were advancing 
very stoutly but leisurely were overtaken by an English Reg1, 
who charg’d with a Cheer, the noise of which alarm’d the 
Spaniards so much that they threw down their arms and fled 
in every direction. Ld. W. only call’d to a Spanish General 
near him, and pointed to them without saying a word. The 
excuse they pleaded was thinking the French had out flanked 
them and were attacking in their rear. . . . 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 

Ryde, Monday, Aug. 23. 

Letters are as long coming from Yorkshire here as from 
Tixall to Bessborough, and quite justify Mr. Bagot’s way of 

1 Pampeluna surrendered 31st October. 
St. bebastian was taken by storm on 31st August by General Sir Thomas 

Graham, and the castle surrendered on 15th September, 
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fe °Tn? heardfrom or means to go to England. 

at pftwm-th ’ °V MondaY next to meet the Hollands 
of thp 7 7 j envat Brighton, and complain much 
ot the solitude of the West Clifi, which, however, by her letter 
seems to have been no very desperate retirement. She complains 
oi her health says the arrival of the Court has enlivened their 
stay &c., but that the Pavilion parties are reckon’d dull- all 

e Ladies at one end of a large room, across which no man 
ventures to pass, and they are left to solace themselves with 
tiieir own reflections, unless enliven’d by the P. or the D of 
Clarence That Ld. Yarmouth and Ld. Lowther live at the 
Club, and game deep And Mad. de Lieven 1 complains bitterly 
ot ennui; Ly H ikes her very much, and she seems in high favour. 

ilie an ^°rfolk ls hurt at the Regent’s not inviting him, and 
says : Surely the Squire of the Parish ought to notice the 
-iilitary, and that, as to the Duke of Norfolk, he may bear 

a cuff or two without noticing it, but the Ld. Lieut, has a right 
to complain when he is slighted.” The Hollands are going in 
about a fortnight into Norfolk, to carry Charles to a clergyman 
recommended by my Brother; at the end of the month they 
return to Brighton. J 

Tu esda y 

I have just receiv’d a letter from F. Legaca, Aug. 11. Every¬ 
thing he says, remains much the same, and they are such 
troublesome Neighbours to the French, that nothing but the 
impossibility of attacking them could have made Soult leave 
them quiet so long. They have intercepted a courier service 
between Genl. Gazon and the French Govt. After giving an 
account of the battle of Vittoria, and attributing the loss of it 
to the faults committed by Jourdain and the King, he ends a 
letter to the D. of Dalmatia with saying: “ Enfin, Monsr. le 
Marechal, 1’armee n’est point demoralisee par l’echec qu’elle 
a eprouvee, elle est faible mais elle est encore bien composee; mais 
elle a besoin d’un chef pour la commander et nous le cherchons 
vainement dans ce Pays-ci, nous avons lieu d’attendre qu’apres 
1 ecole qui vient d etre faite, 1 Empereur nous en donnera un 
qui soit a meme de nous commander, il aura grand tort s’il ne le 
fait pas, et ses Armees en Espagne finiront par etre ravalees 
et trainees dans la boue.” In his report to the Minister of war: 
“ L’armee a perdu la totalite de son Artillerie et de ses equipages,' 
ayant ete contente de les abandonner, les corps ont perdu leur 
comptabilite, les papiers des inspecteurs aux revenues, ont 
eprouve le meme sort, et les officiers n’ont que ce qu’ils portent 

1 Mademoiselle Dorothee de Benckendorff (1784-1857), married to Prince 
Lieven, who had been appointed Ambassador to London. 
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sur le corps,” and begging for immediate suppHes F obs^ves 
on this that since that time, m consequence probably of similar 
representations from other Generals, Soult was sent, and as 
certainly suffer’d a more severe defeat m point of Moral than any 
which has yet occur’d.” , , 
... I want to know what you think of Londesborough, and 

whether that plan is likely to take place. . . . 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Petwobth, 

31 Aug. 

My head aches so much that I can only tell you that we have 
at length left the I. of Wight, and Ly. Spenser quite sorry to 
Bart with us. She really has been extremely kind, and when 
she is so it always makes me more provok’d at her manner of 
talking which, in spite of a sounder understanding, more clever¬ 
ness and more information than most people, makes her justly 
very unpopular. She does, to be sure, contrive to believe the 
strangest stories. Nothing will persuade her that Ld. Egremont 
has not forty three Children who all live m the House with him 
and their respective Mothers; that the latter are usually kept in 
the background, but that when any quarrels arise, which tew 
days pass without, each mother takes part with her Progeny, 
bursts into the drawing room, fight with each other, Ld. E., 
his Children, and I believe the Company, and make scenes 
worthy of Billingsgate or a Mad House. Nothing I could say 
would persuade her to the contrary, not even my having been 
there- she only fancies I was in particular good luck to come 
at a peaceable moment. Ly. Holland is very complaining and 
does not look well, he better than usual and m as good spirits. 
They say the firing on the coast was to celebrate St. Louis’ day, 
and was the same on the 25 of August last year. Ld. Egremont 
says we live in merry times with a jolly fat Regent and a ranti- 
pole Queen to govern us and give us fetes. The P. embrac d 
Ly. Mildmay when she arriv’d at the Pavilion. Sir H. certainly 
marries Ly. Monson. There is no one here but the Hollands 
(19 in family, that is—Ld. and Ly. H. and Allen, 4 Children 
and 12 Servants) ; a young Dragoon going to Spain, whose name 
I know not; a shrivelled little Mr. Biddulph, whose Brother you 
saw in Italy, and who is serv’d by Girls instead of men—cook, 
Butler, footman (or, rather, woman), and valet de chambre, the 
Eldest' 18; but he is in want of a House Steward, and Ld. 
Egremont’says all the Girls in the County come pestering him 
every day to be recommended as having charge of all the rest— 
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the Stewardess is to be 25. The rest are: Mr. Clark who wrote 
Ld. Nelson’s life, Mr. Cartwright, General Keppel, and three or 
four of Ld. E.’s forty three Children. . . . 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Sunday. 

I went to the opening of D. Lane, and made acquaintance with 
the little P. of Orange, whom I liked very much: he seems so 
unaffected, un.Royal, and good natured; but he offer’d to take 
out some Cloaths for Frederick, so, like Mad. de Sevigne, of 
course il est le plus grand Prince du monde for me. I am sur¬ 
rounded by all the Nations of Europe, French, Swiss, and Russian; 
besides, Ly. Downshire arriv’d next door for the first time these 
ten years. Mad. Moreau had not heard from her Husband, and 
there are various readings of the Bulletins. The scheme for 
the attack on Dresden seems to have been a good one, and I 
cannot help hoping there will still be a good struggle before all 
is over. ... It is an age since I have heard from you, for except 
the short scold on long paper that has been travelling about after 
me, I have not heard since the 6th, when the wind and rain 
blew me a letter by keeping you at home and the Partridges 
at peace. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 

Roe, (Undated, probably September). 

Yesterday the Dss., Mad. de Stael, both the young families, 
Douglas Ivinnaird, and Mr. Arbuthnot, din’d here, and I had 
been to see poor Mad. Moreau 1 in the morning, so that really my 
head is so cramm’d full of stories that it would take volumes 
to tell them. I do not know where to begin. All the good news 
you will read in the papers, and Douglas Kinnaird says the 
spirit of the people is so rais’d that it is look’d upon as an excellent 
augure. He saw Mr. Vernon at Vienna, but complains of him 
as having given great offence by living entirely with Narbonne 

1 Napoleon, after his checks to the Allies at Lutzen and Bautzen (20th May)> 
made proposals for an armistice to the Emperor Alexander. These were 
agreed to and ratified from 4th June to 20th July. During this time Napoleon 
was chiefly in residence at Dresden. Hostilities recommenced on 17th August. 
A Treaty of Alliance was formed between Austria, Russia, Prussia, and Great 
Britain. The Crown Prince of Sweden (Bernadotte) was appointed Commander - 
in-Chief of the combined armies of the North of Germany. Bliicher was 
defeated by Napoleon on the banks of the Bober on 21st August, and on 26th 
and 27th was fought the Battle of Dresden, which resulted in the retreat of 
the Allies and enormous losses on both sides. General Moreau, who had left 
his retreat in America to join the allied armies, was mortally wounded while 
talking to the Emperor Alexander before Dresden on 26th August. He died 
on 1st September. 
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and the French party, and holding very desponding language 
which they thought might do harm and give a notion that the 
English were luke warm in their wishes, &c. Narbonne was 
compleatly deceiv’d—and thro’ him, for once, Buonaparte. 
They gave Narbonne a guard of Lancers to escort him, who 
compleatly prevented his gaining any intelligence but what they 
chose. 40,000 men were sent with great appearance of secrecy 
to guard the Mountains that divide Bohemia and Saxony; 
behind them the Prussians and Russians made a famous forc’d 
March to meet the Empr. of Austria at Prague, and Buonaparte, 
when he attacked Bliicher, was persuaded it was the main army, 
and that the Emperors were there, and was not undeceiv’d 
for three days, when he heard of their approach to Dresden. 
Douglas Kinnaird was with Sir Ch. Stewart1 when he was 
wounded, and saw Yandamme 2 taken. At first they treated 
him with civility, but he took offence at something, and sent 
to complain to the Empr. of Austria, saying, among other things: 
“ Ces Russes sont des sauvages qui ne savent pas comment 
traiter leurs prisonniers, et leur Empereur ne vaut guere mieux 
que le votre,” which fired the Loyal blood and constitution, who, 
after abusing Vandamme like a pick-pocket, took his Sword 
from him, and ordered him to be sent with the common prisoners 
to Moscow, where it is said he will be put to death for his con¬ 
duct at Kulm. When B. was representing to the Austrian 
Minister (before the Armistice broke) the folly of their going to 
war, among other reasons he urg’d their having no Generals, 
and, indeed, that he scarce knew of any not of his own army. 
Then after a pause he added: “ II y en a un—My lord Wellington, 
par exemple; voila un General, mais aussi c’est le seul, qui a 
jamais su me comprendre, ou qui a jamais donner a deviser a 
mes marechaux.” 

Moreau’s death will be a terrible loss, he was so much belov’d. 
For her, poor little woman ! there never was such a rapid change 
from long distress to every hope the proudest ambition might 
suooesL and in the same minute almost losing every thing. 
She had three letters from Moreau in one day, of different dates— 
in one telling her he was receiv’d with all the honours of a sove¬ 
reign Prince, that he was ordered by la Pss. to press her coming 
the first safe opportunity—in short, every thing most flattering” 

1 Major-General Sir Charles Stewart (1775-1854), created Lord Stewart 
following year, had been appointed Minister Plenipotentiary to Prussia in 
May, and acted as Military Commissioner to the armies of the allied Sovereigns 
(afterwards Lord Londonderry). ° 

2 General Vandamme (1770-1830) and six other French Generals were taken 
prisoners, with baggage, artillery, and about 10,000 men, in a battle at Kulm, 
near leplitz. 
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and his opinions of the campaign some of which I wrote to you; 
the same day came the letter announcing his wound and probable 
death. ^ He begins it with telling her what has happen’d, and 
adds: “ Ce coquin de Buonaparte est heureux en tout.” When 
they bore him off on a brancard made with the Cossacks’ pikes, 
he said to the Empr. Al.: “ C’etoit ma destinee, Sire; mais je ne 
me repens pas. After one leg was taken off he begg’d to be 
left to die. They told him the amputation of the other would 
give a chance for life, but for some time he refus’d, saying: 
'M’aime mieux mourir;” then after a little reflection, said: 

II ne sera pas dit que j’ai fini ma carriere par une espece de 
suicide, ainsi coupez done,” and never stirr’d or groan’d or com¬ 
plain d, but the great loss of blood and weakness made them have 
little hope of him; but the effect was so much dreaded that D. K. 
was forbid to mention the nature of his wound as he came along. 
His advice has been follow’d in preparing every thing to be 
remov’d from Vienna in case any success of the French should 
lead them there, and the Emp. of Austria declares himself 
determin’d to suffer any loss rather than forsake Alexander and 
Bernadotte. We heard endless stories of the latter, who with 
the most daring courage—brave comme son Epee, which is 
continually applied to him—se frise et soigne sa toilette comme 
une petite maitresse au beau milieu de la bataille.” 

Lady B. to G. L. G. at Tixall. 
Roe, Saturday. 

I went to town yesterday to see a Lawyer for Ld. B., and 
intended returning by H. H., the foyer of'news; but my side 
was so bad I could not. It is better to-day, but I wish my 
Diaphragm would be less demonstrate in its Predilections, 
for Sir H. Halford says it is a too close connection between my 
Diaphragm and Heart (a flirtation, I suppose) that causes all 
my ails, present and past for many years back. On my return 
here I found little H. Howard 1 come to stay with me, as the 
measles are so much about at Richmond they are afraid of keep¬ 
ing her there. She is in high good looks and health, and I am 
quite glad to have her. I also found Cards for all the House 
left by a Monsieur le Maitre de Maison Pierre. We puzzled for 
some time, and Duncannon had the wit to translate the Master 
of Stonehouse before a note arriv’d from il Signor de Pietracasa, 
inviting himself to dinner. Nous sommes de cette force la en 
fait de badinage—qu’il e3t bouffon ! as Mad. de Stael says. 
She is continually coming here, and sometimes pleasant, but I 
cannot bear morning visits in the Country. A large House 

1 Afterwards Duchess of Sutherland. 
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full of company is often very pleasant, because people go their 
own way all morning, and only assemble in Society at dinner 
and nigbt; but in the morning, unless something you are really 
anxious to see, it just breaks up your walks and plans, and puts 
you out of all you want to do, very seldom repaying you for this 
discomposure by its own merits. I suppose Mad. de S.’s admira¬ 
tion of Bernadotte must make some of her stories of him sujet 
a caution: she told me one the other day—that at the beginning 
of the war in Spain Caffarelli was sent to sound Bernadotte,1 
and told him Buonaparte thought of sending him to command 
his armies there, and making him king of Spain and of the 
Balearic Islands. Bernadotte answer’d: “Pour Roi des lies 
je ne le voudrois pas, d’Espagne il ne le pourra pas—le com¬ 
mandant des Armees, c’est autre chose, tant que je suis son 
general mon devoir est d’obeir sans raisonner, mais si mal- 
heureusement pour Napoleon je devenais jamais Roi, des lors 
je deviens Espagnol, Polonois, Hollandois, le Pays quelconque 
que je dois gouverner, je n’entend pas regner le couteau sur la 
gorge—aussi fera t’il bien mieux de me laisser sujet.” . . . 

Lady B. to G. L. G. at Tixall. 

Roe 
[Postmark, 29th September, 1813). 

You must have been in the highest health, my dear G., seeing 
everything couleur de Rose, when you wrote to me—your letter 
was so flattering; and tho’ in general I do not value them much, 
every thing approaching to compliments from you turns my head 
at once. . . . Your being pleased with my letters is a great 
pleasure; I am so afraid of wearying you. But remember, I 
cannot always have D. Ivinnaird and Mad. de Stael at my elbow 
to me souffler les anecdotes Historiques, litteraires et Militaires 
of all the crown’d heads in Europe. On the contrary, much of 
my time passes in Jermyn St.,2 which of all the streets in London 
appears to me the dullest, dirtiest, darkest, closest, and most 
noisy, and inspires me with nothing but stupidity, a little head 
ache, and great sleepiness, which proves, by the by, that I am 
no Poet, for a narrow street and a close room are particularly 
favourable to Poetry—at least, are the Parnassus from which 
most Poets write. Few have the advantage of seeing the real 
one like Ld. Byron,3 who (give the Devil his due) makes good use 

1 Bernadotte, nominated Crown Prince of Sweden, and heir to Charles XIII., 
formed a secret alliance with Russia in 1812, and in 1813 he took th command 
of the combined armies of Northern Germany against France. 

2 Where the Dowager Lady Spencer was laid up. She died March 18, 1814. 
3 “The Giaour” and “The Bride of Abydos ” were published this year, 

and reviewed in the Quarterly. 
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of it, for tliat burst of enthusiasm at the sight of the real 
Mountain is as fine as any part of Childe Harold. My M. is 
better, but coughs a good deal and is not comfortable. I want 
to persuade her to come to Roe, as she is to go out, Sir H. Halford 
says; but she is very unwilling. Poor little Mad. Moreau is 
very ill and very unhappy. The Dss. sees her a great deal, 
and is very good to her. Mad. de Stael is gone to settle in town 
for a fortnight. Mad. de Lie veil says she means to stay at 
Richmond till Spring. She was looking very pretty and 
gracious the other night at Mad. de Stael’s, where there were 
also Lady Acton, Mon. and Mad. de La Ferronnays,1 and Sir 
J. Mackintosh. News is daily expected, but none comes yet. . . . 

Lady B. to G. L. G. at Tixall. 
Monday. 

. . . Poor little Mad. Moreau has had a cruel piece of Luck. 
I told you the officer who came to her from the Emp1'2 arriv’d 
in Mass time, so that Cardinal Quin could not read his letters, 
but only gather’d from the officer their contents. He, a little 
imprudently I think, ventur’d telling Mad. B. and Mad. Moreau 
of the Pension, saying he would himself bring the letters to 
D[illegible] Cottage the next day. When he got home and read 
his dispatches, he found all the civilities that had been announc’d, 
but, alas ! no mention of pension or terre. It was only the 
rumour at Head quarters, and the officer, after hearing it much 
talk’d of, being sent off by the Emperor with a letter to Mad. 
Moreau, and directions to bring her over and defray her expenses 
if she chose to come, concluded he had brought what he had 
heard so much reported. I do not doubt a pension will be 
settled on her, but probably not so large a one, and now the 
comparison will make any thing less a disappointment. This 
is the mischief of raising exaggerated expectations, which I 
always exclaim at in our news papers. ... I have had several 
letters from Frederick today all together. After saying that so 
near the coast he is often tempted to ask for a few days’ leave 
of absence to come over and see us all, he adds: “ But we must 
not talk of leave at present, for we all expect to be in a short 
time on the other side of Bayonne—at least, to try for it, and tho’ 
My lord has been fortifying his Position on the frontier, that is 
only to make all sure, and have more liberty to act as he likes 
best. The Army Politicians see nothing to prevent our marching 

1 A French diplomatist (1777-1842), fa'her of Pauline, Mrs. Craven. 
2 Emperor Alexander, who gave her a large pension—rumour said 100,000 

roubles a year. 
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to Bordeaux, but they generally see much, more than he does in 
these cases. Mean while we are all kept on the alert; yet, to 
say truth, are much more occupied with the Campaign in the 
North than with the army before us, which attracts nobody’s 
attention but the officers on my Vidette, whose business it is to 
watch it. My Regiment is in such big order, discipline, health 
and spirits, so well hors’d and accoutred, that I quite long to 
shew it to the Bayonne People before another winter’s Bivouack¬ 
ing has thrown it back again. The comparison of the two armies 
is greatly in our favour at present—Soult’s quite demoralised, 
ours the finest Army and in better order, better disciplined, in 
better health, and more effective than I imagine any British 
one on the Continent ever was before: a sufficient quantity of 
Artillery admirably managed, and 3,000 Cavalry as good as any 
in the world.” . . . 

The Dss. is here. Hart, has settled 10 thousand pound on 
Lizzy, and if Clifford 1 dies before her will make up her jointure 
800. Bless you. . . . W. says Tixall is delightful; every thing 
is so well arrang’d, and you and H. so kind to him and so amiable. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. at Sandon. 

Roe, Saturday (Postmark, 16th October, 1813). 

. . . There is so little variety in my life at present, and so 
much gloom in the weather, that I will content myself with 
F.’s account of their situation as better than any thing else I 
can tell. His last letter is dated the 5th; he says in it that the 
bad weather is set in, and therefore whatever is to be done 
must be done quickly, especially as Forage is getting scarce 
among the Mountains; that the rich plains below look very 
tempting, and that either they must in the course of a few days 
push on to there or return to the rear (he has had the advanc’d 
picket for this last two months). In answer to my question 
of what would be the particular advantage of invading France, 
he says: “ It would be a great advantage if we could get possession 
of the opposite Banks of the Bidassoa and the Country as far as 
St. Jean de Luz, if the movement could be effected without too 
much loss, as it considerably shortens our line of communication 
and would give us complete possession of the Passes. At present 
the Enemy have the pass of Nive. They can collect a large force 
there and make an attack long before we can reinforce the point, 
by a circuitous and Mountainous road, the only way we can march 
to it; whilst if we attack on our side they can reinforce the pass 

1 Captain Augustus Clifford, R.N., married. 20th October, 1813, Elizabeth, 
second daughter of Lord Job i Townshend. 
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in half the time by a fine straight road from St. J. de Luz—so 
that we have the Bow and they the Cord, which would be revers’d 
if we could force the pass. But My lord seems to think it may 
cost too many Men, and would be glad to have Pampeluna 
fall before any new operation was attempted. Yet I cannot 
help thinking he will try it. If the fine weather had continued 
we might have waited, and it was easier to range for Forage, 
but now we must march forwards or backwards in a very few 
days, for we cannot stay here. Meanwhile our Artillery, 
Pontoons, and most of the Material are all prepar’d, and ready 
to move forward at a moment’s warning. Mr. Larpent ” 1 
(I copy as nearly as I can, but his hand emulates his Mother’s), 
“ a friend of Mr. Horner’s, and our judge Advocate, was taken 
Prisoner on the 21 Sep., and exchang’d the day before yesterday; 
he says the French talk of Buonaparte’s loss in the North as 
almost equal to that of the Allies; laugh at the report of the Battle 
of Dresden, saying it was an exaggerated account; and that 
neither their Bulletins or the Allies were to be trusted, and the 
probability was that both sides were so exhausted that there 
would be a Peace very shortly. My Lord is going to Roncevalles, 
and takes me with him; we should make our Bugles play A 
Roncevaux dans ces Creneaux, &c., &c. If you could send me 
out a few books it would be a charity; I have read out those I 
had long ago, and excepting Jomini’s2 book (the man who 
deserted lately) and an old Voltaire we plunder’d at St. Sebastian, 
I have not set eyes on any thing in print since the battle of 
Vittoria; but they must be of a size to cram into a Portmanteau 
or a Sabre tache, for remember we are Houseless—and Tentless 

j at present.” I wrote this last sentence, Dear G., because I 
want you to tell me some books to send him. This was dated 
Oct. 5, and on the 7th, you see, it is reported that they forc’d 
the Pass;3 the report is not official, but this letter inclines me 

| to believe it. . . . 

1 Francis Seymour Larpent (1776-1845), Civil Servant, called to the 
Bar in 1812, was sent to the Peninsula in 1812 as Deputy Judge Advocate- 
General to the forces there, where he remained until 1814. While there, he 

1 wrote descriptive letters to his stepmother, which were published in 1853 
I under the title of “ Private Journals of Francis Seymour Larpent.” 

2 Jomini, “ Traites des grandes Operations Militaires Contenant PHistoire 
! Critique des Campagnes de Frederic II. comparees a celles de Napoleon, 1811.” 
: Baron Jomini, a Swiss by birth, served under Napoleon. In 1807 he desired 

to leave the French service and join the Russian army, but Napoleon refused 
: permission. He fought with the French at Bautzen, but was severely criticised, 

and during the armistice he joined the Russians. 
3 St. Sebastian had surrendered on 31st August. On 7th October Lord 

Wellington crossed the Bidassoa and entered France. Pampeluna fell on 31st 
October, and he defeated Marshal Soult at St. Jean de Luz on 10th November. 
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Lady B. to G. L. G. at Sandon. 

Sunday (Postmark, 18th October, 1813). 

Have you ever attacked Mr. Ward on the review, and does he 
acknowledge it is his ? It is certainly clever, but very severe 
and not always just. F.’s letter to Wakefield made me finish 
what I began last year from reading those to Trotter’s Apollo¬ 
nius;1 if you never read any of his, I think you would be pleas’d 
with it, especially having the advantage of reading it in the 
original—what I think beautiful even in an Italian translation; 
but as you do not like a great deal of the same thing, will you 
begin at the third book, about 30 or 40th line, at the account 
of Juno and Minerva’s Visit to Venus, and her going to Olympus 
and finding Cupid playing at dice with Ganymede ? A 1m os t 
all Prior’s little Poems are taken from parts of this poem. Then 
again, from about the 250th of the description of Medea and he r 
first seeing Jason. I suppose you would scorn all the story par t 
and the enchantments in viewing the Fleece; but in the fourth 
book, about the 350th line, there is the Speech Mr. F. mentions, 
the beginning of which is beautiful—the end rather too Violent', 
as I agree with Leucis that 

“ Fair Ladies ought never 
To curse and to swear;” 

but certainly all the great Heros of Poetry and Romance, from 
ADneas and Jason down to Ld. Melville, are but shabby people 
en fait d amour, surtout de Constance, mais ce n’est pas par la 
ou 1 on brille. I hope the post will bring me a good account of 
you. I send you a Roehampton violet, we have quantities 
which Mr. Thompson and I are very proud of. 

Monday. Caroline was not well, and sent for me. I imagin’d 
her at Brocket, but she has stayed on in London. I believe she 
is wishing to be present at the marriage.2 I had not been here 
long ^ listening to the musick of the Parade, when the musick 
paus d, great shouts accompanying a chaise and four dashing 
thro’ the Horse Guards with “ Huzzah ! Make room ! Great 
news ! attracted us, a chaise and a Flag waving from the 
windows. We ran out, and an officer hollow’d from the chaise, 

Ponsonby quite safe. In a moment the Boombs from the 
Horse Guards and Tower announc’d a victory. I will try to 
send you a bulletin; but it is immaterial—you will hear all in 
the evening papers, or, rather, from Ld. Harrowby. 

Apollonius Rhodius, the Greek poet. He became keeper of the library 
at Alexandria 149 b.c. He wrote “The Argonautica,” which is a narrative 
founded on the legends of the Expedition of the Argonauts. 

Of Captain Augustus Clifford. 
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There is very little in the bulletin; the French have been 
driven back on all sides with much less difficulty than was 
expected, but none of my friends are in town, and I must content 
myself with the meagre account in the bulletin. It is thought 
they are going on to Bayonne. ... 

Poor Graham just waited to get them on French ground, 
and then gave up his command to Sir J. Hope. I am glad he 
had this chance first, as it is probably the end of his military 
career, as invading France cannot be counted. Surely it will 
make an alteration in B.’s motions in the North. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. at Sandon. 
Rob, Tuesday (19tli October). 

Frederick only writes me a few lines dated Andaye in Gascony, 
I believe about 5 leagues from Bayonne. (Is it. not Andaye 
Brandy with which the Prince helps to burn his inside among 
the various liquors he tosses down ?) F. says he cannot boast 
of having done much, for that instead of a sharp struggle at 
the pass his Division were to force, they had only to ride quietly 
thro’ with the Enemy flying before them quite Panick struck; 
that since he has been in Spain he never saw the French troops 
behave so ill, for that, except in one or two places where they 
thought themselves superior in number to the attacking part}', 
they gave up all their strong ‘points (I think the word is) after 
a little skirmishing. His letter is dated Oct. 8, and he says he 
is in too great a hurry to write more than that line, but his 
Servant’s letter to Sally has made me very uneasy. I knew F. 
had been confin d for some time with what he call d a hurt upon 
his chest. James tells Sally that, either by the blow of a ball 
or some violent exertion in throwing one, he broke a blood 
vessel in his chest, and that he was but just able to get on Horse 

back when they march’d. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Sunday. 

I am this moment going to Chiswick, and from there 
tomorrow to Holywell. Mad. Moreau, whom I saw yesterday, 
shew’d me an Interesting sort of journal of the Aide de Camp 
who had been with Moreau for a year before he left America, 
and served with him till his death. It contains all the negocia- 

i The crossing of the Bidassoa by Lord Wellington on 7th October, when 
General Graham directed a combined force of English and Portuguese 'to cicis 
at the bridge and attack the enemy’s entrenchments at Andaye, which they 
efiected with great spirit, though strongly opposed, and took seven pieces o 

cannon in the redoubts. 
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tions for his coming, &c., and also a plan of a proclamation, and 
what his line of conduct would be: should he succeed in reaching 
Dresden, he was to put on the French uniform, call on his com- 
patiiots et freres d armes to unite in throwing off the Tyranny 
of a Foreigner who sacrific’d the blood and treasure of Frenchmen, 
not even to glory, but to his own personal ambition. Then a 
statement of the motives that had determin’d him to take Arms— 
not against France as a free country, but in the hope of delivering 
his country from the Tyranny of an oppressor; that he sub¬ 
mitted to be given exile in the hope of B.’s being contented with 
his conquests, and at length endeavouring to reign in Peace— 
a fine description of ye total destruction of all liberty in France, 
and the despair of Peace to France or Europe while B. remain’d 
their chief; that he had previously been a republican (Moreau) 
but was convinc’d by experience that neither the genius of the 
people nor the credit of their Country suited that form of Govt. 
He would not recommend any to them, but advis’d them first 
to free themselves, then let the wisest consult and decide. His 
experience, tho’ not presuming to enforce it, he would state 
that they should form a limited Monarchy, citing the example 
of England for its benefit; that he knew nothing of the Bourbons 
except that adversity was a good School, and that an Elective 
Monarchy had all the dangers without the benefits of a republic 
Any choice which would mark their wish of following Hereditary 
Monarchy would be the safest. There was much more which 
1 have not time to recollect. 

G. Canning to G. L. G. 
,, Hinckley, 22nd October, 1813. 

tn AR GRA?,VILLE\r • • • With respect to an earlier visit 
,■ , may have been right to hazard all my political 

T Ta f6 °! J Wh° were connected with me upon one 

it mav^Wi d° J0tuthlIlk so> but it; may. Be that as 
time will, no doubt, arrive when the consequences of 

that determination will have become, so far as they respect 
myself altogether indifferent to me. But at present, while they 
are m their flush and Vigour; while the station in Europe and in 
history which I have thrown away, is full before my eyes- while 
I am alive to the sense of conscious ridicule (to say nothing of 
the sense of pubhck duty) as having refused the management of 
the mightiest scheme of politicks which this country eve? engaged 
m, or the world ever witnessed, from a miserable point of Iti- 

found itl at abqSOl,Ute1^ unintelligible (so I have almost uniformly 

I Tall?^ thinwtTT6 m01\thian S1X mileS from Palace Yard~ leaiiy think that I am much better at home than with those 
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with whom it would be equally painful to talk or to be silent on 
such subjects.1—Ever, my dear Granville, affectionately yours, 

G. C. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Roe, Monday. 

. . . Have you read the Morning Chronicle ? The answer 
to Mr. Ward seems to me almost as unjust as his attack; it might 
have been much better done, and I am afraid this will only 
provoke a controversy in the newspapers that had better not 
have begun. It is wonderful how seldom people will remember 
que qui prouve trop ne prouve rien, yet I think there are some 
parts of this good, and that the person who wrote it might have 
made more of it (not in length, for there is a great deal too 
much); but no defence ought ever to rest upon invective and 
assertion: disprove as much as you please, but only deny what 
you can disprove, or it does more harm than the attack itself. 

We din’d at Holland House yesterday; it was very pleasant, 
except for every now and then that tone of incredulity or in¬ 
difference to our successes—not in Spain, for I cannot make out 
the consistency of their views; they would defeat Buonaparte in 
Spain, and let him defeat the allies in Germany. This is beyond 
my Politicks, and makes me as cross as it does poor Adair, who 
is sadly annoy’d in various ways. At H. H., however, he cannot 
open his lips, for he seems to differ on almost all points, but 
shakes his head and says in a tremulous tone, almost like 
Kemble’s: “ A-Ah ! this is not the true old Whig creed.” God 
bless you, Dearest G. . . . 

G. L. G. to Lady B. 

Tixall, Tuesday, Oct. 25, 1813. 

Moreau’s Proclamation might have been of some use after a 
very decided victory, but the difficulty of obtaining a general 
circulation for such Papers amongst the Persons on whose 
minds it is intended to make impression, is the obstacle to 
any real good being effected by them; and after all, it is now 
as in Frederick’s Time, les gros Bataillons decide every thing. 
Mad. de Stael’s 2d Vol.2 is tiresome; she enters into the detail 

1 Regretting more and more his refusal in 1812 to join Lord Liverpool’s 
Government, owing to Lord Castlereagh’s unwillingness to give up the lead in 
the House of Commons, Mr. Canning was venting his ill-humour on his friend, 
endeavouring to lay the blame on advice given by Lord G. L. G. The cloud 

between the two friends was only a passing one. 
2 Madame da Stael’s “ De l’Allemagne” was first printed in Pans in 1810, 

but the whole edition was seized and destroyed by Napoleon’s order. A few 
copies escaped, and it was from one of these that the edition published in 1813 

was printed. 
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of all the German Tragedies she has either seen or read, and 
quotes very lengthily from them—that is to say, in her translation 
of them. The only long quotation which interested me was the 
story of Dr. Eaustus by Goethe; there is something very wild 
and striking in it, even under the disguise of her French transla¬ 
tion. I am diverted from reading for a continuance her Book 
by Chess, which is going on all day between Mr. Nugent, Mr. 
Luttrell, and myself. We are very even, and the Games last two 
or three Hours each. 
... I suppose you will be in Town at the Meeting; tell me all 

the News. Why will the M. Chronicle begin its attacks upon the 
plan of subsidy to be proposed before it has been made known by 
its authors ? That constant readiness to anticipate any diffi¬ 
culty in carrying on the war against France, or in assisting our 
allies, does the Whigs great harm in the Country; people are 
convinced that if they came into Power they would sacrifice 
the Country to France; and the falsification of all their predictions 
respecting both the Spanish and Russian Wars has not a little 
hurt their Credit for political penetration. With how much 
greater Effect would they attack the Govt, if they did not so 
constantly appear to forget all consideration for the honour and 
Glory of the Country in their animosity against Ministers. But 
I am not going to lay down rules for the guidance of an opposition 
Party; with the present Success abroad, no plan of opposition 
could have the least chance of hurting the Ministers. As 
Ministers in some degree suffer from failure, though not arising 
from their own fault, it is but fair that they should gain some 
credit for successes, of which they are by no means the authors. 
I must, however, acknowledge that the exertions of the Crown 
Prince1 justify very much the Swedish Treaty,2 which we all 
joined in abusing with such vehemence. . . . 

Lady B. to G. L. G. at Tixall. 
Rob. 

So many people run down Mad. de Stael’s book, and in 
particular decry and ridicule the third Vol. so much, that I am 
almost afraid of owning to you it is the one I like best. I have 
not finished it yet. Any account of Metaphysicks must be 
obscure, and German ones more than others. They are like 
all German writings—full of genius, originality, and extravagance; 
the writer sometimes bewildering himself, oftener his readers’ 
and perhaps now and then even his commentator. Therefore’ 
this first part of the 3d Mol, has des longueurs, but she gives one 

1 Bernadotte. 

2 The treaty with Sweden was signed 3rd March, 1813, 
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a good Idea of the different systems, and many of her own 
observations delight me. I think it so good and often so full of 
wit. She refutes triumphantly that odious selfish system which 
I have always detested, and which was so well described [illegible] 
in the 18me Siecle, as being a mere misuse^of’words. You may 
call a thing by what name you please; other people will still 
understand the name in its common acceptation, as Epicurus, 
wThen he call’d pleasure virtue, liv’d the life of the severest 
Stoick, whilst his followTers, understanding pleasure as most 
people do, sank into luxury and indolence under the sanction 
of his name. Pray read the chapter in L’Allemagn^—de la 
morale fondee sur l’interet Personnel—and the one following, 
sur l’interet national; I think, so far from tiring, they will amuse 
you: and quite on to the end of the 3d part I am delighted with, 
and therefore think I should like the 4th, Religion and Enthusi¬ 
asm. I could go on for an hour, but, like Ld. Orford, you like 
facts better than dissertations; and unfortunately I have no 
facts to give, except one that fidgets me—Ld. Well.’s last 
dispatch dated 8th ends with announcing that they are to attack 
the enemy’s lines at day break, and a short letter from F. begging 
me if the guns fire before I hear to recollect that it is, unfortun¬ 
ately for him, very difficult for the Cavalry to get into Action, 
is undone by Col. Mcdonald’s zeal to tell me F. leads the attack 
as he commands the advance guard, and is most eager to get into 
action, because he says he is ash am’d of his Medals and has not 
earn’d them. God bless you, my dear G. I am as dull as the 
Fog, which even here obliged us to have candles at three. I 
mean today and yesterday, not always, for it is often dark in 
London with bright sunshine here. 

Do you not come till Feby ? Tell me something of your 
plans. 

There are the Tower guns firing, and they go to my heart. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 

Holywell (Wednesday, November). 

Ward has just been in to tell all the Sovereigns are covered 
with laurels, and that Buonaparte has been completely defeated— 
above 80,000 Men kill’d, wounded, or Prisoners; Leipsic 1 taken 
by Storm, and amongst the Prisoners the K. of Saxony, Marshal 
Macdonald, and many others; Prince Poniatowski drown’d in 
crossing a river.2 This is announc’d as official, but you will 

1 Battle of Leipzig, fought on lfith to 19th October, 1813. was won by the 
allied armies of' Russia, Austria, and Piussia over Napoleon. Seventeen 
German battalions in th French Army deserted to the Allies. 

2 The Elbe 
VOL. II 32 
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see more than I know in the papers. This is glorious news 
indeed, and I suppose true. . . . 

Lady B. to G. L. G. at Tixatt. 

Roehampton (Postmark, 2nd November, 1813). 

... I have not a moment, as the jiost is going. As Baron 
Grimm says: “ Nous n’avons point de nouveaute a vous offrir 
a moins que ces lignes qu’on circule ne vous paroissent digne 
d’etre remarquees ” : 

“ De P embonpoint et cinquante ans 
Beaucoup de gorge et de clinquant 
Un port de Reine, un fils rampant 
Un grand mari bien complaisant 
Voila de quoi plaire au Regent.” 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Rob 

(November). 

... You are, I flatter myself, growing very rich—at least, 
by the accounts of the renovation of Commerce, especially of 
the Iron trade you ought to be so—and Mr. Ward tells me he, 
or rather his Father, has found an immense improvement 
already. Maria has a letter from Ly. Burghersh,-1 giving her 
an account of a narrow escape they had going into Stralsund—a 
vessel fill’d with ball Cartridges blew up as they pass'd it. She 
says the explosion and appearance were tremendously fine, and 
the shock prodigious, but that she was so astonished with the 
whole sight, &c., that she did not feel frighten’d or know her 
danger till she saw the Sailors in their ship throw themselves flat 
on their faces, and Ld. Burghersh push’d her down and threw 
himself over her to save her from the balls that were whizzing 
round them. The glass and frames of the Cabin windows were 
broken to pieces with the shock, and the windows of many of 
the Houses near the shore. You are but just gone to Trentham, 
I find; jmu recollect, I hope, that it was by your desire I directed 
there ever since Friday. No news. My friends the Seymours 
have got into a foolish quarrel with the Speaker, which I am 
sorry for. Yesterday I din’d at Richmond with the Dss. and 
the Stael family. I like several of the translations extremely, 

1 Priscilla Anne Wellesley Pole (1793-1879), youngest daughter of William 
Wellesley Pole (afterwards Lord Maryborough), was eighteen when she married 
Lord Burghersh, who had been A.D.C. to her uncle, Sir A. Wellesley, in the 
Peninsula. Lord Burghersh had just been appointed Military Attache to the 
Headquarters of the Austrian Army in Germany, and they were on their way 
there, having had to travel via Gotten burg to Stralsund, when the above incident 
happened on 21st October. 
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and have just finish’d Dr. Faustus. There is a great deal of 
the whole I like, and think other people will; a great deal more 
I like, but can perfectly understand other people’s not doing so; 
there is some more which I neither like or understand, and which 
other people may, and some which I imagine neither I or others 
will. After this ingenious opinion, pray tell me what is the 
general impression of the book on those who have had it about 
you, for I have only the opinions of two people who have not 
read it—one predetermin’d to abuse and laugh at the whole, 
and say it is not worth reading; the other to admire from one 
end to the other, good, bad, or indifferent. . . . 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 

Friday (5th November). 

Nothing is spoken of in London by Ministers and Patriots 
but Ld. Grenville’s speech,1 the best, they say, he ever made. I 
am delighted with it, and with his language in private (for I 
took him and his family to the play with me); but was astounded, 
I own—thought I had blunder’d upon a Minister instead of a 
discontented Lord (as Caroline calls the opposition). Nothing 
can be wiser than his Speech, nothing (as far as I have read of it) 
sounder policy, but surely it is new language, or rather returning 
to old language, for him. It went beyond my hopes—it never 
occurr’d to me our Chiefs could do any thing but fairly and simply 
confess they were mistaken. I suspected none of them of having 
dexterity enough to turn the tables at once, and say: “ This is 
what I have always told you: I always warn’d you from listening 
to insidious proposals—always liv’d in hopes of seeing the allies 
follow the bright example of England, in turning a deaf ear to 
B.’s proposal;” since surely we have heard Ld. G. talk of the 
disastrous war, the folly of subsidising the states of Europe, and 
the blessings of peace, as if we had only to hold out our hand to 
obtain it, and instead of the proud attitude of this country, I think 
(even while Ld. Wellington was driving the French before him in 
Spain) I have heard of our being the laughing Stock of Europe. 
I had a long tete a tete with Bogey, as Ld. H. calls him, and was 
emerveillee to hear 

“ Such warlike truths come from him,” 

and when he mention’d Whitbread’s Speech, it was with such 
astonishment and almost execration, that I nearly fell back 
with terror, for at that very instant who should open the door 
and pop his head into the box but Whitbread himself, but 

1 At the opening of the Session in November. 
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either from the loud voice and terrifick aspect of Ld. Grenville, 
or discretion on perceiving a tete a tete, he disappear’d again. 

No more news. Ld. M. gave his notice.1 . . . Ld. G. and all 
our friends admire the Regent’s Speech very much, and Ld. 
Clare’s.” 2 Poor Ld. Digby was not heard. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. at Trentham. 

Thursday (Postmark, 11th November, 1813). 

It is a vile thing to miss the lendemain of a blank post day, 
and I did not intend it—even though my volumes come so thick 
that a little respite may plead the merit of variety. I have had 
several nice letters from F. lately, one this moment expecting 
every instant the signal to advance. He has got a Brigade 
and his double Medal; he says upon it: “I hope you are satisfied, 
as you were so anxious about it. As to me, I should be delighted 
if I had done anything to deserve it, but as I have barely done 
my duty I feel asham’d of it. The ground is so bad for cavalry 
here that I have little hope of doing any thing when we advance, 
but if we have a chance given us, nothing I can do shall be 
omitted to make myself less unworthy of so high a distinction.” 

The post is going, and there is no news. A very full Levee, 
which the Prince kept waiting an hour and a half. We din’d|at 
Mad. de Stael’s yesterday to meet the Hollands; it was entertain¬ 
ing to see Ly. Holland and Mr. Ward, both hating and both 
paying Court to each other—Mad. de S. whispering to me: 
“ Bon Dieu ! comprend on une coquetterie pareille ? Je mour 
rois de peur d’un esclandre quand ces puissances ennemies 
venoient a se rencontrer. Point du tout, ne diroit-on pas 
qu’ils s’adorent . Hartington is gone to Ball—he is so 
coiffe with the Cliffords he cannot part from them a moment. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. at Tixall. 

Rob, 
Saturday (Postmark, 22nd November, 1813). 

The Telegraph has just announc’d great news—a general 
rising in Holland, from whence the French have been driven out; 
two officers landed with Orange Cockades as a deputation to the 
P. of Orange.3 I send this to Lombard St. 

1 At the instigation of Mr. Whitbread, Lord Morpeth gave notice for an en¬ 
quiry respecting a passage referring to the Roman Catholic claims in a speech 
made by the Speaker (Mr. Abbot) at the prorogation in July. 

2 At the meeting of Parliament on 4th November, when he seconded the 
Address, which was moved by Lord Digby. 

3 Major Perponcher and Mr. James Pagel arrived in London on 21st 
November, bringing the news to the Prince Regent and to the Prince of Orange 
at his house in Harley Street. 
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Rob, 

Monday. 

I write on this papeFto’prove my good intention, tho’ it fail’d; 
the post was gone and my letter came back to me here yesterday. 
I really can write nothing to you. The papers are so curious 
that nothing else is worth reading. The Chaise arriv’d cover’d 
with Orange Ribbons, and threw the Foreign Office into commo¬ 
tion by enquiring for the Stadt Holder, and saying they must go 
to him first as their Prince—and Greffier Fagle’s nephew is one of 
the Officers. The Poor Stiff P. of Orange cried on their saluting 
him as Stadt Holder, and delivering to him the invitation from 
the people of Holland. What a blessing amidst the endless 
slaughter one reads of, that such a revolution should have cost 
scarce any fives ! I suppose it has been couveing for some time, 
but it burst forth at once at Amsterdam,1 and ran like wild fire 
all over Holland. The French force there consisted of various 
ends of Regiments of different countries, young conscripts, and 
refractory Soldiers, not exceeding in all 5,000 men, who all fled 
in various directions. The kill’d, they say, did not exceed 12 
or fifteen men—merely the guard of the Arsenal. There is 
anxiety about the Fleet; it is said to be in Mutiny, but the 
Commander is known to be in the French interest. Our Guards 
are going over there immediately, and the little Prince of Orange 
sent for from Spain. I have a great notion, by some things my 
friend Mr. Arbuthnot dropped, that there are already overtures 
of Peace from France—at least, some sort of enquiry into what 
terms would be requir’d. What an extraordinary change of 
language Buonaparte’s Speech 2 is—coming back to what he 
told Mr. Fox, that there were but two nations in the world, 
England and France ! The rest of Europe will not be much 
pleas’d with this necessity of their being led by one or the other 
of these nations. B. will dislike the Swedish Bulletin pointing 
out his bevues ; it is extraordinary, but all B.’s conduct in these 
two last campaigns tallies exactly with what poor Moreau told 
me of him at Paris. Do you remember ? for I recollect writing 
you the conversation immediately after. The Genius requir’d for 
pushing success to the utmost and profiting of every opening 

1 On 15th November. 
2 The President, Count Lucepede, had made a short address touching upon 

the defection of the allies of France, and their refusal to enter into negotiations 
for peace, and concluding with protestations of loyalty. Napoleon replied 
in his speech to the Senate, 14th November, 1813: “ Senateurs, I accept the 
sentiments which you express towards me. All Europe was with us a year 
ago; all Europe is now against us. It is because the opinion of the world is 
directed by France or England. We should, therefore, have everything to 
dread, but for the energy and power of the nation. Posterity will say that if 
great and critical circumstances presented themselves, they were not superior 

to France and Me.”—Annual Register. 
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that enterprize and activity can give, is perfectly different from 
the caution, patience, and forethought requir’d in defeat; and 
what I think stamps Ld. W.’s superiority is possessing both 
qualities—one cannot say in defeat, for, thank Heaven ! he has 
never yet been defeated, but in retreat, which is almost as 
bad. ... 

G. L. G. to Lady B. 
Tixall, 

Tuesday, 23d Noiber, 1813. 

The Tide of good news flows indeed very fast, and I suppose 
that we shall soon be looking to the Restoration of the Nether¬ 
lands;1 for without it, it is idle to talk of the re-establishment of 
the long lost sight of balance of Power, of which Lord Grenville 
made mention in his Speech. I hope, somehow, we shall obtain 
possession of the Scheldt Fleet, and destroy the arsenals at 
Antwerp—the object of the much reviled Walcheren Expedition 
will be then accomplished. I expect Ellis and Huskisson here 
to morrow. Our Life is so uniform, that I have nothing new to 
tell you of our proceedings. I have almost read through Miller’s 
Letters; they are scarcely entertaining, but I could not help 
going on with them. He wrote the History of his own Country, 
but if he was no better informed upon it than upon the politics 
of the Day in England, he will sadly mislead his Readers. . . . 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Roe, 

Saturday (Postmark, 27th November). 

... I have heard from Holland House (that is, St. James Sq.) 
it is nuts to Ly. Holland to laugh at Mr. Canning for making 
a bad speech, and at Mr. Ward for behaving ill to Mr. Canning. 
I had no notion Mr. C. either was in town or coming, and thought 
the debates so uninteresting, I never look’d at them, so that I 
did not know he had spoken till the other day. What have you 
heard of it ? for all I have heard has been from an enemy’s 
quarter, and certainly not favourable. But it is impossible to 
judge by second hand reports; as C. Ellis was there, he will have 
told you. I have given up trying to comprehend Mr. C.’s and 
your Politicks, especially as you have given up ever mentioning 

the subject to me, and to any question I ask concerning it keep 
an imperturbable silence. If the object was breaking up a large 
and formidable party, it seems compleatly done, but I do not 
very well see the purport of this ? . . . 

1 The Prince of Orange embarked at Deal for Holland on 25th November, 
and landed on the 30th at Schevening. He made his entry into Amsterdam 
as Sovereign on 1st December. 
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Ld. Buckingham has Volunteer’d with all his Regiment for 
Spain—Heavy Cavalry, I suppose. He must get an Elephant, 
for no Horse can even carry him. Think of a Quick charge, 
foot or Horseback, up the Pyrenees, with Ld. Buckingham to 
lead ! ! It is very much believ’d that Ld. Wellington has pushed 
on to Bordeaux. 

G. L. G. to Lady B. 
Tixall, 

Sunday, Nov. 28, 1813. 

Huskisson and Ellis have brought down scarcely any political 
News, and we converse more about our skill and awkwardness 
in shooting than upon the More important Matters of the State. 
That Lady Holld should assert ill natured things of Canning, 
does not surprise me, because it has long been her Practice—I 
understand he made a very good speech, in it he rather trampled 
over the Whigs; and his exultation in the Success of his Principles 
and views of carrying on the war could not fail to give offence 
to the opposition, and consequently to their depreciation of his 
Speech. He is in extremely low Spirits about his Son,1 whose 
case he begins to think hopeless, and about whom till lately 
he had not ceased being sanguine. The boy is gradually wasting 
away, and I understand that [illegible] (the Surgeon at Hinckley) 
despairs of his Recovery. Canning did not intend to go to 
Town, but being obliged (by the marriage of his Cousin, Miss 
Leigh, to whom he was Trustee) to go there, he thought that he 
could not avoid saying something in the House of Commons upon 
the present state of affairs without appearing not to join in the 
general Satisfaction at our improved prospects. He has since 
returned to Hinckley. Do the Whigs flatter themselves that 
they are not gone down ? Does the complete falsification of all 
their prophecies, does the success of the system which they 
have been for years assailing, raise their character in the Country ? 
Canning and Wellesley (though not the present actors on the 
Scene) have always, both in Power and out, preached up vigor¬ 
ous exertion, have stimulated Ministers to encreased Efforts, 
and have shewn thereby that had they continued in office, the 
cause of Europe would not have suffered; but what are the Public 
to think of Opposition ? Why, that if they had been in Power, 
instead of sending armies to Spain, they would have withdrawn 

1 The eldest son, George Charles, bom 25th April, 1801, had been delicate 
ever since his birth. He lived, however, until 31st March, 1820. Mr. Canning 
was passionately attached to him. The Cannings had three other children 
William Pitt (born December, 1802), R.N., drowned September, 1828; Harriet 
(bom 1804) married, 1825, to Lord Clanricarde, died 1876; and Charles John 
(December, 1812; died 1862), the future Earl Canning, Governor-General of 

India, and the intimate friend of second Earl Granville. 
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them, or would have made Peace with Bonaparte when in the 
Meridian of his Greatness. To have escaped from such Statesmen 
the country must think a great Blessing. . . . 

G. L. G. to La&y B. 
Tixall, 

Tuesday night, Dec. 7th, 1813. 

Lyttleton’s Letter to Aug. Foster cannot, I think, be any thing 
but mere persiflage, ill executed; he must be a person of little 
penetration who does not see through the pomposity of Aug., 
the shallowness of his mind. Have you read the Memoirs of a 
celebrated Literary and Political Character, who is held out in 
the Preface to have been the author of Junius ?1 Such a book 
might possibly have been invented, like the Prince de Ligne’s 
Memoirs of Prince Eugene, but I am inclined to think it genuine, 
more from its accuracy in some of the anecdotes, which cor¬ 
respond with what I have read in the private Letters I have in my 
Possession, than from the vehement tirades which occasionally 
occur, and which might very likely be inserted to give it a Junius 
aspect. I am quite ashamed of not being able to guess who the 
person is who, by his own account, was so respected and courted 
by all the principal political personages of the Time in which he 
lived. Morpeth thinks it possibly may have been Glover,2 the 
author of Leonidas. 

Our Plans are not definitively fixed, but we go to Badminton 
soon after Xmas, and shall probably be in Town the End of 
J anuary. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 

Undated (probably December). 

Lady Cowper’s little Girl,! is by far the prettiest and most 
spoilt child I ever saw; her curling hair is dark brown, like her 
eye brows and long eye lashes; her eyes long cut, of a beautiful 
bright blue, unlike any I ever saw except yours. (I beg pardon, 
Dear G., for what seems rather a coarse speech made as comment 
to you, but really I cannot describe them any otherwise)—thev 
have the same long look, and the brilliant light blue in the 
Middle, with a vein of dark; rosy cheeks, beautiful form’d 
features, and all those graceful round motions so pretty in a child; 

1 “ Memoirs of a Celebrated Literary and Political Character from the Resicr 
nation of Sir R. Walpole in 1742 to the Establishment of Lord Chatham’s Second 
Administration. Written by himself. 

“ Richard Glover (1712-1785), poet and dramatist, published his epic-poem 
' Leonidas in 1737. ^ 

3 born 6th November, 1810; married, in 1830, Lord Ashley, afterwards 
seventh Earl of Shaftesbury. She died 1872. 
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but, en recompense, she is the naughtiest little thing I ever saw, 
and rules the House rather unpleasantly. We are this moment 
setting forth for Althorp, and this should have gone yesterday. 
People are disappointed at Sir J. Mackintosh’s1 debut; it was 
more a dissertation than a Speech, and might have been made as 
well on any other occasion, but eloquent and full of erudition 
and shewing great power—this is Mr. Ward’s and Mr. Bennet’s 
(the two opposite) account of it. To all enquiries of Peace and 
a Congress at Basle Pozzo answers: “ Pour Congres s’il y en a je 
crois qu’il se rassemble avec 200,000 homines,” and positively 
states that the allies are passing the Bhine. There is a curious 
intercepted letter of Savary’s where amongst his Espionage 
the Empress seems as much watch’d as any one. The Stael 
family, Mr. Ward, and Mr. Nugent are here. . . . I am miserably 
anxious for Spanish news. You have no Idea how people croak, 
yet Ld. Palmerston has just written me word Ministers do not 
believe it, for that if there was truth in it Soult would have 
written himself, and not trusted his glory to an anonymous 
writer and Bayonne Gazette. I hope this may be the case. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. at Tixatt. 
Althorp 

(23rd December). 

It seems to me, Dearest G., that I have scarcely omitted a 
day writing except Saturday, that there was no post—and 
Wednesday, that I was kept beyond post time by taking Mad. 
de Stael to a great coursing at Hatfield. She was delighted (not 
with the coursing, which she would not look at), but the Feudal 
grandeur in the appearance of Hatfield, at its antiquity, and 
much pleas’d with all the traditions Ld. Salisbury told her of 
Queen Elizabeth being confin’d there, and receiving the news of 
her liberty and accession, &c., under a tree in the park. In 
coming here I met with my Brother at Woburn, and we came on 
together. He says Hart, is a famous good shot, and kill’d I 
know not how many head of game, something extraordinary— 
which reminds me to thank you for the fine game you sent us; 
there was some delay in its arrival which prevented my doing 
so sooner. Some of it is gone further into France than I ex¬ 
pected when I sent it, for Mr. Hamilton writes me word that 
they have dispatches from Sir S. Doyle stating that after hard 

1 “ Sir James Mackintosh spoke on the motion for tho adjournment of the 
House to 1st March on the change of the Constitution in Holland, the intended 
disallowance by the Allies of the neutrality of Switzerland, displaying an ex¬ 
tensive knowledge of history and international law.”—Annual Register. 
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fighting for three days Soult has been driven into Bayonne, and 
Ld. W. is on his way to Bordeaux, and that 4 Dutch and German 
Regiments came over. He adds, I am afraid merely to satisfy 
me, that any officer of note being kill’d or taken would be 
mention’d. 

24 th. 
There is no use talking of news; you have it a day before my 

letters. You will read the account of Peace or rather negotia¬ 
tions being on foot; there is no end to conjecture, and Ly. S. 
is entertaining in her division of Europe. What I cannot under¬ 
stand is how the Editor of the Courier could hear early enough 
to publish on the 23d what pass’d at Paris on the 21st; but 
London has been, by all accounts, in a state of ferment ever 
since Pozzo’s arrival and the Speech to the Senate being an¬ 
nounc’d. The printers at the newspaper offices have been 
sitting up all night for several nights in expectation of it, and 
Ministers almost as much on the alert in their offices. Still, 
it is said the allies have cross’d the Rhine—that Hamburgh, 
Bergen op Zoom, and Antwerp have capitulated. My Brother 
says the best thing that could happen for us would be the Dutch 
Fleet being burnt by orders of the French—this is not kind to 
our cousin Bowen. They are very angry here with poor Holly’s 
Speech, which Ly. S. says is mere verbiage about what his 
opinions were when he was fifteen, which nobody cares for. . . . 
Ld. Castlereagh, of course, supersedes Ld. Aberdeen;1 and here 
they contend that there was but one man in England capable of 
conducting dexterously so difficult a negociation and being a 
Match for Talleyrand, and he is grown too old and ill to be em¬ 
ploy’d—Ld. Malmesbury, who, Ly. S. says, is not the best or 
greatest Man that ever liv’d, but by much the best and clearest 
negociator since the time of the D. of Marlborough. ... I hope 
the capture of the Frigate is true. If Peace is concluded it 
would be such a fine thing for us to end with a flourishing victory 
by sea and land. 

1 Lord Aberdeen was Ambassador to the Austrian Court at Frankfort. 
Lord Castlereagh left England on 31st December. He went first to Holland 
on a Mission to the Prince of Orange, and did not reach Bale until 18th January. 
The Congress assembled at Chatillon on 8th February, and broke up without 
coming to an agreement on 18th March. Lord Castlereagh was not actually 
a member of it, England being formally represented by Lords Cathcart and 
Aberdeen and Sir- Charles Stewart (Lord Castlereagh’s brother). 



CHAPTER XXI 

1814-1815 

PEACE AND THE HUNDRED DAYS 

No letters have been found between January and August, 1814; 

so there is no account from Lady Bessborougb’s ready pen of the 

events of the early part of that year—the entry of the allied 

Sovereigns into Paris after its capitulation on 31st March; 

Napoleon’s abdication at Fontainebleau on 4th April, and de¬ 

parture for Elba on the 20th; nor of the recall of the Bourbons; 

Louis XVIII.’s reception in London, and of the Prince Regent 

escorting him to Dover on his way to Paris, and his entry there 

on 3rd May. 

Amongst the rush of English visitors to the Continent after 

the Peace, were Lord Granville and Lady Harriet Leveson 

Gower, who started for Spa early in August, returning by Paris 

in September. The Bessboroughs, accompanied by the William 

Ponsonbys, left England at the end of October to spend the 

winter in the South of France, and were absent nearly a year. 

They went by Paris to Marseilles, where they took a house, and 

were there when Napoleon landed at Cannes from Elba before 

the hundred days. Advised to leave Marseilles, they moved 

on in April to Nice, Genoa and Milan. They were making their 

way slowly homewards, when, on 8th July, at Schaffhausen, 

they heard that Colonel Ponsonby had been severely wounded at 

Waterloo. Lady Bessborough made a hurried journey to Brussels 

to nurse him, and was able to bring him home in August. 

G. Canning to G. L. G. 

Gloucester Lodge, 
Monday Night, August 1st, 1814. 

My dear Granville,—In the hope that you will not have set 
i off very early Tomorrow Morning, I send you herewith the Copy 
f of Liverpool’s Letter to me containing the Prince Regent’s 

497 
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Promise of your Peerage, which I find, on my coming home, 
returned to me attested by Liverpool. I add my attestation. 
So that if you survive us both, and the promise is yet to be per¬ 
formed, you have wherewithal to substantiate your claim to it. 
Let me have a line to acknowledge the receipt of this Letter and 
its Inclosure.—Ever Affectionately Yours, 

Geo. Canning. 

[Copy.'] 

Fife House, July 29th, 1814. 

My dear Canning,—In communicating to The Prince Regent 
a few Days ago the Arrangements respecting your Friends, I 
informed His Royal Highness of your anxiety to secure at a 
proper Opportunity a Peerage for Lord Granville Leveson 
and an Earldom for Lord Boringdon. 

The Prince Regent has authorized me to assure you that He 
will not make any Peers, on any other Ground than that of 
immediate Publick Service, without Lord Granville Leveson 
being included in the number as a Viscount; and that whenever 
any Promotion takes place in the Peerage of the United Kingdom, 
Lord Boringdon shall have an Earldom.—Believe me to be, My 
Dear Canning, Very Sincerely Yours, 

Liverpool. 
A True Copy. 

Liverpool. 
George Canning. 

The Rt. Honble. George Canning. 

Lady B. to G. L. G., Hotel de F Empire, Rue d'Artois, 
Paris. 

Midhurst, Tuesday, Qth September. 

... We left Ryde yesterday, and poor Lizzy Clifford more like 
a skeleton than a human being; and we came to this place, which 
is the neatest and prettiest I ever saw. Mrs. Seymour has fitted 
it up like a French House, and I never saw so much use made of 
every crick and corner any where—the most comfortable chairs 
and couches, and stools of every shape and description; sofa, 
table, and reading desk, and conveniences for writing; every game 
under the Sun, and all this mix’d up with quantities of flowers 
and china that make it look the gayest and prettiest place 
possible. Le comestible is also excellent; it is always a subject 
of envy to me to perceive how much more may be done with 
very little and good management than I can do with three times 
as much expense and trouble. The moral of this is to make your 
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Children Notable, for it is like execution on the Pianoforte— 
it must be learnt early or not at all. La volonte n’y fait rien— 
if one has not the habit. From here we go in a few days to 
Roehampton, and part with W.1 and Ly. Barbara, who are 
going to travel about, and hope to make you a visit in Stafford¬ 
shire before they leave England. We go first to Brocket, where 
W. and Caro are still living quietly, and I hope comfortably. 
I know how bad all this has been, and how much worse it would 
be were there any relapse; yet when you say that in such a case 
she would lose all title even to compassion, I am afraid I could 
not act up to such an opinion. Deserving punishment and ruin 
does not make them less severe, and I can scarcely conceive a 
case where Parents can renounce their child. Heaven avert 
such a circumstance from occurring. . . . 

G. L. G. to Lady B. 
Paris, 

Sepber 28th, 1814. 

My Letters must have been peculiarly unfortunate, for though 
I have not written so often as I intended, you certainly cannot 
have received all I have sent to the Post. Paris is not very gay, 
if Balls and fetes alone constitute gaiety; but, notwithstanding, 
we find the day hardly long enough for all we have to do. The 
weather is as fine as possible, and delightful for seeing the 
environs of Paris. We have been at St. Cloud, which rather 
disappointed me; its chief interest arises from its having been the 
scene of Buonaparte’s first assumption of Power, and for its 
having been his habitual Residence during the Summer. It was 
curious to observe in his private Library the number, of books 
relating to England. We have also been at Versailles. Buona¬ 
parte had begun repairing it, but since the return of the Bourbons 
the works have proceeded with encreased activity; 2,000 men 
are employed, and it will be ready for the King’s Reception in 
about a twelvemonth. I know not whether the King intends 
to quit the Tuileries altogether, and make Versailles his sole 
Residence, but I should much doubt the Policy of such a measure. 
The removal of all the Ministerial Departments to that distance 
from the Capital must be a serious inconvenience to the number 
of persons who have business to transact with them, besides 
other reasons grounded upon the unpopularity of such a measure 
amongst the inhabitants of the Metropolis. The petit Trianon 
was fitted up for Marie Louise, beautifully, and the garden is 

1 Her third son, William (born 1787, and created Lord De Mauley in 1838); 
married, 9th August, 1814, Lady Barbara Ashley Cooper, co-heir of the Barony 
of De Mauley, and only daughter of Anthony, fifth Earl of Shaftesbury. 
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very pretty. We have seen a little more of the Society than when 
I last wrote. We have called at Mad. Souza’s, and at Beau 
Dillon’s, and dined at Comte Blacas’; and we have had frequently, 
after the Spectacle, people at home—chiefly English: Ward, Ld. 
Ebrington, W. Hill, the Rawdons, and Ranclifi'es,1 and mixed up 
with them Mad. de Coigny, Mad. D’Aguesseau, Sebastiani, and 
M. Latour Maubourg, the Whigs of France. Of the Polignacs 
and Gramonts we have seen very little. Jules and Arm and are 
very little altered by their imprisonment; they talk as if they 
had a great deal to do. But of Paris, and of all we have seen 
and heard, I hope soon to talk to you. We shall probably be 
in London a day or two after you receive this Letter. We mean 
to set off on Wednesday next, the 21st: there is a rumour of a 
great Ball to be given by the Duke of Wellington2 on that day; 
if the rumour be correct, I should be inclined to put off our 
Journey for 24 hours, and go on Thursday, in which case we 
shall probably arrive in Town on Monday ye 26th. . . . 

G. Canning to G. L. G. 
Sunning Hill, 

Sunday, October 2nd, 1814. 

My dear Granville,—I have received your Letter of 
yesterday. 

I see no reason whatever why you should not acknowledge 
your Peerage to all the world; nor have seen any from the 
moment that you were in possession of the attested copy of 
Liverpool’s Letter, and could therefore state the precise footing 
on which it stands. 

Nothing-(I think), so far as human foresight can calculate, can 
postpone the creation so long as to bring you to the encounter 
of another Election for the County; and as to the awkwardness 
of an avowed suspense, that cannot be helped in the nature of 
the thing, and the grounds of it are so perfectly understood that 
it matters very little. 

My own notion now is that the suspense will be shorter than 
I originally apprehended, but I am not enabled to say this 
authentically. 

One thing which leads me to this notion is information derived 
through Huskisson from Lord Melbourne (not to be quoted) 
that a main impediment to all creations which existed in a general 
promise of the P. M.’s, has been removed, by negotiation with 
the person to whom that promise had been given. 

1 George Augustine, second Baron Rancliife (1785-1850); married, 1807, 
Lady Elizabeth Forbes, eldest daughter of the sixth Earl of Granard. 

2 Raised to a dukedom in May, 1814. 
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Liverpool has assured me that whenever the Event is at hand, 
he will (in my absence) take care that your Brother shall have 
due notice of it. 

If I am to answer your question about your Brother and Ly S. 
according to the best of my judgement—and observation—I 
should say that they seem pretty much unwhiggified. 

I had, of course, nothing to do with their deliberations about 
the County, except by writing, at their desire, to Ward to 
explain how they found themselves circumstanced by the calls 
made upon them to preserve peace, etc. 

It is a pity that they had not thought the matter over, before 
the message was sent to Ward thro’ Mr. Vernon: but I cannot 
but believe that Ward will rather think himself well out of a 
difficulty than regret the change of counsel, or of circumstances 
which may bring Ld Gower forward. 

I return to Gloucester Lodge' (as I believe I told you) To¬ 
morrow. 

Mrs. Canning is at Hinckley, having gone there the week 
before last to bring George up to Town. She hopes to set out 
with him tomorrow. For some days past she has doubted 
whether he was in a state to bear the journey; but the letter 
which I have received from her to-day is more confident. It is 
a very anxious moment to us. 

Before she left Towm for Hinckley Toddles was sent to Clare- 
mount, wffiere she still is. And when I came out of Town on 
my way to Bath, I brought poor little Carlo 1 with me, and left 
him here, to recover, by change of air, after his inoculation;— 
which, in spite of Borino, was with small pox, and is happily 
well over. I shall leave him here, however, for a few days 
longer. By the beginning of next week we shall all be reunited 
at Gloucester Lodge; and as short a time as may be after that, 
we hope to set out on our way to Portsmouth. But it is frightful 

i to contemplate the quantity of things to be done and settled 
before we get away. . . .—Yours affectly, 

G. C. 

G. Canning to G. L. G. 

Gloucester Lodge, 

October 25t1i, 1814. 

My dear Granville,—I am working hard to get out of Town 
on Saturday—or Sunday—to Claremount, in our way to Ports¬ 
mouth, where we hope to arrive on Monday or Tuesday. 

I took leave of the Regent on Saturday, and shall be gazetted 
before I go. Could the secret of my destination have been kept, 

1 The future Governor-General of India. 
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I should have been very glad to have had a couple of months 
or more till the Prince’s arrival of privacy and quiet at Lisbon; 
but once known this was impossible, and I should have had all 
the plague of a publick character without its authority or ad¬ 
vantages—of which, with such a family to transport, a 74 to 
carry us is not the least. I am promised the Leviathan.1 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Saturday (October). 

Ah ! le plus beau jour du Voyage est toujours celui du retour, 
and I wish I was near it already; Dearest G., do not laugh at 
me, but I cannot tell you how sad it makes me to go. . . . 
Some deeds Ld. B. was to sign have been so long delay’d that we 
do not go till tomorrow. We occupy two carriages—that is, 
Ld. B., Sally, Mary Horton, and I in one coach, with WTill Seton 
on the Dicky, Nicholas on Horse back, and Monsr. Wilson going 
on before as Courier; Barbara and William follow in a Chaise 
with a cover’d Dicky behind, in which Mrs. M. and Pierre are to 
sit, and their footman on horse back. We carry all sorts of 
Household goods and Kitchen utensils, beds in and out of the 
Carriages, and, as Mary Horton judiciously observ’d, one might 
almost think we were going to traverse the deserts of Arabia by 
our preparations, but we all are rather inclin’d to like our 
comforts, especially W. I must tell you a piece of news that gives 
me great pleasure. I have a letter from Lord Grey informing 
me that Eliza Courtenay is going to be married to a Col. Ellis, 
Brother to the Mr. Ellis that married Lady Harriet. God bless 
you, Dearest G. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 

Paris, Tuesday, Nov. 1. 

It would be in vain to give you an account of things you have 
so lately seen; I can therefore only give you a journal—chiefly 
of names. We arriv’d late, but having been expected all day, 
we found (much to my sorrow) Adrien de Montmorency and 
Mathieu waiting for us. Up stairs it was still worse; Mad. 
d’Aguesseau was there establish’d. 1 heard, too, that the D. 
of Wellington had call’d to enquire if we were come, about half 
an hour before, which, as you told me he was rather remiss, I 

1 Mr. Canning, thoroughly out of humour with home politics after his 
refusal in 1812 to join Lord Liverpool’s Government, accepted the post of 
Ambassador to Lisbon to welcome the Prince Regent of Portugal on his return 
from Brazil. The Prince refusing to return, the object of the Mission failed; 
but Mr. Canning remained abroad for about two years, partly on account of 
the health of his eldest boy. 
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took as a great compliment. Soon after our arrival Col. Burgh1 
came with a message from the Duke, telling me his courier was 
just going, and he would put up any letters for us. All this 
civility I place to P.’s account. Yesterday Mad. de Stael, 
Sarah and Mr. Lyttelton, and Mad. d’Aguesseau, were all in 
my room before I had done breakfast: they detain’d me a good 
while, and were hardly gone before Archibaud de Perigord, the 
Cmtsse de la Mare, and Giamboni arriv’d, the two former grown 
very old, the latter just as he was 20 years ago. C’est egal 
l’univers s’ecrouleroit qu’il ne changeroit pas. The Dss. and 
Caroline 2 arrived, and I was amus’d with a dispute between 
the Dss. and Giamboni concerning Napoleon and Louis 18, 
which after lasting till she was angry, and he criant a tue tete, 
he ended with: “ Et bien que voulez vous, tout est dit en deux 
mots, Fun etoit un Tyran qui nous ecorchoit, l’autre est un 
bon homme qui nous endort; Fecorcheur faisoit crier et parler 
de lui, l’endormeur—ma foi ! que voulez vous qu’on fasse en 
dormant ?” I order’d the coach to go out, but as I was in the 
ante room on my way, the Dss. of Wellington, Ly. Burghersh, 
and immediately after the Pss. de Talleyrand arriv’d, and after 
her came a tide of English and French that made it so late I had 
only time to walk thro’ the Tuileries—drive to see the Column— 
me faire ecrire chez la Duchesse d’Orleans, who is lying in—and 
walk about the Palais Royal, seeing a very curious model of 
Simplon, which gives one a high opinion of the greatness of the 
work: the causeway begins at Dijon, which is to carry you over 
the Alps at Simplon, over torrents, thro’ caverns, and across 
Precipices, in your carriage au petit trot. One of the Souterains 
is 700 feet long. At night we went to the Odeon to hear the 
Nozze di Figaro, not so well sung as in London, but very pretty. 
To day we had again crowds of Visitors, till I made my escape 
by offering to carry Mad. de Coigny home, who had contriv’d 
to be brought in a Cabriolet, and I thought meant to take up 
her abode here. Two or three Painters and a great many 
Visits took all our time. In the evening I had a few people 
early—the Montmorencys, Lally, Mines. d’Aguesseau, and de 
Coigny. We went at ten to Mad. Recamier’s, to meet Mad. 
de Stael and Benjamin Constant. She was in a small room in 
Bed—white muslin curtains and quilt, and great looking Glass 
the whole width of the bed near the wall, without a Night cap, 
but cover’d to her chin with the cloaths, because, having been 
sick all day (she us’d a more expressive word for the act of 

1 Colonel (afterwards Sir) Ulysses Bagenal Burgh, second Baron Downes 
(1788-1863), was A.D.C. to Lord Wellington in the Peninsula. 

2 Duchess of Devonshire and her daughter, Mrs. Lamb. 
VOL. II 33 
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Sickness), and having la fievre, she had taken something to 
make her perspire; the number of people in the room no doubt 
assisted the effect of the medicine very much. From there we 
went to Mad. de Talleyrand, who, having a fine suite of Apart¬ 
ments, chose to receive in her Boudoir, as probably you know. 

Thursday. 

I have time but for a line. We pass’d a very entertaining 
evening at Chchy. Talma recited several things very finely and 
with great expression of countenance, rather too much gesticula¬ 
tion and inflexion de voix, I think, but very striking. The most 
interesting part was his conversation; he told us endless anecdotes 
of Buonaparte—taking him off, they say extremely like; and I 
daresay it is, for he repeated a conversation which B. had when 
he order’d “ La mort de Caesar ” at Erfurt, with Alexander, Kings 
of Prussia, of Saxony, Wurtemburgh and Westphalia, and cer¬ 
tainly Alexander and the King of Prussia were very like. . . . 
Not a line yet from England. I will tell you more of Talma’s 
stories in my next. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Pakis, Nov. 8. 

At last here are a few lines in your hand writing, Dearest G-. 
which I began to think I was never to see again. Your letter 
is dated from London, and is the only one I have receiv’d since 
I left England. You talk of wishing to receive letters from me 
from here; how disappointed you will be ! Between a stupefying 
cold, les allants et venants qui ne tarissent pas, and our own 
activity in seeing sights, &c., I am perfectly stupefied, and 
cannot say a word beyond a list of names and places. We 
din’d again at the D. of Wellington’s the day before yesterday, 
with more Marshals and Ministers, and went afterwards to sup 
with Mad. de Mouchy. Yesterday we saw sights all morning. 
Mad. Coigny, Lally, Adrien, and the Due de Broglie din’d with 
us, and we went again to see Madelle Mars, who is the perfection 
of all acting I ever saw—perfectly natural, with great feeling and 
the best manner of a dignified, well bred woman of Fashion. I 
was to have supp’d at Mad. Recamier’s, but was too unwell, 
and some how to-day I have lots of people all Evening with a 
racking head ache. We have been to see Davoust’s Hotel, the 
Invalides, and the Elephant—and now on my return I find a 
note from the Duchess of Wellington, begging we will dress and 
come there directly, as the King goes in state to the Opera, 
and it is wish’d the chief English here should accompany him to 
their box. This is all I have power to write. . . . 
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Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Wednesday, Nov. 9. 

Ik No poor soul ever had such a cold or such a head ache, with a 
pain in my side and chest that ought to make even the most 
Vehement of those who want us to stay here, admit that le midi 
is a better place; with all this I am going to dine at Clichy. The 
K.’s reception last night was very brilliant; he and Mad. 
d’Angouleme1 and all the Royal family (except the D. of Orleans 
and his sister, who were in a box above) sat in a large box in the 
centre where our front boxes are. The Opera look’d better than 
usual, as it was crowded in every part, and every body dressed. 
There was great applause both at his coming in and between 
every act. Monsieur2 was just return’d from Compiegne: 
when the King came in, after making his bow he turn’d round, 
and shew’d Monsieur, saying: “ Le voila, il est revenu,” which 
caus’d great acclamations. These were repeated between every 
act, and all the popular tunes call’d: “ Oil peut on etre Mieux ” 
—“ vive le Roi ”—“ vive Henri quatre ” (which is not exactly 
suitable to poor Louis 18), and “ Charmante Gabrielle ”; but 
with all this it did not give one the feel of the sort of popularity 
they ought to have to make things go smoothly—there was 
something flagging and cold in it, and they do not take the way 
to create enthusiasm, but it is very difficult to say what would 
be exactly right to do. 

Thursday. 

I felt so unwell, and it is such a long cold drive to Clichy, 
that I could not enjoy it, as I generally do the seeing new people. 
Suchet’s 3 accounts of his campaign in Spain were interesting 
from having heard so much on the other side. He blames 
Murray,4 and says he denied a report he heard being true, that 
Murray meant to appeal to him; that he should hate to faire 
tort a un brave homme qui souffre pour une Revue, but that 
certainly if Murray had persisted and remain’d where he was, 
“ J’etois perdu—du moins il auroit fallu me retirer comme 
j’aurois pu, et de la vie je n’ai senti plus d’aise qu’en trouvant le 
champs libre, je craignois que c’etoit un piege, il me paraissoit 
impossible qu’on m’eut laisse sortir de ce mauvois pas aussi 
facilement.” He spoke very handsomely of Ad. Halliwell and of 

1 Mario Therese, daughter of Louis XVI., and Mario Antoinette, married 
Louis Antoine, Due d’Angouleme, the oldest son of the Comte d’Artois. 

2 The Comte d’Artois. 
3 Louis Gabriel Suchot, Due d’Albuera, Marshal of France (1772-1826). In 

1808 had been appointed Commander-in-Chief in Arragon, which post he 
held until the French were expelled from the Peninsula. By his humanity 
and the justice of his administration he won the esteem of the people. 

4 General Sir John Murray (1728-1827). At the battle of Castalla, 14th July, 
he had, by his indecision, thrown away the prospect of a defeat of Suchet. 
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Ld.F. Bentinck and Col. Adam, and witlqthe highest admiration of 
the D. of Wellington. . . . After dinner La Fayette came, who 
is grown very fat; he brought a Vulgar looking prentice like son 
with him. I have a regard for La Fayette from old acquaint¬ 
ance’ sake, but was quite out of patience with him and Mad. de 
Stael, for the fuss they made with the American Minister, with 
whom there was so much chuchoterie that I told her we would 
leave le champs libre a toutes ces trames. However, Mad. 
de S. made amends by defending England very gallantly against 
the American, who said we had no share in the restoration of 
the Bourbons or of Peace, and that everything would have 
gone on just the same if England had not existed. M. de 
Montesquieu told us a story of Murat that entertain’d me. He 
was complaining of the want of Education. On ne nous en- 
seignoit rien, le peu que je sais de la cuisine je me le suis appris 
moimeme. . . . I am going to be presented to Madlle d’Orleans, 
and then to the Duchess of W. There is a shocking report of 
old Montagu having been assassinated near Florence; his son is 
here, but has not heard of it yet. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Nov. 13. 

J’ecris a qui ne m’ecrit pas, for at last I have got letters from 
England, but not from you, Dear G. You will think I change 
my direction often, but to secure my hearing when I am further 
off, henceforward be kind enough to enclose to Ld. F. Somerset, 
and he will forward your letters to me to wherever I am. I was 
at court on Thursday; I never saw so strange and ridiculous a 
ceremony as that trotting round the room chacun a train train 
le haut du pied sur le bout de la queue de votre Voisine, as 
Mad. de Coigny describes it, and then backing out from Mad. 
d’Angouleme. But nothing ever was so gracious as both the 
King and Monsieur. The first would take me by the hand, 
which, as I had hardly recover’d my Curtsey and he sitting 
rather low, was near proving fatal, and rolling me and probably 
him on the floor. I went back with the D. and Dss. of W. to be 
presented to Mademoiselle, and afterwards hear Grassini sing. 
As I was going home the D. of W. propos’d my taking him to 
Mad. de Talleyrand, which I did in the same little boudoir as 
before. Friday, after sights all morning, Mad. de Coigny, Lally, 
Adrien and Giamboni din’d with us; in the eves we went to the 
Duchess, who had a party of Adieu for Caroline. The Prince de 
Leon and his wife sang and play’d, and Gen1 Bclliard 1 gave me 

1 General Count A. Belliard (1773-1832), distinguished French General and 
diplomatist. Served with Napoleon in Italy and Egypt. After Napoleon’s 
abdication was made a Peer and Major-General of the army under the Due 
de Bern. 
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a curious account of his campaigns in Egypt and the way of 
fighting of the Mamelukes, who, he says, all were fearless at 
first; that they threw themselves under the horses of the Cavalry 
to cut them to pieces, and jump’d upon the Cannon of the battery. 
On Saturday we went for a little while to the play; when I came 
home Lally, La Fayette, and M. de Montesquieu came and 
were very pleasant. They must differ (or have differ’d) a good 
deal in opinion, but what certainly gives great interest to the 
conversation here is the number of events and strange scenes 
almost every one you meet has been in. By degrees we began 
talking of old times, and La Fayette, with more openness than 
he usually does, told us different things of the early part of the 
Revolution—some that I knew, some not; but it was curious, 
and M. Montesquieu took up the history where he ended, and 
described some of the scenes in Robespierre’s time (when he 
was allow’d as a boy to go and see his Mother, who was in prison) 
horribly well—and especially the sudden change from crapule to 
excessive luxury at Robespierre’s death—from the bonnet rouge 
poor and dirty, put on with peasant shoes to Mme Tallien’s gold 
sandals lin’d with diamonds and pearls. They said what I did 
not remember, that the Tuileries and Champs Elysees, &c., were 
plough’d up and sow’d with potatoes. Then endless stories 
of the early part of Buonaparte’s life; but all these you probably 
heard here, and do not want to know. The last story of him 
from Elba is looking at the body of a poor Mason who was doing 
something to the top of his palace, fell, and was kill’d at his feet. 
He said: “ On ne meurt pas toujours, j’ai tombe de plus haut.” 
The D. of W. is so civil to me, and I admire him so much as a hero, 
that it inclines me to be partial to him, but I am afraid he is 
behaving very ill to that poor little woman; he is found great 
fault with for it, not on account of making her miserable or of 
the immorality of the fact, but the want of procede and publicity 
of his attentions to Grassini. There was a shocking Murder 
committed here the night before last—a garde du corps, whose 
head was found wrapped in a napkin near ye bridge of Austerlitz, 
his body under a heap of stones in the place de la Trevise, and 
his legs and arms in a dark passage in the rue Montmartre. 
Think of the sang froid of cutting a man to pieces and carrying 
him about so. . . . 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Novr. 15. 

You are much too modest in your opinion of your effect at 
Paris; I hear of nothing but Mylord et Milady Gower, si aimable 
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et si spirituelle, et lui un homme Superbe ! I have seen a good 
deal of the Polignacs, not much of the Gramonts (Agenor is, 
I am afraid, too much occupied with a little cousin of ours, L\. 
Ponsonby), and I like your friend Gen. Flahault1 very much; 
he has promis’d to sing for me if I will do as much for him as 
Milady Gower, who came at near one o clock in the morning 
and retired into another room with him to hear him, and I 
conclude Milord Gower, too. You cannot think what a delight 
your letter was today; it is the 2d, and the date 11th made me 
feel quite near you. I am very glad Dear Harriet has turned 
the dangerous time. ... I quite agree with you in your opinion 
of Miss O’Neal, whom I saw before I left London. I was dis¬ 
appointed in many parts, but the Scenes when she parts with 
Jafher,2 and when she dies, are finer than I ever saw them play d 
by any one. There is a sort of suppress’d sob when he bids her 
not cry, and a tenderness that is beautiful; I wish she had a 
better Jaffier. We live at the play here: Madlle Mars is charming. 
We had a very pleasant dinner at Clichy yesterday—the D. of 
W., Chateaubriand, Humboldt the traveller, Benjamin Constant, 
Schlegel, and a very clever man whose name I cannot recollect, 
M. Charbonnieres 3 the Poet, Ld. B., W. and me (Barbara 
remain’d with Ly. Shaftesbury, who arriv’d yesterday), the 
Due de Duras and Stael family in the evening—numbers of 
Savants and Beaux esprits of both sexes amongst these—a very 
pretty Madlle [illegible], niece to a Bishop, but it was whisper’d 
to me Niece un peu conjugale. To day I was kept at home 
almost all morning by Mad. de Coigny, d’Aguesseau, and 
Georgine—afterwards D. of W., who cannot attend a terrible 
journee for tomorrow, the Institute where St. Jean d’Angelly is 
to answer the Eloge on Delille 4 and compliment him for never 
having swerv’d from the Bourbons. It is thought qu’il y aura 
du tapage. At night we go in the Amphitheatre to see the King 
go to the Francois and the representation of Britannicus: Talma’s 
Nero is one of his best parts, and one of those Buonaparte sug¬ 
gested some improvement in; it is also said he looks very like 
him, with the same crown and robe, which he puts on exactly 
as the Empr. us’d to wear them. I had also the Dues, de 
Mouchy, de Duras and d’Outremont, e’etoit la matinee des 
Excellences. 

1 General Comte de Flahault, A.D.C. to the Emperor Napoleon. He was 
Madame de Souza’s son. In 1817 he married Miss Mercer, daughter and heiress 
of Lord Keith. His eldest daughter married the fifth Marquis of Lansdowne. 

2 The hero in “Venice Preserved,” by Otway. 
3 Alexis de Charbonnieres (1778-1819), writer of verses and plays. A relation 

of Delille’s. 
4 Jaques Delille (1738-1813), the poet. 
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Dearest G.,—I have only time to bid you good night. I saw 
Britannicus 1 delightfully last night; the King was there, and 
it is the first time I have seen anything like enthusiasm. In 
Burrhus’ Speech—4 act, 3 scene—beginning: “ Quel plaisir de 
penser, ’ and six lines on, the whole pit rose with one shout: 
“ Le Roi, le Roi! Notre bon Louis !” and all turned to him— 
then, “ Bis, bis, bis !” It was repeated in perfect silence, and 
then they all join’d in the hurrahs, like the 0. P. applauding 
till he cried. 

In the farce, which was very laughable, he laughed rather 
loud, and they applauded him, saying: “ Voyez com me il rit.” .. . 

I am going to dine at Clichy, which is always a hurry. 

Ladij B. to G. L. G. 
Nov. 17. 

We have, as usual, been seeing sights, but amongst Palaces 
and Gardens we stumbled upon les Voitures Nomades, such as 
Buonaparte had to go into Russia. They go as quick as a 
common carriage, with four or six horses; contain two rooms—one 
a bed room, the other a Kitchen with a fire place; there are 
bookcases, writing table, piano forte, bed, couch, every sort of 
convenience and Luxury, room for your servants—in short, a 
travelling apartment which you may pass days and nights very 
comfortably in. 

18. 

We were at the Frangais last night, and saw Madlle Mars act 
delightfully in “ Tartuffe,” and la Mere supposee. We went 
to Mad. de Souza afterwards, which was very pleasant. Sebasti- 
ani, Suchet, Macdonald and Talma were there; after they went 
Mad. Ney and Gen. Flahault sang several pretty romances, 
and he ended with some old National Songs, which drove Mad. 
Girardin, Mad. Ney and Mad. Souza herself out of the room, 
all really or affecting to be frightened—the latter perhaps was, 
for she is not en bonne odeur at Court, and it is wonderful comme 
on jase de tout ici, and I have already had three notes to inquire 
whether it was really true yt Gen. Flahault had sung “ la 
Marseillaise ” and “ Ca ira.” To day we have again been 
labouring in the way of our calling, sight seeing, and to night 
were at Mad. de Recamier’s Societe early, and the Dss. of 
Wellington’s ball late, where Monsieur was expected and the 
Due De Berri2 came; it was a pretty ball but lasted late, and I 
am writing to you at near four. I had a good deal of conversa¬ 
tion with my friend’s Brother, who is grown older, stouter, and 

1 By Racine. 
2 Charles Ferdinand, second son of the Comte d’Artois (1778-1820), 
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more like a shop keeper than before he was Duke of Wagram :x 
La Duchesse is a very bad likeness of your Sister Ly. Harrowby, 
who, by the by, had the greatest success here. Good night, and 
God bless you, Dearest G. I have written so late because I 
miss’d the post. 

20 th. 

There is no faith in man, not even in Dukes or messengers, 
and the courier went Friday night instead of Saturday Morning. 
After toiling all day as usual, I went to a brilliant party at the 
Duchess’ at night, where I disputed with a whole room full of 
people vehemently, and I hope in some degree successfully 
(making the worse appear the better course all the way against 
my own opinion), concerning Mr. Canning’s going to Portugal, 
which makes a great and not pleasant sensation here. Today, 
after beginning with a most crowded suffocating church at the 
D. of Wellington’s, we drove to Montmartre and walked over 
the Field of battle, &c., &c. The inhabitants do not give as 
good an account of the strict discipline of the troops as the 
bulletins of the day did. We din’d a great party at Robert’s, 
a dinner given by William, to which I could not do as much 
justice as my Neighbours, for my head ach’d sadly; yet I went 
to the Feydeau to see Jeannot et Colin from Voltaire’s tale— 
came home with a few supper people. To-day all morning I 
spent at the Corps legislatif hearing a debate with a little bit 
of an embryo opposition, but French people are so French in 
every action of their lives that they always seem playing at 
Patriotism more than sensible people arguing for the good of 
their country. I am glad to have seen both this and the Institute, 
tho’ both lasted too long and were many times tiresome, but there 
were so many people I wanted to see at both, and so many things 
unlike what one usually hears, that I am glad to see after having 
attended them. As I was very much tired I intended to sit 
quietly at home and write letters, when Lally, La Fayette, M. 
de Tracy, and Mathieu Montmorency came; soon after them M. 
de la Sueur, Mad. Menou, and De Roon (the two Beauties of 
Paris) Mad. de Coigny, Chateaubriand, and au beau milieu of 
all this the Dss. of Wagram—so that I had quite a party without 
intending it, and all exclaiming l’un plus fort que l’autre that 
it is madness to go to Marseilles—“ c’est agir d’une fa£on si bis 
cornu,” Mad. de Stael says—all but Suchet, who says he and la 
Marechale will come and see us, que c’est sa patrie et la plus 
belle patrie du monde. 

1 Alexandre Berthier, Prince of Neufchatel and Wagram (1753-1815), 
Marshal of France. On the restoration of Louis XVIII. he recognized his 
authority, and was made a Peer. He left Paris when Napoleon returned 
from Elba, and committed suicide when he heard of the entrance of the Russian 
troops in Paris. 
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Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Thursday, 24. 

As you are not so determin’d a Bibliomane (tho’ a little in- 
clin d to it) as all that belong to me, I doubt whether you spent 
as long a time as we did in the Library; I went with de Buce and 
Mon1 Vieuperth and M. [illegible], who, finding William and 
I were fond of books, kept us there, till I began to fear being 
shut up in one of the cases among the curiosities. I made a 
great effect with my newly acquired Science in asking for the 
Virgil with Petrarch’s Notes and the Dante written out by 
Boccaccio. If you went you must have been pleas’d, I think, 
with some of the fine large paper Edition Volumes there. We 
din’d at home with a party, and went in the eveK to the Feydeau, 
where I took Mad. de Coigny, MtUle Mcdonald, Mad. Ney, W. 
and Ld. W. Russell, to see the nouveaux seigneurs and the King. 
It was to have been “ Joconde,” but Madame1 forbade it as too 
free—je meurs de peur that Madame has read the original, or 
she would not think so. To-day went to the Petit Augustin, 
some visits of taking leave, din’d at Very’s with a party, went to 
see Madlle Mars in the “ Coquette Corrigee,” to a Concert at ye 
Dss. of Wellington’s, and ended at Mme. Souza’s, where there 
were some Marshals, some Savants, and some singing. Mad. 
Ney and Genl. Flahaut had got a quantity of Romances for me, 
as I said I liked them; but as they were singing, “ Dans le camp 
des Danois,” &c., I happen’d to look over another music book, 
when Genl. Flahaut quite startled me by throwing himself on 
the book and seizing both my hands to prevent my turning 
over the leaf. I concluded it was something improper, and 
desisted, but on asking Mad. Girardin afterwards, she said: 
“ C’est bien pis,” and W. and I contriv’d at last to see it. The 
Romance was Vaillant Guerrier Francois, that had conquer’d 
all the world and would drive les enfants de la Thamise back to 
their cliffs, and make the French Eagles planer over the Tower 
of London. The refrain of each Verse was: 

“ Les guinees des anglois dans nos bourses, 
Les charmes des Angloises dans nos bras.” 

To be sure, just now, after all that has happen’d, it may be 
as much for themselves as for fear of wounding us that these 
boasts are hidden so carefully. 

Fontainebleau, 25. 

We are so far on our journey southward, but are to stop here 
tomorrow to see a grande chasse in the Forest that Monsieur 
and the Due de Berri give the Duke of Wellington; it reminds 

1 The Duchesse d’Angouleme. 
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me so of very, very old times, for I remember going with the 
poor Queen to some famous Huntings in this Forest, and it was 
the most brilliant and gayest looking thing one can conceive. 
We had so many prognosticks of ill luck on setting out on a 
Friday from Paris that we were accus’d of obstinacy for persist¬ 
ing, and it is like Ly. Holland’s aventures. There is no end to 
the mischances that have befallen us; the worst is that W illiam’s 
Servant is very ill with a bad fever, and there is no knowing how 
to take or leave a man not knowing a word of French and perfectly 
unfit to move. . . . Enclose to Ld. F. Somerset or Mr. Hervey. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Sanlietj, Nov. 29. 

Dearest G.,—I have had no opportunities of sending to you, 
except the short letter I wrote from Fontainebleau, and a longer 
one from Auxerre, which I hear is not likely to reach you. As to 
when I am to hear again, Dio sa—tho’ I swore the whole Embassy 
one by one, beginning with its mighty chief, that the first 
packet that came from England should be carefully forwarded 
to Lyons, and as I was told a person was better than the post, 
begged them to be consign’d to the care of Camille Jordan, 
whom I shall see there. We find great marks of the Passage 
of the armies as we go along; many Houses thrown down, and 
Cannon balls still sticking in the walls of many of those that re¬ 
main. I wonder so vain a people as the French can bear such 
marks of conquest to remain. It is very difficult to judge of 
how they are inclin’d, but there seems more complaint against 
Buonaparte and approbation of the restoration in proportion 
as we remove from Paris. The women every where are more 
Bourbonist, the men either indifferent or regretting the glory 
they have lost, and which they think no one but B. could regain— 
“ cependant il nous prenoit argent et enfants sans misericorde— 
on le craignait comme le Diable mais il faut etre juste—c’etoit 
un General que cela—mais il etoit magnifique,” &c. These 
are the different observations one hears 9a et la. Our roads and 
Inns are very good, our weather sometimes rainy, but warm 
and till one or two a bright sun. In leaving Avalon to day we 
pass’d the Chateau de Savigny, where Bussy Rabutin 1 pass’d 
the 17 years of his exile, and busied himself with epigramming 
(if there is such a word) women in general, and Mad. de Montglot 

1 Comte de Bussy Rabutin (1618-1693), wit and satirist. In 1666 was sent 
to the Bastille for writing a libel called “ Histoire Amoureuse des Gaules,” a 
“ Chronique Scandaleuse ” of tho Court of Louis XIV. during his youth. On 
his release he was banished to his estates, where he remained until 1681, when 
he returned to Court. 
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in particular; you know he was very much in love with her, 
and when he was sent to the Bastille, wrote to her to say he 
minded no ruin while he retain’d the treasure of her heart. 
She answer’d that she had long had scruples, and was now con¬ 
vinc’d of the sin of their attachment, which she must therefore 
put an end to. He went almost mad, and fourteen years after 
could hardly speak of her without tears and execration. In his 
castle there are amongst endless devices with mottoes under 
them, such as under Pygmalion: 

“ Tout le monde en amour, et toua les jours dupe.” 

“ Les femmes nous en font accroire 
Si vous voulez aimer et n’etre point trompe 
Aimez une femme d’ivoire.” 

and under a Vestal sacrificing to Diana: 

“ Casta est quam nemo rogavit.” 

Then a whole row of Portraits of all the Beauties of that time, 
Madmes de H. [illegible], D’ [illegible], de Freigne, &c., ten or 
twelve of them with Characters under each. I must tell you 
one or two that I think the best. Dss. de Praslin “ jolie, vive et 
fort eclairee—surtout sur les defauts d’autrui. Mad. la Ferte 
grande menagere de son Amitie mais ne menageant rien pour 
ceux a qui elle la donne.” But the worst is Mad. de Montglot, 
“ qui par sa conduite a remis en honneur la Vertu de la Matrone 
d’Ephese et des femmes D’Astolphe et de Joconde.” She is 
represented in various parts of the House, always with some 
device and some motto, and lastly two pictures as Justine in 
his bed room and in a half moon near his bed—under the first, 
Ambo Leves, Amba ingrata; under the moon, Haec et ilia (I 
believe they are right written). This is not very new news for 
you, mais que voulez vous ? On donne ce qu’on a as the 
Landlady (with her little black cap, the frill turn’d back, blue 
jacket lac’d with red down the seams, red petticoat with gold 
ball binding and great gold cross on her flower’d handkerchief) 
has just told us as she put an omelette on the table and a buche 
on the fire. We really have or should have far’d very well the 
whole way, if from being later than other people we did not 
always get second best. God bless you, My dearest G. Some¬ 
times as we go on and on so far away from all (at least, from many) 
that I love, je m’admire, and wonder at my own perseverance. 
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me so of very, very old times, for I remember going with the 
poor Queen to some famous Huntings in this Forest, and it was 
the most brilliant and gayest looking thing one can conceive. 
We had so many prognosticks of ill luck on setting out on a 
Friday from Paris that we were accus’d of obstinacy for persist¬ 
ing, and it is like Ly. Holland’s aventures. There is no end to 
the mischances that have befallen us; the worst is that William’s 
Servant is very ill with a bad fever, and there is no knowing how 
to take or leave a man not knowing a word of French and perfectly 
unfit to move. . . . Enclose to Ld. F. Somerset or Mr. Hervey. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Sanliett, Nov. 29. 

Dearest G.,—I have had no opportunities of sending to you, 
except the short letter I wrote from Fontainebleau, and a longer 
one from Auxerre, which I hear is not likely to reach you. As to 
when I am to hear again, Dio sa—tho’ I swore the whole Embassy 
one by one, beginning with its mighty chief, that the first 
packet that came from England should be carefully forwarded 
to Lyons, and as I was told a person was better than the post, 
begged them to be consign’d to the care of Camille Jordan, 
whom I shall see there. We find great marks of the Passage 
of the armies as we go along; many Houses thrown down, and 
Cannon balls still sticking in the walls of many of those that re¬ 
main. I wonder so vain a people as the French can bear such 
marks of conquest to remain. It is very difficult to judge of 
how they are inclin’d, but there seems more complaint against 
Buonaparte and approbation of the restoration in proportion 
as we remove from Paris. The women every where are more 
Bourbonist, the men either indifferent or regretting the glory 
they have lost, and which they think no one but B. could regain—- 
“ cependant il nous prenoit argent et enfants sans misericorde— 
on le craignait comme le Liable mais il faut etre juste—c’etoit 
un General que cela—mais il etoit magnifique,” &c. These 
are the different observations one hears 9a et la. Our roads and 
Inns are very good, our weather sometimes rainy, but warm 
and till one or two a bright sun. In leaving Avalon to day we 
pass’d the Chateau de Savigny, where Bussy Rabutin 1 pass’d 
the 17 years of his exile, and busied himself with epigram min g 
(if there is such a word) women in general, and Mad. de Montglot 

1 Comte de Bussy Rabutin (1018-1693), wit and satirist. In 1605 was sent 
to the Bastille for writing a libel called “ Histoire Amoureuse des Gaules,” a 
“Chronique Scandaleuse” of the Court of Louis XIV. during his youth. On 
his release he was banished to his estates, where he remained until 1681, when 
he returned to Court. 
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in particular; you know he was very much in love with her, 
and when he was sent to the Bastille, wrote to her to say he 
minded no ruin while he retain’d the treasure of her heart. 
She answer’d that she had long had scruples, and was now con¬ 
vinc’d of the sin of their attachment, which she must therefore 
put an end to. He went almost mad, and fourteen years after 
could hardly speak of her without tears and execration. In his 
castle there are amongst endless devices with mottoes under 
them, such as under Pygmalion: 

“ Tout le monde en amour, et tous les jours dupe.” 

“ Les femmes nous en font accroire 
Si vous voulez aimer et n’etre point trompe 
Aimez une femme d’ivoire.” 

and under a Vestal sacrificing to Diana: 

“ Casta est quam nemo rogavit.” 

Then a whole row of Portraits of all the Beauties of that time, 
Madmes de H. [illegible], D’ [illegible], de Freigne, &c., ten or 
twelve of them with Characters under each. I must tell you 
one or two that I think the best. Dss. de Praslin “ jolie, vive et 
fort eclairee—surtout sur les defauts d’autrui. Mad. la ierte 
grande menagere de son Amitie mais ne menageant rien pour 
ceux a qui elle la donne.” But the worst is Mad. de Montglot, 
“ qui par sa conduite a remis en honneur la Vertu de la Matrone 
d’Ephese et des femmes D’Astolphe et de Joconde.” She is 
represented in various parts of the House, always with some 
device and some motto, and lastly two pictures as Justine in 
his bed room and in a half moon near his bed—under the first, 
A mho Leves, Amba ingrata; under the moon, Haec et ilia (I 
believe they are right written). This is not very new news for 
you, mais que voulez vous ? On donne ce qu’on a as the 
Landlady (with her little black cap, the frill turn d back, blue 
jacket lac’d with red down the seams, red petticoat with gold 
ball binding and great gold cross on her flower d handkerchief) 
has just told us as she put an omelette on the table and a buche 
on the fire. We really have or should have far’d very well the 
whole way, if from being later than other people we did not 
always get second best. God bless you, My dearest G. Some¬ 
times as we go on and on so far away from all (at least, from many) 
that I love, je m’admire, and wonder at my own perseverance. 
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play. He plac’d us in it last night, and then said: “ Vous etes 
chez vous Mesdames, voila votre place et celle de votre societe, 
permettez moi d’entrer et de sortir sans ceremonie comme il me 
conviendra.” At present I have no salon, and before I had 
finished dressing yesterday the frotteur open’d my door, and 
announcing “ Mons. le Prince Marechal,” my room fill’d in a 
moment with him and his etat Major. He is very old looking 
for his age, and soldier like, with but one eye, but that quick 
and penetrating. He told me of his meeting with the D. of 
Wellington at Paris. “ Nous nous etions vus a la lorgnette 
quelque fois mais pas de si pres,” he said when they were pre¬ 
sented to each other. “ Nous restames la, a nous regarder l’un 
l’autre quelque temps sans parler, enfin je lui dis: ‘ My lord, vous 
me devez un diner—car vous m’avez fait furieusement jefiner ’—- 
sur quoi il se mit a rire, en me disant: ‘Vous me le rendiez, 
Marechal, car vous m’empechiez de dormir.’ Je crois pour dire 
vrai que nous nous embarrassions assez tous les deux. Mais 
le pis etoit qu’il me faisoit marcher bien matin sans dejeuner 
apres m’avoir fait coucher sans souper.” You must imagine 
Massena’s gruff way of saying all this, mix’d up with a great 
deal of Galanterie un peu militaire, but I lik’d his avowing so 
fairly our advantage over him and his praise of Ld. Wellington, 
always saying, “ C’est un brave Capitaine.” There are loads 
of English here—the Brodricks both very ill, Ld. and Ly. Malpas, 
Ld. Wickham and his family , &c., &c. Gen. 
Allerton, Mr. Sharp, M. Fourrier, are agreeable and rather 
clever men. W. Russell thinner, and Frederick North fatter 
than ever, din’d with us to day. We shall not get into our new 
House till next week, when we shall have, I beheve, the best 
Cook (Robert excepted, he was his second at Paris till very lately) 
in all France. If we can make anything like reasonable terms 
with him, I believe William will take him. Ly. Bute goes 
Galloping about all France, paying immense sums for Houses 
at Avignon, Aix, and Hyeres, which she takes for a year without 
looking at them, tires in a fortnight, and pays some more to 
be off. She has just left the third at Hyeres; she gave 10,000 pour 
louer and 1,000 to be off. Iveppel Craven writes his Mother 
word that he has galloped thro’ Italy with the Pss. of Wales, 
who just stops long enough to receive Royal Honours every where. 
At Rome, after a triumphal entry, she went first to dine with 
Lucien Buonaparte, who gave her a ball. Next day an Audience 
of the Pope, and a dinner with the old King of Spain and Queen 
of Etruria—the Queen of Spain very ugly, and still very coquet¬ 
tish. Next day trots off to Naples, where K. Joachim persists 
in taking her coming as an acknowledgment of his title by the 
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English Government. Mr. Craven says nothing ever was so 
Magnificent as her Court—the men’s dresses exactly like his, 
and Dr. Gell’s a la Henri Quatre, only cover’d with gold and 
silver Embroidery. What can make the Pss. dress them up 
so ? ... There is nothing but singing and dancing all this 
week, and every crick and corner stuck over with carnations and 
orange branches—for Christmas, instead of Holly; yet I wish I 
was near the Holly. 

Have you read Chateaubriand’s Pamphlet ? 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Deer. 29. 

Last night we were at the Prefect, Count Alberto’s. It is a 
fine House and was a pretty ball, the first of the Carnival. The 
Musick and Waltzes were remarkably good. Massena was 
there, in great state. He has taken very kindly to us—and 
particularly to me, qu’il ne quitte pas plus que son ombre; he 
will not let us stir without him or speak to another human 
creature, and every attempt we made to walk about he started 
up offering me his arm, and after a turn or two brought us back 
prisoners to our old place. He puts one in mind of Sir Ch. 
Hooley Wilkins’ account of old Gen. Churchill, and the same kind 
of set compliments. I therefore bethought myself of Mad. de 
Stael’s advice: Quand la conversation languit il faut rompre 
en visiere pour la rendre interessante, il vaut mieux risquer une 
impertinence que de s’ennuyer. So on his naming Grassini, 
I asked him if Buonaparte had not been very much in love with 
her. His whole countenance chang’d, but after a moment he 
said: “ Lui! Jamais, il n’a rien aime de sa vie, femmes, homines, 
enfants, rien—rien au monde que lui. Passionne pour son ambi¬ 
tion, de fer pour tout autre chose;” that he only cared for those 
who could be of use to him. Massena instanc’d himself, whom 
he had by turns comble d’honneur, d’amitie et de bienfaits, or 
neglected with the harshest indifference. “ Apres m’avoir panse, 
veille lui meme pour une egratignure, quand il avait besoin de 
moi—il me laissa blesse et malade ayant verse moil sang, mine 
ma sante pour lui—pendant deux mois entiers passant tous les 
jours devant ma porte—sans une fois demandant si j etois mort 
ou vif—pUis quand Marmont a ete bien battu par votre brave 
Lorq_alors e’etoit Mon Brave Massena, mon bon ami, mon 
ancien camarade ! Que voulez vous !” He said he knew him 
when he was only Lt. Col. “ toujours her, toujours de grande 
conception—sachant se prevaloir de tous les moyens, pousser la 
fortune aussi loin qu elle pouvoit aller, tant que tout allait bien, 
mais perdant la tete vite pour peu qu il fut contrarie. Il ne 
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pouvoit pas supporter le Malheur.” He told us a curious con¬ 
versation he had with him at Milan during the time of the 
Directory. B. asked Massena whether he would like to be one 
of the 5 Directors, and why he did not try for it. M. said: “ Je 
ne suis que soldat, je ne m’entends pas en politique, mais toi, 
tu as du talent, que ne te leves-tu jusqu’au Directoire ?” B.: 
“ Moi, un avec quatre imbeciles ? Gouverner en commun ? 
Non—seul—a la bonheur!” Massena added: “ Apres tout 
c’auroit ete un grand homme si la Nature en lui donnant tant y 
avoit ajoute un coeur et des entrailles—il n’en avoit point- 
point—point.” Do I weary or please you with these details 1 
Every thing concerning this man interests my curiosity, and I 
tell you as much as I recollect for that reason, but you must have 
heard so much on this subject that perhaps I only bore you. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 

Marseilles (4th January, 1815). 

Poor Massena labours as hard to make me a good General 
as if I was to serve him as aide de camp in his next Campaign, 
and I interrupt his best plann’d battles to make him tell me 
stories of his Chief. The weather is so fine that we are out a 
great deal in the Morning. We go often to the Spectacle 
from the convenience of Massena’s box, but excepting Mad. 
George and St. Julien it is but moderate. There are some 
private Theatricals much better, particularly a Monsr. Guerin 
and Madlle. Zelie Ponisse, the best actors almost anywhere. 
Our Hotel is magnificent, and last night we had a Soiree. Chess 
is in great fashion. There are twenty 3 or four tables going. 
We had 3 and a whist table, and some prettyish singing accom¬ 
panied by the harp and piano forte. Of Italy I can tell you 
little, if you will have Massena’s opinion, it is qu’il pourroit bien 
y avoir un moment d’effervescence—mais il n’y a pas assez 
de suite dans la faible Italie pour faire reussir une grand entre- 
prise; ils crieront, ils maudiront, ils poignarderons de temps en 
temps, mais ils se laisseront dominer. However, there are many 
rumours of disturbance. Our letters from Paris mention young 
Flahault having been concerned with a scheme; I am sorry for 
it, but believe he is out of the scrape now. You know he is 
the Queen of Holland’s great favourite. All the French officers 
I have heard talk on the subject are for the K. of Savoy’s retain¬ 
ing his Dominions, and against Murat’s keeping his. New Year’s 
day was quite pretty here, but I gave H. so detail’d an account 
of it that I shall not repeat it, except that ye whole town visit 
each other in Gala dresses pour donner la bonne annee, and with 
their cards usually leave flowers, bonbons, and a little present. 
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No. 34. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Feby. 23 (1815). 

. . . Tlie Spring here is delightful, every thing is in full 
blossom and all the flowers out. We went to day across the bay 
in a boat (as we often do, for in the heat of the day it is pleasanter 
than walking). We stopped at the Malespinas’ Bastide, and 
stayed there for some time under a treillage close to the sea— 
some drawing, some reading, some strolling in the Gardens, and 
then walk’d home by the rocks, where there are a thousand 
pretty paths and beautiful views. The evenings are delightful, 
and the variety of walks and Bastides very pleasant and very 
wholesome; but I am knock’d up, for it was near four Mile. And 
this is the most interesting intelligence I have to tell you, except 
an account of the Court of Madrid from Adrien Montmorency, 
who has written to both the Duchess1 and me to assure us we 
are hard upon le pauvre Ferdinand 7,2 qui est bon enfant apres 
tout, et desire le bien de ses sujets s’il savait comment s’y prendre 
—il est vrai qu’il a fait la meme bevue qu’un Mari jaloux qui pour 
rendre fidele commence par enfermer—mais les bons conseils 
(et il prend tout ceux qu’on lui donne, bon et mauvois) le temps 
et 1’experience le corrigeront. There is a great deal more. He 
says Sir H. Wellesley 3 is lik’d by all parties, and bears the highest 
Character and has the pleasantest house at Madrid. Are you 
the milord Gower who is to go Ambassador to Paris ? The 
Duchess believes it; she thinks Harriet would like it, so much 
that it would incline you to ask for it (I do not think either of 
these things likely): both you and H. might like it for a little 
while, but hardly, I should think, for a constancy. Our plans 
are so unsettled and depend so much on circumstances, that 
I hardly know what to wish for the best Chance of seeing my 
friends, but I do long to be once more settled at home in England, 
and think if ever I live to get back it will be a difficult matter 
to draw me from it again. I forget Ireland in saying this, which 
as long as we live we must often go to—but that, too, is a sort 
of home. ... I am glad to hear so good an account of Georgi- 
ana, Ld. Morpeth, and the Duke. I long for a letter from 

1 Duchess of Devonshire. 
2 Ferdinand VII., after his six years captivity at Valen9ay, returned to 

Spain 24th March, 1844, but he refused to sign the Constitution established 
by the Cortez during his absence, although he had promised to do so before 
quitting Valen9ay. He dissolved the Cortez, and assumed absolute power. 
The old institutions were restored, and the Inquisition was re-established. 

3 Henry Wellesley, afterwards Lord Cowley (1773-1847), was appointed 
Ambassador to Madrid in 180!). 
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you, and suppose I shall get one tomorrow Your last was a 

delightful one from Chatsworth, jany the mh. 
A joke spoils so in telling, and especially m travel ing, that I 

am afraid what we thought very clever you will think very hat. 
Its chief merit was being told by the Father, at whose expense 
it was made. I told you I believe of some descendant of the 
Sevignes. M. d’E [illegible] had written a great deal of Poetry, 
he put out what he thought best, and sending it to his son to 
consult him whether he should publish or not, wrote: Mon 
fils, j’ai iete beaucoup de mes vers au feu, que feroi je de ceux ci . 
Vaut il la peine de les recueillir ?” The son immediately 

answer’d: 
“ Mon Pere, plus de feu dans vos vers, 

Ou plus de vos vers dans le feu.” 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
March 2d. 

We have had three events at Marseilles within these two 
days—the declaration of the Franchise du Port (great joy to 
good Marseilloises like us), the arrival of an English Frigate m 
chase of the American, and Mons. and Mad. de Riviere with all 
their suite d’Ambassade going to Constantinople. Massena is 
quite in spirits with all this, and bustles about with the little 
Prefect after him and all his aides de camp at a great rate. I he 
etats majors et d’Ambassade have been with us to-day, and the 
room crowded with uniforms ending with Capt. Cockburnv and 
two Midshipmen, whom it rejoiced my heart to see. I believe 
no one ever was more English in grain than I am. I he fair 
locks, blue jackets, and little dirks of these boys made my heart 
quite beat, and I long to set sail with them, defying storms, 
Americans, and sickness—to get back to you all. How gla 
I am we liave closed, our American Campaign by taking a 
Frigate ! We wanted this to animate our Navy, who seem to 

me depressed. , Manh, 

I could not finish my letter in time to go. To night is our 
Soiree avec toute l’Ambassade, and some very pretty music. 
But there is a strange report in circulation, but only whisper d, 
like the Oath in Three-finger’d Jack,4 “ lest any Man sh’d hear it ” 
—they say Buonaparte is landed some where near Frejus with 

1 The Marquis, afterwards Duo de Riviere (1783-1825). 
2 Afterwards Admiral Sir George Coekburn (1771-1853), had just returned 

from America, was appointed in May to command the Northumberland, in 
which he conveyed Napoleon to St. Helena. 

3 A treaty of peace between Great Britain and the United States had been 
signed at Ghent on 24th December, 1814. 

4 The famous negro robber captured in Jamaica, 1781. 
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a handful of men. It seems so wild a report I should not name 
it, but that when I mentioned it to M. de Riviere, he look’d very 
grave, and only said: “ Je vous diroi demain.” Probably this 
is not so, but it provokes me to see people trust as implicitly 
as they do to B.’s own account of himself, qu’il est un homme 
mort. Would not so compleat a change of Character as he must 
have experienced to sit down quietly under his misfortunes 
without any struggle to regain some thing, or at least occupy 
his ambition with the trial, be more extraordinary than any 
enterprise he might attempt ? However, as you would not give 
much for my dissertation, and my head is full of B. to night, 
I will postpone my letter till I hear something better to say, for 
it cannot go till tuesday. . . . 

March 4. 

One line only, for which you must pay, as it is so seldom I 
have news to tell. Our whole town is in a bustle: Massena re¬ 
ceiv’d an estafette last night with the account of Buonaparte 1 
landing with about 1,100 Men at Cannes and some Cannon. 
He summon’d Antibes, but was refus’d, and has retir’d in the 
mountains near Grasse: this town is in great confusion, drums 
beating, people running, Vive le Roi and white flags on all sides, 
and troops assembling, the Populace and a National Guard 
gather’d round Massena. Just by us, he came to his balcony 
and begg’d them not to be alarm’d, that he had taken every 
precaution: 30 estafettes were sent this morning different ways 
to assemble troops, and a large body are going to march directly 
towards Toulon, which is less well inclin’d than this place. 
Massena promis’d the people not to forsake them, to stand by 
them to the last and command the troops if they are oblig’d 
to march against him. ... It is a very curious state tonight, 
and I do not feel the least frighten’d: he sent me word we were 
safe, and the fear is all regiments from Grenoble joining him. 

6th March. 

I sent you a letter by the estafette that was going to Aix, who 
promised to put it into the post there, and I send this letter on, 
because it begins one story. You will see how little credit was 
given to the report of Buonaparte’s landing on the Friday, but 
I had not been long in bed before the noise of the drums and the 
Artillery which assembled on the Boulevard under our terrace 
rous’d me. Massena put all the Horses of Marseilles in requisi¬ 
tion to send the Artillery post. The state of the town is very 
interesting—nothing but groups of people offering to inlist and 
regiments marching. The spirit of the People is every thing 

1 He landed at Cannes on 1st March. 
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that could be wish’d, but the Soldiers are not to be depended on, 
and so all the officers told Massena. I believe I told you of his 
appearing at the Window to assure them he would fight at 
their head. M. de Riviere says he was delighted with him, and 
after talking much of his honour and fidelity to the oath he had 
taken to the Bourbons, he added: “Autre Chaussure prenez 
mon interet pour garantie. B. sur le trone et ma tete sur 
Pechafaud sont Synonyme.” Several English went away which 
gave great ofiiense, as they have a notion the English were in¬ 
form’d and that some of them favoured B. Massena sent to tell 
us we were perfectly safe, and to urge us to stay. . . . M. de 
Riviere din’d with us and took us to the play. The bust of 
Louis 18 was brought upon the Stage. The National guard 
crowded round it, and drawing their swords, renew’d their oath 
of fidelity, which was re-echoed by all the Pitt, boxes, &c., the 
Ladies waving their handkerchiefs and joining the cry. of Vive 
le Roi, and Massena, with his hat off and hand on his heart, 
repeating: A vie et a mort. This is very good, but the bad part 
is the extreme untrustworthiness of the troops, many of those 
who march’d last hoisting the Eagle with the fleur de Lis and 
crying Vive Napoleon. He landed in the night of the 2d at 
Cannes. The Mayor refus’d the tricolour cockade, and Antibes 
would not receive him. The Post Master of Cannes sent off 
an Estafette that reach’d Massena very early. He order’d some 
troops he thought he could trust to blow up the bridge at Sisteron 
over the Durance, but tho’ there was full time, B. was allow’d 
to pass unmolested (they say with fewer troops than when he 
landed); but Massena, on receiving the officer’s letter making 
some bad excuse for not destroying the bridge, sent off to have 
him arrested. We ask’d what would be done to him. Massena 
said: “ Fusille! C’est un traitre, il ne sera pas le dernier.” 
B. is reported to have said he would be the 6th at Lyons and the 
10th at Paris. His two Proclamations are curious—one from 
himself telling the French people “ qu’il avoit cede aux cir- 
constances et a la trahison, qu’il s’etoit retire sur un Rocher pour 
songer a leur interet, qu’il revenoit pour les retirer de l’avilisse- 
ment et les rappeller a la gloire—pour faire des lors—guerre 
aux chateaux, paix aux Chaumieres, pour chasser et abattre les 
Bourbons, les Emigres en Europe et la noblesse—pour effacer la 
tache trace par les Etrangers. Un appel a tous les Francois 
de se reunir a lui Francois—Soldats, camarades revenez pour 
servir sous les drapeaux qui vous ont si souvent mene a la 
Victoire.” The Soldiers much the same, but saying que les 
Francois ne veulent pas d’un Roi qui se vante non d’etre appelle 
au tr6ne par la voix de peuple mais par le secours du Prince 
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Regent d’Angleterre, &c. He left his cannon, carriages, and 
Horses at Grasse, saying his Mother and Sister would come for 
them soon. I forgot to tell you the Proclamations are counter¬ 
signed by Gen1 Bertrand1—de la grande Armee ! All the 
Gentlemen we have here are march’d like common soldiers, 
which I really think very spirited. We met the Comte de Youles 
(the great chess player) with his knapsack at his back and his 
fire lock on his Shoulder, his poor wife, who is very big with 
child, crying terribly. I carried her and another Lady a good 
way on the Aix road, which was lin’d on each side with women, 
many Ladies, many Bourgeoises, all crying and watching for 
their Husbands and relations marching by. Nous etions si 
tranquilies they say, si heureux—onze mois de repos apres tant 
de souffrance c’est bien peu. ... I hope the post is not stopt, 
but I am afraid this cannot end as quickly as some sanguine 
people hope. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
March 7. 

It is discouraging to write with so little chance of one’s letter 
going—yet I must do so for that chance, tho’ probably English 
news papers will tell you more than I can. Nothing can be better 
than the Spirit here and all about this place. The day we din’d 
at the Prefect’s people were coming every moment to insist on 
enlisting and having leave to march—all the Portepins, all the 
Commis, and all the Genthiers of the town; most of them have 
already marched. The merchants here in a body offered to 
subscribe in case money should be wanted for arms and ammuni¬ 
tion, but every thing like commerce, &c., has ceas’d—the 
Manufactures and the Bourse shut up, les denrees tombees de 
moitie and the Ships in the Port unloading. A merchant who 
has a large establishment and number of men has offer’d to arm 
them at his own expense. There are, however, some arrests 
and some suspicions, and the poor diligence from Grasse which is 
to arrive at twelve tonight is to be surrounded and the passengers 
carried off to Prison—where, however, a good supper is prepar’d 
for them, and they are to be liberated if they can give an account 
of themselves; but much mischief has been done among the troops 
by some emissaries of B.’s from Elba during this last fortnight. 
The great point is whether the troops will stand or not; he says 
he expects several Regiments who are devoted to him. How can 
one know whether they are not carrying to him exactly what he 
is expecting ? He was at Grasse the 5th, said it was doubtful 
whether he should stop there or not, as he expected intelligence. 

1 General Count Henri Bertrand (1773-1844) was Napoleon’s faithful 
companion in exile until the hour of his death. 
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At midnight an officer arrived, had an hour’s conversation with 
him, and on leaving him he gave orders to mount. His men are 
harass’d to death, many falling down on the road from excess 
of fatigue in the forced marches over rocks and mountains near 
Sisteron:1 he oblig’d an officer to get out of the diligence and 
follow him, saying, “ Je n’admets pas votre conge; je suis votre 
Empereur—suivez moi,” which the officer accordingly did. His 
companion said: “ II ne l’aime pas mais c’est comme a Bordeaux: 
il n’a qu’a se nommer, tout flechit.” Several of the English 
here took a great alarm (without any reason) from some of the 
people accusing the English of conniving at his coming. Ld. S. 
[illegible] and three other young men who din’d with us to day 
set off tomorrow in an open boat for Barcelona; but I believe 
the chief cause of the suspicion against the English arose from 
a caricature—rather good—of Ld. Castlereagh holding an Eagle 
in a Cage and shewing it to the Congress, of whom he demands 
all the sea ports in Europe, saying, “ Cedez tout ou je vous le 
lacheroi. 

8th. 

There were sad Murmurs and discontents against the chief 
person here, but, I believe, unjustly. To night he has made 
a strong proclamation which has the double effect of encouraging 
the troops and committing himself. An Estafette is just arriv’d 
with nothing very positive, but many interesting details—at 
least, to such near neighbours as we are. B. was so sure of 
gaining possession of Antibes that some Manuscript Proclama¬ 
tions that were taken on one of his people are dated d’Antibes, 
quartier General de l’Armee Imperiale. 18 soldiers had come 
in as deserters from Elba, and were received into the Barracks; 
five officers also got into the town in disguise. A 6th brought 
a letter to the commanding officer—luckily he was away; the 
Mayor open’d it, and found it contain’d promises of the most 
brilliant future if he gave up the town, and death if he refus’d. 
The Mayor gave the alarm, put the off1' under arrest, and oblig’d 
Buonaparte to go to Cannes to land. No wonder the English 
were suspected. B. declares he comes with the consent and 
assistance of the English Govt.; two officers in British uniforms 
accompany him, and he told the people at Grasse and Sisteron 
that an English Frigate had brought him over, and its band 
play’d all the while his men were landing. He seems perfectly 
secure and in good spirits, as brown as an African and immensely 
fat. At Sisteron, when he cross’d the bridge, he said: “ C’est 
bon, je ne m’y attendois pas, un caporal et cinq hommes 
m’auroient coupe le chemin ici.” At Grasse he encamped on 

1 Sisteron is far up in the mountains above Grasse. 
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the heights above the town, and had provisions brought to him 
there, his band playing while he breakfasted. He talked to the 
people, who came in crowds to stare at him, telling them they 
had better follow him, for that he was sure of success. Few 
follow’d, but none oppos’d his progress. They tell us here: 
“ II arriva com me une Bombe, et on est tout chare de se trouver 
vis a vis de B. quand on s’y attend le moins.” He announces 
himself as the advanced guard of his Army (he landed about 
11,000 men—600 are with him, the others with Bertrand on the 
Frontier of Piedmont, where they say the K. of Sardinia has 
strengthened all the passes). He orders, besides, what he wants 
for himself and his men, 4 or 5,000 rations to be prepar’d for 
their coming, and he is gone far in advance before they discover 
that he has no followers. Roger Damas was unfortunately 
gone to Paris. Precy1 is marching at the head of a large body 
of troops from Lyons—troops of the line mix’d with garde 
nationale, in hopes the good spirit of the latter may influence 
the bad one of the former. They think they can depend on 
Macdonald. N [illegible], who went from hence, they have some 
doubt of, mais c’est mi homme d’honneur. All depends upon 
the first blow struck by Frenchmen against Frenchmen; he has 
nearly the whole unarm’d population against him (I should 
think, at least). Whether the army will go over or not remains 
doubtful, and if it does, whether with the warmth of feeling 
expressed by so many thousands (millions, I believe) they will 
be able to subdue them, all the Sisteron is like a little Vendee. 

9th.—There is nothing more but a proclamation not worth send¬ 
ing—a thousand reports, of course. There is a Merchant here 
who has behaved very handsomely; in closing his manufactory, he 
told all his people he would allow them the same as when every¬ 
thing was going on, and he himself has offer’d himself to M. de 
Riviere to assist the Grefier and Mongrand.2 By a letter from 
Miss Sandford we find every thing towards Nice is quite open 
and quiet, so that if we are forced to go from here we should 
find no difficulties. . . . Pray write: we have had letters from 
Paris, and the post is open. 

The whole town of Marseilles has just poured itself out into 
every St. leading to Massena’s upon some false report of B. s 
being taken: excepting at a County of Middlesex Election I 
never saw such a crowd or such a clamour; before they could 
be undeceived half the town was illuminated. I send you a 
paper with an account of the National guard marching, which 
was really very affecting. By fore d marches they have got 
within 2 leagues of him. The servant of one of the Gentlemen 

l Count Louis Precy (1742-1820). 2 The Mayor of Marseilles. 
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who went is returned as Courier. At Sisteron they took B.’s 
horse, a fine spying glass, and his queue,1 which are coming here 
in a day or two as trophies. He wears armour under his grey 
great coat, but leaves his waistcoat a little open to shew it. 
In some declamations they found to the people of Sisteron he 
says Massena with 25 thousand men is to join him at Grenoble, 
and that the Bourbons are all fled to Lille. This gives a hope 
that he is either deceiving or deceived. He has few troops with 
him, but those good and determin’d. Monsieur and Marechal 
Ney were to be at Lyons last night, but I dare say you know all 
this ages before I tell you. There is a strange contradiction in 
B.’s declaration to the people that he comes with the consent of 
the English Govt, in the 2nd proclamation, in which he calls on 
the French to reject Louis 18 for being plac’d on the throne by 
the Prince Regent. Pray tell me if you get these letters. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Marseilles, March 16. 

This will be a very old date, but all communication seems so 
cut off with Paris that perhaps none of our letters may reach 
you. None come to us whatever, yet the Couriers and dilligences 
pass, so probably the letters are stopped at Paris. This place 
still continues vehement in Loyalty to the Bourbons, and 
Massena swears he is so far from betraying, that he will die by 
them. The Due d’Angouleme is to be here tomorrow, but mean 
while Buonaparte is marching to Paris sans coup ferir: however, 
all this you will know otherwise, and I only write to tell you we 
are well and safe hitherto, and in a very curious scene to witness; 
but we are advis’d to go, which we shall do in a few days, as 
there are strong dissensions between the Soldiers and people. 
The population here and in the country round is so great and so 
universally Bourbon that I think they would overcome the small 
number of troops, especially if Massena is steady, which he seems 
to be, and whether he is or not, he daily repeats to us that we are 
under his protection and that no harm shall happen to us. It 
would not, however, be pleasant to see the struggle. We go 
from hence to Genoa, and then—where fate shall bid us: home, 
if Barbara could bear the journey by sea or land, but Dr. Macky 
thinks it would be too great a risk for her. I am sorry to make 
you pay for such a dab, but it is at least secure of going somewhere 
or other. Pray direct to Mess, de la Rue freres, Banquiers a 
Genes. . . . When, I wonder, shall we ever meet again ? Ld. 
Winclielsea is to put this into the post at Gibraltar. 

1 This probably means, not a queue of hair, which he did not wear, but the 
kind of snuffbox called “ queue-de-rat.” They were made of wood; the lid was 
opened by means of a narrow strip of leather like a rat’s tail. 
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Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Marseilles, 

March 17. 

The Due d’Angouleme arriv’d to-day, and liis entrance was 
triumphal; nothing but the Emperor’s arrival in London could 
at all equal it—the crowd, the shouts, the honours at Grasse, 
&c., &c., &c. The National Guard went to meet him aux 
limites, about three Miles from Marseilles. The Regulars were 
at the gates, to which we also went down to see. At the Arene 
Massena met him with a horse, and offered to hold the stirrup. 
D. of A. wd. not let him, but rode by him. The Due de Guiche, 
M. de Riviere, and St. Priest, and about 20 other officers, were 
with him. The regular troops (most of them, at least) said: 
“ Vive le Roi!” some “ Vive Massena !” some—altre cose. 
We got home in time to see the Procession pass the bottom of 
our Terrace, and I walked with W. to the Count Boucher’s, to 
see the review, or rather to see how the troops of the line re¬ 
ceiv’d him. He knew me, and told me that this time last year 
he had entered Bordeaux escorted by Frederick. He plac’d me 
between him and Massena; if the new troops fight as well as 
they shout and promise, and the old ones are as steady in Battle 
as they were here, the D. of A. has reason to be satisfied with 
Marseilles. Massena was very angry at hearing the English 
had taken possession of Marsala, and said he did not know that 
Toulon and Marseilles were safe, but the Due d’Angouleme has 
explain’d to him that it was at the request of [paper torn] that 
Sir Robert Spencer sent him Capt. R. and 25 men to defend him. 
I hope some of the reports M. de Riviere and Agenor had heard 
at Nimes have not reach’d England, that we had been kill’d and 
Massena torn to pieces by the Mob. Everything here is perfectly 
quiet except for shouting, &c., tho’ Nimes and Toulon are to be 
D. of A.’s head quarters. I say but little, dear G., from the doubt 
of its reaching you. If we could have got horses we should have 
set out to-morrow, but now, I believe, cannot till next week, 
as the D. of A. takes them all. . . . 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Marseilles, 

March 29. 

. . You probably kuow by this time all the details of our 
great events, tho’ by the English papers here what had reach’d 
you the 12th, excepting the landing, was all false, but when events 
moved so rapidly the lesser details are absorb’d in the results, 
and would be uninteresting now. How very extraordinary all 
that has happen’d appears ! I was at a place this morning (I 
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do not like naming names, the only thing look’d for in a letter), 
but to see a man I mention’d to you sometime ago, once very 
celebrated and the head of every thing, especially of the 5 who 
govern’d all.1 I never saw so striking a person, both in appear¬ 
ance and conversation (you probably have seen him when he was 
much younger), besides a thousand very interesting anecdotes 
of all the chief persons most talk’d about at present—especially 
three of his aides de camp, who, as he says, n’ont pas mal fait 
parler d’eux depuis—our Governor here 2—the invader of this 
country 3—and his Brother in Law near Mt. Yesuvius 4—who all 
serv’d under my acquaintance. He told me of a curious conversa¬ 
tion he had with the King and your friend his Minister, who, he 
says, est un homme d’esprit, mais qui ne connoit pas plus de la 
France, du Gouvernement ou du coeur humain qu’un enfant, and 
who at the end of such a twenty years as they have past thro’ 
takes up the Govt, as you would a book with the leaf turned down 
where you left off when you last read in it. He told both your 
friend and his Master that they were surrounded with betrayers, 
and that plots were forming on every side, but that all might be 
sav’d by a little conciliation, firmness, and sincerity. Amongst 
other things he told them of a letter he saw a few months ago 
from the Father in Law 6 of the invader to his Brother in Law 
at N., telling him that they two were deeply interested in the 
preservation of the late dynasty, and should not let themselves 
be made the dupe of circumstances. He says our Governor 
here joins great natural sense to penetration, vast conception, 
unshaken determination and courage to rashness, with obstinacy 
and entire want of Education. Perfect ignorance of history 
or reading of any kind forces him to draw all his resources from 
himself. The character seems to be a just one. B.6 also says 
he would not in the first instance attack his old companion, 
thinking so many others would stop his advancing, but now il 
est pique un peu, and wants to measure his strength with his 
former master. Massena says the world shall see that tho’ 
others are traitors he never breaks his faith. He remain’d to 
the last before when he was left, and now, having pledg’d his 
faith, will die with the white Flag in his hand. He says Paris 
may be taken and retaken, but that he will not, while he can 
command a troop, see a sovereign imposed on 4 million of people 

1 Paul F. J. N. Barras (1755-1829), bom in Proven9e, was named General- 
in-Chief to oppose the Sections on 13th Vendemiaire, 1795. Employed Napoleon 
to command the artillery, and was named one of the five Directors. His 
influence was very great, and ho retained his post until Napoleon’s assumption 
of supreme power in November, 1799, when he retired into private life. 

2 Massena. 3 Napoleon. 4 Prince Murat. 
5 Emperor of Austria. 6 Barras. 
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against their will par des heros de casernes. Yet I dread a 
little what the effect may be tomorrow on the troops here of 
announcing the Paris news to them. . . . This goes by estafette 
to Nice, where I hope to be next week. I have written by another 
way to Caroline. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Nice, April 6th. 

I write, Dearest G., with little hope of my letter reaching you, 
and still less of hearing from you, for since you wrote so seldom 
when there were no difficulties, I dread your stopping quite now. 
Yet you know not how terrible a feel it is to think all recollection 
of one is lost and gone by. Having us’d that expression, instead 
of wearying you with complaints, I must tell you how it was us’d 
by Ld. Castlereagh, as we heard to-day. Col. Campbell1 told 
the French Consul here (M. de Candal) that he wrote some months 
back to Ld. Castlereagh, stating that his remaining at Elba 
without any official character was perfectly useless; that he had 
the appearance of a Spy without the power of knowing any thing; 
that his own belief was that Buonaparte was negotiating some 
enterprise, but that every thing was concealed from him with 
the greatest care. Ld. Castlereagh answered that Col. Campbell 
need give himself no further trouble about that Man, whom they 
looked upon as completely hors de combat and gone by ; that no 
one thought or car’d about him, and Col. C. might go—when 
he pleas’d. Soon after Buonaparte, who had press’d Col. C. 
to stay as a sort of protection, told him of some fetes at Florence, 
and rather encourag’d him to go there, pressing him strongly to 
return. The French Consul at Leghorn first told him of Buona¬ 
parte’s departure. He went back—found Mad. Bertrand in an 
agony lest her Husband should be taken. Col. C., fearing a 
little for himself, thought it best to talk big, and told her it was 
probable, for that the English ships were cruising all the way 
from Gaeta to Naples; Mad. Bertrand fit un soupir de soulage- 
ment qui prouva a Campbell qu’il avoit dit une sottise. This is 
M. de Candal’s account, and as Col. Campbell is in England, 
you may judge if it is true. But the language he attributed 
to Ld. Castlereagh was so much like that of all the Gov1 in 
France, that I am afraid it is, and it tells the history of Buona¬ 
parte’s success. We had many hairbreadth escapes in coming 
here, besides the constant one of Barbara’s miscarrying, which 
I hope, however, she will not do now—she is so much better 
lately. But at Antibes the Governor is a Napoleonite; I thought 

i Colonel (afterwards Sir) Neil Campbell (1776-1827), was appointed Com¬ 
missioner to accompany Napoleon to Elba. 
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he look’d at us con occhio bieco, and believe we owed our passing 
more to a letter of recommendation I had from Massena than to 
our passports. I was the more uncomfortable as we had some 
dispatches to forward from Nice to Ld. W. Bentinck and M. 
d’Ouverard. The Estafettes are so often stopped or faithless 
that M. de Riviere was glad to send at two reprises by the 
Duchess and us, and as Massena says les femmes sont toujours 
bonnes a quelque chose, we were bonnes a porter des lettres. But 
five hours after our passing, the Governor imprison’d the Maire 
of Cannes, who is a stout Bourbonist, for not favoring the escape 
of one of Buonaparte’s generals. M. d’Angouleme’s success 
near Valence—B.’s remaining at Paris et les puissances ! All 
seem to promise well, but it is despairing to see the apathy or 
treachery that surrounds all the poor Bourbons except at 
Marseilles. I was quite struck with the difference all along the 
coast from Frejus here. Buonaparte’s arrival had the effect 
of making all the English move from the place they were in to 
the next station. The English at Genoa went off to Spain, and 
those at Nice went to Genoa, whilst all Marseilles arriv’d at 
Nice, and we who were the laggers have found our old colony 
again here. We shall stay here about a week unless the Governor 
of Antibes should hoist the tricolour, which I do not think un¬ 
likely. The heat is excessive, but the mountains are still covered 
with snow; the Col. de Tende is not possible for carriages, so we 
shall go in Feluccas to Genoa—to add to the collection of people 
there. The road from Marseilles here is beautiful, and such a 
profusion of blossoms, fruit, flowers, and trees out in the richest 
foliage—fill’d with birds singing in the midst of Rocks and 
Torrents and Mountains, and banditti, that it is a much fitter 
scene for a irovel than for a civil war. . . . 

I tell you nothing of Murat, because all news beyond the Alps 
or beyond the Rhone you must know quicker than we do. Ly. 
Charlotte Campbell had a Frigate sent for her by the Pss. of 
Wales, who with ye Pope,1 Q. of Etruria, and K. of Sardinia 
are at Genoa. 

Alphonsabella, as Frederick Foster calls poor Mrs. Brodrick, 
is here in better health, but lamenting over 60 thousand Oranges 
which were gather’d out of her garden within these three 
days. . . . 

From Lady B. to Elizabeth, Duchess of Devonshire. 

Nice, April 22. 

You had not been gone long when M. de Candal and la C. 
came in with gloomy faces advising me to go, and lamenting 

1 Pope Pius VII. (1742-1823). 
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over the impossibility of my doing so. They say you were but 
just in time, and they are going tonight. Don F., who also 
came to take leave of me and la C., goes to night. M. de Canclal 
is quite in despair, but says he will remain and be taken, that 
nothing worse can happen to him than what did by emigrating. 
What gives the great alarm today of immediate attack is the 
Commandant having ordered all the grande poste cannon, &c., 
to be embarked, and what cannot be got away to be spoiled. 
He himself is going, and that will be the bad moment, as ye 
inhabitants, thinking they are given up to be pillag’d by the 
French, may chuse to begin first. My love, the only chance 1 
see for us is the Frigate, if Ld. William can send it. Ld. 
could, I think, be mov’d into it without risk of hurting him. 1 
have given up the plan of writing to Massena, for he has said 
so much about Buonaparte so outrageously, that in spite of his 
courtesy he would sooner put me in a dungeon by way of gag 
than risk letting me go free and talk. I have more trust m Gen 
Abdy if there is faith in man (which there is not), but he said 
so much of the absurdity of stopping the English last time, and 
knows me so well—in short, I do not feel much frighten d, and 
do not myself think they will come so soon as people imagine; 
but still, seeing the general blank and look of desertion is not 
pleasant, and at times I dream of Chains and Drawbridges and 
Gaolers, and cast a glance thro’ the window at fort Montalban. 
After dinner Guido came in, bien poudre comme a 1 ordinaire 
and looking as if he had been kept in a box ever since Louis 15 
died. With all your prejudices, nothing can be more friendly, 
after many warnings and lamentations, he offer d us money- 
says he will be answerable with his head (and his bank which 
he values more) that no harm shall happen to us, and that on 
the first shot on this side the Var we shall come to his House, 
as we are too marquant here. To be sure, there never was such 
a combination—of wind at sea, snow on the mountains, and 
terrible Govt, with the French au pas de charge behind one. 
On my return from La Turbie I was overtaken by that temble 
storm among the Mountains. What a storm, and what Moun¬ 
tains, and what a road ! No one ever saw a precipice who has 
not been on the Corniche. By the by, I have such a story to 
tell you of this road; it will delight you, who cannot even admire 
B in this magnificent and tremendous work of his. I have had 

letters from Ld. William and Mr. Hill,2 and they both advise 
us to go to Genoa. Murat is but a march from here. Adieu. 

1 Lord Bessborough was laid up with a severe attack of gout. 
2 Hon. William Hill had been appointed Envoy E^traol'Jnn7ar^£ he 

Plenipotentiary to the Court of Sardinia m December, 1807, which post he 

held until 1824. 
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Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Genoa, April 30. 

... We were hurried away from Nice rather unpleasantly, 
and I believe unnecessarily, but Ld. B. bore his journey very 
well. I could not send my letter, as I had hop’d, from Mentone, 
so have gone on writing ever since, but contriv’d to miss the 
estafette Friday. All the account I have given you of the 
d’Angouleme embarkation and the events at Marseilles are 
superfluous, for I find they are in the Proconcino di Genova, 
and probably, therefore, in the English papers. The appear¬ 
ance of this plaee is the most extraordinary I ever saw, like the 
scenes in a ballet or an Arabian tale—streets of Polish’d marble, 
Palaces with terraces, and Gardens of Orange and Lemon trees, 
fill’d with Kings, and Queens, and Princesses, and Pope, and 
Cardinals, some of whom you meet at every turn, with guards 
parading and musick playing—or choruses of Voices and Guitars, 
or dancing to the Tambourine, &c., &c. Every thing has an 
air de fete, but it is only in outward show, for there is a deep gloom 
upon the people and soreness at their degraded state I should 
hardly think possible to go off quietly. A Man in the Consigne, 
where we were stopped in coming into this beautiful bay, told 
me that between last May and October they had bought to an 
amount of 17 millions sterling of English merchandise, and sold 
as much—“ e poi Mori la povera Genova, la bella, la superba—- 
non si fa piu niente neppure il valore d’un quatterino di com- 
mercio.” If it was not for the beauty and amabilite of the 
Dss. of Modena, the little K. of Sardinia would be but ill receiv’d; 
but she is much admired. The Queen of Etruria 1 is ugly, but 
clever and good manners (wonderfully good for a Spanish 
Princess), and the poor old Pope blesses us daily as he passes, 
surrounded by his English guard. I am to be presented to him 
tomorrow. He is in high favour with Ld. William for the letter 
he has just given Dr. [illegible] for the Irish Catholicks—in 
telling them he will not confirm any Catholick Bishop in England 
or Ireland that are not first approv’d of by the British Sovereign. 
He advis’d Milner not to return to Ireland, and would not treat 
with him concerning this. Cap. Waldegrave has just been here 

1 The Grand Duchy of Tuscany, by the Treaty of Luneville in 1801, had been 
created the kingdom of Etruria, and given to the young Louis, Duke of Parma. 
After his early death it was governed by his widow, Marie Louise, daughter 
of Charles IV. of Spain, for her infant son, Charles Louis, who took the name 
of Louis II. until 1807. Napoleon abolished the kingdom, and in 1809 gave 
it to his sister, Elisa Bacciocchi, who took the title of Grand Duchess of Tuscany. 
In 1814 it was restored to Ferdinand III. of Austria. In 1817 the Queen of 
Etruria brought forward her claims in respect of the Duchies of Parma, 
Placentia, and Guastalla. 
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to tell me he is setting sail in search of two Neapolitan Ships 
carrying away to Toulon Mad.. Lsetitia, all Murats family, and 
2 Millions of money, jewels, &c., &c. . . . 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Genoa, 

May 11. 

I have so bad a headache, partly with the Sun and partly with 
innumerable steps I have climb d up and down the whole day, 
that I merely write as a signe de vie by the Estafette Mr. Hill 
is sending. We are making every arrangement we can to 
return to England, but I have great doubts of our accomplishing 
it long enough before the time of Barbara s confinement to make 
it possible. Quiet people in England will not understand this, 
but you have no conception of the difficulties of travelling just 
now. Ly. Hervey and Charles Ellis are, I find, gone to Madrid, 
and I suppose will to Lisbon. Jules de Polignac arrived yester¬ 
day from Ghent: he and Ld. W. Bentinck tell us our nearest 
road to England is by Vienna ! at least, if not nearest, quickest, 
as the arrangement for the armies, &c., make all the borders 
of the Rhine scarcely practicable. Barbara is very courageous, 
and I never saw any body so ready to get over difficulties and 
make as little fuss as possible, tho’ part of the time she has really 
sufier’d a great deal. The Pss. of Wales is here m a very pretty 
Palace just out of the gates, which she says she has some thoughts 
of purchasing. She dances away at an amazing rate, and is, 
I hear, in high good looks and spirits. She asked W. and Barbara 
to a ball and to dinner, and he is in high favour. He says she 
rather amus’d him with her account of the Buonaparte family 
and the Neapolitan Court. Murat, she said, was handsome, 
gentlemanlike, with the best possible manners—a manner 
exactly like the Prince Regent’s best manner, et c’est tout dire; 
but his wife was proud, ambitious, and violent, was, sauf le 
Genie et les jupes, her Brother’s prototype. That on being 
recommended to try for the independence of Italy, he shrugged 
his shoulders and said: “ II faudroit commencer par etre mdepend- 
ant chez soi, ce que je ne suis guere.” That Lucien Buonaparte, 
whom she had seen, regretted the return of his Brother as it 
put an end to his hopes of a divorce from a wife he could not 
live with That his wish had been to retire and marry in England, 
living privately sur ses rentes, ce qui lui conviendroit bien mieux 
que de jouer centre coeur le role de Prince; and then shewing his 
lame arm, said: “ Un homme estropie comme moi, etre Roi, bon 
gre mal gre, c’est par trop forcer honneur. His wife is m dis¬ 
grace at Paris for having ventured to plead against a Prince of 
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France. Lucien she prais’d extremely, but says he has been 
ill treated, for that Ld. Burghersh 1 refus’d him a passport for 
England, tho’ he has left a sick child in Leicestershire. She 
saw the Hollands at Rome, and was delighted with them, and 
says they are gone to Vienna. She shew’d W. a fine Picture of 
Murat which he gave her in the Neapolitan china; he corresponds 
constantly with her, so that she is the best channel for news; and 
she will not admit that he is as compleatly beat as people here 
maintain, but says that in the last action, tho’ the Austrians 
kept the field, they lost 3,000 men. The court here is not popular, 
tho’ they try every thing they can to conciliate the people, and 
walk about the street with their Household behind them—which, 
indeed, is the Fashionable way for all great people to walk here 
(I suppose because it is particularly inconvenient). The King 
is a little shrivell’d old man, very sallow, very goodnatured, but 
bigotedly devout, and requiring all the state of orders, liveries, 
and Household to give him anything like dignity. His daughter, 
who always accompanies him, is very pretty et pleine de graces; 
her Husband like every Austrian Prince that ever was seen; and 
the Prince de Carignan a tall, thin young man rather like the 
Duke of Devonshire, but looking very melancholy just now—as 
he us’d to enjoy full liberty, serve in the army like any other 
man, dance at all the balls, make love to all the ladies, till the 
moment of the Court’s return, since when, the Pss. of Wales 
says (for I must still quote her), “ il a pour toute consolation sa 
dignite et trois messes par jour.” If I repeat the same things 
over and over, you must not wonder or scold, for first I am 
uncertain whether you get my letters, and then I am never quite 
sure to which correspondent of you or my children I have told 
the little I have to tell. 

Ly. Westmorland has, it is said, obtained such dominion over 
Mr. Ward that she has made him powder and waltz—this is 
also one of the Princess’s stories. Poor Ly. Glen, is dying, and 
had a Paralytick stroke the day before yesterday. The report 
today at Genoa is that Stahremberg is kill’d. 

May 12. 

My last report is not true. I have just seen a letter from Ld. 
Burghersh, who arriv’d in time for the battle of Tolentino,2 and 
describes it as a very compleat victory, tho’ with great loss to 
the Austrians, and the Neapolitan troops fighting better than 
was expected. He talks of it as quite crushing Murat. We 
were last night at a ball of the de la Rives, our Bankers, given 

1 Lord Burghersh had been appointed Minister Plenipotentiary to the Court 
of Tuscany in August, 1814. 

2 Battle of Tolentino, where Murat was defeated by tho Austrians, 2nd and 
3rd May. 
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to Ld. and Ly. William on their going. I cannot tell you how 
sorry and asham’d I felt as an Englishwoman. The first thing 
I saw in the room was a short, very fat, elderly woman, with an 
extremely red face (owing, I suppose, to the heat) in a Girl s 
white frock looking dress, but with shoulder, back and neck, 
quite low (disgustingly so), down to the middle of her stomach, 
very black hair and' eyebrows, which gave her a fierce look, 
and a wreath of light pink roses on her head. She was dancing, 
and at the end of the dance a pretty little English boy ran up and 
kiss’d her. I was staring at her from the oddity of her appear¬ 
ance, when suddenly she nodded and smil d at me, and not 
recollecting her, I was convinc’d she was mad, till William 
push’d me, saying: “Do not you see the Princess of Wales 
nodding to you ?” It is so long since I have seen her near 
before, she is so much fatter and redder, that added to her 
black hair and eyebrows, extraordinary deep, I had not the 
least recollection of her. Soon after she receiv d a packet ot 
letters, and then coming to Barbara and me, she told us they 
were from Pss. Charlotte, who, thinking us at Naples had sent 
messages to Barbara and me. I could not bear the sort of 
whispering and talking all round about the Prmcipessa d lnghi - 
terra che era vestita da leggiera, &c. . . . We go to Milan on 
Wednesday, where, indeed, every body is going. The Pope is 
returning to Rome, Ld. William to England. Ld. Exmouth and 
his eight fine ships sailed this evening, I believe, for service. 
Pray direct to me first to Geneva and then to Frankfort, Ld. 
W. Bentinck’s messenger is returned from England today; h0 

brought plenty of letters to the Duchess, but not one tor me, 
which rather mortifies me, for I wrote by him to you all. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Brussels, 

July 13. 

This is the first moment since I heard of poor Frederick s 
state that I have had courage to write to you- after t8 days o 
anxiety and alternate hopes and fears. On the 8t o u y 
met Sir R. Lawley 1 2 at Shafihausen, who gave Ld. B. the most 
horrible accounts of him. Never, I believe, did human bei g 
suffer more with life preserv’d, but I dare say you have hear 
the whole story in all its details, therefore will not repeat it now, 

1 “ Frederick Ponsonby, happily, is doing well and is .^^s^fre shot! 
his wounds very bad ones fat the Battle of Waterlo ]. night and 
and three stabs in the body. In this dreadful state he lay aU 
was, besides, rode over by the Prussian Cavalrj, and 
over ”_Mrs. George Lamb to Duchess of Devonshire. 

2 Sir Robert Lawley, created Baron Wenlock 1831 (d.s.p. 183 )• ^ 
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for this is only a signe de vie. I left my family to follow slow: 
came on with W., Sally, and a courier, travelling day and night, 
so that I am much knock’d up—which, added to seeing him 
(tho’ wonderfully recovered) yet still in such a state (for the 
lance went quite thro’ his lungs, and his right arm will, I fear, be 
useless), and all the horrors that met me here, have quite, quite 
overcome me. Thank you, Dearest G., for the only letter I 
have receiv’d for this two months; I found it at Frankfort when 
I pass’d. How is Ld. Morpeth, and Ld. and Ly. Carlisle ? I 
cannot tell you how shock’d and sorry I was, even in the midst 
of my own miseries, when I heard of theirs. What is become of 
poor Mrs. Howard ?1 The Scene here is dreadful, but nothing 
to what it was the night after the battle, when the Duke of 
Wellington was trying who should command the Brigades that 
had lost their leaders. To every person he nam’d was answer’d: 
dead—wounded—dead. At last he said: “For God’s sake, 
tell me who is alive !” I believe such a battle never yet was 
fought so glorious in the action, so vast in its result. You know 
when poor Ld. Fitzroy’s [Somerset] arm was taken off he never 
mov’d or flush’d, but on its falling on the ground said: “ Take 
care of my rings !” The Hollands are here. I can tell you nothing 
of our plans, as they must depend on F. The D. of Richmond 
told us the charge, which ended in costing him so dear, was— 
beautif ul (that is the D. of W.’s expression for it), and one of the 
most brilliant possible. Poor Ld. Uxbridge call’d in C. Square 
the other day to enquire after him, and said no one could feel 
more interested about him, both for his own sake and that of 
the service. Forgive ce bavardage de Mere; Harriet will think 
me worse than Madame de Souza, but, like her, I can say nothing 
but Mon fils, mon fils. . . . Pray direct to me here either poste 
restante or Sir James Gambier. 

We were but five days coming from Stuttgart, arid slept 
but once, si forte fu l’aft'ezione guida. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
Brussels, Jal-y 23. 

“ Lord and Lady Granville of Stone dine here tomorrow ” is 
the first information I have of your Peerage 2 having taken place. 
Is the appellation right ? Is Harriet Ly. G., or Ly. Harriet 
still ? I suppose the former, like Ly. Walpole. I wish you joy 

1 Hon. Frederick Howard, third son of fifth Earl of Carlisle, Major in the 
10th Hussars, bom 1785, was killed at Waterloo. He married Frances Susan, 
only daughter of Henry Lambton, of Lambton Hall, by whom he had two sons. 
She married, secondly, in 1819, the Hon. H. F. C. Cavendish, and died 1840. 

2 Lord Granville Leveson Gower was gazetted Viscount Granville of Stone 
on 12th August, 1815. 
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of your new honours, Dearest G., and of getting rid of all the 
plague of Elections, which is its chief benefit. I long to know 
what efiect the capture of Buonaparte will have in England, 
and what is to be done with him, for I should think him a trouble¬ 
some prisoner to keep. Frederick is recovering slowly and 
Miraculously, and I begin to hope he will have the use of his arm 
again. He has got to write very tolerably with his left hand. 
The Hollands are here, but go Monday week; he a great loss to 
us—I never knew him more entertaining. Frederick’s voice is 
rather stronger, and as he is able to speak, he tells me a thousand 
very interesting things; amongst others, one I must tell you, 
because I see in the English papers that the battle of W aterloo 
is talked of as a surprise on the D. of W. F. was present when 
he told the D. of Richmond he should attempt making the 
Prussians check B. on the Frontier and doing so himself, but 
that he did not think it would succeed, and if not, he added: 
“ This is the place where the battle must be fought ’’—pointing 
to Waterloo on the map. 

Pray write. We have taken a house, and remain here 

till F. is able to move. 
I have just been in an affray in getting to Ly. Holland’s this 

eveg. I found myself in the middle of a crowd, and the clash 
of sabres on every side. The Hamburghers, who came in here 
yesterday, quarrel with the English soldier's, and amongst them¬ 
selves. One man was terribly cut, and they told us a woman 
had been kill’d. There was such a noise in the room below after 
I did get in, Ly. H. thought we were going to be blown up. We 
really shall all return so warlike and so harden’d there will be 
no keeping us quiet. 

Lord and Lady Granville spent some time in Paris during 

August. The account of their visit there and the following 

years of Lord Granville’s life can be read in the lively and witty 

letters written by Lady Granville to her sister, and published 

in 1894 by her son, the Hon. E. F. Leveson-Gower. 

Lady B. to G. L. G. 
C. Sq., Oct. 11. 

This is my only paper; it was intended for F.’s left hand, but 
he despises it, and my right will, I think, be much improv’d 
by it. Never will I venture again to promise writing on a 
particular day, as then I am sure to be prevented. Caroline 
is confined with a cold at White Hall; Duncannon, with inflamma¬ 
tion in his eyes in Margaret Street; Frederick, with a pain in his 
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side, at the top of the House; and Barbara sits alone in George 
St., with William gone to Hetterope and Ly. Shaftesbury to 
Slindon; I, poor Soul, ne sachant me donner de la tete, think of 
taking another pair of Horses, as Farquhar does when his patients 
multiply, and must write flying, if 1 write at all. The Lambs 
are delighted with Paris; they liv’d a good deal with Talleyrand, 
and are come back full of stories. He says the Russians carry 
all before them, and Alexander turned out the old and formed the 
new Administration. At first Talleyrand was Furious, abusing 
King, people, country, Allies, and every thing, pire que pendre; 
to William’s 1 question, of what he thought of the new Mimstery, 
he said: “ Que voulez vous qu’on pense, d’un Ministere de Tele- 
graphe ?” (many of them were recall’d from Lyons, Avignon, 
&c.). But this lasted only for two days; on the third he ac¬ 
cepted the place of Grand Chambellan resign’d by the D. de 
Richelieu, who had just succeeded him, and from that moment 
became, if not satisfied, at least silent. In England this would 
ruin a man, and it is one of the Characteristick differences of 
the two countries that it does not in France. The story of the 
D. of Wellington going into the King’s box was a mere accident. 
He and F. Lamb went to the rue Favart, and being shewn into 
a box, only discovered by the cries and Hisses of the Parterre 
that it was the King’s. For some time they could not conceive 
what was the matter, and went out the moment they knew it, 
but the Royalists are more violent against the D. of W. than any 
of the other parties, or even than they are against Blucher. 
The Duke himself is extremely displeas’d with ye King, who he 
thinks purposely duped him. I believe it was only the same 
weakness of Character that cripples all Louis 18’s Measures 
and tho’ the D.’s motives were delicacy to his feelings, he would 
have done better had he seiz’d all that was to be taken, at first, 
when it was almost expected, and not have given hope by delay. 
The Duke is particularly angry about the horses." The King 
himself begg’d he might be spared seeing them taken Down, and 
promised an order to authorise the workers to take them away 
at night; but, instead of it, the people were refused, and sent 
to the Guard room. This exasperated the D. of W. so much that 
he kept no measure, and follow’d Talleyrand’s advice to seize 
them by force, which did exactly what they wanted, making 
it appear like an act of outrage instead of the fulfilment of a 
treaty. The real fault was ever calling ourselves Allies of 
Louis 18. The moment the French ref us d the first otter of 

2 Tho four famous horses belonging to St. Mark’s, Venice, brought there by 
Marino Zeno from Constantinople in 1205. Carried away (o Pans by Napoleon 

in 1797, and restored to Venice in 1815. 
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dismissing B. we should have fought and conquer’d, uncondition¬ 
ally done whatever was thought necessary, and let L. 18 arrive 
after all was over as the Mediator. We should have got all we 
wanted by right of Conquest, without a possible reproach of 
breach of faith, and L. 18 obtain’d his crown as the deliverer 
instead of the destroyer of his country. Have I said all this 
before ? Pray tell me, for I have compleatly lost my memory, 
et je me repete comme une radoteuse). W. Lamb saw the 
officer who went to B. at Malmaison to tell him of the approach 
of the allies, and beg him to fly to the 'Army on the Loire, and 
make another effort. He thank’d him for his wish of saving 
him, but said: “ C’est trop tard, tout est dit—la France est 
divisee, et ne sais plus ce qu’elle veut. Les Fran§ois ne sont 
rien s’ils ne sont pas triomphants.” He talked of the great 
change he had found in his reception and power to what it was 
before his first abdication. “ Je n’avois nul autre moyen qu’une 
guerre heureuse—si j’avois reussi ils se seroient tous reunis 
autour de moi, et j’etois plus puissant que jamais; j’avois un 
grand Capitaine contre moi, il a gagne la bataille, et tous m’ont 
abandonne. Tout est perdu—tout est fini;” and he would not 
hear of making any effort or trying any thing. This has done 
him great harm with his own partisans and the army, who have 
taken up the ton of calling every thing King—pourquoi pas Roi 
Platoff ? autant meme qu’un autre. Pourquoi pas Vellinton, 
qu’importe. 

Do you not like the King’s SjDeech ? It seems to me good, even 
thro’ the bad translation. W. says the majority of the chevaliers 
are supposed to be constitutionals, amongst them my friend 
Camille Jordan. What could poor Jules1 want to add or 
restrict in the Oath ? . . . If I hear any thing particular 
before the post goes I will add it to this Volume. You are les 
Voltigeurs de l’armee campagnarde, for tho’ you take a larger 
scale you seem to rest as little in one place as I do. Many loves 
to Harriet—and babes of both sexes.2 

1 Prince Jules de Polignac. 
2 Lord Granville’s eldest son, Granville George, was born 11th May, 1815. 



CHAPTER XXII 

1817-1821 

A FEW LAST LETTERS 

A VERY small number of letters from Lady Bessborough during 

the last six years of her life have been preserved, and of these 

only the few which follow are of any general interest. None 

have been found written during 1816; there is therefore no 

account of her last visit to Sheridan three days before his death 

in July of that year, which she described to Lord Broughton. 

Sheridan was in a very excited state, and frightened her by 

saying he would come to her after he was dead. She asked. 

“ Why, having persecuted her all her life, would he now carry 

his persecution into death?” He answered: ‘-Because I am 

resolved you shall remember me.” 
There is an undated letter from Lady Caroline Lamb, probably 

written in 1816 or 1817, and an interesting account by Lady 

Bessborough of a description given to her by Mr. Rogers of a 

visit to Beckford at Fonthill in 1817. 

Lady Caroline Lamb to Lord G.1 
Undated (probably 1816 or 1817). 

My dear Lord Granville,—Thank you for your kindness, 
but had you not come up, it had indeed been cruel. Do forgive 
me- I cannot bear that Harriet and yourself should be unrelent¬ 
ing’to one who loves you as I do, and who am so near her m 
blood and affection. You do not know the circumstances—you 
cannot Is it to be supposed that after ten years marriage 
and such ill conduct on my part William would thus support me 
at the risk of all he most prizes for himself, if the case were as 

l Thi" letter probably alludes to “ Glenarvon,” which was published 
anonymously in May, 1816. Lady Caroline Lamb’s rupture with Byron was 

in 1813. 
541 
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it is represented ? Indeed, indeed, I was desperate and most 
afflicted when I took this last step, and I am convinced that had 
you seen me before, you would have felt for me. At all events, 
before you judge me you should see and question the Boy to 
whom I was said to be so barbarous, and whom no offers, no 
entreaties, can prevail on to leave me. You should also see my 
husband, who knows every thing, and is not blinded by my acts 
or even by love, and who says that he could not in honour give 
me up. Recollect that at the time I gave this book into the hands 
of Colburn, whom Mr. Constant had sent to me about his own 
book, I was so miserable that the man himself spoke with me 
as he would to a person dying, and took orders what to do as if 
in that case. I was ordered out of the House in no gentle 
language: my Mother was spoke to with the most barbarous 
roughness in my presence. My husband received letters telling 
him he would be the public ridicule and jest if he supported me— 
I was proved mad. Mr. Moor assured me I was so, and entreated 
me to persuade my husband of it. I appealed to a few, but my 
letters were not even answered. I went to Roehampton; Lady 
Jersey, to the extreme annoyance of my Father, quite turned 
her back on me and refused to speak to me. I came back to 
Town and met Lord Holland, who coldly passed me by. In¬ 
deed, indeed, Lord Granville, I could not stand it; these people, 
too, had all taken Lord Byron’s part, had all stood by him, 
though cruelty and falsehood were heaped upon him. Wm 
returned, a dreadful scene passed between me and Lord M. and 
Mama. That night I sent the novel. It was then much more 
violent—Calantha was not made to die, but it was brought home 
to real life. Wm Lamb heard of the novel the day it came out. 
I solemnly assure you upon my honour this passed between us. 
He came in and said: “ Caroline, I have stood your friend till 
now—I even think you ill used; but if it is true this Novel is 
published—and, as they say, against us all—I will never see 
you more.” The Books were that Evening on the table—you 
know the rest; but you do not know how William behaved. 
They wrote, happily for me, with such malignant violence that 
they over did it. He read what was termed a libel. He saw 
and feels, deeply feels, the unpleasant situation it is for him, 
but he loves me enough to stand firm as a rock, and to despise' 
such as came forward to ruin one who had never hurt them. 
Recollect that when we fight for life and liberty we are not cold 
and prudent. For four years Lady Cowper and Lady Melbourne 
have supported Lord Byron, to the annoyance of William: 
recollect that Lady Holland behaved to William, as he thought, 
contemptibly; and also observe that wrongs, crimes, follies', 
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even the last, were raked up even from the days of infancy and 
brought forth to view without mercy. To write this novel was 
then my sole comfort, but before I published it I thought myself 
ruined past recall, and even then I took out all the passages 
I thought might reflect upon Lady Melbourne and many others. 
This is not said by way of excuse for what I have done, but merely 
explanation. Do not. judge me with severity, for you cannot 
know half what I have suffered. And now, Lord Granville, 
with respect to going out: hear me, and ask yourself if I am to 
blame. William having once decidedly said: “I will stand 
by you or fall with you,” it was my duty, however painful, to 
maintain my situation. You cannot but know the shabbiness 
of many: had I not appeared this year, I was lost. Some, very 
friendly, advised me to come out—amongst these Lady Salisbury, 
who has even been most good natured to me. I did not wish to 
appear to brave others, but merely to maintain myself. All have 
received me with only too much good nature. It is now, there¬ 
fore, now that no interested motive, no mean dirty view of getting 
in or out of society, actuates me—that I thus write to you to 
ask, to sue even if necessary for pardon, for support, from you 
and from Harriet; and be assured that if I did not see how anxious 
William is about it, for myself I should not care if I retired for 
ever. Besides, you know I am not worldly enough to take 
measures for what can be purchased at any time by a few balls 
and dinners. It is not therefore from interest I demand this, 
but for affection’s sake, and because I cannot bear not to see 
Harriet and Georgiana as formerly. Be not over angry at my 
writing this, and believe me, Dear Lord Granville, whatever 
you are to me, ever, with respect and affection,—Yrs. sincerely, 

Caroline Lamb. 

Lady B. to Lord G. 

Postmark, 28th October, 1817. 

What a pleasant letter you have sent me ! I have a great 
respect for Mr. Gisborne,1 and have always heard he was a 
pleasant Man, besides goodness and talents. Our dinner yester¬ 
day turn’d out amusing; the Lytteltons, Sir W. Scott, Ld. 
Guildford,2 and Mr. Rogers 3 were the party—Ld. Guil. full of 

1 Tliomas Gisburne (1758-1864), divine and writer. Lady Granville writing 
t) her sister in 1811 says: “ Mr. G. looks like an itinerant preacher, with eyes that 
squint inward and a mouth that constantly grins outward, and a head combed, 

as M. de Puysegur says, commeun artichaut renverse.” 
2 Fre :erick North, born 1765; Lord Chancellor of the Ionian Islands. 

Succeeded his brother as fifth Earl of Guilfotd in 1317. He died 1827- 
3 Samuel Rogers (1762-1855) published his “Pleasures of Memory” in 

1792. 
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his Athenian University, of which he is made President, and to 
which numbers of learned men from different parts of the world 
have sent their names to become professors; he is going there in 
a fortnight. There was an entertaining dispute between Sir W. 
Sc.1 and Ly. Sarah about Legitimate and Hereditary Monarchy. 
She stood alone against it, and got so eager that she jump d 
up and took hold of his coat, saying: “ Sir W., Sir W., what do 
you say to the Skip of the Revolution ?” “ I say, Madam, K. 
James skipt first, and such a skip as to exceed the bounds 
of human patience,” &c., &c., and then argued, what I have 
always thought the best answer to some of our modern Whigs 
who talk of the Fr. Revolution as an argument for altering the 
succession, that all that was done then went to establish, not 
destroy, Piereditary Monarchy. Mr. Rogers was full of a 
successful visit he had just made to Fonthill, and his account 
was so extraordinary I must try to give it you, tho I cannot help 
thinking his Poetical imagination must have helped a little. 
He had seen Mr. Beckford at Ly. Douglas’s." On riding near 
Fonthill a servant was sent to invite him in, and he could not 
resist accepting. The Hall door, in the highest finish’d Gothick 
work, is 60 feet high. He was received by a dwarf who, like a 
crowd of Servants thro’ whom he pass’d, was covered with gold 
and embroidery. Mr. Beckford receiv’d him very courteously, 
and led him thro’ numberless apartments all fitted up most 
splendidly, one with Minerals, including precious Stones; another 
the finest pictures; another Italian bronzes, china, &c., &c., 
till they came to a Gallery that surpass’d all the rest from the 
richness and variety of its ornaments. It seem’d clos’d by a 
crimson drapery held by a bronze statue, but on Mr. B.’s stamp¬ 
ing and saying, “ Open !” the Statue flew back, and the Gallery 
was seen extending 350 feet long. At the end an open Arch 
with a massive balustrade opened to a vast Octagon Hall, from 
which a window shew’d a fine view of the Park. On approaching 
this, it proved to be the entrance to the famous tower—higher 
than Salisbury Cathedral: this is not finish’d, but great part is 
done. The doors, of which there are many, are violet velvet 
covered over with purple and Gold embroidery. They pass’d 
from hence to a Chapel, where on the altar were heap’d Golden 
Candlesticks, Vases, and Chalices studded over with jewels; 
and from there into a great musick room, where Mr. Beckford 
begg’d Mr. Rogers to rest till refreshments were ready, and began 

1 Sir’William Scott, afterwards Lord Stowell. 
2 William Beckford’s wife. Lady Margaret (daughter of the fourth Earl of 

Aboyne), was a first cousin of G. L. G. She died 1786. His second daughter 
and heiress, Susan Euphemia, born 17 th May, 1786 ; married, in 1810, Alexander 
Lord Douglas, afterwards tenth Duke of Hamilton. 
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playing with such unearthly power that Mr. Rogers says he never 
before had any Idea how delighted one might be with him, that, 
he thinks even Lady Douglas fails in the comparison. They 
went on to what is called the refectory, a large room built on the 
model of Henry 7 Chapel, only the ornaments gilt, where a 
Verdantique table was loaded with gilt plate fill’d with every 
luxury invention could collect. They next went into the park 
with a numerous Cortege, and Horses and Servants, &c., which 
he describes as equally wonderful, from the beauty of the trees 
and shrubs, and manner of arranging them, thro’ a ride of five 
mile. They were met at setting out by a flock of tame Hares, 
that Mr. Beckford feeds; then Pheasants, then partridges; and 
lastly came to a beautiful Romantick lake, transparent as liquid 
Chrysolite (this is Mr. Rogers’s, not my expresssion), cover’d with 
wildfowl. Mr. R. was hardly arrived at the Inn before a present 
of game follow’d him, and a note beginning the unfortunate 
Vathek was too sensible of the favour conferr’d upon him by 
Mr. Rogers’s visit not to keep something back to allure him to 
a repetition of it, and then pressing him so strongly to return 
next day that he did so, and was shewn thro’ another suite of 
apartments, fill’d with fine medals, gems, enamell’d miniatures, 
drawings old and modern, curios, prints and Manuscripts, and 
lastly a fine and well furnish’d library, all the books richly bound 
and the best Edition, &c., &c. An old Abbe, the Librarian, and 
Mr. Smith, the water colour painter, who were there, told him 
there were 60 fires always kept burning, except in the hottest 
weather. Near every chimney in the sitting rooms there were 
large Gilt fillagree baskets fill’d with perfum’d coal that produc’d 
the brightest flame. Mr. Rogers happen’d to mention his 
Eldest Daughter to him. He answer’d: “Poor Margaret1— 
what a fool she was !” On this opening Mr. R. began saying 
something for her. Mr. Beckford said: “She us’d me very ill; 
but that is her own business—why should I care ? What can 
my Daughters be to me ? Or why should I trouble myself 
more about them than about any other two young women I 
might happen to meet with ?” Mr. Rogers says that when a 
man can ask such Why ? it is unanswerable. The news papers 
are just come in, and I cannot say how shocked I am to find Mrs. 
Sheridan is dead. She has been long ill, but not of a dangerous 
disorder, and I saw her six weeks ago, not, as I thought, at all 
likely or expecting to die. There never existed, I believe, a 
person with more contradictory qualities or extraordinary 
character. . . . 

1 His eldest daughter, Margaret Elizabeth, born 24th April, 1785; married 
Major-General James Ord. She died 1818. 
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Lady B. to Lord G. at Wherstead, near Ipswich. 
Roe 

(Postmark, 25th January, 1820). 

You live so in the foyer of news it will be none to tell you the 
King 1 is not expected to live eight and forty hours. Luckily 
for you this does not much affect you, but elections are no joke, 
and I think our History will be first being ruin’d and then beat. 
I hear that Parlt. is to be dissolved immediately, I suppose both 
from the near approach of a dissolution influencing votes when 
it is known, and giving more time for preparation in the Country. 
Prince Leopold has persuaded the I)ss. of Kent to leave Sid- 
mouth2 and come with him to Claremont. William is just 
returned from Chatsworth, whence he brought young Howard 
and Wortley. He says the Duke tells him it is a race between 
Hardwick and Chatsworth which will come down first, but that 
if they will hold till Spring, he means to begin his alterations. . . . 

Lady B. to Lord G. at Stanhope Street. 

Paris, 16 June (probably 1821). 

L’Otello fa furore and Garcia has started forth a second 
Kean, and sings, acts, writhes, and stabs Desdemona beautifully. 
I do not like Madame Pasta so well, yet there are two or three 
things she sings delightfully, but there is a huskiness in her 
voice, and sometimes a French sort of elan that displeases me. 
It is necessary to have good friends at the Opera, for the boxes 
are taken for weeks before, but between the Due de Mouchy 
and Yiotti, who is Manager, and in raptures at seeing me, I 
manage pretty well; and in all the other Theatres I have Talley¬ 
rand’s when I please. Messls Luttrell, Standish, Connel, and Ld. 
J. Russell were with us, and came home afterwards for some 
Orange Syrup and Soda Water. 

I am much disturb’d at the difficulty of saying one’s prayers 
in any comfort here. At the Oratoire it is so cold and damp— 
the stone floor gives me the creeps; and at the Ambassador of 
the United Kingdom’s, all England, Scotland, and Ireland, 
adorn’d dans tous leurs atours, make the heat and bulk in¬ 
supportable. We did nothing but walk in the Champs Elysees 
and look at the various balloons and fire works let off from all the 
Gardens today with Ly. Hunlock, Mr. Luttrell, and Mr. Standish, 

1 King Gaorge III. died at Windsor 23bh January, 1820, in his eighty-second 
year. 

2 Edward, Dake of Kent, died at Sidtnoubh on 23rd Jaiuary, 1820. The 
Princess Victoria wai then only eight months old. 
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who din’d with us; but at night we had several visitors 
Talleyrand, the Dss. de Dino, Ld. Alvanley, and Montron (bonne 
compagnie), all the Noailles and Montmorencys in Paris, and 
Mad. Durazzo. Monday Morning I pass’d entirely at the house 
of Peers,1 and what made the very Eloquent and able defence 
of the prisoners more interesting to me, was my being asked to 
let the Mother and Sister of one of them come into the Gallery 
where I was. When the pleading for her son began (a. fine 
young man of 23, who had a company in the Legion du Nord), 
she clasp’d her hands and threw herself on her knees, sobbing 
out: “ Bon Dieu ayez pitie de nous, et inspirez lui ce qu’il faut 
dire, pour toucher nos juges,” and her prayer was neard, for I 
never heard any thing finer. There was a murmur of Applause 
thro’ the whole court, and the procureur Gen1 told M. de S. 
he would certainly be acquitted, which I had the pleasure of 
telling this poor woman. I cried myself into a head ache, and 
could not stir all the day afterwards. This Lady had been 
living at Moscow for some years, she heard her son had got into 
bad company and was holding des propos Legers, which she 
swears is all his crime. She set out, came to Paris with her 
Daughter to see him, and if possible obtain leave for him to 
return with her. She found the house empty and her son that 
very day carried to prison. She had written to tell him she was 
coming to the Luxemburgh in hope of hearing his defence, and 
he kept looking up at the lattice where we were, the whole time. 
She was so anxious to see him, that I went to the Grand Referen¬ 
dum, and got leave for her to go to the prison. I went with her 
to see them pass. The Gens d’armes surrounded us, and I felt 
half frighten’d when the prisoners all crowded round us, some 
of them as wicked, Ruffian looking people as I ever saw, except 
a few of the very young ones like this one. The meeting was 
quite like a scene in a play. I did not go in to the prison, only 
in the Salon before it. I did not like the thought of being 
lock’d in, and, besides, thought I should interrupt them more 
than the Gens d’armes. They are most of them Gentlemen, 
with orders on their uniforms. R [illegible]—who, being one of 
the first to set it on foot, yet the moment he was taken tried to 
save himself by sacrificing his companions—is oblig’d to be kept 
quite apart and have double guards lest the other prisoners 
should tear him to pieces. I am afraid all this does not interest 
you much. Last night I went to return a round of visits: I 

1 A considerable military conspiracy had been discovered in August, 1820, 
but the prisoners were not tried until June, 1821. Colonel Fabvier, who had 
been A.D.C- to the Due de Raguse, was the principal one. They were all 
finally acquitted and released, principally owing to the exertions in their 

favour of the Due de Broglie. 
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was at Talleyrand’s, Mad. Decazes’, and Mad. Recamier’s, where 
I heard the famous doctrinaire song sung; it is address’d to 
Mad. de Broglie. I could not hear it well enough to recollect 
much; one verse is: “Assembles sur ce canape, aupres d’une 
jeune Beaute, qui parle des premiers principes, et vous enivre 
avec du The.1 We dine with your Brother and Ly. Stafford 
tomorrow—the Hollands on Sunday; he is still confin’d and suffer¬ 
ing a good deal. Are you to be president of the Council ? It 
is the report of Paris. . . . Poor Mrs. Rawdon2 has fallen 
downstairs and hurt herself so seriously that she has sent for 
Ly. W. Russell. 

21 June. 

I heard Mad. Pasta again at the Dss. de Bern’s, and lik’d her 
very much. . . . 

Lady B., at Paris, to Lord G. 
Paris, 9 (July). 

The perfect Apathy of every one high and low here upon 
such an event as Napoleon’s 3 death astonishes and provokes 
me; it seems to me a mixture of ingratitude and stupidity. It 
was cried about the Streets, and the affiche describing it sold 
with ballads and accounts of the Proces, &c., and for the most 
part no notice taken or even many of the papers bought. Except 
Ly. Holland, who clos’d her doors for two evgs, and is really 
quite low spirited with it, no one seems to think about it. 
lalleyrand was at Ly. Stafford’s when the official account came. 
I suppose he knew it before—he never chang’d a muscle, and what 
I thought more unfeeling (for that might be put on), begun 
telling numberless little stories concerning him, all rather against 
than for him. Even the military people, like the rest, had forgot 
him; yet if any one avise’d themselves to make a stir about the 
K. of Rome, 1 should not think it impossible that might create 
disturbances. Putting away all recollection of what is gone 

4, * 1,1 1818 a sklt was written by M. Charles de Remusat on the party called 

at o • °i!tA1ffaFeS’” some of the PrinciPal members being M. Roger Collard 
M. Guizot, M. Camille Jordan, M. Beugnot, and the Due de Broglie, at whose 
house they met. The lines quoted by Lady Bessborough must have been 
either a parody on the skit or an extra unpublished verse, for there is nothing 
exactly like them in the original. The nearest to them is the following verse: 

“ Avant hier quelqu’un m’y presente 
Le parti s’etait attroupe; 
Toute la faction presente, 
Se tenait sur un canape.” 

“Souvenirs du Due de Broglie,” vol. ii., p. 12. 

2 Mother of Lady William Russell. 
3 He died on 5th May, 1821, aged fifty-one. 
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by and can be of no more use, is, I think, very much in the 
French Character. . . . William and Barbara will be in England 
by the beginning of next week. 

Lady B. to Lord G., 91, Rue de Sevres, F. B. St. Germain, 
Paris. 

Geneva, August 5. 

... I have been made very unhappy by the illness of my 
youngest Grandchild; that and the excessive heat make it 
almost impossible to write, move, or think. The child is better 
today, but, from the fullness of the hotel and the intense heat 
of the weather, I am terrified lest some one of the thousand 
inhabitants of this great Barracks should be taken ill, and infect 
all the rest, as there is no house to be got here (at least under 
Six or twelve Months). I have sent Sally to Lausanne, where 
Ly. Abercorn writes me word there is one. The Quins came 
over to see us here, and Georgiana is very much improv’d in 
beauty and conversation. If one could breathe and were in 
Spirits, the Society at Geneva is really very good and the way 
of life pleasant: extremely early hours, and the chief amusement 
Soirees or Thes, where the same people meet almost every night 
under the trees in the different pretty campagnes round about 
where you are invited to come and see the Sun set on Mont 
Blanc—the most glorious sight from every point of view that 
can be imagin’d—that heavenly transparent pink on that 
Monarch of Mountains crowned long ago 

“ On a throne of rooks 
In a robe of Clouds,” 

with a diadem of Snow. 
Miss Fanshaw, who is just come from Rome and call’d here, 

says she left Ly. Westmorland at Rome in great despair at not 
having been able to go as she intended to Egypt. ... I do 
hope we do not mean to leave the Greeks to be massacred with¬ 
out some attempt to save them ? Do write and tell me a little 
of what is going on. The Kensington family are still here, 
Milord en robe de chambre, looking larger and hotter than any 
one ever did, very curious to know how your campaign has clos’d, 
and coming regularly every day to make me an hour s visit 
after breakfast pour se desoeuvrer—curls his nose when he makes 
an observation or asks a question, and mortally tired of being 
here, but his eldest son is in a strange state of nerves and health, 
sometimes wanting to set out and the next minute begging to 
stay. . . . All our future plans depend on the health of poor 
little Henry, and then on the arrival of W. and Barbara. 
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Lady B. to Lord G. in Paris. 

St. Martin, 

Aug1 26 (1821). 

Thank you very much for the kind letter I have just receiv’d 
from you. It will not be my fault if we do not return in Spring, 
for I long to see you all again, but it depends upon such a variety 
of circumstances too trifling to explain, yet too material to slight, 
that nothing can be settled yet. I had rather wish’d to go to 
Spa this Autumn, tho’ I do not know that that would have been 
very pleasant with such a host of Royalties, and Royalties 
one is acquainted with and must be civil to; but the reason for 
giving it up was Barbara’s anxiety to come to Switzerland, and 
neither liking to leave her children behind her, or let them come 
without me. After much debating and settling, she went to 
the Coronation 1 on my giving her my promise I would bring 
the children to Geneva, to wait for her. From the Dss.’ 2 letter 
I also thought I should find her there, or meet her at Dijon, and 
got out rather in a hurry lest the weather, which was then 
tolerably cool, should grow too hot. All this was a mauvois 
calcul. I miss’d the Dss.; instead of finding Switzerland cool, 
no furnace ever was hotter than Dijon, and either from this or 
some other cause, a week after our arrival poor little Henry 
sicken’d of what is call’d an infectious fever. It is impossible 
to say how much I have suffer’d from anxiety about the Dear 
Baby, and dread of the other catching it. He is, thank God, 
recover’d, tho’ much weaken’d. An English Dr. travelling with 
the Minto family has sent us into the mountains, for change of 
air and coolness, and now W. and Barbara are come back I 
feel easier, but they are again set out on a tournee for a week. 
We accompanied them yesterday to the extreme of Chamounix 
(from where we are not far remov’d), and I must tell you an 
adventure that befell us. By way of avoiding the heat, we con¬ 
triv’d to get quite in the Dark, which was added to by a Thunder¬ 
storm echoed back by the Arve roaring at our feet, and the 
woods, Rocks, Snow, and torrents lit up by the lightning at 
every moment. I had just told William nothing was wanting 
but banditti in this wild place, and had scarcely spoke when two 
men pass’d us; and I saw a third at a little distance who seem’d 
waiting for us, and really thought we were going to complete 
one of Mrs. Radcliff’s Novels. But William said my third man 
look’d more like a Dandy than a Robber, and when we came up, 
think of my finding John Montagu, as calm and Speaking as 
slow and quietly in the midst of all the Clatter as he could do at a 

1 The Coronation of George IV. at Westminster Abbey, 19th July. 
2 Of Devonshire. 
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party in London ! lie seem d j ust dropped from the sky or 
Mont Blanc, and said he was looking for his father, whom he 
had lost at Paris and never found since; that he thought nobody 
else could be travelling with so many women in open Carriages, 
at Night in such an out of the way place. It is impossible to 
convey to you any thing like the comicality of finding him there, 
so quiet and so very unlike everything round us. . . . How 
terribly ill manag’d on all sides every thing concerning the poor 
Queen’s funeral1 seem to be ! And how ill the long account 
of the King s brilliant entry into Ireland2 suits the still longer 
one of her passage through England with all its melancholy 

details. ... 
God bless you, Dearest G. I hope all your Children are well. 

Heaven knows when, if ever, we shall meet again. 

Ladii B. to Lord G, in Paris. 
Turin, Oct. 12. 

We have perform’d our journey so far very well, and I really 
think the child better than when we set out. The change in 
crossing the Mountains from Savoy to Italy is full as great, I 
think, as from Dover to Calais; we left bare rocks, winter, and 
Cretins, on the other side, and here are come to bright summer in 
all the gaiety of the Vintage, with dress, appearance, Language, 
all as different as if seas or deserts divided them. We have 
been so long m the mountains that we can hardly accustom oui- 
selves to the life of the Lowlanders, and had thought so little 
of the affairs of Europe that we were quite surpris’d at finding 
ourselves, on our arrival here, in all the confusion of a little 
Revolution. The new King was to take possession today, but 
has put it off because it rain d a little. His name is Cailo Felice, 
which they change into Carlo Feroce, but the amount of his 
ferocity, as yet at least, is having put to death two people; many 
others (almost all the Nobles) have been hanged in Effigy and 
their estates confiscated—Mr. Hill says, with all the virtue of 
impartiality, as he hangs in Effigy and confiscates all sides 
alike. Many people suppose that it is a plan arrang d with the 
old King (who is much regretted), that this one shall refuse t ue 
constitution propos’d to him, and abdicate; and then the old 
one will return upon his own terms, restore the forfeited property, 
pardon the condemn’d, and things go on as they have done for 
the last 400 years. At present all they have gam d by constitu- 

1 Queen Caroline died on 7th August, 1821. 
that she should not be buried in England, 

Brunswick. 
2 The King visited Ireland in August. 

As she had expressed a wish 

her remains were removed to 

vot. II 
30 
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tion hunting is an Austrian Garrison in their two principal 
fortresses, at an enormous expense, and an addition of 22 p. ct. 
to their taxes, already heavy. The P. de Carignan is blam d 
by all parties, having first, they say, betray’d the K., to whom 
he ow’d every thing, and then given a list of his followers to the 
Austrian Government. He is oblig’d to shelter himself at 
Florence, where he has been very sulkily receiv’d by his Father- 
in-Law. We move again tomorrow on our way to Florence. 
Mr. Hill is very attentive to us, and makes us ahnost live with 
him, and is very amusing in his odd way. He says he heard 
Harriet was ill, but was glad to see she had been assisting at 
some public function at B[illegible], swearing in a mayor or chris¬ 
tening somebody. You know his lisping, mumbling manner of 
speaking, which often gives more appearance of humour to what 
he says than it deserves. Mr. Ellis arriv’d last night, and set off 
again this morning back to England on hearing of the death of 
his aunt, Miss Agar. I was pleas’d with a very feeling note lie- 
wrote Mr. Hill, and with his going back so soon from thinking 
it will do good to his Father. Excepting Mr. Ward, Mr. 
Fazakerly, Ld. Clare, and Mr. Long, we have met with no one 
else you know much. Mr. Rogers has flitted before us, thro 
Valleys and over Mountains, but left no trace behind. I really 
begin to believe this time that it is his phantom; only two sub¬ 
stantial females are said to accompany him, but no one has 
seen them ! I am afraid Piedmontese Politicks and les allants et 

i venants will not be very interesting—mais que voulez vous '? 
non c’e altro da servirla, as they say at the Inns when they give 
us bad butter and stale Eggs pour tout potage. Is it true 
Murray has given 2,000 to Mr. Moore for Lord Byron’s Memoirs ? 
If it is as a present to Mr. Moore, I am glad he should have some 
relief from his distresses, but cannot think that as a book it 
can be worth it. Ld. Byron’s prose is generally in bad taste, 
and in the present case must either be very personal or very 
dull. We have quite lost sight of England—-ten days yesterday 
since we had seen letters or papers. Mr. Hill has given us heaps 
of the latter, which do not make up for the letters. We shall, 
I trust, find packets from you all at Florence. Oh G., Dearest 
G., how I do long to be with you all again, and how little prospect 
I see of it! C’est egal, as Giamboni says. God bless you, 
Dearest G., and all that belong to you. If I write less often and 
more dully than I should, remember I have many a heart ache 
to make all things difficult, especially a letter. 
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Lady B. to Lord G. 
Parma, 

Nov. 2. 

You will accuse me of being very remiss in writing, but indeed 
it has been out of my power. I cannot tell you what a scene 
of misery I am going thro’, nor how very wretched I feel. Think 
for the last twelve days of watching constantly by the bed of 
William’s beautiful boy, knowing that he cannot recover, and 
seeing him go on day and night in constant changes for the 
brilhant dame of fever, his eyes brightly fix’d and beautiful, then 
fading away to the damp paleness of death; then convulsions, 
and all at once, for half an hour at a time perhaps, every appear¬ 
ance of returning life and health, till just as a gleam of hope 
comes from his great strength and having struggled so long, 
stupor returns and all the same sad changes over again. Marie 
Louise,1 who has shewn us every possible kindness, sent her two 
Physicians to consult with Dr. Down (a very clever one we 
sent for from Florence). Every thing has been tried, but to 
day they have again repeated what they said at first, that this 
horrible disorder—water in the head—is incurable, that the 
finest and strongest Children are generally the most liable to it, 
and that this dear boy from his birth had the seeds of it in him; 
but how strange that Dr. Gordon at Paris, who saw him, should 
never have hinted at such a propensity ! And Dr. Walker, 
who has attended him ever since he was first ill at Geneva—he 
did, indeed, once say be was too much [illegible], and I find to 
Sally hinted his apprehensions, but not to us; and just before 
the last symptoms of the water pressing on the brain the poor 
little boy seem’d remarkably well. 

This is the last letter in the packet from Lady Bessborough: 

it stops abruptly. She was probably called to the little grandson 

who was the last to appeal to the tender care and nursing of 

that generous, loving personality. Hers was a nature always 

ready to pour out love and sympathy, with never a trace of 

bitterness or resentment against any one—not even against 

Sheridan, who had so shamefully abused her, and to whom she 

showed great kindness during his last years of poverty and 

illness. 

1 Marie Louise, Napoleon’s widow, who had received the Duchy of Parma 

for her life by the Treaty of Paris, IS 17. 
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Hon. William Ponsonby to Lord Granville at 
16, Bruton Street. 

12th November, 1821. 

My dear Lord Granville,—I know how you and Harriet 
will feel the sad intelligence which I have to communicate, and 
which to you will probably be wholly unexpected;1 and indeed 
to me, who never have been absent from my dear, dear Mother 
from the first moment of her illness, its termination has occurred 
with a rapidity such that I can hardly feel or understand how 
great a loss I have experienced. The great agitation and fatigue, 
both of body and mind, which she went thro for above a 14° 
at Parma during my poor boy’s illness did her, I fear, more harm 
than any of us were aware of, and either from thinking it of no 
consequence, or from a wish to get away from Parma, she net er 
mentioned that she was suffering from a slight complaint in 
her bowels. The cold on ye Apennines was very great, and on 
arriving at ye Inn we were to sleep at, she was in such pain that 
we persuaded her to go to bed; but ye pain increasing, and no 
relief being afforded by ye medicines she took, I proposed to her 
to allow a bed to be made in ye carriage, and to set off instantly 
for Florence. She said she was ready to make any exertion I 
thought right, at ye same time that she feared it wd. be of no 
use, and doubted her being able to bear ye motion of ye carriage. 
She, however, felt both warmer and easier than in ye wretched 
Inn where she had been taken ill, and arrived at abt. 6 on Friday 
morning at Florence. She continued rather better during ye 
whole of that day, but next morning Dr. Down confirmed ye 
fears I had before entertained, and desired that another physician 
might be called in. Some improvement again took place during 
ye day, but towards evening rapidly vanished; the physicians 
both agreed in the hopelessness of ye case, and stated their belief 
that from ye first it had been without remedy, being of ye same 
description as that of which Lady A\ orcester died. My Dear M. 
continued during the night in the same state of acute suffering, 
and at about a quarter after six on Sunday morning expired, 
just six days after she witnessed ye death of my poor boy at 
Parma. To those who knew her as well as you both of you did, 
it is needless to say that she bore her very painful illness with 
the fortitude and resignation and kind attention for ye feehngs 
of others which she has shewn on every occasion throughout 
her life. She looked forward to her death, which she knew to 
be‘inevitable from the first seizure, with ye greatest calmness, 
considering it as a relief from great agony, and only regretting 

1 Lady Bessborough died 11th November, in her sixty-first year. 
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the separation from those she loved, and ye pain which her loss 
must occasion. Many will feel it deeply; I can only venture to 
look back to what she has been to me. The present is come 
upon me with a rapidity which I can scarcely feel or understand, 
and I dare not look forward to ye blank which her loss must cast 
upon my future existence. Remember me most kindly to 
Harriet, and Believe me, Dr. Ld. G., Ever yrs. most truly, 

W. S. Ponsonby. 

Florence, 

Monday, Nov. 12. 

“ I went to Cavendish Square, and saw there Caroline William, Duncannon, 
and William Ponsonby. There is something in the deep, settled melancholy 
of the latter, united with the most perfect command of himself, really heart¬ 

rending.”—Lady Granville to her sister. 
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516 
Almeida : siege, ii, 351; fall, 366 
Almon, John, i, 484 note 
Aim on, L., “ Life of Lord Chatham,” 

i, 199 
Alopeus, David, Baron d’, ii, 244 
Althorp, ii, 351, 415 
Althorp, Lord, ii, 164 
Altona, ii, 227 
Alvanley, Lord, ii, 547 
Alvensleben, Count Philip Karl, ball, 

i, 203 a 
Alvinzi, General, defeat at Areola, 

i, 139, 145 note 
Amelia, Princess, death, ii, 351, 373 

note 
Amherst, Jeffery, 1st Baron, illness, l, 

132 
Amherst, Lady, ii, 413 
Amiens, i, 372; Peace of, xx, 303; 314, 

415; definitely concluded, 335 
Amsterdam, xix, i, 41 
Ancaster, Duchess of, masquerade, i, 

22 note 
Ancaster, Peregrine, 3rd Duke of, i, 

378 note 
Andaye, attack on, ii, 483 
Andreossi, Antoine Francois, Comte d’, 

appointed Ambassador to London, i, 

361, 363, 383 
Andrews, trial, ii, 301 
Anglas, Framjois Antoine, Comte de 

Boissy d’, i, 405 
Anglesey, Henry, 1st Marquis of, i. 

20 note, ii, 287 vote; divorce and 
marriage, ii, 366 

Anglesey, Caroline Elizabeth, Mar¬ 
chioness of, ii, 287 note 

Anglo-Russian Convention, i, 443 
Angouleme, Louis Antoine, Due d , ii, 

505 note; in England, 303 note; at 
Marseilles, 527 

Angouleme, Marie Therese, Duchesse 
d’, at the Opera, ii, 505 

Anhalt-Zerbst, Prince, i, 56 note 
AnnualiRegister, extracts from, ii, 340 

note, 376 note, 491 note, 495 note 
Anson, Thomas, Viscount, marriage, i, 

73 
Anspach, Elizabeth, Margravine of, 

masquerade, i, 85 
Anti-Jacobin, publication of, i, 195 

note 
Antraigues, Count E. L. H. de Launey 

d’: career, ii, 444 note; papers, 444; 
murdered, 445 note 

Appodozeca, at Holland House, ii, 
395 

Appollonius, Rhodius. “ The Argonau- 
tica,” ii, 482 

Aranjuez, Junta installed at, ii, 339 
Arbuthnot, Mr., on the meeting of 

Parliament, ii,r 428; on negotiations 
between Canning and Lord Liver¬ 
pool, 437; at Roehampton, 475 

Areola, battle, i, 139, 141 
Argyll, Caroline Elizabeth, Duchess of, 

marriage, ii, 428 
Argyll, Elizabeth, Duchess of, xviii, i, 

7," 20 note; 22 note, death, 25 
Argyll, Lieutenant-Colonel John Camp. 

bell, 4th Duke of, i, 78 note 
Argyll, George William, 6th Duke of, 

ii, 287; marriage, 366, 428 
Argyll, John, 5th Duke of, i, 7, 20 note, 

22 note 
Armfeldt, Gustave Moritz, Baron von, 

cypher name, xi, xiii, i, 465; ap¬ 
pointed Ambassador at Vienna, ii, 
129,216; in command of the Swedish 
Army, 249 note; resigns commission, 
249 note 

Armistead, Mrs., marriage, i, 344 
Army, English, proposed reform, ii, 

183 note; limited period of service 
Bill, 192; characteristics, 388, 406 

Arnheim, Baron d’, ii, 356 
Arran, Arthur Saunders, 2nd Earl of, 

i, 88 note 
Arrozo del Molino, victory at, n, 417 
Artois, Charles Philippe, Comte d\ i, 

25, 283; story of Talleyrand, ii, 113; 
in England, 299; at Castle Howard, 
303; at the Opera, 505 

Arve, the, ii, 550 
I Asgill, Sir Charles, i, 334 note 
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Asgill, Lady, i, 355; at the Opera, 334; 
appearance, ii, 39; opinion of Roscius’ 
acting, 40 

Ash, Captain, wit, i, 480 note 
Ashbourne Hall, i, 256 
Assessed Tax Bill, i, 183, 186, 190 
Asturias, Prince of the, arrest, ii, 312 
Aubigny, Marie Adelaide de Damas d’, 

i, 375 note. See Simiane 
Auchmuty, Lieutenant-General Sir 

Samuel, takes Batavia, ii, 421 note 
Auckland, William Eden, Baron, i, 41; 

cypher name, xiii 
Auerstadt, battle of, ii, 218 note 
Augereau, General P. F. C., arrests 

members of the Legislature, i, 171 
note-, at the Parade, 391 

Augusta, Princess, marriage, xviii. 
See Brunswick 

Augustus, Prince, Duke of Sussex, at 
Mayence, i, 46; private marriage, 77 

Austen, Jane, “ Sense and Sensibility,” 
ii, 418 

Austerlitz, battle of, ii, 2, 151 
Austria, treaty of alliance with Russia 

and Prussia, i, 38; campaign against 
the French, 139; defeated, 144; 
treaty of Campo Formio, 144, 147 
note; coalition treaty, ii, 1; invasion 
of Bavaria, 2; reverses, 2; treaty of 
peace with France, 2; treaty of 
alliance with Russia, Prussia, and 
Great Britain, 475 note 

Austria, Archduke Charles of, i, 139, 
145; in command of the army, ii, 
123; proclamation, 123 

Austrians, defeated by the French, i, 
289; encamped near Olmiitz, ii, 148; 
retire, 149; defeated at Austerlitz, 
151; victory at Tolentino, 534 note 

Avalon, ii, 512 
Avaray, Comte d’, in England, ii, 303 

note 
Aylesbury, Charles Bruce, Earl of, i, 

78 note 

Bacciocchi, Marie Ann Elize, Grand 
Duchess of Tuscany, i, 385; ii, 632 
note 

Badajos, siege of, ii, 378; captured, 
432, 433 note 

Badminton, ii, 236, 334, 351 
Bagot, Charles, marriage, ii, 206 
Bagot, Lady Harriet, marriage, ii, 230 

note 
Bagot, Hon. Richard, marriage, ii, 230 
Bagot, William, 1st Baron, i, 37 
Bagration, Prince Peter, defeat of the 

French, ii, 149 
Bagration, Princess, ii, 101 

Bailey, Dr., ii, 184 
Bailly, M. de, i, 29 
Balbi, Mdme de, i, 211; bon mot, 342; 

disappearance, ii, 216 
Balgonie, David, Viscount, at Ports¬ 

mouth, ii, 422. See Leven 
Banbury, Captain, marriage, ii, 275 
Barham, Admiral Sir Charles, 1st 

Baron, ii, 63 
Barlow, Sir George, Governor-General 

of India, recalled, ii, 201 note 
Barras, Paul Frangois, Count, i, 135 

note; at Marseilles, ii, 528; meeting 
with Lady Bessborough, 528 

Barrere, Bertrand, i, 135 
Barrosa, ii, 378; battle of, 382-384 
Barrow, Isaac, style of his sermons, ii, 

369, 370 
Barthelemy, Marquis Frangois, mem¬ 

ber of tho Directory, i, 153, 155, 171 
Bassano, Due de, i, 159 note 
Batavia, taken by the English, ii, 421 
Bath, Lady, ii, 411 
Bath, Thomas, 1st Marquis of: illness, 

i, 128; death, 132 
Bath, Thomas, 2nd Marquis of, ii, 411 
Bathurst, Georgiana, Lady, ii, 369; 

entertains tho Prince de Conde, 360 
Bathurst, Henry, 3rd Earl of, ap¬ 

pointed to the Mint, ii, 212 note; 
President of the Board of Trade, 369 
note 

Bavaria, invasion of Austrians, ii, 2 
Beauchamp, William Lygon, Baron, ii, 

64 note 
Beauclerc, Lady C., marriage, i, 140 
Beauclerc, Charles George, i, 89; rela¬ 

tions with Lady Bessborough, 121; 
marriage, 273; at Holland House, ii, 
395 

Beauclerc, Lady Diana, i, 89 note, 164, 
! ii, 325 note 
Beauclerc, Mrs., at Holland House, ii, 

! 395 
l Beauclerc, Topharn, ii, 16, 325 note 
Beauffremont, Princess Helene de, i, 

! 374 note 
Beaufort, Charles, 4th Duke of, i, 15 

note 
Beaufort, Charlotte, Duchess of, ii, 69; 

affection for Lady Bessborough, 69; 
birth of a daughter, 324 

Beaufort, Henry, 5th Duke of, i, 20 
note, ii, 333 note 

Beaujolais, Duke of, winnings at play, 
i, 468; at Brighton, ii, 120 

Beauvau, Due de, i, 211 note, 375 note 
Beckford, Lady Margaret, ii, 544 note 
Beckford, Margaret M. Elizabeth, mar¬ 

riage, ii, 318, 545. See Ord 
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Beckford, Susan Euphemia: cypher 

name, xi, xiii, ii, 317; debut, 317; 
marriage, 317, 544 note. See 
Douglas 

Beckford, William, attentions to Miss 
Rigby, ii, 287; “ Vathek,” 317; 
house at Eonthill, 544 

Bedford, Francis, 5th Duke of, i, 99, 
120; on Mr. Pitt’s manner of speak¬ 
ing, 177; patriotism, 208; report of 
engagement to Lady G. Gordon, 336; 

connection with Mrs. Palmer, 337; 
death, 337 note 

Bedford, John, 6th Duke of, ii, 134 
note; appointed Lord Lieutenant of 
Ireland, 177 

Bellegarde, General, killed at the battle 
of Barrosa, ii, 383 note 

Belliard, General Count A., account 
of campaign in Egypt, ii, 506 

Bellingham, shoots Mr. Perceval, ii, 

431 
Benckendorff, Dorotliee de, marriage, 

ii, 473 note. See Lieven 
Bennet, Lady Caroline, ii, 16 note 
Bennet, Mrs., death of her husband, ii, 

459 
Bennigsen, General Baron L. A., Com- 

mander-in-Chief, ii, 238 note; at the 
battles of Eylau and Friedland, 259 

Bentinck, Lady Charles, quarrel with 
Lady Jersey, ii, 359 

Bentinck, Lady Charlotte, i, 39; mar¬ 
riage, 39 note. See Greville 

Bentinck, John Albert J. St. Clements, 

i, 69 note 
Bentinck, Vice-Admiral William, i, 

69, 70 
Bentinck, Major-General Lord William 

Cavendish, appointed Governor of 

Sicily, ii, 402 
Beresford, General Sir William, victory 

at Albuera, ii, 378, 403 
Berkeley, Augustus, 4th Earl of, i, 85 

note 
Berlin, i, 53, 199, ii, 164 
Bemadotte, Jean Baptiste Jules, 

Crown Prince of Sweden, i, 409, ii, 

475 note. See Sweden 
Bernard, Mdlle, i, 373 note. See 

Recamier 
Berri, Charles Ferdinand, Due de, i, 

432, ii, 509; in England, ii, 303 note 
Berry, Miss, ii, 364; publication of 

Mdme du Defiand’s letters to H. 

Walpole, 366 
Berthier, Alexandre, i, 383, ii, 509 

note; reception of Mr. Green, i, 367; 
at the Parade, 391. See Wagram 

Bertrand, General Count Henri, ii, 523 

Bertrand, Mdme, ii, 529 
Berwick, Noel Hill, 1st Baron, i, 480 

note 
Bessborough, ii, 317, 340, 454 
Bessborough, Frederick, Viscount Dun- 

cannon, 3rd Earl of, xxiii; at Naples, 
i, 86; attacks of gout, 209, 241, 327, 
328, ii, 531; accident on the ice, i, 
317; presented to Bonaparte, 392; 
cypher name, xi, xiii, 465; refuses 
the Postmastership, ii, 180; at the 
trial of Lord Melville, 190; protest 
against the Irish Insurrection Bill, 
271; at the trial of Andrews, 301; 

legacy, 362 
Bessborough, Henrietta, Countess of, 

character, xxiii; style of corres¬ 
pondence, xxiii, i, 408; at Rome, 88; 
Venice, 91; Holywell House, 98, 148, 
340, ii, 32, 85, 229, 487; opinion of 
the Duke of Bedford, i, 99; at Teign- 
mouth, 102, 106; illness, 102, 108, 
130, 276, 281, 284, 480 note, ii, 328, 
392, 448, 554; friendship with Lord 
Granville, xxiii, i, 108, 112, 120; 
criticism on Mdme de Stael’s pamph¬ 
let, 111; at Roehampton, 113, 117, 
332; Petworth, 114, ii, 474; Bognor, 
i, 116; Brocket Hall, 116, ii, 229, 
253; views on keeping secrets, i, 117; 
opinion of Lady Sutherland, 118; 
relations with Beauclerc and Mr. 
Grenville, 121; anxiety on the illness 
of her sister, 125, 433, ii, 41, 184; 
portrait, 131; views on how to write 
a letter, 133; study of Lavater, 163; 
at Woburn, 177; Chatsworth, 178, 
286; Wentworth, 179; Hardwick, 
179, 305; illness of her children, 194, 
196, ii, 538; attack of chicken-pox, 
i, 198; at the play, 201, 335, 377, 
385, 389, 400, 491, 495, ii, 16, 18, 
26,40, 312, 397, 503, 509, 511; at the 
Opera, i, 205, 334, ii, 12, 74, 270, 
505; summoned for not having paid 
the powder tax, i, 205; declarations 
of love, 206; views on patriotism, 
208, 268; advice on public speaking, 
213,229; relations with her sister-in- 
law, 214-216; her school for beggar 
girls, 214; avoidance of Sheridan, 
216, ii, 188; at Margate, i, 216, 260; 
prejudice against Mr. Canning, 217; 
accident to her son Willy, 217; 
views on politics, 218, 230; opinion 
of her friends, 222; accident in the 
Curricle, 224; criticism on Canning's 
speech, 235; views on the Union of 
Great Britain and Ireland, 239; 
criticism on the tragedy Pizarro,245; 
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indifierence to Lord A. Hamilton, 
248; reconciliation with the Prince 
of Wales, 248; on the embarkation 
of troops, 260-264; relations with 
Lord Wycombe, 264; views on the 
war in Holland, 265; indifference to 
Lord J. Townshend, 286; arguments 
with Mr. Hare, 317; opinion of men, 
318; views on the reason for Pitt’s 
resignation, 321; on the punish¬ 
ment of immorality, 323; on the 
pleasure of receiving Lord Gran¬ 
ville’s letters, 324; blush, 327; faith 
in Lord Granville, 334; opinion of 
Mdme de Sevigne’s letters, 347; in 
London, 350; unwelcome attentions 
from Sheridan, 351, 352, 492, 495, 
ii, 86, 308; at Ramsgate, i, 353; 
opinion of the Swiss, 367; at Mon- 
treuil, 371; Amiens, 372; Paris, 372- 
412, 502-511, 546; friends, 374, 503; 
meeting with Lord Boringdon, 375; 
description of Mdme Recamier’s 
reception, 377; views on “ Del- 
phine,” 378, 380; treatment of the 
Duchess of Gordon, 380; description 
of Lady S. Fane, 389; at the parade 
390; interview with Algerian Ambas¬ 
sador, 394; society in Paris and Lon¬ 
don, 396; conversation with General 
Moreau, 401, 402-404; meets Joseph 
Bonaparte, 405; at the Invalides, 406; 
opinion of the value of English or 
French compliments, 409; at Pec- 
quigny, 413; Boulogne, 414; Calais, 
414; views on Lady S. Fane’s love 
affairs, 417; account of the Prince of 
Wales’s quarrel with the Duchess of 
Gordon, 424; caricatures, 425, ii, 
200; boxes at Drury Lane and 
Covent Garden, i, 430; meeting with 
Mr. Addington, 432; grief at the 
death of the Marquis of Stafford, 
438; wish for a Coalition, 454; advice 
against gambling, 460; list of cypher 
names, 464, 465; at Hastings, 466, 
ii. 111, 293; conversation with Lady 
H. Stanhope, i, 481; impressions of 
Betty, 491; receives anonymous 
letters, ii, 5; charges against, 8, 15, 
17; conversation with Canning, 1S- 
21; views on the engagement of her 
daughter, 67; interview with W. 
Lamb, 68; marriage of her daughter, 
75; opinion of W. Lamb, 80; scene 
with Sheridan, 93, 276; at Sadler’s 
Wells, 99; lameness, 99; sorrow at 
the death of Lady Stafford, 106; on 
the engagement of her son Dun- 
cannon, 114, 117; description of a 

dying woman, 117; reads her old 
letters from Paris, 118; at Compton 
Place, 119; Brighton, 120, 364; 
caught in a fog, 131; marriage of her 
son," 135; in a cottage on Harrow- 
weald Common, 146; reception at 
the Priory, 147; at Osterley, 154; 
description of Lord Nelson’s funeral, 

155; grief at the death of Pitt, 161; 
attends his funeral, 179; influence 
with Fox, 182; grief at the death of 
her sister,185-187,230,271; visit and 
gift from the Prince of Wales, 187; 
at Littlehampton, 207; Cowdray, 
211; conversation with Grey, 222; 
game of chess with Lord Holland, 
235; meeting with Sheridan, 236, 
353; views on marriage and divorce, 
241; dislike of meanness, 252; 

criticism on books, 255, 294; 
charade, 268; at Astley, 273; break 
in her friendship with Canning, 

274 note; meeting with him, 274; 
scene with Lord Howick, 274; birth 
of a grandson, 277; dreams of her 
sister, 286; criticism on Lord Mor¬ 
peth, 286; on Lady Jersey, 290; 
at the christening of her grandson, 
292; verses, 293; on the art of letter 
writing, 301; chaperones her niece, 
317; at Bolton Abbey, 319; Howick, 
320: Edinburgh, 322; Kilim, 324; 
meeting with Lady C. Wortley, 324; 
with Lord Bolingbroke, 325; with 
Lady Breadalbane, 325; at Inverary, 

327; Rossdhu, 327; Glasgow, 328; 
Carrickfergus, 329; Slane Castle, 
329; warm welcome at Dublin, 332; 
at Killarney, 335; Bessborough, 340, 

454; views on the Duke of Devon¬ 
shire’s second marriage, 345; scene 
with the Prince of Wales, 349; at 
Althorp, 351; Chiswick, 354; on the 
death of the Duke of Devonshire,389; 
arrival of her son Frederick, 402; at 
Southampton, 409; at Longleat, 410; 
Althorp, 415, 495; burglary at her 
house in London, 419; at Ports¬ 
mouth, 420; accident to the carriage, 
426; reads plays, 427; her lovers, 
434; interview with the Prince of 
Wales, 443; grief at her daughter 
running away, 447; at Lismore, 460; 

Kilkenny, 466; Tixall, 467; appear¬ 
ance, 467 note; care of Lord Gran¬ 
ville’s letters, 469; at Ryde, 470; 
opinion of “ De l’Allemagne,” 486; 
at Midhurst, 498; presented at the 
French Court, 506; at the Corps 
Legislatif, 510; the Library, 511; 
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at Fontainebleau, 511; Sanlieu, 512; 
Lyons, 514; Condrieu, 514; ship¬ 
wrecked at Tain, 515; at Marseilles, 
515-529; meeting with Barras, 528; 
at Nice, 529; Genoa, 532; Brussels, 
535; anxiety on account ot her son’s 
wounds, 535; her last visit to Sheri¬ 
dan, 541; at the Military Conspiracy 
trial in Paris, 547; visit to the prison, 
547; at Geneva, 549; illness of her 
grandson, 549, 550, 553; at St. 
Martin, 550; meeting with John 
Montagu, 550; at Turin, 551; 
Parma, 553; Florence, 554; death, 

554 
Bettesworth, Captain, marriage, ii, 288 
Betty, Henry West, acting, i, 486, 489- 

492, 495. See Roscius 
Beylon, Comte de, i, 48 
Bidassoa, the, ii, 480, 481 note, 483 

note 
Biddulph, Middleton, on control of 

Expenditure, ii, 238 
Bill Hill, i, 5 note 
Billington, Mrs., singing, i, 334, ii, 12 
Bingham, Lady Anne, i, 473, 489 
Bingham, Sir Charles, i, 19 note. See 

Lucan 
Bingham, Lady Lavinia, i, 214; rela¬ 

tions with her sister-in-law, 214- 

216 
Bingham, Captain, in command of the 

Little Belt, ii, 425 note 
Birmingham, W., i, 162 
Biron, Lauzun, Due de, i, 177 note 
Biscay, Bay of, i, 74 
Blake, defeat at Saguntum, ii, 417 
Blake, Elizabeth, i, 188 note. See 

Errol 
Blanca, Count Florida, President of 

Aranjuez, ii, 339 
Blandford, Lord, i, 34 note 
Blandford Park, i, 35 

Blenheim, ball at, i, 37 
Bligh, Lady Catherine, engagement, i, 

342 
Bliicher, defeated at Bober, ii, 475 

note 
Bober, the, ii, 475 note 
Bock, Major-General, commands 

German Legion at battle of Sala¬ 

manca, ii, 451 note 
Bognor, i, 116 
Boisldieu, Adrian, “ Le Caliph de 

Bagdad,” i, 385 
Bolingbroke, George Richard, 3rd Vis¬ 

count, meeting with Lady Bess- 

borough, ii, 325 
Bolingbroke, John, 2nd Viscount, i, 

37 note 

Bolton Abbey, ii, 319, 471; story of, 
320 

“ Bonaparte, Essai sur le System e 
Militaire de,” translation of, ii, 403 

Bonaparte, Jerome, conquest of Silesia, 
ii, 233 note 

Bonaparte, Joseph, i, 302, 376 note; 
signs the Treaty of Amiens, 335; 
appearance, 351, 405; defeated at 
Victoria, ii, 468, 471 note 

Bonaparte, Mdme Josephine, at Genoa, 
i, 141; parties, 319; title of Madame, 
343; treatment of the Duchess of 
Dorset, 374; box at the play, 385; 
difficulties of her position, 403, 412; 
at a ball, 407; her ladies, 407; appear¬ 
ance, 408; attacks of the press, 412 

Bonaparte, Louis, King of Holland, ii, 

238 
Bonaparte, Lucien, Minister of the 

Interior, i, 376; at Rome, ii, 516; 
wish to divorce his wife, 533 

Bonaparte, Napoleon, Commander-in- 
Chief, campaign in Italy, i, 127, 
144, ii, 1; defeats the Austrians, i, 
139 note, 144, 147 note; headquarters 
at Cremona, 141; takes possession 
of Malta and Alexandria, 192, 219 
note; return from Egypt, 236; title 
of 1st Consul, 236, 273; life in Paris, 
319, 349; civility to Lord H. Petty, 
326; views on the re-establishment 
of religion, 330; Consul for life, 335; 
speech to Mr. Fox, 353; criticism on 
Windham, 355; on Pitt, 355; views 
on the subject of rank, 373; at 
the Invalides, 379; at the parade, 
390-392; unpopularity, 390; uni¬ 
form, 391; stories of, 394, 398, 
399, 402, 403, 411, 412, ii, 97, 240, 
504, 507; acts of tyranny, i, 400; 
character, 411, ii, 517; conversation 
with Lord Whitworth, i, 418; pro¬ 
claimed Emperor, 443; cypher name, 
xi, xiii, 465; relations with Mdlle de 
Hazencourt, 470; assumes the title 

of King of Italy, ii, 1, 87 note; char¬ 
acteristics as a General, 133; report 
of his death, 139; victory at Auster- 
litz, 153 note; entry into Berlin, 218 
note, 226 note; meeting with Em- 
peror Alexander, xxi, ii, 234, 265, 
267, 270 note; influence over him, 
311; expedition against Portugal, 
315 note; marriage, 351, 356; attempt 
on his life, 357; birth of his son, 386; 
report of his death, 386; belief of his 
troops in his invincibility, 387; mili¬ 

tary system, 406; at Boulogne, 407; 
retreat from Russia, 432, 467 note; 
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annihilation ol his army, 432; return 
to Paris, 467 note; defeated at Leip¬ 
zig, 468, 487; armistice with Em¬ 
peror Alexander, 475 note; victory at 
Dresden, 475 note; opinion of Lord 
Wellington, 476; on the influence of 
France or England, 491; abdica¬ 
tion, 497; lands at Cannes, 521; pro¬ 
clamations, 522; at Grasse, 523, 524; 
abolishes the kingdom of Etruria, 
532 note; sketch of, on board the 
Northumberland, 537; refuses to 

take flight, 540; death, 548 
Bonnet, Pierre, i, 195 note 
Bonti, her acting, i, 334 
Boothby, Sir Brook, i, 256 note 
Borde, General La, forced to retire 

from Rorica, ii, 326 note 
Borghese, Pauline, Princesse, i, 395 

note 
Borgo, Carlo Andrea, Count Pozzo^ di, 

influence in Russia, ii, 228; in Eng¬ 

land, 408 
Boringdon, Augusta, Lady, cypher 

name, x, xiii; marriage, i, 498, ii, 
124 note; appearance, i, 498, ii, 11, 

34; character, ii, 57 
Boringdon, John, 1st Baron, i, 7 note 
Boringdon, John, 2nd Baron, friend¬ 

ship with Lord Granville, xix; study 
of German, i, 35; tour abroad, 
xix, 41, 42; on the operations in 
Flanders, 66; letter to Lord Gran¬ 
ville, 66; tour in Switzerland, 67; in 
London, 104; political views, 144, 
375; speeches, 277; appearance, 381, 
ii, 41; opinion of the new Calendar, 
389; Predicate story, 405; cypher 
name, x, xiii, 465, 498; visits to Lady 
Bessborough, ii, 25, 26; drum, 65; 
views on the illness of Lady H. Stan¬ 
hope, 88; characteristics, 95; opinion 
of the Princess of Wales, 205; sup¬ 
port of the Reversion Bill, 273 note; 
promise of an Earldom, 498. See 
Morley 

Boscawen, Admiral, i, 397 note 
Boswell, J.: life of Johnson, i, 24S; 

Journal on the Hebrides, 249 
BoufHers, Marquis Stanislas de, i, 362 
Boughton, Lady, elopement, i, 489 
Bouille, Claude Amour, Marquis de, i, 

46 
Boulogne, i, 130, 414, ii, 99 
Boulogne, Mdlle de, i, 375 note 
Bourgoing, Jean Francois, Baron de, i, 

155 
Bourne, Francis, i, 15 note 
Boutourlin, Countess, i, 392 note. See 

Divot! 

Bouverie, Hon. Edward, ii, 323 note 
Bouvet, Admiral, in command of the 

French fleet, i, 141 note 
Boyle, Henry, Viscount, i, 238 
Boys, Major Robert, sketch of Napo¬ 

leon, ii, 537 
Bradford, Orlando, 1st Earl of, i, 371 

Bradford, Lady, i, 371 
Bragge, Bathurst, ii, 2 note, 4 note 
Brand, Mr., i, 165, 283; motion in 

Parliament, ii, 243 
Brandenburg Schwedt, Margrave of, i, 

202 note 
Breadalbane, Lady, meeting with Lady 

Bessborough, ii, 325 
Breslau, surrender of, ii, 233 note 
Brest, French armament at, i, 141 note 
Bridgewater, Francis, 3rd Duke of, 

cypher name, x, xiii; at Trentham, 

i, 60, 71, 173; character, 71; death. 
416 note; legacy to Lord Gower, 416 

Bridgewater, John William Egerton, 

7th Earl of, ii, 458 
Bridgewater, Scrope, 1st Duke of, xviii, 

i, 3 note 
Bridport, Alexander, 1st Baron, condi¬ 

tion of his fleet, i, 154 
Brighton, ii, 120, 364, 473 
Bristol, Frederick Augustus, 4th Earl 

of, i, 115 note, 217 note 
Brock, General, killed, ii, 465 note 
Brocket Hall, i, 116 
Brodrick, Mrs., at Nice, ii, 530 
Broglie, Victor Fran§ois, Due de, i, 

387, ii, 504 
Brome, Charles, Lord, account of 

the condition of Paris, i, 319. See 
Cornwallis 

Brooks’s Club, evils of, ii, 367 
Brougham, Henry, Lord, opinion of 

Lady Holland, ii, 300; lines on High¬ 
land beds, 325; political views, 464 

Brown, Abigail, i, 20 note. See Hume 
Brulart, Mdme, i, 39 
Brummell, Mr., wit, i, 480 note 
Brune, Marshal, i, 269; cruelties and 

plunderings, 269 note 
Bruniere, General, i, 66 
Briinn, ii, 141 
Brunswick, Augusta, Duchess of, xviii, 

i, 42; opinion of Lord Granville, 207; 
letter to Lady Stafford, 207; escape 
to England, ii, 232; at Blackheath, 
260; meeting with her brother, 266 

Brunswick, Princess Caroline of, i, 105; 
journey to England, 105 note; mar¬ 
riage, 108. See Wales, Princess of 

Brunswick, Charles William Ferdinand, 
Duke of, marriage, xviii; in com- 

j mand of the Allied Armies, i, 38 ; 
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manifesto, 38, 48; at Mayence, 46; 
retreat, 58; wounded at the battle of 
Auerstadt, ii, 218 note', death, 218 

note, 227 
Brunton, Louisa, i, 220 note 
Brussels, i, 66, ii, 535 
Bryan Edwards, William, nicknamed 

Bruin, i, 181 . 
Buccleuch, Francis, 2nd Duke of, i, 

25 
Buckingham, George Nugent Temple 

1st Marquis of, i, 242; appointed 
Chancellor of the Duchy of Lan¬ 

caster, ii, 27 
Buckingham, Richard, 2nd Marquis of, 

ii, 493 . 
Buckinghamshire, Robert, 4th Lari ol, 

resignation, ii, 64 
Budberg, M, de, cypher name, ix, xiii, 

fury against Bonaparte, ii, 228; char¬ 

acter of his policy, 244 
Buenos Ayres, taken by the English, 

ii, 231; retaken by the Spaniards, 
231 note-, attack on, 285 note-, dis¬ 

aster at, 310 
Bunbury, Mr., at Holland House, n, 

395 
Burdett, Sir Francis, n, 35; unpopu¬ 

larity, 223, 255; political views, 224; 
refuses a challenge, 232; chaired, 

259 
Burgh, Colonel Ulysses Bagenal, at 

Paris, ii, 503. See Downes 
Burghersh, Lady, escape at Stialsund, 

ii, 488; at Paris, 503 
Burghersh, Lord, ii, 119; appointed 

Military Attache to the Austrian 
army, 488; appointed Minister Pleni¬ 

potentiary to Tuscany, 534 
Burgos ; siege of, ii, 432; failure of the 

attack, 464 note 
Burke, Edmund, “ Letters on a 

Regicide Peace,” i, 131, 138; death, 
166; cause of his rupture with Fox, 

166 note; story of, ii, 388 
Burlington, George Cavendish, 1st Lari 

of, i, 275 note .. 
Burlington House, sale ol, n, -69, 

Elgin Marbles at, 428 
Burrard, Sir Henry, at Vimiera, ii. 

327 note 
Burrell, Peter, ii, 287 note 
Burrows, Sir W., losses from gambling, 

ii> 10 
Jury, Rev. Edward J., i, 22 note 
lusaco, ii, 351 
lushe, Colonel, charge at the battle 

of Barrosa, ii, 384 

lute, Lady, ii, 516 
lyng, George, i, 222 note; his ball, 64 

Byng.Hon. Lucy Elizabeth, i, 371 note. 
See Bradford, Lady 

Byng, Robert, i, 222 
Byron, Augusta, i, 27 note 
Byron, Lord, induces Lady C. Lamb 

to return home, ii, 448; “The 
Giaour” and “The Bride of 
Abydos,” 478; rupture with Lady 
C. Lamb, 541 note; Memoirs, 552 

Byron, John, i, 27 note 

Cabarrus, Thcreso, i, 135 note; recep¬ 
tion of Fox, 362. See Tallien 

Cadiz, i, 74 
Cadogan, Lady Charlotte, divorce and 

marriage, ii, 366, 428. See Paget 
Cadogan, Charles, 1st Earl, ii, 428 note 
Cadoudal, Georges, i, 395 note; impru¬ 

dence and violence, ii, 306 
Cadwallader, story of, ii, 414 
Caffarelli, Charles Ambroise, Baron de, 

i, 394 
Cahir, Lady, cypher name, ix, xiii, i, 

465; illness, ii, 86; at the Priory, 144, 
147; acting, 151; return to Ireland, 

382 
Cahir, Lord, treatment of his' w'ife, ii, 

382 
Calais, i, 130, 159, 414 
Calder, Admiral Sir Robert, ordered to 

intercept the fleet, ii, 97; error of 
judgment, 97, 99; pursuit of the 

fleets, 107 
Caldwell, Admiral, i, 163 
Caledon, Du Pre, 2nd Earl of, ap¬ 

pointed Governor of the Cape of 

Good Hope, ii, 201 
Callander, Miss, secret marriage, ii, 

135. See Sheridan 
Calonne, Charles Alexandre de, i, 8; 

retires to England, 162 note; return 
to Paris, 348; description of Bona¬ 

parte, 348 
Cambaceres, Jean Jacques Regis de, i, 

379; marriage, ii, 188 
Cambridge University, election, ii, 385 
Cambridge, Prince Adolphus, Duke of, 

cypher name, xi, xiii 
Camelford, Thomas Pitt, 2nd Baron: 

notorious career, i, 193; in command 
of the Charon, 236; examination 
before the Privy Council, 237 note; 
insane conduct, 298; duel, 455; 

death, 455 note 
Campan, Jeanne Louise H. Genest, 

Mdme, i, 412 
Campbell, Lady Augusta, i, 7; elope¬ 

ment, 22 note. See Clavering 
Campbell, Lady Caroline, appearance, 

i, 83 
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Campbell, Caroline, marriages, i, 78 

note 
Campbell, Lady Charlotte, i, 7; mar¬ 

riages, 22 note, 65 
Campbell, Colonel John, i, 22 note 
Campbell, Colonel Sir Neil, ii, 529 
Campbell, Price, engagement, i, 16. 

See Cawdor 
Campbell, Samuel, ii, 9 note 
Campbell, Sophia, ii, 9 note. See 

Clifford 
Camperdown, battle of, i, 144, 181 
Campo Formio, treaty, i, 144, 147 
Candal, M. de, ii, 529; at Nice, 530 
Canino, Lucien Bonaparte, Prince of, i, 

376 note 
Cannes, ii, 521 
Canning, Charles John, birth, ii, 493; 

inoculation, 501 
Canning, Rt. Hon. George, at Oxford, 

i, 15, 73; friendship with Lord Gran¬ 
ville, xix, 78, 100, 189, ii, 126; char¬ 
acter of his speeches, i, 78, 87, 148, 
235, ii, 23; Under-Secretary for 
Foreign Affairs, i, 163 note; con¬ 
tributor to the Anti-Jacobin, 195 
note-, asks Lord Granville to move 
the Address, 212; opinion of Lady 
Bessborough, 217; on Nelson's 
search for Bonaparte, 223; on the 
preparation of a speech, 226; con¬ 
gratulations on Lord Granville’s 
speech, 230; Secretary for Foreign 
Affairs, xxii, 235, ii, 234, 242; 
preface to the intercepted corres¬ 
pondence, i, 247 note; courtship of 
Miss Joan Scott. 250-256; views on 
the Mission to Holland, 257-259; on 
Lord Granville’s motives in raising a 
battalion, 272; opinion of Bona¬ 

parte, 273; marriage, 279; appointed 
Joint-Paymaster-General and mem¬ 
ber of the Privy Council, 280; re¬ 

signation, 288, 290; charges against, 
297-299, ii, 324; opinion of the abili¬ 
ties of Addington, i, 298; song “ The 
Pilot that Weathered the Storm,” 
314, 339 note; views on the policy of 
Pitt, 315, 445; verses “ To Doubt is 
to Decide,” 325; speech on Trinidad, 
339; appointed Treasurer of the 
Navy, 443, ii, 4 note; interview with 
Pitt, i, 446-449; political views, 447, 
ii, 220, 222; interview with Lady H. 
Stanhope, i, 449-451; cypher name, 
xi, xiii, 464, 465; skit on Adair, 470; 
accident, 504; disapproval of the re¬ 
conciliation between Pitt and Ad¬ 
dington, 505; story of, 508; lines on 
Lord Sidmouth, ii, 2 note; reported 

j apology to Lord Hawkesbury, 4, 11, 
18; offers to resign, 4, 19; forged 
letters to Lord Sidmouth, 9, 19, 23; 
account of controversy with Lord 
Hawkesbury, 18-21; denial of the 
report, 18; views on Lord Stafford’s 
change of political views, 27-29; rela¬ 
tions with Pitt, 30-32, 69; speech in 
defence of Lord Melville, 51, 53, 55, 
82; attack on|Mr. Grey, 55; views on 
a change of administration, 5S; 
opinion of W. Lamb, 68; on the delay 
in the return of Lord Granville, 140; 
grief at the death of Pitt, 162; 
opinion of Lord Granville, 163; rela¬ 
tions with Fox,^168, 195, 214; ac¬ 
count of the illness and death of Pitt, 
169-172; last interview with him, 
171; views on the new Ministry, 173; 
wish for the return of Lord Gran¬ 
ville, 173, 181; at the funeral of Pitt, 

181; criticism on the administration, 
183; character of his policy, 196; 
relations with the Princess of Wales, 
202, 204, 206; advice to Lord Gran¬ 
ville to accept Ambassadorship to 
Russia, 245; break in his friendship 
•with Lady Bessborough, 274 note; 
relations with Lady H. Stanhope, 
276; criticisms on, 321; duel with 
Lord Castle reagh, 341, 348; 
wounded, 348; meeting with Lady 
Holland, 393; negotiations with Lord 
Liverpool, 437, 438; refuses to join 
the Government, 439-442, 446, 468; 
reconciliation with Lord Sidmouth, 
445; retires from the leadership of 
his party, 468, 470; regret at refusing 

to join thej^ Government, 484; 
criticisms on his speech, 492; ill¬ 
ness of his son, 493; appointed Am¬ 
bassador to Lisbon, 502; letters to 
Lady Bessborough, ii, 140; letters 
to Lord Granville, i, 172, 226, 250- 
259, 273, 280, 314, 325, 337, 444, 
446, ii, 28-32, 58, 169-173, 181, 245, 
348, 419, 439-442, 444-447, 470, 484, 
497, 500, 501; letters to Lady 
Stafford, i, 212, 218, 223, 230, 231, 
271, 279 

Canning, George Charles: birth, ii, 493; 
delicacy, 493 

Canning, Harriet, birth, ii, 493 note. 
See Clanricarde 

Canning, William Pitt, birth, ii, 493 
note 

Canova, Antoine, i, 384 
Canwell, i, 430 

Cape of Good Hope, expedition to, ii, 
150 
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Cape St. Vincent, battle of, i, 145 
Capel, Lady Caroline, at Trentham, i, 

57 
Caprara, Jean Batiste, Cardinal, i, 330 

Carafia, Cardinal, i, 407 note. 
Carency, Prince Paul de, i, 44 
Carew, Admiral Sir Benjamin Hallo- 

well, ii, 266 
Carignan, Prince de, ii, 552; appear¬ 

ance, 534 
Carlisle,^Caroline, Lady, marriage, i, 1; 

portrait, 4; at Castle Howard, 94; 
meeting with Lady Bessborough, 

ii, 2 
Carlisle, Frederick, 5th Earl of, i, 7 

note, 12 note, 165, 510; marriage, 1; 
attack of gout, ii, 15; illness, 225; 

death of his son, 536 
Carlisle, Vernon Harcourt, Bishop of, i, 

1, 35, ii, 41 
Carlton House, ball at, i, 19 
Carnot, L. N. M., member of the 

Directory, i, 171, 172; escape, 175 
Caroline, Queen: death, ii, 551; 

funeral, 551 
Carreau, Julie, i, 135 note 
Carrick and Piltown, jealousy between, 

ii, 456 
Carrickfergus, ii, 329 
Carrington, Lord and Lady, i, 410 
Carteret, Captain Philip, in command 

of the Naiad frigate, ii, 407 note 
Carteret, Lady Sophia, i, 36 note 
Cartwright, Ralph William, i, 42; at 

Dresden, 49 
Castalla, battle of, ii, 505 note 
Castile, evacuated by the French, ii, 

345 
Castle Howard, i, 94, 354 
Castlereagh, Lady, good humour, ii, 

284 
Castlereagh, Robert Stewart, Lord, 

cypher name, ix, xiii; Secretary to 
the Viceroy of Ireland, i, 238; sup¬ 
port of the proposed Union with 
Great Britain, 238 note; criticism on 
his speech, 310, ii, 16; appointed to 
the Board of Control, i, 342; ap¬ 
pointed War and Colonial Secretary, 

ii, 242; illness, 242; duel with Can¬ 
ing, 341, 348; appointed Foreign 
Secretary, 431; letters to Canning, 
437, 438; Mission to Holland, 496 

note. See Londonderry 
Catalani: singing, ii, 235, 239, 266, 

270; folly, 310; cruelty, 311 
Cathcart, Lieut. - General, William 

Schaw, 1st Earl, i, 429, ii, 126, 145; 
mission to Germany, ii, 138; ap¬ 
pointed Ambassador to St. Peters¬ 

burg, 141, 145; Commander-in - 
Chief of the expedition to Copen¬ 

hagen, 323 note 
Catherine II., Empress of Russia, xix, i, 

50, 56; death, 143 note 
Catholic Emancipation Bill, i, 288, ii, 

60; unpopularity, ii, 66 
Caulfield, Captain, elopement, i, 489 

Caumont, M. de, i, 343 
Cavan, Richard, 7th Earl of, i, 374 
Cavendish, Field-Marshal Lord Fred¬ 

erick, illness, i, 438; death, 438 

note 
Cavendish, Lady George, ii, 119 _ 
Cavendish, Lord George, i, 165, 275, ii, 

119; legacy, ii, 362 note. See Bur¬ 

lington 
Cavendish, Lady Georgiana, marriage, 

i, 312. See Morpeth, Lady 

Cavendish, Mrs. H., ii, 412 
Cavendish, Hon. H. F. C., ii, 536 note 
Cavendish, Lady Harriet, at Ramsgate, 

i, 366; attentions from Lord Aber- 
corn, ii, 26; appearance, 229, 341; 
Governess, 300; chaperoned by her 
Aunt, 317; engagement, 342, 348; 
marriage, xxii, 342, 350. See Gower 

and Granville 
Cavendish, Henry, disposal of his 

fortune, ii, 362 note 
Cawdor, John Price Campbell, 1st 

Baron, i, 12 note, 17 note 
Centilivre, Mrs., “ The Wonder: or a 

Woman keeps a Secret,” i, 322 
Chaillet, Duchesse de, i, 27 note 
Chambers, Sir William, builds Gower 

House, i, 5 note; architect, of Bess¬ 

borough House, 302 note 
Champagne, George, i, 100 

Chantilly, ruin of, i, 372 
Charbonnieres, Alexis de, ii, 508 
Charles IV •, King of Spain, arrest of 

his son, ii, 312 note 
Charles X , King of France, i, 25 note 
Charlotte, Princess, birth, i, 108; 

arrangements for her education, 478, 

484, 501, ii, 23 
Charlotte, Princess, Duchess of Wur- 

temberg, praise of Bonaparte, ii, 

139 
Charlotte, Queen, dissensions with the 

King, i, 458, 473; stories of, ii, 356 
Chateaubriand, ii, 508, 510 
Chatham, William Pitt, 1st Earl, i, 175 

note; Life of, 199 _ . 
Chatham, Lord, result of his expedition 

to Flushing, ii, 343; pun on, 347 
Chatillon, Congress at, ii, 496 note 
Chatsworth, i, 178; hurricane at, 328; 

fire, 328 
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Chauvelin, Bernard Francois, Marquis 
de, i, 43, 384; return to Paris, 375; 
on the death of Toussaint, 397 

Chesterfield, Lady, appointed Lady of 
the Bedchamber, ii, 238 

Child, Sarah Anne, ii, 124 note 
Chimay, Frai^ois J. P., Comte de Cara- 

man, Prince de, i, 362 note 
Chin, meaning of the word, ii, 244 note 
Choiseul, Due de, i, 27; return to Paris, 

374; second marriage, 374 note-, order 
for his banishment, 400 

Cholmondeley, George James, 4th Earl 
of, i, 378 

Cintra, Convention of, ii, 329 note, 331 

note 
Cisalpine Republic, i, 147 note, ii, 1 
Ciudad Rodrigo, siege of, ii, 351; cap¬ 

tured, 452, 457 note 
Clair, Lord, death, i, 331 note 
Clanricarde, Harriet, Lady, ii, 493 note 
Clare, Lord, ii, 490 
Clarence, William, Duke of, abuse of 

the King, ii, 63; stories of the Queen, 
356; proposal of marriage to Miss 
Long, 413; rejected, 415 

Clarendon, Thomas, 2nd Earl of, i, 502 
Clarendon, Thomas Villiers, 1st Earl 

of, i, 501 note 
Clarke, Mrs., traffic in military com- 

• missions, ii, 347 note-, relations with 
Mr. Dowler, 347 

Clavering, General, elopement, i, 22 
note 

Clavering, Lady Augusta, i, 22 
Clerc, Victor Emanuel Le, death, i, 

395 
Clerc, Mdme le, i, 395 
Clermont, Lord and Lady, i, 8 
Clery, Valet de Chambre to Louis XVI •, 

journal, i, 202 
Clifden, Henry, 2nd Viscount, i, 37 

note 
Clifford, Captain Augustus, i, 280, ii, 

381; parentage, ii, 405, 423; claim 
of precedence, 423; marriage, 480 
note 

Clifford, Edward, 17th Baron, ii, 9 note 
Clifford, Elizabeth, ii, 480 note 
Clifford, Sophia Campbell, Dowager 

Lady, cypher name, xiii; appointed 
Governess to Princess Charlotte, ii, 
9, 23; embraced by the King, 23 

Clos, P. A- Choderlos de la, “ Les 
Liaisons dangereuses,” i, 116, 118, 
394 

Cobbett, William, editor of the 
Weekly Register, i, 334, ii, 11, 18 

Cobenzol, Count Louis, ii, 113; at 
Olmiitz, 165 

Coblentz, xix, i, 47 
Cockburn, Admiral Sir George, at 

Marseilles, ii, 520 
Coigny, Antoinette, marriage, i, 177 

note 
Coigny, Fanny de, marriage, ii, 188 
Coigny, Francois Franquetot, Due de, 

i, 177 note 
Coigny, Mdme de, i, 177, 330, 380, 382, 

ii, 64, 500, 510 
Coke, Anne Margaret, marriage, i, 73 

note 
Coke, Lady Mary, death, ii, 404 
Coke, Mr., petition against his election, 

ii, 235 
Coke, Thomas William, i, 73. See 

Leicester 
Colchester, Charles Abbot, Baron, i, 

331 note, ii, 52 
Colli, General Baron de, i, 402 
Collingwood, Admiral Cuthbert, Lord, 

ii, 79; second in command at Tra¬ 

falgar, 137 
Cologne, xix, i, 43 
Cologne, Maximilian Francois Xavier, 

Duke of Bavaria, Elector of, i, 46 
Colquhoun, Sir James, 3rd Baron, ii, 

328 note 
Colquhoun, Lady, ii, 328 
Comet, appearance of a, in 1811, ii, 400 
Compain, Pere, answer to Louis XIII., 

ii, 371 
Compton, Lady Elizabeth, i, 275 note 
Conde, Louis Joseph, Prince de, i, 26, 

372, ii, 360; army of Emigrants, i, 
26 note 

Condrieu, ii, 514 
Contlans, Louise Marthe de, i, 177 note. 

See Coigny 
Constable, Sir Thomas Clifford, lets 

Tixall Hall, ii, 391 
Constant, Benjamin, ii, 503, 508 
Contat, Louise, i, 380 
Conway, Field-Marshal Lord Henry 

Seymour, career, i, 77 note; mar¬ 

riage, 78 note 
Conway, Hugh, i, 69 
Conyngham, Henry, 1st Marquis of, i, 

392 note 
Conyngham, Lady, quarrel with the 

Duchess of Gordon, i, 392 
Cook, Mr., pamphlet, ii, 355 
Cooke, George Frederick, i, 358 
Cooper, Lady Barbara Ashley, mar¬ 

riage, ii, 499 note. See Ponsonby 
Cope, Arabella Diana, i, 8; marriage, 19 

note; second marriage, 373 note. See 
Dorset 

Cope, Catherine, i, 8; marriage. 17 note. 
36, See Strathaven, 19 
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Cope, Sir Charles, i, 8 note, 17 note, 19 
note, 36 note 

Copenhagen, ii, 258; attack on, i, 288, 
302 note; capitulation, 283 note 

Cornwallis, Charles, 1st Marquis of, at 
Torbay, i, 79; accident, 85; Lord 
Lieutenant of Ireland, 192, 221; sup¬ 
pression of the insurrection, 221 
note; resignation, 288 

Cornwallis, Charles, 2nd Marquis of, i, 
319 note; leaves for India, ii, 4 

Courtenay, Eliza, marriage, ii, 502 
Courtenay, William, Viscount, ii, 333 

note; ball, i, 65 
Courtney, Mr., appointed Treasurer of 

the Ordnance, ii, 238 
Courvoisier, Francis, i, 17 note 
Coutts, Mr., i, 28 
Covent Garden Theatre, i, 430 
Coventry, George William, 6th Earl of, 

epigram on, i, 207 
Coventry, George William, 7th Earl 

of, ii, 12 
Cowdray, ii, 211 
Cowley, Henry Wellesley, 1st Baron, 

ii, 366 note, 519 note 
Cowper, Emily, birth, ii, 494 note; ap¬ 

pearance, 494 
Cowper, Emily, Lady, ii, 74; character, 

229 
Cowper, Peter, 5th Earl, ii, 9 note; mar¬ 

riage, 74 
Cowsel, John, ii, 424 
Coxe, A. William, “ The Life and Ad¬ 

ministration of Sir Robert Walpole,” 
i, 208 note; “ Memoirs of Horatio 
Lord Walpole,” 333 

Crabbe, George, poems, ii, 304 
Cracow, xix, i, 64 
Crauford, Lieutenant General Sir 

Charles, devotion of his wife, i, 356; 
Equerry to the Duke of York, ii, 
285 

Craufurd, Major-General Robert, in 
command of the Light Brigade at 
Buenos Ayres, ii, 285 note 

Craufurd, Quintin, return to Paris, 
i, 366; number of his carriages, 

366 
Craven, Berkeley, winnings at play, i, 

468 
Craven, Keppel, ii, 516 
Craven, William, 6th Baron, i, 85 note, 

248 note 
Craven, William, 7th Baron, report of 

his engagement, i, 220 
Croker, John Wilson, Secretary to the 

Admiralty, ii, 385 
Cromie, Sir Michael, treatment of his 

wife, ii, 28 

Cuesta, abandons Talavera, ii, 344; 
dismissal demanded, 344 

Cumberland, C., his play, “ The Wheel 
of Fortune,” ii, 46 

Cumberland, Duchess of, i, 354 
Cumberland, Prince Ernest, Duke of, 

cypher name,xi,xiii; joins the Allies, 
ii, 129; mutiny of his Regiment, 
189; his severity, 189; elected Chan¬ 
cellor of Trinity College, Dublin, 256; 
quarrel with the Prince of Wales, 
426; reconciliation with him, 429 

Curran, John Philpot, i, 286 
Cuxhaven, i, 199 
Czartoryski, Prince Adam Casimir, i, 

485 note 
Czartoryski, Prince Adam George, 

cypher name, ix, xiii, i, 465; Minister 
of Foreign Affairs, 478, 485, 490; 
signs the Treaty of Consort, ii, 101 
note; the Treaty between Russia and 
Great Britain, 207 

Dalkeith, Lord, i, 59 
Dalrymple, Sir Hew, commands Vimi- 

era, ii, 327 note; signs the Conven¬ 
tion of Cintra, 331 note; recalled, 
332 

Damas, Abbe, exiled, ii, 216 
Damas, Comte Etienne de, in England, 

ii, 303 note 
Damas, Roger, ii, 525 
Darner, Mrs., ii, 366 
Danish fleet, threatened invasion of 

Ireland, ii, 261 ; seizure of the, 

315 
Dantzig, taken, ii, 251, 260 note 
Dartmouth, William, 2nd Earl of, i, 

39 note; cypher name, xi, xiv 
David, Jacques Louis, i, 384 
Davoust, Marshal, enters Posen, ii, 

233 note 
Davy, Sir Humphry and Lady, at 

Rome, ii. 514 
Day, Alexander, i, 348 
Deffand, Mdme du, letters to Horace 

Walpole, ii, 367; to Voltaire, 373 
Delacroix, M., Minister of Foreign 

Affairs, i, 127 
Delille, Jacques, ii, 508; illness, i, 410 
Delirium and Insanity, distinction be¬ 

tween, ii, 372 
Delme, Lady Betty, ii, 301 note 
Delme, John, ii, 301 
Delme, Peter, ii, 301 note 
De Mauley, William Ponsonby, Lord, 

ii, 499 note 
Denison, John, i, 392 note 
Denmark, war declared against Eng 

land, ii, 283 note; mission to, 289 . 
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Denon, Dominique YT., Baron de, i, 
382; opinion of Desaix, 388; draw¬ 

ings, 399 
Derby, Edward, 12th Earl of: at 

Trentham, ii, 411; character, 412 
Derby, Elizabeth, Countess of, at 

Trentham, ii, 411 
Desaix, L. Ch. A., i, 388 
Devonshire, Elizabeth, Duchess of : 

death of her husband, ii, 3S9; ex¬ 
pectations, 390; settlement, 391, 
395, 480; on the parentage of her 
children, 405; at Portsmouth. 413, 
416; views on the question of prece¬ 

dence, 426; at Paris, 503 
Devonshire, Georgiana, Duchess of, 

xxiii; operations, i, 125,134,142,206; 
letters to Lord Granville, 233, 282, ii, 
33; congratulations to him on his 
speech, i. 233; mottoes for rings, 282; 
play, 332, 506; illness, 433, ii, 41, 
86, 184; interview with the Prince 
of Wales, i, 451; cypher name, ix, xi, 
xiv, 465, 472; debts, 472, 481; settle¬ 
ment of them, 491, ii, 92; ball, ii, 86; 
conversation with Fox, 174; death, 

185 
Devonshire, William, 5th Duke of, 

xxii; attack of gout, i, 305, 312, ii, 
135; cypher name, ix, x, xiv, 465; 
story of, 475; death of his wife, ii, 
185; sale of Burlington House, 269; 
illness, 274; second marriage, 341, 
345; death, 389 

Devonshire, William Spencer, 6t,h 
Duke of, ii, 389; improvements, 460 

Devonshire House, improvement at, 
ii. 428 

“ Dictionary of National Biography,” 
extract from, ii, 97 note 

Dido, the frigate, xx, i, 69 
Digby, Baron, ii, 490 
Digby, Wm., Dean of Durham, ii, 9 note 
Dino, Duchesse de, ii, 547 
Divoff, Mdme, i, 392, 509 
Divorce, views against, ii, 241 
Dolgorouki, Prince, attentions to 

Princess Galitzin, ii, 282, 295, 297; 
illness, 297 

Dolgorouki, Princess, diamonds, i, 
393; ball, 399 

Don, Genl. Geo., taken prisoner, i, 269 

note 
Donellan, Lord, at Holland House, ii, 

395 
Donnington, xix, i, 4 
Donoughmore, John Hely Hutchinson, 

Earl of, ii, 230 
Dorchester, George Damer, 1st Earl of, 

i, 205 note-, at Bath, 302 

Dorset, Arabella, Duchess of, i. 19; at 
Paris, 373; reception by Mdme 

Bonaparte, 374 
Dorset, John Frederick Sackville, 3rd 

Duke of, i, 19 
Dorset, Duke of, growing blind, ii, 459 

Doublet, Francis, i, 27 note 
Doublet, Mary, marriages, i, 27 note 
Douglas, Alexander, Lord, appearance, 

ii, 75; appointed Ambassador to St. 
Petersburg, 153; at St. Petersburg, 
228; recalled, 242; attachment to 
Countess Potocka, 278; marriage, 

317, 544 note. See Hamilton 
Douglas, Archibald, Lord, i, 25 note 
Douglas, Lady Frances, i, 25 
Douglas, Lady Jane, i, 25 note 
Douglas, Lady, charges against the 

Princess of Wales, ii, 202; deposi¬ 

tion, 204 
Douglas, Susan Euphemia, Lady, ii, 

544 note 
Dowler, Mr., relations with Mrs. 

Clarke, ii, 347 
Down, Dr., ii, 553, 554 
Downes, Colonel LHysses Bagenal 

Burgh, 2nd Baron, ii, 503 
Downshire, Arthur, 3rd Marquis of, 

marriage, ii, 412 
Downshire, Maria, Lady, marriage, ii, 

412 
Downshire, Lady, i, 425 
Drake, Mr., at Leghorn, i, 84 
Dresden, i, 49; battle of, ii, 475 note 
Drogheda, Charles, 6th Earl of, i, 15 

note 
Dropmore, i, 168. 
Drummond, Henry, present to Lady 

Jersey, ii, 290 
Drummond, Miss, marriage, ii, 287; 

character, 287 
Drummond, Mr., engagement, i, 60 
Drummond, William, ii, 323 
Drummond, Sir William, Ambassador 

to the Porte, ii, 98 
Drury Lane Theatre, completion of, i, 

87; opening, 430, ii, 475 
Dublin, ii, 332 
Duckworth, Admiral Sir'John, victory 

of£ San Domingo, ii, 185; com¬ 
mands Baltic Fleet, 265 

Ducos, Roger, i, 351 note 
Dudley, John William Ward, 11th Earl 

of, ii, 12; “ Letters to Ivy,” extract 

from, 470 note 
DuS, Mrs., death, ii, 151 
Dugazon, Louise Rosalie Lefevre, i, 385 
Dumouriez, General Claude Franyois, 

i, 427; invasion of Holland, 64 
note 
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Duncan, Admiral, at Camperdown, i, 

144, 181 
Duncannon, John William, Viscount, i, 

359, 362; attentions to Lady E. 
Villiers, 359, 363; obedience to his 
mother’s wishes, 365; attentions to 
Mrs. Payne, ii, 26, 113; M.P. for 
Yorkshire, 43; proposal of marriage 
to Lady M. Fane, 114; marriage, 
135; attack of inflammation in his 

eyes, 538 
Duncannon, Maria, Lady, marriage, 

ii, 124 note, 135; attack of nose¬ 
bleeding, 156; illness, 434 

Dundas, Henry, marriage, i, 140; 
opinion of Lady Sutherland, 228; 
Secretary for War, 228, 269 note-, at 
Walmer Castle, 252; resignation, 288 • 

See Melville 
Dundas, Lady Jane, i, 251 
Dundas, Hon. Mary, marriage, ii, 144 
Dundas. Robert, i, 228 note, ii, 324 note. 

See Melville 
Dundas, Mrs. R., ii, 324 
Dungannon, Charlotte, Lady, i. 489 
Dungannon, Visconnt, i, 68, 489 note 
Dunkeld, ii, 324 
Dumnore, John, 4th Earl of, 1, 7, /0 note 
Dunmore, Lady, distress at the mar¬ 

riage of her daughter, i, 77 

Dunrobin, i, 68 
Dupre, Mrs., masquerade, ii, /3 
Durham, John George, 1st Earl of, 1, 

191 note . 
Duroc, C. M., ii, 200; at the Parade, i, 

391 
Diisseldorf, i, 44 
Dutch fleet surrender, i, 236, 260 

Dutens, Louis, i, 204 
'Duval, Jean Pierre, i, 398 

Eardley, Lord, ball, i, 18 

Earl, John, i, 36 note 
East India Co.’s Charter, n, 435 note 
Easton, Capt., commits suicide, i, 161 

Ebrington, Lord, at Paris, ii, 500 
Ebrington, Lady, i, 123 note 
Eden, Sir Morton, British Minister at 

Berlin, i, 53. See Henley 
Eden, Wm., i, 41 note. See Auckland 

Edgeworth, Maria, i, 386 
Edgeworth, Mr., i, 406 

Edinburgh, ii, 322 
Edinburgh Review, ii, 275 
Edwards, Bryan, i, 181 note. See 

Bryan . , ,, 
Egerton, Lady Caroline, i, 3,14; death, 

°54; legacies, 54 .. 
Egerton, General John William, n, 4ob. 

"r?ee Bridgewater 

Egerton, Lady Louisa, marriage, xviii 
Egerton, Mr., M.P. for Newcastle, i, 55 
Egremont, Lord, i, 114; report on the 

number of his children, ii, 474 

Egypt, conquest of, i, 288 _ 
El Arish, treaty signed at, i, 276 note 
Elbe, the, ii, 487 
Eldon, Lord, Lord Chancellor, i, 4/b, 

ii, 242; grief at death of his son, ii, 
160; reads King’s speech, 354 note 

Election, General, ii, 432 
Elgin, Charles, 4th Earl of, i, 195 note 
Elgin, Thomas, 7th Earl of, i, 189; at 

Berlin, 202 
Eliot, Edward, i, 169 note 
Eliot, Edward James, death, i, 1 / 5 
Eliot, Lady Georgiana, attack of 

scarlet fever, i, 493; death, ii, 186 
Eliot, Lord and Lady, death, i, 453 
Eliot, W., engagement, i, 169; at 

Trentham, 173; Under-Secretary at 
the Foreign Office, 471; attack of 
scarlet fever, 493. See St. Germans 

Elizabeth, Empress of Russia, appear¬ 
ance, ii, 78; relations with the Em¬ 

peror, 78 , T, 
Ellenborough, Edward Law, 1st Baron, 

appointed Lord Chief Justice, ii, 1 73, 
177; opposition to admission into the 

Cabinet, 180; stories of Paley, 314 

Elliot, Andrew, ii, 145 note 
Elliot, Eleanor, i, 41 note 
Elliot, Elizabeth, ii, 145 note 
Elliot, Sir Gilbert, i, 41 note; at 

Florence, 73 \ created Baron Minto, 

ii, 96 note , 
Elliot, Mr., appointed Chief Secretaiy 

of Ireland, ii, 177 
Elliot, Mrs., opinion of Bonaparte, i, 

285 
Ellis, Charles Rose, i, 129 note-, his 

wig, 182, 217 note; illness of his wife, 
315- at Portsmouth, ii, 110; at 

Madrid, ii, 533. See Seaford 
Ellis, Colonel, marriage, ii, 502 
Ellis, Elizabeth, marriage, i, 217 note; 

illness, 315, 332, 357 
Ellis, George, member of Lord Malmes- 

bury’s Mission to Paris, i, 127, 129; 
to Lille, 158; contributor to the 

Anti-Jacobin, 195 note 

Ellis, Mr., at Turin, ii, 552 

Elliston, acting, ii, 46 ...... . 
Ely, Charles, 1st Marquis of, i, 434 note 

Ely, Jane, Lady, i, 494 
England, war declared by I ranee, xx, 

i°62 415, 421; threatened invasion, 
87 141 note, 192, 434, ii, 202; 
Treaties with Russia, ii, 101 note, 
228, 244; war declared by Russia, 
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xxi, ii, 234, 312; by Denmark, 283 
note-, proposed Treaty with Spain, 
404; war declared by the United 
States, 425; Treaty with Sweden, 
486; peace with France, 497 

Errol, Elizabeth Blake, Countess of, i, 
188 note 

Erskine, Thomas, 1st Baron, egotism, 
i, 366; appointed Lord Chancellor, ii, 
173, 177; story of, 314 

Este, Augustus Frederick d’, birth, i, 
77 note 

Este, Ellen Augusta d’, birth, i, 77 note 
Esterhazy, Prince, i, 45; at Castle 

Howard, ii, 313 

Etruria, kingdom of, ii, 532 note 
Etruria, Marie Louise, Queen of, at 

Rome, ii, 516; at Genoa, 530; ap¬ 
pearance, 532 

Euston, Lord, appearance, ii, 368; 
^ friendship with Mrs. Villiers, 368 

Exeter, Elizabeth, Countess of, ii, 287 
Eylau, battle of, ii, 259 note 

Fabvier, Colonel, trial, ii, 547 note 
Fagel, James, ii, 490 note 
Fagniani, Maria, ii, 188 note 
Falmouth, i, 71 

Fane, Lady Augusta, marriage, i, 498 
note. See Boringdon, Lady 

Fane, Lady Maria: engagement, ii, 114; 
marriage, 135. See Duncannon 

Fane, Lady Sarah, cypher name, x, 

xii, xiv; appearance, i, 332; criti¬ 
cism on, 389; attentions of Lord 
Granville, 414; marriage, 454 note. 
See Villiers and Jersey 

Fanshaw, Miss, ii, 549 

Farquhar, Sir Walter, i, 356, 357, ii, 32, 
41, 147; report on the illness of Pitt 
ii, 158, 163, 175 

Farren, Elizabeth, marriage, ii, 411 
See Derby 

Fauconberg, Henry Belasyse, 2nd Earl 
of: death, i, 335; legacies to his 
daughters, 335 

Fawcett, John, i, 358 

Fawcett, General Sir William, career, 
i, 270 note-, member of the Privy 
Council, 270 note 

Fazakerley, Elizabeth, marriage, xviii 
Fazakerley, Nicholas, xviii 

Featherstonhaugh, Sir Henry, i, 246 
Ferchenbeck, Mdme, i, 202 

Ferdinand III., Emperor of Austria, ii 
532 note ’ 

Ferdinand VII., King of Spain, return 
from captivity, ii, 519 

Ferrars, Lady Elizabeth Compton, 
Baroness, i, 122 note 

Ferte, Mdme la, ii, 513 

Fesch, Cardinal, ii, 356 note 
Fielding, H., literary characters, ii, 370 
Filleul, Adelaide Marie, marriages, i, 

388. See Souza 
Fincastle, Viscount, i, 7 

Finland, ceded to Russia, ii, 129 note 
Fitzgerald, Lord Henry, i, 21; mar¬ 

riage, 21 note 
Fitzherbert, Maria Anne, marriages, i, 

93 note-, relations with the Prince of 
Wales, 93; wish to reconcile the 
Prince and Princess of Wales, 482, 
484; illness, ii, 120; gift from the 
Prince of Wales, 429 

Fitzherbert, Thomas, i, 93 note 
Fitzpatrick, Lady Louisa, i, 36 note 
Fitzpatrick, General Hon. Richard, i, 

164, 205, ii, 14; epigram on Lord 
Coventry, i, 207; appointed Secre¬ 
tary at War, ii, 173; grief at the 
death of Fox, 208; operation, 230; 
M.P. for Bedford, 250 

Fitzroy, Henry, i, 122 note 
Fitzwilliam, William Wentworth, 4th 

Earl, i, 179 note, ii, 65, 66; joins 
the Government, i, 93 note-. Lord 
Lieutenant of Yorkshire, 204; poli¬ 
tical views, 204 note-, appointed 
Lord President of the Council, ii, 
177; resignation, 213 

Flahault, General Comte de, sino'in0' 
ii, 508, 509 ° ° 

Flahault, Mdme de, marriage, i, 352 
Flanders, English troops in, i, 62, 64 
Fleet, English, mutiny of, i, 149-154 
Fleming, Sir John, ii, 333 note 
Fletcher, Mr., defeat at Newcastle, i, 

55 

Fleury, Duchesse de, i, 142 note. See 
Montrond 

Florence, i, 84, ii, 554 

Flushing, blockade of, ii, 343; sur¬ 
renders, 343 note 

Foley, Captain, engagement, i, 342 
Fontainebleau, ii, 511 

Fontenay, Jean J. Devin, Marquis de, 
i, 135 note, 362 note 

Fonthill, ii, 544 

Foote, Captain E. J., i, 247 note 
Forbes, Lady Elizabeth, ii, 500 note 
Foroalquier, Mdme de, i, 27 

Forest, Comte Antoine de La, ii, 221 
Foster, Rt. Hon. Sir Augustus, i, 474; 

appointed Minister to the United’ 
States, ii, 381, 425 

Foster, Lady Elizabeth, i, 115, 217 

note, 472; cypher name, x, xiv; ill¬ 
ness, ii, 312; marriage, 341, 345; 

character, 345. See Devonshire 
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Foster, Frederick, i, 379, ii, 425; aver¬ 
sion for Lady Holland, ii, 301 

Foster, John Thomas, i, 115 note; 
death, 131 

Fourrier, M., at Marseilles, ii, 516 
Fox, Rt. Hon. Charles J., on the rights 

of the Prince of Wales, i, 11; char- ] 
acter of his policy, 51, 79, 369, ii, 66, 
189; quarrel with the Duke of Port¬ 
land, i, 76, 77; speech on Ireland, 
145; relations with Burke, 166; 
criticisms on his speeches, 188, 305, 
306, 310; on reform of Parliament, 
193; two accidents, 250; defence of 
Lord Granville’s speech, 309; an¬ 
nouncement of his marriage, 344; 
at Paris, 352; presented to Bona¬ 
parte, 353; defence of Windham and 
Pitt, 355; conversation with Talley¬ 
rand, 361; visit to Mdme Caharrus, 
362; views on the proposed coalition 
with Pitt, 436, 441; opinion of Lord 
Granville, 442, ii, 73; letter to the 
Prince of Wales advising co-opera¬ 
tion with Pitt, i, 452; relations with 
Sheridan, 456; cypher name, ix, xiv, 
464, 465, 470; opinion of Pitt, 479; 
defence of infamous characters, ii, 

11; trust in Canning, 23; passion for 
chess, 44; speech on a junction of 
parties, 74; foreign policy, 103; at 
Stowe, 104; appointed Secretary to 

the Foreign Office, 153, 173, 177; on 
the death of Pitt, 162; views on the 
payment of his debts, 167, 169; 
relations with Canning, 168, 195, 
214; conversation with the Duchess 
of Devonshire, 174; characteristics, 

178; letter to Lord Granville, 185; 
attack of dropsy, 203, 205; illness 
and death, 208-211; funeral, 217; 
“ History of the Revolution of 

1688,” 399 note 
Fox, General, i, 382 
Fox, Judge, trial, ii, 35, 42 
Fox, Miss, i, 36; relations with the 

Prince of Wales, 220; appearance, 

220; marriage, ii, 275 
Fox, Mrs., at Paris, i, 354; reception, 

360; death of her husband, ii, 208- 

211; pension, 215 
France, revolution, i, 38, coalition 

against, 38, 192; war declared 
against England, 62, 415, 421; in¬ 
vasion of Holland, 62, 64 note; 
threatened invasion of England, 87, 

192, 434, ii, 102; treaty of peace 
with Austria, i, 144, 147 note, ii, 2; 
negotiations of peace with England, 

xxT i, 151; Treaty of Peace, 288, 303, 

314, 497; condition of, 304, 331; war 
with Prussia, ii, 218; Treaty of Peace 
with Russia, xxi, ii, 234; armistice 

with Sweden, 249 note 
Francis I., Emperor of Austria, ii, 153 

note, 229 
Francis II., Emperor of Germany, 

cypher name, xi, xiv, i, 465; corona¬ 
tion, xix, 45; defeat at Austerlitz, 
ii, 153 note; assumes title of Francis 
I., Emperor of Austria, 153 note 

Frankenhausen, ii, 218, 221 
Frankfort, xix, i, 44, 48; taken by the 

French, 58 
Fraser, General Alexander, advance on 

Rosetta, ii, 253 note 
Fraser, Mrs., i, 219, 222, ii, 219 
Frederick William II., King of Prussia, 

ball, i, 45; death, xx 
Frederick William III., King of Prussia: 

cypher name, xi, xv; accession, xx, l, 
144; attack of measles, 199,201,203; 

character, ii, 134, 138, 144; hesi¬ 
tates to join the Allies, 143, 144; at 

Tilsit, 264, 267; 
Free Trade, right of, ii, 435 note 
French Army, in possession of May- 

ence and Frankfort, i, 58; defeat the 
Austrians, 139 note, 144, 289; pre¬ 
parations for the invasion of Ireland, 
141; at Bantry Bay, 142; invasion 

i of Swabia, 240; defeat the Russians, 
i 268; in possession of Hanover, 423; 
s encamped near Olmiitz, ii, 148; 
; victory at Austerlitz, 151; defeated 
, off San Domingo, 185; at the battle of 

s Maida, 207 note; Vimiera, 326; ad- 
, vance in Spain, 351; siege of Ciudad 
; Rodrigo, 351; defeated at Albuera, 
i 378; characteristics in battle, 387, 
; 406; policy in Spain, 401; annihi- 
f lated, 432; in possession of Valencia, 

432; defeated at the battle of Sala¬ 
manca, 432; age of the conscripts, 
467; evacuate Salamanca, 468; de- 

3 feated at the battle of Vittoria, 468, 

, 471 note; defeated at Leipzig, 487 
Frere, Bartholomew, ii, 64, 69; cypher 

., name, x, xiv; Secretary of Legation 
at Lisbon, ii, 8; note to the Junta, 
demanding dismissal of Guesta 

i 344 tt i v. 
1 Frere, Rt. Hon. John Hookham, 

career, i, 188 note; accompanies Lord 
; Granville to Berlin, 188, 190, 203; 
', contributor to the Anti-Jacobin, 195 

e note; cypher name, x, xiv, 465; ap- 
; pointed Envoy Extraordinaiy to 

Prussia, ii, 250 

I, Freynada, ii, 432 
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Friedland, battle of, ii, 234, 259 note, 
260 note, 272 

Fullerton, Alexander George, ii, 460 
note 

Galbo, Mdme, i, 354 
Gale, John, ii, 102 

Galitzin, Princess Serge, i, 56, ii, 7; at 
St. Petersburg, i, 499, 507; cypher 
name, ix, x, xiv, 509; friendship with 
Lord Granville, ii, 38, 40, 47, 72, 100, 
110, 122, 156, 194; story of the girl 
from Siberia, 48; appearance, 62 
note-, mode of life, 62 note-, wish to 
obtain a divorce, 234, 240; change in 
her relations with Lord Granville, 
263, 268, 278, 282; attentions from 
the Emperor Alexander, 282, 293; 
friendship with Prince Dolgorouki, 
282, 295; quarrel with Lord Gran¬ 
ville, 296, 298; illness, 297 

Galloway, Alexander, 6th Earl of, xviii, 
i, 4 note, ii, 318 note 

Galloway, John, 7th Earl of, i, 187 
note, 271 note 

Galway, Mrs., ii, 457 
Gambier, Admiral James, 1st Baron, 

commands Baltic Fleet, ii, 266 
Gambling, views against, i, 33 
Gardner, Mrs., i, 282, 283 
Garlies, Lord, at Paris, i, 27-31; ex¬ 

pedition to the West Indies, 69; 
wounded, 91; return, 98 

Gamier, Captain Charles, ii, 301 note 
Gas, introduction of, in London, ii, 

281; price of the shares, 281 
Geary, Sir W., i, 147 
Geneva, ii, 549 

Genlis, Mdme de, pension, i, 347; 
“ Influence des Femmes sur la 
Litterature,” ii, 424 

Genoa, ii, 532; annexation of, 87 
George III., King, accession, xviii; at¬ 

tacks of madness, i, 11,288, 300, 456, 
ii, 351, 372, 373 note-, recovery, i. 13, 
15, 301; views on Lord Granville’s 
proposal to raise a Battalion, 270; 
opposition to the Roman Catholic 
Emancipation measure, 288, 290, 
293, ii, 76; relations with the Prince 
of Wales, i, 429, 430, 454, 459, ii, 4; 
relations with his wife, i, 458, 473; 
cypher name, xi, xiv, 465; attentions 
to Lady Pembroke, 473, ii, 18, 25; in¬ 
interview with the Prince of Wales, 
i, 477; passion for Lady Ilchester, 
ii, 9; treatment of Lady Clifford, 23; 

presents to Lad}r Pembroke’s son, 
25; treatment of Pitt, 28; letter to 
him, 65; condition of his eyes, 87, 88, | 

94; loses the sight of one eye, 157; 
interview with Lord Grenville, 168, 
175; provision for Lady H. Stan¬ 
hope, 170; opinion of the Princess of 
Wales, 204; reprimands her, 239; 
meeting with his sister, 266; blind¬ 
ness, 294; report on his condi¬ 
tion, 374, 376 note, 391, 429; illness, 

546; death, 546 note 
George IV., King, coronation, ii, 550; 

visit to Ireland, 551 
George, Mdlle, acting, i, 377, 389, 400. 

See Weimer 
Gerepzoff, Mdme, i, 476, 477, 494; 

opinion of Lord Granville, ii, 103 
Giamboni, ii, 503 
Giffard, Sir Duke, ii, 409 note 
Giffard, Lady, marriage, ii, 74; 

daughters, 409 
Gifford, William, editor of the Anti- 

Jacobin, i, 195 note; notes on the 
intercepted correspondence, 247 

Gillies, Lord, story of, ii, 418 
Gillray, James, caricature “ The 

Glorious Reception of the Ambas¬ 
sador of Peace,” i, 130 note; con¬ 
tributor to Anti-Jacobin, 195 note 

Girard, General, defeated at Arrozo del 
Molino, ii, 417 note 

Girardin, Mdme, ii, 509, 511 
Gisburne, Thomas, appearance, ii, 543 
Glasgow, i, 24 
Gloucester, William Henry, Duke of, 

death, ii, 108, 123 

Gloucester, Duke of, election to Cam¬ 
bridge University, ii, 385 

Glover, Richard, epic poem “ Leoni¬ 
das,” ii, 494 

Goderich, Hon. Frederick Robinson, 
Viscount, i, 165 note 

Godoy, Manuel, ii, 312 note; Prime 
Minister of Spain, disappearance, 
316 

Goldsmith, Lewis, “ The Argus,” ii, 357 
Gordon, Alexander, 4th Duke of, i, 

14 note, 68 note, 336 note, ii, 338 
note; at Bath, i, 302 

Gordon, Dr., at Paris, ii, 553 

Gordon, Lady Georgiana: report of en¬ 
gagement to the Duke of Bedford, i, 
336; marriage, 336 note. See 
Russell, Lady John 

Gordon, Jane, Duchess of, i, 68; balls, 
14, 382, 401; Assembly, 38; in Paris, 
376; treatment of LadyBessborough, 
380; quarrel with Lady Conyng- 
ham, 392; attentions to Mdme Louis 
Bonaparte, 407; account of her 
quarrel with the Prince of Wales, 
424; accident, ii, 87 
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Gordon, Lady Louisa, appearance, i, 76 
Gordon, Lady Margaret, ii, 318 note 
Gordon, Lady Susan, i, 08; marriage, 

68 note, 73 
Gower, Evelyn, wife of 1st Earl, i, 441 
Gower, George Granville, Earl: birth, 

xviii; appointed Ambassador to 
Paris, xix, i, 21; leaves Paris, 51; 
at Trentham, 57; Roehampton, 117; 
expedition to Sheerness, 150, 152; 
at Dunrobin, 220; Lord Steward, 
229; conduct to his father, 229; ap¬ 
pointed Joint Postmaster-General, 

239; letter to Lord Stafford, 239; 
legacy, 416. See Stafford and 

Trentham 
Gower, Granville, 2nd Earl: birth, 

xvii; career, xvii; created Marquis of 

Stafford, xvii, i, 6. See Stafford 
Gower, John, 1st Earl, i, 5 note 
Gower, Mary, Dowager Lady, accident 

and death, i, 5 note 
Gower House, Whitehall, i, 5 note; its 

history, 5 note 
Graham, General Sir Thomas: lands 

at Algecirak, ii, 378; at the battle of 
Rarrosa, 382; relations with Lord 
Wellington, 397; on the blunders 
committed at the battle of Albueia, 

403; invalided home, 437, 438; 
report on the armies in Spain, 439; 
takes St. Sebastian, 472 note; at 
Bidassoa, 483; gives up command, 

483. See Lynedoch 
Gramont, Beatrix de Choiseul, Duch- 

esse de, i, 27; temporary place of 

burial, ii, 322 . 
Gramont, Mdlle Consande de, i, 366, 

ii 33 
Gramont, Due de, in England, ii, 303 

Granard, George, 6th Earl of, n, 500 

UOte .. 
Granby, Lord, death, ii, 

Grand, Mdme, i, 354 . 
Grantham, Thomas, 2nd Baron, l, 319 

Grantham, Lord, attentions to Miss 

Wellesley Pole, ii, 44 
Granville, Granville Leveson Gower, ( 

1st Earl, birth, xix, i, 1; portrait, 1; i 
at school, xix, 2; Oxford xix, 15; 
tour in Scotland, 23; at Pans, xix, 

27-31 ii, 498, 538; attack of noso- 
bleeding, i, 29; at Nuneham, 35; at a 
ball at Blenheim, 37; tour abroad, 
xix 41-64; at Amsterdam, 41; the 
Harne, 42; Cologne, 43; Diisseldorf, 
44; Frankfort, 44, 48; Mayence, 45; 
Coblentz, 47; Dresden, 49; Berlin, 

53, 199, ii, 164; studies German, i, 53; 
at St. Petersburg, 55, 474, ii, 277; 
journey to Warsaw, i, 63; joins Staf¬ 
fordshire Militia, xix, 64; at Ports¬ 
mouth, 69; journey by sea, xx, 70; 
at Cadiz, 74; Leghorn, 81; advice 
from his mother, 82; at Florence, 84; 
Naples, 86; Plymouth, 89, 210; 
desire for official work, 91, 95; char¬ 
acter, 92; life in London, 103-106, 
113; M.P. for Lichfield, xx, 108; 
appointed to Lord Malmesbury’s 
Mission to Paris, 108, 127, 129, 144; 
friendship with Lady Bessborough, 

xxiii, 108, 112, 120, ii, 72, 348; at 
Wootton, i, 119; Keel, 121; reasons 
for his refusal of the position of 
Comptroller of the Household, 128; 

journey to Paris, 130; embraced 
by the Poissardes, 130; return to 

London, 143, 207, ii, 207, 312; mem¬ 
ber of the Mission to Lille, i, 155; 
at Lille, 159-167; sent to report to 
Lord Grenville, 167; views on the 
failure of negotiations at Lille, 174; 
habit of wearing a wig, 176; reasons 
for wishing to decline the embassy 
to Berlin, 184, 186; advice from his 
father, 185; appointed Ambassador 
to Berlin, xx, 188; extravagance, 
211; asked to move the Address, 
212; advice on preparing a speech, 
226; congratulations on his speech, 
xx, 230-233; M.P. for Staffordshire, 
xxi, 236, 244, ii, 219; attack of tooth¬ 
ache, i, 243, 246, ii, 70; wish to raise 
a Battalion of Volunteers, i, 267; 
views on the Union of Great Britain 
and Ireland, 237; difficulties respect¬ 
ing his Battalion, 269-272; appointed 
Lord of the Treasury, xxi, 280; 
accident, 285; love of gambling, 287, 
460; on the resignation of Pitt, 289; 
wish to resign office, 290-292, 295. 
299; views on Roman Catholic Eman¬ 
cipation, 296; defence of Canning, 
298; speech on the Address, 305 
note, 307, 308; nickname, xviii, 308, 
483; at Castle Howard, 354; opinion 
of the policy of Fox, 369; attentions 
to Lady S. Fane, 415-417; speech on 
the adjournment of Parliament, 420; 

views on the policy of Pitt, 423, ii, 90; 
at Canwell, i, 430, ii, 217; conversa¬ 
tion with Pitt, i, 434; death of his 
father, xxi, 438; reads old letters, 441; 
appointed Ambassador to St. Peters¬ 

burg, xxi, 443, 457 note, ii, 234, 242; 
attentions to Lady H. Stanhope, i, 
458, 462, 466, ii, 15, 39; present of 
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religious books from his mother, i, 
463;.journey to St. Petersburg, 468, 
488; reception, 474, 476; duties, 485, 
ii, 62; on the difficulties of writing 
despatches, i, 490; views on society 
in St. Petersburg, 499, ii, 6, 37, 47; 
friendship with Princess Galitzin, 38, 
40, 47, 72, 100, 122, 156; with Mdme 
Zoubow, 47; supposed* likeness to 
Antinous, 47, 50; letter from Lady 
H. Stanhope, 48, 62; views on the 
reconciliation between Pitt and 
Addington, 61, 70; at a ball at the 
Russian Court, 78; mode of life, 99; 
house in the country, 100, 282; 

^Treaty of Consort, 101 note; death of 
his mother, xxi, 105, 122; views on 
the diplomatic service, 115; wish to 
be recalled, 115, 121, 153; denial of 
reports, 130; delay in his return, 140; 
preparations for his journey to 
Pulavie, 140; at Briinn, J41; Olmiitz, 
142, 148; Troppau, 151; report of his 
gambling, 157; sympathy with Lady 
Bessborough on the death of her 
sister, 199; signs the Treaty with 
Russia, 207; at Trentham, 212, 411; 
political views, 220; at Saltram, 230; 
wish to marry Princess Galitzin, 234, 
240; at Badminton, 236, 334, 351; 
Worcester, 239; re-appointed Am¬ 
bassador to Russia, 247; instruc¬ 
tions, 248 note; sale of his horse, 254; 
account of voyage, 257, 262; at 
Copenhagen, 258; Memel, 263; Tilsit, 
264; change in his relations with 
Princess Galitzin, 278, 282; rent of 
his house, 279; criticism on “ Co- 
rinne,” 283; gift from the Queen of 
Prussia, 296; quarrel with Princess 
Galitzin, 296, 298; leaves St. Peters¬ 
burg, 312; at Blandford Park, 317; 
Sandon, 322, 359, 480; views on the 
Convention of Cintra, 338; appointed 
Secretary at War, xxi, 341; resigna¬ 
tion, 341; engagement, 348; mar¬ 
riage, xxii, 350; life at Badminton, 
354, 357; Lilleshall, 362, 394; birth 
of his daughters, 370, 460; rents 
Tixall Hall, 391; fall, 399; at Bolton 
Abbey, 471; defence of Canning, 
493; at Spa, 497; promise of a 
Peerage, 498, 500; created Viscount 
Granville of Stone, xxii, 536; birth 
of a son, 540; appointed Ambassador 
to the Hague and Paris, xxii; in¬ 
vested with the Grand Cross of the 
Bath, xxii; created Earl Granville, 
xxii; attack of paralysis, xxii; death, 
xxii; letters to Lady Bessborough, 

i, 131; letters to G. Canning,ii, 89-91, 
247; letter to his father, i, 186; 
letters to his mother, i, 4; letters to 
his sister Susan, i, 12, 15, 44, 56 

Granville, Granville George, 2nd Earl, 
birth, xxii, ii, 540 note 

Granville, Harriet, Lady, ii, 536; at 
Paris, 538; publication of her letters, 
xxii, ii, 538; birth of a son, 540; on 
the death of Lady Bessborough, 555 

Grasse, ii, 523 
Grassini, acting, ii, 74, 507 
Grattan, Henry, ii, 65, 466; speech 

on Roman Catholic Emancipation, 
72; character, ii, 466 

Great Britain, proposed Act of Union 
with Ireland, i, 236; passed, 239, 
276; Coalition Treaty, ii, 1; Treaty 
with Russia, 207; Treaty of Alliance 
with Austria, Russia, and Prussia, 
475 note; Treaty of Peace with the 
United States, 520 note 

Great Glogau, surrender of, ii, 233 note 
Green, Mr., i, 367 
Grenville, George, Prime Minister, i, 

241 note 
Grenville, Rt. Hon. Thomas, at Pet- 

worth, i, 115; relations with Lady 
Bessborough, 121; wrecked on his 
journey to Berlin, 241; criticism on 
his speech, 309; cypher name, x, xiv, 
465; appointed to the Admiralty, ii, 
212 note 

Grenville, William, i, 7 
Grenville, William Wyndham, 1st 

Baron, i, 193 note, 242 note; ap¬ 
pointed Teller of the Exchequer, 
88; Secretary of State for Foreign 
Afiairs, 127; private letter from Lord 
Malmesbury, 167; character of his 
speech, 182, ii, 16, 489; resignation, 
i, 288; cypher name, xi, xiv, 465; 
“Intercepted Letter,” 475; ap¬ 
pointed Prime Minister and 1st Lord 
of the Treasury, ii, 153, 173, 177; 
interviews with George III., 168, 
175; resignation, 234; censure on the 
Ministry, 354 note; refusal to join 
the Government, 431, 436 note 

Greville, Charles, i, 106; marriage, 39 
note; at Margate, 224; Longleat, ii, 

Greville, Lady Charlotte: cypher name, 
ix, x, xiv, i, 491, ii, 200; at Longleat. 
ii, 411 6 

Greville, Eulke, i, 39 note, 106 note 
Grey, Lieutenant-General Sir Charles, 

1st Earl, in command of the forces 
for the West Indies, i, 70, 91 note, 
98 note; death, ii, 307, 310 
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Grey, Charles, 2nd Earl, i, 70 note-, 
opinion of Lord Granville’s speech, 
245; letter to the Duchess of Devon¬ 
shire, 422; cypher name, x, xiv, 
465; criticism on his speech, ii, 16; 
trust in Canning, 23; criticism of 
Roscius’s acting, 40; allusions to the 
charges against, 55 note; views on 
Canning’s speceh, 56; appointed 1st 
Lord of the Admiralty, 173; conver¬ 
sation with Lady Bessborough, 222; 
illness, 313; criticism on Canning, 
321; refusal to join the Government, 
431, 436 note. See Howick 

Grey, Sir George, i, 70 
Grey, Lady Hannah, marriage, ii, 288 
Grey, Lady, hostile views on Canning, 

ii, 321 
Grosvenor, Richard, 1st Earl, i, 275 note 
Grosvenor, Thomas, i, 21; marriage, 

140; story of, 275 
Guadeloupe, Island of, surrender, i, 91 
Guerin, M., acting, ii, 518 
Guiche, Mdme de, i, 283, 285 
Guilford, Frederick North, 5th Earl of, 

ii, 543 
Gunning, Elizabeth, i, 20 note. See 

Argyll 
Gunning, Miss, i, 7, 34 

Hague, the, six, i, 42 
Hale, Mrs., i, 11 
Halford, Sir H„ report on the condi¬ 

tion of George III., ii, 429 
Hallowell, Captain, ii, 266. See Carew 
Hamilton, Alexander, 10th Duke of, ii, 

544 note 
Hamilton, Lady Anne, ii, 318 
Hamilton, Archibald, 9th Duke of, i, 

15 note, 248 note, ii, 318 note 
Hamilton, Lord Archibald, i, 15, ii, 

328; treatment of Lady Bess¬ 
borough, i, 248 

Hamilton, Lady Catherine, marriage, 
ii, 94 

Hamilton, Cecil, i, 57, 228 note. See 
Abercorn, Lady 

Hamilton, Captain, Sir Charles, xx, i, 
69, 70, 74 

Hamilton, Douglas, 8th Duke of, ii, 
287 note 

Hamilton and Argyll, Elizabeth, 
Duchess of, xviii. See Argyll 

Hamilton, James, 6th Duke of, ii, 411 
note 

Hamilton, Lady Maria, affection for 
Lord Henry Petty, ii, 74 

Hamilton, Lady, letter from Naples, i, 
249; attitudes, ii, 35; and Nelson, 113 

Hammersmith, xix, i, 2 note 

Hammond, Mr., ii, 66, 68 
Hanover: taken by the French, i, 193 

note, 423; ceded to Prussia, ii, 218 
Hanslop, i, 6 note 
Harcourt, Lady Anne Vernon, i, 35 
Harcourt, Edward Vernon, Bishop of 

Carlisle, i, 1, 35, ii, 41 
Harcourt, Lady, i, 35 
Harcourt, Lord, i, 35; opinion of Lady 

Jersey, 221 
Hardenberg, Count, i, 193 note 
Hardwick, i, 179, 305; alarm of fire at, 

180 
Hardy, Sir J., ii, 205 
Hardy, Thomas, arrest and acquittal, 

i, 105 note 
Hare, Mr., criticisms on the speeches 

of Ministers, i, 306, 308, 309; at 
Chatsworth, 317; arguments with 
L^dy Bessborough, 317; opinion of 
Lord Granville, 319; of Mr. Adding¬ 
ton, 320; memory, 322; on seeing 
Lady Bessborough blu^L 327; in¬ 
vention of a letter from Lord 
Hawkesbury to Bonaparte, 350; 
attack of asthma at Paris, 360, 365; 
recovery, 373; illness, 418; death, 
418 note 

Harold, Anthony, Earl of, i, 5 note 
Harold, General, i, 44 
Harpe, Jean Francis de la, i,- 386; 

death, 410; Cours de Litterature, ii, 
369, 370 

Harrington, General Charles, 3rd Earl 
of, Mission to Vienna, ii, 138; Com- 
mander-in-Chief in Ireland, 333 

Harrington, Charles, 4th Earl of, i, 
194 note 

Harrington, William, 2nd Earl of, i, 
356 note 

Harris, Lady Catherine, i, 468 
Harrowby, Dudley, 1st Earl, ap¬ 

pointed to the Foreign Office, i, 443; 
cypher name, xi, xiv, 465, 474; 
accident, 492, 494; recovery, 503, 
ii, 23; opinion of Lord Granville’s 
despatches, i, 503, 505, ii, 23; char¬ 
acter, ii, 53, 361; appointed to the 
Duchy of Lancaster, 92; letters to 
Lord Granville, 104, 246; visit to 
Berlin, 126; illness, 160, 164, 166, 
222; return, 167, 178; appointed 
Lord President of the Council, 431 

Harrowby, Susan, Lady, letter to Lord 
Granville on the death of her mother, 
ii, 105; character, 361 

Hartington, Lord, death of his father, 
ii, 389; settlement on the Duchess, 
390, 391, 395; amount of his income, 
404; portrait, 405. See Devonshire 
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Hartopp, Sir E., criticism on his speech, 
i, 309 

Harvey, Rear-Admiral Henry, capture 
of Trinidad, i, 146 note 

Harvey, Mrs., at Longleat, ii, 411 
Hastings, i, 466, ii, 111, 293; meteors 

at, i, 467; storm at, ii, 297 
Hastings, Francis Rawden, Marquis of, 

i, 72 note 
Hastings, Warren, Governor-General 

of India: trial, i, 80, 90; acquittal, 108 
Hatchett, Charles, ii, 400 
Hatfield, ii, 495 
Hatton, Lady Anne, i, 88 note; at 

Teignmouth, 106; dignity, 164; mar¬ 
riage, 229 note, 279; appearance, 279 
note. See Abercorn 

Hatton, Henry, i, 88 note 
Haugwitz, Count Gratien H. K., 

Minister of Foreign Affairs, i, 193; 
character of his policy, 193 note; con¬ 
vention ceding Hanover to Prussia, 
ii, 218 note; report of his arrest, 227 

Hawkesbury, Louisa, Lady, i, 217 
Hawkesbury, Charles Jenkinson, 

Baron, i, 7, 350. See Liverpool 
Hawkesbury, Robert Bankes Jenkin¬ 

son, Baron, i, S; marriage, 217 note, 
497 note; signs the Treaty of Peace 
with France, 288, 303; Secretary of 
State for Foreign Affairs, 292, 303; 
nickname, xxiv, 298, 497; criticism 
on his speech, 309; appearance, 329, 
345; on the return of the army from 
Egypt, 329; appointed Secretary to 
the Home Office, 443, 502 note, ii, 
242; controversy with Canning, ii, 
4, 11, 19-21; appointed temporary 
lst Lord of the Admiralty, 59; inter¬ 
views with the Duke of Portland and 
King George III., 166. See Jenkin¬ 
son and Liverpool 

Hawkesbury, Theodosia, Lady, i, 497 
note 

Hazencourt, Mdlle de, relations with 
Bonaparte, i, 470; reasons for stay 
in England, 470 

Heathcote,Elizabeth, i, 21 note, 275 note 
Heathcote, Sir Gilbert, i, 21 note, 275 

note; proposal of marriage to Miss 
Manners, 65 

Heathcote, John, accident, i, 365 
Heathcote, Sir John, i, 284 
Heaton, management of the Duke of 

Devonshire’s business,ii, 390; salary 
395, 396 

Henley, Morton Eden, 1st Baron, i, 53 
note 

Hertford, Francis Charles, 3rd Marquis 
of, ii, 188 note 

Hertford, Lady, in Ireland, ii, 232; at¬ 
tentions from the Prince of Wales, 
294; relations with him, 297; love of 
diamonds, 429 

Hervey, Elizabeth, marriage, i, 217. 
See Ellis 

Hervey, Captain John Augustus, 
Baron, i, 217 note 

Hervey, Lady, at Madrid, ii, 533 
Hervey, Lady Louisa Theodosia, mar¬ 

riage, i, 217 note, 497 note. See 
Hawkesbury 

Heywood, Samuel, defence of the 
“History of the Revolution of 
1688,” ii. 399 note 

Hill, Hon. William Noel, i, 474, 480, 
483, 494; cypher name, x, xiii, 480; 
wit, 480 note; on the relations be¬ 
tween Lord Granville and Lady H. 
Stanhope, ii, 15; letter from her, 39; 
report of his engagement, 221; 
appointed Envoy Extraordinary to 
Sardinia, 312, 531; at Paris, 500; 
Turin, 552 

Hill, General, victory at Arrozo del 
Molino, ii, 417 

Hinchcliffe, Mrs., at Scarborough, i, 68 
Hinchinbroke, Lord, i, 222 
Hinckley, ii, 393 
Hinton, Lord, ii, 189 
Hitroff, General, views on the char¬ 

acter of Robespierre, ii, 89 
Hobart, Robert, Lord, ii, 103 note; 

Secretary for War and Colonies, i, 
419 

Hobbes, Thomas, “ Leviathan,” i, 180 
Hoche, General, in command of the 

land forces, i, 141 note 
Hochet, M., i, 406 
Ilohenlinden, battle of, i, 289 note 
Holderness, Lady, i, 27 
Holderness, Robert D’Arcy, 4th Earl 

of, i, 27 note 
Holland, invasion of, i, 62, 64 note; 

attempt to drive out the French, 
236; proposed Mission to, 257; 
British and Russian armies evacuate, 
265 note; rising in, 490 

Holland, Elizabeth, Lady, cypher 
name, x, xiv; marriage, 162; return 
from Spain, ii, 66, 68; political views, 
91, 96, 374, 381, 485; treatment of 
her husband, 123, 235, 459; accident 
to her son, 125; at Southampton, 
249; unpatriotic views, 268; ap¬ 
proval of Inverary, 290; the criti¬ 
cisms of her friends, 300; at Castle 
Howard, 303; enmity to Canning, 
374; visit to Hinckley, 393; treat¬ 
ment of M. G. Lewis, 397; at 
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Brighton, 473; Petworth, 474; treat¬ 
ment of Mr. Ward, 490; at Paris, 538 

Holland, Henrv, 3rd Lord, marriage, 
50 note, 123 note, 124, 162; at 
Florence, 84; compositions in verse, 
85; travels in Prance, 304; at Paris, 
351; cypher name, x, xiv, ii, 8; return 
from Spain, 66, 68; attack of ague, 
83; quarrel with his wife, 123; 
present at the death of Pox, 208- 
211; appointed to the Privy Seal, 
212 note-, game of chess with Lady 
Bessborough, 235; speech on the 
Bill for the Abolition of the Slave 
Trade, 237; at Southampton, 249; 
support of the Reversion Bill, 273 
note-, visit to the Lakes, 280; at 
Inverary, 287, 290; Castle Howard, 
303; opinion of Catalani, 310; loss 
of a tooth, 365; political views, 374; 
at Brighton, 473; Petworth, 474 

Holland House, i, 165; law suit against, 
ii, 287 

Holstein-Gottorp, Grand Duke of, i, 
56 note 

Holwood, i, 168 
Holywell, i, 98, 148, 340, ii, 32, 85, 229, 

487 
Home, Alexander, 9th Earl of, i, 20 note 
Home, Lady, hall, i, 20 
Home, J., tragedy “ Douglas,” i, 495 
Hood, Admiral Alexander, i, 154. See 

Bridport 
Hood, Samuel, 1st Viscount, ii, 219, 

226; at Toulon, xx; career, i, 72 note-, 
views on the Abolition of the Slave 
Trade, ii, 237 

Hope, John William, i, 43 
Hope, Sir J., Commander-in-Chief in 

Ireland, ii, 426 
Hopetown, John, 2nd Earl of, i, 251 

note 
Hornby, Lady C., death, ii, 136 
Horner, Mr., ii, 108 
Horsley, Samuel, Bishop of St. David s, 

ii, 370 
Horton, Mary, ii, 502 
Howard, Lady Caroline, i, 12, 14; en¬ 

gagement, 16 
Howard, Frances Susan, death of her 

husband, ii, 536 
Howard, Hon. Frederick, killed at 

Waterloo, ii, 536 
Howard, H., at Roehampton, ii, 4i / 
Howe, Mrs. Caroline, i, 6; ii, 157 
Howe, Emanuel Scrope, 2nd Viscount, 

i, 6 note 
Howe, General George Augustus, i, 6 

note 
Howe, John, i, 6 note 

Howe, Admiral Richard, 1st Earl, i, 6 
note, ii, 418 note-, in command of the 
Channel fleet, i, 71 

Howick, ii, 320 
Howick, Charles Grey, Lord, i, 70 note, 

ii, 202 note-, appointed 1st Lord of 
the Admiralty, ii, 177; Secretary of 
the Foreign Office, 212 note; char¬ 
acter of his speech, 236; relations 
with Mrs. Sheridan, 274; scene with 
Lady Bessborough, 274. See Grey 

Hull, General, ii, 465 note 
Hulse, General, death, ii, 452 
Humbert, General: lands at Killala, i, 

192; surrenders, 192 
Humboldt, ii, 508 
Ilunlock, Georgiana, death, ii, 28, 34 
Hunlock, Lady, at Paris, ii, 546 
Hunter, Kitty, i, 462 note 
Huskisson, William, Under-Secretary 

at War, i, 151 note; marriage, 237, 
ii, 57; at Brighton, ii, 437; retire¬ 
ment, xxii 

Hutchinson, General Lord John 
Hely, in command of the army in 
Egypt, i, 288, 303; ii, 230; Special 
Mission to Prussia, 231 note. See 
Donoughmore 

Hyde, John, i, 238 note 
Hyde, Sarah, i, 238 note 

Ilcliester, Henry Thomas, 2nd Earl of, 
ii, 9 note 

Ilchester, Juliana, Lady, relations with 
George III., ii, 9 

Income tax, repeal of the, i, 337 note, 
340 note 

Inconstant, the, i, 69 
Infantado, Due d’, ii, 381 note, 393; at 

Holland House, 395; at the play, 397 
Inge, Lady Elizabeth, i, 187 
Inge, William P., i, 187 
Insanity and delirium, distinction be¬ 

tween, ii, 372 
Insurrection, Bill for the suppression 

of, in Ireland, ii, 271 
Inverary, ii, 287, 327 
Irbey, Mr., engagement, ii, 230 
Ireland, suppression of the insurrec¬ 

tion, i, 192, 212, 221; proposed Act 
of Union with Great Britain, 236; 
passed, 239, 276; threatened in¬ 
vasion, ii, 261; Bill for the Suppres¬ 
sion of Insurrection, 271; Registra¬ 
tion of Arms, 271 note; condition, 
330, 337; custom at a funeral, 336; 
oppression caused by the system of 
tythes, 3371 

Ireland, John, i, 225, 247 
Isla de Leon, ii, 385 
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Jackson, Francis, Mission to Denmark, 
ii, 289 

Jackson, Mr., i, 36 
Jansens, General, ii, 421 note 
Jena, disaster of, i, 193 note; battle of, 

ii, 218 note 
Jenkinson, Robert Bankes, i, 8, 217 

note; at Oxford, 15; characteristics, 
35; at Coblentz, 48; plan for the 
government of France, 49. See 
llawkesbury and Liverpool 

Jersey, Frances, Countess of, i, 93; 
relations with the Prince of Wales, 
123, 220; at Brighton, 125; death of 
her child, 221; treatment of John 
Ponsonby, 359; talent for ridicule, 
364; death of her husband, ii, 107, 
109 

Jersey, George Bussy, 4th Earl of, i, 

17, 191 note, 359 note, ii, 428 note; 
death, ii, 107 

Jersey, Sarah, Countess of, criticism 
on, ii, 290; liking for presents, 290; 
quarrel with Lady C. Bentinck, 359 
See Fane and Villiers 

Jervis, Admiral Sir John, expedition to 
the West Indies, i, 69; in possession 
of the Island of Guadeloupe, 91; at 
Cape St. Vincent, 144; victory, 145; 
created Earl St. Vincent, 145 note 

Johnson, Dr., story of, ii, 252 
Johnson, Mr., entertains the Prince of 

Wales at Brighton, ii, 120 
Jomini, Baron, joins the Russian army, 

ii, 481 note 
Jones, Sir Harford, Ambassador in 

Persia, return, ii, 414 

Jordan, Camille, i, 377; at Paris, 374; 
character, 374 note; reply to Mr. 
Adair, 411 

Jordan, Mrs., ii, 415; acting, 284 
Joseph II., Emperor of Austria, death, 

i, 21 

Jourdan, Marshal, invasion of Swabia, 
i, 240 note; defeated at Vittoria, ii, 
468; baton taken, 471 

Joyce, Rev. Jeremiah, arrest, i, 90 note 
Junot, General Andoche, at the 

Parade, i, 391; nom de guerre, La 
Tempete, 410 

Kamensky, Count, Commander-in- 
Chief, recalled, ii, 238 

Karnes, Henry Home, Lord, “ Essays 
on the Principles of Morality and 
Natural Religion,” ii, 263 

Kean, Edmund, acting, i, 457 
Keel, i, 121 

Keith, Sir Robert Murray, British 
Minister at Dresden, i, 21 

Kellermann, Francois Christophe, 

President of the Senate, i, 376. See 
Valmy 

Kemble, John Philip, i, 358 ; criticism 
on, 481; acting, ii, 14 

Kensington, Lord, lawsuit claiming 

Holland House, ii, 287 
Kent, Edward, Duke of. joins Baron 

von Armfeldt, ii, 129; death, 546 
note 

Kew, i, 15 
Khitroff, General, ii, 47 
Kielmansegge, Baron, i, 6 note 
Kielmansegge, Mary Sophia Charlotte, 

i, 6 note 
Killala, French land at, i, 192, 221 note, 

223 
Killarney, ii, 335 
Killin, ii, 324 

Kinnaird, Douglas, at Roehampton, ii, 
475 

Kinnaird, Lord, criticism on Sir A. 
Wellesley, ii, 328 

Kinski, Princess, ii, 134 
Kleber, General, negotiations with 

Admiral Sir IV. S. Smith, i, 276 note 
Klyne, General, i, 400 
Knight, Richard Payne, book, ii, 98, 

121 
Knobelsdorlf, Prussian Minister, arrest, 

ii, 221 

Koenigsberg, taken, ii, 260 note 
Kolbal, Baron, i, 122 note 
Kolbal, Frances, i, 122 note 
Kotzebue, play, “ Lovers’ Vows,” i, 

491; tragedy, “ Rolla,” ii, 13 note 
Kourakin, Prince Alexander, signs the 

Treaty of Peace at Tilsit, ii, 270 note 
Kulm, battle at, ii, 476 note 
Kutusow, Michael, commands Russian 

army, ii, 149 
Kyte, Dr., school at Hammersmith, 

xix, i, 2 note 

Lafont, Charles Pierre, i, 385 
La Fayette, Marquis de, i, 383, 406, ii, 

506; conversation with M. de Nar- 
bonne, i, 408; accident toThis hip, 
410 

La Ferronays, M. and Mdme, ii, 479 
Lake, General, surrender of the French 

to, i, 192, 221 note 
Lally-Tollendal, Tropliine Gerard, Mar¬ 

quis de, i, 342, ii, 97; songs, i, 411 
Lamb, Lady Caroline: marriage, ii, 75; 

appearance, 85, 467 note; affection 
for her husband, 124; description of 
Lord Melville’s trial, 197; birth of a 
son, 277 ; christening, 292; runs 
away 447; induced to return, 448; 
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letter to her father and mother, 452, 
453; opinion of Lismore, 461; letter 
to Lord Granville, 541-543; novel, 

“ Glenarvon,” 542 
Lamb, Emily, marriage, ii, 74. See 

Cowper . 
Lamb, Hon. Frederick, appointed 

Secretary of Legation to Palermo, ii, 

381 
Lamb, Hon. George, character of his 

acting, ii, 151; marriage, 390; views 
on the question of precedence, 426 

Lamb, Mrs. George, parents, ii, 402, 

at Paris, 503 
Lamb, George Augustus Frederick, 

birth, ii, 277; christening, 292; 

verses on, 293 
Lamb, Hon. Peniston, i, 165; death, n, 8 

Lamb, Hon. William, i, 205; ii, 8 note-, 
engagement, ii, 67; marriage, /5; 
character of his acting, 151; on the 
death of Pitt, 162; political views, 

180, 342, 462; at Paris, 539 
Lamballe, Princesse de, murdered, i, 

38, 55; Memoirs, 330 
Lambton, Henry, ii, 536 note 
Lambton, William Henry, ii, 13o note; 

death, i, 191 
Langrish, Sir Hercules, i, 494 note 
Lannes, Jean, i, 405. See Montebello 
Lannes, Marshal, victory at Saalfeld, 

ii, 218 
Lansdowne, Henry Petty, 3rd Marquis 

of, i, 326 note, ii, 70 note 
Lansdowne, John Henry, 2nd Marquis 

of marriage, ii, 74; house at South¬ 
ampton, 409; eccentricity, 409 note 

Lansdowne, William, 1st Marqiiis of, 1, 

36, 76, 79; on the Lille negotiations, 

181; death, ii, 70 .. 
Lansdowne, Lady, masquerade, u> 201 

La Place, Pierre Simon, Marquis de, i, 

399 
Larpent, Francis Seymour, “Private 

Journals,” ii, 481 
Lascelles, Henry, criticism on his 

speech, i, 420; motion of a public 

funeral for Pitt, ii, 167, 169 note 
Lascy, treachery of, ii, 385 
Latouche-Treville, Louis Levassor de, 

i, 409 . , r> • 
Latour, Maubourg, Count de, at Pans, 

ii, 500 t ■ na 
Lauderdale, James, 8th Earl of, i, 76, 

79, 397, 398; cypher name, x, xiv; 
illness, 327; appointed Governor- 

General to India, ii, 182; gif ° a 
Cross, 192; account of espionage in 
France, 216; support of the Rever¬ 

sion Bill, 273 note 

Lauriston, Mdme de, i, 407 note 
Laval, Due de, order for his banish¬ 

ment, i, 400 
Lavater, Jean Gaspard, ‘ La ihysiog- 

nomie,” i, 163 . 
Lavington, Ralph Payne, Baron, i, l— 
Law, Edward, ii, 180 note. See Ellen- 

borough 
Lawley, Lady, i, 243 
Lawley, Sir R„ i, 243, ii, 223, 224; at 

Schaffhausen, ii, 535. See Wenlock 

Lawrence, Dr. French, i, 334 ^ 
Lawrence, Sir Thomas, i, 348; por- 

traits of Lord Granville, 494, 11, 66, 

of Lord Hartington, ii, 405 

Leek, River, i, 240 note . 
Lee, Mr., criticism of his speech, l, 309 
Legge, Hon. and Rev. Edward, i, 39, 

78, 299 
Leghorn, xx, i, 81 , t 
Leicester, Thomas William, 1st Earl of, 

i, 73 note 
Leigh, Mr., i, 256 note , • 
Leinster, Emilia Mary, Duchess of, i, 

273 note; illness, 473 
Leinster, James, 1st Duke of, l, 21 note, 

473 note „ , t 
Leinster, William Robert, 2nd Duke of, 

death, i, 473 __ 
Leipzig, battle of, ii, 468, 481 

Lennox, Colonel, duel, i, 17 note 
Lennox, Lord George H„ u, 369 note 
Lennox, Lady Sarah, i, 473 

Leoben, i, 144 
Leon, Prince de, ii, 506 
Leopold II., Grand Duke of Tuscany, 

Emperor of Germany, l, 21 note 
Lessert, M. de, charges against, i, 
Letourneur, resigns his seat at tne 

Directory, i, 153, 159 note 
Leven, David, 8tli Earl of, u,,422 
Leveson Gower, Lady Charlotte 

Sophia, report of her marriage, n, 

198 • - 
Leveson Gower, Admiral John, l, o 

note; death, i, 51, 54 
Leveson Gower, Lady Anne: birth, i, i, 

marriage, 1. See Harcourt 
Leveson Gower, Lady Caroline: bir , 

i, 1; marriage, 1. See Carlisle, Lady 
Leveson Gower, Lady Charlotte: birth, 

i 1; marriage, 20 note; letter to her 
brother, 20. See Worcester and 

Leveson.0Gower, Hon Edward Fred- 

erick, i, xxii; publication of Ins 

mother’s letters, n, 538 
Leveson Gower, Lady Georgiana: 

birth, i, 1; engagement, 169, mar- 

riage, 183. hiliot 
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Leveson Gower, Lady Georgiana, birth, 
xxii, ii, 460 note 

Leveson Gower, Lord Granville, xix. 
See Granville 

Leveson Gower, Lady Harriet: at 
Sandon, ii, 360; Lilleshall, 362; birth 
of her daughters, 370, 460; on Lady 
C. Lamb’s appearance, 467; at Spa, 
497 (see Granville, Lady); letters 
to Lady Bessborough, 360, j 362, 
375 

Leveson Gower, Lady Louisa: birth, 
i, 1; marriage, 1. See Macdonald 

Leveson Gower, Lady Susan: birth, i, 1 ; 
letters to her brother, 16; engage¬ 
ment, 60; marriage, 108, 113. See 
Ryder and Harrowby 

Leveson Gower, Lady Susan, birth, 
xxii, ii, 370. See Rivers 

Leveson Gower, Hon. Thomas, i, 5 note 
Leveson Gower, Hon. William, xxii 
Lewis, Matthew Gregory, scene with 

Lady Holland, ii, 397 
Lichfield Election, xx, i, 108 

Li even, Mdme de, at Brighton, ii, 473; 
Richmond, 479 

Lieven, Prince, appointed Ambassador 
to London, ii, 473 note 

Lille, i, 161 

Lille, Abbe de, impromptu lines, i, 267 
Lilleshall, ii, 362 

Lincoln, George Pretyman, Bishop of, 
ii, 51 

Lindsay, Mr., escape from Paris, i, 54 
Lindsay, William, appointed Governor 

of Jamaica, i, 106 note, 109; at 
Teignmouth, 106 

Linois, Admiral, taken prisoner, ii, 193 
Liphook, Inn at, ii, 426 
Lismore, ii, 460 
Liston, Mr., i, 424 

Lithuania, forests of, i, 63 

Little Belt, British sloop of war, and 

President, encounter between, ii 
425 note 

Littlehampton, ii, 207 

Liverpool, Charles Jenkinson, Earl of 
story of, i, 350 

Li\ orjiool, Robert Bankes Jenkinson, 
Earl of, i, 8; appointed 1st Lord of 
the Treasury, ii, 431; Prime Minister, 
436 note-, negotiations with Canning 
437, 438; letter to him, 498. See 
Jenkinson and Hawkesbury 

Lloyd, Rachel, Miss, i, 6; at Trentham, 
60; nickname “the Virgin,” i, 134 
note 

Lock, Charles, death, i, 473, 474 

London, seditious societies, i, 89 note- 
introduction of gas, ii, 2S1 

Londonderry, Charles Stewart, 3rd 
Marquis of, ii, 476 note 

Londonderry, Robert, 2nd Marquis of, 
i, 238 note 

Londonderry, Robert Stewart, 1st 
Marquis of, ii, 16 note 

Long, Miss, report of her engagement 
to the Duke of Clarence, ii, 413; 
rejection of him, 415; marriage, 415 
note 

Longleat, ii, 410 

Lonsdale, William, 1st Earl of, treat¬ 
ment of Wordsworth, ii, 280 

Lome, George William, Marquis of, i, 
20 

Lothian, William, 5th Marquis of, i, 
248 note 

Loughborough, Alexander Wedder- 
burne. Lord, appointed Lord Chan¬ 
cellor, i, 50. See Rosslyn 

Louis XIII., King of France, story of, 
ii, 371 

Louis XVI., King of France, deposi¬ 
tion, i, 38; execution, 62; account of 
his interview with M. de Narbonne, 
386 

Louis XVIII., King of France, arrival 
in England, ii, 299, 303; at Gosfield 
Hall, 303 note; title of Comte de 
Lille, 303 note; reasons for coming to 
England, 304; refused permission to 

visit London, 305; entry into Paris, 
497; at the opera, 505; plot to assas¬ 
sinate, 514; weakness of character, 
539; relations with the Duke of 
Wellington, 539 

Louise, Queen of Prussia, xx; appear¬ 
ance, i, 201, 203, 223; at Memel, ii, 
264, 267 ; Tilsit, 270; gift to Lord 
Granville, 296 

Louvet, Jean Batiste, i, 135 

Lowther, Lord, views on the reconcilia¬ 
tion between Pitt and Addington, ii, 
24,55 

Luc, Jean Andre de, i, 196 

Lucan, Charles, 1st Earl of, i, 19 note 
Lucan, Elizabeth, Lady, legacy from 

her father, i, 335; separation from 
her husband, 489 

Lucan, Richard, 2nd Earl of, i, 335 

note; separation from his wife, 489 
Lucan, Lady, i, 19 

Lugay, Mdme de, i, 407 note 
Lucchesini, Girolamo, Marquis de, i, 

354 note; ii, 221 

Lucchesini, Mdme de, i, 354 
Lucepede, Count, ii, 491 note 
Lucretius, poem “ De Rerum Katurse ” 

ii, 314 

Luddite, riots, ii, 425 note 
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Ludlow, Edmund, memoirs, i, 343 . I 
Luneville, Treaty of, i, 289 note, ii, 532 

note 
Luttrell, Mr., at Paris, ii, 546 
Luxemburg, Duke Charles de, i, o8„ 

note 
Luynes, Mdme De, ball, i, 411 
Lygon, William, created Baron Beau¬ 

champ, ii, 64 
Lynedoch, Lord, ii, 382 note, bee 

Graham 
Lyons, ii, 514 
Lyttelton, Sarah, Lady, on the char¬ 

acteristics of Princess Galitzin, n, 6- 

note 

Macartney, Lord, life, ii, 255 
Macdonald, Sir Archibald, marriage, l, 

1; Chief Baron of the Exchequer, 1, 

ii, 107 , 
Macdonald, Colonel, at the battle ot 

Barrosa, ii, 384; letter to Lady Bess- 

borough, 396 
Macdonald, General (later Marshal) 

Jacques Etienne, i, 380 note, 384, 
at the Parade, 391; taken prisoner 
at the battle of Leipzig, ii, 487. bee 

Tarante 
Macdonald, Lady Louisa, marriage, 

i, 1; death of her son, 58; character, 
173; congratulations on Lord Gran¬ 

ville’s speech, 232 
Macdonald, Mdme, i, 380 
Macdonald, Mr., i, 358 
Macdowel, Mr., ii, 108 ' 
Mack, Charles, Baron von, l, 14o; 

report of his being taken prisoner, n, 
127; capitulation of Ulm, 129, 142 

Mackenzie, Stewart, death, i, 277 
Mackintosh, Sir James, ii, 479; on 

the change of the Constitution in 

Holland, 495 
Madrid, Allies enter, ii, 432; French re¬ 

occupy, 432 
Maida, battle of, ii, 207 note 
Maitland, General, i, 79, ii, 465 
Malmesbury, Lord, Mission to Pans, 

xx, i, 108, 127, 144; kind treatment 
of Lord Granville, 130,141,160; con¬ 
fidence in him, 138, 141; failure of 
his Mission, 143, 144; his Mission to 
Lille, 155; letter to Lady Stafford, 
158; views on Lord Granville’s 
capabilities for business, 158; arrival 
at Lille, 159; private letter to Lord 
Grenville, 167; failure of negotia¬ 
tions at Lille, 173; correspondence 
from Berlin, 193; nickname, xi, xiv, 
468; “Diaries,” extracts from, 172 

■note, 345 note, ii, 50 note, 103 note, 

278 note, 312 note-, “Memoirs,” ex¬ 
tracts from, ii, 248 note, 249 note, 260 

note, 270 note 
Malone, Recollections, ii, 365 
Malpas, Lord and Lady, at Marseilles, 

ii, J}16 
Malta, taken by the French, l, 192, 

219 note-, demand for the evacua¬ 

tion, 419 note . 
Manchester, William, 5th Duke of, l, 

68, 222; marriage, 68 note, 73 
Manners, Charles, ii, 451 
Manners, Lord and Lady, at Killarney, 

ii, 335 
Manners, Maria, engagement, i, 65 
Manners, Sir W., imprisonment, ii, ^30 
Manteufel, Mdme, at Tilsit, ii, 264 
Mantua, siege of, i, 139; surrender, 141 
Manvers, Charles Meadows, 1st Earl, 

i, 184 note. See Pierrepont 
Marchand, Major-General Le, ii, 451 

note 
Marchingley, Captain, ii, 471 
Mare, Comtesse de la, ii, 503 
Marengo, battle of, i, 289 note 
Marescalchi, Count Ferdinand, i, 407 
Maret, Hugues, created Due de Bas- 

sano, i, 159 note 
Margate, i, 216 
Marie Federona, Empress, l, 4bo 
Marie Louise, Archduchess, marriage, 

ii, 351, 356; at Parma, 553 
Marini, J. B., “ Adonis, i, 201 
Markham, Mr., at Oxford, i, 15 
Markoff, Arcadi Ivanovitch, Ambas¬ 

sador to Paris, i, 392 
Marlborough, Duchess of, death, n, 412 
Marlborough, George, 4th Duke of, l, 

20 note, 37 note, 50 note 
Marmont, General Auguste F. E. V. de, 

i, 380; at the Parade, 391; defeat at 
the battle of Salamanca, ii, 442 note; 
wounded, 455. See Raguse 

Marmont, Mdme, i, 380 
Marmontel, Memoirs, ii, 42, 44, 84, 94 

Marr family, murder of, ii, 428 note 
Marriage, views on, ii, 241 
Mars, Mdlle, acting, ii, 504, 508, 509, 

511 
Marseilles, ii, 497 
Marsh, Rev. Mathew, accompanies 

Lord Morpeth to Berlin, ii, 215 
Maryborough, William Wellesley Polo, 

Lord, ii, 488 note 
Massena, Marshal Andre at the 

Parade, i, 391; siege of Ciudad 
Rodrigo, ii, 351; captures Almeida, 
366; retreat from Santarem, 61'^, 
378 ’ 386, 406; at Marseilles, 515; 
meeting with the Duke of Welling- 
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ton, 516; kind treatment of Lady 

Bessborough, 517; criticism of Bona¬ 
parte, 517; loyalty to the Bourbons, 
522, 526; characteristics, 528 

Massieux, i, 409 

Maulde, Emanuel de, i, 43 

Maurice, Rev. Thomas, “ Indian Anti¬ 
quities,” i, 249 

Maury, Abbe L. S„ i, 46 

Maxwell, Jane, i, 14 note. See Gordon, 
Duchess of 

Maxwell, Sir William, i, 14 note 
Mayence, xix, i, 45; taken by the 

French, 58 

McMahon, Colonel, Private Secretary 
to the Prince of Wales, ii, 93 

Meadows, Charles, i, 184 note. See 
Manvers 

Meath, John, 10th Earl of, ii, 108 

Mecklenburg-Strelitz, Duke of, i, 201 
note 

Mecklenburg-Strelitz, Princess Freder¬ 
ica of, i, 201 note 

Mee, Mrs., portrait of Lady Bess¬ 
borough, i, 131 

Melbourne, Lady, i, 162, 163; cypher 
name, xii, xiv; treatment of Adair, 
356; death of her son, ii, 8; treat¬ 
ment of Lady Bessborough, 81 • 
farm and garden, 394 

Melbourne, Lord, i, 162, 163 

Melville, Henry Dundas, 1st Viscount, 
i, 228; appointed to the Admiralty, 
443; cypher name, x, xii, 464, 470- 
story of, 480; impeachment, ii, l’ 
70, 74, 136; inquiry into his use of 
naval funds, 42, 45; speech in 
defence of his policy, 81; debate on 
ms impeachment, 88; trial, 153, 190 
197; acquittal, 153, 201; contra¬ 
dictory accounts of his trial, 193; 
opposition to the Reversion Bill, 273 

Melville, Robert Dundas, 2nd Vis¬ 
count, ii, 324 note 

Melville, Lady, cypher name, xii, xiv 
i, 464, 470 

Memel, ii, 263; meeting at, i, 341 note 
Memoirs of a Celebrated Literary and 
Political Character,” ii, 494 

Mengaud, M., i, 371, 412 

Menou, General Jacques Francois, 
Baron de, defeated at the battle of 
Alexandria, i, 303 note; marriacro, 348 

Menou, Mdme, ii, 510 

Mercer, Miss, ii, 425, 508 note 
Mercier, Louis Sebastien, i, 385; play 

Yseult,” 385 3 
Merfeldt, General, ii, 134 

Merlin, P. A., appointed member of the 
Directory, i, 172 

Milan, Archbishop of, story of his 
death, i, 330 

Milbank, Elizabeth, marriage, i, 237, 
ii, 57 note 

Milbank, Admiral Mark, ii, 57 note 
Middleton, Admiral Sir Charles, created 

1st Baron Barham, ii, 63 
Midhurst, ii, 498 
Mildmay, Sir H., ii, 64 

Milton, Charles, Viscount, marriage, 
ii, 144; M.P. for Yorkshire, 254 

Milton, George Darner, Viscount, i, 205. 
See Dorchester 

Milton, John Darner, Viscount, ii, 366 
note 

Milward, Mr., ii, 306 

“ Ministry of all the Talents ” formed, 
ii, 153, 177; resignation, 242 

Ministry, the new, ii, 173, 177,431; 
changes in the, 212 

Minto, Gilbert, 1st Earl of, i, 73 note; 
at Holland House, ii, 96; appointed 
to the Board of Control, 173; 
Governor-General of India, 201 

Mitchell, Admiral, Dutch fleet sur¬ 
render to, i, 236, 260 note 

Mitford, Sir John Freeman, appointed 
Irish Chancellor, i, 331 

Mnisvech, Mdme, i, 63 

Modena, Duchess of, ii, 532 
Moira, Francis Rawdon, 2nd Earl of, 

cypher name, xi, xiv; at Guernsey, i, 
72; appearance, 286; political views, 
406; disagreement with Pitt, 484, 
497; Commander-in-Chief of Forces 
in Scotland, ii, 42; resignation, 42; 

appointed Master-General of the 
Ordnance, 173, 177. /See Hastings 

Monck, Lady Elizabeth, i, 498, ii, 44: 

cypher name, x, xiv; at Naples, i. 
86, 88; Paris, 373; Portsmouth, ii, 
249; return to London, 288 

Monck, Elizabeth Arabella, marriage, 
ii, 24. See Paget 

Monck, Henry, ii, 24 note; at Naples, i, 

86; reception of Lady Bessborough, 
iij 3o2 

Monck, Lady Mary, at Longleat, ii, 411 
Moness, falls of, ii, 325 

Monro, Sir Hector, at Paris, i, 28 
Mont Blanc, ii, 514, 549 

Montagu, John, meeting with Lady 
Bessborough, ii, 550 

Montagu, Lady Mary Wortley, letters, 
i, 424 

Montalembert, Baron, ii, 367, 370 
Monte Video, evacuation of, ii, 285 

note 
Montebello, battle of, i, 289 note 
Montebello, Due de, i, 405 note 
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Montecucolli, Count, i, 330 note 
Montesquieu, M. de, ii, 506, 507 
Montesson, Jeanne, Marquise de, i, 379 

Montglot, Mdme de, ii, 513 
Montgomery, Captain, i, 69 
Montmorency, Adrien Pierre, Prince 

de, i, 382, 400, 409; at Paris, ii, 502 
Montmorency, Vicomte Mathieu de 

Laval, i, 409, ii, 502, 510 
Montpensier, Louis A. P., Due de, 

funeral, ii, 249 
Montreuil, i, 371 
Montrond, M., i, 142 note 
Montrond, Mdme, i, 142 
Montrose, Lord, appointed Master of 

the Horse, ii, 243 
Moore, Charles, Viscount, at Oxford, 

i, 15 
Moore, Colonel, ii, 424 
Moore, Captain J., attack on Spanish 

treasure ships, i, 500 
Moore, General Sir John, ii, 102, 138, 

327 note; in command of the troops 

in Spain, 338 
Mordaunt, Mary, i, 303 

! Morden, Lord, ii, 59, 64 
Moreau, General, Jean Victor i, 409; 

defeats the Austrians, 289 note; 
career, 378; popularity, 390; appear¬ 
ance, 395, 402; conversation with 
Lady Bessborough, 401, 402-404; 
mortally wounded at the battle of 
Dresden, ii, 475-477; the journal of 

his Aide-de-Camp, 483 
Moreau, Mdme, i, 409, ii, 475; death of 

her husband, ii, 476; report of her 

pension, 479 
Moresby, Captain, relations with the 

Princess of Wales, ii, 202, 204 
Morley, John Parker, 1st Earl of, i, 

7 note 
Morning Chronicle, verses in, i, 194; 

views of, ii, 408-410 
Mornington, 1st Earl of, i, 76, 222 note 
Mornington, William Wellesley, 2nd 

Earl of, ii, 415 note 
Morpeth, Lady Georgiana, marriage, i, 

312 note; at Chatsworth, 312 
Morpeth, George, Lord, xix, i, 7; study 

of German, 35; at Nuneliam, 35; 
in London, 104; at Castle Howard, 
137, 183; nickname, xi, xii, xiv, 137 
note, 465; member of Lord_Malmes¬ 
bury’s Mission to Lille, 15o, 158; at 
Lille, 161; gives up Mission to Berlin, 
188, 190; marriage, 312 note; at 
Paris, 393; attack of gout, 406; 
political views, 503; friendship with 
Lady Bessborough, ii, 13, 14; vote 
against Lord Melville, 51; protection 

VOL. II 

of Lady Bessborough, 86; appointed 
Commissioner of the Board of Con¬ 
trol, 178; his colleagues, 179; 
Mission to Berlin, 215; pursuit of 
Prussian Ministers, 218; flight from 
Frankenhausen, 218, 221; return, 
225; result of his Mission, 226; 
criticism on, 286; love of play, 376; 
on the Roman Catholic claims, 490 

Moscow, xix, i, 62; burning of, ii, 465 

note, 467 note 
Mouchy, Charles, Due de, i, 211 note, 

375 note 
Mouchy, Mdme de, ii, 504 
Mulgrave, Henry Phipps, 1st Earl of, 

appointed Secretary of the Foreign 
Office, ii, 4, 5; candidate for the 
Ambassadorship to Russia, 98; letter 
to Lord Granville, 158; appointed to 

the Admiralty, 242 
Mun, Adrien, Marquis de, i, 378; dinner 

party, 411 
Murat, Mdme, character, ii, 533 
Murat, Prince, conference with Prince 

Bagration, ii, 149; character, 149; 
story of, 506; appearance and 
manner, 533; defeated at Tolentino, 

534 note 
Murray, Lady Augusta, i, 13; private 

marriage, 77; illness, 77, 78 
Murray, Sir James, Adjutant-General, 

i, 65 
Murray, Hon. John, i, 70; at Bilbao, 

74; promotion stopped, 79 
Murray, General Sir John, indecision 

at the battle of Castalla, ii, 505 
Murray, John, cost of Lord Byron s 

Memoirs, ii, 552 
Musters, Miss, elopement, i, 171 

Naiad, frigate, attack on, ii, 407 
Napier of Ettriok, Francis, 6th Baron, 

i, 473 
Napier, Hon. George, death, i, 473 

Naples, xx, i, 86 
Napoleon. See Bonaparte 
Narbonne, Louis, Comte de, i, 377, 378, 

386; dismissal, 22; return to Paris, 
374; criticism of Mdme de Stael, 380; 
description of an interview with 
Louis XVI., 386; conversation with 
M. de La Fayette, 408; on Alfien’s 

change of opinions, 410 
Narischkin, Dimitri, i, 507 note 
Narischkin, Mdme Marie, i, 507 
Nassau, Charles, Prince of, i, 46 

Nava del Rey, ii, 436, 450 
Navy, debate on the administration, i, 

455; report on, ii, 42 
Neerwinden, defeat at, i, 64 note 

33 
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Nelson, Lord, at the battle of the Nile, 
i, 192,219 note, 225; search for Bona¬ 
parte, 223; created Baron, 225 note-, 
attack on Copenhagen, 288, 302 note-, 
in pursuit of the French fleet, ii, 98; 
received by Pitt, 111; on the pre¬ 
cariousness of popular applause, 112; 
death, 132; public mourning, 133; 
and Lady Hamilton, 143; funeral, 
154, 155 

Neufchateau, Francois de, appointed 
member of the Directory, i, 172 

Newbolt, Mr., at Oxford, i, 15 
Newcastle Election, i, 54, 122, 285 
Newcastle, Anne Maria, Duchess of, 

devotion to her husband, i, 356 
Newcastle, Duke of, death, i, 85, 88; 

will, 88 
Newerke Island, i, 241 

Newport, Sir John, Chancellor of the 
Irish Exchequer, ii, 177 

Ney, Mdme, ii, 509, 511 
Nice, ii, 529 

Niemen, River, xxi, ii, 265, 270 note 
Nile, battle of the, i, 192, 219 note, 225 
Nimeguen, i, 43; bombardment of, 139 
Nore, the, mutiny at, i, 149 note 
Norfolk, Bernard Howard, 12th Duke 

of, i, 335 note 
North, Frederick, ii, 543 note-, at Mar¬ 

seilles, 516. See Guilford 
North, Mrs., death, i, 132 

Novosilzoff, Nicholas, i, 508, ii, 63; 
recall, ii, 96 ; signs the Treaty be¬ 
tween Russia and Great Britain, 207 

Nuneham, i, 35 

O’Connor, Arthur, i, 360, 365 

Ogilvie, Emily Charlotte, marriage, i, 
273. See Beauclerk 

Ogilvie, William, i, 273 note, 473 note 
Ogle, Admiral Sir Charles, i, 334 note 
Ogle, Jemima Sophie, i, 334 note. See 

Asgill, Lady 

O’Hara, Lieutenant-General Charles, 
taken prisoner at Toulon, i, 75 

Ollier, Maria, i, 165 note 
Olmedes, ii, 437 
Olmiitz, ii, 142, 148 
O’Neal, Miss, acting, ii, 508 

Opera House, riot at, i, 13, ii, 83; 
burnt down, i, 17 

Orange, Prince of, ii, 475; attempt to 
reinstate, i, 236; deputation from 
Holland, ii, 490; entry into Amster¬ 
dam, 492 

Orange, Wilhelmina Frederica Sophia, 
Princess of, i, 42 

O'd, Major-General James, marriage, 
ii, 318 note, 545 note 

Ord, Margaret Elizabeth, marriage, ii, 
318, 545 note 

Orde, Admiral Sir John, commands 

squadron ofi Finisterre, ii, 65; re¬ 
treat, 65, 70 

Orford, Horace Walpole, 4th Earl of, 
correspondence with Mdme du 
Deffand, ii, 366 

Orleans, Louis Philippe Joseph, Due 
d’, i, 26, 29, 312; at Roohampton, 
426; Brighton, ii, 120 

Orleans, Duchesse d’, ii, 503 
Orloff, Mdme, ii, 7 

Ormond. Walter, 18th Earl of, i, 238; 
created 1st Marquis, 238 note 

Osery, General Hulot d’, i, 401 note 
Ossory, Lady, i, 164 
Ossory, 1st Lord, i, 164 note 
Ossulston, Lord, i, 283, 287, 472, ii, 17; 

cypher name, xi, xiv 
Ostel, attempt on his life, ii, 392 
Osterley, ii, 154 

Otto, M„ signs the Treaty of Peace, 

i, 289, 303; remonstrance on the 
attacks of the English press, 345 
note 

Otway, “ Venice Preserved,” ii, 508 
note 

Ouvaroff, Mdme, ii, 152, 194 note; at 
Volhynia, 264; receptions, 298 

Oxford, xix, i, 15 

Oxford, Edward, 5th Earl of, at Paris, 
i, 360 

Oxford, Jane Elizabeth, Ladv, at Paris, 
i, 360, 365 

Pacha, Ali, Vizier of Janina, ii, 266 
Paget, Hon. Sir Arthur, i, 20 note; 

Minister at Vienna, 467; elopement, 
ii, 253 

Paget, Hon. Captain C., marriage, ii, 
24; cause of his illness, 44 

Paget, Lady Caroline Elizabeth, di¬ 
vorce and marriage, ii, 428 note; 
fascinating character, 428 See 
Argyll 

Paget, Elizabeth Arabella, ii, 24 

Paget, Lord, created Marquis of Angle¬ 
sey, i, 20 note; at Guernsey, 73, 86 

Paget, Henry William, Lord, divorce, 

n, 366, 428; marriage, 366, 428. See 
Anglesey 

Paget, Hon. William R. M., i, 19, 20 
note; death, 100 

Paine, Thomas, “ Rights of Man,” i, 60 
Paisley, i, 24 

Paisse'llo, opera Lotto di Proserpine, ii, 
12 

Palafox, Don Joseph, defence of 
fearagosea, ii, 326, 395 
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Paley, William, Archdeacon of Car¬ 

lisle, stories of, ii, 314; “The Evi¬ 
dences of Christianity,” 358 

Palfi, M. de, ii, 156 
Palmer, Major, marriage, ii, 136 
Palmer, Mrs., connection with the 

Duke of Bedford, i, 337 
Palmerston, Henry Temple, 2nd Vis¬ 

count, at Naples, i, 86 
Palmerston, Lord, Secretary at War, 

ii, 341 
Pampeluna, fall of, ii, 468, 469, 472, 

481 note. 
Panin, Count, i, 202 
Panin, Mdme, ii, 6; cypher name, xii, 

xv, i, 477 
Paris, i, 130, 372; riots in, 30; number 

of vagrants, 32; massacres, 38, 54; 
condition, 134, 138, 142; members of 
the Legislature arrested and im¬ 
prisoned, 171 note; ceremony of 
Etrennes, 386; Concordat of 1803 
signed at, 407 note; capitulation, ii, 
497; military conspiracy trial, 547 

Park Place, i, 152, 168 
Parker, Admiral Sir Hyde, at Copen¬ 

hagen, i, 302 note 
Parker, John, i, 7. See Morley 
Parker, Mrs., i, 162 
Parker, Richard, head of the Mutineers, 

i, 149 note; hanged, 152 note, 154 note 
Parliament, prorogued, i, 105, 125, ii, 

438; meeting, i, 265, 368, ii, 230; 
dissolved, i, 342, ii, 224 note, 242; 
adjourned, i, 473, ii, 273 note; opened 
by Commission, ii, 354 note 

Parma, ii, 553; annexation of, 87 
Parma, Jean Jacques Regis de Cam- 

baceres, Duke of. President of the 
Chamber of Peers, ii, 188 note 

: Parma, Louis, Duke of, ii, 532 note 
\ Parnell, Rt. Hon. Sir John, Chancellor 

of the Irish Exchequer, i, 238; op¬ 
position to the Union with Great 

Britain, 238 note 
Parr, Dr. Samuel, at Tixall, ii, 399 
Pasta, Mdme, singing, ii, 546, 548 
Paul I., Emperor of Russia, i, 143 note; 

absurd regulations, 281; murdered, 

281 note 
Paul, Mr., elected member for West¬ 

minster, ii, 226; pamphlet, 275 

: Paulet, William, ii, 324 
Payne, Mrs., i, 494; flirtations, ii, 26, 

113 
: Payne, Ralph, i, 122. See Lavmgton 

I Pecquigny, i, 413 
I Peene, River, ii, 249 note 

Pelham, Hon. Thomas, Home Secre¬ 

tary, i, 292 note 

Pellew, Rear-Admiral Sir E., Com- 
mander-in-Chief in the East Indies, 
ii, 254 

Pembroke, Elizabeth, Dowager Coun¬ 
tess of, cypher name, xi, xv; appear¬ 
ance, i, 462; attentions from the 
King, 462, 473, ii, 18, 25 

Pembroke, George Augustus, 11th Earl 
of, member of Lord Malmesbury’s 
Mission to Lille, i, 155; at Amiens, 
372; refuses Ambassadorship to St. 
Petersburg, ii, 128; Mission to 
Vienna, 258; return, 311; marriage, 
314 

Pembroke, Henry, 10th Earl of, illness, 

i, 72 
Pena, General la, ii, 382; suspended, 

385 
Peninsular War, ii, 351, 378 
Perceval, Hon. Spencer, character of 

his speech, i, 193; attack' on Fox, ii, 
237 note; Chancellor of the Exche¬ 
quer, 242; Prime Minister, xxi, ii, 
341; letter to the Prince of Wales, 
380; assassinated, 431; views on the 
character of the Princess of Wales, 

433 
Percy, Lord, M.P. for Cambridge, ii, 

222 
Perigord, Archambaud de Talleyrand, 

i, 402, ii, 503 
Perponcher, Major, ii, 490 note 
Perregaux, Jean Frederick, i, 131, 380 

note 
Peter III., Emperor of Russia, i, 56 

note 
Peterborough, Bishop of, at Scar- 

borough, i, 68 
Petersham, Charles, Viscount, i, 194, 

196, ii, 14; proposal of marriage, ii, 
368. $ee Harrington 

Peterson, Charles, shot, i, 193 

note 
Petrie, Lord, on the Emancipation 

Bill, i, 293 
Petty, Lord Henry, i, 326, ii, 51; 

income of, ii, 74; Chancellor of the 
Exchequer, 173, 177; marriage, 314. 

See Lansdowne 
Petworth, i, 114, ii, 474 
Pichegru, General Charles, imprison¬ 

ment and death, i, 395, ii, 145 

Pienne, Due de, i, 32 
Pierrepont, Baron, i, 184 
Pietracasa, Signor de, ii, 477 
Piltown and Carrick, jealousy between, 

ii, 456 
Pineapples, cost of growing, ii, 394 

Pisa, i, 84 
Pitt, Lady Harriet, i, 175 note 
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Pitt, Rt. Hon. William, eulogy on, i, 
5, 14; Prime Minister, 7; letters to 
the Marquis of Stafford, 9, 17, 61; 
knowledge of mathematics, 18; 
character of his speeches, 80, ii, 16, 
17; conversation with Lady Staf¬ 
ford, i, 91; overtures for peace, 127, 
144, 151 note; on an increase of 
pay for the sailors, 149 note; kind 
treatment of Lord Granville, 170; 
manner of speaking, 177; his speech 
on Tierney’s motion, 182; statement 
on finance, 183; second Coalition 
against France, 192; views on 
Canning’s courtship, 253; measure for 
Roman Catholic Emancipation, 288; 
resignation, xxi, 288-296; wish that 
his friends should remain in office, 
290, 294; opinion of the new Ad¬ 
ministration, 296; criticisms on his 
speeches, 306, 310, ii, 36; Birthday 
dinner, i, 314, 339; relations with 
Addington, 315, 338; views on the 
reason for his resignation, 321; ill¬ 
ness, 357, 416, ii, ll7; occupation of 
planting trees, i, 357; ordered to 
Bath, 360; refusal to return to office, 
368; letter to Lord Granville, 370; 
character of his policy, 423, ii, 58, 90; 
opinion of the policy of the Ministry, 
i, 434; appointed First Lord of the 
Treasury and Chancellor of the Ex¬ 
chequer, 443; third Coalition against 
Bonaparte, 443; interview with 
Canning, 446-449; confidential terms 
with Lord Granville, 457; interview 
with Tierney, 459; designation of 
Lady Melville, 464, 470; cypher 
name, x, xi, xv, 464, 465; attempt 
to reconcile George III. and the 
Prince of Wales, 476; disagreement 
with Lord Moira, 484, 497; at the 
play, 495; reconciliation with Ad¬ 
dington, 498, 503, ii, 65; Coalition 
Treaty, ii, 1; on the controversy be¬ 
tween Canning and Lord Hawkes- 
bury, 4, 11, 19-21; letter to Lord 
Lowther, 24; treatment of Lord 
Stafford, 27-31; relations with 
Canning, 30-32; responsibility for 
the loan of funds voted to the Navy, 
43, 45, 67; explanation to Lord Gran¬ 
ville of his policy, 49; speech in de¬ 
fence of Lord Melville, 51, 53, 82; un¬ 
popularity, 54; plan for a Coalition, 
95; reception of Nelson, 111; grief at 
his death, 133; attack of gout, 147; 
illness, 157, 158-161, 170-172, 175; 
death, 161, 172; his last words, 163; 
debts, 167,170; will, 170; funeral, 179 

Pius VII., Pope, at Genoa, ii, 530 
Pizarro tragedy, production of, i, 245 
Platte, Sophia Charlotte, i, 6 note 
Pleville, Admiral, Minister of Marine, i, 

159 
Plimer, Andrew, i, 163 note 
Plimer, Nathaniel, i, 163 note 
Plumber, Mr., at Holland House, ii, 

414 
Plumer, Thomas, ii, 198 
Plymouth, 5th Earl of, ii, 412 note, 413 

note 
Poissardes incident, i, 130 
Poix, Philippe, Louis, Prince de, i, 

375; career, 211 note 
Poix, Princesse de, i, 375 
Polastron, Louis, Vicomte de, death, 

i, 473, 474 note 
Pole, Pauline Wellesley, i, 496, ii, 14; 

cypher name, xi, xv, 465; attentions 
from Lord Grantham, ii, 44; mar¬ 
riage, 206 

Pole, Priscilla Anne Wellesley, ii, 488 
note. See Burghersh, Lady 

Pole, William Wellesley, ii, 488 note; 
circular letter, 381 note. See Mary¬ 
borough 

Polignac, Comtesse Diane de, i, 507 
Polignac, Prince Jules de, i, 46, 283; 

at Roehampton, 426; Genoa, ii, 533 
Polignac, Mdlle de, i, 488 
Polish refugees at Dresden, i, 50 
Political Register, the, i, 334 note 
Polsden, i, 421 

Pompadour, Mdme de, Memoires of, i, 
483, 484 

Poniatowski, Prince, drowned in cross¬ 
ing the Elbe, ii, 487 

Ponisse, Mdlle Zelie, acting, ii 518 
Ponsonby, Lady Barbara, ii, 499 
Ponsonby, Lady Caroline, attack of 

chicken pox, i, 194; accident in the 
Curricle, 224; debut, 382; receives an 
anonymous letter, ii, 3; engagement, 
67; marriage, 75. See Lamb 

Ponsonby, Lady Charlotte, i, 204 note 
Ponsonby, Lady Frances, i, 359 note 
Ponsonby, Lieutenant-Colonel, the 

Hon. Frederick: in Paris, i, 347, 363; 
at Hastings, ii, 102; on guard at 
the funeral of Lord Nelson, 155; 
appointed Aide-de-Camp to the 
Duke of Bedford, 181; in the Penin¬ 
sula, 351, 358; description of the 
battle of Barrosa, 382-384; brilliant 
charge, 384; attack of fever, 392; 
invalided home, 396, 400; on the 
state of affairs in Spain, 401; at 
Roehampton, 402; recovery, 403; 
account of the battle of Albuera, 
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403; on the superiority of the English 
troops, 405; sails from Portsmouth, 

421, 426; delayed by the wind, 421- 
426; at Badajos, 433; skirmishes, 
436; account of the battle of Sala¬ 
manca, 449-451; at Valladolid, 451; 
views on the invasion of France, 480; 
breaks a bloodvessel, 483; wounded 
at the battle of Waterloo, 497, 535; 
letters to his mother, 382, 436, 449- 

452, 454 
Ponsonby, Henry, illness, ii, 549, 550, 

553; death, 554' 
Ponsonby, George, resolution hi the 

Irish House of Commons, i, 238; 
Lord Chancellor of Ireland, ii, 177; 
Leader of the Opposition, 315; can¬ 

didate for Waterford, 461 
Ponsonby, John, i, 359; marriage, 359 

note 
Ponsonby of Imokilly, William, 1st 

Lord, i, 359 note 
Ponsonby, Hon, William, attack of 

chicken-pox, i, 196-198; accident, 
217; voyage, 280; attache to Lord 
Granville, 469; laziness, ii, 77, 79, 
115; characteristics, 77, 79; studies, 
77; tour in Finland, 100; attack of 
fever, 179; facility in reading Greek, 
427; candidate for Youghal, 462; 
marriage, 499; at Hetterope, 539; 
letter to Lord Granville, on the death 
of his mother, 554; death of his son, 

554. See De Mauley, Lord 
Ponsonby, Colonel, the Hon. William, 

at the battle of Salamanca, ii, 451 

note 
Pope, Alexander, i, 358 
Popham, Sir Home Riggs, in command 

of the expeditions to the Cape of 
Good Hope, ii, 150; to Buenos Ayres, 

231 
Porteus, Beilby, Bishop of London, 

Sermon on Sunday observance, u, 358 

Port Sansculotte, taken, i, 113 
Portland, Hans William Bentinck, 1st 

Earl of, i, 69 note 
Portland, William Henry Cavendish, 

3rd Duke of, i, 39 note, 256 note; 
cypher name, ix, xv; Chancellor of 
Oxford, i, 52; policy, 76; joins the 
Government, 93 note; illness, ii, 139; 
interview with Lord Hawkesbury, 
166; operation, 184; recovery, 200; 
appointed Prime Minister, 234, 7 ! -, 

resignation, 341 
Portman, Edward Berkeley, marriage, 

i, 221 , 
Portsmouth, ii, 413; Dockyard, work¬ 

ing of the block machine, 420 

Portugal, Marie Francesca Isabella 

Queen of, i, 166 
Portugal, Prince Regent of, ii, 289; 

refuses to violate his treaties with 
England, 315 note; retires to the 
Brazils, 315; refuses to return, 502 

Potemkin, Gregory Alexandrovitch, 

Prince, death, i, 36; story of, 393 
Potocka, Countess, attentions from 

Lord Douglas, ii, 278; life of intrigue, 

278 note 
Potocki, Comte, characteristics, ii, 

294; at Castle Howard, 313; indo¬ 

lence, 313 
Pougens, Marie Charles Joseph, i, 397 

Powis, Lord, ii, 134 
Poyntz, Georgiana Anne, i, 10 note 
Poyntz, Rt. Hon. Stephen, i, 311 note 
Poyntz, William, i, 10 note 
Prague, xix, i, 64 
Praslin, Duchesse de, ii, 513 
Precy, Count Louis de, ii, 514, 525 
Presburg, Peace of, ii, 2, 152, 153 note 
President, American frigate, and Little 

Belt, encounter between, ii, 425 note 
Pretyman, Rt. Rev. Bishop of Lincoln, 

present at the death of Pitt, ii, 163, 

170 
Proserpine, wrecked, i, 241 
Prussia, Treaty of Alliance with 

Russia and Austria, i, 38; war with 
France, ii, 218; Treaty of Alliance 
with Austria, Russia, and Great 

Britain, 475 note 
Prussia, Prince and Princess Ferdinand 

of, i, 202 . 
Prussia, Princess Frederica of, l, 2UZ 

note. See York, Duchess of 
Prussia, Prince Louis of, i, 201 note; 

killed at the battle of Saalfeld, ii, 218 

Prussia, Princess Louis of, i, 201, 203 
Prussia, Princess Sophie of, l, ^02 

Prussians, their reverses, ii, 260 note 
Pulteney, Sir James, xxi; Secretary of 

War, resignation, ii, 341 
Pultusk, battle of, ii, 237 note 

Queen’s House, the, i, 19 
Quin, Henry, commits suicide, u, ~8, 

34 

Rabutin, Comte de Bussy, ii, 512 
Racine, “ Britannicus,” ii, 509 
Radzivill, Princess Louise, at Memel, 

ii, 265, 267 
Raguse, Due de, i, 380 note 
Ramey, John, i, 20 note 

| Ramsgate, i, 353 
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Ranclifie, George Augustine, 2nd 
Baron, at Paris, ii, S00 

Ranelagh, fete at, i, 16 

Rastadt, French plenipotentiaries at, i, 
240 

Raucourt, Mdlle, i, 377 note, 378 note 
Rawdon, Anne, i, 478 note. See Ailes- 

bury, Lady 

Rawdon, Mrs., accident, ii, 548 
Recamier, J. R„ i, 373 note 
Recamier, Mdme, i, 363; ball, 373; 

receptions in bed, 377, ii, 503; house, 
i, 388; dinner-party, 410 

Pedacteur, Le, publication of the 
Memorial from the English Govern¬ 

ment to the French Directory,” i, 
136 

Redesdale, Lord, death, ii, 178 
Regency Bill, i, 13 

Registration of Arms Bill, ii, 271 note 
Regnier, General, defeat at Maida, ii. 

207 note 
Rembrandt, sale of a picture, ii, 256 
Remusat, Charles de, skit on “ Les 

Doctrinaires,” ii, 548 note 
Remusat, Mdme de, i, 407 note 
Rendlesham, Peter Isaac Thellusson, 

Baron, ii, 64 note 
Reversion Bill, ii, 273 

Rich, M., Secretary to Lord Gran¬ 
ville, ii, 279 

Richmond, Charles, 2nd Duke of, i, 473 
note 

Richmond, Charles, 3rd Duke of, i, 195 
Richmond, Charles Lennox, 4th Duke 

of, Lord Lieutenant of Ireland, ii, 
243, 333; attentions to Lady e’ 
Somerset, 333 

Richmond, Charlotte, Duchess of, 
jealousy of Lady E. Somerset, ii, 333 

Rigby, Miss, character, ii, 287 
Rigby, Mr., i, 7 

Rings, mottoes for, i, 282 

Ripon, Frederick John Robinson, Earl 
of, i, 319 note 

“Rivals, the, or the Trip to Bath,” 
Play, i, 11 

Rivers, Susan, Lady, ii, 370 

Riviere, M. and Mdme de, at Mar¬ 
seilles, ii, 520, 527, 530 

Rivoli, Andre Massena, Duke of, ii, 51 g 
note 

Roberts, Colonel, play at Brooks’s, ii, 10 
Robespierre, character of, ii, 89 

Robinson, Hon. Frederick John, i, 165- 

at Chatsworth, 319. See Goderich 
and Ripon 

Robinson, Mrs., death, i, 64 

Rochechouart-Faudoas, Mdlle dc, i 44 
note 

Rochefoucauld-Liancourt, Frangois A. 
F„ Due de la, “ Travels in the United 
States,” i, 276 

Rockingham, Charles Watson Went¬ 
worth, 2nd Marquis of, mansoleum, 
i, 179 

Rodgers, Commodore, in command of 
the President, ii, 425 note 

Roehampton, i, 113, 117, 302 

Rogers, Samuel, at Holland House, ii, 
414; “Pleasures of Memory,” 543 

note-, description of Mr. Beckford’s 
house at Fonthill, 544, 545 

Rolls Park, i, 10 note 
Romanzoff, Count Nicholas, ii, 228; 

Minister of Foreign Affairs, 244 

Romilly, Sir Samuel, Solicitor-General, 
ii, 196; speech at trial of Lord Mel¬ 
ville, 197 

Romney, pictures, i, 1, 4 note 
Roon, Mdme de, ii, 510 

Ros, Charlotte, Baroness de, i, 21 note 
Roscius, acting, ii, 13, 14, 40; recita¬ 

tions, 35; second debut, 147 

Rose, Rt. Hon. George, Vice-President 
of the Board of Trade, ii, 38; ap¬ 
pointed Treasurer of the Navy, 243 

Rosetta, attack on, ii, 253 note, 256 
Ross, Mr., Secretary to Lord Malmes¬ 

bury, i, 127; to Lord Morpeth, ii, 215 
ossdhu. ii. 327 Rossdhu, ii, 327 

Rosslyn, Alexander Wedderburn, 1st 
Earl of, i, 50 note-, death, ii, 87 

Rosslyn Castle, ii, 323 

Rosslyn, Henrietta, Lady, violent pre¬ 
judices, ii, 323 

Rosslyn, James, 2nd Earl of, ii, 323 
note 

Rothesay, Lord Stuart de. See Stuart, 
Sir Charles 

Rousseau, General, wounded at the 
battle of Barrosa, ii, 383 

Rovigo, General A. J. M. R. Savary, 
Due de, ii, 277 note 

Rowe, T., “The Fair Penitent,” ii, 125- 
“ Jane Shore,” 126 

Royston, Philip, Viscount, ii, 59 

Riiffin, General, taken prisoner at the 

battle of Barrosa, ii, 383; death, 385 
Ruiio, Cardinal Fabrizio, i, 247 

Rulhiere, C. C. de, “ Histoire de l’An- 
arcliie de Pologne,” ii, 294 

Rully, Mdme de, i, 32 

Rumbold, Sir G., taken prisoner, i, 471 • 
liberated on Parole, 480 

Russell, Lady John, i, 336 note 
Russell, Lord John, death of his wife, 

i, 306 note; second marriage, 336 note 
Russell, Lord William, ii. 291 note- 

marriage, i, 17 
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Russell, W., at Marseilles, ii, 516 
Russia, Treaty of Alliance with 

Austria and Prussia, i, 38; Coalition 
Treaty, ii, 1; Treaties with England, 
101 note, 207, 228, 244; Treaty with 
France, xxi, ii, 234; war declared 
against England, xxi, 234, 312; 
Treaty of Alliance with Austria, 
Prussia, and Great Britain, 475 note 

Russians, defeated by the French, i, 
268; encamped near Olmiitz, ii, 148; 
defeated at Austerlitz, 151; at Fried- 
land, 234; reverses, 260 note, 264 

Rutland, Charles, 4th Duke of, i, 15 

note , , 
Rutland, John Henry, 5th Duke of, 

candidate for Cambridge, n, 385 
Rutland, Mary Isabella, Duchess of, i, 

15 
Ryde, ii, 470, 471 . 
Ryder, Hon. Dudley, marriage, l, 108, 

113; Treasurer of the Navy, 278, 
280; remains in office, 290,294. See 
Harrowby 

Ryder, Hon. Richard, cypher name, x, 

XV 

Ryder, Lady Susan, birth of a 
daughter, i, 123; assistance to 
Canning in his courtship of Joan 

Scott, 252. See Harrowby 

Saxony, King of, taken prisoner at 

the battle of Leipzig, ii, 487 

Sayer, Miss, i, 397 note 
Scarborough, i, 9, 67 
Scavronski, Comtesse, ii, 101 

Schafiliausen, ii, 497 
Schlegel, ii, 508 
Scotland, tour in, i, 23 
Scott, General, i, 251 note 
Scott, Henry, ii, 289; interest in fishing, 

290 
Scott, Henrietta, Miss, i, 256 note 
Scott, Joan, Miss, courtship, i, 251- 

256; illness, 278; marriage, 279 note. 
See Canning 

Scott, Rev. John, Rector of Itclien, i, 

360 note 
Scott, Lady Mary, i, 251 note 
Scott, Sir' William, ii, 543; created 

Baron Stowell, 415; marriage, 418 

note. See Stowell 
Seaford, Charles Rose Ellis, Baron, i, 

217 note, 315 note 
Sebastiani, General, i, 177 note; at 

Paris, ii, 500 
Segur, Joseph Alexandre, Vicomte de, 

i, 37S , . 
Segur, Louis Philippe, Comte de, i, 377; 

appointed Counseilleur d etat, 38,, 

stories of Russia, 393 
Selkirk, Lord, Minister to America, n. 

Saalfeld, battle of, ii, 218 
Sabbath, observance of the, n, <1, 3o« 

Sadler’s Wells, farce at, ii, 99 
Saguntum, defeat at, ii, 417 

Salamanca, battle of, n, 432, 442, 449- 
451; evacuated by the French, 468 

Saltram, ii, 230 „ . „ , 
San Domingo, defeat of the French 

Squadron at, ii, 185 
Sandford, Miss, ii, 525 

Sandon, ii, 322 000 
Sandwich, John, 5th Earl of, i, 222 note 

Sanlieu, ii, 512 w 
Santarem, retreat from, n, 3/8, 386, 

406 
Sardinia, King of, i, 25; at Genoa, u, 

530, 532 .. 
Sarragossa, defence of, n, 32b 
Saunders, Richard Huck, n, 124 note, 

324 note , 
Savary, General Anne J. M. R., Due de 

Rovigo, at St. Petersburg, n, 277, 
279; arrogance, 292; style of con¬ 
versation, 305; political principles, 

305 , .. K10 
Savigny, Chateau d.e, ii> ol^ 
Savoy, Marie Therese of, i, 25 note 
Saxe, Frederick, letter to Lady Staf¬ 

ford, i, 80 

184 , . __ 
Serra-Capriola, Antoine, Due de, l, o7 
Sevigne, Mdme de, letters, i, 34 i 
Seymour, Anne,_ii, 366. See Darner 
Seymour, Georgiana, ii, 287 
Seymour, Miss F„ engagement, l, 342 
Shaftesbury, Anthony, 5th Earl of, n, 

499 note 
Shaftesbury, Anthony, 7th Earl ot, u, 

494 note . .. 
Shaftesbury, Lady, at Pans, n, o08; 

Slindon, 539 „„„ 
Shannon, Richard, 2nd Earl of, l, 238 

note .. 
Sharp, Mr., at Marseilles, n, 516 
Sheerness, mutiny at, i, 149-152 
Shelley, Sir John, winnings at play, n, 

59; story of, 220, 223 
Sheridan, Mrs., i, 242; cypher name, x, 

xv attempt to reconcile her hus¬ 
band and Fox, 456; relations with 

Lord Howick, ii, 274; death, 545 
Sheridan, Pv. B., i, 76, 79, 87, 160, 162, 

194' unwelcome attentions to Lady 
Bessborough, 216, 351, 352, ii, 188, 
308; letter to her, i, 242; adaptation 
of the tragedy “ Pizarro,” 245, ii, 13; 
character of his speech, l, 301 

opinion of the Peace of Amiens. 314 
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charges against Lord Granville, 334; 
speech on the Army Estimates, 
371; duplicity and vanity, 427; 
rejects offers of places, 430; conversa¬ 
tion with the Prince of Wales, 431; 
quarrel with Adair, 432; views 
against the proposed coalition be¬ 
tween Pitt and Fox, 436, 437; rela¬ 
tions with Fox, 456; cypher name, 
xi, xv, 465; jealousy of Tierney, 476- 
criticism of Kemble, 481; at the 
play, 492; treatment of Lady Bess- 
borough, 492, 495, ii, 8, 86, 309; 

anonymous letters, ii, 3, 5, 7, 17, 32; 
criticism of his speech, 36; on the 
repeal of the Defence Bill, 60; scenes 
with Lady Bessborough, 93, 276- 
love of flattery, 104; “The Rivals,” 
126; on the marriage of his son, 139; 
appointed Treasurer of the Navy, 
173; candidate for Westminster, 226, 
227; visit to Lady C. Lamb, 236; 
opinion of the Irish Insurrection 
Bill, 2 11; at the christening of Lady 
C. Lamb’s son, 292; verses, 293; 
degradation of his mind and char¬ 
acter, 307; Epigram, 309; on the 
state of political parties, 353; story 
of Burke, 388; attack of fever, 429; 
political views, 444; threat to visit 
Lady Bessborough after his death, 
541 

Sheridan, Tom, appointed Aide-de- 
Camp to the Duke of York, i, 430- 
secret marriage, ii, 135, 139;’char! 
acter of his acting, 151; candidate 

i for Stafford, 225 

Sheridan, Mrs. T., secret marriage, ii, 
13o, 139 

Sicard, Abbe, i, 398, 409 

Siddons, Mrs., acting, ii, 126, 312 

Sidmouth, Henry Addington, Vis¬ 
count, ii, 1; appointed President of 
the Council, 1, 212 note; lines on, 
2 note; forged letters from Canning, 
9, 19, 23; opposition to Pitt, 15- 
pledge to support Lord St. Vincent! 

•ii_ r®slgnation, 64; reconciliation 
with Pitt, 65; criticism on, 92- ill- 
ness of his son, 123; character of his 
policy, 160, 268; appointed Privv 
Seal, 177; views on the Slave Trade, 
237; appointed Home Secretary’ 
431; reconciliation with Canning 
445 =” 

Sieyes, Abbe, i, 351 

Silesia, conquest of, ii, 233 note 
Sdlery, Stephanie Felieite Ducrest de 

Saint-Aubin, Comtesse de Genlis and 
Marquise de, i, 39 note. See Brulart 

Simiane, Charles Francois, Comte de, i, 
375 note 

Simiane, Mdme de, i, 375 
Simplon, model of, ii, 503 

Sinclair, Janet, ii, 328 note. See Colqu- 
houn, Lady 

Sinclair, Rt. Hon. Sir John, ii, 328 note 
Sisteron, ii, 524 
Skinner, Lady, i, 37 
Slane Castle, ii, 329 

Slave Trade, Bill for the abolition of 
, the, debate on, ii, 237; passed, 238 

Sligo, Catherine, Marchioness of, mar¬ 
riage, ii, 418 note 

Sligo, Howe Peter, 2nd Marquis of, 
trial, ii, 418 

Sligo, John, 1st Marquis of, ii, 418 note 
Smith, Lady Anne, i, 222 note 
Smith, Charles Culling, i, 222 

Smith, Robert, i, 164, 165 note; child¬ 
ishness, 358 

Smith, Robert Percy, i, 165; at Holland 
House, ii, 395 

Smith, Rev. Sydney, i, 165 note, ii, 313; 
character of his writings, ii, 275, 399; 
flashes of wit, 397 ' 

Smith, Admiral Sir William Sidney, ii, 

127; evacuation of Toulon, i, 72 note, 
76 note; negotiations with General 
Kleber, 276 note; Treaty at El 
Arish, 276 note; in command of the 
expedition off Sicily, ii, 134 

Smyth, General, i, 31 

Smythe, Walter, i, 93 note 
Smolensk, ii, 467 note 
Smorgony, ii, 432, 467 note 
Sneyd, Colonel, i, 189 
Sneyd, Mrs., i, 100, 189 

Solana, Marquis de. Governor of Cadiz 
ii, 137 

Solms Brauenfels, Prince von, i, 201 
note 

Somerset, Duchess of, ii, 317 

Somerset, Lord Fitzroy, Aide-de- 
Canrp to Sir A. Wellesley, ii, 339- 
loss of his arm, 536 

Somerset, Louisa Augusta, Lady Ed¬ 
ward, ii, 333; relations with the 
Duke of Richmond, 333 

Somerset, Lieutenant-Colonel Lord R 
Edward, ii, 333 note 

Soulavie, Abbe Jean Louis, “ Anec¬ 
dotes de Louis XVI.,” i, 333- re_ 

vision of the Memoirs of Mdme de 
Pompadour, 484 

Soult, Marshal, policy to the Austrian 
General, 11, 149; at the battle of 
Saalfeld, 218; defeats at Albuera, 
378, 403 note; at St. Jean de Luz, 481 

South Hill, i, 444 
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Southampton, ii, 409 
Southampton, Charles Fitzroy, 1st 

Baron, i, 489 note; engagement, 342 
Southey, Robert, literary works, ii, 

280 
Souza, M. de, i, 388 note-, marriage, 

352 
Souza, Mdme de, i, 388, ii, 509, 511 

Spa, ii, 497 
Spain, concessions of, i, 24 note-, rup¬ 

ture with England, ii, 16 note-, pro¬ 
posed Treaty with, 404 

Spaniards, at the battle of Barrosa, ii, 
382-384; their hatred of the French, 

401 
Spanish treasure ships, capture of, i, 

500 
Spencer, Lady Caroline, i, 37 
Spencer, Lord Charles, Postmaster, ii, 

180 
Spencer, Lady Elizabeth, marriage, i, 

20 
Spencer, George John, 2nd Earl, i, 214 

note; character of his speech, 76; 
joins the Government, 93 note; ap¬ 
pointed 1st Lord of the Admiralty, 
146 note; at Spithead, 146; resigna¬ 
tion, 288; on the trial of Lord Mel¬ 
ville, ii, 43; views of Boulogne 
Harbour, 99; at Stowe, 107; ap¬ 
pointed Home Secretary, 173, 177; 
on the appointment of Ministers, 

214; at Ryde, 470 
Spencer, Lady Henrietta Frances, mar¬ 

riage, i, 86. See Bessborough 
Spencer, Lord Henry, i, 50 
Spencer, John, 1st Earl, xxiii, i, 86 

note 
Spencer, John, marriage, i, 20 
Spencer, Lavinia, Countess, i, 19 note, 

214, 509; characteristics, ii, 352, 474 
Spencer, Margaret Georgiana Poyntz, 

Dowager Countess, i, 311; at Chats- 
worth, 312; illness, ii, 478 note 

Spencer, Mrs., relations with Lord J. 

Townshend, i, 284, 286 
Spithead, mutiny of the fleet at, i, 144, 

146 note 
St. Albans, ball at, i, 99 
St. Asaph, Lord, house broken into, ii, 

428 note 
St. Clair, Lady, i, 113 
St. Clair, Lady Madeleine, marriage, 

ii, 136 
St. Germans, William, 2nd Earl of, i, 

169 note 
St. Iago, victory at, ii, 193 
St. Jean de Luz, defeat at, ii, 481 note 
St. John, General Hon. Frank, i, 248 

St. John, Mrs., i, 92, 93 

St. Jules, Caroline, i, 366; marriage, ii, 

390. See Lamb 
St. Martin, ii, 550 
St. Omer, i, 160 
St. Petersburg, xix, i, 55, ii, 277 
St. Sebastian, fall of, ii, 468, 472, 481 

note 
St. Senanus, legend of, ii, 458 
St. Vincent, Admiral Sir John Jervis, 

Earl of, i, 69 note, 145; 1st Lord of 
the Admiralty, ii, 15; motion against 
Lord Melville, 43, 60; political views, 
322; opposes the Address, 354 note 

Stadion, Philippe, Comte de, Austrian 
Ambassador at St. Petersburg, ii, 112 

Stael, Mdme de, pamphlet, i, 111; 
“ Delphine,” 378; criticisms on, 380, 
ii, 485-487; friendship with Talley¬ 
rand, i, 384; aflection for her father, 
ii, 85; style of writing, 255; at 
Coppet, 280; criticism on Corinne, 

283; at Roehampton, 475, 477; “ De 
l’Allemagne,” 485 ; dinner-party, 
490; at Hatfield, 495; Paris, 503 

StaSord Election, i, 240. 244 
Stafford, George Granville, 2nd Mar¬ 

quis of, change of political views, ii, 

11, 15, 16, 22, 25, 27-29 ; his wig, 
184; wealth, 363. See Gower and 

Trentham 
Stafford, Elizabeth, Marchioness of, 

i, 480; ii, 11, 17, 21, 65, 71, 235, 311. 
See Sutherland 

Stafford, Granville, 1st Marquis of, 
character, xvii; marriages, xviii; 
children, xviii; resigns the Privy 
Seal, i, 93 note; views against peace, 
101; advice to his son Granville, 185, 
297; cause of the friction with his son 
Lord Gower, 241 note; dismay at the 
resignation of Pitt, 290, 292; feelings 
of gratitude to the King, 297; in¬ 
flammation of his eyes, 297, 302; 
illness, 415; opinion of Pitt, 425; 

death, xxi, 438 
Stafford, Susannah, Marchioness, of, 

characteristics, xviii; children, i, 1; 
at Trentham, 3; Whitehall, 5; 
opinion of Pitt, 5, 14, 229, 234; at 
Addiscombe, 7; Scarborough, 9, 67; 
at the play, 11; attacks of rheu¬ 
matism, 16, 22; advice against 
gambling, 33; views on travelling 
abroad, 40; distress at the marriage 
of Lady Augusta Murray, 77-79; 
advice against artful women, 82; 
conversation with Pitt, 91; affection 

for her son,. 94, 119, ii, 24; wish that 
he should be Private Secretary to 

Pitt, i, 95-98; advice to her son, 124, 
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157; views on keeping free of debt, 
211; opinion of Lady Sutherland, 
228, 229; on the expense of an elec¬ 
tion, 244; on the difficulties of Lord 
Granville’s proposal to raise a Batta¬ 
lion, 270; at Bath, 290; opinion 
of the Union, 295 ; illness, 311, 
ii, 104; Pelisse, i, 406, 416; views on 
her son’s attachment to Lady S. 
Fane, 417; opinion of Mr. Addington, 
419; death of her husband, xxi, 438; 
present of religious books to her son, 
463; new house, ii, 41, 75; views in 
defence of Lord Melville, 53, 60; last 
letter to her son, 93; death, xxv, ii, 
105; will, 105; letter to G. Canning, 
i, 272 

Stahremberg, Mdme de, ii, 97 
Stahremberg, Prince, cypher name, xi, 

xv; account of his quarrel with 
Count Woronzow, ii, 33; character, 
103 note; opinion of Lord Granville, 
112 

Standish, Mr., at Paris, ii, 546 
Stanhope, Charles, 3rd Earl, i, 76, 79, 

ii, 430, 446 note 
Stanhope, Lady Hester, opinion of 

Lady Bessborough, xxiii note; inter¬ 
view with Canning, i, 446, 449-451; 
attentions from Lord Granville, 458, 
462, 466, ii, 15, 39; cypher name, x, 
xi, xv, 464, 465; ordered to break off 
her friendship with Lady Bess¬ 
borough, 481; appearance, 504; ill¬ 
ness, ii, 36, 39, 88; letter to Mr. Hill 
on the cause of her illness, 39; letters 
to Lord Granville, 48, 62; report of 
her accouchement, 76; pension, 170; 
grief at the death of Pitt, 171; report 
of her engagement, 221; relations 
with Canning, 276; taken by Arabs, 
435 

Stanislas, Augustus, King of Poland, i, 

63 
Steele, Rt. Hon. Thomas, amount of 

his deficit, ii, 243 

Stewart, Major-General Sir Charles, at 
the battle of Dresden, ii, 476. See 
Londonderry 

Stewart, Dugald, “ Elements of the 
Philosophy of the Human Mind,” ii, 
111 

Stewart, Lady Elizabeth, marriage, i, 
187 note. See Inge 

Stewart, Lady Euphemia, i, 4 note 
Stewart, Lady Margaret, ii, 318 note 
Stewart, Lady Susannah, marriage, 

xviii; appointed a Woman of the 
Bedchamber to Princess Augusta, 
xviii. See Stafford, Lady 

Stewart, Colonel William, at the battle 
of Zurich, i, 271 

Stopford, Mr., i, 410 
Stormont, Lord, i, 15 
Stowe, ii, 104, 107 
Stowell, Baron, ii, 415 note, 544 note 
Strafford, Frederick T. Wentworth, 3rd 

Earl of, death, i, 250 
Strafford, John, 1st Earl of, i, 222 note 
Stralsund, ii, 488 
Strangways, Lady L., marriage, ii, 314 
Strathaven, Lord, i, 6; marriage, 17, 36 
Strathnaver, Baroness, i, 6 note 
Strogonoff, Baron, ii, 84; extravagance, 

84; arrival in London, 106, 107 
Strogonoff, Mdme de, i, 478 
Stuart, Hon. Charles, engagement, i, 

342 
Stuart, Sir Charles, xxii; cypher name, 

xii, xv, i, 465, 469; created Lord 
Stuart de Rothesay, 469 note; at St. 
Petersburg, 485, 490; unpopularity, 
ii, 79; letters to Lord Granville, 227, 
244; at Aranjuez, 339 

Stuart, General Sir John, victory at 
Maida, ii, 207 note 

Sturges, Rev. John, i, 15 note 
Sturges-Bourne, William, at Oxford, 

i, 15; Paris, 388; cypher names, xi, 

xii, xv, 446, 465 
Sub spe rati, meaning of the formula, 

ii, 228 
Suchet, Louis Gabriel, accounts of the 

campaign in Spain, ii, 505 
Sueur, M. de la, ii, 510 
Sullivan, Rt. Hon. John, on the Board 

of Control, ii, 179 note 
Sussex, Prince Augustus Frederick, 

Duke of, i, 77; at Mayence, 46; 
private marriage, 77 

Sutherland, Elizabeth, Countess of, 
marriage, xviii, i, 6 note; at Paris, 
25; Trentliam, 57; Dunrobin, 68, 
220; Roehampton, 117; character¬ 
istics, 118; dislike of Canning, 228; 
congratulations on Lord Granville’s 
speech, 232; political views, ii, 60: 
letters to Lady Stafford, i, 25, 27, 
29-32, 150, 152, 153 

Sutherland, George Granville, 1st Duke 
of, xviii. See Gower, Stafford, and 
Trentham 

Sutton, Dr., appointed Archbishop of 
Canterbury, ii, 50 

Suvarrow, General, defeat, i, 268 
Swabia, invaded by the French, i, 240 

note 
Sweden, Coalition Treaty, ii, 1; armis¬ 

tice with France, 249 note; Treaty 
with England, 486 
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Sweden, Bernadotte, Crown Prince of, 
appointed Commander-in-Cliief of 

the Allied Armies, ii, 475 note, 477; 
story of, 478 

Sweden, Charles John XIV., King of, i, 

409 note 
Swift, Jonathan, Diary, i, 327 
Swinburne, Mr., i, 142 
Swinnerton, Mr., views on an imposi¬ 

tion of an income tax, i, 340 
Symonds, Dr., opinion on the illness of 

George III., i, 456 
Szhawbe, ii, 264 

Tain, ii, 515 
Talavera, battle of, ii, 344; anniversary 

of, 436 
Talhouet, Mdme de, i, 407 note 
Talleyrand-Perigord, Charles Marquis 

de, ii, 547; character, i, 38, 156; 
Minister of Foreign Affairs, 155 note; 
letter on the arrest of Mdme Grand, 
354 note; conversation with Fox, 
361; dinner-party, 381; treatment of 
Mdme de Stael, 384; Memoirs, ii, 98; 
story of, 113; overtures for peace, 
189, 200 note; signs the Treaty of 
Peace at Tilsit, 270 note; appointed 
Grand Chambellan, 539 

Talleyrand, Mdme de, ii, 503 
Tallien, Jean, L., i, 135 note, 362 note 
Tallien, Marie J. Therese, Mdme, i, 

135, 138, 141, 402 
Talma, Franijois Joseph, i, 135; acting, 

377, ii, 508; recitation, ii, 504 
Talma, Julie, Mdme, i, 135, 140; 

cypher name, x, xv 
Tankerville, Charles, 4th Earl of, ii, 16 

note 
Tarente, Prince de, i, 45, 380 note 
Tarleton, General, ii, 404; on the right 

of Free Trade, 435 note 
Tatter, George, Hanoverian Charge 

d’Affaires, at St. Petersburg, death, 

ii, 72 
Tavistock, Francis, Marquis of, i, 17 

note 
Teignmouth, i, 102, 106 
Tempest, Sir H. V., false report of his 

death, ii, 251 
Temple, Lord, criticism on his speech, 

i, 310; appointed Paymaster, ii, 179 

Texel Gat, i, 236 
Thanet, Thomas, 6th Earl of, i, 5 note, 

51 note 
Thanet, 7th Earl of, i, 9 note 
Thanet, Sackville Tufton, 9th Earl of, 

i, 204; play at Brooks’s, ii, 10 
Thellusson, Peter Isaac, created Baron 

Rendlesham, ii, 64 

Theatre, riot at, i, 495 
Thibaudeau, Antoine, i, 399 
Thiers, M., opinion of M. Delacroix, i, 

127 note 
Thionville, capture of, i, 55 
Thurlow, Edward, Lord Chancellor, 

xix; career, i, 2 note; takes Lord 
Granville to school, xix, 2; letters 
from, 2; at Scarborough, 10; death, 

ii, 211 
Thurlow, Miss, engagement, i, 241 
Thurlow, Rev. Thomas, i, 2 note 
Thynne, Lady Isabella, at Longleat, ii, 

411 
Tierney, George, criticism on his 

speech, i, 182, 183; reply to Pitt, 
234; motion in favour of peace with 
France, 235; lottery, 274; attack on 
Pitt, 301 note; anecdote, of, in the 
Moniteur, 428; view on the proposed 
coalition with Pitt and Fox, 437; 
interview with Pitt, 459; cypher 
name, ix, xv, 465; relations with 
Sheridan and Pitt, 476; offered the 
post of Chief Secretary for Ireland, 
479; influence on Lady Holland, ii, 
91, 96; appointed President of the 
Board of Control, 211, 212; opinion 
of Addington’s policy, 268 

Tillotson, John, Archbishop of Canter¬ 
bury, sermons, ii, 370 

Tilsit, meeting at, ii, 234, 264; Treaty 
of Peace, xxi, ii, 270 note, 445 

note 
Titchfield, Lord, i, 256 
Tixall Hall, xxiii, ii, 391 
Tobin, comedy the “Honeymoon,” ii, 

18 
Todd, Eleanor, i, 397 note 
Todd, Thomas, i, 397 note 
Tolentino, battle of, ii, 534 
Tollemache, Mr., engagement, i, 65 
Tomline, Marmaduke, ii, 51 note 
Tonnerre, M. de Clermont, i, 30 
Tooke, Rev. John Horne, arrest, i, 90 

note; trial, 103, 105; acquitted, 105; 
elected for “ Old Sarum,” 298 note, 
300 note; “Diversions of Purley,” 

ii, 137 
Torres Vedras, ii, 351, 386 
Torrington, George, 4th Viscount, i, 

371 note 
Toulon, evacuation of, xx, i, 72, 76 

Tourcoing, battle of, i, 89 note 
Toussaint, L’Ouverture, General, at 

San Domingo, i, 395 note; death in 

prison, 398 
Townshend, Bella, death, ii, 398 
Townshend, Lord Charles P„ death, i. 

122 
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Townshend, Elizabeth, marriage, ii, 
480 note. See Clifford 

Townshend, Lord Frederick, shoots his 
brother, i, 122 

Townshend, Lady John, husband’s 
jealousy, i, 287 

Townshend, Rt. Hon. Lord John, xxi, 
i, 10, 99; cypher name, xii, xv; 
attack of illness, 196; unwelcome 
attentions to Lady Bessborough, 
250,' 286; relations with Mrs. 
Spencer, 284, 286; jealousy of his 
wife, 287; proposed punishment for 
Ministers, 426; parody, 429; letter 
to Lady Bessborough, ii, 36; criti¬ 
cisms on speeches of Ministers, 36; 
appointed Paymaster, 179; illness of 
his son, 232 

Tracy, M. de, ii, 510 
Trafalgar, battle of, ii, 1, 131 
Trentham, xxi, i, 6 
Trentham, George Granville, Lord, 

marriage, xviii, i, 6 note. See 
Gower, Stafford, and Sutherland 

Trimmer, Miss, i, 364, ii, 9, 185; cypher 
name, x, xv; various names, ii, 300; 
character, 300 

Trimmer, Mrs., death, ii, 377 
Trinidad, capture of, i, 146, 339 note 
Triplicate Assessment Bill, i, 183, 186, 

190 
Troppau, ii, 151 
Trotter, J. B., “ Memorials of the Later 

Years of C- J. Fox,” ii, 419 
Trotter, Mr., Deputy Treasurer of the 

Navy, ii, 42, 59 
Tufton, Lady Charlotte, i, 9 
Tufton, Lady Elizabeth, i, 8 
Turin, ii, 551 
Turks, their treatment of prisoners, ii, 

275 
Tuscany, Grand Duchy of, ii, 532 note 
Twysdon, Philip, Bishop of Raphoe, ii, 

109 note 
Tythes, system in Ireland, ii, 337 

Ulm, capitulation, ii, 2, 129, 142 
United States, war declared against 

England, ii, 425 note-. Treaty of 
Peace with, 520 note 

Ursel, Henriette d’, i, 378 note 
Urzel, Duchess d’, ii, 97 
Uxbridge, Henry, 1st Earl of, i, 20 note, 

ii, 24 

Valence, Cyrus, Marie de Timburne, 
Comte de, i, 383 

Valencia, taken by the French, ii, 432 
Valenciennes, siege of, i, 65; surrender, 

66 note 

Valladolid, advance on, ii, 432; Allied 

Army enter, 451, 455 
Valmy, Due de, i, 376 note 
Vandamme, General, taken prisoner at 

Kulm, ii, 476 
Vanhove, Charlotte, i, 377 note 
Vansittart, Nicholas, appointed Chan¬ 

cellor of the Exchequer, ii, 431, 444 

note 
Vassall, Elizabeth, i, 50 note. See 

Webster and Holland 
Vaudemont, Mdme de, i, 28; at the 

play, 400 
Vaudreuil, Joseph Fran£ois, Comte 

de, at Roehampton, i, 346 
Vaudreuil, Mdme de, ii, 64 
Vauguyon, Due de, i, 44 note 
Venice, i, 92; St. Mark’s, restoration of 

the horses, ii, 539 note 
Verdun, capture of, i, 54, 55 
Vernon, Caroline, i, 165 note 
Vernon, Dowager Lady, i, 35 
Vernon, Edward, Bishop of Carlisle, 

i, 1,35, ii, 41. See Carlisle and Har- 
court 

Vernon, Miss, i, 36 
Vernon, Richard, i, 165 note 
Vestris, Gaetano, i, 397 note 
Vestris, Marie Auguste, i, 397 
Victor, Marshal, defeat at the battle 

of Barrosa, ii, 384 note 
Vienna, xix, i, 64 
Vieuperth, M., ii, 511 
Villeneuve, Admiral Pierre Charles de, 

ii, 65, 97 note, 136; commits suicide, 
196 

Villiers, Lady Anne, i, 191 
Villiers,Lady Caroline, divorce, ii, 366; 

marriage, 366 
Villiers, Lady Charlotte, marriage, i, 

1.7 
Villiers, Lady Elizabeth, ii, 121; ap¬ 

pearance, i, 359, 363; engagement, 
ii, 230 

Villiers, Lady Frances, marriage, i, 
359 note. See Ponsonby 

Villiers, Hon. George, marriage, i, 502 
note 

Villiers, Lady Gertrude, i, 124; report 
of her engagement, 220 

Villiers, Lady Harriet, marriage, ii, 
230. See Bagot 

Villiers, John, i, 32; ii, 440, 441 
Villiers, Lord, at Roehampton, i, 346; 

attentions to Lady S. Fane, 417; 
marriage, 454 note 

Villiers, Sarah, Lady, i, 454 note; at the 
Opera, 334; accidents, ii, 91, 131; 
fondness for Worthing, 109; mar¬ 

riage, 124 note. See Fane and Jersey 
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V'illiers, Mrs. J., i, 32, 114, 115; char¬ 
acter of her conversation, ii, 368; 
friendship with Lord Euston, 

368 
Vimiera, victory at, ii, 326 
Viotti, Giovanni Battista, ii, 120 

Visconti, Mdnie, i, 379 
Vittoria, battle of, ii, 468, 471 
Volney, Comte de, “ Les 11 nines, i, 

330 .. „ , 
Voltaire, plays, i, 377, 399, ii, 12; char¬ 

acter of his letters to Mdme du 

Deffand, ii, 373 
Voules, Comte de, ii, 523 

Wagram, Alexandre Berthier, Due de, 

ii, 510 
Wagram, Duchess of, ii, 510 
Wagstafie, Mr., robbed of his de¬ 

spatches, i, 482 note 
Walcheren, Island of, attack on, n, 343 

note 
Waldegrave, Captain, ii, 532 
Waldegrave, Maria, Countess of, n, 108 

note ^ . . 
Wales, H.R.H. George, Prince of, ap¬ 

pointed Regent, i, 11, ii. 376 note, 
378; relations with Mrs. Fitzherbert, 
i 93; marriage, 108; treatment of his 

wife, 122, 502, ii, 251; relations with 
Lady Jersey, i, 123; with Miss Pox, 
220- reconciliation with Lady Bess¬ 
borough, 248; claim to the revenues 
of the Duchy of Cornwall, 332, 333; 
account of his quarrel with the 
Duchess of Gordon, 424; his dis¬ 
pleasure with Sheridan, 427; rela- 
tions with the King, 429, 430, 454, 
459 ii, 4; conversation with Sheri¬ 
dan, i, 431; interview with the 
Duchess of Devonshire, 451; opinion 
of Pitt, 451; cypher name, xi, xv, 
468; forbids gambling in his house, 
468 • interview with the King, 477; 
conversation with Tierney, 479; at 

Brighton, ii, 120; mode of life, 120; 
opinion of Lady Jersey, 121; visit 
to Lady Bessborough, 187; o^ges 
against the Princess of Wales, 202- 
205; dislike of Lord Howick, 250; 
quarrel with Tierney, 254; illness, 
275, 422; at the christening of Lady 
C Lamb’s son, 292; relations with 
Lady Hertford, 294, 297; scene with 
Lady Bessborough, 349; letter to Mr. 
Perceval, 379; character of his 

policy, 396; treatment of Ministers, 
415; injury to his foot, 416; quarrel 
with the Duke of Cumberland, 426; 

reconciliation with him, 429; gift to 

Mrs. Fitzherbert, 429; account of 
Canning’s refusal to join the Govern¬ 
ment, 443; interview with Lady 
Bessborough, 443; Levee, 490. See 
George IV. 

Wales, Princess of, at the Opera 
House, i, 121; relations with her 
husband, 122, 502, ii, 251; at the 
play, ii, 16; charges against, 20-;- 
205; reprimanded by the King, 239; 
position, 432; in Italy, 5l6; at 
Genoa, 530, 533; appearance, 535 

Walker, Dr., at Genoa, ii, 553 
Walker, Mrs., death, ii, 83 
Wallop, Mr., engagement, i, 241 

Walmer Castle, i, 251 
Walpole, George, Under-Secretary for 

Foreign Affairs, ii, 216 
Walpole, Horace, opinion of Elizabeth 

Gunning, i, 25 note; of the Mar¬ 
gravine of Anspach, 86 note; ‘ His¬ 
toric Doubts on the Life and Reign 
of Richard III.,” 327; paper, ii, 366. 

See Orford . 
Walpole, Sir Robert, Life of, l, 208 
Ward, Hon. E., ii, 314 

Ward, Hon. John William, ii, L.» 
seconds the amendment in Parlia¬ 
ment, 354; motion, 381; on Canning's 
political views, 470 note; treatment 
of Lady Holland, 490. See Dudley 

Warren, Sir John, propensity for 
gambling, i, 460; cypher name, x, 
xii, xv, 465, 495; recalled from bt. 
Petersburg, 485, 490; arrival m 
London, 495; at Holland House, u, 

Warren, Sir J. B., victory of St. lago, 

ii, 193 
Warren, Lady, dislike of Lord Gran¬ 

ville, i, 485, 492; love of pomp, 490; 

story of, ii, 37 
Warsaw, xix, i, 62, 64 
Waterford Election, ii, 460, 463 
Waterford, Bishop of, views on the 

Roman Catholic Emancipation Bill, 

i. 293 
Waterloo, battle of, n, 535 note, o36 
Wauchope, Major-General, attack on 

Rosetta, ii, 245; killed, 254 note 
Webster, Sir Godfrey, i, 50; divorces 

his wife, 123 
Webster, Lady, i, 50, 52; divorce, 123; 

marriage, 124. See Holland 
Weimer, Marguerite Josephine, actmg, 

i, 377 note. See George 
Weld, Edward, i, 93 note 
Weld, Isaac, travels, i, 249 
Wellesley, Sir Arthur, Chief Secretary 

for Ireland, Bills, ii, 271 note; vie. 
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tory at Vimiera, 326; style of his 
letters, 328; views on attacking the 
French, 330; reasons for signing the 
Convention of Cintra, 334, 339; re¬ 
called, 338; victory at Talavera, 344. 
See Wellington 

Wellesley, Lady Charlotte, divorce and 
marriage, ii, 366 

Wellesley, Hon. Henry, divorce, ii, 366 

note, 428 note; Ambassador to 
Madrid, 519. See Cowley 

Wellesley, Lord, return from India, ii, 
4, 159; resigns post of Foreign 
Secretary, 431, 436; support of the 
East India Company’s claims, 434 

Wellesley, William, marriage, ii, 415 
note. See Mornington 

Wellington, Duchess of, at Paris, ii, 
503; ball, 509 

Wellington, Duke of, retires on Lisbon, 
ii, 351; position at Torres Vedras, 
386; relations with General Graham, 
397; on the faults committed at the 
battle of Albuera, 403; military 
system, 406; victory of Salamanca, 
432, 442, 449-451; enters Madrid, 
432; captures Ciudad Rodrigo, 432; 
approval of Colonel F. Ponsonby, 
452; reception at Valladolid, 455; 
character as a commander, 457; 
victory at Vittoria, 468, 471; enters 
France, 481 note; crosses the Bidas- 
soa, 481 note, 483; created Duke, 
500; treatment of his wife, 507; 
attentions to Grassini, 507; meet¬ 
ing with Massena, 516; relations 
with Louis XVIII., 539 

Wenlock, Sir Robert Lawley, Baron, 
ii, 535 note 

Wentworth, i, 179 

Wentworth, Charles, Lord, appointed 
Ambassador to Paris, i, 373 note 

Wesley, Secretary of Legation in the 
Mission to Lille, i, 158; sent to re¬ 
port in London, 167 

West Indies, expedition to, i, 69; 
capture of Islands, 98 note 

Westmorland, John, 10th Earl, ii, 124 

note; Lord-Lieutenant of Ireland, i, 
112; views on the Slave Trade, ii’ 
237 

Westmorland, John, 11th Earl of, ii, 
119 note 

Westmorland, Lady, ii, 124; on Lady 
S. Fane’s love affairs, i, 433; sup¬ 
posed influence over Bonaparte, ii, 
294; length of letters, 300; influence 
over Mr. Ward, 534; at Rome, 549 

Whetham, General, Lieutenant-Gover¬ 
nor of Portsmouth, ii, 423 

Whitbread, Samuel, on the repeal of 
the income tax, i, 337 note; on the 
impeachment of Lord Melville, ii, 
1; cypher name, 23; resolutions 
against Lord Melville, 51, 82, 190; 
character of his speeches, 199 

Whitby, Lucy, marriage, i, 221 
Whitby, Rev. T., i, 221 note 
Whitehall, i, 5 

White, Miss, marriage, i, 140 

Whitelocke, Bulstrode, literary works, 
i, 346 

Whitelocke, Lieutenant-General John, 
evacuation of Monte Video, ii, 285 
note; criticism on his conduct, 285; 
disaster at Buenos Ayres, 310 

Whitworth, Charles, Earl, Ambas¬ 
sador to Russia, i, 56; stories of the 
Emperor Paul, 281; appointed Am¬ 
bassador to Paris, 376; conversation 
with Bonaparte, 418; leaves Paris, 
421; treatment of Mdme Gerepzoff, 
476 note; cypher name, xi, xv, ii, 
289; refuses the Mission to Copenl 
hagen, 289 

Wiasemsky, Prince, i, 57 note 
Wickham, Lord, at Marseilles, ii, 516 
Wilkes, Mr., style of his letters, i, 

484 

Willis, Dr., report on the condition of 
George III., ii, 372; distinction be¬ 
tween insanity and delirium, 372 

Wilmot, Mrs., i, 335, 355 

Wilson, Harriet, at Ryde, ii, 459 
Wilson, Sir M., at Holland House, ii, 

395 

Wimbledon, i, 106 

Windham, Lady Anne, ii, 135 

Windham, Hon. Charles, ii, 135 
note 

Windham, William, joins the Govern¬ 
ment, i, 93 note; Secretary for War, 

166, ii, 173, 177; resignation, i, 288; 
speech on the Peace, 307, 308; loses 
his seat for Norwich, 343; cypher 
name, xii, xv, 465; character of his 
speeches, ii, 23, 36, 199; plan for 
improving the army, 183 note; Army 
Bill, 192; petition against his elec- 
Hon, 235; pun, 256; death, 365: 
Diary, 365 

Winsor, Mr., introduction of gas in 
London, ii, 281 

Winter, Admiral Jan W. de, defeated 
at Camperdown, i, 181 note 

Woburn, i, 177 
Wodehouse, Mr., i, 45 

IV ombwell, Lady Anne, legacy from 
her father, i, 335 

Wombwell, Sir George, i, 335 note 
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Woodhouse, Dr., xix, i, 4; appearance, 
5; promoted to Rochester, 170; at 
Trentham, 313; Dean of Lichfield, ii, 

362 
Wootton, i, 119, 240 
Worcester, ii, 239 
Worcester, Charlotte, Lady, birth of a 

son, i, 71, 121; death of her son, 76; 
appearance, 148. See Beaufort 

Worcester, Henry Charles, Marquis of, 

i, 20; marriage, 20 note. See Beau¬ 

fort 
Wordsworth, William, cottage at Gras¬ 

mere, ii, 280 
WoronzoS, Count Simon, i, 155 note; 

Russian Ambassador, 460; on Lord 
Granville’s propensity for gambling, 
460; cypher name, ix, xv, 465, 477; 
quarrel with Prince Stahremberg, ii, 
33; at the funeral of Lord Nelson, 

155 
Woronzofi, Comtesse, marriage, ii, 314 
Worthy, Lady C., at Dunkeld, ii, 324; 

meeting with Lady Bessborough, 

324 ' 1 , 
Wraxall, Sir N„ “ A Tour Round the 

Baltic through the Northern 
Countries of Europe,” ii, 294 

Wright, Captain, taken ’ prisoner and 

killed, ii, 134,145 
Wrottesley, Sir John, Baron, i, 16, n, 

16; at Trentham, i, 57 
Wurmser, Marshal, defence of Mantua, 

i, 139 
Wurtemberg, Duke of, ii, 139 note 
Wurtemberg, Princess Mary of, i, 281 

note 
Wycombe, Lord, attentions to Lady 

Bessborough, i, 261, 264; stories, 

Wynn, Sir Watkin Williams, at St. 

Petersburg, i, 56 
Wynne, Lady Charlotte, legacy from 

her father, i, 335 
Wynne, Thomas Edward, i, 335 note 

Yarmouth, Francis Charles, Earl of, 
detained in Paris, ii, 188; release, 
200; at Paris, 429. See Hertford 

Yarmouth, Lady, remains in Paris, ii, 

200 
York, Princess Frederica of Prussia, 

Duchess of, i, 202 
York, Frederick, Duke of, cypher 

name, xi, xv; in command of the 
troops in Flanders, i, 62, 64; char¬ 
acter as a commander, 67; skir¬ 
mishes with the French, 89; retires 
from Holland, 236; in command of 
the Allied forces in Holland, 265 
note; joins the Emperor Francis, ii, 
129; criticism on the conduct of 
General Whitelocke, 285; result of 
the Parliamentary inquiry, 347 note 

Yorke, Charles Philip, appointed 1st 
Lord of the Admiralty, ii, 54, 59, 63; 

created Lord Morden, 64 
Yorkshire Election, ii, 251; cost of the, 

251 
Youghal Election, ii, 462, 466 

Zamoiska, Countess, at Castle Howard, 

i, 429 
Zegur, bridge of, ii, 377 

Zezere, ii, 386 
Zoubow, Comtesse Valerie, i, 476 note, 

507; ii, 194; friendship with Lord 
Granville, 47; appearance, 47. See 
OuvaroS 

Zoubow, Platon, i, 507 note 
Zoubow, Valerian, i, 507 

268 
Wyndham, Hon. Charles William, at 

Petworth, i, 115; at the play, 162 Zuider Zee, i, 236 

Wyndham, Sir William, letters’ i, 441 ! Zurich, battle of, i, 271 note 
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